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Preface 

We need to stare their vision of the truth in the face and see what it really, really looks 

like … and where it comes from.  

Philip Mirowski (2017) 

Standing with my gravely ill partner in the emergency room of our local Bulli Hospital being 

told that they would not even assess her condition and that I would have to drive to another 

hospital 15 minutes away was the slap that woke me. A short time after this incident, we 

both returned to Bulli Hospital to attend a community meeting about its future. We were 

told by the chairman of the local health board that a US style urgent care centre was being 

considered as a replacement for our hospital’s emergency department (ED). That rang my 

alarm bells immediately. I knew that the US had the most expensive health care in the world 

and a much lower life expectancy rating than Australia. I also knew that I was witnessing 

one of those pretend consultations favoured by our state government – the ED at Bulli 

already existed in name only.   

The result of this meeting was the formation of a community protest group and the 

beginning of my journey to discover what was happening. I started researching, firstly for 

the group as we prepared submissions to save our local service and then on the broader 

issues: the creeping privatisation of public assets and the ever-expanding finance sector that 

was benefiting hugely from the public asset grab. I realised just how ignorant I had become 

about my own country. I knew things were changing, but I knew nothing of the details. And 

I found that the changes were radical, widespread and connected across health, TAFE, 

transport, social security and universities. Indeed, the very fabric of Australia’s social 

democracy, traditionally anchored in the mixed economy of public and private services, was 

being unravelled. My ignorance reflected the fact that I had no choice in these matters, 

whether at the ballot box or in public debate. I, as a citizen, had come to rely on 

information and democratic engagement provided by the public service, the parliament and 

independent media, but, like the emergency department, these institutions had become 

placeholders for something else of which we, the citizens were unaware.  

My research took me from local to national to global contexts and to the politico-economic 

philosophy driving the policy changes. Economic rationalism, now called neoliberalism, was 

a philosophy that promoted itself with terms like free markets, competition, choice, 
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efficiency and small government. However, the roots of the philosophy and the motivations 

of its adherents remained elusive.  

In July 2014, encouraged by Professor Thomas Faunce from the Australian National 

University (ANU), I enrolled in a PhD, and began the scholarly leg of my journey. A short 

time later I noticed the expression ‘competition and contestability’ in government policy 

literature. On finding out that contestability was an economic doctrine used to justify the 

monopoly takeover of public services I now reread those documents aware that a 

government’s wish to encourage both ‘competition and monopoly control’ is extremely 

contradictory. I explored further, and discovered that contestability theory was invented by 

the giant US telecommunications corporation AT&T at its research centre Bell Laboratories 

in the mid-1970s. Bell Labs was one of the great industrial labs of modern times. Bell Labs 

engineers invented transistors, satellites, microwave technology, mobile phones, JAVA 

script and information theory—all of which were major information technologies that 

ultimately supported our world of ignorance. I realised that I had found the terrain within 

which this thesis would be set; that is, neoliberal philosophy, contestability and ICT, three 

inextricably linked factors that profoundly affect the world in which we live.  

Having completed this thesis, I have now peeled away some of the layers obscuring the 

mission behind the neoliberal doctrine. This political philosophy with its antecedents in the 

First World War, has sown the seed of what I call the ‘great upending’ of the social progress 

that was forged by the generations who fought the First and Second World Wars, endured 

the Great Depression and Cold War, and reclaimed the voice of the citizen against the 

Vietnam War. Ironically, as the Australian Department of Defence’s One Defence report 

(2015) attests, war, like everything else in the public domain, now has a “business model” 

based on contestability.  

Publications: 

Chapter 8, section 8.3 is drawn from my article: 

Colton, Caroline. 2017. ‘Contestability ‘theory’, Its Links with Australia’s Competition 

Policy, and Recent International Trade and Investment Agreements. Australian Journal of 

International Affairs 71 (3): 315-334. 
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Abstract 

During the 1930s neoliberals began a project to construct a global economic system, 

coordinated by ‘the’ market transmitting prices through telecommunications channels. The 

market they had conceived was an information processor, truth verifier and regulator of 

itself through competition, the dynamic system that constantly updated prices. As Mirowski 

identified, the constructed nature of the neoliberal market and its operation as an 

information system were central tenets of neoliberal thought. 

This thesis argues that, contrary to neoliberal discourse extolling competition, the neoliberal 

movement developed an apparently contradictory, yet symbiotic relationship with 

monopoly capitalism. This can be traced back to the founding political philosophy of 

Friedrich Hayek, which was compatible with the formation of monopolistic industry 

structures based upon ICT networks. Alternatives to neoliberalism, such as various forms of 

liberalism and socialism were seen as incompatible with this ‘reconstruction’ of the market 

based on information. The synergies between neoliberalism and monopoly capitalism that 

would construct a data-driven market order were emergent in the 1930s, becoming more 

tangible in the 1970s following the invention of contestability theory by Bell Telephone 

Laboratories, the research arm of AT&T.   

Contestability purported that the imitation of competition could be equivalent to actual 

competition under certain ‘free’ market conditions. Contestability was a network-based 

theory which converged with the neoliberal philosophy of the catallaxy, a term used by 

Hayek to describe a network of ‘economies’ coordinated by ‘the’ market. A historicised and 

hermeneutic analysis shows how contestability and the catallaxy taken together justified a 

new vision of global social order, one that would redefine ‘competition’ in ways which 

promoted both industry consolidation and global market expansion, whilst undermining 

public institutions through policies of deregulation and privatisation. 

My analysis presents an original interpretation of Hayek’s positions on monopolies, and 

shows how the Chicago School, in which he became a central figure, would transform the 

theoretical basis of the US antitrust regime thereby legitimating an expanded role for 

monopolies as planners of the market order.  
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The thesis also traces the heretofore unexamined career of contestability from obscure 

theory to the legal architecture of international trade. This is further explored in a case study 

showing how contestability facilitated Australia’s economic integration with the 

international economy. The thesis establishes the importance of contestability at the 

intersection between neoliberal political economy and the corporate control of digital 

information, manifest in the rise of ‘platform monopolies’ of which AT&T was an early 

example. 
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Overview 
Neoliberalism has become the dominant policy philosophy in the contemporary world. 

Some scholars have ascribed the ideological fervour in which it is held as having religious 

elements (Harberger and Levy 1999; Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 72; Kotsko 2018; 

Whyte 2019) given the unquestioning zealotry with which neoliberal governments have 

embraced the justification for handing the reins of government to corporate control 

through privatisation of the public sector.  

In this thesis I explore the mechanism that has underpinned government adoption of a 

privatisation and deregulation policy agenda that has allowed corporations to assume the 

provision of government services and performance of government functions even in the 

absence of a competitive market. That mechanism is contestability theory also referred to as 

contestable market theory, the contestability doctrine, contestable market hypothesis or 

simply contestability (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982). Contestability is said to justify 

monopolies based on its theoretical claim that monopolies can imitate competitive pricing if 

they are operating under a threat of competition from potential competitors made possible 

by certain free market conditions (Baumol 1982b). The theory was invented by economists 

William Baumol, John Panzar, Robert Willig and Elizabeth E. Bailey working for Bell 

Telephone Laboratories (Bell Labs), the industrial research arm of US telecommunications 

giant AT&T.  

This mechanism came to my attention as a contradiction appearing in Australian 

government policy documents. The phrase ‘competition and contestability’ was used in 

promoting the privatisation and deregulation of government services (Queensland 

Commission of Audit 2013; National Commission of Audit 2014). On researching the 

technical meaning of ‘contestability’, it became apparent that a theory that justified 

monopoly was being used to prosecute the neoliberal privatisation and deregulation agenda. 

Yet this theory was ostensibly antithetical to neoliberalism’s stated adherence to the liberal 

virtue of competition (Hayek 1960; 1976 [1949]). That is to say, what contestability brought 
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to light was neoliberalism’s apparent contradiction: that on the one hand, this widely-

embraced ideology promotes the primacy of market competition; and on the other, the era 

dominated by neoliberal policy has manifested greater industry concentration, monopoly 

power and inequality of business opportunity.    

As I will show, neoliberalism has from its emergence in the 1930s attempted to 

accommodate monopoly theoretically into their competitive market order. The first 

indication that monopoly power might be harnessed by the neoliberals came in September 

1945 when Hayek published his famous article ‘The Use of Knowledge in Society’ in the 

American Economic Review.1 In it he asked the question “who is to do the planning[?]” of an 

efficient economic system (Hayek 1945, 520). He proposed three options:  

Central planning—direction of the whole economic system according to one unified plan. 

Competition, on the other hand, means decentralized planning by many separate persons. 

The half-way house between the two, about which many people talk but which few like 

when they see it, is the delegation of planning to organized industries, or, in other words 

monopoly. (Hayek 1945, 521). 

Since that time, Hayek and his colleagues in the neoliberal movement and their successors 

have claimed that market competition is the optimum planning device by which individuals 

can achieve prosperity and freedom (Friedman 1962) and through which facts are 

discovered and the truth is verified (Hayek 2002). Much of the critique of neoliberalism has 

taken at face value these claims of neoliberal authors and stated that neoliberals hold 

competition as being central to their ethos. Marxist historian David Harvey describes 

competition as their stated “primary virtue” (2007 [2005], 65) and Michel Foucault 

concluded that “for the neo-liberals, the most important thing about the market … is 

competition” (2008, 118). As will be shown in this thesis, this came in part from the 

neoliberal identification with classical liberalism, which associated competition with multiple 

competitors. The inverse was monopoly power, which was seen to disrupt competition 

(Van Horn 2011, 1528). Another factor was probably Foucault’s seminal analysis of the 

concern of German ordoliberals with protecting small business and craft industries which 

he extrapolated as a neo-liberal virtue, and with the effect of extrapolating this insight to 

Chicago and other neoliberal coteries even where this was not necessarily the case (Foucault 

2008, 240).  

 

1 In 2011 this article was voted one of the top twenty most influential articles in the 100 years of the 
journal’s publication (Arrow et al. 2011, 4). 
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Much of the critical literature associates adverse neoliberal impacts with competitive market 

societies which is then applied to such issues as environmental vandalism (Harvey 2005; 

Klein 2014), de-democratisation, and alienation of those who can’t meet the market’s needs 

(Dardot and Laval 2017 [2013]; Kotsko 2018; Brown 2019).  

The statistics show market expansion and increased competition in the 1980s and 1990s 

correlating with the implementation of neoliberal privatisation and deregulation policies 

across many industrialised states. That statistical picture changed in the 21st century. An 

OECD study noted an increase in concentration internationally, with the US in particular 

showing significant increases in “mark-ups and profits” and a fall in the “rate of churn” 

(new players coming into the market) (2018, 3). In the US 75% of industries experienced 

increased concentration from the late 1990s (Grullon, Larkin, and Michaely 2019, 698)2 with 

industry becoming increasingly oligopolistic (Furman and Orszag 2015, 12). There has also 

been a noted increase in economic rents and a shift in “rents away from labor and towards 

capital” (Furman and Orszag 2015, 1).3 This shift in economic rents is indicative of 

increasing levels of concentration and income inequality which has been extensively 

analysed in global studies by Thomas Piketty (2014) and Joseph Stiglitz (2013 [2012]). 

In this thesis I explore the origins of the apparent contradiction between an ideology 

promoting market competition and trending increases in industry consolidation. I begin this 

exploration by questioning the internal logic of Hayek’s influential assertion that market 

competition could realistically be considered ‘the’ planner ‘who’ would implement his 

conception of a rational economic order (Hayek 1945). The hypothesis I explore here is 

that, in fact, Hayek engaged in intellectual duplicity. Despite his nominal intellectual 

obeisance to free competition, he consistently collaborated with American capitalists to 

provide intellectual justifications for a world market order in which they would be the 

planners (see Chapter 6). This raises questions as to what role monopoly capitalists played in 

shaping the development of the neoliberal movement, and what were their visions (if any) 

 

2 Concentration measured by the Herfindahl–Hirschman index (HHI) reached its lowest point in the  US in 
1996-97. The authors note that other concentration measures show the same results (Grullon, Larkin, and 
Michaely 2019, 701). 

3 Economic rents are defined as “the return to a factor of production in excess of what would be needed to 
keep it in the market. Rents can accrue to any of the factors of production. For example, capital can extract 
rents by engaging in anti-competitive behavior to earn revenues well in excess of opportunity cost” 
(Furman and Orszag 2015, 2). 
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of a social order. In short, what were the synergies between monopoly capitalism and 

neoliberal ideology? 

In researching this question, I explore how the computerisation of networks has driven 

industry consolidation and led to the rise of info-tech monopolies. I also appraise whether 

there are identifiable theoretical precepts in neoliberalism which render it compatible with 

the architecture that was to define the age—digital networks. What are the intellectual 

building blocks, the thought DNA if you will, of neoliberalism that enabled it to annex both 

epistemic and political power at the dawn of the Information Age?  

I analyse relevant aspects of Hayek’s contribution to the formation of the neoliberal 

movement, with regard to both his published corpus and his political activism alongside 

colleagues from the Austrian group. The latter includes his participation in the Socialist 

Calculation debates of the 1930s and early 1940s, and his significant input in organising the 

antitrust research projects with faculty and students at the University of Chicago (1946-

1955).  

I also examine the cross-fertilisation of ideas between Chicago School economists, notably 

Ronald Coase and Harold Demsetz and legal scholars Richard Posner and Robert Bork, and 

economists at AT&T Bell Labs working on economic theories applicable to information 

and communications networks. These economists, William Baumol, John Panzar, Robert 

Willig and Elizabeth Bailey who were the core members of what I call the ‘Bell group’ 

developed a theory of industrial organisation which incorporated the design of what they 

called a contestable market. Their theory purported to have found a solution to the problem 

of monopolistic pricing by ensuring monopolies would behave competitively without the 

use of regulation. That they used a market design to solve this problem was indicative of the 

influence of neoliberals who believed the market was a universal problem solver (Mirowski 

2015 [2009]). Throughout the thesis I will show how contestability was in turn incorporated 

into neoliberal doctrine and used as a theoretical tool in support of the neoliberal vision to 

create a market-coordinated global network of economies Hayek called the catallaxy (Hayek 

1976; 1978 [1968]b).  

I set the analysis of contestability and neoliberal political philosophy into its historical 

context, starting at the Socialist Calculation debates wherein the neoliberals proffered an 

argument acknowledging that monopolies were a problem in a competitive market. 

However, they also argued that the state-controlled production monopoly model theorised 

by market socialists posed an even greater risk when it came to managing monopolies 
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(Mises 1935 [1920]; Hayek 2015 [1935]-a). It was a ‘lesser of two evils’ anti-government 

argument which lacked rigour and left Hayek and his colleagues at the London School of 

Economics and Political Science (LSE) looking for a contestability-like solution to 

monopoly pricing (Fowler 1934; Hayek 2015 [1935]-a).  

Hayek also debated with Bell Labs president Frank Jewett who proposed a social order 

model based on Bell Labs organisational model using research methodologies from the 

natural sciences to structure societal decision-making. This corporate model was antithetical 

to Hayek’s free market model (Jewett and King 1940; Hayek 1941). Nonetheless, there were 

synergies between neoliberal philosophy and monopoly capitalism, including an anti-

government sentiment and an interest in the market conditions needed for a new economic 

institution to emerge which was global in scope (Hayek 1939; Jewett and King 1940, 826). 

Hayek’s philosophy was centred around information and the telephone network which was 

regarded as essential business technology (Coase 1937; Hayek 1945), making it immensely 

important to the whole economy (Gleick 2011, 192).  

Post-war Hayek and Coase took positions at the University of Chicago where there 

developed further intellectual cross currents between Chicago and Bell group, prosecuted 

through established academic channels like The Bell Journal of Economics where Chicago 

School neoliberals published, albeit not exclusively. Both groups theorised a radical shift in 

the approach to competition policy, antitrust regulation and regulation generally in the 

United States and globally as they separately envisaged the construction of a new economic 

system based on telecommunications networks and the new science of information 

transmission. The hypothesis I explore here is that Bell group devised a theory of industrial 

structure which incorporated the design of a contestable market that conceptually integrated 

a firm, a network and a market into a new organisational type I call the firm-controlled 

network hosting a market. This new formation closely reflects today’s digital platform 

business models that include platform monopoly. The network is deemed to be both a 

physical infrastructure (exchanges, poles and wires, satellites etc.), and the links between 

individuals and organisational entities made through that telecommunications network 

which can be harvested for data profiling users on the network.  

This leads to my second hypothesis – that the neoliberal conception of the market-

coordinated network of economies fused with the firm-controlled network hosting a 

market. That is the catallaxy is essentially a recursive formation of the firm-controlled 

network, as per its basic premise, that being a market that coordinates a network of 

economic activity which is controlled by a firm. The catallaxy therefore constitutes a 
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networked social order global in scale which is controlled and commanded by monopoly-

oligopoly industry structures substituting for government. An exemplar of this substitution of 

the state by this corporate networked formation or corpocracy, is the Australian state whose 

sovereignty and people are threatened by its emergence, as it engages in the process of 

running government services and institutions thus integrating the Australian state with the 

catallaxy, innocuously referred to as the world economy.  

In time the contestability doctrine was deployed by international governance institutions to 

enhance market access to national economies. And conversely, it was deployed by a number 

of national governments worldwide which I illustrate in the Australian case study showing 

how policy makers used contestability to rationalise the signature neoliberal policies of 

deregulation and privatisation, and set the policy agenda to creating the conditions for a 

globally integrated market-based social order. 

That the vision of a globally networked market order could be realised through the right 

formulation of abstract economic theory, doctrine and rules set by international governance 

institutions committing nation states, wishing to participate in the global economy, to an 

unfettered market access regime, speaks to the synergy between the neoliberals and the 

monopolists that would serve their hegemonic rise in the late 20th century. 

In making this sociological investigation of these new developments in economics and law 

from the Austro-Chicago and Bell group perspectives, I determine that contestability is a 

hitherto unidentified aspect of the neoliberal movement’s political philosophy and socio-

economic agenda. In making this connection I show how a theoretical case for monopolies 

was begun by Hayek and his colleagues in the 1930s, was brought to fruition by the 

theoretical work and advocacy of the Bell group in the 1970s and was consolidated as 

government policy in Australia from the 1990s.  

The originality of this thesis is somewhat reflected in the dearth of secondary literature, 

concerning monopoly and contestability in the neoliberal era particularly the combined 

impacts of these three factors. The chief publication, Contestable Markets and the Theory of 

Industry Structure (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982) received mixed reviews from economists 

(Perrakis 1982; Brock 1983; Schwartz and Reynolds 1983; Spence 1983; Weitzman 1983), 

These reviews were marked by a concern for the mechanics of the theory rather than for its 

broader economic implications. The latter was raised in only a small number of texts that 

examined the risk of using contestability as justification for government policy (Shepherd 

1984; 1995) on US antitrust law (Rowe 1984) on network based monopolies including 
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AT&T (George, Joll, and Lynk 1992) on New Zealand’s economy since the 1980s (Greer 

1988) and on Australian competition law and the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement 

(Colton 2017).  

On its part the critical neoliberal literature has paid sparse attention to the monopoly 

contradiction within neoliberalism with the exception of a small body of literature on the 

role of monopolies in the early history of US neoliberalism from the 1940s to the early 

1960s (Van Horn 2015 [2009]). Hayek’s positions on antitrust have been analysed by (Paul 

2004; Kerin 2010; Kusunoki 2015) and there are brief explorations of how neoliberalism 

treats monopolies from (Barry 1979; Shearmur 1996). There is an absence of examination of 

the contestability doctrine within the critical neoliberal literature. Consequently, this analysis 

of contestability in this thesis within the context of the history and philosophy of 

neoliberalism makes a significant contribution to the literature in the hope of igniting a 

deeper critique of the socio-economic implications of the combined forces of neoliberalism 

and monopoly capital that are being exerted on global society.    

1.1 We need to talk about monopoly 
This thesis re-examines neoliberalism in the light of monopoly power. It contributes to a 

new understanding of neoliberalism, taking as a starting point the inverse of monopoly, 

competition. Competition was defined by Hayek as “a process of the formation of opinion: 

by spreading information, it creates that unity and coherence of the economic system which 

we presuppose when we think of it as one market” (Hayek 1949b, 106). This definition of 

competition is in stark contrast to its commonly understood meaning of many enterprises 

and individuals striving for market share – this being the accepted ideal of liberal economics 

and political theory.  

For those scholars critiquing neoliberalism for whom Hayek’s radical epistemic approach to 

competition becomes apparent, the market is understood as an “information processor” 

(Caldwell 2004; Mirowski 2013, 141) and neoliberal political economy as a network theory 

of economics and society (Birner 1996; Laïdi 2007). This identifies the shift by neoliberals 

away from neoclassical orthodoxy, a shift which became a source of contradictions that 

beset neoliberal political philosophy. We must open it up to scrutiny and comparison in 

order to discern the transformations that Foucault suggested could be found in the 

discourse (Foucault 1972, 151).  
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In this thesis I will show that neoliberalism’s contradictions pivot on the inverse of 

competition, monopoly. Of concern is how Hayek’s epistemic definition of competition is 

represented by its polar opposite conception. The question arising is what role does 

information and information and communication technologies (ICT) play in the formation 

of monopolies? In order to address this question, I defined ‘monopoly’ broadly to mean the 

power to dominate the market, with the chief criterion being the ability to set prices which 

neoliberals treat as coded information. Control over prices is a key element commonly used 

in definitions of monopoly (Baran and Sweezy 1966, 6; Birch 2017b, 105). I include 

oligopoly within the meaning of monopoly unless otherwise stipulated, because market 

domination is largely the outcome of a consolidation process driven by mergers and 

acquisitions concentrating industries into oligopoly and monopoly structures (Baran and 

Sweezy 1966; Hannaford 2007).  

Neoliberal economist, Fritz Machlup observed “the term ‘monopolistic practices’ is often 

used to mean ‘evil practices,’ chiefly of ‘big business’” (Machlup 1967 [1952], 3). The 

neoliberals thought some monopolies presented a problem to the economy, but they did 

not generally regard them as evil. To the contrary they came to regard them as beneficial 

(Hayek 1979a; 1988; Friedman 1999). 

Monopolies have been met with opprobrium throughout history. In Tudor England the 

practice of creating monopolies by the issuance of royal patents was “widely condemned as 

an evil” (Sacks 1995, 274) because monopolies were said to threaten a man’s ability to 

practice his craft and make a living. Monopolists were described as “Bloodsuckers of the 

Commonwealth” (Richard Martin (1570-1617) quoted in: Sacks 1995, 275). Two hundred 

years later Adam Smith (1723-1790) attacked monopolies as the “sole engine of the 

mercantile system” (Smith 2007 [1776], 407). Mercantilism had arisen in Britain at the end 

of Elizabeth I’s reign. It was a form of private government paying dues to the sovereign for 

this privilege (Foucault 2008, 5). Britain’s most famous monopoly, the East India Company 

(1600-1874), was more empire than government. A Royal-charter joint-stock company, this 

private concern brought much of India, South-East Asia, the Middle-east and China under 

“company rule” through control over trade, raw materials, shipping and its own militia 

which committed atrocities on the colonised populations through civic neglect and 

murderous force (Walker 2020, 112, 113).  

The American Republic also succumbed to the power of monopolies and cartels, most 

notably during what Thorstein Veblen called the Gilded Age (1870-1900), a period, 

characterised by extreme levels of wealth, inequality and economic abuse by monopolies 
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that controlled industries like the railways, telecommunications and oil (Veblen 1899). The 

adverse impact on the economy spurred nationwide protest movements4 that crossed the 

political spectrum including the conservative mainstream. Republican John Sherman 

proposed antitrust legislation against “the great evil that now threatens us” leading to the 

enactment of the Sherman Act in 1890 (Congressional Record 1890, 2457). The 

Rockefeller-controlled Standard Oil Company was successfully prosecuted under the Act 

leading to the breakup of the oil trust in 1911 (Walker 2020, 27). It was not indicative, 

however, of a solution to the problem of monopoly power as the Great Depression (1929-

1939), and the pushback against Roosevelt’s New Deal reforms in its wake attests. The 

problem of organising a response to the calamity against vested interests was felt in 

Australia and elsewhere. The general consensus amongst the public and economists globally 

held that banks and monopolies were responsible, at least in major part, for the collapse of 

the stock markets (Means 1935; Lange 1937; Hawley 1966; Van Horn 2011, 1527, 1528). 

The severity and length of the Great Depression, according to economic historian Ellis 

Hawley, led to a shift in how the “monopoly problem” was conceptualised in the US: 

the classic evils of monopoly … result in economic inefficiency, misallocation of resources, 

technical stagnation, and the exploitation of unorganized groups. … The ‘problem,’ … has 

been one of democratizing ‘big business,’ of finding some way to reconcile the tightly 

organized, stratified, and authoritarian institutions of modern industrialism with the 

democratic, individualistic, and libertarian ideals of an earlier era (Hawley 1966, 3, 4).  

Hawley’s observation was prescient in respect to neoliberal sentiment regarding liberal and 

libertarian views on liberty and the right of monopolies to succeed competitively. The 

Socialist Calculation debates during the Great Depression forged the neoliberal position on 

monopolies through trading criticisms with socialists over economic models that were 

vexed by their shared belief that monopolies somehow had to be accommodated in the 

economic system. This was against the liberal virtue of competition which remained 

sacrosanct to classical liberal economists like Henry Simons and Jacob Viner of the First 

Chicago School who campaigned against monopolies believing they threatened economic 

stability and democracy (Van Horn 2011, 1527-1528). 

 

4 This was exemplified by farmers’ galvanising their own Grange Movement into what became known as 
“The Farmers War Against Monopolies” (Martin 1874, 5). This led to the formation in 1891 of the 
Populist Party which called for the railways and telephone companies to be nationalised, fuelling concerns 
amongst liberals and others about extremist solutions finding favour with voters.  
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As recounted in this thesis, the neoliberals had a very different view of what constituted the 

monopoly problem, believing that the causes lay outside of monopoly itself and instead lay 

in the way governments and the law intervened in the markets. This accounts for their initial 

‘lesser of two evils’ argument in the 1930s and the radical reengineering of the global 

economy, over time, to allow monopolies unfettered access to markets; predicated on an 

absolute faith in the power of markets to discipline the power of monopolies.  

The contemporary iteration of monopoly is invested in the idea of self-regulation as 

signified by Google’s motto ‘Don’t be evil’. How it got to this point whereby many nations 

today have inadequate institutional protections and therefore rely on the whims of 

monopolies not to ravage the societies they dominate, is the story told in this thesis.  

1.2 Thesis structure 
Chapter 1: Introduction explains my methodology and my motivation for researching a thesis 

that counters the claim that neoliberalism is the optimal model for general prosperity. The 

main protagonists, Friedrich von Hayek, William Baumol and his Bell group, are introduced, 

showing their interpersonal links and shared intellectual lineage. Also, a brief overview is 

presented of AT&T and AT&T Bell Telephone Laboratories who financed and managed 

the invention of contestability.  

Chapter 2: Critical Approach analyses Hayek’s sparse writings on monopoly, as well as the 

secondary literature that provides a critique of those writings, and offers a brief history of 

the second Chicago school during the period Hayek spent organising the Antitrust Projects 

(1946-1955). The analysis in this chapter forms the basis of my claim that by 1979 Hayek held 

a pro-monopoly position informed by the contestability doctrine. Foucault’s commentary on 

the economic-juridical institutional makeup of capitalism provides a framework from which 

I theorise the possibility that the neoliberal movement in the US, along with AT&T’s Bell 

group, forged a new form of capitalism. The extent to which the state continues to have 

presence is considered a test of my claims for emergence of this new capitalist formation.  

Chapter 3: Hayek’s spontaneous order in the Computer Age considers the epistemology of Hayek’s 

corpus. I identify key theoretical precepts in Hayek’s writings on economics, law, political 

philosophy and psychology as he applies them across these disciplines, and discuss his 

integrated philosophy concerning how individuals and social orders process information. I 

draw out how Hayek’s conceptions would influence neoliberal theorists and lend coherence 

to neoliberal thought. This analysis is set within the historical context of emerging ideas, 
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notably of Alan Turing, in the mathematical logic upon which computers were based. The 

purpose of this chapter is to show how Hayek’s insight into the critical importance of 

information to the economy informed his political philosophy influencing generations of 

economists and the political class (Mirowski 2002; Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017). Further, 

I show how his political philosophy was compatible with the network architecture of the 

Information Revolution that would come to serve the interests of ICT monopolists. 

Chapter 4: The Socialist Calculation Debates and the launching of neoliberalism focuses on how 

neoliberal thought was forged by the Socialist Calculation debates (1920-1941), between the 

Austrian group led by Hayek, and the market socialists from the Cowles Commission led by 

Oskar Lange. These debates focused attention on the problem of monopolies that afflicted 

both the socialist market position and the free market model of the Austrian group. From 

these debates, the chapter traces the emergence of neoliberalism as a discursive formation 

with its attendant objects and concepts such as markets and competition. It describes how 

the practical issues of data collection and calculation came to dominate the historical 

critique of the debates, to the neglect of the monopoly question. I contribute a fresh 

perspective regarding the ongoing influence the neoliberals derived by shaping the narrative 

from the debates. 

Chapter 5: Hayek’s planning of a new social order begins by examining the corporate social order 

model proposed by AT&T’s Frank Jewett and Robert King in 1940. This model was based 

on the organisational model of Bell Telephone Laboratories. Whilst it is rarely referred to 

now, Jewett and King’s vision of a post-democratic society run by technocrats in 

‘Engineering Progress and the Social Order’ was taken seriously by Hayek (1941), who made 

a general criticism of scientists and engineers for considering methodologies used in the 

natural sciences to be applicable for social planning. I analyse this vision and Hayek’s 

counter arguments for concentrating planning efforts on competition. This is set within the 

historical context of AT&T’s organisational principles, corporate vision and influence. With 

the design of a contestable market by AT&T economists three decades later, the chapter 

examines both the synergies and the differences that appeared between Hayek and AT&T 

during the war and shows a continuum through to the present day. 

Chapter 6: Neoliberalism and the building of the pro-monopoly edifice in post-war America begins with a 

critique of Hayek’s attack on 19th century liberalism made through his paper ‘‘Free’ 

Enterprise and the Competitive Order’ presented at the inaugural meeting of the Mont 

Pèlerin Society (MPS) in April 1947. Hayek called for the substitution of laissez-faire with 

an entirely new competitive order. Supporting his recommendations were research projects 
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on industry concentration and antitrust that Hayek had already begun to organise at the 

University of Chicago (1946-1955). In examining the rise of Chicago law and economics I 

show how the “neoliberal thought collective” formed the goal of diminishing the Sherman 

Act, which was the key bulwark against monopoly power in America (Mirowski and Plehwe 

2015 [2009]b). We examine how this work laid the foundation for legal scholars and judges 

in the 1970s thus paving the way for the legitimation of contestability, an economic doctrine 

that justified monopoly.  

Chapter 7: Contestability: the rise of the firm analyses the intellectual cross-currents between 

Chicago economists Ronald Coase and Harold Demsetz and the Bell group, including the 

work by Bell economist William Sharkey which redefined ‘natural’ monopolies.5 This 

chapter describes how neoliberal theory on the firm and markets contributed to the 

development of contestability and set the agenda for the privatisation of public sector 

enterprises and services. It examines how the technological structure of the Bell System 

influenced the development of Bell’s efficiency theory and places this in the context to the 

corporate needs of AT&T in the period from the 1960s to the 1980s. 

Chapter 8: How the contestability doctrine privatises the state: an Australian case study illustrates the 

syncretism between neoliberalism and monopoly capitalism by examining the contribution 

of the contestability doctrine to the neoliberal project in Australia. Prominent policy 

documents from 1993 to 2020 are analysed. I also discuss the impact of contestability’s 

market access doctrine in free trade and investment agreements (FTAs) on Australian 

competition law and policy. The implications of the Australian government’s ongoing 

investment in the digital transformation of government functions are considered 

(Department of Finance 2018) along with the broader policy that seeks to assess all 

government functions for contestable market readiness (Department of Finance 2015b). 

The case study illuminates the transformation of Australia’s liberal democratic state from 

supporting a mixed economy to a privatised, deregulated state under the banner of the 

contestability doctrine.  

Chapter 9: Conclusion addresses the implications of this transformation on the future 

relationship between monopolies and the neoliberal movement and the broader 

implications for Australian and global society. 

 

5 Sharkey was not formally part of the Bell group work on contestability, but his work on natural 
monopolies was important to its development. 
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1.3 Methodology  
My thesis began with the discovery of the contradictory phrase ‘competition and 

contestability’ found in a number of Australian government policy documents on the topic 

of privatisation of government services. Contestability, as we shall see, justifies monopoly 

industry structures. If we re-read these policy documents aware of the syncretic 

contradiction of ‘competition and monopoly’, the incompatibility between the terms 

‘competition’ and ‘contestability’ is thrown into stark relief. As Foucault observed 

incompatibility between concepts impels researchers to search for a discourse’s underlying 

“principle of cohesion” (1972, 149). Why, I ask, is competition juxtaposed with monopoly 

in an explication of the neoliberal policy agenda? Where does this contradiction emanate 

from? What unites competition with monopoly? To answer these questions, we will 

examine the origins of the contestability doctrine, its political context and its application in 

neoliberalism and monopoly capitalism.  

Contestability is seen here as a missing piece in the neoliberal puzzle with the potential to 

reset the course of research into neoliberalism. Solving puzzles was an approach encouraged 

by Marvin Kelly, who led the organisational restructuring of Bell Laboratories in the post-

war period and instituted a highly integrated, research management approach using inter-

disciplinary groups who also interacted across the research lifecycle. His approach was 

described as “Locate the missing puzzle piece first. Then do the puzzle” and was regarded 

as “both difficult and counterintuitive” (Gertner 2012, 307). Bell group economist Elizabeth 

Bailey also framed the creative process as beginning with the “recognition of a puzzle or an 

apparent inconsistency in our analysis” (1982, xiii).  

This thesis explores the interstitial spaces between neoliberalism, monopoly, contestability 

and information technology assisted by Foucault’s insights into the historical conditions for 

the emergence of discursive formations as well as new forms of capitalism. 

Bruno Latour warns that a hail of criticism awaits those who dare a “sociotechnological 

network” that connects epistemology, social sciences and sciences texts (Latour 1993, 5). 

However, there is no salve in pretending the interstitial spaces are inconsequential.  

Fredric Jameson calls on researchers to “search out the concealed ideological narratives at 

work in all seemingly non-narrative concepts, particularly when they are directed against 

narrative itself ” (2012 [2002], 6). There are many examples of concealment in the target 

material of this study. The language of mathematical economics that contestability is 

couched in makes the theory difficult to access for non-economists. The appropriation by 
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Hayek of the generally understood legalistic phrase ‘rule of law’ is another example. Hayek 

reaps the benefit of association with something well accepted to promote his radical vision. 

This practice shrinks neoliberalism as a target for opposition (Mirowski 2014; Slobodian 

2018). The obfuscations are many and Hayek’s and the Bell groups’ practice of them is well 

crafted.  

Quinn Slobodian also calls for an approach suggesting that “[w]e need not choose between 

contingency, materialist forces, and the influence of ideas—the forms of explanation can 

and must work together” (2020, 91). This thesis takes account of both neoliberal ideas and 

their confluence with AT&T’s economic doctrine made manifest in the material world. It is 

grounded in the synthesis of Philip Mirowski and Dieter Plewhe who with a group of 

scholars produced The Road from Mont Pèlerin in 2009. In this book they encapsulate the 

neoliberal movement as a “thought collective” germinated by members of the Mont Pèlerin 

Society, in the first neoliberal thinktank, which was established in 1947. Their approach sets 

neoliberalism within the context of the Information Age and illuminates the multitudinous 

contradictions of neoliberalism. However, as noted by Foucault “it is on the basis of such a 

contradiction that discourse emerges, and it is in order both to translate it and to overcome 

it that discourse begins to speak” (1972, 151).  

My methodology focuses on the ideas, how they were developed, for whom they were 

developed and the historical context for which they were developed. This led to the 

discovery that the neoliberals had attempted to devise a ‘contestability’ like solution to 

monopoly pricing in the 1930s. This research effort established an intellectual lineage from 

Lionel Robbins to his postgraduate student William Baumol, the lead theorist of 

contestability, thereby rendering what they claimed to be a ‘solution’ within one generation. 

This amongst other factors, which I will explore, denotes a point along the trajectory of 

neoliberalism in historical time that engenders the historical moment of emergence: 

information, is a creature of modernity, “a cultural phenomenon, stretching from the natural 

sciences to economics” (Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 15). As will be shown here 

neoliberalism is also deeply rooted in the pragmatism of corporate power as monopolists 

financed research projects that served their material interests which included the network 

infrastructure of the knowledge economy that would leverage a new economic rationality 

capable of being deployed by governments.  

Foucault (1926-1984) is generally regarded as the first theorist to articulate neoliberalism as a 

distinct philosophical movement (Mirowski 2013, 94). The movement had gained considerable 

political momentum by the late 1970s when he delivered his seminal lectures at the Collège 
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de France (1978-1979) (Mirowski 2013, 94). These lectures, later published as The Birth of 

Biopolitics (2008), provided a highly insightful and influential critique of neoliberalism that is 

drawn upon here to frame an analysis of the relationship between neoliberalism and the 

contestability doctrine. As Mitchell Dean observes “[b]io-politics is a politics concerning the 

administration of life, particularly as it appears at the level of populations” (2010, 118). This 

certainly is the level at which Hayek’s contentions about the individual and society were 

made. Several of Foucault’s contributions are of primary relevance to this thesis. His analysis of 

monopoly in ‘neo-liberalism’ from which he deduces the new economic-juridical institutions 

of neoliberalism, grounds my argument concerning the symbiotic relationship between 

monopoly capital and the neoliberal movement. Foucault’s theory of governmentality is also 

pertinent because it provides a theoretical basis for my argument concerning the emergence 

of the monopoly institutional construct within neoliberalism and the consequential retreat 

of the state, which Foucault sources back to the ordoliberals’ “revelation” concerning the 

inviolable link between government and totalitarianism (2008, 110).  

Foucault analyses the historical formations and the contradictions that underlaid the 

revealing of neoliberalism as a new political ideology, rivalling Marxism and post WWII 

welfare-state social democracy. These contradictions can also be observed in Foucault’s own 

response to neoliberalism (Zamora 2016b, 1). His was a lived experience of the neoliberal 

project which began to take shape politically towards the end of his life, with the ascendency 

to power of neoliberal inspired governments; Augusto Pinochet in Chile (1973), Margaret 

Thatcher in Britain (1979), Ronald Reagan in the United States (1981), François Mitterrand 

in France (1981) and Bob Hawke in Australia (1983). The importance of context of time 

and place to understanding is further noted by my own lived experience of neoliberalism 

which began in my early adult life in Thatcher’s Britain (1979-1980). 

1.4 Motivation and relevance of my study: a 
statistical snapshot of contemporary Australia 

I came to this research out of a desire to better understand social changes occurring in 

Australia that were detrimental in the experience of many people, including myself. To 

highlight the importance of understanding the forces driving social change in Australia, and 

for brevity’s sake, I have taken a statistical snapshot of Australia between 2015 and 2019, 

noting that this shows trends before the Covid-19 pandemic. The purpose of this section is to 

present in statistical form, a picture of the deteriorating conditions in Australia, as a way of 

noting both the adverse outcomes of neoliberal policy for the population as a whole, as well as 
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the benefits of policies accruing to transnational corporations and the super wealthy whereby 

“[t]he top richest 1% of Australians continue to own more wealth than the bottom 70% of 

Australians combined” (Hutchens 2018). These contradictions are stark and are evident in an 

increase in wealth production, decreased personal income and declining ecological conditions.  

The year 2019 was Australia’s 28th year of uninterrupted economic growth (Australian Trade 

and Investment Commission 2019b, 3). Superannuation assets reached a total of $3 trillion 

in December 2019 (ASFA 2020) making it the fourth largest superannuation assets pool in 

the world, in a country with a population of only 25.5 million. As of June 2018 Australia’s 

financial sector had an estimated $8.5 trillion in assets with annual average growth rates 

since 1998 of 9.4%, which is 3.5% higher than nominal average GDP (Australian Trade and 

Investment Commission 2019b, 21).  

The year 2018 was also the year that Foodbank recorded “more than one in five Australians 

(21%)” going hungry, with five million Australians experiencing food insecurity and a 22% 

increase in the number of people seeking food relief from charities in the 12 months to 

December 2018 (Foodbank 2019, 8).6  

The annual increase in the income of citizens markedly slowed between 2007-08 and 2017-

18 to 0.4% compared to 3.3% in the previous decade (2019, 6). The minimum wage in 2019 

was $704.80 ($19.49 per hour) (Fair Work Commission 2019). As measured by average 

weekly earnings the fall in average annual growth in real wages between 2009 and 2018 was 

“around 71 per cent” (Gilfillan 2019, 23). Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is a measure of 

productivity linked to real wages growth. While wage growth rates have fallen, the annual 

growth rate of labour productivity was 1.6 percent between 2013 and 2017 (Treasury 2017, 

12). In 2019 the Newstart unemployment allowance was a maximum of $282.40 per week 

for a single adult, prompting the Australian Council of Social Services’ (ACOSS) campaign, 

‘Raise the Rate’ to increase allowances that have not increased in real terms since 1994 

(ACOSS, 2019, 7, 18). Although incomes are falling in real terms Australians continued to 

push productivity higher by working unpaid overtime, which in 2018 was equivalent to 

more than eight weeks’ work per worker (Henderson and Swann 2018, 15).7  

 

6 Food insecurity is described as the experience of people who “have been in a situation where they have run 
out of food and have been unable to buy more. … At least once a week, around half of these people skip a 
meal (55%) or cut down on the size of their meals to make their food go further (50%). At least once a 
week, three in ten food insecure Australians (30%) go a whole day without eating” (Foodbank 2019, 8). 

7 Overtime is calculated to be those hours worked in excess of 38 hours per week. 
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Individual members of the community continued to fund the tertiary education and training 

of Australia’s workforce, with a reported 3.2 million Australians owing over $66 billion in 

student loans8 (Australian Taxation Office 2019, 1). Government funding of vocational 

education and training (VET), primarily TAFE institutes, fell by “25 percent between 1999 

and 2011” whilst “[f]unding growth to for-profit providers has more than doubled each year 

between 2009 and 2013” (Yu and Oliver 2015, 9, 16). This has led to a rapid expansion of 

private providers, bedevilling the sector with company collapses and corruption (Yu and 

Oliver 2015; Tomazin 2019). 

The charity Homelessness Australia noted that “[o]n any given night in Australia 1 in 200 

people are homeless.” (Homelessness Australia 2019). Housing affordability9 continued to 

decline and for young people10 on low incomes home-ownership plummeted by 40% 

between 1981 and 2016, even though ownership aspirations were still high (Daley and 

Coates 2018, 72). Housing stress11 impacted 43% of low income households who were 

renting, an increase of 8.1% over the past decade (AIHW 2019, 5).  

For non-human others the neoliberal era has seen the collapse of ecological systems that 

sustain them. The Great Barrier Reef, the largest living organism on Earth, has seen 50 

percent of corals die since 2016 (Meyer 2018). Over two million fish perished in the de-

oxygenated waters of the Murray-Darling, Australia’s largest river system, because of the 

oscillation in the rivers’ water market caused by an untenable mix of factors, including over 

extraction for the cotton industry in the upper reaches, drought and speculation (Jackson 

and Head 2020). The 2019-2020 bushfire season saw 19 million hectares burnt with well 

over one billion animals killed thus pushing many species towards extinction (Filkov et al. 

2020). However, the forest products and housing markets did not register this catastrophe 

with logging continuing in 18 percent of the remaining unburnt forests (Perkins and Foley 

2020) and the push to clear land for housing development continuing in remnant bushland 

(Clifford and Fernandez 2020). 

Amidst this ecological collapse and rapidly rising poverty Australians stayed well connected 

with nine out of ten Australians owning a smart phone. Deloitte “estimate that by 2023 

 

8 Student loan figures included the Higher Education Loan Program (HELP), Vocational Education & 
Training student loan (VSL) and Trade Support Loan (TSL) (Australian Taxation Office 2019) 

9 Housing affordability is taken to be the ratio of housing expenditure to income. 
10 ‘Young people’ refers to people between 25-34 years. This is also the peak period for starting a family.   
11 Housing stress is defined as spending more than 30% of gross income on housing (Australian Institute of 

Health and Welfare 2019, 5) 
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mobile will be worth $65 billion to the Australian economy (in 2016-17 dollars) – 3.1% of 

GDP. This is equivalent to approximately $2,500 for every Australian. By way of 

comparison, this is larger than the entire contribution of the agricultural industry to 

Australia” (Deloitte Access Economics 2019, 1).  

The chief beneficiaries of the wealth extracted from the living world are large corporations, 

many transnational corporations (TNCs), fuelled by energy resources like coal and gas, and 

corporations whose source of wealth and power is information and knowledge. A Reserve 

Bank of Australia study noted that in the financial year 2014-15 “over half of the industries 

in Australia are concentrated”, a statistic which excluded conglomerates like Westfarmers 

the owners of the Kmart, Target and Bunnings12 brands (Hambur and Cava 2018, 3-4).13 

The study applied the rule of thumb that “a market is concentrated if the largest four firms 

control one-third (or more) of total output”. Since 2007 “average market concentration” in 

Australia has been trending upwards (Bakhtiari 2019, 2).14 The trend towards concentration 

is international reflecting the dominance of TNCs in the global economy. Australia is 

exposed to TNCs through international trade and foreign direct investment (FDI). In 2018 

foreign direct investment inwards was $967.5 billion and accounting for 52 percent of GDP 

(Productivity Commission 2020, 4).  

Up to a third of large corporations continued to avoid paying corporate tax, often through 

‘loop hole’ legitimacy, with some of the largest transnationals operating in Australia paying 

20 percent less tax than the prescribed tax rate in the 2018-19 financial year (Butler and 

Evershed 2020; Khadem 2020), putting pressure on local businesses and citizens to meet 

governments’ tax revenue targets.  

The coalescence of Australia’s enormous wealth, soaring poverty, destruction of nature and 

economic dominance by transnational monopolies characterise the neoliberal era. These 

statistics tell a story of a formerly great social democracy, once thriving on a giant island 

wonderland, that no longer supports the flourishing of humans or ecologies. There is no 

flowering in this story, no future foretold or legacy secured. This is a story of grief, shame 

and awakening that has unfolded over my lifetime. 

 

12 Monopoly stores like Bunnings and Officeworks are beginning to resemble Soviet era government outlets 
with many product lines now only represented by one manufacturer or the store’s own propriety brand.  

13 Hambur and Cava “appl[ied] a rule of thumb that a market is concentrated if the largest four firms control 
one-third (or more) of total output” (Hambur and Cava 2018, 3). 

14 This study’s figures were calculated using the Hirschman–Herfindahl Index. 
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1.5 The protagonists 
The London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE) was one of the key centres at 

the beginning of the neoliberal movement. In the 1930s and 1940s all our protagonists are 

connected to the LSE either directly or in a chain of close associations. Sir Lionel Robbins 

(1898-1984) later Lord Robbins of Clare Market, stands as the central figure. A physically 

tall man, he was described by William Baumol who was Robbins’s PhD student (1947-

1949), as one of the “giants of erudition” (Baumol and Krueger 2001, 214). Robbins was 

appointed to the Chair in Political Economy (1929-1961).15 He was credited with radically 

resetting the direction of the Department of Economics during the interwar period by 

adopting classical liberalism and forging from that a new liberal conception that would be 

closely identified with the Austrian School.  

Friedrich von Hayek was invited by Robbins to guest lecture at LSE in 1931 and became 

the Tooke Professor of Economic Science and Statistics (1932-1949) (Hayek 1994, 76). He 

visited the United States16 a number of times from 1945 eventually taking an appointment 

in 1950 as a Professor on the Committee on Social Thought at the University of Chicago. 

Hayek had a reputation for being difficult to comprehend but was nonetheless noted for his 

vigorous debates with John Keynes from Cambridge University who would come to 

dominate economic thought up till the late 1970s. Amongst Hayek’s students was David 

Rockefeller (1915-2017), who attended LSE in 1937. Rockefeller described Hayek as 

“[i]ndisputably brilliant … [but] a dull lecturer … [with whom I] was largely in agreement” 

(Rockefeller 2002, 83). David’s father John D. Rockefeller Jr had given financial support to 

the School through direct funding and Rockefeller Foundation17 sponsorship of 

conferences, including the global economy conference of 1936, which Robbins convened. 

Hayek, in leading the Austrian perspective at LSE, influenced Ronald Coase (1910-2013) 

who was a student there (1929-1932) and faculty (1935-1951) when he published his now 

famous paper ‘The Nature of the Firm’ in 1937 (Thomas 2019, 1).18 Coase was supervised 

by Sir Arnold Plant (1898-1978) who was head of the business school.19 Along with lecturer 

 

15 There was a break due to Robbins’s war service 1940-1946. 
16 Hayek first visited the United States from March 1923 to May 1924 working for Professor Jeremiah Jenks 

at New York University (Hayek 1994, 65). 
17 The Rockefeller Foundation also sponsored Mises and Hayek’s Austrian business cycle research in the late 

1920s. 
18 There was a break due to Coase’s war service 1940-1946. 
19 Keith Tribe describes Plant as an expert on modern business who propounded “simple free market 

principles” (Tribe 2015 [2009], 80). Tribe also noted that the LSE had “a strong normative belief that such 
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Sir Ronald F. Fowler (1910-1997), Robbins and Hayek they formed the core group of MPS 

members at LSE. Out of this group Hayek (1950-1962) and Coase (1964-2013) would take 

up appointments at the University of Chicago, the first centre of the “neoliberal thought 

collective” in the United States (Mirowski and Plehwe 2015 [2009]b).  

1.1.1 Friedrich von Hayek (1899-1992) 
Hayek was born into the Austrian lower aristocracy which he described as “upper-class 

bourgeoisie [sic]” (Hayek 1994, 39). His father August Elder von Hayek was a medical 

practitioner and later professor of botany at the University of Vienna; his mother Felicitas 

von Juraschek inherited a small fortune from her father Franz von Juraschek who was a 

senior government statistician. Philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein was a cousin on his 

mother’s side. Hayek’s family were monied and resourced with expert knowledge in a 

lineage that had served the landed aristocracy in estate and factory management and 

government administration for generations as part of the educated and civil service elite of 

the Austro-Hungarian empire (Hayek 1994, 37-39).  

Hayek served in the Austrian artillery during World War I as a telephone officer and in 

aerial surveillance before joining the Austrian air force weeks before war’s end (Hayek 1994, 

46). He returned from the war determined to create a better world and studied economics 

and jurisprudence at the University of Vienna (1919-1921). He was supervised by Friedrich 

von Wieser and Nazi mystic philosopher Othmar Spann. He went on to work with another 

mentor, Ludwig von Mises, at the Business Cycle Research Institute in Vienna (Hayek 1994, 

69). A self-described pragmatist with administrative flair, Hayek imagined a different future 

world that could be calculated for construction (Hayek 1994, 48, 53). Concerned by the 

threat posed by German Nazism in Europe, he left for London in 1931 to begin his 

peripatetic life as an academic (Hayek 1994, 76). In 1950 Hayek was appointed to the 

Committee on Social Thought, a special research centre at the University of Chicago. This 

position was funded for a decade by the private philanthropic Volker Fund. Hayek was 

never appointed to a faculty at the University of Chicago (Ebenstein 2015).  

Hayek is central to this thesis. In order to understand the impact of the little known 

contestability doctrine on network economics in the neoliberal era, it is necessary to explore 

Hayek’s economic, legal and psychological thought with the aim of understanding how 

 

classroom principles could be translated unmediated into economic argument and policy agendas” (Tribe 
2015 [2009], 81). 
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neoliberalism and monopoly capitalism converged. Hayek was arguably the first economist 

to place the transmission of information at the centre of economic thought (Mirowski 2002; 

Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017). Hayek’s theory of dispersed knowledge foregrounded his 

prescience concerning the importance of information networks in the utilisation of 

knowledge (Birner 1996; Laïdi 2007, 20). Hayek re-imagined networks as the catallaxy, where 

the plans of individuals, large enterprises and government entities were all coordinated by 

the price mechanism of ‘the’ market (Hayek 1945, 527). 

Mirowski and Nik-Khah observed that Hayek was unique in discerning “the ways different 

formal models of information related to different roles of knowledge in the economy 

(Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 153). These differences represent Hayek’s evolving 

perspective on information that I will show coincided with developments in ICT and 

artificial intelligence (AI). Hayek’s valuing of information at its most elemental, that is the 

formation of a decision in economic terms, would come to shape the economy and society. 

This is reflected in Hayek’s conception of neoliberalism as a political project to create a new 

social order that is global in dimension (Hayek 1967d, 150).  

Politically astute and well connected to wealthy industrialists like the Rockefellers, Hayek 

invigorated the neoliberal movement as an organiser, promoter and inveterate inter-

disciplinary philosopher and networker. Hayek was a talented and energetic synthesiser and 

promoter of ideas rendered from mentors like Mises and Robbins. Although the economists 

he influenced were far more substantive in their theoretical works, Hayek’s writings offered 

neoliberalism a trove of ideas, connected to his concepts about dispersed knowledge and 

influenced by a socio-political lineage of influences that went back to the eighteenth century 

(Barry 1979, 5). This thesis describes Hayek’s far-reaching influence, achieved without the 

addendum of an ism to his name. 

1.1.2 Baumol and his band of rebels 
Baumol was the lead author of the seminal text, Contestable Markets and the Theory of Industrial 

Structure (1982) co-authored by John Panzar and Robert Willig.  

Baumol (1922-2017) arrived at LSE in 1947. Admitted to a Master’s degree by sceptical 

academics because they had never heard of his undergraduate institution, the College of the 

City of New York, his career nonetheless took off like a Maserati. By his own account his fierce 

debating style at Robbins’s weekly seminar saw him admitted to a PhD within a fortnight and 

in another three weeks he was a member of faculty lecturing on economic dynamics and the 

American economy, the latter of which he admitted later to knowing very little about at the 
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time (Baumol and Krueger 2001, 214). He was described by Robbins as “an excellent expositor 

and a most charming man” (Robbins quoted in: Howson 2011, 653). Baumol orally presented 

his dissertation on the theory of government intervention and the notion of externalities 

(welfare economics). He and Robbins remained close lifelong friends (Howson 2011).  

Baumol returned to the US in 1949 joining the Department of Economics at Princeton 

University gaining a professorship in 1954. In 1971 he was given a joint appointment as 

Professor of Economics at New York University. He remained at both institutions till the 

end of his career.  

Baumol began working for AT&T in 1966 and over a period of three decades he undertook 

a number of roles for the company. He was an expert witness in a case with the Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC Docket No. 16258) (Baumol 1981, 3).20 Baumol would 

represent AT&T as well as its subsidiaries on 31 cases and four government inquiries over 

three decades, most concerning antitrust (Baumol 1997 (circa)). He advised AT&T to 

establish the Council of Economic Advisers of which he was a founding member along 

with economists Alfred Kahn and Otto Eckstein (Baumol 1981, 4). Kahn was a 

controversial figure who oversaw the deregulation of the US airline industry. Otto Eckstein 

was a Harvard economics professor, adviser to President Johnston and cofounder of 

economic forecasting firm Data Resources Inc.21  

Baumol was actively involved with the project at Bell Labs to develop contestability theory. 

His initial contributions to contestability theory related to the burden test he devised in 

1970. This was a price-setting tool for multiproduct firms (Bailey 1982, xiii) which he used 

in his testimonies defending AT&T’s pricing strategies. According to Bailey this test 

combined with his original work in developing other cost functions formed the basis for the 

concept of subadditivity (1982, xv). This concept was to provide an efficiency test for 

monopoly pivotal to their new theory of industrial structure (Bailey 1982, xiii).  

Baumol also served the interests of AT&T and other corporations through his advocacy for 

privatisation, deregulation and other industry policies designed to bring down market 

barriers, expand market access and accelerate the integration of domestic economies with 

the world economy (Baumol 1983b; 1997). A gifted speaker, as identified by Robbins, he 

used it to effect in spreading the contestability doctrine at home and abroad. 

 

20 Baumol’s consultancy focused on the costs and pricing of the Bell System (Baumol 1981, 8).  
21 Eckstein was a member of the US President’s Council of Economic Advisers 1964-1966. 
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Baumol was the leader of a group he referred to as his “tiny band of rebels”, comprising 

core Bell personnel Panzar, Willig and Bailey, as well as other Bell economists along with 

close collaborators from Princeton and New York University where he held professorial 

appointments (Baumol 1982b, 1). John Panzar spent a decade at Bell Labs (1974-1983) after 

which he had an academic career in economics with joint professorial appointments at 

Northwestern University, Illinois (1983-present) and the University of Auckland (2005-

present and visiting position 1998-2004). After his time at Bell Labs Robert Willig was 

appointed Deputy Assistant Attorney General in the Antitrust Division of the Department 

of Justice (1989-1991) (Basañes, Uribe, and Willig 1999, viii).22 He went on to have a long 

career in economics at Princeton University, which included work on privatising public 

infrastructure and government enterprises including postal services (Willig 1980; Basañes, 

Uribe, and Willig 1999).  

Elizabeth Bailey, along with Baumol, was one of the chief drivers of the contestability 

project as supervisor of Bell’s Economic Analysis Group (1973-1975) and head of their 

Economic Research Department (1975-1977) (Wharton School 2021). Bailey came to the 

notice of AT&T’s Council of Economic Advisers for her work on the economic cost of 

regulation. This resulted in her undertaking a PhD on the subject supervised by Baumol at 

Princeton.23 She began work at Bell Labs in 1960, initially as a computer programmer, then 

in mathematics working for the Traffic Analysis Center at Bell (Peters and Woolley 1977). 

During the 1960s she was seconded to the Department of Defence to work on internal 

communications systems24 and ballistic missile projects (Landau 2017).25 In this military 

context a command-and-control centre that could monitor all the information traffic was a 

solution to one of the greatest problems that perplexed military planners, “people with 

information not knowing who needed it, people needing information not knowing who had 

it and there being no means for them to find each other” (Eric Ellingson quoted in: 

 

22 Willig’s appointment coincided with the presidency of George Bush Snr who promoted deregulation of the 
economy leading to the diminishment of antitrust. 

23 Bailey had a Masters degree in mathematics from the Stevens Institute of Technology and an 
undergraduate degree in economics from Radcliffe College. 

24 The main defence communications system developed at that time was the early warning system of the 
North Atlantic Air Defense Command (NORAD). This was an air defence network that deployed a 
computerized command control system called SAGE an MIT system to which Bell Labs contributed 
(Edwards 1997 [1996], 97). 

25 Bailey wrote a technical article in 1968 titled “A Procedure for Program Relay Savings at No. 5 Crossbar 4-
Wire CONUS AUTOVON Switching Machines” about the Automatic Voice Network for the continental 
United States that was built for defence and commercial purposes. AT&T Archive No. TM68-3123-5, 
39987. 
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Greenberg 2016 [2014], 129). Eventually this research was developed commercially as cloud 

computing. Bailey and her manager William O. Baker, then vice president and later 

president of Bell Labs (1955-1979), who served as a science advisor to five presidents from 

Truman to Reagan (Gertner 2012, 247), were privy to aspects of these developments long 

before they became commercially available. Bailey left Bell Laboratories to take up an 

appointment as Commissioner of the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) (1977-1983), alongside 

Alfred Khan who was chairman of CAB (1977-1978). Bailey and Khan were appointed by 

President Jimmy Carter. Tasked with the deregulation of the US airline industry, they 

utilised the contestability hypothesis to rationalise the formation of a free market (Wharton 

School 2021). Bailey became Dean of the Graduate School of Industrial Administration at 

Carnegie Mellon University (1983-1991) and Professor of Public Policy and Management at 

the Wharton Business School (1991-present) (Johnson 1984; Wharton School 2021). She 

held board memberships on a number of Fortune 500 companies including 1989 to present. 

Current appointments include CSX Corporation and Altaria (formerly Philip Morris) 

(Wharton School 2021). 

1.1.3 AT&T and Bell Laboratories 
AT&T’s research arm, Bell Telephone Laboratories (Bell Labs), incorporated in December 

1924 (Danielian 1939, 26) was initially headquartered in New York, and then moved to 

several locations in New Jersey during the 1940s (Gertner 2012). AT&T’s technological 

capability was immense. It included telephony research focused on building the capacity of 

the Bell System through to the full suite of ICT advanced technologies from fiber optics, 

microwave transmission, satellites, (Gertner 2012, 300) and the UNIX operating system 

(Rochlin 1997, 20; Campbell-Kelly 2004 [2003], 143). Western Electric, a company owned 

in equal share by AT&T and Bell Labs was the sole manufacturer of many of these 

technologies.  

AT&T emerged as the parent company of the Bell System in 1899. It was formerly the 

American Telephone & Telegraph Company incorporated in 1885 (Danielian 1939, 12, 13). 

On 1 January 1984 AT&T divested its local telephone subsidiaries under an agreement with 

the federal government that broke up its telephone monopoly in return for unregulated 

access to IT markets. Prior to divestment the corporation had over 1 million employees and 

$114 billion in assets “more than the combined assets of General Motors, Ford, General 

Electric, Chrysler, and IBM, and more than the gross national product of all but some 

twenty countries” (Kleinfield 1981, 3, 4). In the mid to late 1990s former AT&T subsidiaries 

began to reconsolidate through mergers eventually reforming AT&T’s monopoly (Kushnick 
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2006). In 2018 AT&T had well over $525 billion in assets and 268,220 employees (AT&T 

2018a, 18), making it the largest telecommunications company in the world and one of the 

most diversified having acquired internet providers and content producers like Time-

Warner (AT&T 2018b) (see AT&T charts in Appendix A). 

1.6 Themes 
At one level this thesis investigates how an American telecommunications monopoly, which 

was broken up by antitrust, came to successfully proffer an economic theory advocating 

monopoly as the preferred industry structure for globalised industries utilising ICT 

networks.  

At another level, the thesis is about the coming together in the post-war era of two great 

epistemic networks to share what Mirowski called “epistemic commitments … [a]round a 

specific vision of the role of knowledge in human affairs” (Mirowski 2015 [2009], 417). The 

neoliberal membership was made numerous by generational growth and geopolitical 

networking through thinktanks and simpatico functionaries within the academy—joining 

with technologists and capitalists from New Jersey to Wall Street and their global 

equivalents.  

A crucial theme is that of substitution, whereby competition is replaced by the imitation of 

competition, precipitating a change in the neoliberal movement itself. Monopoly capitalism 

has exerted its power to appropriate and reinscribe the ideals, theoretical positions and 

realpolitik strategies cast by founding philosopher Friedrich von Hayek and the broader 

neoliberal movement. I suggest that this confluence has culminated in a fusion between 

neoliberalism and monopoly capitalism as society is transitioned to a fully digitised global 

network order. This is what Jameson describes as the coming of a “corporate state rather 

than the free market state in a sense, or the one fades into the other. I think a lot of the 

thirties had that; the New Deal, fascism as well, they all had a relationship to corporate 

ideology” (Jameson 2018). 

The process of constructing ‘late capitalism’ could not yet be considered complete, however 

this thesis has aimed to reveal its trajectory. Still today, what is often described is the 

globalisation ‘process’ rather than a specific unified entity representing some sort of ultimate 

completion milestone for the project. This uncertainty as to its form was conveyed in 

Jameson’s description of late capitalism, in which he identifies a kind of ‘arrival’, that is “less 
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perceptible and dramatic, somehow, but more permanent precisely because more thorough 

going and all-pervasive”(Jameson 1992, xxi).  

The thesis also makes an original examination of the origins and nature of contestability 

theory and how it has intersected the neoliberal trajectory. This is the ground upon which 

this thesis interrogates the challenge laid down by the inventors of contestability who stated: 

“[t]he power of the perfect-contestability hypothesis will prove to be enormous” (Baumol, 

Panzar, and Willig 1982, 24). 
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2 Neoliberalism: from competition to 
contestability; a critical approach 

2.1 Introduction 
This thesis investigates the relationship between the neoliberal movement and monopoly 

corporations in the ICT sector, through an examination of what I argue is their shared 

vision to integrate economics and information to create a globally networked economy. The 

emergence of an explicitly neoliberal approach to monopoly is evidenced by examining the 

shared intellectual influences and political aspirations, through a focus on the Chicago 

School and AT&T. 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the research which comprises the ground from 

which I drew my hypotheses. I focus on Chicago because it was the first centre of 

neoliberalism in America as the nation at the forefront of the information revolution at the 

end of WWII. As the most prominent founding philosopher of neoliberalism, who had 

steadfastly promoted the revolutionary potential of linking economics with information, 

Hayek would come to position himself as an influencer and leader of the Chicago neoliberal 

thought collective and Mont Pèlerin Society. Hayek’s critical positioning as the 

‘administrator’ and advocate of the neoliberal political project makes it imperative to assess 

his viewpoints on monopoly even though his colleagues Fritz Machlup, George Stigler, 

Ronald Coase, Harold Demsetz and Arnold Harberger had done more substantial work on 

monopolies in terms of economic theory. What this thesis explores is the political economy 

of monopoly under neoliberalism and how that became a force when it conjoined with the 

economics of contestability. Indicative of the critical importance of political economy at 

Chicago was Hayek’s determination to forge a new Chicago School, that would drop the 

mantel of classical liberalism for the neo liberal cause. By the end of the 1950s the academic 

economists and lawyers of the Chicago neoliberal thought collective would have laid new 

epistemological foundations for an economic-governance edifice that would support new 

self-regulatory business models designed to utilise the digital transmission of information.  
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In this chapter we examine the concepts of catallaxy, contestability and platform capitalism, 

which represent the 21st century materiality of neoliberal political philosophy, and argue that 

the neoliberal movement opted for “organized industries” to be the planners of the catallaxy, 

or network of economies (Hayek 1945, 521). The research, philosophy, mechanisms and 

history behind the neoliberal corporatist formation are investigated to discover the unity to 

be found underlying its contradictions (Foucault 1972, 149).  

Philip Mirowski (2013) identifies a plethora of contradictions within neoliberalism which he 

interprets as a factor of the movement’s communications strategy whereby the public 

version of the philosophy contradicts the members-only version. Called the “double-truth” 

doctrine (Mirowski 2013, 68; 2015 [2009], 426), it alerts us to the dangers of critiquing 

neoliberalism using the orthodox definition of competition involving multiple striving 

competitors. William Davies observed that neoliberals encouraged this ‘striving’ perspective 

of competition through their use of analogies to everyday competitive activities like sport 

(2017, 41, 47). Competition according to Hayek’s actual definition is about asserting what 

the dominant ideas should be through controlling the distribution of information in what he 

calls “a process of the formation of opinion: by spreading information” (Hayek 1949b, 106). 

By keeping in mind this ‘competitive’ perspective on the utilisation of information, we can 

set our critique of the catallaxy within its historical context as a way of counteracting the 

popular liberatory versions of neoliberal philosophy and history that have developed around 

neoliberal discourses on free competitive markets. 

In this chapter I discuss Hayek’s commentary on monopoly and antitrust and the critical 

literature that has analysed it as a way of establishing the basis of the monopoly question. 

Hayek produced a relatively small quantum of writing on monopoly. However he did offer a 

level of commentary that prescribed responses to the issue (Paul 2004, 168; Kerin 2010, 27, 

28). One challenge has been the limited amount of critical literature concerning Hayek’s 

perspectives on monopoly. This in part reflects the slim commentary offered by Hayek 

himself (Kerin 2010, 29). Neoliberal thinkers grappled with the theoretical problem of how 

to get monopolies to price competitively without success during the 1930s (Fowler 1934; 

Hayek 2015 [1935]-b). 

In subsequent decades, the tendency of competition to produce monopoly represented a 

heightened contradiction within neoliberalism because of the neoliberals’ role in the active 

diminishment of antitrust regulation (Birch 2017b, 103). Yet, as Birch observed, there has 

only been limited analysis in the neoliberal critical literature focused on monopoly (Birch 

2017b). Noted scholars tackling this contradiction from differing perspectives are Philip 
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Mirowski and Dieter Plehwe (2015 [2009]b), Robert Van Horn (2015 [2009]), Mitchell Dean 

(2014), William Davies (2017), Kean Birch (2017b), and Colin Crouch, who framed the 

contradiction in terms of the ambiguity functions within neoliberalism (Crouch 2008, 484; 

2011). 

For Marx and Foucault the suppression of competition which resulted from the competitive 

success of monopolies was one of the core contradictions of capitalism itself (Marx 2001 

[1887], 898-899; Foucault 2008). As a consequence, the critique of neoliberalism has often 

been subsumed into the broader critique of capitalism with some scholars claiming that 

creating a distinction between neoliberalism and capitalism is of limited theoretical value 

(for examples see Duménil and Lévy 2004; Harvey 2007 [2005]; Cahill 2014). This thesis 

engages with the uniqueness of neoliberalism as a way of understanding how capitalism has 

been moulded by what was new in the neoliberal era—the advent of computerisation. In the 

1930s the founders of the neoliberal movement, Hayek, Mises and Robbins understood the 

potential of information processing for social ordering on a global scale (Hayek 1939; 2015 

[1935]-b). Their vision, Slobodian contends, “of a new international economic order was a 

world of signals—a vast space of information transmitted in prices and laws” (2018, 224). 

Here it is argued that AT&T, along with other monopoly capitalists, were also actively 

involved in globalisation by constructing telecommunications infrastructure that would 

transmit the signals and by proffering their own model of corporate controlled 

‘democracies’ which would “dictate and control the rules of the international game” (Jewett 

and King 1940, 826). The neoliberal era has been characterised by the ‘remote control’ of 

states through a labyrinth of international trade and investment agreements binding them to 

international rules which protect corporate profit-taking (Faunce 2015).  

The critique of monopolism in neoliberalism has been strongest in historical analysis by 

authors such as Robert Van Horn, Philip Mirowski, Kim Phillips-Fein, Dieter Plehwe, 

Thomas Stapleford, and William Davies. These scholars have deepened our knowledge of 

the formation of the second Chicago school from the late 1940s, and how it was 

substantially influenced by Austrian economics and British liberalism through Hayek and 

Robbins at the LSE in the 1930s and 1940s (Mirowski and Plehwe 2015 [2009]b). Their 

ground breaking scholarship forms the basis of the “idealist” or history of economic 

thought approach to neoliberalism since these scholars identified the formation of the 

“neoliberal thought collective” (Mirowski and Plehwe 2009; Dean 2014; Birch 2017b) 

summarised in section 2.3.3.  
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Foucault (2008) made another major contribution to our understanding of the place of 

monopoly in neoliberalism. He described how neoliberalism as a capitalist formation is 

conditioned by historical events and circumstances and consequently has produced divergent 

forms, notably ordoliberalism in Germany and Chicago School neoliberalism. Foucault’s 

analysis of ordoliberalism revealed the contradictions that were to beset the global neoliberal 

movement: the irreconcilability of the state with neoliberal ideology and the accommodation 

of monopolies within the neoliberal program juxtaposed with a discourse valorising 

competition and markets. Foucault’s attention to American neoliberalism was focused on 

what he perceived as its “most radical” theorist, Gary Becker (Foucault 2008, 269). The 

defining contradiction in Becker’s Human Capital (1964) was understood by Foucault to be a 

theory of human capitalisation that allowed human beings to be systematically ordered if 

they were allowed to behave as ‘free to do’ self-interested individuals (Foucault 2008, 270). 

Foucault’s analysis of the contrasting developments in Europe and the US provides the 

tools for navigating the process of transformation taking place. This change dynamic is also 

found in Van Horn and Mirowski’s definition of neoliberalism:  

‘The Market’ would not naturally conjure the conditions for its own continued flourishing, 

so neoliberalism is first and foremost a theory of how to reengineer the state in order to 

guarantee the success of the market and its most important participants, modern 

corporations (Van Horn and Mirowski 2015 [2009], 161).  

This definition of neoliberalism clarifies our understanding of the evolving global neoliberal 

project.  

Foucault’s theorising took place during the period of neoliberalism’s ascendency in the late 

1970s. It provides the theoretical basis from which I offer a new perspective, namely that 

monopoly power re-emerges from neoliberalism’s market formation as the ‘firm-controlled 

network hosting a market’, exemplified by the platform monopoly. ‘Platform capitalism’ 

describes ICT monopoly business models that encapsulate the tripartite structure of the firm-

controlled network hosting markets. I contend that this is a new form of what Foucault 

called an “economic-juridical order” (2008, 159), one that is not antithetical to neoliberalism 

but one that emerged from the work of the Chicago School and AT&T’s Bell group.  

The analysis leads to Bell Labs’s contestability doctrine, invented in the 1970s, as a theory 

that has been utilised by the neoliberal movement to justify monopoly on the grounds of 

efficiency. The aim of this part of the analysis is to answer Jameson’s challenge that we must 

bring into view the mechanisms or apparatuses of capitalism in their historical context to 

understand the trend toward “late capitalism” (Jameson 1983 [1981]; 1992).  
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It will be argued that the contestability doctrine was embraced by Hayek, and influenced in 

its development by Ronald Coase and Harold Demsetz, and that its fundamental claim that 

monopolies should be free of regulation was supported by Richard Posner and Robert 

Bork. The original literature on the contestability doctrine was small and the critical 

literature was sparse (Martin 2002), having been initially generally regarded by the 

economics academy as a theoretical curiosity which did not serve as a useful guide to reality 

(Perrakis 1982; Brock 1983; Schwartz and Reynolds 1983; Weitzman 1983; Holler 1985; 

Schwartz 1986). There were, however, notable exceptions including work by economists 

William Shepherd (1984; 1988; 1995), Douglas Greer (1988) and Marius Schwartz (1986), 

who were highly critical of the theory’s propositions and warned against its use to formulate 

public policy. It was not possible to locate any source offering depth of analysis from the 

critical neoliberal literature, or sociology on contestability, apart from brief but insightful 

comments on contestability from William Davies (2017, 86), Sharon Beder (2006, 102) and 

Harrison White (2002, 255-256). 

The final section encapsulates Hayek’s views on the place of government in the neoliberal 

social order, analysed through the frame of Foucault’s concept of governmentality. Here I 

examine how the logic of neoliberalism, which formed as a response to Nazism in Germany 

(1933-1945), combined with the contestability doctrine to form a new economic-governance 

ensemble, or new form of capitalism, which would seek to appropriate the functions of the 

state. The respective arguments in the retreat of the state debate, which has been a feature 

of the critique of neoliberalism, are considered and evaluated. The questions raised in this 

debate address the issue of the Australian state’s future as it actively integrates with the 

global economy, a subject addressed in Chapter 8.  

2.2 Catallaxy and contestability: the emergence of 
21st century monopoly 

This thesis suggests that Hayek’s catallaxy, Bell Labs’s network vision, neoliberalism’s 

political project and the aspirations of AT&T and monopoly capitalists came together in a 

symbiotic relationship at the dawn of the Information Age. At the most fundamental level 

there was a shared understanding about information as the new source of economic and 

political power. Information, seen as an elemental force, became metaphorically construed 

by economists, corporatists and techno denizens as the new ‘heat’ driving the global 

knowledge economy (Toffler 1985; Mirowski 1989; Negroponte 1995; Castells 1996; 2010; 

Gleick 2011; Lanier 2014; Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017). 
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The nascent form of a networked economy was considered by Hayek as early as 1928 

(Birner 1996). Hayek understood that the optimal architecture for dealing with information 

in perpetual circulation was a network (Laïdi 2007, 20). Hayek imagined this network as ‘the’ 

market which he likened to a “system of telecommunications” (Hayek 1945, 527). Thus 

informed by the primacy of information, he promoted the creation of a global network of 

economies politically anchored by an “interstate federation” and connected by the 

“common control of communications” (Hayek 1939, 131). To Hayek this was a political 

project destined to create a new social order that was global in dimension, not simply an 

economic order manifesting a new politics (Hayek 1967d, 150). 

2.2.1 Catallaxy: from network vision to platform reality 
Although Hayek began to develop his vision as early as the 1920s, he named it the catallaxy, 

for the first time in 1967.1 This was considerably later than his mentor Mises’s use of the 

term “catallactics” in a similar context in Human Action (Mises 1998 [1949], 3). Hayek 

defines the catallaxy as “the order of the market which spontaneously forms itself” when 

competition functioning as a discovery procedure for prices is present (Hayek 1978 [1968]b, 

90, 91). The catallaxy derives order from competition generating prices which guide the 

market towards efficiency defined as production at the “lowest possible costs” (Hayek 1978 

[1968]b, 91). The ‘economy’ coordinated by this market order was conceptualised as a 

“structure of many interrelated economies” like “a household, an enterprise or any other 

organization including government” (Hayek 1978 [1968]b, 90). Foucault aptly referred to 

these ‘economies’ as “enterprise-units”, the smallest being the individual, the “entrepreneur 

of himself” (2008, 225, 226). “The ordered structure which the market produces [from 

coordinating these economies] is, however, not an organisation but a spontaneous order or 

cosmos” (Hayek 1978 [1968]b, 90). He asserted that this networked market order 

spontaneously arises from “equilibrium set up from within (or ‘endogenously’)” rather than 

from ‘authoritarian’ forces like militant trade unions acting from outside the network 

(exogenously) (Hayek 1973, 36). In The Mirage of Social Justice (1976) this indiscernible 

structure is contrived as a “wealth-producing game” which requires each player to gauge the 

prices they need to enter the “contest [being] played” (Hayek 1976, 115) (author’s italics). His 

claim was not that the market achieved equilibrium in the neoclassical economic sense, but 

 

1 The mention came in a lecture titled ‘The Confusion of Language in Political Thought’ which he gave to 
the Walter Eucken Institute, Freiburg in 1967. It was later published as an Occasional Paper in 1968 by the 
Institute of Economic Affairs, London.   
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rather that the market was a self-equilibrating order2 constantly cycling through information 

from transactions and thereby optimising the data market players had for making choices 

and meeting expectations.  

This ideal was later expressed as “One World” where the network of market relations 

transmits “repercussions” that effect a general unification of market and non-economic 

networks contributing to global communication and stability (Hayek 1976, 112). Hayek 

relates the “catallaxy” to the Greek term ‘katallattein’ meaning “‘to exchange’ but also ‘to 

admit to the community’ and ‘to change from enemy into friend’” (Hayek 1976, 108).3 This 

vision of a globally integrated ‘community’ linked by telecommunications would see Hayek 

and the neoliberal movement promote international treaties and trade agreements intended 

to establish a neoliberal international governance framework to align national jurisdictions 

to international rules of trade and investment (Slobodian 2018). According to Jeremy 

Walker and Melinda Cooper this international legal order would make it increasingly 

difficult for communities to pursue goals like environmental sustainability if they were 

misaligned to corporatist goals (2011).  

Hayek argued there is “not a single economy … [and] no single scale or hierarchy of ends” 

(1976, 108) a view he had fostered since 1937 (1937). He believed that “[k]nowledge exists 

only as the knowledge of individuals” (1960, 24). Hayek frames this ‘separateness’ initially as 

the “Division of Knowledge” (Hayek 1937, 49), a concept developed by Mises to describe the 

infinite succession of knowledge sharing between individuals to create “nodes and 

networks” (Slobodian 2020, 74, 75). Hayek’s idea from the edge, which made him relevant 

to the Information Age, was his belief that the “Division of Knowledge” had surpassed the 

‘division of labour’ in economic importance (Hayek 1937, 49). From this new perspective he 

framed the issue of demand being met by supply not in terms of reaching general 

equilibrium but in terms of compatibility between individuals’ plans, which could be achieved 

if knowledge of everyone’s plans was communicated and coordinated. In this way 

distribution of resources is brought about by meeting most expectations, as if “according to 

a single plan, although nobody has planned it” (Hayek 1937, 52).  

 

2 Later Hayek adopted the terms “‘self-generating’ order or ‘self-organizing structures’” in reference to the 
influence of “cybernetics and … information and systems theory” (Hayek 1979a, xii). 

3 The term ‘catallaxy’ (catalaxy) has been used in network architecture as exemplified by “CATNET” 
software for autonomous self-organising layered networks. The authors linked the software name back to 
Hayek. (Mahmoudi, Müller-Schloer, and Hähner 2009, 122). 
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By 1945 his ‘division of knowledge’ had given way to ‘dispersed information’ held by 

individuals which Hayek theorised could be utilised through the price mechanism of the 

market. He compared this to a telecommunications network to which it was both 

analogous, and dependent, in order to transmit exchange information (Hayek 1945, 527, 

528).  

Over a period of two decades, Hayek philosophised the substitution of compatibility for 

equilibrium theory, proposed that the new mathematical logic of machine computation held 

the key to a transformative economics and deemed that the future for the economic system 

lay in constructing a networked social order that accounted for the efficient transmission of 

data by using the market and telecommunications infrastructure. He fused these key factors 

together in his 1945 article ‘The Uses of Knowledge in Society’ in essence laying the 

foundations of information economics and neoliberal political economy in readiness for the 

forthcoming revolution in ICT (Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 55). This would come in 

1948 at Bell Laboratories with the invention of information theory and the transistor 

making possible the convergence of telecommunications and computing as all transmissions 

became reducible to bits of information (Gertner 2012).  

Hayek often used the terms ‘information’, ‘knowledge’ and ‘communication’ with 

‘transmission’ when seeking to clarify his idea of the market sending price signals (Hayek 

1960, 27; 1988, 88). He saw this as analogous to telephone networks transmitting messages 

(Hayek 1945, 527). The market and the telecommunication systems were both information 

transmission systems with the market facilitated by telecommunications as a tool to facilitate 

business (Hayek 1939, 131).  

Hayek’s LSE colleague and fellow MPS member Coase also noted the economic importance 

of telecommunications as it “tend[ed] to reduce the cost of organising spatially”, meaning it 

was often less costly for a firm to do business over the phone rather than in situ. As a 

consequence of this technology a firm could grow in size (Coase 1937, 397). This 

observation was to have immense import when coupled with Coase’s insight that exchange 

transactions had a cost attached to them that should be accounted for like any other costs, 

for example, the cost of having a store front or negotiating a contract (Coase 1937). Coase, 

who later said he had been influenced by Hayek’s dispersed information theory, contended 

that transactions represented the transmission of price information (Coase and Wang 2010) 

and therefore there were comparative costs between the market processing information and 

the firm doing so. Coase was in effect proposing that there was competition between 

markets and firms as to which institution could process information for the least cost – in 
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other words do you even need a firm? Can the buyer bypass the firm and go straight to the 

market? When is it cost effective for a firm to sell on a market or sell direct to buyers?  

This thesis argues that the catallaxy conception, which integrates the firm, network and 

market in a tripartite structure, manifests in the Information Age as a new institution which 

I call a ‘firm-controlled network hosting a market’. The firm-controlled network in this ICT 

era is essentially a ‘platform monopoly’ as defined by Nick Srnicek, who emphasises the 

strategic economic value of information: 

Essential to all of these platform businesses – and indicative of a wider shift in capitalism – 

is the centrality of data. Data is the basic resource that drives these firms, and it is data that 

gives them their advantage over competitors. Platforms, in turn, are designed as a 

mechanism for extracting and using that data: by providing the infrastructure and 

intermediation between different groups, platforms place themselves in a position in which 

they can monitor and extract all the interactions between these groups. This positioning is 

the source of their economic and political power. (Srnicek 2017, 254). 

A platform monopoly is characterised by the extraction of monopoly rents from 

transactions taking place vis-à-vis platform connectivity or what is also referred to as 

“circulations and accompanying data trails” (Langley and Leyshon 2017, 25). Platforms are 

thus designed to host ‘two-sided’ markets. Rochet and Tirole observed that “[t]wo-sided (or, 

more generally, multi-sided) markets are roughly defined as markets in which one or several 

platforms enable interactions between end-users and try to get the two (or multiple) sides 

‘on board’ by appropriately charging each side.” (Rochet and Tirole 2003, 645). Uber (driver 

and riders) and Airbnb (hosts and guests) are examples. 

A platform is also defined by its physical network infrastructure such that the term 

‘platform’ variously describes browsers, telecommunication systems, web hosting and cloud 

computing.4 However, it is primarily the internet that enables the platform economy to 

flourish with its ultra-low transaction costs and (in most cases) freely accessible information 

downloadable onto devices.  

The emphasis on data, markets and communications infrastructure in defining platforms 

parallels the fundamentals of Hayek’s thesis. Hayek redefined the economic problem not as 

resource allocation but as utilising the information generated by relationships between 

 

4 Originally the term ‘platform’ was used by the computer industry. This began in the 1990s when Microsoft 
described its Windows 95 operating system as a ‘platform’ (Plantin et al. 2018, 296). 
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individuals and entities in an economic system, the components of which were firms, the 

market coordinating the network of economies (catallaxy) and his “one communications 

system” (telecommunications) (Hayek 1939, 131). This componentry would enable 

information to be transmitted in a timely manner to those who needed it to make choices 

and decisions. Hayek conceptualised ‘the’ market as a “powerful information processor” 

and believed all available economic and social activity could be passed through ‘the’ market 

for processing (Mirowski 2002, 238). The market was thus an all-purpose machine: it could 

coordinate the plans of individuals in society, steer supply and demand towards equilibrium, 

coordinate a network of economies, and verify the truthfulness of information upon which 

decisions were made. The market, however, was not the only processor of information in an 

economy. According to Coase firms also processed information, either using their own 

internal expertise or buying advice and knowledge when needed, a process facilitated by the 

telephone (Coase 1937). This general understanding by neoliberals of the economic 

function of information to facilitate choices and decisions also speaks to Robbins’s 

definition of neoliberal economics as “the science of human behaviour as a relationship 

between ends and scare means which have alternative uses” (Robbins 1932, 15).  

2.2.2 Monopoly redefined 
In 21st century antitrust the size and structure of a firm no longer registers in the definition 

of monopoly although the press still favours descriptions like ‘superstar companies’, ‘titans’ 

and ‘behemoths’, often in reference to platform firms like Amazon, Uber and AT&T (The 

Economist 2016). In this new corporate landscape, networks and firms represent another 

tier of corporation, one that controls and commands ICT networks and the business 

relationships of those hosted on their platforms. Network firms as another tier of monopoly 

are now conceived as a form of ‘natural monopoly’ a term commonly used to define public 

utilities like telecommunications and electricity. Natural monopoly post-war came to be 

redefined by efficiency criteria measured as low production costs which Hayek used as the 

sole criteria for measuring the efficiency of the catallaxy (Hayek 1978 [1968]b, 91). 

Measuring firm efficiency across total industry production meant that a firm could be 

defined as a natural monopoly purely on the basis of price. Gone were the definitions 

pertaining to industry structure or social value, such as economies of scale; sole access to a 

resource; monopolies conferred by patents; high fixed to variable cost ratio, or in the case 

of public utilities, the cost of duplicating plant and being a reliable provider of essential 

social services like water (Sharkey 1982, 16).  
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Other more conventional definitions of monopoly include: “a large-scale enterprise 

producing a significant share of the output of an industry, or even several industries, and 

able to control its prices, the volume of its production, and the types and amounts of its 

investments” (Baran and Sweezy 1966, 6); the “ability of a person or organization to either 

ignore and/or set market prices” (Birch 2017b, 105); and “a specific individual or enterprise 

has sufficient control over a particular product or service to determine … access to it” 

(Friedman 1962, 120). Milton Friedman’s reference to access is a pertinent factor, as is 

controlling the price. Albeit apt in many respects, these definitions I would argue do not 

capture the infinite possibilities for growth that the efficiency paradigm allows. We must 

refresh our understanding of monopoly with an increasing emphasis on the utilisation of 

communications and networks. Hayek’s definition of monopoly as simply “organized 

industries” is somewhat vague (Hayek 1945, 521); however, it does capture the idea that 

monopolies organise whole industries. Hayek’s disavowal of monopolies was limited to state-

owned enterprises, government functions and trade unions.  

2.2.3 Contestability: the unidentified star of the catallaxy 
What does it mean when the world’s largest private monopoly decides to invent an 

economic theory to justify itself? It essentially means that a corporate paradigm was set to 

change with profound impacts on societies, institutions and organisations. The theory that 

would set this shift in motion was contestability invented at AT&T Bell Labs in the 1970s. 

This theory would support AT&T’s forward vision to integrate a market, which would be 

under their control, using digital network technology which was the fundamental structure 

of platform capitalism. This section provides a brief introduction to contestability to 

orientate the reader to a theory which has received insufficient attention from either 

academies or parliaments.  

Contestability is a theory of industry structure that incorporates a market design called a 

‘contestable market’. It proposes that monopoly and oligopoly could be induced to price 

competitively even though the market may have no actual competitors because it was an 

open market allowing threats from potential competitors to arise. The purpose of the theory 

was to rationalise the imitation of competition as being equivalent to competition, thereby 

obviating the need for actual competition. In his presidential speech to the American 

Economic Association in December 1981, William Baumol, claimed contestability “aspires 

to provide no less than a unifying theory as a foundation for the analysis of industrial 

organization” (Baumol 1982b, 15). 
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The main text, Contestable Markets and the Theory of Industry Structure, published in 1982, was 

written by Baumol, Panzar and Willig with contributions from Elizabeth Bailey, Dietrich 

Fischer and Herman Quirmbach (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, viii). Their work on 

what became known as ‘contestable market theory’, was developed over eight years 

beginning with contributions from Baumol in 1970 on subadditivity, followed by 

multiauthor contributions on economies of scale and scope and sustainability, culminating 

in 1978 when Robert Willig contributed the “notion of contestability” (Bailey 1982, xix).  

Contestability was fundamentally a new theory of industry efficiency, one that would 

position monopolies and oligopolies to dominate industries as ‘efficiency’ became the 

byword for economic growth and prosperity. It did so by applying two key theorems. 

Firstly, an efficiency test called ‘subadditivity’, whereby if “one firm can produce a given 

output more cheaply than any combination of many firms” then it should be allowed to 

take the market on the basis of optimising consumer ‘welfare’ which meant selling at the 

lowest possible price (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 18). Put another way, if one firm 

could minimise total industry costs better than any other combination of firms the industry 

was defined as a natural monopoly (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 18). Efficiency was to 

be calculated using cost function data supplied by firms (Baumol 1982, 6) which would be 

used to determine the marginal cost from which any industry structure could be deemed to 

be the most efficient (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 26). This necessitated cost data 

being made available by every firm in an industry to make the calculations, a collection task 

recognised by the inventors as very difficult in practice. However, this calculation problem 

did not derail the inventors’ enthusiasm for the concept (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 

170). This costs-based approach to efficiency was also found in Hayek’s rationale for the 

competition discovery procedure (Hayek 1978 [1968]b, 91).  

Secondly, the sustainability price theorem would be used to analyse market feedback on 

prices. The theorem which used Ramsey pricing a method of varying prices according to 

demand elasticities, was used to apply prices across a range of customers and products. The 

contestable market then performed a cost minimisation discovery process such that the 

market was constantly verifying that the industry incumbent was maintaining the lowest 

prices possible. If they were not, the theory held that the contestable market would trigger 

competitors to come into the market threatening the incumbent and taking a profit 

(Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 10). 
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Used together subadditivity and sustainability would match prices to costs so a firm would 

remain solvent whilst ensuring consumer welfare with low prices on average which was key 

to keeping competitors out of the market. These theorems were called the ‘weak invisible 

hand theorems’ because it was claimed they would discipline monopolies to price 

competitively. Its proponents held that the imitation of competition achieved through 

contestability would have similar results to that of multiple competitor markets described by 

perfect competition theory and where Adam Smith’s ‘invisible hand’ held sway (Baumol, 

Bailey, and Willig 1977).  

According to the contestability theory, testing for natural monopoly can only happen where 

there is “frictionless free entry” to a market because the sustainability of a natural 

monopoly’s ‘competitive’ pricing requires competitors to ‘hover’ near the market ready to 

enter (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 350, 351). This, according to the theorists, 

necessitated that all barriers on entering and exiting a market be removed, in what William 

Shepherd called “ultra-free entry, with a focus on exit” (1984, 575), meaning potential 

competitors could rapidly move into the market if an opportunity arose and then leave once 

that opportunity was expended (1984, 572). Baumol called it “hit-and-run entry” which was 

the “crucial feature of a contestable market” (1982b, 4). 

The contestable market 

The Bell group’s claim that contestability could impose price discipline, even on unregulated 

monopolies, was encapsulated in Bailey’s description of the mechanics of a contestable 

market in which she wove together precepts on threats from potential entry, market barriers 

and equivalence between actual and potential competitors (1982, xix):  

A perfectly contestable market is defined as one in which entry and exit are easy and 

costless, which may or may not be characterized by economies of scale or scope, but which 

has no entry barriers, … Potential entrants are assumed to face the same set of productive 

techniques and market demands as those available to incumbent firms. There are no legal 

restrictions on market entry or exit and no special costs that must be borne by an entrant 

that do not fall on incumbents as well. An entrepreneur will enter the market if he expects 

to obtain a positive profit by undercutting the incumbent’s price and serving the entire 

market demand at the new lower price. If the incumbent readjusts his price, reducing it 

beneath that of the entrant, then the new competitor can readily exit from the market 

without loss of investment. Thus, potential entrants are undeterred by prospects of 

retaliatory price cuts by incumbents and instead are deterred only when the existing market 

prices leave them no room for profitable entry. (Bailey 1982, xx). 
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The assumptions concerning the behaviour and resource capacity of incumbents and 

potential competitors made it easy to dismiss the theory as out of touch with reality, which 

was the consensus of academic economists who reviewed the book. Even those who 

praised its technical proficiency (Brock 1983), theoretical accomplishment (Shepherd 1984, 

572) and power (Perrakis 1982, 776) thought the theory lacked robustness and realism, a 

view supported by other reviewers (Schwartz and Reynolds 1983; Spence 1983; Weitzman 

1983; Holler 1985; Schwartz 1986; George, Joll, and Lynk 1992). Conditions did not exist 

such that entry into a market was “completely free, from which exit is costless, in which 

entrants and incumbents compete on completely symmetric terms, and entry is not impeded 

by fear of retaliatory price alterations” (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 349). The 

reviewers noted that there are always unrecoverable business costs or sunk costs as the 

inventors called them, such as advertising, R&D, machinery and infrastructure. 

There were also insurmountable issues related to contestability’s core condition, which is 

the possibility of a threat coming from a potential competitor. Threats from competitors are 

characteristic of most markets. A contestable market however, is designed to prevent the threat 

from materialising, that is the competitors can be imagined or latent, subject to there being a 

pool of credible entrants who face no barriers to entering or exiting the market (Baumol, 

Panzar, and Willig 1982, 350). This ‘state of threat’ which is contestability’s claim to 

theoretical sufficiency, is marked by a homily to monopolies “behaving virtuously” based on 

the notion that incumbents will engage in competitive practices because “every deviation 

from good behaviour instantly makes them vulnerable to hit-and-run entry” (Baumol 

1982b, 14). 

The presence of two distinct groups, incumbents and would-be competitors, suggests that 

contestable market design must ensure a pool of potential entrants is permanently available. 

Therefore, it is not only a question of ensuring open markets by abolishing barriers but also 

of systematically accommodating potential competitors who are in some way attached to the 

market to facilitate free movement in and out of the market. This is a critical difficulty not 

addressed by the inventors; the theory does not explain the space, potential competitors 

occupy while lurking “in the wings” in a ‘hit-and-run’ market (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 

1982, 350). 

According to its advocates contestable market entry conditions must create an open, free 

market devoid of regulatory or trade barriers such as licensing, environmental laws or tariffs 

and ensure the fixed costs of entry are equivalent for all players coming into the market 

(Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 289, 350). Operating conditions must include no sunk 
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costs. There must be information symmetry between competitors, access to the same 

technology and consumers who are not beholden to brand loyalty. On leaving a market 

there must be no barriers such as exit fees, taxes or contractual penalties.  

Again the reviewers roundly condemned these assertions as unrealistic (Perrakis 1982, 778; 

Schwartz and Reynolds 1983), citing “first” mover advantage (Brock 1983, 1061) and the 

improbability that a competitor would “prevail absolutely and displace the existing firm” 

with no damage to themselves (Shepherd 1984, 573).  

The conditions for a contestable market were understood by Baumol to be unattainable, 

“that perfectly contestable markets do not populate the world of reality any more than 

perfectly competitive markets do” (1982b, 2). Instead he claimed a modest benchmarking 

function using degrees of contestability to identify the most efficient industrial organisation 

for a given industry (Baumol 1982b, 2). However, the comparison was deceptive because 

contestability lacked robustness; unlike perfect competition, any deviation from the 

prescribed conditions would make a contestable market inoperable which was not the case 

for a competitive market (Schwartz and Reynolds 1983, 489, Shepherd 1984b, 585, 

Schwartz 1986, 43, Greer 1988, 44). This was borne out by Baumol who never identified an 

actual contestable market, so all the assertions made by Bell group and their critics could 

not be verified. In an interview with Alan Krueger in 2001 Baumol spoke of contestable 

conditions in New Zealand telecommunications5 and in US railways, but never named an 

actual market (Baumol and Krueger 2001, 220). A study by transport economist, Jonathan 

Cowie found a small number of bus markets in Britain were contestable, post 1980s de-

regulation of the industry, but he concluded they were not sustainable in a free market even 

with regulatory protection, and recommended a franchising model instead (2011).  

Conditions influencing industry structure 

The audacious claim of the Bell group was that ‘a perfectly contestable market’ … is, 

generally characterized by optimal behavior and yet applies to the full range of industry 

structures including even monopoly and oligopoly” (Baumol 1982b, 2) (author’s italics). This bald 

assertion that perfect competition can ‘exist’ in the absence of actual competition is the core 

paradox of contestability, which the inventors acknowledged they could not fully resolve. 

That is, irrespective of whether a market is a monopoly or populated with many firms, if the 

 

5 “In 1990, New Zealand’s telecommunications infrastructure was sold to Bell Atlantic and Ameritech (34.2 
percent each) along with local banks and businesses” (Hope 2017, 49). 
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conditions allow free and easy access and exit between the market with its dynamic 

exchanges and the pool of potential exchanges, the theory claimed that the market will price 

competitively. This on the face of it makes it appear as if the ‘threat’ which disciplines the 

market by imitating competition has no structural or institutional base.  

One industry structure that assumes a proximity to contestable market conditions is 

however identified in this thesis. It is the platform monopoly or oligopoly, the latter of 

which will be illustrated in the Uber example in Chapter 7.  

The academy has largely paid little attention to the contestable market hypothesis, 

dismissing it as somewhat interesting but of little practical use, hence its very limited 

coverage in university textbooks on microeconomics. However, economics as practiced in 

contrast, has been active in using the contestability doctrine to support policies on 

deregulation and privatisation in order to create the conditions for contestability. As Bailey 

argued, public policy can promote the contestability of markets, “which permits toleration 

of factors that make for natural monopoly” (Bailey 1981, 178).  

By 1980 Bailey determined that the contestable market, which she categorised as an 

“idealized economic market” (Bailey 1982, xx), had been sufficiently formulated with the 

theory of industry organisation for service in public policy design, notably the deregulation 

of the US airline industry (Bailey 1982, xxi, xxii).  

Shepherd noted that Baumol, Willig and Bailey had by 1986 admitted that contestability was 

best used for theoretical explorations rather than for real industry policy work (Shepherd 

1995, 302). This followed their admission in 1984 that it was not compatible with the US 

airline industry even though it had been used to justify deregulation (Bailey and Baumol 

1984), which was widely viewed as a failure (Boyer 1986; Dempsey and Goetz 1992; Peteraf 

and Reed 1994). Nevertheless, the criticism did not forestall its deployment in justifying 

government policy on privatisation and industry deregulation and as a defence of merger 

applications in antitrust (Alberro and Schwabe 2016). By the mid-1990s contestability was 

being used in countries with governments that were embracing neoliberal ideology and by 

international trade governance organisations promoting “international contestable markets”, 

thus obligating states, through trade agreements, to open up their domestic markets to 

monopolisation based on ‘competitive’ threats emanating from competitors ‘off-shore’.  
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2.2.4 Discourses obscured in plain sight 
The Hayekian and contestable market both have broad outlines which remain largely 

unperceived by those outside the neoliberal thought collective and Bell group. While some 

aspects such as privatisation and deregulation are well-researched aspects of their programs 

involving networks have drawn little attention. It is argued here that this is because the 

neoliberals promoted discourses on competition and markets, rather than networks and 

monopolisation. 

The Bell group’s definitive text Contestable Markets and the Theory of Industrial Structure (1982, 

revised 1988) does not mention networks even though the contestable market was designed 

to function on a network. Some may regard this as a moot point given that markets 

function through networks of various kinds in any case (Chamberlin 1962 [1933]; White 

2002). Neoliberals, in particular, ‘took as read’ the link between markets and networks. In 

Hayek’s global catallactic vision the market coordinated the network of economies through 

the transmission of price signals with his theory predicated on there being one global 

communications system (Hayek 1939; 1976). However, the incongruity of contestability’s 

unstated network context is striking because the Bell economists’ work on a universally 

applicable economic theory was informed by transactional exchanges centred on ICT 

networks. To Bell Labs economists networks were the entities within which their 

endeavours were located and towards which their energies, along with those of the rest of 

the company, were necessarily directed (Sharkey 1982, 193; Bernstein 1984, 16). 

Nor did the neoliberals establish their catallactic network as a discourse, even though it 

would have differentiated the neoliberal market conception from the neoclassical, which, as 

Harrison White noted, removes any “network relations” for the sake of modelling perfect 

competition (White 2002, 222). The new governmentality emerging vis-à-vis states 

integrating with the global market network (catallaxy), made possible by ICT and controlled 

by monopolies, is overshadowed by market discourse. We might even go so far as to assert 

that neoliberalism has elided its network structures so that a network discourse never 

emerges, even though the neoliberal vision is theoretically bound to catallactic network 

architectures in a fundamental way.  

Philip Mirowski’s “double truth” doctrine describes how the neoliberal communications 

strategy generates contradictions by censoring its messages to the public, how such a 

strategy produces “discordances” (2013, 68, 69) that obscure the plans and actions of the 

neoliberals and shroud their political agenda as a target of opposition (2014). In Foucauldian 
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terms, we might understand the ‘double-truth’ to be an ‘enunciative modality’ of neoliberal 

discourse (Foucault 1972). What can be said to whom becomes a critical part of the strategy 

in the progression of the neoliberal political agenda. 

Mirowski’s concept of a hidden discourse is potentially applicable to the neoliberal 

endorsement of competitive markets in contradiction to their practical acquiescence to 

monopoly. As Foucault identified, a discourse marks an articulation which can bring forth a 

“regime of truth form[ing] an apparatus (dispositif) of knowledge-power that effectively 

marks out in reality that which does not exist and legitimately submits it to the division 

between true and false” (2008, 19). Neoliberalism asserts its market and competition 

discourses as true even as it dismantles antitrust legislation whose function it was to protect 

competition and markets from monopolies and cartels (see section 2.3.3 below). Indeed, 

neoliberalism has reversed what was formerly a ‘truth’ of antitrust law, so that markets and 

competition have to be protected from regulators (Bork 1978, 310, 311). 

In effect, the neoliberals have proffered the discourses of markets and competition and 

absented various discourses which might have made neoliberalism a much clearer target for 

potential opposition. The market is presented as a politically neutral institution; the 

government’s role in controlling the market is rejected by the neoliberals as the source of 

the ‘monopoly problem’ (Hayek 1939, 135; Friedman 1962; Hayek 1979a, 88; Friedman 1999). 

2.3 Hayek: the quiet monopolist 
This section presents a brief textual analysis of Hayek’s leading perspectives on monopoly 

which evolved over the course of his career and which would come to directly influence the 

Chicago School’s pro-monopoly position. This is followed by a critique of the critical 

literature on Hayek’s accounts of monopoly. This analysis is drawn upon to argue that Hayek 

opted for corporate power and hence monopolies to plan the catallaxy because government 

planning was antithetical to his vehement stance against socialism (Hayek 2015 [1935]-a).  

2.3.1 At the launch of contestability 
By 1979 the contestability doctrine was being actively deployed by the Civil Aeronautics 

Board (CAB) in the deregulation of the US airlines industry. Under the leadership of former 

Bell Laboratories economists, Chairman Alfred Kahn and Commissioner Elizabeth Bailey, 

the Carter Administration’s Airline Deregulation Act (1978) was implemented and the CAB 

decommissioned (1934-1985) (Bailey and Panzar 1981; Bailey and Baumol 1984; Dempsey 

and Goetz 1992; Kahn 1998). 
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That same year Hayek published a revised position on monopoly in The Political Order of a 

Free People (1979) which showed his response to the contestability doctrine to be informed 

and positive. Although he does not use the term ‘contestability’, he describes all of its key 

precepts and strategies:  

It is evidently neither desirable nor possible that every commodity or service that is 

significantly different from others should be produced by a large number of producers, or 

that there should always be a large number of producers capable of producing any 

particular thing at the same cost. As a rule there will exist at any one time not only an 

optimum size of the productive unit, below and above which costs will rise, but also special 

advantages of skill, location, traditions, etc. which only some but not all enterprises will 

possess. Frequently a few enterprises or perhaps only a single one will be able to supply as 

much of a particular commodity as can be sold at prices covering its costs which may be 

cheaper than those of any other firm. In this case a few firms (or the single firm) will not 

be under the necessity of bringing their prices down to the marginal costs, or of producing 

such a quantity of their product that they can be sold only at prices just covering its 

marginal costs. All that their interests will induce the firm to do will be to keep prices 

below the figure at which new producers would be tempted to enter the market. Within 

this range such firms (or such a firm) would indeed be free to act as monopolists or 

obligopolists [sic] and to fix their prices (or the quantities of good produced) at the level 

which would bring them the highest profits, limited only by the consideration that they 

must be low enough to keep out others…. (Hayek 1979a, 66-67). 

Hayek had effectively shifted his position publicly from one where he had deemed 

monopolies to be benign under free market conditions (Van Horn 2011, 1538; 2015 [2009], 

230) to accepting that oligopoly-monopoly industry structures were to be preferred in 

circumstances where they proved to be more efficient. This passage shows that Hayek 

recognised the achievement of contestability in coming up with a plausible ‘solution’ to the 

problem of how to induce monopolies to price competitively. This problem had vexed 

Hayek during the Socialist Calculation debates as he and fellow Austrian school economists, 

Mises and Robbins, argued for a competitive market system without having 

theoretically resolved monopoly pricing. An attempt to do so by MPS colleagues at LSE, 

Arnold Plant, Ronald Fowler and Ronald Coase, during the 1930s had according to 

Fowler and Hayek failed to produce a satisfactory result (Fowler 1934; Hayek 2015 [1935]-b, 

228).  

The Bell group advocated for the deregulation of industry and the removal of antitrust 

oversight, claiming that a contestable market would allow competitors to enter the market if 

monopolies became inefficient, therefore regulation was not needed to constrain monopoly. 
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Taking the Bell group’s efficiency argument to its logical conclusion, monopolies are the 

preferred industry structure as long as they are open to competition, and if there is no active 

competition then their efficiency is proven. Further, they claimed that if monopoly is the 

‘natural’ and ‘efficient’ outcome of ‘competition’, then preventing monopoly prevents 

competition: 

There is a specter that haunts our antitrust institutions. Its threat is that, far from serving as 

the bulwark of competition, these institutions will become the most powerful instrument in 

the hands of those who wish to subvert it. More than that, it threatens to draw great 

quantities of resources into the struggle to prevent effective competition, thereby more 

than offsetting the contributions to economic efficiency promised by antitrust activities. 

(Baumol and Ordover 1985, 247).6  

Hayek also proffers a similar logic noting that market opportunities are hard to discover “in 

a functioning catallaxy” where successful enterprises are both a product and a condition of 

competition (Hayek 1979a, 75). Hayek had voiced support for corporate monopolies several 

decades earlier in a presentation given at the Management and Corporations, 1985 symposium to 

a very influential cross-disciplinary audience7 who would shape the future of resurgent 

monopoly power and the scientific management approach to business harnessing ICT. In 

this address he said: 

Even the largest aggregation of potential power, the largest accumulation of resources 

under a single control, is comparatively innocuous so long as those who exercise such 

power are entitled to use it only for one specific purpose and have no right to use it for 

other aims, however desirable in themselves. I shall maintain, therefore, that the old-

fashioned conception which regards management as the trustee of the stockholders and 

leaves to the individual stockholder the decision whether any of the proceeds of the 

activities of the corporation are to be used in the service of higher values is the most 

important safeguard against the acquisition of arbitrary and politically dangerous powers by 

corporations. (Hayek 1967 [1960], 301).  

 

6 Janusz Ordover was Deputy Assistant Attorney General for Economics in the Antitrust Division of the 
U.S. Department of Justice under President George W. Bush . 
https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/atr/legacy/2006/10/30/218637.pdf 

7 Conference attendees included: Adolf Berle, J. K. Galbraith and the pioneer of artificial intelligence and 
computer science in economics, Herbert A. Simon. Simon was Dean of the Graduate School (1957-1973) 
which later became the Tepper School of Business, Carnegie Mellon University. Later Bailey became Dean 
(1983-1991).  

https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/atr/legacy/2006/10/30/218637.pdf
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This perspective on the nature of power assumes the discretionary fortitude of executives 

not to interfere in social policy or the political process. This is disingenuous given that 

Hayek and the neoliberal movement had been actively recruiting corporations to promote 

neoliberal ideology (Phillips-Fein 2015 [2009]; Van Horn 2015 [2009]). It also disregards the 

fact that usually only majority-holding stockholders can exercise such rights, and it says 

nothing about privately held corporations of which today Facebook is exemplary. However, 

for Hayek it was not so much a problem of corporate influence in social affairs as it was 

corporations circumventing or otherwise interfering with the market mechanism. Hayek’s 

earlier writing suggests that planning by the corporation for the market was permissible. In 

The Road to Serfdom (1944), he stated that “the planning against which all our criticism is 

directed is solely the planning against competition” (Hayek 2007 [1944], 90). AT&T’s 

development of the contestable market hypothesis as a strategy to engineer social and 

political conditions inducive to their aspirations was thus compatible with Hayek’s 

perspective. 

In 1944 Hayek was more concerned about the institutional entanglements between the state 

and natural monopolies like networked public utilities in telecommunications and electricity. 

He registered a preference for state regulation of monopolies, as exemplified by AT&T, 

over the state actually running utilities as state enterprises (Hayek 2007 [1944]). Bruce 

Caldwell notes that the British Labour Party developed a nationalisation agenda during the 

war (Caldwell 2007, 13) which Hayek thought would lead to totalitarianism (Hayek 2007 

[1944], 171). Hayek scaled this concern to the international level contending that, “a system 

of comprehensive monopolies recognized by all of the national governments, but subject to 

none, would inevitably become the worst of all conceivable rackets” (Hayek 2007 [1944], 

229). This according to Hayek, was essentially due to monopoly control over raw materials 

resulting in monopolies holding power over industries and countries (2007 [1944], 230). 

Later he decided that not even monopoly control over a “rare resource” could be impinged 

because that would threaten the “institution of private property” (Hayek 1979a, 72).  

In The Constitution of Liberty (1960) Hayek referred to monopoly as one of a number of 

“Minor Problems”, holding to the perspective that monopolies were innocuous as long as 

government policy and antitrust interventions did not serve to favour them by distorting the 

market (Hayek 1960, 265). Hayek at this stage appeared unwilling to attach either benefits or 

detriments to the presence of monopolies, preferring to leave them to the role of “whipping 

boy of economic policy” (1960, 265). As I will show in Chapter 6, this was quite a 
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disingenuous statement given that Hayek spent the 1950s advocating changes to antitrust 

that would liberate monopolies from government supervision. 

Hayek’s last comments on monopolies in The Political Order of a Free People (1979) stated that 

it was “desirable not only to tolerate monopolies but even to allow them to exploit their 

monopolistic position—so long as they maintain them solely by serving their customers 

better than anyone else, and not by preventing those who think they could do still better 

from trying to do so” (1979a, 73). Hayek praised the efficiency of the “giant corporation” 

which was diversified across industries as this led to an expanded ‘pool’ of competition such 

that monopolies in one industry were kept in check by monopolies in related industries 

which had the capacity to migrate and thereby acted as a potential threat (Hayek 1979a, 78). 

Amazon and Koch Industries are two examples that come to mind. In a reference to the 

networked nature of this integration Hayek wrote, “the giant corporation has made largely 

meaningless the conception of separate industries which one corporation … can dominate” 

(Hayek 1979a, 78). This statement suggests that he was referencing horizontal integration 

which saw corporations grow in size most commonly through mergers and acquisitions. In 

Hayek’s rationale “[s]ize has thus become the most effective antidote to the power of size: 

what will control the power of large aggregations of capital are other large aggregations of 

capital, and such control will be much more effective than any supervision by government” 

(Hayek 1979a, 78, 79). Hayek suggested that “potential competitors as watchdogs over the 

monopolist … would seem a more promising check on such practices [as price 

discrimination] than to place enforcement in the hands of a supervising authority” (Hayek 

1979a, 85).  

Over his career, Hayek had consistently reiterated that corporate monopolies were integral 

to the competitive order. Monopolies caused problems but those problems were not seen as 

intrinsic to monopoly itself. That said, Hayek’s summation of the ‘monopoly problem’ 

changed from his early concerns over monopolies interfering with the market mechanism 

(1976 [1949]), to thinking their effects were benign (1960), then twenty years later extolling 

the efficiency benefits of monopolies promoted by contestability (1979a). This change in 

attitude roughly follows AT&T as it goes from being a regulated monopoly to full 

competitive freedom. Hayek is charting the development of the spontaneous order of the 

catallaxy which functions like a telephone communications system with network and market, 

exchanges, signalling and compatibility. Technology changes but Hayek insists there must 

be a market and that the market is contestable – so his argument ultimately embraces Bell 

group’s theory. Monopolies are seen as good for consumers and good for the economy. 
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Following in the footsteps of Mises, who wrote, “monopoly prices are the outgrowth of 

government interference with business. … They are not products of capitalism” (Mises 

1998 [1949], 677), Hayek proffered the view that monopolies were only a problem if they 

were the creation of government policy (Hayek 1939, 135; 1979a, 88). This idea was 

developed and formalised into the concept of ‘regulatory capture’ by other members of the 

Mont Pèlerin Society, notably Stigler (1971) and Becker (1983). They used this to support 

the contention that governments perpetuated monopolies, therefore antitrust law was 

counterproductive. Hayek and the neoliberals’ counter intuitive argument asserted that the 

more governments applied regulation the less governments were able to ‘safeguard’ society 

against corporate power – the role of disciplining the ‘giants’ was best left to other giants in 

the market.  

Hayek’s political activism saw him address the issue of monopolies at the inaugural meeting 

of the Mont Pelèrin Society in 1947. In a discussion paper later published as ‘“Free” 

Enterprise and the Competitive Order’ in Individualism and Economic Order (1948) Hayek 

proposed three strategies to deal with what he perceived to be entrenched monopoly power, 

thus clearing the way for a new legal framework. Firstly, non-corporate monopolies, 

including government enterprises and trade unions, were to be abolished, a viewpoint 

Hayek held throughout his career (Hayek 1939, 137; 1979a, 89, 144). Secondly, government 

support for corporate monopolies had to cease. And thirdly, the dominant liberal order that 

was said to have protected monopolies had to be unseated to make way for the neo liberal 

competitive market order (Hayek 1976 [1949], 115). Hayek’s political philosophy supported 

the contestability theorists’ contention that public service provision by government 

constituted a market barrier. According to Hayek “there is no justification for any 

governmental agency possessing the exclusive right of supplying any particular service” 

(Hayek 1979a, 147). Where services were able to be provided by non-government entities, 

those providers should be allowed to do so. “[A]ll the so-called ‘public utilities’, the various 

‘social’ insurances and, above all, the issue of money. Some of these services may well for 

the time being most efficiently be performed by a de facto monopoly; but we can neither 

insure improvement nor protect ourselves against extortion unless the possibility exists of 

somebody else offering better services of any of these kinds (Hayek 1979a, 147). 

That a public service such as water supply was a monopoly was no longer a barrier to 

private provision if it was ‘contestable’. Neoliberal competition now included potential 

competition.  
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An addendum to this drive to favour non-government providers was the assertion that no 

one should pay tax for a service if they paid a private provider for the service. That applies 

to all those services like transport and communications where government may have a 

“legal monopoly” with the exception of law enforcement and national security services 

(Hayek 1979a, 147).  

Hayek and the neoliberals favoured private sector monopolies to run former state 

enterprises and institutions. Efficiency would serve consumers and the problem of 

governments creating monopolies, which they believed inexorably led to corruption of the 

market, was dispelled. A private firm which operated a monopoly formerly operated by 

government was acceptable as their services were ‘contestable’. 

This brief overview of Hayek’s stance on monopolies is presented to establish the basis for 

an argument for the close association between neoliberals and monopoly capitalists. 

The thesis chapters present a detailed textual analysis of Hayek’s views on monopoly and of 

AT&T Bell’s development of the contestability doctrine, which is based on the imitation of 

competition rather than actual competition. I also analyse Hayek’s vision of a networked 

global order and how his theories on information disbursement and rationality are 

compatible with the contestability doctrine, and conversely, of contestability being 

compatible with general neoliberal philosophy. My analysis will lead me to conclude that 

monopolistic industry concentration is not a contradiction within neoliberalism’s alleged 

commitment to ‘free market competition’, and that free-market theory has been used to 

justify monopoly power. 

2.3.2 The critique of Hayek’s antitrust-monopoly viewpoints 
The critical literature on Hayek’s antitrust and monopoly viewpoints is sparse, reflecting the 

relative dearth of systematic commentary on the subject by Hayek himself (Kerin 2010, 29). 

Hayek mentions monopolies and cartels only intermittently across his corpus. Although 

trained in jurisprudence Hayek’s theorising on monopolies in the context of antitrust was 

appositely described as “inchoate” by Ellen Paul (Paul 2004, 177). In his 1939 article ‘The 

Economic Conditions of Interstate Federalism’, Hayek envisioned a global social order that 

included private monopolies free of government interference but with no trade union 

monopolies or government enterprise monopolies (Hayek 1939). Hayek made “passing” 

comments on monopolies and antitrust in The Constitution of Liberty (CL) published in 1960 

(Paul 2004, 176).  
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His most prolific contribution to the discussion of antitrust appeared in the third volume of 

Law, Legislation and Liberty: The Political Order of a Free People (1979), published when he was 80 

years old. Hayek’s corpus was most notable for the omission of any theoretical or 

autobiographical insights referencing the two antitrust projects at Chicago. For a decade 

Hayek steered the research which would underpin the epistemological shift in antitrust law 

which would give monopolies free reign to expand and to establish themselves as 

governance institutions in their own right. Consequently, research solely based on a textual 

analysis of his views (Shearmur 1996; Paul 2004; Kerin 2010; Kusunoki 2015) is necessarily 

limited albeit still insightful.  

Three papers chart the change in Hayek’s position on antitrust. Ellen Paul (2004), Paul 

Kerin (2010) and Shigeki Kusunoki (2015) have examined the differences in Hayek’s 

perspective on monopolies and cartels between The Constitution of Liberty (1960) and The 

Political Order of a Free People (1979) (LLL3). Paul and Kusunoki also comment briefly on The 

Road to Serfdom (1944) and Kerin and Kusunoki make brief comments on Hayek’s 1947 

discussion paper published in Individualism and Economic Order (1948) suggesting that Hayek 

and the MPS were poised to introduce radical change to the way monopolies and cartels 

were governed (Kerin 2010, 30; Kusunoki 2015, 57). The comparative analysis in these 

papers is supplemented by the scholarship of Norman Barry (1979) and Jeremy Shearmur 

(1996) who both examine Hayek’s perspectives on monopoly within the context of his 

wider theorising on the principles of liberalism. 

The Road to Serfdom is often cited as indicative of Hayek’s opposition to the power of the 

monopolies because he dismisses laissez faire and minimalist state intervention in the 

economy (Paul 2004) and raises concern about the destructive power of monopolies in the 

field of intellectual property (Barry 1979; Kusunoki 2015). Hayek’s focus is on creating the 

conditions for a competitive system which involves “legitimate governmental functions” to 

ensure unfettered access to ‘the’ market (Paul 2004, 169), as well as stable social conditions 

like “monetary policy and public works to combat the business cycle and waves of large-

scale unemployment” (Paul 2004, 170). Paul’s focus is on what government intervention 

Hayek will allow rather than focusing on the monopoly arguments Hayek put forward.  

Paul argued that Hayek’s position changed in the 19 years between The Constitution of Liberty 

(1960) (CL) and The Political Order of a Free People (1979) (LLL3). She contended that the state 

still had a legitimate role in regulating monopolies and preventing practices restraining trade 

(Paul 2004, 168) but that Hayek had shifted ground in terms of the nature of the functions 

government should perform.  
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In CL Hayek’s focus was on the preservation of individual liberty which led him to question 

whether monopolies could coerce individuals and thereby infringe their liberty (Paul 2004, 

174). Hayek concluded that in the case of the supply of essential services circumstances of 

monopoly coercion could arise but that it would be a “rare case” (Paul 2004, 174, 175). His 

remedy was, according to Paul, “modest” as it involved imposing a rule to outlaw price 

discrimination (Paul 2004, 175). Kerin suggested that forcing a monopolist to charge all 

customers the same price was aimed at preventing monopolists extending their monopoly. 

Monopolies were not considered a persistent threat to liberty by Hayek, even though it was 

significant when it arose (Kerin 2010, 31). The price discrimination issue was sidestepped by 

the Bell group who theorised contestability using Ramsey pricing,8 a revenue constraint 

option that typically charges consumers higher prices for products which are not 

discretionary, for which there is inelastic demand. Although acknowledged by Bell as price 

discrimination (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 358), this did not appear to impact 

Hayek’s embrace of contestability. 

For Hayek the persistent problem was not monopolies but how governments in their 

attempts to constrain the size of firms, or control monopolies, were interfering in the 

competitive process and in effect causing monopolies to become more entrenched, through 

government protection of select monopolies (Hayek 1960, 266). The chief problems from 

Hayek’s perspective were government erected barriers to market entry and antitrust 

enforcement (Paul 2004, 175; Kerin 2010, 31-32).  

Kerin contended that Hayek espoused a positive view of enterprise monopolies in CL based 

on them operating in free market conditions which necessitated the removal of “‘artificial’ 

barriers to entry” which “anticipated the ‘contestability theory’” (Kerin 2010, 30). ‘Artificial’ 

here refers to government made barriers like regulation and import duties. Hayek’s vision 

for a global economy had always necessitated the removal of market barriers (Hayek 1939) 

in order to induce international competition which he believed would ensure monopolies 

would only ever be temporary (Paul 2004, 175; Kerin 2010, 31).  

Antitrust enforcement, about which Hayek had become “increasingly skeptical” (Hayek 

1960, 265), was also a form of market barrier as firms grappled with the uncertainty of their 

 

8 The Bell group used Ramsey pricing in an attempt to address the increasing returns quandary. Described as 
the “surcharge above marginal cost” it was noted by the inventors as a form of price discrimination.  
Ramsey prices are still deemed to be lower than “profit-maximizing prices” (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 
1982, 358). 
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competitive actions in, for example, price cutting, which could result in an antitrust action 

(Paul 2004, 175). It was a discretionary enforcement system whose arbitrariness was, 

according to Hayek, doing “more harm than good” (Paul 2004, 176, 194; Kerin 2010, 32). 

Hayek’s solution was his version of the ‘Rule of law’ which would apply general rules of 

conduct to everyone, as in the case of price discrimination (Kerin 2010, 31). He noted a 

general consensus in the business community that it was “improper … to restrict 

competition”, effectively imitating the Sherman Act (Hayek 1979a, 86). His proposal was to 

have rules that were clear and facilitated the flow of information through the market. Paul 

noted that Hayek wanted government to desist from trying “to create conditions that mimic 

competition” (Paul 2004, 175) – that was the job of the spontaneous order guided by legal 

rules (Kusunoki 2015, 57).9 In LLL3 the idea that government had no role to play in 

adjusting the market was developed further to the point where monopolies and 

oligopolies may be seen as the most “desirable result at a particular point in the competitive 

process” because they are serving customers (Paul 2004, 178). This is emblematic of 

Mirowski’s ninth tenet of neoliberalism which is “[c]orporations can do no wrong” (Mirowski 

2015 [2009], 438).  

In their analysis of LLL3 Paul, Kerin and Kusunoki detected a significant shift in Hayek’s 

position whereupon he called for the state to withdraw from antitrust enforcement and 

focus solely on rule-setting for the market. In other words, the state’s function was to devise 

rules of conduct but not enforce them. Enforcement would be left to the private sector 

primarily through wronged parties seeking redress through case law (Paul 2004, 180; Kerin 

2010, 34). Paul and Kerin saw the prescribed change in function from antitrust 

enforcement to antitrust rule-setting, as Hayek called for more government action against 

harm caused to the market by monopolies (Kerin 2010, 32). This was a call for rules to be 

set. These harms were chiefly discrimination against customers and the thwarting of 

competition (Paul 2004, 179; Kerin 2010, 32) as in the case of predatory pricing (Kusunoki 

2015, 61-62, 64,66).10  

 

9 For an examination of Hayek’s legal philosophy see Chapter Three. 
10 Predatory pricing. 
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Paul contends that curtailing these negative behaviours was for Hayek an “exercise in 

ambivalence” (Paul 2004, 176). Hayek decried what he called the “synthetic system of 

morals” (Hayek 1958, 237; 1960, 65) yet his harm principle had a moral dimension (Paul 

2004, 178, 179). Hayek did accept that there were “moral principles of political action” like 

“individual freedom” which he attached to property rights as a value from which rules free 

of expediency could be formed (1960, 68). However, his was a narrow position, beyond 

which lay what he regarded as the immorality of socialism and distributive social justice. As 

Davies’s asserted, there is a “distanc[ing] from moral reasoning … in neoliberal legal 

authority” (Davies 2017, 101). Hayek proposed that his rules would be based on 

conventions and customs which do not require “a belief in the superior powers of 

individual human reason” (1960, 65).  

Kusunoki argues that Hayek was not negative about monopolies, because they were “one of 

the natural consequences of competition as a discovery procedure”(Kusunoki 2015, 58). 

Rather, the challenge faced by Hayek was the difficulty of establishing the legal rules for a 

spontaneous order (Kusunoki 2015, 60). This is an important insight as it suggests that the 

radical shift from governance of the market to governance by the market had logistical 

difficulties (Kusunoki 2015, 62). This problem was exemplified by the price discrimination 

rule which Hayek realised needed to be flexible because “[i]n such fields as transport and 

public utilities it is at least possible that some services could not be supplied at all at a 

profit if it were not for the possibility of discrimination such as monopoly confers” (Hayek 

1979a, 85). 

Kusunoki takes the position that Hayek’s jurisprudence was informed by his theory of 

dispersed information which appeared in his recommendations for a new legal framework 

in 1947 aimed at creating greater certainty within the legal system itself (Hayek 1976 [1949], 

115; Kusunoki 2015, 59). Consequently, contracts restraining utilisation of knowledge and 

corporations claiming patent and other intellectual property (IP) rights were examples of 

restrictions or enterprise-made ‘barriers’ flagged by Hayek as concerns (Kusunoki 2015, 59) 

(see Chapter 6). For Hayek the legal framework of a competitive order had to first and 

foremost protect that competitive order, which was computationally dependent on the free 

flow of information. Also making the competitive market system more effective was the 

critical goal of antitrust, not protecting individuals and firms. However as Kusunoki 

observed, this put Hayek at odds with others among the Austrian school who were largely 
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antitrust abolitionists (Kusunoki 2015, 57, 59, 66).11 Paul attested to this difficulty when she 

applied Hayek’s two “harm principles” to the suite of cases brought by the US Department 

of Justice (DOJ) against Microsoft (1994-2003) (Paul 2004, 198). Hayek died in 1992 so 

Paul’s use of these cases was a thought experiment. She concluded that Hayek’s principles 

could form the basis of enforcement yet they “fail to provide a tenable theory of antitrust 

that leads to unambiguous criteria”. As a result, Hayek failed his own ‘rule of law’ test for 

rules governing the market to be determinate so that it is clear when harm principles are 

being breached (Paul 2004, 200). Paul is uncertain as to whether Hayek would have 

supported the defendant and left Microsoft intact. She concluded that Hayek distrusted 

government intervention in the market yet he also held to a principle of equity in 

“preventing the monopolist from dictating terms to people” (Paul 2004, 203-204). Seen in 

the light of his unequivocal enthusiasm for corporate self-regulation as rationalised by the 

contestability doctrine however, we might expect Hayek would probably have left 

Microsoft’s monopoly intact. Paul concluded that the “attractive” route for the information 

economy was to slip past the ambivalent Hayek and follow Milton Friedman12 and others in 

the post-Hayekian “Austrian school”, as she would do, and thus abandon antitrust 

altogether (Paul 2004, 168, 204). 

Paul argues that this change in function for government, from enforcement to rule-setting, 

shows that Hayek was ambivalent about excluding government from market governance 

altogether. However, we might better regard Hayek’s switch to government taking a rule-

setting function only as part of the structural change process demanded by Hayek’s call in 

1947 for a new legal framework that would facilitate international trade (Hayek 1976 [1949], 

113). Hayek wanted this framework to protect the market as much as possible from 

interference from governments, the non-market sector and corporate abuse of power 

(Hayek 1976 [1949]). His perspective, as Kusunoki contended, arose from his theory of 

dispersed information which had evolved to “dispersed and unsurveyable knowledge” in 

The Fatal Conceit (1988). Hayek claimed the market had the greater institutional capacity to 

coordinate dispersed information and diverse ends which meant that an extended order 

involving millions of people was possible and the nation-state’s “striv[ing] for agreement on 

a unitary purpose” was no longer necessary (Hayek 1988, 15).  

 

11 Such as Dominick Armentano. 
12 Milton Friedman abandoned antitrust in the light of the Microsoft cases (Friedman 1999; Paul 2004, 193-

4). 
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Kerin, who regarded Hayek and Friedman as heroes, supported much of Paul’s analysis but 

his conclusion was diametrically opposed, because he believed Hayek did not ensure that 

government had a sufficient role to play in antitrust enforcement, and that today both 

antitrust and private enforcement were inadequate to the task (Kerin 2010, 37-38). New 

corporate barriers13 like network effects and virtuous circles had been thrown up by the 

knowledge economy and new forms of industrial organisations like platform monopolies 

had arisen from technological change. Kerin’s proposed solution within the Australian 

context was to dismantle these new market barriers in the economy through government 

regulatory intervention, but using Hayek’s “per se rules” approach. This was to avoid 

corporations being subject to discretionary enforcement by an antitrust regime (Kerin 2010, 

39).  

Hayek’s focus on reducing antitrust to a rule-setting function coincided with his positive 

view of single firm markets on the grounds that they can deliver more efficiently than any 

other configuration. Hayek framed competition in the language of contestability as either 

“a large number of producers, or … a large number of producers capable of producing any 

particular thing at the same cost” (Hayek 1979a, 66) (author’s italics). Shearmur identifies 

Hayek’s view that monopolies could be disciplined by the removal of barriers to market 

entry as contestability theory. Whilst noting that Hayek regarded industry concentration as 

unproblematic, Shearmur also emphasises that Hayek supported “actual competition and 

discovery” (Shearmur 1996, 74). Competition is used as a discovery procedure, according to 

Hayek, “only if we do not know beforehand who will do best” (Hayek 1979a, 67). This 

amounts to a shift from actual competition to the new contestability alternative to 

competition which suggests data from firms be used to determine outcomes. 

Although the scholars cited above supported the view that Hayek believed in having some 

antitrust framework, Hayek’s belief that general rules would bring about certainty as 

measured by “the cases that never come before the courts” suggests that antitrust was a 

‘mopping up’ exercise for conflict the market could not resolve (Hayek 1960, 208).  

 

13 The information networked economy had, as Kerin acknowledged, created new barriers to entry which 
emanated from enterprises. These barriers included, “learning effects, scope economies, network effects, 
virtuous circles and … multi-period games” (Kerin 2010, 36).  
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2.3.3 Hayek’s decade devoted to monopolies: the critical 
literature  

Hayek arrived in America before he published ‘The Uses of Knowledge in Society’ in 

September 194514 where he wrote about the need for the “delegation of planning” and 

noted people’s dislike for monopolies (Hayek 1945, 521). Those perspectives coupled with 

his mistrust of government (Hayek 1939 [2012], 1960, 1979) posed a political problem for 

Hayek – how to plan a radically new market order in cooperation with large firms 

dominating the markets, and at the same time get governments to consider a new legal 

framework to legitimate the new order.  

The critical literature that provides insight into these and other tensions in the Chicago School 

explores the history of the Mont Pèlerin Society (MPS) through historical and ontological 

enquiries into the ideas and plans of its members who were known as the ‘neoliberal thought 

collective’ (Van Horn, Mirowski, and Stapleford 2011; Mirowski 2013; Denord 2015 [2009]; 

Mirowski and Plehwe 2015 [2009]a; Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017). This cosmopolitan group, 

whose initial meetings were largely funded by Swiss banks and insurance companies,15 

consisted mainly of academics but included politicians and business people from Europe, 

Britain and America (Phillips-Fein 2015 [2009]; Mirowski and Plehwe 2015 [2009]a; Mirowski 

2020). Led by Hayek, in the early years (1947-1961) the MPS focused on the monumental task 

of constructing a new social order or catallaxy. This entailed the construction of new 

epistemological foundations in law and economics in the United States (Davies 2010; 

Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017) making it the epicentre for the resurgence of monopoly power 

(Birch 2017b, 105) and the epicentre of the information revolution. Such a deep level change 

necessitated an academic institutional base from which to coordinate research and build an 

international law and economics movement. The opportunity came from the University of 

Chicago, which offered Hayek a position on the Committee on Social Thought (1950-1962) 

(Ebenstein 2015). Hayek was organising cross-faculty research on antitrust even before he 

took up this official position. These projects were the Free Market Study (1946-1953) which 

“examined the legal foundations of capitalism” (Van Horn 2018, 478) and the Antitrust 

Project (1952-1955) which produced a “manifesto” for change to the US antitrust regime 

(Packer 1963, 55; Van Horn 2015 [2009], 222)16 that would have far reaching effects globally.  

 

14 Hayek was on a publicity trip for his bestseller The Road to Serfdom (1944) a book that was part of the 
conservative reaction to the Soviet Union after the war. Hayek made the University of Chicago his US base 
for this and a 1946 trip (Caldwell 2020, 18) before his permanent appointment there in 1950. 

15 Funding for the MPS came from “Credit Suisse, the United Bank of Switzerland (UBS), and the insurance 
companies Swiss Re and Zurich Assurances” (Mirowski 2020, 234). 

16 Its importance was also shared by many other scholars: (Carstensen 1996). 
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Robert Van Horn has made the most extensive study of the problem of monopoly in the 

context of early Chicago school neoliberalism. He examined how under Hayek’s leadership, 

the neoliberal thought collective came to assert that the force of competition in a free 

market would render monopoly power benign and temporary, and how corporations were 

actively influencing the direction of the antitrust projects through supervised funding (Van 

Horn 2011; 2015 [2009]; 2018). This marked a shift away from the liberal anti-monopoly 

stance, epitomised in Henry Simons’s claim that “gigantic corporations” threatened 

democracy, towards accepting greater concentrations of corporate power (Simons quoted 

in: Van Horn 2018, 1530).17 Hayek effectively steered the Chicago School away from 

liberalism by promoting the benefits of the “giant corporation” (Hayek 1979a, 78). This 

shift tapped into conservative formations in US business which were prepared to fund, and 

in other ways support, free market ideology amongst the business community (Phillips-Fein 

2015 [2009]).  

The corporate funded pro-corporate position represented a shift within the Chicago School 

itself, from the liberal anti-monopoly perspective of the First Chicago School represented 

by Henry Simons, Jacob Viner and Frank Knight18 to the Second Chicago School made 

famous by the public utterances of Milton Friedman, and his wife Rose Friedman, on free 

trade and small government (Van Horn 2011, 1527 fn; Van Horn and Mirowski 2015 

[2009]). There was both a generational shift from the older generation of Knight, Viner and 

Simons to the younger generation including key individuals like Aaron Director, Edward 

Levi and Milton Friedman. Influenced by Hayek, amongst others, they shifted their 

perspective from classical liberal to neo liberal mode by the 1950s and in doing so moulded 

neoliberalism from their positions in the schools of law, economics and business (Van Horn 

2011; 2013; Van Horn and Emmett 2014; Van Horn 2015 [2009]; Van Horn and Mirowski 

2015 [2009]). The shared work on the Free Market Study and the Antitrust Project by 

individuals attached to contributing faculties forged a neoliberal legal framework that would 

result in Chicago’s reputation for integrating law into economics, and its emergence as the 

predominant school of jurisprudence in America (Davies 2010; Van Horn and Mirowski 

2015 [2009]; Van Horn 2018, 479).  

 

17 Simons, H. (1948). Economic Policy for a Free Society. Chicago, University of Chicago Press, p. 43. 
18 Knight was one of five first vice presidents of the MPS appointed in 1947. The others were Walter 

Eucken, John Jewkes, William Rappard and Jacques Rueff (Caldwell 2020, 50). 
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This success of Chicago neoliberalism was in no small part due to Hayek’s driving of the 

projects administratively and his guiding them philosophically. The ideas set out in The 

Political Ideal of the Rule of Law (1955) and The Constitution of Liberty (1960) can be discerned in 

Aaron Director and Edward Levi’s summation of the antitrust projects’ research outcomes 

in ‘Law and the Future: Trade Regulation’ (1956). In effect Hayek’s texts have a subtle pro-

monopoly subtext, for fellow neoliberals working on the projects and their corporate 

sponsors and supporters, which is not readily accessible to outsiders.  

As Kim Phillips-Fein detected in The Constitution of Liberty (1960),19 Hayek very subtly 

showed gratitude for the support from “businessmen-activists” in the United States who 

during the 1950s invested their knowledge and money in projects committed to a free 

market future (Phillips-Fein 2015 [2009], 297). I emphasis ‘subtly’ because Hayek took care 

not to have his independence appear to be compromised by corporate interests (Van Horn 

2018, 479).  

To fully appreciate the achievement of Hayek and the neoliberals at Chicago in resetting the 

juridical levers in antitrust to favour industry consolidation is to grapple with the 

epistemological nature of the neoliberal project (Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017) and how it 

came to embrace the contestability doctrine. However, the in-depth historical research on 

Chicago perspectives on monopoly by Van Horn, Mirowski and the idealist school currently 

only extends to the 1960s, thus the critical decades 1970s and 1980s encompassing the lead 

up to and development of contestability have yet to be comprehensively analysed. 

The above analysis of Hayek’s views on monopoly juxtaposed to our understanding of his 

activism at Chicago through the ‘anti antitrust’ projects should give us cause to question the 

centrality of competition in Hayek’s philosophy. Furthermore, the contestability doctrine 

offers an alternate paradigm to orthodox competition which speaks to the disjunction 

between Hayek’s written definition of competition and the great ‘game’, the ‘contest’ to 

which he invites people to participate. The central difficulty this poses, in analysing what I 

contend to be the neoliberal transition to contestability, is that it represents a move from 

competition to the imitation of competition. Hayek’s ideal of competition dynamism as 

being driven by the price mechanism of the market was embedded conceptually in his 

notion of spontaneous order for which there are no theorems or proofs. The second 

difficulty is that the contestability alternative was never named as such by Hayek in his 

 

19 Hayek, F. A. 1960. The Constitution of Liberty, p. 125. 
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publications, nor in the work of other neoliberal thought collective theorists I have cited 

here. Consequently, neoliberal theory asserts a discourse on competition and free markets 

which contradicts their activism in promoting contestability in US and contemporary 

Australian public policy. Their discourse runs counter to the growth of monopolies and 

increasing levels of industry concentration in the neoliberal era. Following Foucault, we will 

now seek to understand this contradiction through examining the historical conditions for 

neoliberalism’s emergence and the role of neoliberal ideology in the resurgence of 

monopoly power.  

2.4 Foucault on neo-liberalism: insights and hopeful 
turns 

Foucault (1926-1984) first articulated neoliberalism as a distinct movement in lectures 

(1978-1979) that were later published as The Birth of Biopolitics (2008) (Mirowski 2013, 94). 

They provided a highly insightful and influential critique of neoliberalism which I draw 

upon to frame my analysis of the relationship between neoliberalism and the contestability 

doctrine.  

The contestability doctrine had a long gestation of influences from the Austrian, LSE and 

Chicago schools, finally emerging in neoliberal discourse as ‘competition and contestability’ 

(Hayek 1935b, 228). In Foucault’s analysis of neoliberalism, the term ‘neoliberalism’ is 

distinct from ‘ordoliberalism’ and the term ‘neo-liberalism’ is used when referring to both. 

To dispel the confusion implicit in this usage I will use the terms ‘Chicago neoliberalism’, 

‘ordoliberalism’ and ‘neo-liberalism’ for both. 

Foucault’s analysis of monopoly in neo-liberalism and his discussion of the new economic-

juridical institutions of ordliberalism ground my argument concerning the symbiotic 

relationship between monopoly capital and the Chicago neoliberalism. His theory of 

governmentality provides a theoretical basis for my argument concerning the emergence of 

the monopoly institutional construct within neoliberalism and the consequential retreat of 

the state which Foucault sources back to the ordoliberals’ belief in an inviolable link 

between government and totalitarianism (2008, 110).20  

 

20 Ordoliberalism is associated with the German Freiburg School, the Faculty of Economics at the University 
of Frieburg. Leading ordoliberals were Walter Eucken, considered the father of ordoliberalism, Wilhelm 
Röpke, Franz Böhm and Hans Großmann-Doerth (Ptak 2015 [2009]). 
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2.4.1 The struggle over theory 
One of the essential features of Foucault’s analysis of neo-liberalism was his observation of 

the struggle over theory. For those adhering to the pure logic of capitalism, like the Marxists 

and the Chicago neoliberals (whose version he also called “anarcho-liberalism” (Foucault 

2008, 161), the contradiction in capitalism that produces monopoly was incontrovertible 

(Foucault 2008, 134). According to Foucault the Marxists believed that this and other 

contradictions would crush capitalism because the monopolisation of capitalist 

accumulation would eventually drain capitalism of a viable labour force, the source for new 

accumulations, making way for the alternative created by workers (2008, 164-166). Chicago 

neoliberals led by Hayek, promoted the view that monopoly would be ephemeral if a pure 

form of capitalism emerged, that is, if government controls and other barriers to the market 

were removed enabling the market to cycle back to competition without interference. They 

held that capitalism was for the good of the workers because it gave them the opportunity 

to become capitalists—“we are all entrepreneurs” wrote Hayek (1960, 81). To put this 

vision into practice they sought to diminish legal regimes governing corporations. 

Foucault distinguished Chicago neoliberalism from German ordoliberalism. The 

ordoliberals’ position on the monopoly contradiction reflected Foucault’s understanding of 

capitalism as being institutionally derived, that is, there was no “single capitalism” 

describable by pure theory but diverse capitalisms emerging and subject to transformations 

in history, impacting upon the economic and the institutional that are political in nature 

(2008, 165). Any capitalism that is produced is not universally formed of a logic, but is 

rather “singular” in the sense of manifesting unique forms, derived from the interactions 

between “economic processes and institutional framework” (Foucault 2008, 164) and 

contextually situated in times, places and cultures.  

2.4.2 Capitalism + regulation 
Foucault, having considered the origins of the primacy of the market as a regulator of states 

under neo-liberalism, turned to an institutional analysis. He described the contention that 

the market revolved on competition as a “principle of formalization” (Foucault 2008, 118, 

120). That is to say, it was not a natural phenomenon, or derived from a natural law which 

spontaneously arose, but was dependent on institutional settings that were historically 

conditioned (Foucault 2008, 121). This point is made clear by the chaos that ensued in some 

Eastern Bloc countries when they were expecting that once the communist regimes were 

gone markets would appear spontaneously (Simon 1996, 34; Hodgson 2002 [2001], 253). 

Hodgson criticises this idea that markets could grow without rules (Hodgson 2002 [2001], 
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254) and concurs with Coase when he said of the post-communist debacle, “without the 

appropriate institutions, no market of any significance is possible” (Coase quoted in: 

Hodgson 2002 [2001], 253).21  

The ordoliberals embraced the price mechanism of the market as the basis of economic 

rationality (Foucault 2008, 119) but unlike laissez faire liberals they believed that the benefits 

of competition, or what Foucault called its “essential economic logic”, could only be realised 

“under certain conditions which have to be carefully and artificially constructed” (2008, 

120). These conditions were created by an anti-monopolistic legal regime with specific 

protections for small to medium sized enterprises and craft industries (Foucault 2008, 240). 

The ordoliberals’ ‘framework’, Foucault contended, served as an “economic constitution” to 

which was applied the Rechtsstaat or Rule of Law, thus setting what was ostensibly economic 

policy into a legally constituted institutional structure (2008, 167-168). What set the 

ordoliberals apart was their conception of Gesellschaftspolitik, which is commonly interpreted 

as “social policy”,22 but which Dardot and Laval insist should be translated as “policy of 

society” because it engenders the objective of societal wide institutional integration (Dardot 

and Laval 2017 [2013], 93). Gesellschaftspolitik recognised social processes and the existence 

of the “market mechanism within them” (Foucault 2008, 240). It was the function of the 

Gesellschaftspolitik to “nullify the possible anti-competitive mechanisms of society”, that is to 

ensure that the “absence of competition” did not arise (Foucault 2008, 160).  

The protection of actual competition set the ordoliberals apart from Chicago neoliberals 

because their idealism led them to favour a multiplicity of smaller enterprises, which 

Foucault described as the “formalization of society on the model of the enterprise” (2008, 

160). Chicago’s Antitrust Projects (1946-1955) in contrast set about to dismantle the 

Sherman Act which legislators intended to protect small enterprises (Hawley 1966). This set 

the stage for the entrenchment of monopoly power in America as the monopolies stepped 

into the regulatory void left by the dismantling of antitrust.23 Neoliberal ideology, which was 

promulgated globally through the Washington Consensus, trade agreements and 

deregulation in domestic and international jurisdictions, synergised with AT&T’s investment 

in the new economics of contestability.  

 

21 Coase, R. 1992. ‘The Institutional Structure of Production’. The American Economic Review, 82:4, p 718. 
22 Graham Burchill’s 2008 translation of Foucault’s Birth of Biopolitics. 
23 Uber ride sharing’s rating system of drivers and riders is an example of a network using digital technology 

to regulate behaviour of market participants.  
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The ordoliberal multiple enterprise conception emphasised the importance of keeping 

monopolies at bay so as to fulfil the Gesellschaftspolitik ideal. It was conceived to acknowledge 

human agency over decisions and establish the conditions whereby a diverse network of 

enterprises contributed to the “social fabric” (Foucault 2008, 241). This was in stark 

contrast to Chicago neoliberalism which saw economic rationality derived from the market 

not human behaviour. What Foucault deduced in the ordoliberal position was that the 

market was perceived as “a general social and economic regulator” (2008, 140) with free 

market principles exclusively “legitimating political institutions” (Dardot and Laval 2017 

[2013], 212). The ordoliberals version of neo-liberalism, capitalism plus state regulation, was 

intended to suppress authoritarianism, constrain the drift towards industry concentration 

and secure for small enterprises protections if and when monopolies arose (Foucault 2008, 

178-179).  

Conscious economic law  

The question Foucault asked concerning the emergence of any newly invented form of 

capitalism was, “where and by what route will this irruption of innovation be able to take 

place within capitalism? Clearly innovation will not come from the laws of the market, it will 

not take place in the market itself since economic theory shows that, by definition, the 

market must function in such a way that its pure mechanisms are in themselves regulative of 

the whole” (Foucault 2008, 167). Foucault noted that Eucken’s answer to this was to urge a 

“move on to a conscious economic law” (Eucken quoted in: Foucault 2008, 167)24 by 

examining the relationships within the economic-juridical complex from an historical 

perspective as the basis for the Rechtsstaat (Rule of law) (Foucault 2008, 167-168). In neo-

liberalism this amounted to “a set of regulated economic practices” (Foucault 2008, 166) 

that were not derived from changes to the market or to economics per se, but rather from 

making law endogenous to the economic system. This change in how law was 

conceptualised for the purposes of governing economic activity would have its greatest 

impact, not in local jurisdictions, but in creating the possibility that a unifying law such as 

international investment law could serve to coordinate global trade and investment and 

satisfy the “neoliberals in their quest to encase the world economy” (Slobodian 2018, 145). 

 

24 Foucault’s full footnote: “It seems that this expression is taken from the following phrase in F. Bilger, La 
Pensée économique libérale, p. 65, with regard to the scientific politics recommended by Eucken on the basis of 
his economic morphology: ‘ … after having refuted evolutionist philosophy, Eucken recalls that most 
groups in history are not formed from technical necessity, but thanks to the absence of a real conscious 
economic law’” (Foucault 2008, 181). 
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Foucault analysed French epistemologist Louis Rougier’s belief that neo-liberalism denotes 

a “juridical ensemble” functioning inside the economic system (Foucault 2008, 166). Rougier 

imagines something like the liberal ideal of the Highway Code which does not impede travel 

(consumer) choices but is nonetheless a strict regime to ensure the smooth flow of traffic 

(market efficiency) (Foucault 2008, 162). Hayek also adopted the Highway Code ideal when 

illustrating his notion of the Rule of law as formal principles (Hayek 2007 [1944], 113-114; 

Foucault 2008, 172) not open to interpretation because of mens rea or other legal qualifiers 

that expose a rule to judgement. 

The interpretation of economic law becomes a point of departure between the German 

ordoliberals and the version of neo-liberalism which went with Hayek and Coase to 

Chicago. Hayek’s vision of a “legal framework” was much more in tune with the US 

industrialists’ aversion to state interference than to ordoliberals’ championing of small 

enterprises (Hayek 1976 [1949]). As Dardot and Laval conclude, the “economic law of 

competition” in ordoliberal Germany is formalised by an economic constitution written by 

the legislature, making it an institution of state (Dardot and Laval 2017 [2013], 84). Chicago 

neoliberalism gives itself over to the diminishment of the US antitrust regime without 

instituting an alternative derived from state legislature, leaving it to the market and 

corporations to produce competitive conditions.  

2.4.3 Revelation and response 
Foucault reached into the core contradiction of neo-liberalism by historicising the principle 

that emerged from the German ordoliberals’ “revelation” about Nazism, overturning an 

earlier analysis that viewed it as a “natural development of capitalism” and instead attributed 

the rise of Nazism to the “intrinsic defects” of the state (2008, 110, 116). Their anti-state 

response to Nazism was to declare that “the market economy itself [is] to be the principle, 

not of the state’s limitation, but of its [the state’s] internal regulation from start to finish of 

its existence and action” (Foucault 2008, 116). 

In Germany the ordoliberals traced the roots of 1930s National Socialism back to the 1840s 

when a “protectionist economic policy” was imposed in antipathy to liberal economic policy 

deemed by state economist Friedrich List to favour imperialist Britain in trade negotiations 

with German states (Foucault 2008, 107-108). This was followed by “Bismarkian state 

socialism” which unified the German states and bolstered their imperial ambitions, 

ultimately leading to the First World War and the Ministry of War’s industry-based, planned 

economy model as instigated by industrialist Walter Rathenau (Foucault 2008, 108). From 

the war’s end to 1933, Foucault suggests “Rathenau type planning … was more or less re-
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utilized in a Keynesian perspective at the end of the 1920s and in the 1930s” (2008, 108-

109). That is to say, government used monetary levers and other measures in an attempt to 

control inflation and other economic crises. The ordoliberals saw these different forms of 

state intervention as contributing, in an elemental sense, “the necessary system of relations” 

which led to the rise of Nazism (Foucault 2008, 109) (emphasis added). Their response was 

to assume that any government intervention would lead to the growth of the state, resulting 

in more interventions which would inevitably produce systematic totalitarian control. They 

did not think this outcome was due to the unique constellation of factors in German history 

but rather perceived it as an economic inevitability which was anti-liberal in nature and 

generalisable across nation states (Foucault 2008, 110-111). Whether it was British 

welfarism, the New Deal or Soviet planning, neo-liberals believed each was driven by the 

same logic of state planning and power as Nazism (Foucault 2008, 110-111).  

From this conclusion came the proposition that the market should replace state planning as 

the organising principle. The ordoliberals sought to reverse the regulatory principle, or in 

Foucault’s words “completely turn the formula around” so the market became the regulator 

of the state as well as itself (Foucault 2008, 116). The ordoliberals saw this as a way of 

resurrecting trust in the state, by legitimating it with a new formula which protected the 

market, and protected the state from its own totalitarian proclivities (Foucault 2008, 116-117). 

Hayek concurred with several of the ordoliberal’s precepts. His proposed ‘spontaneous 

social order’ was a network coordinated by the market, from which the state should absent 

itself from any activity such as price controls (Hayek 1976 [1949], 110). Instead Hayek 

strategically advocated that the state “deliberately adopts competition, the market, and prices 

as its ordering principle” by creating a legal framework which submits state functions to the 

price mechanism (Hayek 1976 [1949], 110). Once marketisation occurs, the state is exposed 

to having its functions taken over by corporations. That is to say once a function has a price 

then that price can be contested by the market. The ‘sentiment’ shared by both ordoliberals 

and Chicago neoliberals was that liberalism could only endure if the switch was made to a 

market regulated state. In reality nothing perceptible of liberalism in law and economics 

seemed to endure the Chicago renovation of liberal legal precepts and laissez-faire.  

The ordoliberals strayed from their seemingly resolute rhetoric about no state involvement 

and instead engaged state legislatures in the construction of a legal institutionalism in 

Germany to support a competitive market system which was widely adopted in Europe. 

This system was extant for several decades, until Chicago’s efficiency-based antitrust began 

making inroads in the 1990s (Gifford and Kudrle 2015, 14). 
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2.4.4 Chicago neoliberalism: from individual to cyborg 
Foucault’s analysis of Chicago’s points of departure with post-war ordoliberalism focuses 

attention on the fundamentals of the Chicago school that enabled them to forge a radically 

different type of neo-liberalism, one compatible with American capitalism and its 

technological vision. Foucault’s starting point was to show how Chicago neoliberal analysis 

differed from classical economics in its attention to the individual and the choices they make:  

for the neo-liberals, economic analysis should not consist in the study of these mechanisms 

[those of production, —exchange and consumption],—but in the nature and consequences 

of what they call substitutable choices, that is …, the way in which scarce means are 

allocated to competing ends … between which we must choose (Foucault 2008, 222). 

Here Foucault, referencing Robbins, identifies Hayek’s conception of the economic 

problem as calculating allocation using marginal utility when the data needed is dispersed 

amongst individuals (Hayek 1945, 519). Individuals were the key because they had unique 

information, that if utilised would make the economic system more efficient (Hayek 1945, 

521). Foucault articulated the neoliberal position as measuring the individual and distilled 

his analysis of American neoliberalism through a critique of Becker’s Human Capital 

published in 1964. Becker, an economist, sociologist and NTC member at Chicago, showed 

how the analytical domain of homo œconomicus could be extended through considering the 

capital investment in a human being from which their capacity to earn an income stream is 

derived, thereby changing what constitutes a worker and what constitutes an economic 

transaction (Foucault 2008, 219ff). Whereas Marx had identified labour as labour power 

(Foucault 2008, 221), Becker sees the worker as an “active economic subject” whose skill 

constitutes a “productive machine” or “abilities-machine” (Foucault 2008, 223-226). The 

analysis of human capital encompasses a human’s lifecycle rather than just their productive 

years in the workforce. It also means that when people were not working, they were still 

potential ability-machines who could come back into the market as investors still looking to 

capitalise their investment in themselves. In this conception, Hayek’s unitised individual is 

formulated such that they can be valued as an information asset. Thus nurturing children 

becomes an investment contributing to the formation of human capital (Foucault 2008, 

229). This was neoliberalism’s radical shift away from classical political economy which, had 

framed production as the combination of land, capital and labour but left labour a “blank 

sheet” (2008, 219). Labour value was just a factor of production reduced to time, with hours 

worked as its measure (Foucault 2008, 220). Becker also claimed that individuals’ non-

rational behaviour was still “susceptible to economic analysis”, that is the market can 
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process any choice, irrespective of how well informed they are, as long as there is a 

computable pattern (Foucault 2008, 269).  

Foucault concluded that “it is no longer the analysis of the historical logic of processes; it is 

the analysis of the internal rationality, the strategic programming of individuals’ activity” 

(2008, 223). Once the activities of individuals become the unit of economic evaluation the 

result is “an economy to be made at the level of transaction costs” (Foucault 2008, 245). Now 

it was a case of determining, as Coase posited, what the most efficient means of managing 

those transactions were, whether it be, for example, by the market or through short or long-

term contracts made with firms or other entities. Coase also theorised that an employee could 

opt for a ‘freer’ work environment by becoming an “independent contractor”, that is 

entrepreneurs themselves (Coase 1937, 404). Workers’ data also has a utilisation value whether 

they are ‘idle’ or not because they are now first and foremost a capital asset.  

Human capital effectively places a monetary value on human behaviour and relationships 

which Robbins argued was the basis of economic science (Robbins 1932; Foucault 2008, 

222). It was also implicit to Hayek’s idea that exchange relationships were based on 

subjective knowledge being transmitted through individuals’ actions (Hayek 1937, 37) 

coordinated by prices coded with this knowledge (Hayek 1945, 526). Hayek’s individuals, or 

“enterprise-units” as Foucault called them (2008, 225), joined other units of enterprise like 

families, farms, firms and public institutions etc to form the network of economies, the 

catallaxy (Hayek 1973, 46). Austrian economist Fritz Machlup, who coined the expression 

‘knowledge economy’, also shifted his conception of labour to information “offer[ing] a 

vision of the economy as a flat network, where work was synonymous with 

communication” (Slobodian 2020, 83).  

Foucault observed that neoliberals also held that innovation is dependent on investment in 

human beings and therefore should be brought into the analysis of economic phenomena 

like economic growth (2008, 231). Baumol, for example, assessed that economic growth was 

linked to human capital investment in things like education but that free markets were also 

needed to take inventions to the innovation stage and thence to production (Baumol 2002, 

247). It is precisely this positioning of “man as capital” in the systemic sense that the 

Foucauldian scholars Dardot and Laval observed in attempts by neoliberals to constitute 

free markets. That is, the “concept of ‘human capital’ … had to assume material form 

through the establishment of multiple, diverse, simultaneous or successive apparatuses, 

which have enduringly moulded the conduct of subjects” (Dardot and Laval 2017 [2013], 

168). This leads us to the new institutional apparatus in America. 
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2.4.5 America’s irruption 
The Second Chicago School’s radical resetting of law and economics from the mid-1940s 

served to legitimately position monopolies like AT&T to exploit the revolution in ICT. This 

revolution burgeoned in the immediate post-war period (Edwards 1997 [1996]; Gertner 

2012). To understand the new institutional ensemble that would emerge in America a cue 

can be taken from Caldwell who concluded that Hayek was “seeking that set of institutions 

that least hinder coordination” (2004, 349).  

If we return to Foucault’s key observation: that the market, is not in itself able to bring about 

change we are left with the question, what institution in America would “irrupt the 

innovation”?, that is evolve capitalism in response to the revolution in ICT (2008, 167).  

According to neoliberal discourse, the institution regulating information flows through the 

economy was the market. It is widely acknowledged that markets are institutions even 

though there is agreement amongst many scholars that markets generally are not well 

understood and therefore their institutional character is not well defined (North 1977, 710; 

Coase 1988, 7; Callon 1998, 1; White 2002, 47; Hodgson 2002 [2001], 255; Kirman 2006, 

248; Mirowski 2013, 55). Hayek, as Hodgson noted, saw the market both as a set of 

conditions that enabled individuals to coordinate their plans, and as an institution that 

evolves (Hodgson 1999, 106) and functions as an authority through which knowledge is 

discovered (Hayek 1978 [1968]a). For Coase the market’s institutional quality was its 

function “facilitating exchange” by reducing the cost of exchange (Coase 1988, 7). Foucault 

characterised an institution in the general sense as possessing “its own rules, … a body of 

knowledge and practice, … [and] recogni[tion] by public opinion, the law, and government” 

(1972, 41-42).25 For Foucault the market alone did not however amount to an economic-

juridical institution. That form of institutional embodiment came, for example, when the 

market institution was constitutionalised by the law of the state as in Germany (Dardot and 

Laval 2017 [2013], 84).  

Chicago neoliberals however rejected state intervention altogether including controls 

imposed by the liberal state on monopolies to curb their excesses and protect competition 

(Foucault 2008, 134). I argue that a new institution emerges that I classify as an ‘economic-

governance institution’, noting that its regulatory function is not dependent on a state 

 

25 These were the criteria Foucault used to describe medicine as an institution which I regarded to be 
generally applicable (Foucault 1972, 41-42). 
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juridical institution. That new institution is the firm-controlled network hosting markets 

which is formed from the integration of the firm and market on a network made possible by 

ICT. In chapters 4 to 7 I will show how this institution emerged from an assemblage of 

LSE and Chicago School economics and law, and AT&T’s corporate aspirations, 

technology, industry theory and contestable market design.  

The theoretical foundation of this ensemble is Coase’s transaction cost theory (Coase 1937; 

1960; 1988). Davies identifies this theory as a neo-classical “innovation” because it offered 

an empirical basis to “interrogate market and non-market structures side by side” (Davies 

2017, 51). Coase characterised the economy as a “specialist exchange economy” whereby 

transaction costs on exchanges, be they in the market or contracts negotiated by firms, 

could be comparatively analysed for cost efficiency. As Davies put it, “[e]valuation by 

economics replaces evaluation by markets” (Davies 2017, 51). By imposing what is 

essentially cost benefit analysis on transaction exchanges, the relative efficiencies of the 

firm, market and network could be assessed. This would make it possible to design an 

integrated structure like a platform monopoly, which optimises transaction efficiencies 

across these three component institutions. The firm, or other alternatives organising 

economic relationships such as networks, can be seen as a substitute for the market (Coase 

1937; North 1977, 711).26  

The new integrated institutional form of firm, market and network required the problem of 

monopoly to be reformulated. That is, the monopolisation of markets hosted on the 

network and the monopolisation of the new institutional form itself were differentiated. As 

Foucault observed the rationalisation of monopoly had to be compatible with the market 

internationalism that was implicit to neoliberalism. The conceptual banishment of 

monopoly as a problem was, Foucault argued, attributable to Mises who believed the global 

marketplace would shrink the problem of monopolies if barriers to trade and investment 

were removed (Foucault 2008, 135). The new integrated institutional form which is the basis 

of platform capitalism is also implicitly global with the expectation that low production 

costs and prices would characterise the ‘friction-free global economy’.  

 

26 In Hodgson’s account of North’s analysis, a network was also governed by a set of rules (Hodgson 2006, 
10). Network infrastructure like the Bell System has also been viewed as ‘institutional’ because it is 
considered vital social infrastructure (Marchand 1998) as is the case with the internet which has spawned 
its own international governance institutions (Mueller 2010, 45). 
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Mises’s influence was encapsulated in his belief that international markets would curb 

monopoly behaviour because higher prices signalled competitors to come into the market. 

That threat, he claimed, was sufficient to induce monopolists to charge competitively 

(Foucault 2008, 136). This embodiment of information in the price redefines the market as 

an information processor for the whole global economy and draws on the dynamic of 

Hayekian spontaneity. The regulatory structure must therefore protect the signalling 

mechanism. The structure of the competing entity was irrelevant, what mattered was how 

they were incorporated into the signalling network so monopolies could price “as if there 

were competition” (Foucault 2008, 137). This is the ‘threat of entry’ logic embraced by the 

contestable market hypothesis. 

Contestability and rule making 

The change in governmental style Foucault is signalling, engenders the characteristics of a 

transformation, one which presupposes structural change, the shape and proportions of 

which were unknown. 

Contestability theorists established particular rules for the design of a contestable market, 

such as no regulatory barriers, friction free entry and exit, no sunk costs or cross-

subsidisation, equal competitor access to information and technology and an absence of 

government providers who might distort the market. As a doctrine it also played a role in 

advocating for an approach to regulation that favoured the conditions for new forms of 

networked market to emerge. The doctrine sprang in part from regulatory economics with 

Bailey contending that regulation was causing global telecommunications company AT&T 

to be inefficient (Bailey 1973).27 In an interview in 1981, Baumol did not claim that 

contestable markets existed, but rather that contestable conditions were being established. 

He stated:  

We say perfect contestability is a theoretical construct which is not more realistic than 

perfect competition, but more useful as a guide to regulation. Increasing contestability is 

also a feasible policy to adopt by reducing regulatory barriers to entry, etc., etc., because 

that will drive you towards efficiency in markets. …things like railroads, where the 

rules now in place explicitly are based on contestable markets, or in telephone regulation, 

where for example, in New Zealand they are explicitly based on contestable market 

theory (Baumol and Krueger 2001, 220).  

 

27 The book was derived from Bailey’s 1972 thesis of the same title, Economic Theory of Regulatory Constraint. 
Baumol was her PhD advisor.  
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Baumol is claiming that, irrespective of the existence of actual contestable markets, the 

application of rules to an industry must be assessed for efficiency which is the key function 

of the contestability probe. In this way, hypothetical contestable markets are used as an 

instrument to supplant regulatory functions of government by establishing rules which in 

theory supported the efficiency paradigm of a contestable market. The contestable market is 

hypothetical in the case of traditional industries and merely offers a pretext for unfettered 

deregulation. It approaches actual market conditions in the case of markets hosted on ICT 

platforms. 

The concept of market as regulator, which lies at the heart of neoliberal thought including 

contestable market analysis, was from the late 1970s increasingly supported by case law and 

an international regime of rules set out in trade agreements; this was the core of Hayek’s 

vision for a new legal framework. Effectively, we have seen the (re)enablement of monopoly 

including the rise of the firm-controlled network hosting markets, an economic-governance 

institution supporting a new form of global capitalism—platform capitalism. In contrast to 

my claim that neoliberalism has served the interests of monopoly, neoliberal discourse 

however has valorised ‘the’ market and competition as the raison d’état of neoliberal society, 

effectively screening the construction of an international corpocracy designed to replace 

democratic, state-based juridical systems and international governance predicated on human 

rights and cooperation between nation states. As I will argue in this thesis, this is not a 

distortion of the neoliberal ideal but rather Hayek’s catallactic vision materialising. 

Amazon: the firm controlling a network and hosting markets  

The prime example of this new integrated institutional form is e-retail platform Amazon 

which Lina Khan described “as central infrastructure for the internet economy” (Khan 

2017, 754). Khan observed that agent relationships on Amazon are not just between 

Amazon and its customer base but between Amazon and the myriad of firms who access 

their customers using Amazon’s platform. Amazon’s control of these relationships is 

enhanced by its vertically integrated structure covering manufacturing to distribution. The 

institutionalism of platform monopolies is not just concerned with the nature of their 

business, but with how they control the distribution and utilisation of information on their 

platforms in ways that are very difficult to replicate. In effect Amazon is hegemonic in the 

Gramscian sense rather than being simply dominant in the market sense of suppressing 

rivals, because their economic and self-regulatory power over their vast networked domain 

orders these social relationships. As Khan concludes, “because online platforms serve as 

critical intermediaries, integrating across business lines positions these platforms to control 
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the essential infrastructure on which their rivals depend. This dual role also enables a 

platform to exploit information collected on companies using its services to undermine 

them as competitors” (Khan 2017, 710). Uber ride sharing is another example where the 

‘regulation’ of a market through their platform gives them institutional power to bring about 

change in their favour. Large platform corporations have applied legal challenges and 

political pressure, as in the case of Uber, to local jurisdictions in a bid to internationalise 

their business models (Schechner, MacMillan, and Kostov 2016).  

Neoliberals have diminished anti-trust provisions such that the juridical element of ‘the’ 

economic-juridical institution, while it still functions, is in a much reduced state (Rowe 

1984). Most importantly US antitrust fails to constrain platform monopolies like Amazon 

and Uber because it does not account for the structure of markets just as Chicago School 

philosophy since the 1950s discounted the importance of industry structure (Khan 2017, 

717-718). The corporate sector is largely regulated through case law and also increasingly by 

private governance apparatuses like investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) treaties which 

“give exclusive rights to multinational corporations to challenge any national legislation that 

impacts on their profitmaking expectations, before corporate-friendly panels” (Faunce 2015, 

596). Transnational corporations are now more-or-less self-governing, particularly when the 

corporate capture of the international regulatory process is factored in (Young 2012; 

Berman 2017).  

2.4.6 Hopeful turns  
Foucault’s attention to the ordoliberals’ “social market economy” was largely sympathetic 

but according to Michael Behrent did not extend to the “market fundamentalism” that 

emerged later following the oil shocks of the 1970s (Behrent 2016, 178). This reflected the 

difference between the legally structured role of the market in regulating the state and 

competition under ordoliberalism; and the Chicago-Bell approach which was to remove 

impediments on corporations so they could perform the ‘watchdogs’ role (Hayek 1979a, 

85). For Foucault, who spent his formative teenage years living in Nazi occupied France, the 

possibility that the state could be constrained by a formerly constituted market, was a 

hopeful turn in the light of the state’s implosion during the war. It was also understandable 

given that ordoliberal influence held up the prospects for a stable Germany and single 
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market unity in Europe.28 Foucault, who died in 1984, was writing before Chicago 

neoliberalism achieved its ascendency. Foucault included under the umbrella term ‘neo-

liberal’ an analysis of competition which was in hindsight mainly applicable to early 

ordoliberalism, which made competition its cornerstone but not to Chicago neoliberalism 

which opted for a corporate economic-governance institution, the firm-controlled network 

hosting markets.  

This understanding of Foucault’s sympathetic reading of neoliberalism affords us greater 

insights into neoliberalism’s appeal as a philosophy in terms of how it addressed the 

problems of state authoritarianism. It was seemingly calibrated to individual liberty and 

resonated with post-war optimism as something new which was not generally associated 

with the ideologies that culminated in World War II. Dean argues that Foucault shared 

neoliberals’ criticisms, as for example, against the welfare state, without critiquing the 

neoliberal alternative (2015).  

It must be said that the full picture of neoliberalism’s alternative was not clearly visible until 

the information economy created a global network which could instantiate Becker’s vision 

of unitised individuals. This brings us back to the controversy raised by François Ewald’s 

claim that Foucault was an apologist for neoliberalism (Dean 2016, 89). As Dean contends, 

the controversy turns on “the ‘paradox’ of Homo œconomicus” (2016, 98). With unerring 

accuracy Foucault had identified this figure and perceived its centrality to neoliberal 

thought. Further, he had identified that it was the very fact that Homo œconomicus was 

autonomous that enabled them to be unitised and therefore systematically manipulated 

(Dean 2016, 98). In the years that followed isolate units of human capital would continue to 

be reimagined as self-managing and self-serving, but would be subject to being coordinated 

and mined for data through the internet.  

Mirowski argued that “the otherwise prescient Foucault took a wrong turn, … in too readily 

swallowing the basic neoliberal precept that the market was an information processor more 

powerful and encompassing than any human being or organization of humans. … [such 

that] Foucault missed … the critical notions of double truths” (Mirowski 2013, 98). 

Mirowski further contended that the neoliberal contradiction concerned “[t]heir version of 

governmentality [which] elevates the market as a site of truth for everyone but themselves” 

 

28 The success of the German economy post-war garnered support in a wider European context which was 
reflected in the ordoliberals’ influence on the Treaty of Rome which led to the formation of the European 
Union with its comparably tighter rein on market dominance than the US (Gifford and Kudrle 2015, 11). 
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(Mirowski 2013, 98). Foucault perceived the neoliberal market as one which repudiated any 

“would-be central, totalizing bird’s-eye-view” of economic processes (Foucault 2008, 292). 

Foucault’s insight concerning neo-liberalism’s ontological immersion of the individual into 

economic reasoning identified the market as the citizen’s economic domain that could act as 

a foil to sovereign power (Foucault 2008, 292). “The principle of ‘free choice’ appears here 

not only as a principle of economic efficiency, but also as an antidote to any coercive drift 

on the part of the state” (Dardot and Laval 2017 [2013], 80). Mirowski refers to Foucault’s 

contention as “the autolimitation of state power” which Mirowski rightly rejected in view of 

the expansion of the state following the 2008 global financial crisis (GFC) and its “injection 

of neoliberal themes in everyday life” (Mirowski 2013, 101). Foucault’s early critique and 

focus on ordoliberalism influenced other scholars and ensured that subsequent critiques of 

neo-liberalism were largely focused on the market and the state, rather than the 

incorporation of markets into monopolistic structures. 

The Chicago School’s idea that the market could supervise the state and itself, even though 

it could not ‘plan’ itself, was I argue, a contradiction which we are at liberty to interrogate 

for the purpose of discovering its underlying coherence (Foucault 1972, 151). To answer the 

question of “who is to plan the market?”, I hypothesise that the Chicago neoliberals chose 

monopolies to plan the market order. Doctrinally, for this anti-state group (Peck 2010, 17) 

there were no other options available because they regarded the defects of the state as 

absolute, as for the neo-liberals there was no form of government planning or intervention 

that was exempt from the logic of totalitarianism. Further, the defects of the monopolies 

were not ascribed to monopolies but to government treatment of monopolies (Hayek 1939, 

135; 1941, 582). Chicago neoliberalism thus embodied a pure capitalistic form which was 

characterised by “privatized social policy” (Foucault 2008, 145). Foucault’s 1978-1979 

lectures were delivered at the same time that the Bell group’s contestability doctrine was 

being rolled out in the US. The doctrine advocated an extreme form of privatisation and 

industry deregulation that would allow corporate monopolies to substitute for government 

wherever a government enterprise, service or function was contestable; that is, substitute for 

government without the need for an actual competitive market. This gives rise to the 

question, at what point and by what mechanism will the privatisation process cease? ‘In 

other words, what cannot be contested or what is the future of the state? 
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2.5 Wherefore the state? 
Neoliberalism has been accompanied by a concomitant decline in the power invested in 

state institutions and the size of the public sector (Strange 1996, 5). In order to interrogate 

the relationship between neoliberalism and the state in a global context it is important to 

note that Chicago neoliberalism became the dominant variant in Anglo-Saxon countries and 

those countries which have been under the influence of the Washington Consensus (Stiglitz 

2002; Klein 2007). 

In this thesis I argue that the neoliberal global market order requires nation states to 

relinquish power over their economies in order to integrate with the world economy 

(catallaxy). I contend that contestability adds another dimension to the analysis because it 

questions the idea that there are institutional functions that are unique to government. What 

emerges is the centrality of information as a condition and resource for both the contestable 

market network and the catallaxy, a perspective I share with Susan Strange who observed a 

“reversal of the state-market balance of power” for which technology was an important yet 

neglected factor in the shift (Strange 1996, 4, 7). 

This ‘retreat of the state’ position, is however, contentious within critical neoliberal 

scholarship with various counter positions taken along a scale between two poles. From the 

position taken in this thesis the state is under threat to those who argue the state is 

expanding. The contribution to the scholarship in this section is an approach that tests the 

persistence of the state from an epistemic perspective. This establishes why the primacy of 

networked information in the context of the catallaxy and contestability produces a different 

perspective to arguments characterised by the use of competition and market discourses. 

Firstly, I give a brief overview of Hayek’s vision for the state which establishes the goals of 

what we might call the ‘absolutist’ neoliberal project.  

2.5.1 Abolition of the liberal state conceived  
Hayek’s conception of the catallaxy, or network of economies governed by a market order, 

was a global entity whose nascent form was first articulated on the eve of WWII. Hayek 

sought a solution to “war or civil strife” (Hayek 1939, 148), not through the fostering of 

shared ideals and values amongst diverse peoples but by making these, and moral 

sentiments, irrelevant to the functioning of a single federated market upon which all states 

would depend (Hayek 1939, 141). Although Hayek made reference to political union, it was 

nonetheless centred on creating an economic union dominated not by a political 

cooperative of nation states, but by the “impersonal forces of the market” (Hayek 1939, 
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145). Hayek was concerned that democratic states like Britain were drifting towards 

socialistic interference in the economy and that “democracy will only work if we do not 

overload it and if the majorities do not abuse their power of interfering with individual 

freedom” (Hayek 1939, 148) (author’s italics). Essentially democratic government should 

only engage in those matters where majority consensus could be achieved (Hayek 2012 

[1939], 28). This shows Hayek to be unsympathetic to the democratic process which he 

complained produced political uncertainty (Hayek 1939, 141). Hayek was striving for the 

certainty of a network-based order which would host every enterprise unit. He believed the 

certainty of the market would be the optimum means of coordinating the economic system, 

within which governance would amount to the “common control of communications” 

(Hayek 1939, 131). 

In 1945 Hayek wrote that government should not be the planner of the spontaneous market 

order (Hayek 1945). Nothing in his later works suggests a change of position on this 

question. Governments would implement a myriad of plans through changes to policies and 

laws but they would not be the overall planners of the spontaneous market order—that task 

was the preserve of industry. The spontaneous order was conceived to “exist without 

government” (Hayek 1973, 47). Conversely corporations were engaged by Chicago 

neoliberals as advisors (Van Horn 2018; Van Horn and Nik-Khah 2018). This distinction 

between the planners and plan implementers underlied the extremely difficult course Hayek 

had to navigate. The state was needed to facilitate the planning process for a market order 

but it could not direct the order’s objectives nor be the beneficiary of that process. The state 

was initially called upon to “retask” and constrain itself (Peck 2010, 52) but under the 

contestability doctrine it was called upon to cannibalise itself to form the new global 

economic-order through policy and legislation to drive privatisation and deregulation.29 

According to Hayek, once operational it was indeed “conceivable that the spontaneous 

order which we call society may exist without government” (Hayek 1973, 47). This would 

occur if  “the minimum of rules required for the formation of such an order is observed 

without an organized apparatus for their enforcement” (Hayek 1973, 47). Hayek considered 

such a circumstance unlikely and that government, which he perceived to be a special kind 

of organisation, would ensure the “machinery”, that being the price mechanism of the 

 

29 A clear example of a government regulatory agency being abolished following the deregulation process was 
the US Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) (1938-1985) which folded as part of the process of deregulating the 
airline industry from 1978 to 1985. Alfred Kahn and Bailey, who were head commissioners of CAB used 
contestable market analysis as a tool in this process (Bailey, Graham, and Kaplan 1985; Dempsey and 
Goetz 1992; Kahn 1998). 
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market, was kept functioning at all times (Hayek 1973, 47). The other function of 

government enforcement revolved around activities that lay “outside the market” such as the 

provision for the “unemployed and unemployable poor” with the goal of ensuring this 

sector had minimal impact on the market (Hayek 1976 [1949], 112). With the advent of the 

contestability doctrine in the late 1970s, marketisation of public services accelerated 

producing a “multiplicity of markets” (Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 147) which included 

private enforcement such as prisons and self-regulation of the construction industry.  

By the 1970s Hayek had evolved a position that determined the market to be a knowledge 

discovery tool which was deployable wherever knowledge was needed (Hayek 1978 

[1968]a). This included, for example, an international private currency market to break up 

government monopoly over the issuance of currency and hence their control over monetary 

policy (Hayek 1990 [1976]) an idea that was an articulation of his earlier vision for an 

internationally “uniform monetary system” (Hayek 1939, 131).  

2.5.2 The leaching of the knowledge state 
Dean has suggested that the “adjective ‘neoliberal’ [be restricted] to a certain regime of 

government and not to a specific form of state itself” in order to maintain a “robust 

conception of the state” (Dean 2014, 155, 156). I concur with Dean’s perspective because 

neoliberal discourse has been as much a strategy for disappearing sites of opposition or 

restraint as it has been for redefining the dominant discourses of political economy.  

In this discussion of the state, I adopt Dean’s definition of a “relatively unified set of 

institutions that are the source of political power and through which political authority is 

exercised within a particular territory” (Dean 2010, 33-34) and which claims a monopoly 

over the legitimate use of violence within its borders (Strange 1988, 45; Dean 2010, 34). The 

state is characterised as having authority vested in its institutional autonomy. 

Hayek makes it clear that he conceives the market and not the state as the social regulator. 

In his view only the market has the computational capacity to process and verify 

information. His market is a mechanism, one which whether replicated by corporations or 

governments should be based on his idiosyncratic version of the “Rule of law” (see Chapter 

3). Foucault in his observations on governmentality describes the emergence of “raison 

d’État”, the concept that “[w]hat government has to do must be identified with what the 

state should be” through the fixing of rules and rationalisation of government activities 

according to objectives for the state (Foucault 2008, 4). Hayek, who assigns only a limited 

role to government, cites the existence of the market mechanism that would enable the 
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monopolies to absorb the identity of the state if monopoly power were to be embodied as 

the state’s objective. “The machinery of monopoly becomes identical with the machinery of 

the state, and the state itself becomes more and more identified with the interests of those 

who run things than with the interests of the people in general” (Hayek 2007 [1944], 207). 

In this Hayek sees the state and private monopolies as being both rivalrous and equivalent, 

because one was capable of having its interests being absorbed by the other (Hayek 2007 

[1944]).  

Dean, referencing Crouch, calls this “the clarifying distinction between regime of 

government and form of state” (Dean 2014, 151). This distinction is encapsulated by 

Hayek’s contention that government was in a pivotal position to implement, through policy 

and legislation, the competitive market order (Hayek 1976 [1949], 110). This heralded a 

move towards private sector management of the functions of the state as ensuring liberty 

for the individual (Hayek 1960, 125). Therefore the “purposes for which this [market] 

machinery is currently used will be determined by those who operate its parts and in the last 

resort by those who buy its products” (Hayek 1973, 47). Influencing the ‘regime[s] of 

government’ in order to reinscribe the state’s objectives as implementing the spontaneous 

order, with the intention of relinquishing all but its enforcement role when complete, was 

critical to the planning of the market order (Hayek 1973, 47).  

As Dean identifies in Foucault’s conception of government, the state has its own rationality 

which necessities and generates its own body of knowledge about how to govern itself and 

society (Dean 2010, 104). However, a loss of government knowledge results from processes 

like marketisation, privatisation and outsourcing which serve to shrink the state’s role, 

hinder the work of public policy formulation and administration, and diminish the state’s 

authority (Tingle 2015, Crouch 2016, Cerny and Prichard 2017). Knowledge of societal 

governance is increasingly “shared with other loci or sources of authority” (Strange 1996, 

82). 

In her 1988 work States and Markets, political economist Susan Strange propounded a 

structural theory of power in which the “authority of the state, [is] legitimated by the 

knowledge structure” (Strange 1988, 123). She contended that alternatives could challenge 

the established knowledge structure even though it was reinforced by coercive and legal 

authority (Strange 1988, 124). This was exemplified by the shift from the medieval Church’s 

monopoly over knowledge (Mannheim 1949 [1936], 9; Strange 1988, 120) to the power of 

knowledge being invested in the “scientific state” which instituted structures like 

professional licensing to control the production and distribution of technical knowledge 
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(Strange 1988, 121, 124). Epistemic shifts like this are paradigmatic because they give rise to 

new epistemologies and power elites. Hayek makes reference to his own epistemic insights 

in terms of a shift to the transmission of information, which also speaks to the ICT 

revolution:  

Comprehending the role played by the transmission of information (or of factual 

knowledge) opens the door to understanding the extended order. Yet these issues are 

highly abstract, and are particularly hard to grasp for those schooled in the mechanistic, 

scientistic, constructivist canons of rationality that dominate our educational systems 

(Hayek 1988, 88). 

Neoliberalism challenged the scientific state by problematising “scientific knowledge” 

created by experts as a poor substitute for the market (Hayek 1941; 1945, 521). Hayek’s 

attack on specialist knowledge and specialists was a generalised assault against all 

intentionally constructed human knowledge systems, which he claimed were hindered by 

the dispersion of knowledge amongst experts (Hayek 1935b, 210). From this vantage point 

the neoliberals assaulted social institutions on a wide front, from universities (Brown 2015), 

to the judiciary (Lopatka 1996) through the economisation of legal epistemology beginning 

with US antitrust (Davies 2010; Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 147) and expert knowledge30 

across discipline areas including economics (Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 62; Slobodian 

2018, 22) whose practices and archives come to embody the unique functions of 

institutions. Hayek’s market paradigm saw market data eclipse in value all other information 

modalities. 

Materially Hayek conceived of the market order as manifest in telecommunication networks 

transmitting information (Hayek 1945, 527, 528). This technological infrastructure, vital to 

the economies of the catallaxy, was accompanied by a shift in authority from “governments 

of state to the corporate management of firms” beginning in the 1980s with the 

privatisation of national telecoms and the deregulation of AT&T (Strange 1996, 100, 104).  

Manuel Castells, a sociologist influenced by Parsonian positivism and Marxism, coined the 

term informational capitalism (Castells 1996, 18) in the 1990s to describe the process of global 

economic integration made possible by ICT networks. In The Rise of the Network Society 

 

30 In an ironic twist Hayek used the term ‘knowledge’ for most of his career to reference his theory of 
transmitted information, reverting in his last publication The Fatal Conceit (1988, 88) to using the term 
‘information’ again. It was a late reversion from 1945 when he used both terms, which was a hiatus not 
without political value, as Hayek had argued the market was a discovery tool in competition with 
institutions like government which were heavily vested in expert knowledge.  
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Castells identifies the emerging pattern of organisation as the network enterprise31 (Castells 

1996, 193) which would only grow in consequence because “information itself … [had] 

become the product of the production process” (Castells 1996, 67). Castells identified 

multinational corporations as vested in technology, concluding that “globalization of 

competition dissolves the large corporation in a web of multidirectional networks that 

become the actual operating unit” (Castells 1996, 193). However, it has become evident that 

power, rather than being ‘dissolved by the matrix’, is accumulated by a shrinking pool of 

corporations who wield control over information and networks through policing of 

network behaviour (Drahos and Braithwaite 2002; Mueller 2010; Srnicek 2016; Galloway 

2017; Taplin 2017).32 Government decision-making has become compatible with 

corporations (Strange 1988, 25; Crouch 2016), in part resulting from governments rolling 

out IT systems designed by and for the corporate sector to manage government functions 

(Andersen 1999). Economist Jacques Attali33 forecasted that, “[t]he State won’t exercise its 

powers otherwise as through the control of network. And so the impossibility to exercise 

control over the network will weaken the political institutions irreversibly.” (Attali quoted 

in: Bauman 2000, 167).34  

This movement towards the subsummation of the state within the corporate paradigm was 

described by Laïdi as “[t]his ‘connexionist capitalism’, to use Boltanski’s expression, [which] 

sweeps away any pretension on the part of the state to monopolize information, except 

perhaps in the fields associated with resort to force” (Laïdi 2007, 21). Neoliberalism thus 

dissolves the state into the topography of ‘the’ network, which itself “tend[s] towards 

modifying the topography of social relations, which pass from a pyramidal to a networked 

structure”(Laïdi 2007, 20). The implications of this are profound, with networks driving the 

integration between information and economics as markets go online. One effect of this 

 

31 ‘Network enterprise’ was defined as “that specific form of enterprise whose system of means is constituted 
by the intersection of segments of autonomous systems of goals. Thus, the components of the network are 
both autonomous and dependent vis-à-vis the network, and may be a part of other networks, and therefore 
of other systems of means aimed at other goals” (Castells 1996, 171).  

32 In 2018 the five largest companies by capitalisation in the world were Apple, Alphabet (Google), Amazon, 
Microsoft and Facebook (Galloway 2017, 7). 

33 French economist, Jacques Attali is an advisor to Nokia Bell Labs and the World Economic Forum 
(Davos), former advisor to President François Mitterrand (1981-1991) and head of the European Bank of 
Reconstruction and Development (1991-1993). He suggested to Marcus Weldon, the current President of 
Bell Labs, that the commodity value of time is comparable to water and food and that this will influence 
economics in the future (Weldon 2016). “All time spent on anything but consuming—or on accumulating 
consumer objects in a different way—will be considered lost.” (Attali 2009 [2006], 186). 

34 Attali, J. (1998). Chemins de Sagesse: Traité du Labyrinthe. p. 84. 
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process is to obscure the distinction between the market and the state (Laïdi 2007, 6) which 

relates to the fading distinction between corporation and market (Crouch 2011, 49; 2013, 

12). The state and society no longer have “separate logics” from the market because they are 

subject to economic value and therefore the evaluative process of the market (Davies 2017, 

22). The loss of “structural differentiation” amounts to the undercutting of a Weberian 

pillar which defines the modern state (Cerny and Prichard 2017, 379, 380). 

2.5.3 The market state’s transition to nowhere 
Dardot and Laval are among those theorists who regard the reconfiguration of government 

as more a “re-deployment” of the state, than a retreat (Dardot and Laval 2017 [2013], 148). 

The state’s new role was to supervise and fund market expansion through privatisation and 

deregulation, engage with the private sector in the design of markets for government 

services, and officiate over the development of competition rules in what was deemed “an 

unofficial collusion with major oligopolies” (Dardot and Laval 2017 [2013], 148), notably 

the big four transnational accountancy-law consultancies (Crouch 2011).35 They describe the 

introduction of these changes in the 1980s as “The Great Turn” (Dardot and Laval 2017 

[2013], 147).  

Cerny used the term “competition state” to define the transformation of the nation State by 

neoliberalism’s globalisation project (Cerny 1997, 251), finding that in time “the state itself 

has become a globalising agent – a ‘competition state’, promoting its own disaggregation” 

(Cerny and Prichard 2017, 384). Strange describes globalisation and financialisaton as 

factors driving the shift in authority towards markets and transnational corporations (TNCs) 

and away from states (Strange 1996, 43). The revolution in ICT and private ITC 

corporations drove global financialisaton (Castells 1996, 52; Strange 1996, 104; Hutton 

2002, 204). Financialisation was a critical factor which Dardot and Laval described as 

inducing “subordination” of the state to a new global financial rationality (Dardot and Laval 

2017 [2013], 148).  

The intent of neoliberals to create a ‘market state’ was heralded by David Osborne and Ted 

Gaebler in Reinventing Government: How the Entrepreneurial Spirit is Transforming the Public Sector 

(1992), a book most remembered for its advice to government to become entrepreneurial by 

‘steering not rowing’ or as they actually put it, “divest rowing from steering” (1993 [1992], 

 

35 Deloitte, EY, PWC, and KPMG. 
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35).36 This book offered a script that governments and bureaucracies could follow to sell 

the structural changes that had already taken place since the 1970s, more staidly referred to 

as “public sector reform” (Heeks 1999, 9). Governments were to modify their traditional 

economic role of promoting trade and regulating markets and competition, instead 

providing the “social construction” of a rational economy (Pusey 1991, 10).  

In the 1980s governments had begun to restructure their public sectors to better 

accommodate ‘the’ market within the sector and within the economy (Strange 1988; Pusey 

1991; Bell and Hindmoor 2009). In 1975 The Report to the Trilateral Commission37 had set 

out the Hayekian message that democratic governments were no longer coping with the 

complexity of modern administration (Hayek 1939, 148; Dardot and Laval 2017 [2013], 

151). This was framed as an “‘overload’ problem”; the message was that governments were 

“in deep trouble” and lacked the capabilities to administer their democracies (Osborne and 

Gaebler 1993 [1992], xv). The view that too much democracy was threatening the viability 

of democratic societies became “internationally popular and stereotypical” (Pusey 1991, 197, 

198). Paradoxically, governments were called upon to “remake all social institutions in 

accordance with the self-organizing dynamic of the market” necessitating an enormous 

capacity for social transformation which produced differences amongst nation states 

regarding the style and degree to which they applied authoritarianism to achieve change 

(Walker and Cooper 2011, 150). This capacity and the expenditure that has accompanied it 

has been interpreted by some scholars as the state expanding. This theoretical perspective 

tends to see neoliberalism as being “conditioned” by state institutions constructing market 

conditions (Cahill 2014, 119; 2020, 38). This is supported by macroeconomic data (Cahill 

2012, 113; Mikler 2012; Cahill 2014, 17), which however, does not indicate what the 

expenditure is on, for example IT systems in preparation for privatisation (Heeks and 

Davies 1999, 23). The expansionist argument also points to increased government 

regulation (Levi-Faur 2005, Cahill 2012, 113, Mikler 2012) as indicative of the state’s power. 

Observations of neoliberalism, however, reveal a process of de-regulation and re-regulation 

signified by a proliferation of state regulatory bodies concerned with regulating newly 

 

36 The expression was originally “government is to steer, not to row” by E. S. Savas who wrote extensively 
on the perceived benefits of privatisation. He is a member of the US neoliberal thinktank the Heartland 
Institute. Quote from: Savas, E. S. 1991. ‘It's Time to Privatise’. Fordham Urban Law Journal, 19(3): 794. 

37 The official sounding Trilateral Commission was a group of powerful private citizens led by David 
Rockefeller, Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank and Peter G. Peterson, Chairman of Lehman Brothers, 
and later co-founder of the Blackstone group and chief sponsor of the neoliberal thinktank the Peterson 
Institute for International Economics (Crozier, Huntington, and Watanuki 1975; Peterson Institute for 
International Economics 2021). 
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privatised industries (Cahill and Beder 2005; Chester 2012). Theorists such as Stephen Bell 

and Andrew Hindmoor who count the market as a governance institution, observed that the 

totality of governance in society had grown. They concluded that “the exercise of state 

authority remains central to most governance strategies” (Bell and Hindmoor 2009, 1, 92).  

It is also important to note that Hayek insisted that the market order could only be 

accommodated by a new legal framework which necessitated complex ongoing structural 

changes for many decades (Hayek 1976 [1949]). As I will show in the Australian case study 

(Chapter 8), state institutions are being radically transformed by the corporate takeover of 

government information undermining its core functions, that being to maintain its 

sovereign identity and secure citizens’ data.  

2.6 Conclusion  
This chapter presents a preliminary analysis concerning the neoliberal movement’s synergies 

with monopoly capitalism through a focus on Hayek’s political philosophy and AT&T Bell 

Laboratories invention of contestability. It provided an introduction to contestability, 

canvassed the critical neoliberal literature on Hayek’s engagement with monopoly issues and 

considered the development of the neoliberal concept of a market-based social order 

centred on the Chicago School, thus providing the evidential and contextual bases for the 

hypotheses this thesis will explore. There is also a summation of the outcomes of the 

changes wrought by this philosophy on the state, as governments manoeuvre corporations 

into position to take over state functions. 

My purpose has been to establish whether there is sufficient evidence to postulate 

hypotheses pointing to the demise of the state. The hypotheses are, firstly, that the change 

mechanism which brought about neoliberalism as a new form of capitalism, or what 

Foucault called the “irruption”, emerged from AT&T Bell Laboratories whose Economics 

Research Center focused on integrating economics with ICT from its inception in 1968 

(Bernstein 1984; Foucault 2008, 167). That is, they perceived that their economics for the 

efficient management of telecommunications infrastructure was scalable to a networked 

global economy (Sharkey 1982; 1995). Ultimately, the direction they set would arrive at a 

proximate of a platform monopoly. Secondly, that Hayek and the neoliberal movement had, 

from the 1930s, looked for ways to legitimate monopolies as the planners of the catallactic 

market order. I conclude that these hypotheses are sound in and of themselves, but that a 

great deal more research must be presented to prove them.  
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To examine the main body of evidence for these hypotheses, we now focus on Hayek’s 

epistemology in Chapter 3 and in following chapters on his political activism within the 

historical context of AT&T’s organisational history and their development of the 

contestability doctrine. Examination of the autonomy of states in the neoliberal era and the 

threats to the state posed by corporations controlling information and communications is 

explored in the Australian case study which shows the practical effects of neoliberal policy 

and corporatisation of the public sector. This approach forms the substance of my 

argument that monopolistic industry concentration is not a contradiction within 

neoliberalism’s alleged commitment to ‘free market competition’, as free market theory has 

been used to justify monopoly power. 
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3 Hayek’s spontaneous order in the Computer 
Age 

Frederick Kempe: Paul Samuelson once said if you had your way you would lead the 

world back to the nineteenth-century days of limited Whig government. How do you 

respond? 

Hayek: That is most certainly the case. 

(Hayek and Kempe 1979, 68) 

There is no adequate term other than ‘order’ by which we can describe it, although 

‘system’, ‘structure’, or ‘pattern’ may occasionally serve instead.  

(Hayek 1973, 35)  

3.1 Introduction 
In making the argument that Hayek was a key figure in the Chicago School’s positioning of 

monopolies to be the planners of the catallaxy, it is necessary to explore how he constituted 

the componentry of the catallaxy. As we have seen, Hayek only provided a brief description 

of the catallaxy. It was an “ordered structure” (1978 [1968]b, 90) which was nonetheless 

indiscernible; it comprised a kind of kinetic abstraction in perpetual motion as the source of 

the market’s data (Hayek 1976, 109). Chapter 2 showed evidence from Hayek’s writings and 

political activism in Chicago that suggests he came to eschew competition orthodoxy and 

embrace contestability. In this chapter we will consider striking evidence that Hayek settled 

on the monopolies to be the controllers of the catallaxy arising from his epistemology and 

characterised by a concern for the efficient utilisation of information in network 

environments.  

This chapter explores the fundamental question, in what aspects and by what means was 

Hayek’s theoretical work compatible with the knowledge society that formed after World 

War II? I consider how Hayek’s economic precepts, his concepts of the mind and his legal 

philosophy, underpinned his idea of the catallaxy. As Jack Birner identified, Hayek applied a 
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network conception to economics from which he conceived of the market as a whole-of-

society regulatory mechanism (Birner 1996). We explore how Hayekian epistemology 

contributed to what Mirowski identified as the fusion between the philosophy of science 

and political economy (Mirowski 2004, 72, 74) and which characterises the information 

architecture of neoliberalism. Hayek’s belief in a fundamental computational network 

structure found in the human brain was applied recursively to social formations (Hayek 

1967b, 74; 1976 [1952]). It is suggested here that the three concepts, compatibility, 

efficiency and homeostasis,1 are implicit to his concept of dispersed information. Although 

lacking theoretical depth, this concept would substitute for general equilibrium theory in 

economics and human-centred law. And informed Hayek’s epistemology across his corpus, 

influencing the conceptual development of his catallactic network along similar lines to 

telecommunications and computer networks.  

By looking at the epistemological grounding of neoliberalism, as expressed in Hayek’s 

corpus from the 1930s, we can reconstruct a picture of the emergent catallaxy before Hayek 

publishes the term for the first time in 1967 (Hayek 1978 [1968]b, 90). The importance of 

this perspective is to understand its generative intent. That is to say, Hayek was not simply 

endeavouring to strike a blow against socialism over equilibrium theory (Caldwell 1988, 515; 

Krašovec 2013, 68) or to undermine Marxism by jettisoning the Enlightenment (Krašovec 

2013, 68) or along with Becker to abandon the concept of labour power (Foucault 2008, 

221). Rather, Hayek was methodologically developing alternatives to these paradigms.  

The chapter begins by outlining the historical conjunction between neoliberalism and 

machine computation in 1936, a year which represents the incubation point of the new 

paradigms that Hayek created in economics and Alan Turing conceived in mathematics. 

This serves as our entry point to neoliberalism’s arc through the Information Age by 

redefining the nature of economics, law and the human subject and reinscribing what it 

means to be an individual in a neoliberal exchange-based society.  

The chapter is then divided into two key sections addressing economics and law 

consecutively, which follows Hayek’s own discipline shift from economics to law in the 

1940s (Caldwell 1988). For economics we will consider Hayek’s paper ‘Economics and 

Knowledge’ (1937) in conjunction with the precepts concerning the design of the universal 

machine which Turing expounded on in, ‘Computable Numbers with an Application to the 

 

1 Homeostasis refers to a system state with predictably low entropy. 
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Entscheidungsproblem: A Correction’ (1936). This analysis establishes the cross fertilisation 

between mathematics and economics, and between political economy and Hayek’s theory of 

the brain, which informed his epistemology and his concept of dispersed knowledge.  

Hayek’s epistemology of law draws on his machine conception of the market order and a 

cyborg conception of the individual agent functioning inside the market machine in what 

Slobodian calls “cybernetic legalism” (2018, 224). Hayek envisaged a unitised individual 

within a globally conceived system of programmable rules (Slobodian 2018, 224). He 

claimed that his theory of law protected individual liberty but examination shows that his 

concern was for protecting the market.  

It is argued here that Hayek’s theories developed a political philosophy that would underpin 

the positioning of the corporate monopolies to be the planners of the market-coordinated 

catallaxy. This contributes a new perspective on Hayek’s influence on the political 

construction of a new economic-governance institution, the firm-controlled network 

hosting markets supported by global ICT. 

3.2 The Hayek-Turing conjunction 
On 10 November 1936, Hayek delivered his presidential address to the London Economic 

Club, titled ‘Economics and Knowledge’. He sought to establish that the relationship 

between choice and the acquisition and communication of knowledge was central to 

economics (Hayek 1937). Two days later at Princeton University, Alan Turing (1912-1954) 

presented his paper theorising a programmable universal machine, which established the 

conceptual mathematical logic upon which computers could be programmed to make choices 

(Turing 1936). These papers showed how economics and mathematics were both poised for 

a paradigmatic shift related to the birth of the Information Age and computerisation. The 

new ways of thinking that Hayek’s and Turing’s propositions engendered would lead to 

radical changes in their respective fields, each field influencing the other epistemologically, in 

what Mirowski called the “structural resemblances of thought across disciplines” (1989, 4). 

3.2.1 Hayek’s problem with equilibrium 
Hayek’s reflections on knowledge led him to explore the limitations of equilibrium analysis 

and perfect competition modelling which, since Adam Smith, had been the dominant 

paradigm in economics (Coats 1993, 60). He questioned the conceptualisation of knowledge 

in conventional neoclassical economic analysis by asking, “to what extent formal economic 

analysis conveys knowledge of the real world” (Hayek 1937, 33).  
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Hayek’s critical focus was on Walrasian general equilibrium, a theoretical pillar of the 

Marginalist Revolution,2 to which his Austrian school under its founder Carl Menger made 

significant contributions. Léon Walras (1834-1910) claimed that the choice process was 

guided by the price system, rather than the cost of production, leading neoclassical 

economists to define equilibrium as the price that clears the market (Mirowski 1989, 282). 

Hayek contended that Walrasian choice, or the “Pure Logic of Choice”, was only 

meaningful in the determination of the equilibrium state of a single individual – that is, the 

met expectations of one economic agent could not be automatically extrapolated to other 

agents with whom they had interacted (Hayek 1937, 35).  

Hayek defined the choices and plans made by individuals as “subjective knowledge” 

because they were subject to a person’s own perceptions. Generally speaking, an individual 

was in equilibrium if they perceived that their plans had met their expectations. This was 

defined as perfect knowledge. Hayek argued that neoclassical economists failed to admit the 

obvious point that it was possible for individuals’ perceptions to become misaligned with 

reality. Consequently, as Hayek expressed it, the “Pure Logic of Choice” could not hold 

because individuals in this instance could have “wrong assumptions concerning the external 

facts” (Hayek 1937, 37). Hayek also argued that the time interval between formulating a 

plan and its expectations being met, created a gap between planning and fulfilment which 

could also impact individual equilibrium. Thus, subjective knowledge that was prone to false 

assumptions and incompleteness could bring about a change in an individual’s plan which 

could impact competitive conditions (Hayek 1937, 37).  

Hayek perceived that knowing an individual was in equilibrium was of insufficient 

informational value for calculating economy-wide equilibrium3 which lies in the actions 

 

2 Marginalism is claimed to have elevated the economics discipline established by Adam Smith (1703-1790) 
to a science (Coats 1993). Smith, a key figure of the Scottish Enlightenment, and David Ricardo (1772-
1823), who were immersed in the Enlightenment project along with contemporaries Thomas Malthus and 
James Mill, embraced the rationalist, science-based empiricism and classical liberalism of the Age, in the 
epistemological foundation of what was then called, political economy.  The discipline had a dichotomist 
demand and supply structure, which did not lend itself to a monolithic paradigm, and a foundational 
theory, which challenged economists who wanted the status of scientists (Coats 1993). Smith’s systematic 
analysis of pin production was the burgeoning of scientism, which really took hold from the 1870s through 
the work of the marginal utility theorists who had training in the natural sciences. Léon Walras (1834-1910) 
and Vilfredo Pareto (1848-1923), co-founders of the Lausanne school, and Briton, William Jevons (1835-
1882). Carl Menger (1840-1921), another key marginalist, did not explicate his theories using mathematics 
which later became characteristic of the Austrian school he founded. Mirowski describes these figures as 
the “progenitors of neoclassical economic theory” (Mirowski 1989, 3) and microeconomics. 

3 Caldwell calls it “societal equilibrium” (Caldwell 1988, 526) and Birner, “interactive equilibrium” (Birner 
1996, 7), because Hayek didn’t specify a term for the equilibrium of social interactions.  
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between individuals. An analysis of interactions introduces “a new element of altogether 

different character” (Hayek 1937, 35). He later scaled this idea to interactions between 

organisations in the catallaxy, which he believed would address the deficiency in equilibrium 

analysis: “[I]t seems that if only this process is carried far enough it carries its own remedy 

with it.” (Hayek 1937, 35). 

Further, the coordination of economic activity could not be analysed using the tautological 

propositions of equilibrium (Hayek 1937, 34). Consequently, Hayek found little 

informational value to be gleaned from predictions about prices and values based on past 

assumptions which excluded factors such as time and social relations (Hayek 1937, 36). 

Economists generally conceded that the past was a poor predictor of the future (Mirowski 

and Nik-Khah 2017, 78). Hayek deduced that relationships of exchange generated the data 

needed for analysis and that ignoring how data was accumulated and transmitted 

undermined the purpose and theoretical integrity of the analytical apparatus itself (Boettke 

2002, 267).  

Hayek saw problems arising in equilibrium analysis because subjective knowledge (with its 

possible errors) becomes aggregated into “objective data” given to others, including 

economists, from which they make decisions (choices and plans) (Hayek 1937, 39, 47). 

Hayek’s response to this problem was to shift away from the ideal of perfect knowledge 

being held by all agents, to the acceptance of possible error (Caldwell 1988, 528; 2004, 

212).4 Hayek, in making manifest the error problem in data transmission within the 

economy, paralleled a solution to the signalling problem in telecommunications which 

would come a decade later from Claude Shannon in the fields of mathematics and electrical 

engineering, which as we will see Hayek analogised. The selective repetition of the 

transmission of objective data or messages until they were clearly received theorised by 

Shannon, resembles Hayek’s view of the problem of connecting the “bits of information” 

needed by individuals operating in the market (Hayek 1937, 49). For individuals’ plans to be 

executed, knowledge of prices needs to be confirmed and for plans to change prices need to 

be updated (Hayek 1937, 51). In other words, for plans and “successive alterations” to be 

coordinated in the economy verification by constantly updating prices was essential.  

 

4 Caldwell notes that Hayek’s substitution of the perfect knowledge assumption with the dispersed 
subjectively-held knowledge assumption is not simply grounded in a technical explanation of equilibrium 
theory, but rather the reason is to be found in Hayek’s attack on central planning (Caldwell 1988, 515). See 
chapter 4 on the Socialist Calculation debates. 
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Hayek claimed that a more realistic definition of equilibrium would take account of social 

relations and time based on the compatibility between the plans of different individuals. His 

reasoning was simple – plans that were compatible were plans that were fulfilled, which in 

its simplest form translates into the concept of supply meeting demand: 

since some of the ‘data’ on which any one person will base his plans will be the expectation 

that other people will act in a particular way, it is essential for the compatibility of the 

different plans that the plans of the one contain exactly those actions which form the data 

for the plans of the other. (Hayek 1937, 38). 

In this account of equilibrium, subjective data corresponds with objective data in a kind of 

‘shared reality’ making the coordination of economic actions possible. Hayek described this 

as “dynamic equilibrium” whereby subjective data (including expectations) was continually 

revised to meet changing circumstances. Time, however, was still an interceding factor 

which inhibited the possibility of reaching general equilibrium. In 1928 Hayek proposed a 

solution to static equilibrium using intertemporal pricing which only received a footnote in 

his 1937 paper (Hayek 1937, 41). However, the principle was established that:  

equilibrium is a relationship between actions, and since the actions of one person must 

necessarily take place successively in time, it is obvious that the passage of time is essential 

to give the concept of equilibrium any meaning (Hayek 1937, 36). 

Hayek dealt with this issue through his concept of “correct foresight” which stated that if 

the adjustments needed to induce greater compatibility (agreement with others) were foreseen 

because the economic facts were “truly a priori” (Hayek 1937, 35) then “correct foresight … 

[was] the “defining characteristic of a state of equilibrium” (Hayek 1937, 41-42) (author’s 

italics). The more an agent could predict the outcome of their choices the more likely their 

expectations would be fulfilled—but they were not guaranteed to be fulfilled or seen to be 

fulfilled. The conclusion Hayek drew in 1936 was that there could only be a “tendency 

towards equilibrium” and that the point at which this was empirically verifiable was 

ultimately elusive because economic data constantly changes over time (Hayek 1937, 53). 

3.2.2 Turing’s universal machine 
In 1936 Turing was answering a similar fundamental question from his own discipline, 

initially posed by German mathematician David Hilbert in 1900. Hilbert asked whether 

mathematics could determine whether any assertion was either true or false. In other words, 

could mathematics be used to make any correct decision – was it decidable? Turing 

concluded that Hilbert’s challenge, known as the Hilbertian Entscheidungsproblem 
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(decision problem), “can have no solution” (1936, 231). He argued that in time solutions 

might be found to problems that in the moment could not be solved, but that those 

discoveries ‘to come’ were not ascertainable.  

In arriving at this conclusion, Turing had considered what a machine could do. He 

determined that by using symbols and computable numbers5 and precise rules of operation, 

that is, a set of instructions for each operation running in sequential order, a machine could 

arrive at a mathematical proof. In other words, the machine was programmable because of 

the certainty of a rule. He concluded that a single machine could process any query 

(“computable sequence”) if the rules could be changed, that is, “taken out and exchanged 

for others” (Turing 1936, 242). This was the basis of his “universal machine” (1936, 241) 

which was compatible with any machine or human computer capable of executing a set of 

instructions to perform specific tasks (1936, 252). However, such a universal machine, even 

if it could be constructed and even if it was mechanically precise, did not sway Turing from 

his conclusion. The Entscheidungsproblem had no solution, because there was no “general 

process for determining” whether a given formula was provable, so the ‘decisions’ a 

computer made, although usually correct, were not guaranteed to be correct (Turing 1936, 

259).  

Turing’s success in concluding the decidability question was shared by Princeton 

mathematician Alonzo Church, whose concept of “effective calculability” Turing regarded 

to be equivalent to his own “computability” even though it was defined differently (231). 

Church in turn acknowledged Turing by naming the universal machine the “Turing machine” 

(Dyson 2012, 250). Turing and Church’s intellectual achievement was consistent with the 

flourishing in mathematics focused around Hilbert’s ‘decision’ challenge, notably Kurt 

Gödel’s incompleteness theorems stating that there were limitations to axiomatic or formal 

systems and Georg Cantor’s infinity proposition (Mirowski 2002, 79, 80, 83). This work 

drew attention to what Don Lavoie called the “necessary limits of articulability” (1986, 1 fn) 

which he contends was the likely source of influence on Hayek, who would later 

acknowledge his theory of unarticulated rules as drawing upon Gödel’s theorem (Hayek 

1967c, 62).  

 

5 These numbers were defined by Turing as those numbers whose, “decimal can be written down by a 
machine”, which is a large class of numbers (1936, 230). 
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Hayek and Turing had both been challenged by philosophical propositions concerning the 

boundaries of rational decision making. They had resolved principles by which 

computational devices, such as markets and computers, could perform decision functions 

governed by a logically derived acceptance that markets and machines, although not error 

free, were close enough to being correct, and therefore they were sufficiently reliable data 

processors. Hayek and Turing, within the context of advances in their respective fields, had 

thus reset the boundaries of their disciplines based on what was achievable.6 

This philosophical alignment between economics and the new science of computing 

represented a realignment with a new machine age, a potential which Hayek was the first to 

articulate, well before Claude Shannon’s theoretical breakthrough on the transmission of 

information in 1948. Hayek revised the neoclassical approach to information which, as 

Mirowski and Nik-Khah show, he treated as a ‘thing’ used in an exchange process 

(Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 102). Hayek saw information as an electrical current, both in 

transmission and symbolically, in a way that was not dissimilar to how money was a 

symbolic representation of goods or investments. To Hayek the value of information was 

initially in its stored value, that is, skills, experience and knowledge of local conditions and 

opportunities which individuals accrued (Hayek 1937, 50 fn). By the 1980s the market was 

seen as transcendent, processing knowledge that human beings did not know existed 

(Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 152). This perception coincided with the increasing 

sophistication of data analytics, mining data from people who were linking to each other on 

networks.  

In the wake of this philosophical shift from the theoretic search for perfection to the valid 

utilisation of imperfect knowledge came important theories that leveraged calculable 

limitations. The concept of heuristic problem solving using experientially established “rules 

of thumb” is one example. Other examples which embraced achievability in economics are 

the application of the Pareto Principle (80:20 rule)7 in production and management and 

Herbert Simon’s theory of bounded rationality which cast economic agents as “satisficer[s]”, 

people who do not strive for perfect knowledge but accept what is “good enough” (Simon 

 

6 Mirowski notes that economist Oskar Morgenstern also delved into the problems of foresight and 
prediction and concluded that there was “an essential indeterminacy in most economic endeavours” 
(Morgenstern quoted in: Mirowski 2002, 236). 

7 This principle was conceived by Joseph Juran (1904-2008) in the 1940s. He named it in honour of Vilfredo 
Pareto, who like Juran, was an engineer and economist. Juran worked for Western Electric and Bell 
Laboratories and specialised in quality management. 
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1996, 29). These theories all set limits on the amount of information needed to make a 

choice, in other words they set parameters to determine whether expectations are met. 

These theories align not only to limits imposed by human agents but also to those of 

computer systems in navigating real-world complexity.  

Hayek, however, took a different tack to these theorists by championing the market as the 

unassailable processor of information. He claimed that the market had the capacity to draw 

simultaneously on all available information through the price mechanism – and it did so 

whether or not economic agents behaved rationally (Hayek 1979a, 75). This view was 

adopted by neoliberal theorists such as Becker, who formulated the theory of human capital 

based on the idea that rationality was not necessary for predicting agent behaviour (Becker 

1975).  

3.3 The market as decision-maker 
Hayek’s approach to achievability was to develop the concept of ‘the’ market as a universal 

decision-making machine which functions as an institution governed by its own rules. 

Mirowski captures both the essence and the purpose of Hayek’s market ideal, describing it 

as a “specialized piece of software, which both calculates and acts upon inputs, comprised of 

an integrated set of algorithms” (Mirowski 2007, 211). It functions as an automaton, 

computationally processing market data, and as a discoverer of subjective knowledge for 

aggregation which creates the ‘truths’ for the guidance of decisions. According to Hayek the 

market will, over time, follow its own abstractions, so it can self-regulate and process both 

information and truths sufficient to maintain its mechanism and navigate the spontaneous 

order it creates (Hayek 1978 [1968]a). The market out-performs the human being 

cognitively as it evolves into a super-processor which the human being cannot possibly 

transcend (Hayek 1973, 54). Mirowski and Nik-Khah cogently point out that “Hayek came 

to portray knowledge as completely disengaged from the consciousness of the knower.” 

(Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 152) leaving humankind dependent on the negative 

feedback loop of the self-organising market (Hayek 1978 [1968]a, 184).  

According to Hayek, the market-machine, with its rules and procedures driving its 

competitive dynamic, produces an “ordered structure” he calls the spontaneous order or 

“game of catallaxy” (Hayek 1976, 119). The question remains, what were the specifics of the 

market mechanism conceived as information technology, that transforms itself, and the 

economy into the catallaxy?  
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In his early formation of the catallaxy idea in the 1930s, during the Great Depression, we 

find Hayek coming to question the efficacy of equilibrium analysis because of its “vexed … 

assumptions about foresight” which contribute to the discipline’s poor predictive capacity 

(Hayek 1937, 34). His new approach was to regard subjective knowledge as dispersed 

amongst individuals, with their interactions informing prices (Hayek 1937, 35). This, he later 

argued, is the market’s price discovery procedure, which serves to maximise total 

production at the “lowest possible costs”, and such efficiency was the “modest aim” of 

competition (Hayek 1978 [1968]b, 91). This same aim, focused on efficiency, exists under 

contestability where it justifies the substitution of the imitation of competition for actual 

competition. 

3.3.1 Cause and effect in Hayekian economics 
Hayek’s paper ‘Economics and Knowledge (1937) presents his nascent ideas on causes and 

effects which he believed to be empirical and therefore verifiable, related to the dynamic of 

information processing. He styled his paper as a series of logical propositions but without 

the rigour of supplementary mathematical proofs that Turing provided in his analysis: 

the empirical element in economic theory—the only part which is concerned, not merely 

with implications but with causes and effects, and which leads therefore to conclusions 

which, at any rate in principle, are capable of verification—consists of propositions about 

the acquisition of knowledge. (Hayek 1937, 33). 

Although Hayek did not articulate his subject matter with the same elegance as Turing, 

‘Economics and Knowledge’ does address several of the logical paradoxes besetting 

economics. Chief amongst these was the “[t]extbook” (neoclassical) definition of 

competition as a state where competitive activity has ceased (Boettke 2002, 266). Hayek 

would claim decades later that even the threat of competition when allowed to function in a 

market free of interference accomplished the best results8 of any system, and therefore the 

market should be allowed to expand unencumbered by “an unachievable standard of 

‘perfection’”, such as found in perfect competition theory (Hayek 1979a, 75). This I 

contend was a veiled statement which countenanced monopolies by dropping the idea of 

market failure. In its stead Hayek applied an internal consistency test, determining, for 

example, that even a limited number of business opportunities in the catallaxy indicates that 

the competitive system works (Hayek 1979a, 75). How this result is distinguished from there 

 

8 The results are that everything will be produced that can be, at prices cheaper than alternatives, and sold at 
a profit (Hayek 1979a, 74). 
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being no opportunities because competition has been stifled or is unavailable, as in a 

‘natural’ monopoly industry, is not discussed. The success of the neoliberal market order is 

defined, as in neoclassicalism, by the absence of competition which is the logic underpinning 

the contestability doctrine and its justification of monopoly, albeit not in the same terms.  

Hayek’s propositions in ‘Economics and Knowledge’ were set out in two parts. In the first 

part, he defined the conditions of a market. In the second, he proposed how the price 

system would process data. For Hayek this became a question of which data in what 

sequence would be computed. In this sense the rules and conditions of the market were its 

basic componentry. His propositions were set out in structure and register much like 

Turing’s for his imaginary machine, Hayek, however, gave no examples or details to support 

his propositions, merely contending that it was possible to “fill those formal propositions 

with definite statements about how knowledge is acquired and communicated” (Hayek 

1937, 33). That is, he asserts that his formal propositions could be expanded to result in 

verifiable conclusions about real world economic phenomena including the non-static state 

of competition (Hayek 1937, 33).  

Hayek’s chief contention was that there should be separate treatment of a priori and 

empirical data when devising propositional statements about how knowledge is acquired. 

This was the point of difference Hayek had with Mises. “[H]e [Mises] asserted that the 

market theory was a priori, he was wrong; that what was a priori was only the logic of 

individual action, but the moment that you passed from this to the interaction of many 

people, you entered into the empirical field” (Hayek 1994, 72). Hayek’s views would 

continue to coalesce9 around this insight. By the 1960s he was coming to see the market as a 

discovery process utilising the subjective interactions of agents (Mirowski 2013, 141; Birch 

2017a, 46; Dardot and Laval 2017 [2013], 103). He would argue that the market in revealing 

value also served as the discoverer of economic opportunities from whence future wealth 

could be created (Hayek 1978 [1968]b, 91).  

In 1937 Hayek, was grappling with the theoretical problems which this informational 

dynamic posed.10 The difficulty for Hayek was that he claimed he was “in the dark” 

concerning the “conditions”, that is, the market configurations needed to tend towards 

 

9 Hayek’s discusses this in a 1968 lecture titled, ‘The Primacy of the Abstract’(Hayek 1978c). 
10 Caldwell signposted this by noting how Hayek had “linked the notion of a spontaneous order which forms 

when agents follow (often simple) rules with the idea of complex systems in the 1950s” (Caldwell 2004, 
361). 
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equilibrium, and the “process” that would convert subjective knowledge to prices (Hayek 

1937, 44). In other words, how does the price mechanism work in coding subjective values 

into prices (computable numbers), and what are the market conditions which induce that 

process, thus informing the subjective economic behaviour of agents?  

At this point Hayek could have attempted an explication of his reasoning. But instead he 

resiles from proofs and specifications, a pattern of behaviour he would display throughout 

his professional career, which Keynes disparaged as “shirking the practical issue” (Keynes 

quoted in: Jones 2012, 67).11 Michael Polanyi was also a critic who disparaged Hayek for 

failing “to describe the interplay between the inarticulate and rationalizable aspects of 

practice, … he had effectively reneged on the promise to theorize the role of knowledge in 

economics” (Mirowski 2004, 79).  

In effect Hayek settles for the price system without due analysis of how the price mechanism 

actually worked to coordinate individuals’ actions within the market, which was the very 

problem he had identified himself (Desai 1994; Birner 1996). 

3.3.2 Spontaneous order 
Instead of providing specifications as to how his price mechanism would coordinate the 

market, Hayek resorted to an embryonic conception of “spontaneous order” which 

rephrased the problem epistemically to one of coordinating each individual’s knowledge as 

part of the total knowledge held in society:  

To show that in this sense the spontaneous actions of individuals will under conditions 

which we can define bring about a distribution of resources which can be understood as if 

it were made according to a single plan, although nobody has planned it, seems to me 

indeed an answer to the problem which has sometimes been metaphorically described as 

that of the “social mind”. (Hayek 1937, 52). 

Hayek’s spontaneous order theory introduces the notion of the “social mind”, to describe 

social phenomena. By asserting that the social mind is not planned, although it emerges as if 

planned, he sets aside the problems associated with predicting social phenomena. Therefore, 

according to Hayek it was information about transactions in the market that was the driver 

of the economy.12 

 

11 Keynes to Hayek, 28 June 1944, Hayek Papers. 
12 Coase, the same year, introduced the proposition that the firm was also a site for the processing 

transactional information (Coase 1937). 
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His concept of the “social mind” is similar to his concept of the individual human mind 

which was of an isolate classifier and processor of stimuli and sensations – the churn of data 

to which humans respond and adapt (Hayek 1976 [1952]). Hayek’s theory of sensory order, 

which gestated from the 1920s but was not finally published as The Sensory Order until 1952, 

sees minds en masse transmuted into the “social mind”, functioning as a spontaneous, self-

ordering network of individual minds which share information, but do not concentrate 

information. The “social mind” is thus a relational network but not yet a database.  

Hayek’s social order, like his market order, was founded on a concept of compatibility 

which involved a kind of spontaneous connectivity between individuals’ plans, which come 

together as an economic system functioning in a coordinated way as if by a “single plan” 

(Hayek 1937, 52).  

3.3.3 Sensory order and the origins of the catallactic individual 
The basis of Hayek’s understanding of the economically motivated interactions between 

individuals from which the ‘social mind’ is formed, is found in The Sensory Order (1952) which 

details his schema for how the brain works and sets out a theory of human cognition. Hayek 

makes the argument that human beings are limited in their capacity to process available data 

from the physical environment. On the basis of this, he posits a cybernetic argument that a 

machine is “capable of ‘explaining’ what the mind is incapable of explaining without its [the 

machine’s] help” (Hayek 1976 [1952], 189). The ‘machine’ that was most helpful to human 

beings in this regard was the market, or more precisely the price mechanism which could 

process information from all available sources and could guide its own rule-making such 

that a market could evaluate its own performance (Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 57). 

Hayek’s central premise, which informs his whole corpus, is that mental processing is not 

“sufficient to ‘unify’ all our knowledge” (Hayek 1976 [1952], 179); therefore it is the 

spontaneous order of ‘the’ market that coordinates all available knowledge without which 

the individual “would have no cognizance” (Hayek 1976, 115). In other words, his theory of 

sensory order is a theory of human limitations, which necessitates that human beings engage 

with the catallactic market on the basis that the market’s price mechanism is the efficient 

aggregation of knowledge from all members of the spontaneous order (catallaxy) (Hayek 

1978 [1968]a, 183).  

Hayek gestated his theory in the 1920s when a student in Vienna and it informed his 

lifelong intellectual development (Caldwell 2004, 137). Although framed as cognitive 

psychology the work is in effect a theory of social organisation, which Hayek acknowledged 

as his purpose in the preface (Hayek 1976 [1952], v).  
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The Sensory Order is regarded as foundational to his corpus (Gray 1984, Streit 1993, Horwitz 

2000, Mirowski 2002, Caldwell 2004) although to some this is an “overemphasis” (D’Amico 

and Boettke 2010, 366). Be that as it may, The Sensory Order would establish an abstruse 

theoretical basis for rationalising his “spontaneous order” based on the “unsurpassable 

limits to understanding the mind’s mode of function” (Beck 2018, 56) that relegated human 

agency and human expertise to the margins wherever a market was operating. 

Hayek’s epistemology was imbued with the idea that society was organised on 

fundamentally the same principles and architecture as the brain, although he also claimed 

that “society is not a brain” (Hayek 1967b, 74). Notably, he described the brain’s physiology 

as a communications network, the connexions of which are the perpetually growing 

network of synapses which transmit impulses (Hayek 1976 [1952], 52, 57). Birner claimed 

that Hayek’s sensory order was the basis of an attempt to theorise communication, which 

Hayek never completed (Birner 2014, 64).13  

Hayek’s theory was concerned with how the human nervous system transmitted signals 

along neural pathways that were functionally arranged by an elaborate system of 

classification. The bulk of the signals were responsible for running the body’s organs 

unconsciously. The conscious or ‘knowing’ part of the system he called the “mental or 

phenomenal order” was associated with the analysing brain that modelled responses to help 

the organism adapt to its environment (Hayek 1976 [1952], 39). This conscious self, 

however, was limited because the mapping of stimuli could not deal with the complexity of 

the process, so much of what humans learnt through experiencing (learning by doing) was 

learnt without comprehensive articulation – making it possible to ride a bicycle without 

knowing the physics of velocity or the physiology of pedalling muscles.14 This meant that 

the act of riding a bike could not be fully explained by the rider. It was called tacit 

knowledge by its prominent theorists Michael Polanyi, and Gilbert Ryle, who also referred 

to it as “know how” as opposed to “know that” (Lavoie 1986, 2). For Hayek, most expertise 

was “tacit”, that is, in a partially unarticulated state, the “very attribute that would thwart 

‘information’ from being centrally managed and controlled” because it is ‘unavailable’ for 

collection (Mirowski 2002, 239).  

 

13 His unpublished paper titled, “Within Systems and about Systems” if it had been finished, might have filled 
a gap in Hayek’s theoretical work as he believed the market to be an information communication system 
but was never able to fully explain its mechanism (Hayek 1945, 526; Birner 2014, 64). 

14 The bike example was called tacit knowledge, the prominent theorists of which were Michael Polanyi and 
Gilbert Ryle. 
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This argument became the makings of Hayek’ cyborg individual suited to an existence inside 

the market machine and also established the relationship in Hayek’s epistemology between 

the “individual and social”, which Mirowski notes in reference to Hayek’s discourse on 

knowledge in The Counter-Revolution of Science (1952) (Mirowski 2004, 74). 

Hayek used the sensory order to argue that human beings were increasingly challenged by 

the growing complexity created by increased knowledge, technology and societal change. 

Humans needed machines because “the human brain can never explain its own operations”, 

that is, it cannot write the internal rules, because it is limited in its ability to classify (or 

explain) an object more complex than itself (Hayek 1976 [1952], 185).  

3.3.4 Imitation: overcoming limitations 
Hayek believed that the mind-brain system had its own answer to its limitations in large part 

through its ability to imitate behaviour, which he contended was more towards “imprinting” 

than actual “learning” (Hayek 1978b, 291). As Naomi Beck observes “Hayek’s theory of 

‘intelligibility’ provided the cognitive basis for his portrayal of social learning as 

predominantly a nonrational process based on imitation” (Beck 2018, 69). Hayek wrote: 

“Much of what we can do rests on skills or aptitudes or propensities acquired by following 

examples, and selected because they proved successful, but not deliberately chosen for a 

purpose” (Hayek 1978b, 292).  

To support this idea Hayek gives the example of rule selection whereby individuals and 

groups can achieve evolutionary success by imitating behaviours that lead to success. This 

amounts to the “selection by imitation of successful institutions and habits” (Hayek 1960, 

59). Here Hayek is proposing a system of connectivity between people that deemphasises 

social collectiveness as well as agency, intention, purpose and will. Hayek sets neoliberalism 

on a course of denying that free agents might choose to act in concert with others, such that 

they would design or form anything remotely social or institutional that would cut across 

the spontaneous market order:  

[Such] current notions as that society ‘acts’ or that it ‘treats’, ‘rewards’, or ‘remunerates’ 

persons, or that it ‘values’ or ‘owns’ or ‘controls’ objects or services, or is ‘responsible for’ 

or ‘guilty of’ something, or that it has a ‘will’ or ‘purpose’, can be ‘just’ or ‘unjust’, or that 

the economy ‘distributes’ or ‘allocates’ resources, all suggest a false intentionalist or 

constructivist interpretation of words … which almost inevitably lead the user to 

illegitimate conclusions (Hayek 1973, 28). 
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Cultural evolution according to Hayek was not the outcome of human reason but rather 

“the capacity to imitate and to pass on what he had learned” (Hayek 1979a, 157). From this 

perspective it is far more important for the individual to follow rules than it is for them to 

possess knowledge. To be compatible, to be able to join a network, to be computational and 

computable, necessitates the habit of conformity and the imitation of successful rules and 

groups. Imitation is thus set within a prescribed band of behaviours that incentivises the 

individual into imitating the established order. In the catallaxy, like any network, 

compatibility also leads to positive feedback. It is the individual who is possessed of the 

habit of conformity and the imitation of the successful rules that marks the established 

order.  

Jean-Pierre Dupuy interprets Hayek’s theory of mind as countering the idea of 

consciousness which flows onto his theory of cultural evolution which is directed by 

patterns of behaviour guided by rules which individuals follow without purposeful 

articulation. “The imitation of rules of conduct is fundamentally blind” (Dupuy 2004, 287). 

“Most people, wrote Hayek, can, after all, recognise and adapt themselves to several 

different patterns of conduct without being able to explain or describe them” (Hayek 1988, 

78). Beck, cites scholars who point out that Hayek ignored the negative problems of blind 

imitation (Beck 2018, 71) or what Geoffrey Hodgson contended to be “spontaneous 

disorder” (Hodgson quoted in: Beck 2018, 128). 

For Hayek there was “perfectibility of society” (Beck 2018, 128) which, however, did not 

emanate from humans because “[t]o Hayek imitative learning was incompatible with the 

exercise of rationality” (Beck 2018, 70). 

Hayek’s ideas are reminiscent of Gabriel Tarde (1843-1904) whom he praised as a “great 

French sociologist” (Hayek 1937, 42 fn). Tarde argued that all complex social phenomena 

were reducible to forms of either imitation or invention and that these processes were 

integrated with one constantly imbricating the other (Tarde 1903, 3). “The characteristic of 

society, then, is imitation, transmitting and spreading individual initiatives.” (Davis 1968, 

87). Tarde, whose ideas were in opposition to those of Emile Durkheim, with whom he 

debated, did not countenance the idea of social organism or collective but considered 

society to be simply “an association” (Tarde 1903, 69), that is to say it is “simply a number 

of similar minds that interact” (Davis 1968, 86). Tarde differentiated society from the nation, 

which he deemed to be “a kind of super-organic organism made up of co-operative castes 

and classes and professions” (Tarde 1903, 65).  
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Hayek shares with Tarde both the idea of a feedback loop creating a circular dynamic of 

imitation-invention and methodological individualism, that is, they both start their accounts 

by establishing the position of the individual. Hayek was poor at referencing his influences, 

so I can offer no certainty about Hayek’s response to Tarde beyond the similarities of their 

perspectives and Hayek’s approbation of Tarde in his 1937 article (Hayek 1937, 42 fn). 

Hayek also referred to his “system of democracy” as an “invention” (Hayek quoted in: 

Caldwell 2004, 206), thus identifying himself as having produced something new.  

Once invention is coupled with imitation as part of the same system of interpersonal 

interactions, then the incongruities that exist between imitation and market processes are 

reduced because invention, which is a dynamic of renewal dependent on knowledge, is 

made accessible by the spontaneous market order. It is one of Hayek’s recursive ideas – 

individuals chose proven successful skills and aptitudes which feedbacks as cultural 

evolution, a form of natural selection, which in turn evolves to complex systems like the 

“self-maintaining” spontaneous order (Hayek 1978b, 292; 1979a, 158).  

Dupuy observed that imitation and market processes rely on opposite mechanisms to gather 

information. Hayek’s “advocacy of the free market’s capacity for self-organization stands in 

radical contradiction to the role assigned to imitation in bringing about this spontaneous 

order” ( Beck 2018, 71). Hayek portrays the free market as an adaption to “the ‘necessary’ 

and ‘irremediable’ ignorance that characterizes the human mind” (Beck 2018, 72).15 But in 

‘Economics and Knowledge’ (1937) the solution to the problem of limited human capacity 

had to account for collective utilisation through compatibility between individuals’ available 

data for decision-making cycling between individuals in the economy. Hayek’s concept of 

compatibility implies a kind of spontaneous connectivity between individuals’ plans which 

then becomes an economic order functioning in a coordinated way as if by a “single plan” 

(Hayek 1937, 52). In other words, the market can coordinate individuals as long as the 

individuals adapt to the market (Beck 2018, 73-74):  

The condition for the efficiency of cultural evolution is therefore not that those who 

imitate another tradition are aware of what they are doing—it is that those who, by chance, 

stumble onto the ‘right’ tradition will persevere with it and stop imitating others. It is 

therefore not those who imitate, but those who do not imitate, who embody the 

consciousness of evolution. (Dupuy 2004, 287). 

 

15 See (Hayek 1988, 15). 
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As I will show in Section 3.4.2, Hayek’s social stratification schema overcomes these 

contradictions by separating the group who according to Hayek were able to invent, from 

the rest of the population who were doomed to blind imitation.  

3.3.5 Market: overcoming human limitations 
Within the catallaxy the individual’s status was that of a data source. This is apparent in 

Hayek’s article ‘The Use of Knowledge in Society’ (1945) which discussed the relationship 

between individuals’ adaptive responses to change registered by the price mechanism 

(Hayek 1945). According to Oliver Williamson, Hayek saw “adaption” as the “main 

problem of economic organization” and had argued that adaption was “realized 

spontaneously through the price system … by individual actors” (Williamson 1998, 29).  

Hayek’s focus on market information displaced human agents, by removing their role in 

managing the market-based network or indeed any form of social organisation. This was 

justified in abstruse psychological terms based on the propositions that humans cannot 

access sufficient information in their own minds or explain the higher complexities of their 

own minds (Hayek 1976 [1952], 185). In other words, humans can construct models from 

their interactions with the world but they cannot construct models of their own processes. 

A machine on the other hand, and therefore by implication the market-machine, could 

explain the model itself (Hayek 1976 [1952], 166). Hayek asserts that paradoxically there is 

the possibility that humans could “build a machine fully reproducing the action of the brain 

and capable of predicting how the brain will act in different circumstances” (Hayek 1976 

[1952], 189).  

The idea that one would take a reductive perspective concerning the mind-brain, which is 

the source of all metaphysical questioning yet was little understood physiologically, speaks 

more to Hayek’s indefatigability, when it came to fulfilling his mission to create a catallactic 

order from an ‘intellectual’ base, than it does to his commitment to applied science. 

Mirowski and Nik-Khah describe his ideas as based on the “discredited associationist 

psychology of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century” (2017, 68). Hayek’s was a 

determinist view of the brain, which he used firstly to model the imposition of a cybernetic 

inspired hierarchical order on humans who would be relegated to the second tier after 

machines, and secondly to justify his social stratification schema which divided populations 

into groups according to the uniformity of their cognitive abilities (Hayek 1973, 83) (see 

3.4.2 below). 
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3.3.6 Mind as machine 
Juxtaposing spontaneous order with Hayekian ‘markets as information processors’ brings 

into focus the ‘mind as machine’ metaphor underlying Hayek’s statements on informational 

compatibility between individuals’ plans (Simon 1996; Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 18) 

Hayek in The Sensory Order (1952) compares the human mind to various ICT technologies to 

explain his ideas on sensory classification, which he saw as a form of network mapping. In 

brief, Hayek’s three examples were a simple computational machine configured to select 

and classify (Hayek 1976 [1952], 48), a “simplified telephone exchange”, which selects signal 

pathways, and a computing punch card system (Hayek 1976 [1952], 49, 50).  

Hayek explains the ability of the machine to create groupings or classes as resembling the 

neural system of the brain in the process of discriminating between stimuli (Hayek 1976 

[1952], 48). Thus, according to Hayek, different events producing the same effect can be 

assigned by the brain to the same class, just like signals sent through different wires are 

classified by a telephone exchange (Hayek 1976 [1952], 49).  

Hayek was influenced by cybernetics, particularly the work of Ross Ashby,16 a British 

psychiatrist and cyberneticist who impacted the field of organisational theory. Hayek draws 

on Ashby’s idea that a machine, within which he included an organisation, was like a living 

organism working in sync with its environment to form itself as a complete system; that is, a 

machine through the process of cause and effect could come to a whole-of-system 

equilibrium (Ashby 1947, 56), a state Ashby called homeostasis. For Ashby, “[t]he brain is not 

a thinking machine, it is an acting machine” (Ashby quoted in: Rid 2016, 63).17 According to 

Rid, Ashby, like an engineer, saw information as inputs processed by the brain, and actions 

as outputs, suggestive of the brain being an information processor (Rid 2016, 63). In other 

words, any human system, such as a market, can be organised mechanistically because the 

brain is functionally attuned to such an approach. Hayek embraces Ashby’s idea that 

organisms and machines are integrated to form the one system. 

Hayek’s conception of mind includes components similar to information processors, data 

transmitters and data storage devices. Birner contended that “there are no fundamental 

differences between computers and human minds [according to] Hayek’s physicalist identity 

 

16 Hayek references Ross Ashby in The Sensory Order, and includes a number of Ashby’s works in the 
bibliography. Note: his name is misspelt ‘Ashley’ in the index to the 1976 edition. 

17 Ashby, W. Ross. (1952). Design for the Brain. London: Butler & Tanner, p. 379. 
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theory” (Birner 2014, 69).18 Birner describes this in ontological terms as the lack of 

distinction between the brain and the mind (Birner 2014, 62). Hayek thought a Turing test 

machine, one that was indistinguishable from a person, could eventually be built (Oğuz 

2010; Van den Hauwe 2011, 388). Hayek states his belief in the “logical possibility that the 

… principle on which the brain operates might enable us to build a machine” (Hayek 1976 

[1952], 189), a point reminiscent of Turing’s famous question posed two years earlier in 

1950, “Can machines think?” which Turing declared was “absurd” (Turing 1950, 433).19 For 

Turing, the best expression of the problem was described as “the imitation game”; can you 

tell if a machine or a person is answering a question (Turing 1950, 433). 

This is not to suggest that Hayek had no concept of biological agency. He referred to 

“purposive functioning” which he describes as a combination of physiological functioning 

and behavioural response to external stimuli stimulated by the body’s nervous system (Hayek 

1976 [1952], 82-83). This perspective was derived from Ashby who saw the nervous system 

as a physical machine, the function of which was to teach the organism to reflexively adapt to 

its environment (Ashby 1947). What is of concern is the adoption of behaviouralist tropes to 

rationalise a mechanistic social order, which amounted to the subordination of the human 

mind to a market machine. By claiming that “any apparatus of classification must possess a 

structure of a higher degree of complexity than is possessed by the objects which it classifies” 

Hayek argued that humans could not construct models of their own processes (Hayek 1976 

[1952], 185). The corollary to this was that a market was set to understand people better than 

people. Human-centred concerns and human creativity were to be subordinated to market-

machines which operated like ICT processors. A similar posthumanism is evident in Hayek’s 

concept of the catallaxy. Although his market construction parallels a computer network, his 

catallaxy corresponds to his forays into complexity theory, where Hayek finds, according to 

Cooper, “irrefutable proof that the spontaneous order of natural systems could be neither 

regulated nor foreseen with any precision” (Cooper 2011, 376). Warren Weaver, who was a 

referee for Hayek’s article ‘Degrees of Explanations’ (Hayek 1967 [1955]), sets Hayek straight 

on the advances in complexity theory (Caldwell 2014, 15). This was a turnabout from his 

attack on scientism in The Counter Revolution of Science (1952) (Mirowski 2018, 902).  

 

18 Hayek was clearly referring to computers in general terms but his chief analogy was not a computer, it was 
a calculating machine (Hayek 1976 [1952], 188). 

19 The perception that Turing believed computers could become equivalent to humans came when he 
proffered the idea whether computers could imitate a human being, a question he turned into a game he 
called the ‘imitation game’ where person A had to discern whether B was a person or a computer. 
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Telephone system metaphors 

Hayek’s most oft-used metaphor, the telephone system, appears in his descriptions of both 

the “connected network of fibres” transmitting brain impulses (Hayek 1976 [1952], 180) and 

of the price mechanism of the market (Hayek 1945, 527). This metaphor was also played in 

reverse by Marvin Kelly, Bell Laboratories’s president (1951-1959), who described the 

telephone system as “more like the biological systems of man’s brain and nervous system”, 

an analogy made in defence of AT&T’s goal of universal connectivity in 

telecommunications and monopoly over that network (Kelly quoted in: Gertner 2012, 127). 

Kelly’s predecessor Frank Jewett (1925-1940) had described AT&T’s goal in a similar vein 

as “providing society with a complete nervous system” (Jewett 1936, 11). In these 

metaphors, pulses (impulses) are transmitted through wired networks (the brain) multiplying 

through the “connected network of fibres” (neural networks). The telecommunications 

system represented Hayek’s vision of a connected federated world (Hayek 1939, 131) and 

was thus the material manifestation of Hayek’s ideas concerning the “social mind”. Hayek 

also described the price mechanism as a telecommunications system, saying that it was 

“more than a metaphor” (Hayek 1945, 527). He saw it as an actual representation of how 

his spontaneous order would be coordinated by the price mechanism of ‘the’ market: 

In abbreviated form, by a kind of symbol, only the most essential information is passed 

on, and passed on only to those concerned. It is more than a metaphor to describe the 

price system as a kind of machinery for registering change, or a system of 

telecommunications which enables individual producers to watch merely the movement 

of a few pointers, as an engineer might watch the hands of a few dials, in order to adjust 

their activities to changes of which they may never know more than is reflected in the 

price movement. (Hayek 1945, 527) 

Hayek’s use of telecommunications as a network model and his interchangeable machine 

and biological metaphors fosters a belief in what Walker and Cooper described as 

neoliberalism’s perpetuation of the idea that it is a philosophy “capable of unifying nature 

and society under a single set of all-encompassing concepts” (Walker and Cooper 2011, 

147).  

The core problem for Hayek, the coordination of information dispersed amongst 

individuals, was one of transmission. The basis of his cybernetic response was that a 

human’s neural system was like a telephone network and that this network could model a 

communications solution for the economy and society generally. By 1967 he was referring 

to this as the catallaxy (Hayek 1978 [1968]b, 90-92). The telephone network as a model 
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would also later underlie the contestability doctrine (see Chapter 7). Both theories represent 

a mechanistic, utilitarian response to designing a system that has profound implications for 

individuals and societies. Both included concepts of the market which drew on the cyborg 

to understand human behaviour. For Hayek it was the capacity of information networks to 

induce compatibility between individuals’ plans, and for the Bell group it was systems 

analysis across the market and network. Hayek’s human agent was adaptive to systems and 

the Bell group modelled their entrepreneurial agents’ behaviour (incumbents and potential 

entrants) using game theoretics.  

The question these machine comparators raise is whether a self-organising market ‘machine’ 

could substitute the imitation of competition for actual competition. According to Hayek 

imitation is the very process that computers perform because their forte is recognising 

patterns (Caldwell 2004, 307). This, I would argue, is fundamentally what the Bell group 

claimed for the contestable market, that with the right configurations and rule settings a 

contestable market will deliver an optimally efficient market economy without actual 

competition and irrespective of whether agent behaviour followed the ‘rules of the 

contestable market game’. Ensuring that the economic agent did fit the model became 

Hayek’s focus both of his general philosophy concerning the limitations of human cognition 

and in rule-setting for the catallaxy. 

The separation between Hayek and Turing 

Hayek’s contribution to society was overshadowed by Turing in the popular imagination. 

Turing identified that a machine could be compatible with a human being, if they used the 

same configurations to compute. This, however, was a simple extrapolation of the tasks 

performed by a human computer and a machine – Turing was not suggesting that a human 

being was machine-like but merely that human beings performed computations (Turing 

1936, 250). Turing drew on human computation for a working definition of machine 

computation embodied in the term algorithm (Bernhardt 2016). An epochal story sums up 

Turing’s hopes for the machine: 

Alan was holding forth on the possibilities of a ‘thinking machine.’ … “No, I’m not 

interested in developing a powerful brain. All I’m after is just a mediocre brain, something like 

the President of American Telephone and Telegraph Company.” The room was paralyzed 

while Alan nonchalantly continued to explain how he imagined feeding in facts on prices of 
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commodities and stocks, and asking the machine the question ‘Do I buy or sell?’ (Story 

quoted in: Mirowski 2002, 81).20  

Philosophically, Turing was engaged with human creativity, whereas Hayek promoted his 

human limitations thesis. Their respective forms of modelling were foundational to ICT and 

neoliberalism both of which had their development historically situated during the halcyon 

days of the cybernetics movement in the 1950s and 1960s when mind-machine discourse 

was flourishing (Kline 2015): 

The basic analogy of cybernetics—that all organisms use information-feedback paths to 

adapt to their environment—is reduced to the adjective cyber. The scientific concept of 

information is reduced to digitized data (Kline 2015, 7). 

The wide array of mind metaphors being applied to both ‘the’ market and to computer 

networks would in time have a profound adverse impact on the status and agency of human 

beings as they became connected to these systems.  

Hayek saw in the machine the opportunity to organise society free of human imperfections, 

and a world free of nationalistic conflicts (Hayek 1939). He believed a market machine 

would make morally neutral decisions, which were nonetheless totally in tune with 

individuals’ intentions to the point of optimising their “non-economic ends” (Hayek 1976, 

113). However, there are no non-economic ends if it is the market that is processing them, 

which is why Hayek’s most developed conception of intentionality was individuals reduced 

to “acquiescing in the market’s signals” (Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 152).  

Hayek contended that the human mind was adaptive on a corrective “feed-back principle” 

(Hayek 1976 [1952], 95). Entrepreneurs would adjust their behaviour through the price 

mechanism “the cybernetic principle of negative feedback [which] operates to maintain the 

order of the market” (Hayek 1976, 94). This became the basis of his compatibility argument 

which he offered as a substitute for equilibrium theory (see 3.2.1 above).  

In 1941 Hayek published The Pure Theory of Capital his last work of technical economics. In 

1928 he had described his previous work to improve on equilibrium theory as only partially 

useful because it ignored “features of space and time” (Hayek 1984 [1928], 73). In The Pure 

Theory of Capital he attempted to devise a dynamic equilibrium construct, as opposed to a 

stationary state which he described as “fictitious” (Hayek 1962 [1941], 18). His 

 

20 This incident took place in a staff dining room at Bell Labs in 1943. The incident was originally related in: 
Hodges, A. (1983) The Enigma. New York: Simon & Schuster, p. 251.  
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“intertemporal equilibrium” was to be a means of analysing the future and hence the 

compatibility between individuals’ plans (Milgate 1979; Caldwell 1988). In his 1937 paper, 

Hayek claimed that intertemporal price relationships were subject to equilibrium analysis 

only on the basis that “compatibility exists between the different plans which the individuals 

composing it have made for action in time” (Hayek 1937, 41). Compatibility in this instance 

assumes shared foresight (Hayek 1937, 41). The link between compatibility and 

intertemporal pricing results from the step taken in 1928 to include commodities along with 

capital and interest, the hitherto accepted applications (Milgate 1979). In this sense, Hayek 

was positing a generic price mechanism which induces compatibility within a network 

because it provides the necessary data to make all the adjustments across the whole network 

– stated as the “necessity and significance of relative levels of prices at successive points in 

time” (Hayek 1984 [1928], 72). Birner identified the emergent network model in Hayek’s 

1928 paper21 on intertemporal general equilibrium, describing his analysis of time-based 

price relativity as “revolutionary” (Birner 1996, 3). Hayek wrote that it was the “necessity for 

an intertemporal price system to exist [that was] incompatible with the widespread 

conception that the intertemporal constancy of prices constitutes a precondition for an 

undisturbed self-reproduction of the economy” (Hayek 1984 [1928], 74). Hayek was 

attacking Walrasian general equilibrium theory for its intertemporal pretention (Milgate 

1979, 5) and its perspective that equilibrium is intertemporal in nature, that is, the 

relationship between individuals’ actions is sequenced in time (Birner 1996, 4). This concept 

was critical to contestability which concluded that “contestable markets eliminate some of 

the difficulties associated with intertemporal phenomena that are normally considered 

sources of efficiency problems. Learning by doing is such a phenomenon” (Baumol, Panzar, 

and Willig 1982, 473).  

Hayek’s insight into successive pricing for commodities was connected to the importance of 

localised information flowing between individuals in the supply and demand loop. The 

concept appeared in practice in ICT network infrastructure when ninety years later it was 

applied by Uber in an app using localised GPS data to provide time sequenced prices.  

 

21  ‘Das Intertemporale Gleichgewichtssystem der Preise und die Bewegungen des "Geldwertes"’. 
Weltw.Arch. (1928) [Translated: ‘The Intertemporal Equilibrium System of Prices and Movements of the 
"Monetary  Value”’] was republished in as ‘Intertemporal Price Equilibrium and Movements in the Value 
of Money’ in  Money, Capital, and Fluctuations: Early Essays published in 1984. 
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Hayek’s shift from equilibrium to compatibility analysis22 was hinted at in his earlier work 

(Hayek 1937, fn 34). But it was only in The Pure Theory of Capital (1941) that he expanded on 

this approach and its implications for causal relations:  

What we find here is not mutual interdependence between all phenomena but a unilateral 

dependence of the succeeding event on the preceding one. This kind of causal explanation 

of the process in time is of course the ultimate goal of all economic analysis, and 

equilibrium analysis is significant only in so far as it is preparatory to this main task. (Hayek 

1962 [1941], 17). 

In 1937 Hayek had discussed the information feedback loop between subjective knowledge 

held by individuals and the objective data variously available to agents. He conceptualised 

compatibility between individuals’ plans as a form of “circular reasoning”,23 that is, “one 

person’s decisions are the other person’s data” or put another way, prices induce 

agreements and decisions on value (Hayek 1937, 38). Hayek regarded the circulation of 

information, coded into prices, as a source of both empirical and a priori data and so the 

basis of both compatibility and correct foresight. “There would … be no reason why the 

subjective data of different people should ever correspond unless they were due to the 

experience of the same objective facts” (Hayek 1937, 43). A discovery process implicit to 

transference between these two types of data would reduce errors (frictions) in planning.24 

Agreement between knowledge and intentions would be optimised, and hence “the 

expectations of the people and particularly of the entrepreneurs will become more and more 

correct” (Hayek 1937, 44). It is this circular, ‘in transmission’ process governed by the price 

system, that Hayek believed generated the “tendency towards equilibrium” (Hayek 1937, 

44). Additionally, it is this assertion from which he concludes “that economics ceases to be 

an exercise in pure logic and becomes an empirical science” (Hayek 1937, 44). 

Hayek was raising the possibility that like a computing machine the market could be 

configured to control its own behaviour, that is, it could run in perpetual motion until it was 

turned off or otherwise halted. Hayek had begun to deal with what Turing described as 

automatic, that is, when all a machine’s motions at every stage are configured (Turing 1936, 

 

22 Compatibility analysis shadowing Turing’s machine logics on sequencing was hinted at in his 1937 paper in 
a reference to Hans Mayer’s stance on using a “causal-genetic” approach as an alternative to “functional” 
equilibrium (Hayek 1937, fn 34). 

23 This is not to be confused with circular logic fallacy. Iterative reasoning or successive approximation 
would, I conclude, have been more accurate terms to describe Hayek’s idea. 

24 Hayek followed Frank Knight in using this term whose variant ‘friction-free’ would become synonymous 
with the online economy (Hayek 1937, fn: 51).  
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232).25 Five years later, in 1941, Hayek conceived the market to be an automatic, self-

correcting societal instrument for processing information which like a machine provides “a 

few gauges and in simple figures, the relevant results of everything that happens in the 

system” (Hayek 1941, 581).  

Three decades later he would conceptualise the field in which everything happens as the 

catallaxy, “a system of numerous interrelated economies which constitute the market order” 

(Hayek 1976, 108). 

3.3.7 Catallaxy: the imitation game 
Hayek’s catallaxy was “the special kind of spontaneous order produced by the market” 

making ‘catallaxy’ and ‘spontaneous order’ fundamentally interchangeable terms (1976, 109). 

According to Hayek there is an assemblage of orders which as neoliberalism matures will 

constitute a fully integrated, self-organising formation he called the “spontaneous overall 

order” (1973, 47). This represented Hayek’s core vision for the rebirth of a free society 

which he called the Great Society, in reverence to Adam Smith’s usage of the term and to 

nineteenth century British conservatism (Hayek 1973, 47). There were two main orders in 

an assemblage of numerous orders that appear throughout his corpus. Spontaneous order 

(kosmos26) also called ‘grown’ or endogenous order, and under the influence of cybernetics as 

self-generating or self-organising (Hayek 1973, 37); and its opposite, made order (taxis), 

which he described as, “an exogenous order or an arrangement [which] may again be 

described as a construction, an artificial order or, especially where we have to deal with a 

directed social order, as an organization” (Hayek 1973, 37).  

With the concept of catallaxy, the market order comprising a network of economies, came 

an ideological switch from denoting ‘the economy’ in the singular to denoting the market in 

the singular and economies in the plural. Hayek even referred to the “cosmos of the 

market” (Hayek 1976, 108). The market’s price signalling mechanism was considered the 

device that made coordination of multiple economies possible. Thus, coordination was 

framed by Hayek as “the order brought about by the mutual adjustment of many individual 

economies in a market” (Hayek 1976, 108-109). Beyond that loose aggregation the catallaxy 

was said to have no form but was rather a “wealth-creating game” dependent on price 

 

25 Turing describes circular machines and circle-free machines built into the one universal machine, with the 
circular machine processing a finite number of symbols (which can be extrapolated to variables) and the 
circle-free machine which contained the configuration controlling the machine itself (Turing 1936, 241) 

26 Kosmos meant originally “‘a right order in a state or a community’” (Hayek 1973, 37). 
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signalling from the market for the requisite information which pertains to the ‘players’ needs 

and conditions of play which enables them to contribute or otherwise benefit (Hayek 1976, 

115).  

For Hayek, the catallaxy was the only true conception of a “social” or “national economy” in 

all its plurality (Hayek 1976, 108). He followed Carl Menger,27 who considered the concept 

of a national economy to be a misnomer as there was really no such thing as a singular 

economy, “no such single order of ends” (Hayek 1976, 107). The market only stimulates the 

means to achieve ends by functioning as a platform for price transmission in which any 

particular pattern of distribution may result from the market process (Hayek 1976, 85). 

Hayek asserted that the market distributes resources within the network according to Pareto 

modelling, not deliberate policy design, and does so more efficiently than any other system 

and without recourse to moral judgements about fairness (1976, 119).  

We can deduce, from this that the catallaxy as a new social order provided no space for 

liberal institutions like the social contract, social justice or human rights. As Hayek made 

clear, “the old civil rights [of the liberal order] and the new social and economic rights 

[under the spontaneous order] cannot be achieved at the same time but are in fact 

incompatible” (1976, 103). In their place, Hayek offered the cheapest possible access to 

goods and labour, “no need is served at the cost of withdrawing a greater amount of means 

from the use for other needs than is necessary to satisfy it” (1976, 113).  

Hayek had noted the “authoritarian connotation” of the term order, but claimed that its 

negative association came “entirely from the belief that order can be created only by forces 

outside the system (or ‘exogenously’)” stating further that it did “not apply to an equilibrium 

set up from within (or ‘endogenously’)” (1973, 36). A contra perspective which sees value in 

organising across society was not dealt with by Hayek in terms of how such coordination 

works compared to his schema. Instead, he dismissed it with an assertion that any 

competing modalities to price competition would likely end in totalitarian control (2007 

[1944], 94-95). Beyond this, he does not articulate what makes organisations like 

government and trade unions oppositional and enterprise monopolies and firms integral to 

his overall spontaneous order.  

 

27  “’National economy’ is not a phenomenon analogous to the singular economies in the nation to which 
also the economy of finance belongs.” (C. Menger quoted in: Hayek 1976, 185).  
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In a similar vein, an opposition between exogenous and endogenous order was made 

explicit, and pricing was given primacy, in the contestable market hypothesis which 

contended that: 

In the older theory, the nature of the industry structure was not normally explained by the 

analysis. It was, in effect, taken to be given exogenously, with the fates … In our analysis, 

… an industry’s structure is determined explicitly, endogenously, and simultaneously with 

the pricing, output, advertising, and other decisions of the firms of which it is constituted. 

This, perhaps, is one of the prime contributions of the new theoretical analyses. (Baumol 

1982b, 3). 

Economist and computer scientist Herbert Simon asked the question, “what determines the 

boundary between organizations and markets; when will one be used, and when the other, 

to organize economic activity?” (1996, 40). Hayek, albeit basing his theory of social order on 

just such a distinction, never answered this question theoretically. This was despite Coase 

having addressed it in 1937 with his theory of the exchange transactions. In other words, 

somewhat ironically, it was Hayek’s price mechanism that provided the cost data, so as to 

determine whether the market or the firm would transact most efficiently. 

It is sobering to note, suggested Simon, that “[r]oughly eighty percent of the human 

economic activity in the American economy, usually regarded as almost the epitome of a 

‘market’ economy, takes place in the internal environments of business and other 

organizations and not in the external, between-organization environments of markets”. He 

also noted that “hierarchic organizations, some of enormous size, … make almost negligible 

use of markets in their internal functioning” (Simon 1996, 31). What Simon is alluding to is 

that planned, designed and constructed economic activities within corporations and other 

organisations like government, with obvious external impacts, were far in excess of market 

activities which to Hayek came under the rubric of the spontaneous order.  

This brings us back to Hayek’s fundamental proposition that information, not resources, is 

elemental to economics. However, Hayek’s model fails to acknowledge the concentration of 

corporate power that is implicit to its architecture. Network infrastructure can be configured 

according to the designs of those who have the power to make those decisions. Although 

Hayek paints his catallaxy as amorphous, a loose aggregation of economies held together by 

the rules of the game, I argue that the catallaxy is a private institutional edifice undergoing 

planning and construction. It features sub-institutions like the internet, online markets, 

platform monopolies, ICT monopolies, telecommunications networks, trade and investment 

agreements and private governance apparatuses like ISDS tribunals. An ICT network may 
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be plastic in its potential configurations, but in its actual implementation it is highly 

patterned. An ICT network architecture hosting a market, for example Uber or Amazon, is 

subject to modification by those who own or control it. The marketisation of the public 

sector through privatisation and deregulation has expanded the market sector leaving no 

counter to monopoly power anchored in an institutionally powerful non-market sector.  

Despite Hayek’s difficulty in articulating the interstitial spaces between the orders, and the 

unresolved ambiguities and contradictions of his concepts, he nonetheless was able to go so 

far as to consider the legal framework for his vision. Although again devoid of details, his 

ideas about rules and laws showed greater clarity of thought than either his economics or 

psycho-organisational theory. What surfaced was a pragmatism concerning legal frameworks 

which would see various programmatic responses to his ideas implemented and his vision of 

catallactic order realised through a system of international trade and investment governance. 

3.4 The certainty of a rule 

[Hayek] he’s a great, great thinker. … But when he wanted the law to be certain 

I think he wasn’t understanding how law in fact operates.  

                                                                                 Professor Guido Calabresi  

                                                                                 New Haven, CT 15 November 2018  

In this section I examine the fundamental precepts that informed Hayek’s legal 

epistemology. Hayek sought a “legal framework” to replace the system of law in western 

democracies. He actively pursued this aim in forums like the League of Nations and he 

influenced the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) (Slobodian 2018, 23, 240). 

His work in this area was furthered by the Geneva School, a neoliberal enclave that 

influenced international governance institutions like the World Trade Organisation (WTO) 

(Slobodian 2018, 8).  

Hayek was an internationalist whose goal was certainty, not for individuals or nations per se, 

but for those elites who created and directed the global market ‘machine’. Administrative 

law played a critical role in Hayek’s conception of an entirely endogenous, computational 

catallactic system. As Dardot and Laval observed, “the originality of neo-liberalism is 

precisely its creation of a new set of rules defining not only a different ‘regime of 

accumulation’, but, more broadly, a different society” (Dardot and Laval 2017 [2013], 10). 
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Hayek’s search for certainty led him to renounce ‘public law’, by which he meant statute 

law. He described legislation as being made by the will of the legislator which he deemed 

“dangerous power” (1973, 72). He held that statute law was invented law, in contrast to the 

law itself “which has never been invented” but rather evolved from the dawn of time such 

that “law is older than law-making” (1973, 72-73). According to Hayek real law was 

“something to be discovered, not made” and resulted in what he called the “rules of just 

conduct” (1973, 83). Historically, the closest to his ideal of rules was “English common 

law” also called judge made or case law (1973, 83). Hayek wanted judges to arrive at 

decisions using a “given cosmos of rules” which has grown spontaneously over time, and 

further, to deliberately perfect this order through their intellectual efforts without recourse 

to “emotions or personal preferences” (1973, 101). In the game of catallaxy, judges were 

urged to make decisions for “contestants” based on the system of rules, without regard to 

their “plight … [or] objective” (Hayek 1973, 101). This suggests that Hayek was not 

accepting of those aspects of case law which were concerned with questions of detriment, 

impact on vulnerable parties or inequities. Hayek sought rules more akin to a “Rule of the 

Road” to offer certainty and “a means for people to use in making their own plans”. He 

held this model up as one which prevented the arbitrariness of government agencies 

enforcing law (2007 [1944], 113, 114).  

Hayek’s stated preference for common law over statute was aligned to “classical liberalism” 

in a long-standing debate28 about the relative merits of both systems (Tamanaha 2008, 520). 

Tamanaha noted that, “[d]efenders of the common law considered legislation a disruption 

of the logical structure and integrity of the common law, subject to capture and abuse by 

passion and special interests” (2008, 526). Since the Second Industrial Revolution legislation 

was generally seen as more responsive to the needs of a technologically-accelerated society 

than the slow unpredictable movement of change induced by judges in courts. Hayek agreed 

with this line of argument, but it did not dissuade him from advocating for an evolutionary 

approach to law creation (1973, 88).  

The growth of the spontaneous order of the catallaxy, upon which Hayek’s market 

depended, is brought into view through Hayek’s ontological conception of law. Law is said 

to manifest in evolutionary terms based on groups and their individual members prevailing, 

because they successfully act according to rules which efficiently induce order (Hayek 1973, 

74). According to Hayek, this spontaneous order was produced from “purpose-independent 

 

28 This debate had its origins in commentary on English common law in the 1600s (Tamanaha 2008, 525). 
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rules of conduct”, that began in pre-human societies and appears in various epochs as law 

“given independently of human will” (1973, 81, 83). Hayek conceived of law not as a 

“product of anyone’s will, but rather as a barrier to all power” (Hayek 1973, 85). 

Hayek was influenced by Anglo-Dutch philosopher Bernard de Mandeville (1670-1733) 

who thought the growth of law was from a process of trial and error such that law along 

with other institutions evolved over generations. Hayek quotes Mandeville on how an 

evolutionary process leads to laws which “are brought to as much perfection, as art and 

human wisdom can carry them, the whole machinery can be made to play of itself, with as 

little skill, as is required to wind up a clock” (Mandeville quoted in: Hayek 1978a, 261). 

Hayek’s schema of social order is conceived as the outcome of such an evolutionary 

process, and he cites with approval the English philosophers who “find the origin of 

institutions, not in contrivance or design, but in the survival of the successful” (1960, 57). 

Hayek claimed his evolutionary rule-making was not “Social Darwinism” which he 

disparaged as a “misunderstanding” (1973, 23). We however, concur with Mirowski and 

Nik-Khah that his was a “harsh version of social Darwinism”, (2017, 69), because it 

implicitly condoned the concentration of power which any such system will inevitably 

produce (Crane 2020). Hayek attempts to depoliticise his concept of evolutionary selection 

being played between contestants by failing to register power or conflict. To the contrary, 

he argued that no powerful class could emerge, nor could the “deliberate and unfettered will 

of the ruler” determine the rules of the game (1973, 84).  

Hayek’s legal philosophy conceived rules as “existing independently of human will” (Hayek 

1973, 73). Therefore, in his re-construction of the legal framework Hayek decouples social 

ends from his legal process so that it consists mainly of rules and commands: 

Law in its ideal form might be described as a ‘once-and-for-all’ command that is directed to 

unknown people and that is abstracted from all particular circumstances of time and place 

and refers only to such conditions as may occur anywhere and at any time (Hayek 1960, 

149). 

By disavowing intentionality associated with legislation, Hayek was not attacking 

intentionality itself but the attachment of social goals to legislation, which he conflated with 

socialism. Hayek’s argument was poorly made, given that the judge’s endeavour is often to 

nuance principles and consider everyone’s circumstances, whereas statute law is an attempt 

to set out clear rules for all. Calabresi has described legal judgments as the effort to “make 

changes which bring the law up to date, while at the same time treating people’s 

expectations so that they weren’t misled in making their plans” (Calabresi 2018, 7). 
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However, at the core of Hayek’s rule-based legal framework is the desire to have the market 

dictate social norms and values. Hayek sought to expel alternatives to the market, and the 

legislative process represented such an alternative. Hayek’s difficulty in this instance was to 

convince public authorities of his theory, that general rules would evolve and time 

consuming case law would be all that was needed to mop up any residual disputes left 

unresolved by the self-governing market system (1960, 208). 

Hayek proposed to severely curtail statute law and limit the common law, so that human-

centred law would be replaced with “universal rules of conduct” (Hayek 1973, 82). Like the 

rules that made Turing’s machine universally connectable, these were conceived to enable 

the connection of a global catallactic network of economies coordinated by the market. His 

catallaxy would have a built-in hierarchy of rules under the command of central coordinating 

institutions like markets and networks. Those firms which controlled markets would also 

rely on rules and commands (Hayek 1973, 48). Hayek proposed creating a global system of 

coordination using one governance modality amongst transnational corporations: 

Rules of organization are … filling in the gaps left by commands. Such rules will be 

different for the different members of the organization according to the different roles … 

interpreted in the light of purposes determined by the commands. (Hayek 1973, 49).  

Although rules can apply differently within organisations, a system of “true law” that sees 

“all coercive action of government is confined to the execution of general abstract rules” 

which was essentially the enforcement of contracts (Hayek 1960, 153, 154). That is 

contracts were the instrument of choice used under the “reign of … rules which are the 

same for all” (Hayek 1960, 154).  

3.4.1 Hayek’s catallactic alternative: a rule-based system 
Hayek’s approach to devising a new legal framework for the catallaxy had two pillars. The 

first was his ‘Rule’ of law concept which he deemed a new “system of democracy” (Hayek 

quoted in: Caldwell 2004, 206) (see below). The second pillar was his adoption of 

international customary law upon which he conceptualised a global system of rules 

governing trade which would eventually materialise as the GATT framework (Slobodian 

2018, 240). In essence these two pillars were his justifications for proposing to overturn the 

established systems of law which in time neoliberals would bring to fruition with the 

development of trade and investment agreements. These set out rules whereby autonomous 

international agencies would effect changes to national law as nation states committed to 

the regime of rules governing those agreements. 
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Hayek’s version of the ‘Rule’ of law 

The basis of Hayek’s theory of law was his concept of the ‘Rule’ of law, which he conceived 

as a “meta-legal doctrine” about what the law should be (1955, 33). His use of the term was 

not the common usage but was bespoke to his theories. Hayek’s concept was described by 

Hamowy as, “not itself the body of laws by which society is governed, but a higher order 

rule determining the formal structure of laws, consistency with which is the criterion for 

securing individual freedom in society” (Hamowy 1978, 291). Hayek held “that the laws 

must be general, equal, and certain” (Hayek 1955, 34). By this he did not mean equal 

protection under law in the Lockean sense, but equal application of rules to different types 

of entity. All were conceptualised as ‘economies’, and each would in theory function as 

compatible units inside the catallactic market-network guided by the same rules. Therefore 

in Hayek’s conception laws would not be ‘general’ just in the sense of “apply[ing] to all 

people” (Shearmur 1996, 54) but also in the sense that they would apply equally to 

individuals and organisational entities like firms and government agencies (Dardot and Laval 

2017 [2013], 133). Consistency of application would also protect entities like monopolies 

from being specifically targeted, as Hayek condemned laws targeting special groups (Hayek 

1960, 266; Hamowy 1978, 291). 

Government presented a special case for Hayek. He viewed the over-reach of government 

authority as distorting the market, and its enterprises as contrived and presenting market 

barriers. Government had to validate itself in the face of “market criticism” (Foucault 2008, 

246) by applying such analytical tools as cost benefit analysis to its functions. Dardot and 

Laval note that Hayek wanted a “general principle of legitimacy” to test whether 

government interference in economic matters was legitimate rather than leaving it as a 

matter of expediency (Dardot and Laval 2017 [2013], 132). The issue of expediency was 

often expressed as a complaint by neoliberals against what they saw as arbitrary rules or 

arbitrary authority (Coase 1959, 18; Hayek 1960, 153). Hayek wanted government to prove 

that its activities were “compatible with a free system” (1960, 221). All rules had to meet the 

“universalizability” principle imposed to ensure new rules were compatible with the market 

system (Hayek 1976, 28). Submitting proposed regulations to cost benefit analysis is an 

example of a tool used to comply with the principle. Dardot and Laval observe that the core 

principles of his ‘Rule of Law’ found at the “meta-legal level” limits the power of government 

at the “legal level proper, which is that of legislation” and the “governmental level” where 

regulation is promulgated (2017 [2013], 135).  
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His general rules were fundamentally economic rather than social or environmental. This 

was to ensure that rules did not intercede in the economy on behalf of any group but were 

to ‘calibrate’ the market ensuring certainty within the spontaneous order (Dardot and Laval 

2017 [2013], 137). 

Hayek theorised that regardless of whether and how monopoly and privilege might be 

created, or persons discriminated against, his ‘Rule’ of law should not be an instrument for 

either the acknowledgement or disavowal of that privilege or discrimination (1955, 48). 

Economic privilege was immutably linked by Hayek to property which he believed was 

objectively tied to the freedom of the individual (1955, 48). Whereas the absence or loss of 

economic privilege and the possession of little or no property, were arbitrary and only 

subjectively laid cause for loss of freedom. Individuals were free to rail against the poverty 

of their circumstances, but the law was not to be concerned with “‘distributive justice’” 

(Hayek 1973, 108), only the justice that comes from having the violation of one’s property 

redressed (Hayek 1973, 109). 

There was no theory of rights embodied in or supplementing Hayek’s ‘Rule’ of law per se 

(Hamowy 1978, 287; Gray 1984, 62). This accords with Foucault’s description of a “radical 

utilitarian approach” wherein there is no “juridical conception of freedom” just the 

“independence of the governed with regard to government” (Foucault 2008, 41, 42). This I 

would argue is the outcome of Hayek’s belief that markets, unlike humans, could write the 

rules for their own internal operations. As Walker has observed, “Hayek places the 

immanent laws of market freedom prior to those of the state as an international law-making 

power. … [in which] he recognises that the global order of market freedom has yet to be 

fully realised.” (Walker 2020, 324). 

Hayek determined that if his ‘Rule’ of law protected the dynamism of the market-

coordinated system, which was based on “the cybernetic principle of negative feedback” 

(1976, 94), then the fact that “some expectations are systematically disappointed” would be 

resolved by the market such that “we can maximize the fulfilment of expectations as a 

whole” (Hayek 1973, 102, 103). Protecting expectations became, as Birch observed, the 

preserve of contract law where “the whole network of rights created by contracts is as 

important a part of our own protected sphere, as much the basis of our plans, as any 

property of our own” (Hayek quoted in: Birch 2017b, 165).29 Thus, making contracts was 

 

29 Hayek, F. The Constitution of Liberty. Chicago: Chicago University Press, p. 208. 
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the key apparatus of the neoliberal order (Birch 2017b, 156). On the basis of this system, 

Hayek predicted that the need for the conventional apparatuses of law would fall away such 

that there would be little demand for case law (1960, 208). 

Philosophically, Hayek’s ‘Rule’ of law was concerned with the integrity of the system. The 

conduct of individuals was of concern, but not the needs of the individual. Instead, he 

claimed the market would optimise conditions so that individuals could indulge their 

preferences and seize opportunities (1979a, 169). He claimed his spontaneous order would 

obviate the need for alternative systems30 of social ordering. Its integrity was to be assured 

by governance institutions which included the market itself, case law and private institutions 

like investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) tribunals and government enforcement.  

Hayek’s three layers of rules 

Slobodian notes the importance of “Hayek’s tripartite stratification of the rules of conduct” 

(2018, 238), which we can visualise as a pyramidal structure. At the very top is rule design – 

specifying highly articulated normative rules that run the system or, as Hayek vaguely stated, 

are “deliberately adopted or modified [rules] to serve known purposes” (Hayek 1979a, 160). 

The next layer are customary rules of conduct born of custom and tradition which people 

follow without necessarily articulating the nature or reason for the rule. These rules function 

to induce exchange and social cooperation (Hayek 1979a, 160). The base layer of 

unarticulated rules is formed of what Slobodian summarises as the “unconscious, and relatively 

constant, instinctive rules of physiology” (2018, 238), such that they form identifiable 

behavioural traits. From these two bottom layers comes the bulk constitution of the 

“universal rules of conduct”, which Hayek conjectured may have evolved from the first act 

of bartering (1973, 82).  

Normative rules 

Normative rules are the articulated rules that essentially ‘program’ the spontaneous market 

order. These “descriptive rules which assert the regular recurrence of certain sequences of 

events (including human actions) … stat[ing] that such sequences ‘ought’ to take place” 

(Hayek 1973, 79). Various occurrences are ‘programmed’, resulting in premises that generate 

further rules (Hayek 1973, 80). This produces an integrated system of rules analogous to 

 

30 The exception is the non-market sector of society which is deemed to be proportionally much smaller than 
the market, providing services the spontaneous order cannot provide and serving people who cannot 
participate for whatever reason in the market. (Hayek 1973, 48). 
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sets of instructions used in computer programming, that are difficult and costly to change, 

resulting in lock-in to standards that become entrenched (Lanier 2010, 8). This delivers a 

degree of longevity and therefore certainty concerning the system, but a loss of flexibility 

and diversity, especially when amplified by network lock-in. These rules are essentially 

running instructions for the market mechanism so it functions as an information processor 

devoting some of that processing capacity to self-organising and self-regulating. In other 

words, these rules or instructions drive the market’s equivalent of a CPU, bringing certainty 

to market functionality by enabling each ‘economy’ or ‘enterprise-unit on the network to 

interact effectively by inducing the compatibility of the system. 

Hayek works this contention through his discourse on generality in The Mirage of Social Justice 

(1976) which sees him ruminate on how the consistency and compatibility of rules makes 

for a system of “generalization or universalization” (Hayek 1976, 28). The systems of rules 

and values should, he believed, be governed by tests of internal consistency or compatibility 

(Hayek 1976, 28), which he described in programmatic terms, not inconsistent with Turing’s 

universal machine: 

[T]he test of ‘universalizability’ applied to any one rule will amount to a test of 

compatibility with the whole system of accepted rules—a test which, as we have seen, may 

either lead to a clear ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer or may show that, if the system of rules is to give 

definite guidance, some of the rules will have to be modified, or so arranged into a 

hierarchy of greater or lesser importance (or superiority and inferiority), that in case of 

conflict we know which is to prevail and which is to give. (Hayek 1976, 28). 

Hayek’s focus was on the rules that made it possible for one legal jurisdiction to talk to 

another jurisdiction, essentially removing jurisdictional diversity. These rules were 

concerned with ensuring that the market formed a coordinated network that was both 

economically and informationally efficient. This necessitated a radical change in the 

approach to competition and antitrust, where principles of fairness and the constraint of 

monopoly power were replaced by efficiency as the sole concern. His initial planning of this 

vision for a paradigmatic shift in law occurred during the antitrust projects he organised at 

the University of Chicago’s Law School (1946-1955) a period covered in Chapter 6. 

Customary rules and rules from precedent 

The rules governing the behaviour of individuals and organisational entities which 

collectively formed the network of economies were, according to Hayek, customary rules; 

that is, rules imbued with tradition and formulated through precedent over time. The model 

he used for these rules was international customary law which he referred to as “the ius 
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gentium, the law merchant, and the practices of the ports and fairs” (Hayek 1973, 82). These 

general rules governing international commerce, which according to Hayek had evolved 

over hundreds of years, held the promise of an evolved law for “an open society” (1973, 

82). Jus gentium, as it was more commonly called, was associated with mercantilism, a system 

of international trade which saw the rise of the business class to political power in the 17th 

century. According to Foucault, the objective of jus gentium was to enrich the sovereign 

(Laïdi 2007, 13; Dean 2010, 113) because it was “a form of government … not an economic 

doctrine” (Foucault 2008, 5). Its state institutions were directed towards industrialising 

‘regulation’, that is, the suppression of the poor by establishing workhouses and labour-

colonies like Australia and by lowering wages. In Britain monopolists like the East India 

Company reflected this class membership (Dean 2010, 113, 114).  

Hayek was criticised by Herman Finer for adopting a view that the state should be limited 

to serving businessmen, by taking as his precedent “British and American mercantilists” 

(1946 [1945], 52). However, it was a fitting model for an internationalist like Hayek who 

wanted a return to Whig rule and who saw international merchantmen and the trade rules 

that governed their activities as the mechanism by which to dispel the “monolithic state” 

(Hayek 1979a, 149). The connection between Hayek and modern trade law has been made 

by Slobodian’s (2018) ground breaking research on the Geneva School, a neoliberal enclave 

active in international trade circles whose members influenced the development of the 

GATT. This framework on trade liberalisation was established after World War II and later 

came under the auspices of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) established in 1995. Such 

a framework is agreed after long negotiations and creates normative rules from which there 

is little deviation. The GATT set a precedent for the subsequent General Agreement on 

Trade in Services (GATS) which devised rule setting for international contestable markets, 

the thrust of which was market access based on a “negative list approach to trade 

liberalization” (Sauvé 1996, 47).31 This reflects Hayek’s “principle that all supreme power 

must be confined to essentially negative tasks – powers to say no – and that all positive 

powers must be confined to agencies which have to operate under rules they cannot alter, 

must have far-reaching applications to international organization” (Hayek 1979a, 149). Key 

to Hayek’s perspective on “international order” according to Slobodian was the recurring 

 

31 The negative list approach necessitated that states had to engage in a complex administrative process if 
they wished to extract themselves from particular “obligations and disciplines” which were framed as 
default positions. Sauvé observed that this was “viewed as administratively burdensome, particularly by 
developing countries” (Sauvé 1996, 47).    
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cybernetic theme of self-regulation so that “[t]he reform of the GATT would become, in 

part, a laboratory for Hayekian system design at the scale of the world.” (2018, 240). 

Unarticulated rules  

In local jurisdictions Hayek primarily saw customary law as rules which governed 

transactions, pecuniary or otherwise, between individuals. These comprised expectations 

around standards of behaviour. Hayek described these rules as “necessarily abstract” 

because people followed them without necessarily articulating or even being conscious of 

them (Hayek 1973, 86). Unarticulated rules changed when unmet expectations found their 

way to court, and common law judges then considered the cases using precedents. Judges 

could discover new principles to be articulated for future cases, but the rules themselves 

were “purpose-independent” because they didn’t direct behaviour or actions but defined 

“protected domains” which enabled individuals to plan their actions, primarily transactions 

(Hayek 1973, 81, 85).  

The change process in case law was necessarily slow because it was restricted to individuals 

and entities willing and able to engage with the dispute system. According to Hayek, it was a 

process that was defined by winners who effected changes to the rules in their favour, 

serving as a form of evolutionary selection (1973, 99). This case law approach would 

become a factor in the resurgence of monopolies in the late 20th century as significant 

battles were fought and won by corporations, particularly in the US where antitrust was 

considerably weakened by corporate success in the courts. This was exemplified by the 

failed attempts to break up IBM in United States v. IBM (Rowe 1984) and Microsoft in United 

States v. Microsoft (Paul 2004). The antitrust regime was unable to keep pace and institute 

appropriate constraints on monopolies and oligopolies modelling their businesses on global 

ICT. Corporations were able to plan new business models like global online platforms 

without adequate antitrust scrutiny (Khan 2017). Brown cites AT&T Mobility LLC v. 

Concepcion (2011) decided by the US Supreme Court, which “permitted corporations to end-

run class-action suits, forcing disgruntled consumers to enter into individual arbitration” 

(Brown 2015, 152). As Brown observed class-action suits were “crucial instruments” in the 

fight against corporate maleficence (2015, 152). This ruling against US class-actions changed 

the customary approach to negotiations and brought the all-important certainty for the 

monopoly planners of the catallaxy as they are now less restrained. This was Hayek’s chief 

intention as he worked to create a new epistemological base to facilitate free market access 

across local and international jurisdictions. 
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3.4.2 Stratification in the catallactic order 
Hayek’s planning vision always embraced the idea of global social order which would 

coordinate populations within the market network (Dean 2010, 118). Dardot and Laval 

observe that the “population is now perceived merely as a ‘resource’ for enterprises, in a 

cost-benefit analysis” (Dardot and Laval 2017 [2013], 225). What Foucault identified “as a 

population that a government must manage” (Foucault 2008, 328) became the management 

concern of corporations and neoliberals as the government sector was progressively 

privatised. The government was still engaged in population management but “as partner of 

oligopolistic interests”, as reflected in policy which “aims to maximize the population’s utility, by 

increasing ‘employability’ and productivity and reducing its costs” (Dardot and Laval 2017 

[2013], 225).  

A planning group and other stratified groups within the population were part of Hayek’s 

“system of ideas” linking cognitive psychology and law to social modelling (Gray 1984, 2; 

Slobodian 2018, 238).  

Hayek’s The Road to Serfdom (1944) divided the population into three distinct groups 

categorised according to the degree to which individuals held uniform values, views and 

tastes and then sub-categorised these according to moral standards. The least uniform and 

smallest group was the one whose members’ source of diversity was their intelligence and 

education.32 This group, to which Hayek belonged, consisted of the elites who occupied 

business and senior positions across social institutions, from bureaucracies to universities 

(2007 [1944], 160). The second largest group was noted for its members flexibility, so they 

could be rendered uniform because they “have no strong convictions of their own but are 

prepared to accept a ready-made system of values” (2007 [1944], 160). The members of this 

group were characteristically “docile and gullible”, which made them malleable to the needs 

of the system (2007 [1944], 160). The members of Hayek’s third and largest group had a 

“high degree of uniformity and similarity of outlook, [for which] we have to descend to the 

regions of lower moral and intellectual standards where the more primitive and ‘common’ 

instincts and tastes prevail” (2007 [1944], 160). Disdained as “the mass” this part of the 

population was dubbed “the lowest common denominator which unites the largest number 

of people” (2007 [1944], 160). This attribute, which Hayek described within the context of 

 

32 Among the elites there is great diversity. The “beaux esprits”, intellectuals who disparage commerce and 
financing or are swayed towards socialism on account of moral pangs about money (Hayek 1988, 104) and 
entrepreneurs who understand trade and economics (Hayek 1988, 100).   
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wartime, made this group particularly vulnerable to totalitarianism (2007 [1944], 160). 

Uniformity, was also, I contend, seen as a positive attribute by the neoliberals as this made 

the masses highly coordinative and therefore suited to an existence within a self-organising 

market system.  

These three groups, the elites, ‘malleables’ and masses each play a defined role in Hayek’s 

schema of rules. There are no surprises concerning which group was favoured by Hayek’s 

stratification of rules. Those developing and maintaining the system were the educated elites 

who Hayek dubbed the “law-breakers who were to be the path-breakers”, referring to those 

of independent mind who were able to break with ‘customary’ rules for the sake of 

advancing their own prosperity (Hayek 1979a, 161). Uber’s assault on the law in various 

jurisdictions worldwide illustrates this mindset (Schechner, MacMillan, and Kostov 2016), 

which Hayek deemed to be a marker of evolutionary success along with the ability to adapt 

to successful rules. Hayek identifies with the ‘law-breakers’ by calling his “system of 

democracy” an “invention” (Hayek quoted in: Caldwell 2004, 206). The functional divide in 

neoliberal society was between the elites who were free to invent and the malleables and 

masses who were condemned to imitate rules and cultural morays without question even 

when it was against their own interests. Karl Mannheim, a contemporary of Hayek’s at LSE, 

noted that the intellectual elites “enjoyed a monopolistic control” over the dominant strata’s 

world-view as well as “over either the reconstruction or the reconciliation of the differences 

in the naively formed world-views of the other strata”(Mannheim 1949 [1936], 9). 

Neoliberal ideology was developed within the academy and think tanks. Much as Mannheim 

observed of formerly dominant classes, neoliberalism was able to create a narrative that 

would “sanction the ontology and epistemology implicit … [to its] mode of thought” 

(Mannheim 1949 [1936], 9). Neoliberals purposefully find justifications for their opposition 

to government and to making ‘freedom’ their undefined mission. 

Hayek’s schema was hostile to egalitarianism, which he thought was a fallacy, given that “we 

value people differently according to the morality of their manifest conduct” (1979a, 172). 

He considered the masses to be of low moral standing, fated to be separated from the other 

groups and “sanction[ed]” for any “disregard for accepted moral rules” (Hayek 1979a, 171). 

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that Hayek’s schema displayed the prejudices of his 

class, the Austrian lower aristocracy.  

Hayek postulated that individuals can function successfully in society and remain ignorant 

of the rules which form the basis of the system. Indeed their ignorance is an adaption, 

because their ability to cooperate with the system is guided by their experiences, which 
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unknown to them, exists in their “schemata of thought” (Hayek 1973, 31). How the rules 

individuals unconsciously follow come into being was a problem Hayek sought to explain in 

terms of the “manipulation of rules” (1967c, 62). Caldwell notes Hayek’s concern for “the 

genetic (and … cultural) transmission of rules of conduct tak[ing] place from individual to 

individual, while what may be called natural selection of rules will operate on the basis of the 

greater or lesser efficiency of the resulting order of the group” (Hayek 1967b, 67), which 

Caldwell regards as “Hayek’s first articulation of the notion that group selection might find 

an application in the evolution of human societies” (Caldwell 2004, 309). A hierarchical 

“group selection” is strongly apparent in Hayek’s class schema where the power to select 

rules becomes the preserve of the dominant group, which if it were to continue unchecked 

would lead, I would argue, to absolute power. In Hayek’s view the educated elites occupied 

this schema in a very conscious way, such that they could, for example, follow their own 

self-interests by planning the catallactic order. It was this privileged group that would 

choose the rules to implement and have their expectations of the rule making system met. It 

would be their customs which become customary, and it would be the most successful of 

this group who would control the networks. Hayek’s was an elitist vision: 

There will often be a nucleus, or several nuclei, of more closely related individuals 

occupying a central position in a more loosely connected but more extensive order. Such 

particular societies with the Great Society may arise as the result of spatial proximity, [like 

Silicon Valley or the City of London] or of some other special circumstance [like golf] 

which produce closer relations among their members. (Hayek 1973, 47).  

The elite class that Hayek conceived was thus both global and networked. The 

network nature of overlapping groups speaks to the possibility of networks of power 

concentrating special interests and wealth.  

Uniformity 

Hayek’s ideas about other classes were regressive. Despite this, his theories have been 

influential, due to their compatibility with a cybernetic era. Each class is simplistically 

conceived; that is, it has a uniformity, the kind a computational machine would naturally 

work with. The overall schema also has a uniformity, derived from all agents being 

‘entrepreneurs’. Because the elite are a small group it is said to stabilise power at the top, 

reducing uncertainty. His ‘knowing who will’ consorts with a computer system’s restricted 

levels of access to make changes to system settings. Rules are designed by the elites, who 

according to Hayek’s schema are responsible for system change. For other classes there is 

no individualism, merely unitisation, a necessary system feature that has allowed the mass 
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production of human generated data essential to data analytics through the use of 

unique userIDs. 

Despite Hayek’s stated intention of preventing totalitarianism, his stratification schema 

published during WWII, had all the hallmarks of a rationale for imposing top down control 

on a population (Hayek 2007 [1944], 160), and it has been utilised to transition nation states 

to the neoliberal market-network system.33 In Chile during the 1970s an individual’s 

compatibility with the system was seen as paramount to its functioning (Hayek and Levin 

1980; Hayek and El Mercurio 1981).  

Hayek’s social schema creates stratified groups together with rules which serve to define and 

contain their system functions. His rules schema, like his stratification schema, is said to 

have been influenced by the crude profiling of associationist psychology, adopted by Whig 

philosophers Edmund Burke (1729-1797) and Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) to justify 

economic management of the masses (Polanyi 2001 [1944], 121, 125). This particular 

utilitarian perspective on social engineering was famously drawn as surveillance architecture 

with Bentham’s design of the Panopticon. Dardot and Laval assessed Bentham’s particular 

purchase on utilitarianism to be about “manufacturing efficient man”, the worker and 

consumer (2017 [2013], 259).  

Hayek’s retrogressive social stratification combines with an emerging cyborg conception of 

human society to create a new episteme or way of ordering in the Foucauldian sense of 

developing new systems of knowledge and power. Hayek was always looking for ways to 

automate human knowledge processes, to create a system that was free of human judgement 

and therefore, in his view, dispassionate and unbiased (1973, 102, 103). However, in Hayek’s 

disparaging attitudes towards other classes, and his exclusion of their agency, it becomes 

clear that the idea that one would accept the vicissitudes of the market was nothing more 

than a call from the ‘old school’ elite to the lower orders to accept their place. Neoliberalism 

appears to be ‘modern’ because information science is modern, but alas, it has not produced 

a more evolved global society befitting of that science but instead repression through a 

virtual Panopticon. 

 

33 Evidence of Hayek proposing to use totalitarian methods to force through the shift from a civil society to 
a corporate controlled market order include his El Mercurio interview and a letter from Margaret Thatcher 
to Hayek informing him that although she supported his theories, she would not succumb to his urging for 
her to use similar tactics in Britain as Pinochet used in Chile. 
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3.4.3 Human cyborgs: the Microsoft of species 
Hayek’s commitment to uniformity, stratification and rules carried a payload of implications 

from the ICT network perspective. Once the term ‘compatibility’ is substituted for 

‘uniformity’ his categories convert into a cybernetic metaphor, caricaturing humans as the 

‘Microsoft of species’.  

The plans of Hayek’s “masses” were by dint of their lesser diversity, simpler and more 

economical to fulfill than those of other classes. They were less likely to have the means to 

make choices, making them highly compatible. The “malleable” group also ranked high for 

compatibility because they were prone to propaganda, marketing and instruction, and 

therefore could be nudged to fit with prevailing market conditions given persistent 

messaging (Hayek 2007 [1944], 160). Mirowski and Nik-Khah considered that “perhaps the 

marketplace itself should be treated as one vast Turing Machine, with agents simply plug-

compatible peripherals of rather diminished capacities?” (2017, 119). 

In his early theorising Hayek lauded individual market participants whom he characterised 

as knowledge-armed opportunity seekers – epistemic extensions, if you will, of Adam 

Smith’s self-interested man with the where-with-all to become a market player (Hayek 

1937).34 As Mirowski and Nik-Khah observed, the neoliberal agent was an entrepreneur 

who became objectified as componentry like a “cog in the grand market mechanism” (2017, 

239) or as “the node” in the market process (Röpke quoted in: Slobodian 2018, 234). The 

economics profession “came to hold that its task was to build markets in such a way that 

agent cognition should be irrelevant to their successful operation” (Mirowski and Nik-Khah 

2017, 238). The impact of this mindset, I contend, has been realised in the modern 

economy. Former professionals who had agency within organisations have become 

contractors who function as exchangeable parts. Consumers too have lost sovereignty, with 

their feedback and complaints received and processed by bots. Hayek’s cybernetic 

sensibilities biased his concern, not towards the agent, but towards the catallactic machine.35 

 

34 This references Hayek’s notion that individuals hold the “knowledge of alternative possibilities … [broadly 
speaking the] capacity to predict” (Hayek 1937, 50) which later developed into the concept of 
entrepreneurs of the self as people who go beyond offering their skills to employers, to proactively looking 
for opportunities to serve the market themselves (Hayek 1960, 81). 

35 As I will show in Chapter 3 the machine wasn’t just the market. It was the computer transmitted market as 
well as ICT generally making the global market possible that influenced Hayek and the neoliberal 
movement.  
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This tilt towards ‘machine’ compatibility based on the uniformity of most agents in a given 

population can be construed as ignorance about how they serve the institution of the 

market. Hayek, far from disparaging ignorance, valued ignorance or what he called “non-

rational character” because it reduced friction in the economy (1973, 30). This was a cryptic 

way of setting the population apart from the very institution that was designed to protect 

their interests and respond to social change (Hayek 1973, 73). Hayek believed that only 

some agents need act rationally, and the rest will “emulate them”—and that in fact “rational 

behaviour is not a premise of economic theory [it’s just] presented as such” (Hayek 1979a, 

75). Ignorance, in other words, could be widespread without interfering with the price 

mechanism—as long as all agents submitted to ‘the’ idea of market primacy. 

Slobodian uses the term “cybernetic legalism” to suggest that Hayek’s unitisation of the 

individual inside the “self-regulating system” harboured the neoliberal conception of order 

and law that influenced the Geneva School’s formulation of the GATT (2018, 224). Hayek’s 

cybernetic system was, according to Caldwell, influenced by Ashby’s concept of 

“homeostatic control”36 which induced a form of equilibrium reached by a machine in 

concert with its environment because of its capacity to learn (Caldwell 2004, 309). For 

Ashby “[t]he homeostat is the whole thing, organism and environment” (Ashby quoted in: 

Rid 2016, 59).  

Such a system is just one system that is consistent with Hayek’s imagining of “One World”, 

which he believed was possible only in the market order because it made the “peaceful 

reconciliation of the divergent purposes possible” (1976, 112). That Hayek contemplated 

this outcome as being solely the achievement of the market and not by other possible 

networks of relations, which he believed existed (Hayek 1976, 112), was a purely ideological 

construct that was influenced by cybernetics and his views on human limitations.  

Slobodian’s term “cybernetic legalism” further captures the singularity of the system 

envisaged as “a world economy of signals—a vast space of information transmitted in prices 

and laws” (2018, 224). The law was invested with the role of communicating control 

through the ontological ‘construction’ of law as consisting mainly of “purpose-independent 

rules of conduct’ (Hayek 1973, 81).  

 

36 Ashby built a machine based on magnets. He called it a homeostat and likened it to a brain because it 
responded to disruption by returning to its previous state. This is similar to the way the body does this in 
controlling its temperature (Rid 2016, 54). 
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This was fitting for a global ‘homeostat’, which Norbert Weiner observed was 

philosophically premised on being an “unpurposeful random mechanism which seeks for its own 

purpose through a process of learning” (Weiner quoted in: Rid 2016, 62). According to 

Hayek, learning produced change through a process of adjustment or adaption. A rule set 

would produce a structure that displayed homeostatic control in an environment in which 

the rules of conduct had adapted. Any change meant the rules had to follow suit in order 

that ongoing adaption occur. To Hayek this change was an evolutionary process that 

ensured that the whole persisted in the new environment even though particular groups 

might not (1967b, 71). However, from a programming perspective this is the logics of 

machine sequencing, not the evolutionary filter of choices and counter choices producing a 

nuanced selection. In this sense the law is unknowable in the same way that Slobodian 

observed the “unknowability of the economy” (2018, 224). These so-called ‘evolved’ rules 

would offer “universal rules of conduct” (Hayek 1973, 82), which like the rules that made 

Turing’s machine universally connectable, were conceived to connect economies into a new 

global order with a high degree of automaticity.  

Hayek characteristically failed to pursue what he described as a “formal model of a causal 

system capable not only of recognizing rules in the observed events … but also able to 

communicate its perceptions and actions to another system” (1967b, 62). This leaves a 

vacuum of theoretical understanding from the Hayekian perspective as to how a legal 

order encased inside a machine metaphor would actually bring about a competitive market 

order.  

3.4.4 Certainty in Hayek’s corpocracy 
Although Hayek attested that justice was the “indispensable foundation and limitation of all 

law”, he dismisses social justice and distributive justice as exemplars of “primitive thinking” 

(1976, 62). According to Hayek, social justice is nothing more than “superstition” and 

“hollow incantation” (1976, xii). He denounced the United Nation’s Declaration of Human 

Rights which he described as perpetuating “illusions” concerning the universality of rights 

(1976, 106).  

The protection of an individual’s freedom and liberty was, according to Hayek, the 

substance of his legal philosophy expressed in The Constitution of Liberty (1960) (Constitution) 

and The Political Ideal of the Rule of Law (1955). The latter was a lecture series he presented to 

the Bank of Cairo in 1955 which formed the basis of his writing in Constitution. Constitution is 

considered by some scholars to be his most developed treatise on his liberalism (Caldwell 
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2004). In it he claims to create a new “evolutionary” theory of law (Gray 1984; Shearmur 

1996), an idea he calls “the Rule of law”, as discussed above, and what he called “my system 

of democracy” (Hayek quoted in: Caldwell 2004, 206).37  

After spending a decade contributing to the transformation of antitrust law in America (see 

Chapter 6), Hayek’s purported theory of law claimed that law cannot be intended, it can 

only grow. Hayek’s lampooning of law as “rationalist folly”, even as he devoted energies to 

influencing its direction (Whyte 2019, 170), was indicative of what Mannheim described as 

“the ideological mentality based on conscious deception, where ideology is to be 

interpreted as a purposeful lie” (Mannheim 1949 [1936], 176). Hayek’s mission (1976 [1949]) 

had always been to make a new legal framework such that “laws that are sought under the 

new paradigm are laws of the markets, not laws of human nature” (Mirowski 2007, 209).  

Thomas Faunce, in reference to Alasdair MacIntyre’s claim in After Virtue (1981) that there 

had been a shift away from the moral philosophy laid down by the ‘Enlightenment Project’, 

writes: “by the late 20th century, human beings in Western democracies no longer believed 

that individuals, or people collectively in societies, could march inexorably towards 

perfectibility, self-fulfilment or enlightenment based on rational thought” (Faunce 2007, 53). 

Hayek who believed the “prescriptive science of ethics has no place” constructed a ‘Rule of 

law’ that in its prescriptions disdained the Enlightenment project (1976, 24): 

The whole conception of man already endowed with a mind capable of conceiving 

civilization setting out to create it is fundamentally false. (Hayek 1960, 23). 

Dardot and Laval observed: 

at stake in neo-liberalism is nothing more, nor less, than the form of our existence – the way in 

which we are led to conduct ourselves, to relate to others and to ourselves. Neoliberalism 

defines a certain existential norm in western societies and, far beyond them … [which] has 

presided over public policy, governed global economic relations, transformed society, and 

reshaped subjectivity (Dardot and Laval 2017 [2013], 3).  

 

37 This should not to be confused with the usual meaning of that term, the gravitas of which Hayek 
appropriates to describe his ideas. 
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Hayek begins The Constitution of Liberty with a definitive statement about ‘individual freedom’ 

or ‘personal freedom’ being the “state in which a man is not subject to coercion by the 

arbitrary will of another or others” (1960, 11). Under actual existing neoliberalism, 

individuals were to be imperceptibly decoupled from the bedrock protection of their own 

agency by precarious social and working conditions which was the outcome of what Hayek 

was proposing. 

As Ronald Hamowy, historian and Constitution’s editor, points out, the use of such terms as 

‘liberty’ and ‘freedom’ has been prevalent in liberal thought since the nineteenth century 

(1978, 287). Hamowy notes that the definition for liberty Hayek gives takes the negative 

approach, establishing that the problem is one of interference with liberty. Hamowy argues 

that this is a valid approach but only if it is accompanied by a positive conception such as a 

notion of rights which Hayek omits (Hamowy 1978, 287).  

I argue that Hayek’s positive proposition was not about giving individuals protection from 

the state but giving the market protection from individuals and government, noting that 

these were afforded equivalent treatment by Hayek under his general and equal rules: 

We all owe the benefits we receive from the operation of this structure not to anyone’s 

intention to confer them on us, but to the members of society generally obeying certain 

rules in the pursuit of their interests, rules which include the rule that nobody is to coerce 

others in order to secure for himself (or for third persons) a particular income. This 

imposes upon us the obligation to abide by the results of the market also when it turns 

against us. (Hayek 1976, 95). 

Hayek makes clear that there is no recourse against the market. This strongly suggests that 

Hayek’s aim is to ensure that the individual and other entities co-operate with the market-

based order. The passage also suggests that there will be no protections available to those 

who are not successful in the market, for example, no minimum wage, which is the 

dystopian undertow in neoliberalism. The neoliberal mantra ‘there is no alternative’, made 

famous by Margaret Thatcher, might even be described as totalitarian; Birch identifies the 

contradiction at its heart, that is, the inability in a supposedly free society to escape the 

market (Birch 2017b, 109).  

Neoliberal discourse portrays the market as regulating itself, when in fact the market is a 

rules-based system that regulates the population. Hayek in effect “defines liberty as 

conformity with the rule of law” (Gray 1984, 67).  
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3.4.5 Democracy’s curtain call 
Caldwell points out that Constitution engages with the recurring theme of “how to coordinate 

dispersed knowledge” expressed in terms of access to knowledge and the increasing 

dependency of individuals on other people’s knowledge (2004, 290): 

Since coercion is the control of the essential data of an individual’s action by another, it can 

be prevented only by enabling the individual to secure for himself some private sphere 

where he is protected against such interference. (Hayek 1960, 139).  

Again, the key protection, which in this case is general rules denoting what constitutes the 

private sphere, is inadequately described. It includes property but not specifically intellectual 

property, or data privacy. The meaning of coercion is dependent on a subjective 

interpretation of what is to constitute an individual’s private sphere which could only be 

addressed systematically on a case-by-case basis. In other words, there is no consideration 

of a system protecting individual rights. This issue is made especially pertinent, given the 

neoliberal definition of competition is to dominate the information space by utilising 

opinions and controlling the distribution of information (Hayek 1949b, 106). 

Coercion of consumers by monopolies is touched upon by Hayek in The Constitution of 

Liberty. He advocates controlling anti-competitive behaviour for life’s essentials, but not 

otherwise: 

So long as the services of a particular person are not crucial to my existence or the 

preservation of what I most value, the conditions he exacts, for rendering these services 

cannot properly be called ‘coercion’. (Hayek 1960, 136).  

Further to that, Hayek opens up the possibility of the onus being on the individual to avoid 

coercive situations, so the threat of coercion can be avoided: 

Provided that I know beforehand that if I place myself in a particular position, I shall be 

coerced and provided that I can avoid putting myself in such a position, I need never be 

coerced [i.e. I need never have my freedom curtailed]. (Hayek quoted in: Hamowy 1978, 

290). 

Hamowy analyses this to mean that “[t]he threatened party is no less free than he was before 

the threat was made if he can avoid the threatener’s action. The threat itself is non-coercive; 

additionally, if the threat prohibits my acting in a certain way when it is within my power 

not to so act, I am not being coerced by the prohibition” (Hamowy 1978, 290). 
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One can conclude that for Hayek monopolistic behaviour would be judged unacceptable 

only in very rare cases, because in his view coercion doesn’t consist of oppressive terms of 

trade but rather occurs when an “indispensable supply” is withheld (1960, 136).  

According to Hayek, the only adjunct to the market dispensing the law as the sphere of 

‘social purpose’, was law attached to the coercive function of government. He believed that 

a government’s role was to establish an effective “permanent legal framework structure” of 

unambiguous rules of conduct for preserving the conditions for spontaneous order in the 

market and to enforce these. This is law modelled on the Highway Code, which Foucault 

noted was often cited by neoliberals, including Hayek, to explain their legal philosophy of 

universal, “equal” rules being applied to ensure the efficient, coordinated flow of exchanges 

in society, which everyone could follow, like the road rules, knowing the outcomes of any 

transgressions (Hayek 2007 [1944], 113-114, Foucault 2008, 162, 172). This approach 

claimed to optimise the freedom of individuals to plan and “reduces human uncertainty” 

(Hayek 1960, 222):  

The conception of freedom under the law … rests on the contention that when we obey 

laws, in the sense of general abstract rules laid down irrespective of their application to us, 

we are not subject to another man’s will and are therefore free. (Hayek 1960, 153).  

If it cannot be said that someone’s freedom is taken from them unless they are being 

coerced, and they cannot be said to be coerced unless onerous terms are placed on those 

things which are vital for life, then the impartiality with which the “purpose-independent 

rules of conduct” are applied becomes the only gauge by which freedom in neoliberal 

society is measured (Hayek 1973, 81). This idea is made more chilling by the advent of self-

replicating machines and algorithms or machine-ordering processes, because it stands to 

intensify the associated risks. Hayek’s law conceives the individual whose behaviour is 

confined by abstract rules primarily as part of the “abstract overall order” (Hayek 1967a, 

92).  

Hayek asserted that this new system was the invention of a new democracy which Brown 

sees as being distinguished from known democracy by its “economic register” (Brown 2015, 

152). This she claims makes for “neoliberal juridical reason [which] recasts political rights, 

citizenship, and democracy itself … [and] in doing so, disintegrates the very idea of the 

demos” (2015, 151). One might even suggest that it creates the perfect conditions for 

totalitarianism. 
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3.5 Conclusion 
The purpose of this chapter has been to show that Hayek’s epistemology was attuned to 

creating a network-based social order that was fundamentally monopolistic in character. 

Firstly, human endeavour and the diversity and augmentation of systems that come from 

that was eschewed by Hayek in favour of an elite group who were given licence to program 

the rules and manage the catallaxy’s operating functions based on their capacity for 

invention. Secondly, Hayek believed that with the correct settings the market would become 

spontaneous – that is machine-like in its capacity to self-regulate and self-organise. That in 

turn necessitated a simplified system, for the more complex a system the less compatible it 

becomes. Compatibility, efficiency and homeostasis were core characteristics of the 

spontaneous order induced by stable, less dynamic, endogenous homeostatic systems. I also 

argued that less complexity translates to less competition because the more competition 

increases the greater the amount of data to be analysed. As ‘competitive’ in perfect 

competitive market means perfect knowledge, the logic of the catallaxy points to 

monopolistic industries. Democracy was deemed to ‘overload’ governments with 

complexity and was earmarked by radical diminishment. This was indicated by Hayek in a 

TV interview with Bernard Levin in 1981 when Hayek suggested that parliaments were 

superfluous in a functioning market society (Hayek and Levin 1980). Hayek’s “One World” 

(1976, 112-113) and “one market” (1949b, 106) was the discourse of unity and monopoly 

threatening diversity and the capacity of individuals and societies to renew themselves, as 

the one system inexorably hurtled towards a global monoculture.  

Hayek did not provide specifications for this unified market system, calling instead on 

people to have faith in the market (Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 72; Whyte 2019, 173, 

174). Key intellectual figures, as noted above, who were deeply familiar with Hayek’s work 

and in many cases knew him personally, criticised his failure to fully theorise his ideas or to 

comprehend the fundamentals of economics and law and other fields he touched upon, 

such as complexity theory. Hayek preferred to take his and others insights and advance 

them through policy rather than theory. He believed in what he was proposing, having 

dedicated himself to map intellectually the features of a new social order and plan for its 

implementation, which was a considerable intellectual achievement. But he knowingly 

withheld those plans to avert opposition to the imposition of them, which given his support 

for General Pinochet, could be construed to be at any cost (Hayek and El Mercurio 1981). 
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In this chapter I have shown that Hayek drew upon ideas about machine computation to 

develop a political philosophy that would guide the neoliberal movement to bring about the 

catallaxy which he envisaged to be a “special kind of spontaneous order produced by the 

market through people acting within the rules of the law of property, tort and contract” 

(Hayek 1976, 109). His undermining of individuals’ agency and the creeping corporatisation 

of state institutions like the law, go some way to explaining what are regarded as the two key 

impacts of neoliberalism, it “thoroughly revises what it means to be a human person” and “has 

thoroughly revised law” (Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 55, 58). 

Hayek disparaged human rationality and intentionality, the very basis of the Enlightenment 

and other movements for social change. By subscribing to Hayek’s philosophy, 

neoliberalism has effected a change in the course of human history by diminishing our 

social institutions and how we see ourselves and others.  

Hayek was concerned with order and hierarchy, which is reflected in his hierarchical orders 

and schemas the foundation of which was the sensory order, which he admitted to being a 

“ghost from the 19th century” (1982, 287). British liberalism of old rationalises the 

quarantining of power elites from the conformity and precarity of life under neoliberalism, 

by bestowing on them all the privileges of power that comes from being in control and 

command of the means of production.  

In the 21st century that position is taken by ICT monopolists who control the flow of 

information through the global economy, an economy which is being systematically 

transformed into the catallaxy by means of technology and authoritarianism. In Hayek’s new 

system only elites are allowed to invent, because only elites are considered to possess the 

mental attributes to “embody the consciousness of evolution” under neoliberalism (Dupuy 

2004, 288). At the moment in history when people globally began to embrace universal 

connectivity through digital networks and the World Wide Web, Hayek was preaching the 

virtues of inequality and the ills of “unlimited democracy” (1973, 172). 

Hayek’s realisation in the 1930s that information was elemental to economics resulted in an 

unfortunate confluence that brought Turing’s universal machine together with Hayek’s 

realisation that it was possible to program the economy and by extension the social order. 

This realisation was incongruously attached to a backward yearning for Whig conservatism 

and elitism that only gave power and respect to men of property (Hayek 1960).  
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Hayek’s epistemic breakthroughs would set the stage for the politics playing out in the 

1930s at the Socialist Calculation debates (1920-1941). These are examined in the next 

chapter as they infused Hayek’s work in economics with a political urgency as conservatives 

and socialists of various hues set the intellectual battlelines for tackling the monopoly 

problem that would prescribe the political ideologies competing for hegemony after World 

War II (WWII).  
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4 The Socialist Calculation Debates and the 
launching of neoliberalism 

4.1 Introduction  
In this chapter I locate the beginning of the neoliberal trajectory in the Socialist Calculation 

debates (1921-1941). These debates were considered a defining event in “comparative 

economics” (Lavoie 1985b, 1) and a “catalyst in the development and articulation of the 

modern Austrian view of the market as a competitive-entrepreneurial process of discovery” 

(Kirzner 1988, 1). This view is supported by Caldwell (2004, 217) and also by Mirowski and 

Nik-Khah (2017, 60) who attribute the origin of the economics of information to these 

debates.  

The debates were between academics, mainly economists and political philosophers, 

representing schools of thought from Marxism to liberalism. The debates, which span the 

Great Depression (1929-1939), produced competing proposals for a new economic system, 

with each promising to prevent a repeat of the unconscionable economic disaster they were 

living through. Scholars thrashed out their theoretical positions at meetings in Vienna and 

elsewhere and through published articles and responses in the academic press. Two 

prominent groups pertinent to this thesis were the Austrian School economists, Hayek, 

Mises and Robbins, and the market socialists, notably mathematical economist Oskar Lange 

from the Cowles Commission,1 fellow American economist Fred M. Taylor, and English 

associates, Henry Dickinson from the University of Leeds and Abba Lerner from LSE.  

Whilst these debates became best known for the issue of how to extract timely economic 

data from industry for calculation purposes, the core problem both the Austrian group and 

market socialists grappled with was how to accommodate monopolies. With monopolies 

commonly seen as firms with economies of scale and advanced technologies, a key question 

 

1 This private research institute founded in Colorado Springs (1932-1938), moved to the University of 
Chicago (1939-1955) and then from 1955 to Yale University. 
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addressed by the debates was how to deal with adverse impacts of concentrated monopoly 

power. Monopolies and cartels were widely blamed for causing the Great Depression (1929-

1939). And for making it far more intense and protracted than otherwise expected (Means 

1935; Hawley 1966; Lee and Samuels 1992, 81). Research on monopolies was extensive, 

with economists like Henry Simons (1948 [1934]), Jacob Viner (Van Horn 2011, 1528) and 

Oskar Lange (1937) warning of their growing menace to economic stability and democracy. 

Joan Robinson (1933) and Edward Chamberlin (1933) theorised the extent of monopoly, 

and empirical studies by Arthur Burns (1936), Adolf Berle and Gardiner Means (1932) 

showed trending increases in concentration. As to the cause of their formation, Marxist 

theorists adhered to the dictum that under capitalism competition would always give way to 

the concentration of capital (Marx 2001 [1887], 898-899). This was not the view of the 

Austrian group or later neoliberals who blamed government responses to the 1929 stock 

market crash for the depth of the downturn (Robbins 1934; Friedman 1962, 38). 

Nevertheless, as economists, they too were under pressure to find remedies for the boom-

and-bust cycle which destabilised national economies. 

This chapter examines several arguments over monopoly which arose during the Socialist 

Calculation debates, specifically monopoly pricing, the relationship between technological 

development and large firms and the political problems attending monopoly power. My 

examination is guided by two key questions: how did each side tease out the relationship 

between monopolies and technology? How did that relationship inform the development of 

neoliberal political economy? 

In 1935 the Austrian group opened up a new front in the debates by claiming that socialist 

planning could not process the necessary information for economic decision-making, a 

position which scholars generally came to see as dominating the debates in favour of the 

Austrian group (Halm 1935; Hayek 2015 [1935]-b) I discuss how the system requirements 

for solving the calculation problem were very similar, but that the solutions devised by each 

group were distinctly different. As Lange expressed it the “formal principles are the same, 

but the actual distribution [of resources] may be a quite different one” (1937, 123). The 

scholarship on the socialist calculation debates reveals the struggle by each side to 

differentiate their approach. The Austrian group claimed that practical issues of economic 

calculation negated the socialist’s model (Lavoie 1985b, 48; Caldwell 2004, 216)  

This chapter offers a fresh interpretation of these two core issues of monopoly and 

economic calculation, with particular regard to how these were incorporated into the 

epistemology of Hayek.  
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My assessment of Hayek’s contribution to the debates is drawn through a textual analysis of 

Hayek’s writings during the Socialist Calculation debates focusing on Collectivist Economic 

Planning (1935). a compilation of papers from Hayek, N. G. Pierson, Ludwig von Mises and 

Georg Halm. Hayek included Enrico Barone’s 1908 paper which applied the work of Pareto 

to collectivist regimes (Barone 1935; Lippincott 1964 [1938], 7) Barone had demonstrated to 

Hayek and Robbins that socialism’s economic solutions could be based on the same formal 

principles and determine the same economic values as a capitalist competitive economy 

(Hayek 1940, 127; 2015 [1935]-a, 28). Hayek’s chapters in this volume titled, ‘The Nature 

and History of the Problem’ and ‘The State of the Debate’ summarise the development of 

the Austrians group’s argument that socialist economic planning was bound to fail because 

it could not calculate prices efficiently and conversely, its argument as to why market 

capitalism had the propensity to succeed, despite the vexed issue of monopolies, because 

the market could calculate prices. 

The chapter will move through the arguments presented in this debate in chronological 

order to show how Hayek’s thinking metamorphosed under the pressure of the market 

socialists’ arguments. This historicising is important because it shows how the market 

socialists fortified their core arguments by analysing their model through the lens of 

Walrasian equilibrium theory, the neoclassical economic orthodoxy, and conversely, how 

the Austrian’s shifted their position on equilibrium and moved to an epistemic argument to 

form a strategy with which to dominate the debates.  

4.2 Industry planning and the ‘imitation’ of market 
competition 

In 1935 Hayek extrapolated the key concern of what would become contestable market 

analysis:  

The problem how, in the absence of real competition, the effects of competition could be 

simulated and the monopolistic bodies be made to charge prices equivalent to competitive 

prices (Hayek 1935b, 228).  

The problem of calculating value in the absence of competition went to the heart of the 

Austrian group’s problem with monopolies, and it will be argued here that it was the same 

dilemma for which the Bell group offered their contestability solution. 
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Neoclassical economic theory claimed to demonstrate that in an idealised setting of pure 

competition amongst individual economic actors, where none was more powerful than the 

others, a set of equilibrium prices could be calculated that demonstrated an ‘optimal’ 

allocation of labour and capital. However, early 20th century writers, both socialist and 

liberal, were keenly aware of the power of monopoly capital and proposed different political 

solutions (for example, nationalisation, unfettered markets, antitrust and revolution) to solve 

the problem of resource allocation.  

The first calculation debate was sparked by Mises’s claim in 1920 that the calculation of 

value in money terms was impossible in a socialist economy in which the collectively owned 

means of production replaced private property (Von Mises 1935 [1920], 92. Mises’s essential 

point, which he clarified in 1922,2 was that a competitive market system that signalled 

resource scarcity through price adjustments was the only rational way of calculating value 

and hence of giving the economy its fix on the marginal utility rate for determining supply 

and demand. He also argued that socialist models adopting various policies on price setting 

and controls were prone to disequilibrium and the attendant economic wastage of 

resources.  

The problem Hayek flagged in 1935 was that Mises’s theoretical assertions, which were used 

to attack socialist planned economies, were also applicable to capitalist economies where 

markets were controlled by monopolistic bodies, for example, public utilities which Hayek 

wanted to see privatised (2007 [1944], 207). 

The case which we have therefore to consider next is that of completely integrated 

industries standing under a central direction but competing with other industries for the 

custom of the consumer and for the factors of production. This case is of some 

importance beyond the problems of socialism … since it is by means of creating such 

monopolies for particular products that those who advocate planning within the 

framework of capitalism hope to ‘rationalize the so-called chaos of free competition. This 

raises the general problem, whether it is ever in the general interest to plan or rationalize 

individual industries where this is only possible through the creation of a monopoly, or 

whether, on the contrary, we must not assume that this will lead to an uneconomic use of 

resources and that the supposed economies are really diseconomies from the point of view 

of society. (Hayek 1935b, 220) 

 

2 Mises, L. von. 1922. Die Gemeinwirtschaft: Untersuchungen über den Sozialismus. Jena: Gustav Fischer Verlag. 
First English translation by J. Kahane. 1936. Socialism: An Economic and Sociological Analysis. London: 
Jonathan Cape. 
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On their part, the market socialists, who adhered to neoclassical orthodoxy and therefore 

could appeal to the economic establishment, were also grappling with the same problem of 

how to get monopolies to “imitate perfectly competitive markets” (Persky 1991, 230). That 

is to say, how does a socialist planning regime ensure monopoly industries under its control 

achieve similar results as if they were operating in a competitive market denoted by 

Walrasian general equilibrium?  

Mises’ simplistic response to monopolies was to blame government for creating them by 

erecting all manner of barriers to market entry. If those barriers were removed, 

entrepreneurs chasing profits would enter and compete with the incumbent (Mises 2013 

[1933]). However, those private firm monopolies that resulted from control over scarce 

resources, and which were taking supranormal profits as a result of withholding those 

resources, were dismissed by Mises as unimportant (Kirzner 2018, 58). Mises regarded 

excessive profit as simply “extra rent” which is to say that “[e]ntrepreneurial profit has 

nothing to do with monopoly” (Mises quoted in: Kirzner 2018, 58).  

Hayek, in following Mises, had developed an ideologically purist line whereby he perceived 

that any deviation from price competition would cause the whole competitive system to 

falter (2015 [1935]-b, 213, 241). He also accepted Mises proposition that most monopolies 

were the creation of government intervention (1941, 582). Hayek’s hard line on price 

competition cut him off from the possibility of exceptions to his stance, leaving him with 

the problem of how to integrate monopolistic bodies like public utilities into the 

‘competitive’ order which was later visioned to extend to all government monopolistic 

enterprises and functions, with the exception of enforcement, defence and revenue 

collection (Hayek 1973, 47).  

Hayek, unlike Mises, did explore the issue of public utility regulation, albeit briefly (2015 

[1935]-b, 228). Public utilities were generally regarded as a special sub-category of natural 

monopoly. They were generally single product and industry-based with a network 

infrastructure defining the bounds of their market. Utilities such as electricity, 

telecommunications, postal services, water, gas and transportation provide essential public 

services with specialised and highly capitalised network infrastructures based on cables, 

wires, transmission towers, canals, pipelines, and rail and road networks. Although there can 

be competition from substitutes, as in the case of electricity competing with gas, the 

network itself connotes an industry with a monopoly status (Hayek 2007 [1944], 206). 
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Hayek made no close study comparing the differing scale of public control over utilities 

such as telephony and railways. These institutions had various ownership-management 

models from wholly state-owned entities to private corporations. At the time of the debates, 

for example, in Australia and Britain telephone networks were under the control of the 

Postmaster-General’s Department (PMG) and General Post Office (GPO) respectively, 

whereas the US telephony industry was a regulated monopoly controlled by AT&T, a 

publicly listed holding company. Railways also followed a similar pattern with largely private 

monopolies in the US regulated by the Interstate Commerce Commission, whereas in 

Australia, and in Britain where Hayek was based, they were controlled by government.  

According to Berle and Means, of the 200 largest non-banking corporations in the US 

economy in 1930, 44 were public utilities and 42 were railroad corporations, with a 

combined gross asset value of over $US49 billion which represented 63% of the total asset 

value, as against the remaining 114 corporations valued at nearly $US29 billion representing 

37% of the total (Berle and Means 1968 [1932], 20-27).3 These network-based industries 

dominated the economy in both numbers and value. Hayek later called for all state owned 

public utilities and other state monopolies to be privatised based on his market principle 

(2007 [1944], 207). Privatisation however, did not solve the intractable nature of the ‘natural’ 

monopoly problem, for it was not so much the controlling entity that impacted 

competition, but rather the difficulty of introducing competition into such industries 

structured as a scaled network enterprise. 

Hayek’s colleagues at LSE, Arnold Plant, Ronald Fowler and Ronald Coase, were cognisant 

of the significance of natural monopolies and had tried to propose a solution to the 

problem without success. The hurdle they encountered was the issue of fixed costs on 

infrastructure and plant-like telephone exchanges or railway stock. These were significant 

costs which influenced pricing decisions in lieu of market information which had to be 

second guessed before depreciation and interest costs were calculated (Fowler 1934; Hayek 

1935b, 228) Calculating depreciation is critical to setting consumer prices in order to recover 

the capital outlay on equipment, plant and infrastructure and the interest on capital 

borrowings for such investments. To avoid sharp increases in prices, depreciation is 

 

3 In the top 200 US corporations listed in 1930 the public utilities were classified as communications with 
asset values of just over $US5 billion and electricity and gas were valued at just over $US19 billion. 
Railroads were valued at nearly $US25 billion. The communications corporations represented 6.62% of the 
total list. This would change dramatically with the advent of computerisation. The percentage figures were 
derived by the author from tables of asset values (Berle and Means 1968 [1932], 22-27). 
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calculated over a time period, the end of which is usually marked by the predicted 

obsolescence of the plant etc, when replacements have to be made. Thus, cost recovery is 

achieved before a new round of investment begins. Simultaneously calculating depreciation 

and obsolescence is difficult, particularly as technological change accelerates and new 

technologies promise more efficient production. The same problem vexed the Bell group 

(see Chapter 6). Hayek conceded that prices can be set by marginal costs. However, without 

costs being refracted through a competitive market, it was almost impossible to derive 

‘competitive’ prices. These in turn precluded the costs of production, which included 

depreciation and interest, being precisely calculated:  

To make a monopolist charge the price that would rule under competition, or a price that 

is equal to the necessary cost, is impossible, because the competitive or necessary cost 

cannot be known unless there is competition. (Hayek 1935b, 229). 

Anticipating the counter arguments of the market socialists, Hayek claimed that it was not 

only the difficulty of determining the costs of production, but also the problem of firms 

calculating the obsolescence of plant, machinery and production processes (2015 [1935]-b, 

223, 229) Arnold Plant had raised this issue in a paper which concluded that state 

intervention in utilities had led to “waste through obsolescence” whereby monopolistic 

public utility corporations were focused more on extracting value from capital sunk into 

older technologies than risking their capital on “new inventions and processes” (Plant 1932, 

59, 60). This problem had also been associated with large capitalist enterprises (Schumpeter 

1947 [1943], 81; Veblen 1965 [1921], 37, 46).  

Hayek wondered how, in the absence of competition, monopolistic entities could calculate 

the cost benefits of innovation (1935b, 223). It was a vexed question given the pace of 

technological change and the costs of new technologies weighted against investment right-

offs for redundant technologies. In an argument which reiterated his claim for the primacy 

of the market, he proffered that “obsolescence due to technical progress” could be 

calculated if it was linked to the opportunity cost of plant redundancy and competitive 

pricing (Hayek 1935b, 229). Hayek concluded that “the value [of production instruments 

such as plant, machinery or production processes] can only be determined if the real or 

potential competition of the other possible methods of producing the same product is 

allowed to influence price” (Hayek 1935b, 228). In other words, Hayek believed that the 

price mechanism could provide better data on production methods than the expertise of 

engineers. 
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For Hayek monopolists could not be made to charge prices as if determined by real 

competition or a price equal to marginal cost. Consequently, there would be no indicative 

price to signal when innovation would be economic. This put long-term profitability at risk 

(Hayek 1935b, 229). Hayek also argued that, in this regard, the socialist system was no better 

off because what may be lost in excess monopoly profits under capitalism is lost as 

economic waste under socialism. This was because there was “no way of testing the 

economic advantages of one method of production as compared with another”(1935b, 229-

230). In other words, planned monopolistic industries, whether capitalist or socialist, which 

only competed with other industries and not on an intra-industry level were stifling 

technical progress, therefore curtailing the possibilities of more efficient production 

methods and lower production costs.  

Oskar Lange countered Hayek’s conclusions in his two-part defence of socialism titled ‘On 

the Economic Theory of Socialism’, published between 1936 and 1937, in which he 

declared “[t]he real issue is whether the further maintenance of the capitalist system is compatible with 

economic progress” (Lange 1937, 128). For Lange the industrial conquest of nature through 

innovations in production had delivered the “unprecedented economic progress of the last 

200 years”. However, progress could no longer be supported by capitalist institutions like 

private property and private enterprise – that they would “turn, from being promoters, into 

becoming shackles of further advance” (Lange 1937, 128)  

Progress would come instead from raising general living standards, a feature of which was 

social welfare on the basis of income distribution (Lange 1937, 123). He sought to harness 

industrial scale production without capitalist concentrations of wealth and power, which 

caused societal impoverishment and in turn diminished economic progress. Lange attacked 

the Austrian School’s pure competitive market model, arguing that free competition could 

only be achieved if large enterprises were split up, but that this would result in the 

relinquishment of large-scale mass production: 

A return to free competition could be accomplished only by splitting up the large-scale 

business units to destroy their economic and political power. … Such an artificially 

maintained system of free competition would have to prohibit the use of advanced 

technology (Lange 1937, 132). 

According to Lange this was unfeasible because the loss of scale production benefits would 

in effect “prohibit the use of advanced technology” (1937, 132) Instead, Lange argued that 

socialism could support monopolistic production industries that maintained economies of 

scale and the associated benefits of technological innovation and economic progress, while 
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adhering to the goals of societal-wide benefits and welfare. Lange, in contrast to Hayek, 

believed in the calculability of marginal costs and therefore a Central Planning Board could 

imitate competitive pricing, mitigating the drift towards monopoly pricing. Lange’s model 

allowed for highly competitive, small-scale manufacturing and agriculture as long as 

efficiencies in these industries did not drop below those achievable by large-scale 

production (1937, 133) Lange argued that whilst ever there was profit motivation, free 

competition would not endure due to the drive to consolidate profits (1937, 131) 

Government attempts to control corporations would fail, resulting in corporate “planning 

for monopoly and restrictionism”, the opposite of what was intended for competitive 

markets. The fear was that “corporations and big banks could use their economic power to 

defy the government authorities” which would destabilise the economy (Lange 1937, 132). 

In Lange’s proposed socialist market model only large-scale production industries like steel 

would be state controlled monopolies, leaving trade and workforce requirements to be 

prosecuted through consumer and labour markets (Lange 1937)  

Hayek, however, thought “it would not really help to get a satisfactory solution to go only 

half-way. … competition [needed to be] not only between but also within the different 

industries” (2015 [1935]-b, 231) Although Hayek alludes to the “halfway house” option, he 

does not classify the market socialists’ model as such. He leaves that category assigned to 

the not too dissimilar model influenced by German industrialist and politician Walter 

Rathenau, which Hayek noted was “individual socialized industries in an otherwise 

competitive system” (2015 [1935]-a, 31, 32). Hayek detected that Lange was striving to 

impose socialist control over the whole economy through “the socialisation of industries and 

banks” in what Lange called a “policy of transition” (1937, 133). This position of Lange’s 

was analysed by Hayek in terms of central price fixing and the failure to fully engage the 

price mechanism (Hayek 1940, 129). Hayek would claim in later publications that in such a 

model “the planner will be forced to extend his controls until they become all-

comprehensive” (2007 [1944], 137), which according to the controversial ‘inevitability 

thesis’ leads irrevocably to totalitarianism (Caldwell 2007, 28; Farrant and McPhail 2009).  

Lange thought capitalism a poor curator of technical progress, theorising that private 

enterprise was motivated by profitability and therefore would not countenance capital losses 

on old investments for the sake of new technologies. Lange referred to studies by Arthur 

Burns (1936) and Berle and Means (1932) that showed increasing concentrations of 
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corporate power,4 arguing that socialist controlled production monopolies would extract the 

benefits of industrial consolidation driven by technology, and the socialist markets would 

ensure workers and consumers had free choice in occupations, goods and services (Lange 

1937, 139).  

Hayek perceived that a new generation of socialists would concede that central planning was 

inferior to a competitive system, and correctly predicted they would not forfeit their belief 

in public ownership, leading them to strive for “a more or less successful imitation of 

competition?” (1935b, 238). Hayek had surmised correctly that the market socialists’ model 

was ultimately still a central planning model with an authority or bureaucracy determining 

resource allocation and the distribution of capital investment amongst business units or 

firms. Lange’s call for the nationalisation of banks and industry (1937, 133) confirmed 

Hayek’s claim. For Hayek competition under socialism could not be real; “at best [it will] be 

a system of quasi-competition” (1935b, 237). Hayek’s supporting arguments however, did 

not revolve around the market socialists’ use of consumer markets but rather he saw the 

problem as agents’ responses to hierarchical decision-making processes, that left 

“entrepreneurs” seeking approval for decisions rather than making decisions themselves 

(1935b, 237). Without the benefits of a profit and loss system linked to personal gain and 

responsibilities, the entrepreneurs would not be incentivised to take risks – a case of 

‘nothing gained, nothing ventured’, resulting in missed opportunities for innovation (Hayek 

1935b, 235). Lange came back with similar arguments regarding problems of incentivisation 

under capitalism when ownership of enterprises is separated from managerial control. Lack 

of competitive efficiency due to the ‘agency problem’ was compounded by the problem of 

political interference in the regulation of monopolies by big corporations and financiers in 

what became known as regulatory capture – arguments which Hayek concurred with in his 

analysis of monopolies (Hayek 1935b, 225; Lange 1937, 129) Entrepreneurs it would seem, 

be they working for corporate enterprises, state regulated public utilities or socialist 

governments, were liable to be poorly motivated, a view criticised by Schumpeter as 

“secular sabotage”5 (Schumpeter 1947 [1943], 81). 

 

4 “[T]he 200 largest non-banking corporations [in the US] controlled somewhere between 45 and 53 percent 
of the assets of all non-banking corporations, with 49.2 per cent the actual crude estimate. … The 100 
largest manufacturing corporations increased their proportion of all manufacturing corporation assets from 
approximately 40 per cent in 1929 to approximately 49 per cent in 1962, while their net proportion of net 
capital assets increased from 44 per cent in 1929 to 58 per cent in 1962.” (Berle and Means 1968 [1932], 
xxix-xxx).  

5 Thorstein Veblen also used the concept of sabotage of industrial progress (Veblen 1965 [1921]). 
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The consumer markets in Lange’s model were critical to the socialist’s claim of superiority, 

for apart from enabling consumer choice they also functioned as a mechanism to gauge 

whether monopoly was causing “social loss” (Lerner 1934, 157-158). According to Abba 

Lerner, the market price could test for Pareto optimality and therefore detect whether a 

production monopoly was allocating resources efficiently (Lerner 1934, 162).  

In Lange’s model, prices would be set to equal the resources-cost using a trial and error 

system, such as that proposed by Fred Taylor in his 1928 presidential address to the 

American Economic Association, to deal with the imputation problem (Lavoie 1985b, 86). 

Taylor suggested that the prices of all the input factors in production could be calculated 

using factor-valuation tables against which values would be adjusted (1929, 7). In this way 

business managers performed the necessary computations to assign prices to each input 

factor contributing to the final commodity price consumers paid (Taylor 1929, 6). Lange 

defended Taylor’s model showing that it achieved equilibrium prices with a shorter 

sequence of trial and error than a competitive market because the Central Planning Board is 

guided by rules to determine consumers’ preferences (Lange 1936, 56-57; Lippincott 1964 

[1938], 23). This would add to their knowledge of the whole economy more than an 

entrepreneur (Lange 1936, 62, 67). The critical difference for the market socialists was that 

they tied equilibrium to the marginal utility of income. Lange understood that income 

guarantees in the form of labour disutility rates6 were not strictly a component of the 

neoclassical equilibrium equation (Lange 1937, 124). However, he argued that the rates were 

a valid component in terms of facilitating an equilibrium outcome (Lange 1936, 57; 

Lippincott 1964 [1938], 21). Lange’s defence of trial and error, using neoclassical 

equilibrium theory, effectively turned economic orthodoxy into a tool for socialist central 

planning. With this, Lange declared, the “achievements of free competition” could be 

realised under a socialist economy (1937, 127). 

Hayek’s and Lange’s arguments both offered the market as the foil to economic and 

political power. Their divergence, however, centred on the question of technical progress, 

with Lange opting for the planned approach necessitating scaled industry organisation and 

Hayek tying innovation decision-making to an equilibrium position based on price signals, 

thus leaving the market to process obsolescence and invention.  

 

6 This was the application of a disutility payment that represented the opportunity cost of performing 
occupations more onerous than others, so “leisure, safety and agreeableness of work [were factored] into 
the utility scales” (Lippincott 1964 [1938], 20-21). 
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Hayek attacked Lange’s idea of technology being conceived in the social interest, which he 

correctly attributed to Arthur Pigou’s (1877-1959) influence on Lange (Hayek 1935b, 222). 

Pigou, in taking a welfare economics perspective, assumed a whole-of-economy approach to 

innovation by which firms were encouraged to adopt new processes and technologies as a 

way of driving competition within innovation itself (Pigou 1960 [1932], 190). According to 

Lange and Pigou, although increased profitability from innovation came with the costs of 

devaluing old technology, those costs were mitigated by the social benefit to consumers in 

lower prices (Lange 1937, 129; Pigou 1960 [1932], 188). Hayek, in contrast, took a 

retrogressive position—if the cost of labour to plough a field was still cheaper than the cost 

of manufacturing a tractor then the Soviet tractor factory is not an asset (1935b, 204). This 

‘cost accounting’ approach to the economic management of new technology amounts to an 

incoherent and contradictory argument, whereby Hayek identifies the need to calculate costs 

associated with technology and the problem of doing so for monopoly industries. Hayek’s 

attempt to defray this fact by trying to define what an asset is, belies the fact that he and his 

colleagues had not solved the problem of monopolistic pricing, nor the problem of 

calculating the long-term costs of rapid technological change. The difficulties for Hayek and 

his arguments, were not only the absence of a theoretical solution for assimilating network-

based monopolies into a competitive market using the price mechanism but the perception 

that capitalist planning had the same intractable problems as planning monopolistic 

industries under socialism (Hayek 1935b, 226). 

His approach did not address the technology issues Lange raised, nor did it align with the 

intellectual currents of the time. Schumpeter, a leading figure in innovation economics, 

applied an evolutionary perspective to change within capitalism that he called “Creative 

Destruction”, arguing that it was the “process of industrial mutation … that incessantly 

revolutionizes the economic structure from within, incessantly destroying the old one, 

incessantly creating a new one. … and there is no point in appraising the performance of 

that process ex visu of a given point of time; we must judge its performance over … decades 

or centuries” (Schumpeter 1947 [1943], 83). The 1930s was characterised by the 

‘performance’ of invention and innovation steered by engineer-entrepreneurs. These 

currents and counter-currents and their implications for economic modelling are the subject 

of the next section.  
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4.3 Innovation planning 
Thorsten Veblen, once described as having “a Darwinian eye, … for the coevolution of 

corporations, financial instruments, and machines” (Dyson 2012, 19) had argued a decade 

earlier that business people did not seek to optimise industrial capacity. Instead, they 

curtailed output in order to maintain higher prices. This was a form of “sabotage” he called 

the “conscientious withdrawal of efficiency,” of which under-investment in new technology 

was an example (Veblen 1965 [1921], 10, 37, 46).7  

In 1919 Veblen noted a change coming from the growing influence of production engineers 

and investment bankers whom he described as forming “the two pillars of the house of 

corporate business enterprise” (1965 [1921], 45) Making a veiled reference to J. P. Morgan 

who financed the modernisation of US Steel and AT&T, Veblen was drawing attention to 

the greater stability in prices, efficiencies, and business capitalisation in large enterprises 

resulting from this professionalised management of technology and corporate finance (1965 

[1921], 46, 47).  

Lange referred to the changing corporate landscape as “financial capitalism” characterised by 

the separation of shareholder ownership from entrepreneurial management (1937, 129). 

Frank Jewett, the first president of Bell Telephone Laboratories (1925-1940), epitomised 

Veblen’s engineer-scientist-business manager and became one of the drivers of the trend 

towards integrating knowledge and economics in commercial decision-making and at the 

highest levels of government policy making. In this case, the knowledge was primarily 

scientific and engineering derived from industrial research, or what Veblen called the 

“industrial arts” (1965 [1921], 27). Jewett’s vision went beyond the Bell corporation, which 

at the time of his retirement in 1940 was the “largest research organization in the world”8 

(Braverman 1974, 164) Jewett devised a national plan for industrial research which included 

state-supported fundamental science research in select universities9 and commercial 

 

7 Also (Lange 1937, 130; Finer 1946 [1945], 6). 
8 In 1940, Bell Laboratories employed over 5,000 people. To put this in perspective, according to  

Braverman, “corporations … with a net worth exceeding a billion dollars averaged research staffs of 
1,250” (Braverman 1974, 164).  

9 The establishment of the Institute of Advanced Studies at Princeton University in 1932, under the 
directorship of mathematician Oswald Veblen (nephew of Thorstein Veblen), was indicative of the impact 
of World War I and influencers like Jewett who had advocated for government and corporate support of 
research endeavours; and Thorstein Veblen who called for “a freely endowed central establishment” for 
academic pursuits by a US and international community of scholars (Veblen quoted in: Dyson 2012, 36). 
The Institute benefited from the Nazi purge of Germany’s universities with the arrival of Albert Einstein, 
John von Neumann and other exiled scholars from 1933, and it would play a leading role in fundamental 
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industrial research, much of which would be carried out by the “great centralized 

industries”, telecommunications, electrical manufacturing, steel, oil etc (Jewett 1919, 12). 

Jewett, Veblen and Lange foresaw an integrated industrial system in the United States and 

elsewhere, such that capitalist entrepreneurialism would adapt to the demands of modern 

industrial technological processes and research through new methodologies like scientific 

management (Taylorism).10 They contended that business and/or governments would plan 

that integration cognisant of the various models being proposed. A planning ethos was 

already in place, brought about by economic mobilisation during World War I (Lavoie 

1985a, 220). In 1916 the US established the National Research Council (NRC) to coordinate 

science across all sectors for the war effort, and this support was continued after the war 

(Jewett 1919, 9). According to the historian Robert Sobel, “[w]hat was involved in 1919 was 

nothing less than the creation of … ‘the military–industrial complex,’ the first element of 

which was to be a national wireless corporation” (Sobel quoted in: Headrick 1991, 181).11 

Economist and former US Secretary of Labor12 Robert Reich described World War I as 

having “shaped the superstructures of industrial management” reflected in the New Deal 

administration and institutional responses to World War II and the Cold War (Reich 1984 

[1983], 93). During the latter President Eisenhower phrased the term ‘military-industrial 

complex’ as a warning against the power vested in the close relationship between 

government and corporations over defence contracting.13  

 

research for nuclear weapons and computer science. The Rockefeller Foundation and the US Federal 
Government funded the Institute (Dyson 2012). Also established at Princeton in 1942 was RCA 
Laboratories which conducted military research and came to be regarded as one of the centres of 
computing research in the US (Dyson 2012, 69). 

10 Scientific management was also referred to as Taylorism, after Frederick Winslow Taylor who wrote ‘The 
Principles of Scientific Management’ in 1911. The principles were each concerned with how to make 
workers and managers more efficient at their prescribed tasks.   

11 Sobel is referring to the establishment of the Radio Corporation of America (RCA) in October 1919 
following negotiations between the US Navy, American Marconi, and its parent company in Britain. 
Marconi was ditched in favour of a fully US controlled private corporation which was seen as a security 
asset. RCA was majority owned by General Electric (GE), Westinghouse and United Fruit (Spar 2001, 
151). AT&T-Western Electric also held a portfolio of shares 1920-1923 which they used to leverage 
policies on patents and equipment, and tying arrangements aimed at monopolising radio broadcasting 
(Danielian 1939, 123). RCA had a monopoly in international communications.  

12 Labor Secretary under President Clinton (1993-1997). 
13 In President Eisenhower’s farewell speech to the nation on 17 January 1961 he stated:  "[W]e must guard 

against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military–industrial 
complex. … Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can compel the proper meshing of the huge 
industrial and military machinery of defense with our peaceful methods and goals, so that security and 
liberty may prosper together.” Transcript from speech given in the Oval Office, White House, Washington 
D. C. 
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What was perceived by Jewett as a planning imperative between industry and government to 

foster industrial technology and economic security was also seen to reflect the consolidation 

of corporate power in the US. Lavoie for example, concludes that “the real forefathers of 

contemporary proposals for national economic planning were not intellectuals of the Left 

but the big businessmen, bankers, and industrialists who sought to use planning agencies 

[War Industries Board, Industrial Preparedness Committee, War Finance Corporation] as 

weapons against competition, and found the war and the Great Depression convenient 

chances to wield those weapons” (Lavoie 1985a, 227). Such corporate interests were 

exemplified by AT&T’s $20 million war loan14 to the British government in 1916 at the 

insistence of their financiers J. P. Morgan (Danielian 1939, 77). AT&T came under the 

direct control of government between 1 August 1918 and 31 July 1919, along with other 

wire communications companies, an incursion for which the company was generously 

compensated by government (Danielian 1939, 243). The First World War accelerated 

industrial consolidation in the US and shifted the locus of world economic power from 

Britain to America, signified, after the war, by US telecommunications companies 

establishing for the first time direct cable communications with Britain’s dominions, 

including Australia (Headrick 1991, 266).  

In the face of these changes and trends within industrialised countries, Hayek’s call for 

competition to be fully reintroduced could easily be mistaken for hubris (1935b, 220). 

Lange, on the other hand, thought it was impossible to return to free competition because 

of the structural changes forged by conflict and technology that he cited as “the growth in 

large-scale industry, centralisation of financial control [and] the pursuit of maximum profit” 

(Lange 1937, 131) – drivers which Lange, in foreshadowing Eisenhower, believed resulted 

in concentrations of power that posed a threat to the democratic state: 

The great economic power of corporations and banks being what it is, it would be rather 

they who would control the public planning authorities rather than the reverse. (Lange 

1937, 132). 

Lange, in concluding that large corporations would take control of the economy, was in part 

commensurate with Hayek’s argument, that monopolistic bodies would hang on to old 

investments, which Lange, like Veblen, defined as a form of economic sabotage (Lange 

 

14 Danielian notes that the US Ambassador to Britain, Walter Hines Page, was a former J. P. Morgan partner 
who was trying to convince President Wilson to enter the war. The equivalent of $20 million today is 
approximately $488 million (Danielian 1939, 77). 
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1937, 134). Governments, Lange said, would be forced to take punitive action against 

corporations to ensure the supply of socially beneficial goods and services that would have 

to be made at the expense of higher profits, a proposition that Lange believed would 

invariably lead to public ownership of institutions like the banks (1937, 132).  

Schumpeter conceded that big business was prominent in driving technological change and 

economic growth, but he did not have the same concerns as Lange, believing that “radical 

innovation” would lead to constant turnover, so that monopolies simply would not last, as 

they would be overtaken by new innovative players in the market (Ayres 1994, 155). 

Schumpeter downplayed the traditional conception of competition focused on structure and 

production, seeing genuinely impactful competition coming “from the new commodity, the 

new technology, the new source of supply, the new type of organization (the largest-scale 

unit of control for instance)” (Schumpeter 1947 [1943], 84).  

Jewett’s national research plan, which was envisioned to ensure US industry sharpened its 

competitive edge and paid dividends. He later remarked that the early 20th century had 

“seen the growth of great industrial laboratories which in many instances have come to be 

the central nucleus about which the whole commercial machine revolves” (Jewett 1928, 

463). The number of company laboratories increased 722% between 1920 and 1946, 

particularly through World War II which saw a 680% increase in laboratory personnel 

between 1940 and 1946 (National Research Council 1946, ii-iii).15 What Jewett called the 

“utilitarian goal” of commercial research complemented by the universities (1928, 463), 

would further deepen with the advent of the digital revolution post-war and then onwards 

to Silicon Valley.16  

We can only conjecture what the engineer-scientists who formed the ‘corps’ of researchers 

working for large industrial laboratories and universities must have thought of Hayek’s 

ruminations against planning and his targeting of industrial engineers for being blind to the 

spontaneous economic solutions offered by competition (Hayek 1935a, 4). According to his 

own assessment, the economist was considered an “odious individual who sits back in his 

 

15 The NRC’s directory of commercial industrial laboratories listed 297 companies in the 1st edition (1920); 
in the 8th edition (1946) there were 2443 companies listed. In 1940 there were 17,500 laboratory personnel 
and approximately 133,515 in 1946 (National Research Council 1946, i-iii, 345).  

16 For a listing of universities and colleges offering research services to industry in 1946 see (National 
Research Council 1946, 349-355). Exemplars of industry and university cooperation were the RCA 
research facilities at Princeton established in 1942 and IBM’s James Watson Research Laboratories which 
were established in 1945 initially as the Watson Scientific Computing Laboratory at Columbia University. 
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armchair and explains why the well-meaning efforts of [engineer-scientists] are frustrated” 

(Hayek 1935a, 8). Hayek’s views on engineers, as he later revealed in greater detail in The 

Counter-Revolution of Science (1952), were a response to Saint-Simon and Friedrich Engels who 

idealised engineers as the heroic builders of a socialist society modelled on the factory;17 for 

Hayek, socialist political economists used engineering synonymously with “‘political 

engineering’ and ‘social engineering’” (Hayek 1979 [1952], 166).  

Although Veblen and Lange engaged with the realities of trending industry concentration 

and technology, they too were looking back to a past ideal. Veblen wanted the engineers to 

revolt and called for “a soviet of technicians” to overthrow capitalist “Vested Interests” 

which sabotaged capacity building in the industrial system, even though he had ‘spied’ the 

new alliance between technologists and investors (Veblen 1965 [1921], 138). Lange also 

contemplated the possibility that technicians would be “quite sympathetic to the idea of 

transfer of the industry into public ownership”, which was at least plausible if the 

government itself opted to nationalise industry (Lange 1937, 134). 

America took a different pathway to the Soviets during the inter-war years, following a 

broad based, integrated plan for industrial and pure research promoted by Jewett which 

positioned corporate America within the control and command centre of technological and 

economic change. This development, contended Harry Braverman, signified “the 

beginnings of the era of monopoly capitalism” (1974, 163). Along with Jewett’s own AT&T 

Bell Telephone Laboratories established in 1925, industrial research would play a vital role 

in the institutional development of the military-industrial complex.  

Hayek in contrast made a play to reintroduce competition but he failed to articulate the 

relationship between competition, monopoly and technology, delivering an incoherent, 

contradictory argument at the centre of which was the problem of technological change and 

capitalist public utilities like AT&T’s Bell System. 

 

17 Hayek wrote: “In the one great factory which France will become, a new kind of freedom will exist: with 
the formula which Friedrich Engels was later to make famous, we are promised that under the new and 
definite organization, which is the final destiny of mankind, the governmental or military organization will 
be replaced by the administrative or industrial.” (Hayek 1979 [1952], 251).  
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4.4 Dispersed knowledge: Hayek’s ‘big bang’  
Lange and the market socialists thought they had won the second debate and thanked the 

opposition for helping them galvanise their winning arguments, with Lange calling Mises 

the “great advocatus diaboli” (Lange 1936, 53). The market socialists believed they had 

advanced their position by applying Walrasian general equilibrium theory as a guide to 

allocative efficiency which in their view addressed Hayek’s complaint that monopolised 

industries were lacking a “determinate equilibrium” and could not promote optimum 

resource use (Hayek 1935b, 220). It has been argued that the Austrian’s perspective was 

misunderstood by Schumpeter and Knight and their epigones, who were interpreting the 

arguments from the neoclassical paradigm (Lavoie 1985b, 2) and that the socialists, for the 

same reason, did not understand what Hayek and Mises “really meant”, when addressing the 

discovery function of market prices, possibly because they themselves were struggling with 

articulation (Kirzner 2018, 121). Hayek’s ultimate response was to reject Walrasian 

equilibrium for his concept of compatibility. This dissolved the relevance of the socialist 

equilibrium argument for the neoliberals (Cooper 2011, 375). It also gave the Austrian 

group a way to move past their own faltering position, as the equilibrium framework could 

not support a solution in the case of public utility monopolies which undermined the 

rationale of Hayek’s argument for the full reintroduction of competition. 

As noted in section 3.3.6 Hayek’s solution was to abandon neoclassical equilibrium theory 

by redefining it dynamically as “a relation among actions” (Birner 1996, 4). Birner makes the 

astute observation that in 1928 Hayek “generalize[d] general equilibrium theory into an 

intertemporal theory” that accounted for time (Birner 1996, 4). But Hayek leaves 

unanswered the question of how intertemporal equilibrium comes about, with the price 

mechanism left to assume the role of market coordinator (Birner 1996, 4).18 That a public 

utility’s market could be defined by its network infrastructure and not the price mechanism 

remained a serious impediment to theorising a fully competitive solution. Later, an even 

greater irony would emerge as Hayek’s catallaxy, the network of economies coordinated by 

the price mechanism, would under the contestability doctrine have prices set by 

monopolies. This situation would arise in part because a network, as Hayek recognised, was 

an endogenous system (1973, 36). Addressing the problem by devising a theory of industrial 

organisation, including a new market type, as AT&T did with contestability, took the 

 

18 As Hayek notes it is the between that matters and ultimately that is explained somewhat obtusely by his 
concept of spontaneous order. 
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‘imitation of competition’ approach. Hayek dismissed this as untenable in socialist 

modelling calling it “pseudo-competition” and claiming it would eventually fall away leading 

to full nationalisation of the economy (2015 [1935]-b, 217). It is no surprise that the 

corporation’s contestability version should elicit a similar response. As sociologist Harrison 

White would later deftly note on contestability, “[t]here is an eerie overtone of planned 

economy, a sort of stateless socialism, about the Baumol, Panzar, and Willig dreamworld” 

(White 2002, 256). 

This practical exigency led Hayek and Robbins to shift their attack on the socialist model. 

They conceded that the central planning model was theoretically plausible but practically 

impossible to implement (Lange 1936; Schumpeter 1947 [1943]; Caldwell 2004) In this new 

offensive, the Austrians set aside the issues of monopoly and technological progress and 

concentrated instead on the efficacy of production and consumption data underwriting 

socialist calculation. As noted by Lavoie, the purpose of calculation according to Mises, was 

in part to deal with “the innumerable possibilities of technologically feasible but 

uneconomic production processes” (Lavoie 1985b, 57). Hayek raised this point in 1935 

when positing his dispersed knowledge theory and he addressed it directly in 1940. That 

Mises and Hayek had theorised the information problem early in the debates was important 

to the debating process, which was said to have honed the concept of the market as a 

functional discovery device, a point Kirzner and Lavoie agree upon (Kirzner 1988, 1).  

In 1935 Hayek extended Mises’s claim that calculation under socialism was impossible by 

attacking the assumption in the equilibrium analysis of perfect knowledge. He questioned 

the utility of “given” knowledge, in this case ‘perfect’ technical knowledge concerning 

properties of commodities used for calculating production (Hayek 1935b, 210). Hayek 

claimed that engineers were only concerned with the market price of commodities and 

technological outcomes rather than in “find[ing] the most economical method” of 

production (Hayek 1935a, 5). This was in contrast to economists who knew how to harness 

“spontaneous forces” for problem solving (Hayek 1935a, 8). Hayek argued that technical 

knowledge concerning commodities was dispersed amongst engineers, and that it was 

impossible to access all the thoughts of all the engineers all the time; to predict what 

engineers might think in the future; or to choose from amongst them those with the best 

methodologies, or what Hayek called “technique of thought” (1935b, 210). Added to this 

was the “human” impossibility of assembling all the consumer data they needed to make their 

calculations and for “work[ing] out the concrete decisions which it [the data] implies” 

(Hayek 1935b, 211-212).  
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This attack, ostensibly on socialist central planning, was broadly speaking an attack on 

industrial engineers and the role of human knowledge and knowledge systems, such as the 

methodologies and epistemologies used in solving economic problems and problems in 

general (Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 62; Slobodian 2018, 22). Hayek further developed 

these thoughts later in ‘Socialist Calculation: The Competitive “Solution”’ (1940) to refute 

Lange’s arguments. In that work, he set out the conceptual underpinnings of a new dynamic 

conception of ‘the’ market as an information processor, a discovery mechanism for 

knowledge and a prediction device (Lavoie 1985b; 1986; Kirzner 1988; Mirowski and Nik-

Khah 2017).19 According to Lavoie, the Austrian School differentiated their position based 

on the perception of competition as dynamic, as in rivalrous, in marked contrast to the 

neoclassical principle of market harmony that was “nonrivalrous, static, competitive 

equilibrium” (1985b, 22). Lavoie further contended that the rivalry argument was epistemic 

in nature because it was that dynamic that drove the knowledge discovery process of the 

market (1985b, 26). 

The idea that dispersed information caused human knowledge systems to be sub-optimal 

because those systems could not process all the knowledge (tacit and known) educed along 

the ‘information lifecycle’ from pre-revealed to post-redundant, was politically charged—

because it dismissed the efficacy of socio-economic planning, socialist or otherwise, even 

when planners utilised market prices. For Hayek it was ‘the’ market that made the ‘concrete 

decisions’, not human beings—an idea that stamped Austrian School economics as a cyborg 

science (Mirowski 2002, 236). As Herbert Simon noted the ultimate argument against 

calculation, which was core to planning, was “the computational limits of human beings” 

(Hayek (1945) quoted in: Simon 1996, 34).20 Hayek raised the impracticality of calculation, 

that is, the work of collecting the latest production data and churning enormous amounts of 

it through millions of calculations in order to find values (1935b, 208). It was “unworkable”, 

a point Robbins made to Lange (Lange 1936, 56), and which Hayek reiterated in 1940, citing 

Pareto’s claim that even if you “triumphed over all difficulties in finding the data of the 

problem” an incalculable number of equations would have to be made (Pareto quoted in: 

Hayek 1940, 125). Hayek was not so much striving for a competitive system as a wholly 

competitive order, because the price mechanism of the market, in his view, was the only 

mechanism that could aggregate and process all the dispersed information relevant to the 

 

19 Hayek framed prediction in terms of business opportunities; however markets have also been designed to 
predict election outcomes and disease outbreaks (Polgreen, Nelson, and Neumann 2007). 

20 Hayek, F. A. 1945. ‘The Uses of Knowledge in Society’ The American Economic Review, 35(4): 520. 
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economy – a task that central planning “could not sustain” even with computers (Simon 

1996, 34). As Lavoie argued, this enabled Hayek and the neoliberals to maintain the primacy 

of the market as a computational mechanism in the face of advancing mathematical 

economics and computerisation (1985b, 95). Simon and Lavoie contended that the market 

was a unique computational mechanism that was not rendered obsolete by computers. 

Lange, on the other hand, took the converse position when he later wrote about the 

capacity of computers versus markets:  

Let us put the simultaneous equations on an electronic computer and we shall obtain the 

solution in less than a second. The market process with its cumbersome tatonnements 

appears old-fashioned. Indeed, it may be considered a computing device of the pre-

electronic age. (Lange quoted in: Mirowski 2002, 236).21 

The juxtaposition of Lavoie and Simon’s perception of the market and Lange’s draws out a 

critical distinction between the two camps. Lange and the market socialists had formulated 

an economic solution to the problem of monopoly power that Lange believed could be 

revised by replacing the market component of the computation with computer calculations. 

Hayek, in contrast had developed, with the aid of his colleagues and the debating process, a 

technological solution, the market, whereby he conceived of the market as a computational 

machine managing data and notifying decision makers about the best choices. In time the 

market-machine became conceptualised as a structural component of the catallaxy, an 

endogenous construct where markets, firms and networks integrate into the one formation. 

However, in the 1930s, at the time of its emergence, it offered “a vague outline of a 

computer” that ensured the Austrian School remained relevant to the new machine age 

about to begin. 

4.5 And the winner is … 
The market-machine formed the basis of the Austrians’ counterattack against the socialists’ 

model, which was acknowledged as theoretically valid but unworkable in practice due to the 

impossibility of making all the necessary calculations for the marginal rate of substitution. 

The importance of this epistemic turn to the market during the debates, which in Lavoie’s 

words, “transcends the issues that were consciously in dispute” (1985b, 2), was exemplified 

by the observation that the market socialists felt the long term outcome of the debates had 

 

21 Lange, O. 1967. "The Computer and the Market." In Socialism and Economic Growth, edited by Charles 
Feinstein, 158-161. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press: 158. 
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posed a threat to the future role of science-based economic expertise (Mirowski and Nik-

Khah 2017, 75) and I would suggest, expert knowledge per se. However, it would also lead, 

according to Mirowski and Nik-Khah, to the development of information economics 

(2017). 

The Austrians had sown doubt about the capacity of the socialists to deliver an effective 

economic system based on the issue of economic data and calculation and opened up 

another front in the debates, deflecting attention away from the monopoly problem to the 

information-based market ‘solution’. This shift was reflected in texts from key scholars in 

the debates that did not focus on the monopoly issue (Lavoie 1985b; Kirzner 1988; Caldwell 

2004). Hodgson made a general claim that neither the Austrian School economists or the 

socialist theorists, with their neoclassical perfect competition model, had come to grips with 

monopoly-oligopoly industry structures (Hodgson 2015, 302). Nevertheless, Hayek had 

revealed the naivety of the socialists’ understanding of the socio-economic function of 

knowledge (Hodgson 2015, 289). This was a portend of what was to come as neoliberalism 

showed enduring compatibility with the new industrial revolution unfolding in ICT 

following World War II.  

The Socialist Calculation debates are historically the site of the emergence of neoliberalism 

as a discursive formation, including its concepts of “free markets”, which became 

neoliberalism’s signature characteristic (Birch 2017b, 35), and price-induced competition, its 

most cited mechanism. It is also argued here that the debates contributed to the 

disappearance of the problematisation of monopolies and oligopolies, so that these 

industrial structures could in due course become normative and then, under the 

contestability doctrine, become privileged structures under neoliberalism.  

By taking control over the discourse, both in terms of determining the concepts and 

theoretical strategies, and by suppressing those of oppositional formations, the emergent 

neoliberals were able to set the direction of future debates and establish the ground from 

which the catallactic order would later transform. This I suggest was the real win for Hayek, 

Mises and Robbins, and the nascent neoliberal movement; not whether they won or lost the 

debates technically, with Hodgson noting that the consensus on who won had swung from 

the socialists to Hayek’s team (Hodgson 2015, 288). 
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4.6 Postscript to the debates 
Hayek went silent on monopoly after 1935, which raises the question, what was happening 

in theoretical economics at the time that made this absence not appear to be a gaping void? 

As the ‘flip side’ of competition, the presence of monopoly would at the very least drive 

against Hayek’s goals of establishing a competitive order. 

There was in fact some theorising concerning an economy’s ability to adjust to the 

ubiquitous presence of monopolies. In the 1930s a new wave of monopoly scholarship had 

been laid down by Joan Robinson in The Economics of Imperfect Competition and Edward 

Chamberlin in The Theory of Monopolistic Competition both published in 1933. These 

publications formed the backdrop to the debates during the Great Depression (Boettke 

2002, 264), along with the work of Piero Sraffa (1926), and Mises’s Epistemological Problems of 

Economics (1933) which was cardinal to the Austrian position on monopolies.  

Although Robinson, Sraffa and Chamberlin were concerned with commodities and 

production industries, their theories drove new conceptions that would resonate with 

corporations on the cusp of the new knowledge networked economy that was gestating 

during the 1930s. These new wave theorists re-imagined monopoly by exploring imperfect 

competition from an ontological perspective. This brought about three fundamental shifts. 

Firstly, the emphasis of analysis shifted from industry structure to the firm in Chamberlin’s 

case (Triffin 1962 [1940]; Georgescu-Roegen 1967) and to the individual entrepreneur who 

makes the decisions in Robinson’s 1933 text. Hayek adopted this micro unitisation, referring 

to the “independent unit” and “independent business unit” (1935b, 219, 232). Secondly, de-

scaling the level of analysis to the interrelationships between firms and entrepreneurs 

became critical to how market performance was measured because markets were no longer 

either monopolistic or competitive (Bain 1967, 165). And thirdly, the informational aspects 

of markets became critical to firms and entrepreneurs functioning within the markets and 

for measuring market performance which was said to be dynamic, that is, oscillating 

constantly across the range bounded by monopoly and pure competition (Hayek 2015 

[1935]-b, 230). 

The treatises by Robinson and Chamberlin were considered revolutionary by many 

academic economists because the starting point of their analyses was monopoly and not, as 

orthodoxy dictated, the position of perfect competition. Imperfect competition was 

established as the normative range and was said to have given a far more realistic 

description of how capitalism actually worked (Lange 1937; Schumpeter 1947 [1943]; 
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Baumol 1964; Hawley 1966; Bain 1967; Georgescu-Roegen 1967; Samuelson 1967; 

Harcourt 1986; Kirzner 2018).  

Unfortunately, neither Robinson nor Chamberlin tackled the question of public utilities. 

Chamberlin’s theoretical insights pertained to oligopoly and duopoly, and Robinson paid 

little heed to non-price competition which I cite from her second edition (Robinson 1976 

[1969], ix). This narrowed the scope of their analytical tools. Nonetheless, the removal of 

perfect competition from its plinth was welcomed by a cross-section of economists who 

were questioning the efficacy of orthodox economic analysis in the light of the Great 

Depression (Robinson 1977, 1318).  

Lange was content to adopt the general thesis of Robinson and Chamberlin’s work (Lange 

1937, 127). Hayek, in contrast, made no direct references to these authors,22 and we are left 

to speculate that the nature of the shift in monopoly scholarship was fortuitous enough for 

Hayek to leave well enough alone, theoretically speaking. 

4.7 Conclusion 
Hayek was an important figure in the Socialist Calculation debates that addressed the 

centrality of the monopoly problem and the link between monopoly and technological 

innovation on the cusp of the Information Age. Hayek’s time at LSE between 1931 and 

1949 put him at the epicentre of change in economics as the new wave in monopoly 

scholarship swept through neoclassical orthodoxy.  

The ‘perfectly competitive world’ of capitalist markets was in fact a world of oligopoly—a 

reality that was brought home by Joan Robinson, Edward Chamberlin, Piero Sraffa and Joe 

Bain. Perfect competition as a modelling abstraction was passé. There was now a new 

school of thought on monopoly. It led Baumol’s ‘rebels’ at AT&T to elevate contestability 

to a controversial claim that swung back to Lange’s contention about the relationship 

between technology and monopoly: 

 

22 In Hayek’s seminal paper ‘Economics and Knowledge’ presented in 1936, he refers to imperfect 
competition once in what was an obtuse reference implicating Chamberlin as having found a solution 
regarding foresight operating in “duopoly and oligopoly”, but alas Hayek did not elaborate (Hayek 1937, 
34). 
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unlike perfect competition, perfect contestability can provide a standard for the 

performance of markets in which concentration is inevitable because of the nature of the 

production technology (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 13-14).  

This new economics of imperfect competition would advantage corporations and 

neoliberals to influence government policy and undertake antitrust ‘reform’ and, 

paradoxically, did not unseat the teaching of the perfect competition model (Robinson 

1977). It has been an extraordinary feat to maintain a two-tiered system where the teaching 

of economic theory on the one hand embraces the abstract idea of perfect competition and 

on the other is grounded in an actual monopolistic global society.23 

Hayek also engaged in his own brand of intellectual equivocation. First, he absented himself 

from monopoly scholarship, conspicuously avoiding the modelling problem posed by 

natural monopolies like network industries. Second, he established an ideological position 

that he held throughout his career – that monopolies were created by governments 

interfering in the markets; a claim for which he provides no empirical evidence or 

theoretical proof. By the end of the debates in 1941, Hayek and his colleagues had reached 

their own impasse; they had not found a way to theorise the imitation of competition in 

monopoly industries.  

The aim of this chapter has been to navigate the key ideas threshed out at the Socialist 

Calculation debates that showed how Hayek and his colleagues struggled to make a 

coherent argument that dealt with the issues of monopoly and technological impacts. The 

debates produced more questions than answers as the Austrian group found favour 

amongst the industrial elite. Why if Hayek was against planning in such a deeply theoretical 

way, did he find support amongst industrialists embracing managerialism? And why did 

John D. Rockefeller Jr send his youngest son David to study at LSE under the supervision 

of Hayek in 1937 after Hayek’s poor performance at the debates? And why did the 

Rockefeller Foundation sponsor the LSE and the Mises’s business cycle research institute in 

Vienna? 

 

23 Students revolted in the 1960s and again post the 2008 GFC but the stand against this perverse discord has 
yet to succeed in expelling it. 
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In the next chapter I examine the other significant debate Hayek had in the 1940s when he 

went on the attack over corporate planners and their incursion on economic planning and 

science policy. His sparring partner in this debate was president of AT&T Bell Laboratories, 

Frank Jewett. By the end of WWII, it would become clear why Hayek’s insights became so 

important to industrialists in the emerging information society.  
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5 Planning social order post-war  

In preparing for battle I have always found that plans are useless, but planning is 

indispensable.  

                                                                             General Dwight D. Eisenhower 

5.1 Introduction 
For all of Hayek’s antagonism to those who sought to construct a better social system, and 

his insistence on a “spontaneous order”, he clearly stated his support for the rational 

planning of institutions: 

Any brief discussion of ‘economic planning’ is handicapped by the necessity of first 

explaining what precisely is meant by ‘planning’. If the term were taken in its most general 

sense of a rational design of human institutions, there could be no room for argument 

about its desirability (Hayek 1941, 580). 

Hayek characterised the politics of planning with one question, “who is to do the 

planning[?]” of an efficient economic system (Hayek 1945, 520). In this chapter I argue that 

this question, posed in ‘The Use of Knowledge in Society’ (1945), had only one possible 

answer for Hayek even though he noted three options. The three possibilities he considered 

were the state, markets and “organized industries, … monopoly” (Hayek 1945, 521). Taking 

into account the neo-liberal beliefs that markets could not plan themselves and state 

planning irrevocably led to totalitarianism, then by elimination the monopolies option which 

Hayek alludes to, becomes the logical choice. But as this chapter shows the monopoly 

choice for planner was highly considered and debated by Hayek. 

Hayek made clear in the Socialist Calculation debates that he was ideologically opposed to 

government planning whether that was central government planning for the whole society 

or mixed economy models proposed by socialists. Hayek was less direct in his opinion of 

corporatist planning models. He avoided any analysis of them during the debates, even 

though central planning using the resources of corporations had already emerged, as noted 
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in the previous chapter, with corporate undertakings like that of AT&T during World 

War I.  

Hayek did, however, cite a proposal put forward in 1919 by the German Minister for 

Economic Affairs, Rudolf Wissel, and his undersecretary, Wichard von Moellendorff.1 

These officials used the “‘planned economy’” (Planwirtschaft) to describe what was in 

essence the continuation of Walter Rathenau’s programme of industry-based economic 

control over the German economy during the war (1914-1918) (Foucault 2008, 108; Hayek 

2015 [1935]-a, 32). Hayek used the expression “halfway house between capitalism and 

socialism” to distinguish corporatist models, like Wissel’s, which positioned private industry 

to provide leadership in economic planning, from government controlled socialist 

economies (Hayek 2015 [1935]-a, 32). Hayek contended that the “socialization” of 

individual industries by corporations in cooperation with government was still set within the 

context of a “competitive system” (Hayek 2015 [1935]-a, 31). Although Wissel and 

Moellendorff’s specific programme was rejected by their Social Democratic Party (SDP), as 

Foucault noted, Rathenau style “planning and economic centralization was a recurrent, if 

not a constant form” until the Nazi’s came to power in 1933 (Foucault 2008, 108). A decade 

later Hayek raised the corporatist model as an option that called for “the delegation of 

planning to organized industries, or, in other words monopoly”, which he again refers to as 

the “half-way house” without any further clarification of his perspective (Hayek 1945, 521). 

The Second World War saw the belligerents, as in the First war, impose tight controls over 

their respective economies in order to maximise war production (Slobodian 2018, 28). This 

raises the question: was Hayek, in the post-war years, inclined to adopt the monopoly 

option as the best possible chance of seeing his vision of a market-based social order 

implemented? 

This question is explored through an analysis of Hayek’s critique of corporatist planning, 

including how his vision of a competitive order could be planned by private monopolies. 

The corporatist model of social order examined is the one proposed by Frank Jewett who 

was president of AT&T’s Bell Laboratories from 1925 to 1940. This model was chosen 

because Hayek referenced Jewett in his article ‘Planning, Science and Freedom’ (1941). 

A chief aide to unlocking Hayek’s views on social order models is this passage from ‘The 

Use of Knowledge in Society’: 

 

1 Moellendorff was a former AEG official (Caldwell 2004, 118). 
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Which of these systems is likely to be more efficient depends mainly on the question under 

which of them we can expect that fuller use will be made of existing knowledge. (Hayek 

1945, 521). 

In the qualifying sentence in the above passage, Hayek suggests that the choice of planner 

should be based on the best use of knowledge which, as we shall see, offers us an insight 

into his preferred approach. The role of knowledge in the economy as processed through 

the price mechanism of the market was Hayek’s formative narrative in ‘The Uses of 

Knowledge in Society’ (1945). At that stage he had not yet developed this idea as a coherent 

theory, having recently abandoned economics for political philosophy.  

On his part, Jewett’s proposal was to take the organisational model of Bell Laboratories, 

based on expert production of knowledge and innovation, and scale it to society as a means 

of providing the necessary knowledge and expertise to make decisions at societal level.  

The knowledge efficiency proviso links these two epistemic approaches. As Hayek claimed, 

it was the efficient utilisation of information that was elemental to economic efficiency, a 

point not lost on “[t]he entrepreneurs of the great companies of the early 20th century 

[who] understood the importance of knowledge better than most” (Drahos and Braithwaite 

2002, 41).  

This chapter begins with an analysis of Frank Jewett’s proposal co-authored with editor 

Robert King and published in Nature magazine in December 1940. Titled ‘Engineering 

Progress and the Social Order’,2 they argued that society would be better served if societal 

decision making was based on scientific expertise provided by industrial laboratories like 

AT&T’s Bell Laboratories. This paper was followed a year later by Hayek’s ‘Planning, 

Science and Freedom’ also published in Nature. Hayek did not position his article as a direct 

response to Jewett and King. However he references them on a point about government 

planning (Hayek 1941, 583). Hayek vigorously criticised the substance of their claim that 

methodologies from the natural sciences should be adopted as a means of providing the 

knowledge base for planning society. Jewett and King’s proposal for a corporatist planning 

model based on human expertise was an alternative to Hayek’s model based on the 

competitive market. This necessitated a response from Hayek, not least because Jewett was 

a power broker within the US military-industrial complex. Frank Jewett was head of the 

 

2 Jewett initially delivered this paper as a lecture to the Natural Sciences section of the University of 
Pennsylvania Bicentennial Conference, on the 18th of September 1940. 
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National Academy of Sciences (1939-1947), a member of the National Defence Research 

Committee (NDRC) (1940-1941)3 and later worked in the Office of Scientific Research and 

Development (OSRD) (1941-1947).4 He had just completed 15 years as president of Bell 

Laboratories and vice-president of AT&T. Jewett helped shape the US scientific war effort 

and was a leading corporate and public figure (Gertner 2012, 59). Robert W. King was an 

engineer and editor of the Bell System Technical Journal. 

By publishing in Nature, Hayek made the argument for his market model to a corporate 

scientific elite that Veblen had identified as the new force in capitalism (Veblen 1965 

[1921]). Making the case for the market to Jewett was in effect making a play for the 

attention of industrialists globally as they were wont to follow AT&T’s lead (Danielian 1939; 

Reich 1980, 507; Toffler 1985, 29; Marchand 1998, 80). It was not just the corporation’s size 

and box seat in government but Jewett’s dedicated efforts on the lecture circuit, promoting 

his corporatist vision of science and the post-war future, that made him a public opinion 

leader (Gertner 2012). 

A number of key factors led to Hayek’s choice. To understand these factors it is helpful to 

introduce AT&T’s Bell System which is described as “one of the most highly integrated 

industrial empires in existence” (Danielian 1939, 3). Much of the analysis of AT&T 

presented here is derived from N. R. Danielian’s exposé of the company published in 1939, 

titled A. T. & T.: The Story of Industrial Conquest. Danielian was a lawyer and economist with 

the Federal Communications Commission and he drew on the findings of an investigation 

into AT&T’s overcharging practices (Gertner 2012, 45). AT&T was the largest private 

monopoly in the world and a world leader in network technology which was critical to the 

success of Hayek’s vision of a global market order. In the 1970s AT&T would go on to 

develop the contestable market doctrine, designed to exploit the economic spinoffs of their 

global network and justify monopolistic industry structures. These actions were indictive of 

the developing symbiotic relationship between the neoliberals and monopolists.  

 

3 The National Defence Research Committee became an advisory body within the Office of Scientific 
Research and Development (1941-1947) which superseded the Committee.  

4 Jewett’s appointment was in keeping with past appointments. Walter S. Gifford was director of the Civilian 
Advisory Commission to the Council of National Defence during World War I, president of AT&T (1925-
1948) and US Ambassador to Britain (1950-1953). 
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The aim of this chapter is to explore the intellectual interchange between Jewett, and Hayek. 

Although rooted in alternative disciplinary paradigms, they connected on a number of levels 

including the epistemic level whereby each understood the critical nature of knowledge and 

networks in planning and economic management. Their affinity was, however, also met by 

points of departure, which raised another ‘debate’ for Hayek in which he again came to the 

defence of the market as the optimal information processor.  

The analysis will be completed by examining the politics of planning as per Hayek’s views 

on monopolies expressed in The Road to Serfdom (1944)5 (Road). It will conclude with a 

postscript on the politics of science that ensued in America post-war, which were marked by 

friction between democratic principles and the trend towards concentration of economic 

power. Although Hayek had touched upon monopolies in the socialist calculation debates 

around the question of public utilities (see Chapter 4 above), it was “a digression” from his 

main focus of warning against the totalitarian tendencies implicit in socialism and the 

impracticalities of socialist planning due to inadequate information processes (Hayek 1935b, 

226). In Road, which Hayek self-described as propagandist in style (Hayek 1994, 125), he 

cautiously positions private monopolies in the public consciousness as bulwarks against the 

totalitarian tendencies of government. The link, which Hayek makes between monopolies 

and science as he promotes a corporatist ethic focused on the market, is also demonstrated. 

Road was an important book because it mapped out the territory that had to be won if 

neoliberal ideology was to dominate the post-war future. 

5.2 Hayek and AT&T: the clashing of social order 
models 

In ‘Planning, Science and Freedom’ (1941) Hayek promoted his market ideal while at the 

same time reproaching scientist-engineer capitalists like Jewett for essentially interfering in 

the economist’s domain. This is probably in response to Jewett and King’s article 

‘Engineering Progress and the Social Order’ (1940). Jewett,6 who shared Hayek’s disdain for 

government intervention (Teitelman 1994, 82), had with King applied the lens of a 

corporate scientist-engineer-administrator to social modelling in the belief that the natural 

sciences had much to contribute. What becomes apparent in Hayek’s paper is the clarity 

 

5 US edition published in 1944. 
6 Jewett’s support of President Herbert Hoover, a staunch anti-interventionist in his approach to the Great 

Depression, was said to be indicative of his position on government (Teitelman 1994, 82).  
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with which he advocates for economists and the market approach. This is in marked 

contrast to the incoherence of his technical economic arguments against the socialists 

during the Socialist Calculation debates. 

5.2.1 AT&T Bell Laboratories: human expertise model 
Jewett and King argued that the way forward for mankind was to create a new science of 

human organisation based on work conducted in the natural sciences. Their argument was 

founded on the notion that whilst human knowledge expands, the intellectual capacity of 

individuals and human behaviour remain relatively fixed (Jewett and King 1940, 824-825). 

Human progress is, therefore, dependent on the ability of human beings to organise 

knowledge collectively. This was fundamentally the idea that progress was reliant on human 

expertise and expert systems. These knowledge instrumentalities were thought necessary for 

industrialised society with its combined human and machine-made complexity (Jewett and 

King 1940, 825)  

They claimed the management of decision making for society was best modelled using the 

same organisational structure developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories in dealing with the 

complexities inherent in, what was at the time, the largest industrial laboratory in the world. 

The Bell Labs research model has been said to have influenced corporate America because 

of AT&T’s business success (Reich 1980, 507) and was adopted by IBM for their research 

organisation in 1956 (Maney 2011, 178).  

Their model was structured around a centralised elite “corps” based in principle on the 

division of intellectual labour (Jewett and King 1940, 825), which Hayek argued the market 

system had made possible (Hayek 1941, 581). Their model’s key feature was that it placed 

experts from multiple disciplines together to share knowledge and work creatively to solve 

problems. This, they claimed, was far more productive than the combined total of lone 

individuals’ contributions, particularly in complex applied sciences. The Bell model was 

intended as an “organizational device” to tackle specific problems in a process labelled 

“superorganic evolution” (Jewett and King 1940, 827) a term Hayek also notes in relation to 

his concept of cultural evolution (Hayek 1978b, 293).7 New technical knowledge and facts 

 

7 In 1910 Super-Organic Evolution: Nature and the Social Problem by Enrique Lluria and D. Santiago Ramon Y 
Cajal was published. The book aimed to prove “that man is a product of universal mechanics, that the regularity 
existent in crystals in form and structure exists in a still greater degree in all animals; that all organisations 
from crystals to man would be inexplicable if there did not exist mathematically precise universal rhythms 
which prevail from the sidereal world to the mechanical cell of organisms as complicated as that of man.” 
The work was highly influenced by Herbert Spencer (Lluria and Cajal 1910, 69). 
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confirmed through experimental methods under controlled conditions were interpreted and 

thence communicated to decision makers in business and government to be utilised in 

decision making.8 This laboratory model9 was concerned with enhancing human capacity to 

process information through the “harmonious co-operation” of individual experts working 

freely in networked specialist groups to produce knowledge in a timely manner (Jewett and 

King 1940, 827). Jewett and King’s approach was also characteristic of the information 

processes used by intelligence services at Bletchley Park (1939-1945) which by the end of 

the war had become fully industrialised.10 The authors rather cryptically concluded that, 

“[i]n fact it [the modern industrial laboratory] seems to hold the one and only key to such 

enigmas as baffle the world to-day” (Jewett and King 1940, 827). In advocating the scaling 

of the Bell Labs model to society, Jewett and King argued that “social, industrial and 

political life” had become increasingly complex due to technology (1940, 827). This 

necessitated far more highly trained individuals with a greater range of specialisations to 

work in a much more collaborative and coordinated way to produce the knowledge needed 

for society to function (Jewett and King 1940, 827). They concluded: 

[T]he day is gone, and probably for ever, when a successful State can base its policies upon 

clamour of pressure groups or upon the uninformed beliefs of the majority, even though 

measured numerically by tens of millions. (Jewett and King 1940, 828).  

In Jewett and King’s model, specialists’ knowledge would replace the views of the masses 

who were deemed to be interfering with the scientific management of society. The 

democratic process was regarded as too slow a process, putting liberal states at a 

disadvantage because it slowed the response time needed during war and commercial crises 

(Jewett and King 1940, 826).  

 

8 Jewett and King’s approach was also indicative of the information processes used by intelligence services at 
Bletchley Park (1939-1945) which by the end of the war had become fully industrialised.  

9 This model became even more integrated when in 1948 the executive vice-president of Bell Laboratories, 
Mervin Kelly, instituted the “branch-laboratory concept” where inter-disciplinary groups were set up at 
Western Electric (AT&T’s manufacturing arm) and other manufacturing sites (Pierce 1975, 195). The 
focus was on the whole process from discovery in mathematics and science, to systems engineering and 
finally to developmental engineering at the point of manufacture in what was called a “unified approach” 
(Kelly quoted in: Gertner 2012, 80). 

10 Jewett as president of Bell Labs and as a member of the National Defence Research Committee (NDRC) 
was privy to top-secret intelligence research shared between the United States and Britain, particularly the 
work of the Government Code and Cipher School at Bletchley Park (BP) which became famous for 
breaking the German Enigma and Tunney codes. As part of this cooperative war effort, BP’s Alan Turing 
visited Bell Laboratories and Gordon Welchman visited British Security Co-ordination at the Rockefeller 
Center in New York. Turing and Welchman, both mathematicians, were the chief researchers who 
together led the program to break the German intelligence network (Smith 1993, Greenberg 2014). 
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This idea of specialist groups made up of free acting individuals accorded with Hayek’s 

social schema which gave the educated elites the responsibility to plan and maintain the 

system and the freedom to change the rules. One difference was that Hayek’s elites were not 

so much actively involved in decision-making as in calibrating the market which made the 

decisions. The elite’s role was to keep the machinery of the market running smoothly. 

Hayek thought the market in fulfilling individuals’ plans could substitute for majority rule 

which he thought brought out the “worst elements of any society” they being swayed by 

totalitarianism (2007 [1944], 160)  

Jewett and King recognised that their model, which called for a more systematic approach to 

planning, also gave cause for there to be greater guidance and that this “suggests 

dictatorship” (1940, 827). Their proposed mitigation of this threat was, firstly, to ensure that 

knowledge was shared with citizens, so they can protect their own sovereignty, and, 

secondly, to have government adopt the Bell model, to ensure decisions were based on 

knowledge derived from scientific methods with all the implied political neutrality of the 

“immutability and irrevocability” of facts (1940, 824) They contended that the only 

discernible difference their laboratories model invoked in government was that the entity 

providing the specialist advice would have as its management representative government 

hereto voted for by the public and that findings ensured this advisory entity should be 

scrutinised by the public: 

[I]n this hypothetical modern State the public is served by a corporation around whose 

board it occupies all the directors’ seats, and the democratic tradition therefore prescribes 

that it shall select its own management (Jewett and King 1940, 828).  

The formula that would ensure that both the public interest and the individual’s sovereignty 

were secured, Jewett and King argued, would see corporations embedded into the 

institutional structure of the state as advisory agencies but combined with ideals of 

democratic protections (Jewett and King 1940, 827). Indeed, this model had already framed 

investigative and advisory bodies like the US National Research Council and the Office of 

Scientific Research and Development (OSRD) and was becoming part of the cooperative 

machinery recruited to advise government prior and during the US engagement in WWII. 

Jewett and King concluded that these entities or “advisory aids”, as they called them, must 

“function almost continuously” with the corporate entity directing operations (1940, 828).  
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Planning for total peace 

The purpose of the model, according to the authors, was to preserve liberalism while 

adopting the instrumentality afforded by science and engineering, which had been harnessed 

to social engineer German Nazism (Jewett and King 1940, 826). They argued that without 

expert knowledge and systems seconded from industry under a special wartime 

administration11 a liberal state could neither match a totalitarian state at war, nor could it 

prevent the formation, rise and spread of totalitarianism. In other words, a liberal state 

could not process knowledge, sufficiently to either prevent or resist an attack from a 

belligerent state. It was essentially a ‘might must meet might’ argument. By December 1940, 

the Wehrmacht’s blitzkrieg had overrun all the states it had attacked except Britain (Smith 

1993).12 Jewett and King concluded that Nazi Germany had succeeded because it used 

scientific methods for organising the population, similar to those used in industry. Germany 

had achieved efficiencies that derived from the “uniformity of control” making the German 

state “none other than a vast laboratory dedicated to the perfection … of the arts of war” 

(Jewett and King 1940, 825). They observed, through the prism of the war, that a 

population’s ability to reject and expel a totalitarian regime had become far more difficult 

because science and technology enables the “essential paraphernalia of dictatorship … 

much more readily … [such that] the concentrated power of dictatorship, constitutes a 

death threat to all liberal forms of government” (1940, 826): 

Now that mankind is in possession of the weapons made possible by modern technology, 

the planet has suddenly grown too small to support simultaneously the type of 

totalitarianism and the type which we associate with liberalism. To combat the Nazi ‘total 

war’, there is only one possibility—that of total peace. (Jewett and King 1940, 826). 

Total peace in this instance was a euphemism for total war preparedness functioning as a 

deterrent (Jewett and King 1940, 826).  

 

11 National Defence Research Committee (NDRC). 
12 Britain’s crisis would not be averted despite winning the Battle of Britain (July-October 1940) until it had 

crushed the U-boat menace in the Atlantic which devastated merchant shipping supplying the goods and 
transporting the troops needed to prosecute the war. The shipping lifeline to the US was essential, 
particularly after the US opened access to their industrial capacity through the Lend Lease program in 
March 1941 (Heinrichs 1988). This cooperation followed successful retention of US public opinion during 
the London Blitz (Smith 1993, 38). In December 1940 Hitler attacked the Soviet Union, which along with 
the Roosevelt Administration’s decision to enter the war after the attack on Pearl Harbour in December 
1941, sealed the fate of the Axis powers but with years of devastating conflict to endure. 
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Jewett and King centred their argument on Nazi technological success proving the vigour of 

science under totalitarianism, a view that was shared (Rid 2016, 43), although not 

universally. Vannevar Bush, a leading figure13 in US science administration during and after 

the war (Zachary 1997; Edwards 1997 [1996]), took a far more tempered view of the science 

of the Third Reich. He contended that Hitler attempted to regiment science after his failure 

to “apply modern scientific techniques in their preparations for war” (Bush 1949, 17-18). 

Bush believed totalitarianism was driven by fear, rather than some scientific organisational 

logic (1949, 7). Hitler’s racist and politically inspired purges of the professions resulted in a 

flood of exiles, shattering the networks of interpersonal relationships which were core to the 

interdisciplinary approach and the integration of science with industry and the military 

(Bush 1949, 18). Nazi rule had hindered technological development as attested by their VI-

V2 missile program which launched too late in the war to be of strategic value (Bush 1949, 

76). Bush’s point was that totalitarianism was a bad model for science. He also saw the 

democratic process as an asset to science (1949, 2).  

5.2.2 Hayek’s critique of social modelling based on the 
industrial organisation of the knowledge 

Hayek’s response to Jewett and King’s concept of social order was both conciliatory and 

critical. Respectfully referring to them as “eminent American engineers”, Hayek agreed with 

their concern that, “the State founded on dictatorial authority…and the planned economy14 

are essentially one and the same thing” (Hayek 1941, 583). This view, was, as Foucault had 

observed, held by German ordoliberals in their response to the origins of Nazism. The state 

was perceived to be defective (Hayek 1941, 583; Foucault 2008, 116): 

It has frequently been pointed out that national planning, irrespective of the innocence 

with which it is launched or the beneficent ends held in view, will inevitably lead to 

dictatorship provided the political authority is created to enforce the plans when once they 

have been made (Jewett and King 1940, 826).  

 

13 Bush was head of the National Defence Research Committee which he recommended be established in 
1940 and subsequently became head of the later offshoot the Office of Scientific Research and 
Development (1941-1947) (Edwards 1997, 46, Zachary 1997, 114).  

14 In a note to the editor of The Liberal Review Hayek confirms that he uses the term ‘planned economy’ in the 
same sense as Lenin used it to mean control over everything. F. Hayek Archival Media. Box No 106, 
Accession No. 86002-15-34, Folder 106.2, Hoover Institution. 
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As a solution, Jewett and King proposed separating the planning process from the politics 

of implementation and in so doing they anticipated the neo-liberal movement’s position on 

the state. Their model, albeit a form of central planning, was not rebuked by Hayek on 

those grounds. Hayek concurred with Jewett and King on the importance of expertise 

coming from industry in securing the liberal state. But for Hayek the critical source of 

knowledge was the market: 

The alternative, is of course, not laisser-faire, as this misleading and vague term is usually 

understood. Much needs to be done to ensure the effectiveness of competition; and a great 

deal can be done outside the market to supplement results. But by the attempts to supplant 

it we deprive ourselves not only of an instrument which we cannot replace, but also an 

institution without which there can be no freedom for the individual. (Hayek 1941, 583). 

Hayek was adamant, however, that it was a supplement to the market which was the most 

efficient instrument for utilising dispersed knowledge, that is, “knowledge of particular facts 

and the ever-changing circumstances of the moment—a knowledge which only the man on 

the spot can possess” (Hayek 1941, 581). Hayek argued for decentralisation of planning 

decisions by individuals in a market, not central planning by experts, which Hayek thought 

was “incredibly clumsy, primitive and limited in scope” in comparison to his “automatic” 

system (1941, 581).  

5.2.3 Wartime effects on modelling 
Hayek was concerned that wartime economic controls would be entrenched in Britain after 

the war (1941, 583). Jewett and King were among those who had suggested that “wage, 

price and profit controls” be used to mitigate the adverse effects of “commercial war in 

times of nominal peace” and for bolstering organisational efficiencies in the liberal state 

(1940, 826). These were exactly the kinds of income distribution proposals that Hayek 

opposed. He declared them inefficient (Hayek 1941, 582) and the “cause of, the suppression 

of individual liberty and spiritual freedom” (Hayek 1941, 583).  

Proposing to normalise wartime measures after a war was nothing new to Jewett; he had 

wanted to maintain the momentum of wartime science administration in the US after WWI 

to secure the economic, military and corporate gains made through war (Jewett 1919, 9). 

The continuation of wartime controls in peacetime was common enough amongst WWI 

belligerents (Slobodian 2018, 28). Foucault in his analysis of the neo-liberal response to 

Nazism, noted that the continuation of Rathenau’s planned economy after WWI by various 

governments was seen by neo-liberals, as having fed the rise of German Nazism (Foucault 

2008, 108-116). Hayek is an example, of a neo-liberal believing that Rathenau had 
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unwittingly influenced a generation, including himself as a young student (Hayek 1994, 47), 

with “totalitarian economics” (Hayek 2007 [1944], 186). He associated planned economies 

with both leftist thinking and the formation of Nazism (Hayek 2007 [1944], 186-187).  

Rathenau, like Jewett, was one of Veblen’s new breed of corporate technocrat. An engineer, 

industrialist and much lauded statesman, he took control of his father’s electrical 

engineering cartel AEG in 1915, the year after he headed up the War Ministry’s, “Raw 

Materials Section” (Kriegsrohstoffabteilung (KRA)), which he recommended be established 

to institute central control over wartime production and distribution (Caldwell 2004, 118). 

Officially titled “raw-material dictator”, Rathenau took command of commodities, 

controlled prices, instituted rationing and guaranteed wages (Hayek 2007 [1944], 186; 

Slobodian 2018, 65). Shearmur describes Rathenau as “an advocate of a corporatist 

economy, in which industry in peacetime would be organized much like the war 

corporations that he had set up in 1914–15” (Shearmur 1996, 28). His study of Rathenau’s 

influence on Hayek concluded that “the young Hayek” did not offer “any detailed 

commitment to the ideas” (Shearmur 1996, 28). However, we might detect Rathenau’s 

support for “state-supervised monopolies” expressed in The Road to Serfdom (Hayek 2007 

[1944], 206) and belief in the “wastefulness of competition” (Shearmur 1996, 27) in Hayek’s 

comments on the efficiency benefits of monopolies as per contestability in The Political Order 

of a Free People (Hayek 1979a, 66; Shearmur 1996, 74). Rathenau’s conception of a “middle 

way between capitalism and socialism” influenced Hayek after WWI when he took a 

mechanistic approach to social organisation in The Sensory Order (1952) and in his preference 

for some “state-supervised monopolies” in The Road to Serfdom, both of which, as Shearmur 

notes, Rathenau conceptualised (Shearmur 1996, 26-27). 

Where Hayek differs from Rathenau is in the purpose of the state, which Rathenau held was 

to “abolish poverty and unemployment” (Rathenau quoted in: Shearmur 1996, 28),15 

whereas Hayek denied the state any such higher purpose and instead saw it solely as the 

enforcer of the new social order (Hayek 1973, 47). Hayek’s thoughts on the causes of 

Nazism are relevant to the anti-state position taken by neo-liberals. Had Rathenau’s planned 

economy been setup to be thereafter regulated by the market and not the state, would that 

have led to Nazism? According to the anti-state narrative of the ordoliberals, from which 

Hayek and the Chicago neoliberal thought collective manifested a purer form of anti-state 

capitalism, the answer could have been ‘No’. For although Hayek agreed with the general 

 

15 Rathenau, W. 1921. In Days to Come. London: Allen & Unwin. p. 125. 
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consensus at the time that there was a trend towards industry concentration writing of “the 

progressive tendency towards monopoly”, he put the blame for its occurrence squarely on a 

“deliberate policy of the Governments, inspired by the ideology of ‘planning’. … [and the] 

“unholy alliance between the monopolistic organizations of capital and labour” (Hayek 

1941, 582).16 Hayek’s position on monopolies during the war years can best be understood 

as a political argument against government and unions and a criticism of engineers for their 

social planning pretensions and lack of economic insight (1935a, 8). However, corporate 

planning of a market-based economy was potentially a liberal alternative to the type of 

planning that would ‘always lead to Nazism’, at least in theory.  

Clashing epistemologies 

Jewett and King contended that the natural sciences would evolve a science of human 

organisation, based on research using an industrial laboratory model. This exemplified the 

chief complaint Hayek had against scientists and engineers, that is their incursion into the 

social sciences. Hayek regarded the methodological presumptions emanating from natural 

sciences, when applied to the study of social phenomena, as prejudicial and therefore 

unscientific (Caldwell 2004, 242). This amounted to a raft of methodological problems 

Hayek classified under scientism, which Mirowski contended was politically motivated to 

discredit socialism (Mirowski 1989, 355, 356).17 This is not to say that Hayek was wholly 

against scientific method for he believed that the “attack on economics sprang from a 

dislike of the application of scientific methods to the investigation of social problems” 

(Hayek 1933, 124). Progress in understanding social phenomena, Hayek wrote, “has come 

from the economists patiently developing the technique which has grown out of their 

peculiar problems” (Hayek 1941, 582). Hayek saw the root problem as the bias towards 

empirically derived objectivist knowledge which ignored local knowledge of people and 

events (Hayek 1941, 581; 1945, 521). Hayek concluded that what people thought about their 

world was of no interest to natural scientists (Caldwell 2004, 243), which in effect denied 

 

16 Danielian writes of an organisation called the Special Conference Committee, whose members included, 
AT&T, Du Pont, Standard Oil and Chicago based United States Steel which had the express purpose of 
replacing labour unions with company unions (Danielian 1939, 333). It is possible that such a manoeuvre 
could be construed as corporate collusion with unions but Hayek does not give examples so this 
Committee’s work may not have been known to Hayek.  

17 Hayek was concerned, amongst other things, about methodological collectivism which, according to his 
definition, is the objectification of entities like society, capitalism or classes as wholes to which explanatory 
laws can be ascribed (Hayek 1979 [1952], 93). Jewett and King asserted that the problems in the 
“substratum of our daily lives” necessitated “organized attack” (Jewett and King 1940, 825) of which the 
“mass attack” was most attractive (Jewett and King 1940, 827). Their approach was to churn data through 
programmable systems, i.e. controlled factors and parameters to elicit decisions that could be replicated.  
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the central tenet of Hayek’s thought, that dispersed knowledge passing between individuals 

mattered and that accessing knowledge necessitated engaging with the market. Hayek’s 

individual was a “cog” inside a market-machine (Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 239) which 

he likened to a telephone system – an automatic, self-correcting societal instrument for 

processing the data on an individual’s decisions so the “individual entrepreneur can read off, 

as it were, a few gauges and in simple figures, the relevant results of everything which 

happens anywhere in the system” (Hayek 1941, 581). Hayek appreciated that scientists and 

engineers were understandably sceptical of what he regarded as a highly evolved complex 

system. To Hayek, the market defied understanding through purely empirical means because 

the price system and competition had grown spontaneously, that is unconsciously, over a 

long period of time (1941, 581).  

The contention that advancing technology necessitated central planning was dismissed by 

Hayek as a “myth” (1941, 581). He held a deep-seated belief that Nazism was contrived by 

the state regime. His argument was that ‘scientific’ organisation “of industry [had] 

deliberately created giant monopolies and represented them as inevitable growths” (Hayek 

1941, 583). Representatives of “State-organized science” backed this development in 

Germany and, he believed, they were backing comparable totalitarian developments in 

Britain under the guise of social democracy (Hayek 1941, 583).  

Hayek joined the Society for Freedom in Science co-founded by John Baker and Michael 

Polanyi in 1941 to protect the autonomy of science from corrupting government 

interference (Mirowski 2002, 183; Hull 2006, 150) Hull 2006, 150). According to Hull, this 

battle over the control of science was a battle for hegemony over who would get to 

disseminate viewpoints over various discursive fields (Hull 2006, 152). 

Hayek constantly returned to the problem of the engineer as a kind of technological 

determinist, one absorbed by “technological problems”, who accounted for little more than 

the price of commodities used in production (1935a, 5) and whose antipathy towards 

economics was due to the limitations placed on planning ambitions by “spontaneous 

forces” (1935a, 8). Jewett was not a technological determinist. He believed the impacts of 

science on society could be managed and that technology operated within systems which 

impacted how technology was used (Jewett 1958 [1932], 25). This was exemplified by 

Jewett’s initial field of telegraphy. As Blondheim noted, “through the process of 

networking, telegraph management emerged as an agency for controlling, not just 

facilitating, communication flow” (Blondheim 1993, 82). Jewett was careful not to politicise 

technology, and he believed an industrial laboratory which invents technology and produces 
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knowledge should be politically neutral, that is, not a pressure group, but simply a science-

based technical advisory service. Hayek claimed that the market was a depoliticised 

instrument designed simply to deal with information made available by the system. There 

was no single controller, no dictator. Both Hayek and Jewett wove a discourse that only 

attached power to government and that power was almost by definition corrupting. The 

laboratory and the market were in contrast politically benign sites purposed for knowledge 

production. “Yet, as Foucault reminds us, power and domination are matters of actual 

effects, not of agents’ goals.” (Pellizzoni and Ylönen 2012, 56).  

5.2.4 Synergies between Hayek and AT&T Bell Labs 
Hayek’s response to Jewett and King was a polite reproach to scientists and engineer 

capitalists for interfering in the economist’s domain. The natural sciences were, according to 

Hayek, simply not equipped epistemologically for the task of modelling social order because 

they were not equipped to explain the spontaneous nature of the economy (Hayek 1941, 582).  

Hayek’s catallactic model was close to Jewett and King’s industrial laboratory model in one 

regard, that is, the perception that individuals were both inventive and limited, which meant 

that an organisation was needed to utilise the knowledge they created. The basis of this 

synergy becomes more apparent in a later assessment of organisational management by 

Hayek:  

Every organization in which the members are not mere tools of the organizer will 

determine by commands only the function to be performed by each member, the purposes 

to be achieved, and certain general aspects of the methods to be employed, and will leave 

the detail to be decided by individuals on the basis of their respective knowledge and skills 

(Hayek 1973, 49).  

This reflects the Bell model implemented by Marvin Kelly after the war, where the research 

purpose was defined as the need to prosper the Bell System but where “many members of 

his research department roam[ed] free, sometimes without concrete goals” (Gertner 2012, 

152) like Claude Shannon the inventor of the bit, who famously spent time at Bell Labs 

juggling whilst riding a unicycle through the hallways (Soni and Goodman 2017).  

Although Bell’s model is oppositional to Hayek’s market model if applied to society, when 

applied to planning and maintaining the ‘engine room’ of the catallactic system, the price 

mechanism, the model meets Hayek’s requirements. Jewett and King’s “corps” of experts 

filled the need, in the general sense, of mobilising individual experts in a collaborative 

environment (Jewett and King 1940, 825). That Bell Labs thought of itself as an ‘institute of 
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creative technology’18 that could predictably turn on the innovation, was said to have 

“always originated because of a definite need” (Kelly’s deputy Harald Friis quoted in: 

Gertner 2012, 152), and that need was essentially commercial guided by the market.19 

Keeping the Bell model at the level of its incarnation, the organisation, where it did not 

interfere with the market was, I contend, a synergistic accommodation of both models.  

5.2.5 The international solution to totalitarianism 
Totalitarianism was the common enemy identified by Jewett and King (1940) and Hayek 

(1941). For Jewett and King technology was a key factor in the intensification of a 

totalitarian state’s destructive power. They believed that there were only two possible 

resolutions to the rise of totalitarianism. Either completely rid the world of totalitarian 

states, which is extremely difficult, or “democracies and would-be democracies [must] 

dictate and control the rules of the international game of give-and-take” (Jewett and King 

1940, 826). Modern technology has necessitated that “we of the free nations must alter in a 

fundamental fashion our methods of solving social and political problems” in order to resist 

totalitarian powers (Jewett and King 1940, 826). Essentially, they were advocating for an 

international solution led by technologically advanced victor states, and pushing the idea 

that technology makes it impossible for a liberal democracy to function politically or 

economically in a militarised world. By taking an international perspective they were moving 

with the trend in capitalism to use the international arena to bring about change. As 

Slobodian observes, “capitalist internationalism” was active in the interwar years spurred by 

the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) (1919-present) and the League of Nations 

(1920-1946) “drafting blueprints for global economic governance” (2018, 30). Hayek, Mises, 

Robbins, Röpke and Gottfried Haberler were all involved directly with this work (Slobodian 

2018, 30). Hayek framed his internationalist aspirations in anti-government terms 

contending that “the price we have to pay for an international democratic government is the 

restriction of the power and scope of government” (1939, 149). This vision, set initially 

within the geopolitical context of Europe in the late 1930s, highlighted his belief that the 

“inter-state federation to secure peace” would be achieved through a single market (Hayek 

1939, 131, 135).  

 

18 Refers to Mervin Kelly’s 1950 lecture, “The Bell Telephone Laboratories: An example of an Institute of 
Creative Technology” given at the Royal Society, London, on the 23rd March 1950. 

19 Gertner gives the example of mobile telephony which was conceptualised in 1947 but was actioned until 
twenty years later based on the belief that “a substantial market does exist” (Gertner 2012, 283). 
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5.2.6 Looking towards the post-war future 
Hayek’s 1941 article was not simply a call for what he regarded as an “automatic” 

knowledge-adjusting system to be considered as a valid ‘planning’ instrument or for the 

Austrian School economists’ ideas to be taken seriously; he was also making a plea for the 

world’s dominant Anglo-Saxon states not to adopt incompatible economic systems. Hayek 

supported President Roosevelt’s policy for a competitive system in the US, citing 

Roosevelt’s comment, “the rise of political centralism is largely the result of economic 

centralism” (Roosevelt quoted in: Hayek 1941, 583). The British on the other hand were 

leaning towards a planned socialist welfare state and the creation of nationalised 

monopolies. Hayek argued that such opposing economic systems could lead to a schism in 

the trans-Atlantic relationship and end economic cooperation once the war was over (Hayek 

1941, 583). 

As head of Bell Laboratories, Jewett was in a position to understand the impact on science 

and industry of the “special relationship” being forged between Britain and the US through 

the sharing of intelligence and crypto-analytic communications equipment after its cautious 

beginning in December 1940 (Smith 1993, 53). Hayek’s warning that the benefits of the 

relationship could be compromised by economic incompatibilities was salient, given that the 

accepted wisdom amongst the military-industrial elite was that the state and industry should 

perpetually prepare for war (Jewett and King 1940; Bush 1949), creating what Linda Weiss 

called the “national security state” in the US (Weiss 2014, 2) The international cooperation 

already underway during WWII supported the subtext of Jewett and King’s article, that with 

the right information just about anything could be planned, and therefore, “the urgent need 

is to adopt and exploit all modern fact-finding instrumentalities to their full capacity” 

(Jewett and King 1940, 825) including information extracted by intelligence services.  

Jewett, King and Hayek all believed that for democracy to be protected and the people’s 

sovereignty to endure, individuals must have knowledge. The difference in the models was 

that Hayek believed individuals had local knowledge only and therefore had to put their 

faith in the market (Hayek 1941, 581) In contrast, Jewett and King declared that “liberally 

inclined peoples must put their faith in the more effective pursuit of knowledge [scientific 

and engineering expertise]” (Jewett and King 1940, 827). After expert knowledge was 

obtained there would be “the possibility of popularly interpreting this knowledge” (Jewett 

and King 1940, 827). In other words, all three writers shared the view that not including the 

majority of people in knowledge creation made the system more efficient. 
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Jewett and King claimed a role for information, science, engineering and the corporation in 

determining the social order of the post-war future. Hayek’s 1941 article is given to 

dissuading experts from ignoring the critical role the market played in processing subjective 

information, and criticises scientists and engineers for “unwittingly striving to create a state 

of affairs which they have most reason to fear”, the hands-on control of the economy 

(1941, 580).  

Three decades later, the thinking of the neoliberals and AT&T Bell Laboratories would 

further converge as they collaborated to build a global networked society. Their view that 

information was central to social ordering, expressed by both parties during WWII, 

coalesced around the competition-contestability agenda. Bell Labs invention of the 

contestability doctrine was, I would argue, in keeping with Jewett’s view that corporate 

“authority” over the economy was justifiable as a counter to the “dictatorial authority” of 

the state which had been intensified by modern technology (Jewett and King 1940, 826) 

White in his appraisal of the contestability doctrine’s rationalisation of “supposed ‘natural 

monopolies’” surmised that “[t]echnological transformation transmutes into a utopian 

justification for dispensing with any tangible markets” (2002, 256) which would come to 

manifest in the global power of platform monopolies like AT&T. Bell Labs were primed to 

construct the digital network infrastructure for global communications. In other words, 

their network model, which would mature in the 1970s, included a quintessential feature of 

neoliberalism, a market design that would dispel any hint of an authoritarian undertone. The 

neoliberals for their part constructed the system that legitimised corporate hegemony by 

shifting the epistemological centre of antitrust law from social ethics to economics and 

established a global network of think tanks and academic centres that would educate the 

political and bureaucratic classes in the efficacy of the corporate takeover of government 

assets, services and functions, national economies and the global economy. 

Jewett and King had proposed a form of corporate technocracy, a model of social order 

based on expert knowledge, which was neither British socialist planning, nor a purely 

market-based competitive order. Their modelling of expert knowledge was compatible with 

the catallactic market model if used to construct the catallaxy but not if it was to be used for 

modelling whole-of-society planning as its authors had suggested. From Hayek’s perspective 

the telecommunications network was critical to the creation of global neoliberal order. As 

Melinda Cooper observed, to “Hayek, the price mechanism’s ability to coordinate a 

complex system of incomplete knowledge into functional information was comparable to 

the homeostatic properties of a ‘telecommunications system’” (Cooper 2011, 375). Hayek’s 
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comparison of the price system with telecommunications (Hayek 1945, 527) was, in my 

view, not so much an analogous perspective but a way of expressing that the catallaxy and 

the telecommunications system were essentially one and the same system. In order to build 

a global network that would serve its corporate interests, AT&T needed to shape the 

economics of the network. In the 1960s they began to do this by employing economists led 

by William Baumol who counted as mentors and colleagues Robbins, Hayek and Coase at 

LSE (1947-1949). The Bell group sought to conceive a new industrial organisational 

structure using a market, and in order to do that, they required resources and a corporate 

culture that would support a social engineering project at magnitude.  

5.3 AT&T: the leviathan in the debate 
Around the time Hayek and Jewett were writing, the consolidated assets of AT&T’s Bell 

System were worth $US5 billion,20 which “constitutes the largest aggregation of capital that 

has ever been controlled by a single private company at any time in the history of business 

(Danielian 1939, 3-4). According to Berle and Means, in 1927 AT&T was: 

On the basis of assets … equivalent to over 8,000 average sized corporations, [when 

average was $570,000 in gross assets] and both the United States Steel Corporation and the 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company to over 4,000. … Already the Telephone Company 

controls more wealth than is contained within the borders of twenty-one of the states in 

the country (Berle and Means 1968 [1932], 18-19). 

To understand the immense power of AT&T is to engage with the problem Hayek had in 

promoting the primacy of the market as the model for social order that was an alternative to 

Jewett’s vision of social order in which high levels of expert planning and scientific 

management were prescribed. AT&T’s network infrastructure not only defined their market 

reach but also the value of the company itself and the political power that came with 

controlling essential socio-economic infrastructure. Hayek had to address their model in 

promoting his alternative, the primacy of the market, as the model for social order. He likely 

felt the need to convince Jewett of the efficacy of his market model, as the market was 

dependent on the telephone not only to transmit information but also to reduce transaction 

costs. Politically AT&T was an industrial leader, so its support would be crucial. 

 

20 At today’s value that is over $US92.1 billion. 
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When Earl Latham cited the statement “[t]he A. T. and T. is a structure of private 

government” he was using it to exemplify how “systems of sanctions wielded by official 

agencies and private organizations resemble each other closely” (Latham 1957, 304). Latham 

was addressing the structural similarities between social institutions and corporations, which 

Jewett and King understood when they proposed that the ‘scientific’ organisational model 

for industrial laboratories was a model for social order. The very notion that a private 

corporation would venture this must be viewed in the context of the corporate cultural 

history that had seen AT&T take on the mantle of a public institution. It is argued here that 

this history had an important influence on how the company, through its officers, saw the 

institution’s societal role, which was compounded during wartime, when the company and 

its staff were recruited for the war effort. 

AT&T’s pursuit of greater political power had begun in 1907 under Theodore Vail, who 

along with J. P. Morgan & Company, set out to transform corporate culture with the 

express purpose of investing it with greater political power for the purpose of preventing 

the company from being nationalised or burdened by heavy regulation (Mueller 1997a, 129; 

Stone 1997, 32; Marchand 1998, 50). Having lost its monopoly when key patents expired in 

1894, the company had been faced with a raft of problems, not least being competition 

from independents, made evident by the precipitous fall in its market share from 100% in 

1893 to 51% in 1907 (Marchand 1998, 49). Such a loss was indicative of the company’s 

reputation for lowering rates to discourage competing services, under investing in services 

and technology, influencing financiers to stem capital from going to competitors and acting 

to “stifle and harass” competitors at every turn (Danielian 1939, 96). This and other 

aggressive tactics had left the company with an “odious public reputation” (Marchand 1998, 

48) by which it was nicknamed the “‘Bell Octopus’” (Danielian 1939, 406). Such piratical 

behaviour had to end if only because of the need for self-preservation in the face of calls to 

nationalise telephony. 

Chief amongst their solutions was an effort to change how people, including their own 

workers, thought and felt about the company. In 1908 Vail appointed advertising agency N. 

W. Ayer & Son to design an advertising campaign to remake their image (Marchand 1998, 

48). Vail’s intention was to claw back lost market share, particularly from those independent 

exchanges in cities and towns who were not connected to the Bell System. Milton Mueller 

Jr. contended that the percentage of “noninterconnected telephone exchanges” rose as high 

as 55% of all exchanges between 1902 and 1910, effectively creating a dual service system 

(Mueller 1997a, 7). As Vail saw it, this competition had resulted in duplication forcing 
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consumers who wanted good interconnection to subscribe to multiple services at additional 

cost and inconvenience. The telephone network, according to Vail, was a natural monopoly, 

and competition was “as useless as a duplicate system of highways or streets not connecting 

with each other” (Vail quoted in: Stone 1997, 31).21 Vail believed that the “[t]he inescapable 

reality of monopoly would be cloaked, … with phrases like ‘a single system’ and ‘universal 

service’” (Marchand 1998, 50). Such obfuscation surrounding their business plans would 

later accompany their presentation of the contestability doctrine. The institutional public 

relations campaign, which ran for three decades, was spearheaded by the universal service 

concept following Vail’s own invention of the slogan ‘One System, One Policy, Universal 

Service’ (Marchand 1998, 51). It was a national campaign, the first of its kind, which gave 

birth to modern public relations (Marchand 1998, 52) Another strategy Vail deployed was to 

commit to light regulation, that is, to restrain their aggressive, expansionist tactics in favour 

of a more conciliatory relationship with independents and to expand interconnection 

through the Bell System overseen by regulators. 

Mueller makes the argument that AT&T was engaged in a business strategy that represented 

a switch from supply-side economies of scale to demand-side economies of scope, which he 

pertinently noted was “the product of a political consensus rather than a unilateral product 

of the Bell System” (Mueller 1997b, 9). Such consensus had its origins in the Kingsbury 

Commitment made in 1913 whereby AT&T submitted to public utility regulation. This 

meant rate control, foregoing competitor buyouts, allowing non-competitors22 to connect to 

the Bell System and divesting their Western Union stock. This was in exchange for greater 

political stability and control over the network through the exclusive use of Bell 

technologies in the interconnection space (Mueller 1997b, 132). What AT&T had opted for 

was “a nationally interconnected monopoly administered by Bell but supervised by 

regulators” (Mueller 1997b, 107). Or as Alan Stone put it: 

AT&T did not advocate that it become the sole provider of telephone service but rather 

the network manager of a vast network that included Bell companies, Bell licensees, and 

noncompeting independents. (Stone 1997, 32).  

 

21 AT&T. 1910 Annual Report, 32, 33. 
22 These were independent exchanges servicing a local area where Bell was not but connected to Bell for the 

long-distance services. 
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AT&T was pioneering a network business structure reminiscent of today’s platform 

monopolies whereby a corporation controls the network that coordinates the market with 

minimal external oversight, a model that is the precursor of Amazon and Uber. These 

contemporary transnational corporations are financed by global capital markets that are 

integrated as a result of the expansion of telecommunications networks (Castells 1996, 52).  

The value for AT&T and the subscribers lay within the greater interconnection that is the 

driver of network expansion. State-based regulators called public utility commissions 

(PUCs) also wanted greater interconnection fostered through AT&T’s regional monopolies 

whereby independent local exchanges connected to the Bell System using Bell technologies 

or Bell-approved technologies. Bell was able to impose these technologies because it had a 

strong hold over long-line services (Fischer 1987, 7). Its manufacturing arm, Western 

Electric, held patents over much of the Bell System’s componentry. The effects of this 

compatibility cordon around the Bell System was to give AT&T a competitive access 

advantage (Mueller 1997b, 130).  

Although AT&T framed the shift in terms of universal provision, Vail’s strategy was to 

cultivate AT&T’s political power, including at local level, in order to secure its business 

interests (Danielian 1939; Mueller 1997a; Stone 1997; Marchand 1998). Mueller points out 

that it is important not to misconstrue AT&T’s motives, which were centred on control and 

not on “liberal egalitarianism … [and] contribut[ing] to national unity and equality of 

opportunity” (Mueller 1997b, 5) That their PR campaign gave the impression of the latter, 

was a strategy to enhance the company’s image. As Marchand noted, the Kingsbury 

Commitment “paved the way for further cultivation of AT&T’s new corporate image of 

fairness, stability, and paternalistic responsibility” (Marchand 1998, 57).  

Danielian’s and Marchand’s studies of AT&T’s massive national, highly integrated, and 

unrelenting PR campaign revealed those areas where the company felt most vulnerable – 

the threats of nationalisation and unionisation, both related to the growth in the Bell System 

that led to the concentration of AT&T’s power and wealth (Danielian 1939; Marchand 

1998). As of 1939 the Bell System consisted of AT&T, the holding company that controlled 

more than 200 corporations, including subsidiary service companies called “Associated 

Companies”, like Illinois Bell Telephone Company, and manufacturing companies, like 

Western Electric. As Danielian pointed out, the president of AT&T had “the power to vote 

their stock and to select their directors and officers” (Danielian 1939, 4). Through these 

“vassal corporations” AT&T controlled 80 to 90 percent of local call business and 98 

percent of long-line business (long distance calls) (Danielian 1939, 4). Expansion of the 
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company continued as AT&T’s shareholdings in the operating companies tended to 

increase right up to 1982 (Stone 1997, 26). This was made possible by the renewal of their 

policy of acquiring independents just four years after Kingsbury, prompting Mueller to 

describe the Commitment as “a hiatus in the march towards monopoly rather than a victory 

for the competitive principle” (Mueller 1997b, 133). Monopoly growth following a period of 

constraint would prove to be a pattern repeated after divesture in 1984.  

The issue concerning the size of the Bell System was really centred on the question of who 

was running AT&T and how much power they exerted. The public relations campaign 

begun under Vail addressed this issue of power. Firstly, it constructed power as being in the 

hands of the multitude of men, particularly businessmen, who could wield personal power 

through subscribing to Bell telephone services, an approach which was served by boasting 

about the number of subscribers on the network (Marchand 1998, 58). Secondly, AT&T 

proffered “the concept of investment democracy [which] denied that the corporation 

represented any nucleus of power distinct from the public at large” (Marchand 1998, 74). 

The power to control the institution, according to AT&T’s PR, was invested in its 650,000 

stockholders,23 who like the network itself were distributed across America.24 Or, as Walter 

S. Gifford, Vail’s successor put it, “[t]he Bell System is really a new sort of thing. It is a 

publicly owned, privately managed institution”25 (Gifford quoted in: Danielian 1939, 27). By 

1954 Berle was citing 1.1 million inactive AT&T shareholders who deferred to “a unified 

and concentrated system of organization and command” to run the enterprise (Berle 1954, 

31-32). AT&T’s PR machine associated this new structure with the concept of democracy, 

reinforcing Gifford’s contention that the Bell System management was a form of 

‘trusteeship’ consisting of technical specialists who ran the system on behalf of the owners, 

the stockholding citizens (Danielian 1939, 27; Marchand 1998, 77). But, as Danielian 

concluded, that did not translate into a regime with a democratic structure or practices but 

rather the formation of an oligarchy: 

 

23 Figure taken from Danielian (1939, Introduction v). 
24 AT&T was an exemplar of the trend that Berle and Means quantified stating, “the ultimate ownership of 

the big corporations has become ever more widely dispersed, and control has become increasingly 
separated from ownership. While in 1929 only 88 [44%] of the 200 largest corporations were classed as 
management controlled, by 1963 169, or 84.5 per cent, were so classed” (Berle and Means 1968 [1932], 
xxx).  

25 Gifford, W. address to the Bell System Education Conference, August 1924. 
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The available information points, not to the existence of a democracy of control based 

upon public or even stockholders’ franchise, but on the contrary it reveals, through 

historical evolution, the rise of a financial oligarchy based upon the control of a political 

machinery of self-perpetuation (Danielian 1939, 90).  

It was Veblen who recognised the true nexus of power in the big corporations when he 

identified controlling managements as consisting of investment bankers and technical 

specialists in management and production (Veblen 1965 [1921]). Gertner noted that young 

scientists recruited to Bell Labs were made aware of the future technological needs of the 

Bell System in commercial terms that were anchored by Vail’s universalist vision of an 

integrated telecommunications system connecting all Americans to each other and America 

to the world (Gertner 2012, 20, 27).  

The financiers of the Bell System were originally drawn from the Boston aristocracy, 

however, by 1899 complex machinations between rival consortiums had begun that 

eventually saw a syndicate of financiers from Wall Street headed by J. P. Morgan & 

Company take control of AT&T in 1907. Theodore Vail returned to the presidency of 

AT&T at the same time; he supported the plans of J. P. Morgan who also wanted to pursue 

“the elimination of ‘wasteful’ competition” (Danielian 1939, 50). As for the bankers’ 

relations with AT&T’s operating management, Danielian described it as “[c]ordial … [with] 

management friendly and responsive to their [bankers] wishes” (Danielian 1939, 90). Today 

JP Morgan Chase & Co. are still AT&T’s primary financiers. Hayek’s former student David 

Rockefeller joined the bank in 1946 (then called Chase National Bank) later becoming 

chairman. Baran and Sweezy in their study Monopoly Capital gave David Rockefeller’s 

‘entitled’ ascendency to head of the bank as an example of how wealth, property and family 

connections belies the corporate paradigm. They quoted C. Wright Mills’s summation of 

this power: 

Not great fortunes, but great corporations are the important units of wealth, to which 

individuals of property are variously attached. The corporation is the source of, and the 

basis of the continued power and privilege of wealth. All the men and the families of great 

wealth are now identified with large corporations in which their property is seated. (Mills 

quoted in: Baran and Sweezy 1966, 17).26 

 

26 Mills, C. Wright. 1956. The Power Elite. New York, p. 116.  
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Through its public relations onslaught AT&T had achieved by 1934 the status of a much, 

respected social institution affectionately called Ma Bell. What Jewett and King’s proposal 

for a social order model signified is that the bankers and operating managers thought of Ma 

Bell as having a pseudo-private government status. AT&T imitated government through its 

PR campaigns by purporting to be invested in the national interest through its commitment 

to democracy and visioning of a socio-technological future. What the analysis of AT&T 

makes clear is that it was an organisation which wielded political power, not an organisation 

politically neutralised by the application of scientific methods as Jewett and King had 

professed. As observed by Danielian:  

In a larger view, the Bell System is a political organization of the first magnitude. Its 

methods of control, its means of expansion, its relations with government and the public, 

are fundamentally political in nature. In fact, even its price policies and investment of funds 

follow the pattern of political behaviour. (Danielian 1939, 400). 

Jewett and King may well have presented the core of the problem of capitalist planning in 

their industrial laboratories model of social order. The regime of management developed 

under Vail, however, may well have afforded Hayek the opportunity to visualise the 

catallactic network and that it was more a question of getting Jewett to see what could be 

achieved by conjoining the telecommunication system with the market in coordinating a 

whole-of-global-society network. 

5.4 The politics of planning  
Hayek, nevertheless, did continue to criticise Jewett and King’s “coordination” planning 

concept, in his most polemical text The Road to Serfdom (Road) (Hayek 2007 [1944], 99). As 

the end of the war drew near the ideological battle for the post-war future intensified. This 

was particularly so for Hayek, as his market model was not merely competing for ideological 

hegemony with socialist models but also with the capitalist planning model. Unlike the 

socialists he needed the capitalists to not only support his vision but to construct it. 

Caldwell, in the introduction to the 2007 edition of Road, pondered why Hayek never 

presented his arguments against the socialist market model in the book. It would seem that 

Hayek thought market socialism was only a “theoretical dream” of little import to the 

general public, the audience for his book (Caldwell 2007, 26). Not naming the socialists’ 

model also meant Hayek could attack AT&T’s planning model surreptitiously and politely 

by citing the “illusion of the specialist” who thought he could fulfil objectives through 

planning (2007 [1944], 98). As Plehwe and Walpen observed, Hayek’s attack on planning in 
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Serfdom was in the form of a “binary opposition of ‘market’ versus ‘planned economy’ 

introduced to warn against a society under total control”, irrespective of the nature of 

that control or the political and economic principles underpinning it (Plehwe and Walpen 

2006, 31).  

Hayek’s Road was pitted with ‘double truths’, not least in his analysis of monopolies. This 

was a complex area for Hayek to navigate as he wished to appear to be supporting citizens 

and small business, his target readership, when his unfettered marketplace would favour big 

business. Hayek’s analysis of monopolies addressed different kinds of monopolies, as well 

as different planning models that had monopolistic characteristics. Without naming AT&T, 

he was critical of the elevation of specialists to the role of planners (Hayek 2007 [1944], 99). 

However, he avoided criticism of “inevitable” monopolies, that is to say, natural 

monopolies like public utilities, simply stating his personal preference for “strong state 

control over private monopolies”, which fitted with AT&T’s regulated monopoly status at 

the time (Hayek 2007 [1944], 207). This common view of strong regulation, which AT&T 

promoted, obscured to great effect their level of control over their ever-expanding network 

and their influence over industry and society.  

Hayek was also dependent on AT&T to build the global communications network that 

would run the economic system he was devising. In the next section we analyse Hayek’s 

views on monopoly, keeping in mind that AT&T was indispensable to his plans. 

5.4.1 Monopolist representations in The Road to Serfdom 
In Road Hayek, in the style of a propagandist, drew upon the caricature of a monopolist to 

condemn the concept of an authority controlling the whole economy:  

Our freedom of choice in a competitive society rests on the fact that, if one person refuses 

to satisfy our wishes, we can turn to another. But if we face a monopolist we are at his 

mercy. And an authority directing the whole economic system would be the most powerful 

monopolist conceivable (Hayek 2007 [1944], 127).  

Hayek thus associated monopolists with central government planning and socialist control. 

He was not averse to corporate monopoly as long as they too did not engage in social 

planning. In truth, Hayek had been looking for a solution to the problem of monopoly 

pricing since at least 1935 on the assumption that monopolies, like public or privately 

owned utilities, which he regarded as natural monopolies, were part of the market order. 
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Road was Hayek’s most populist book, where he expressed rather more adamantly his 

antipathy towards monopolies than in his works for academics and political ideologists. 

Framed as a warning against totalitarianism, capitalist monopolistic tendencies, along with 

all varieties of socialism and other centrist authoritarian models, were conflated together and 

presented as a grave danger to a global public on the cusp of deciding how best to organise 

post-war society.  

In the United States there was resistance during the post-war era to big business, 

monopolies and cartels, which were indelibly linked in the public’s mind to the causes and 

or intensity of the Great Depression (Hawley 1966). The US government, however, had a 

positive reputation for planning, having achieved economic recovery under the New Deal, 

planned for victory in World War II (Reich 1984 [1983], 93) and then in the post-war 

period, being poised to conduct the reconstruction of Western Europe under the Marshall 

Plan (1948-1951). The neoliberals and industrialists in the US were faced with the task of 

stirring up the residue of anti-government sentiment within American culture and steering 

the public towards favouring big business (Phillips-Fein 2009).  

Departing from the common image of the monopolist as an exploiter of labour and abuser 

of small business, Hayek denotes monopoly as an aggregation of power formed of an 

alliance between “organized capital and organized labour” and sundry groups whose 

interests are served by “support of the monopolistic organization of industry” (2007 [1944], 

204), a claim for which he does not provide evidence:  

This movement is, of course, deliberately planned mainly by the capitalist organizers of 

monopolies, … Their responsibility is not altered by the fact that their aim is not a 

totalitarian system but rather a sort of corporative society in which the organized industries 

would appear as semi-independent and self-governing ‘estates’. (Hayek 2007 [1944], 205).  

Hayek argues, however, that whatever independence such “estates” achieve it would not 

last, as the state will not tolerate such aggregations of power in private hands (2007 [1944], 

205) Hayek’s argument at this point edges towards being contradictory as he claims that the 

state would be enlisted to the cause of monopolists: 

it would nevertheless be a mistake to put the blame for the modern movement toward 

monopoly exclusively or mainly on that class [capitalists]. Their propensity in this direction 

is neither new nor would it by itself be likely to become a formidable power. The fatal 

development was that they have succeeded in enlisting the support of an ever increasing 

number of other groups and, with their help, in obtaining the support of the state (Hayek 

2007 [1944], 205).  
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In this statement, Hayek appears to resign himself to the inevitability of corporate 

monopolies and to regard the source of their power to be external to them, that is vested in 

associates and not in the structure or makeup of monopoly itself. However, for those 

capitalists who support the “monopolistic organization of industry” Hayek offers a warning 

that totalitarianism lies at the end of this particular road (2007 [1944], 94). And in a veiled 

reference to Jewett’s proposal for upscaling their specialists’ model to society, Hayek simply 

dismisses it as misguided: 

There is yet another theory which … contends … it will be impossible to make use of 

many of the new technological possibilities unless protection against competition is 

granted, i.e., a monopoly is conferred. … No doubt in many cases it is used merely as a 

form of special pleading by interested parties. Even more often it is probably based on a 

confusion between technical excellence from a narrow engineering point of view and 

desirability from the point of view of society as a whole. (Hayek 2007 [1944], 96). 

Hayek reiterates in Road his arguments from 1939 and 1941 that the problems associated 

with corporate monopolies are essentially caused by governments who condone, aid and 

abet monopoly, through policies that support protectionism and monopolistic behaviours 

like collusion (Hayek 1939; 1941; 2007 [1944], 93). Hayek remains firm in his belief that, 

“the planning against which all our criticism is directed is solely the planning against 

competition” (2007 [1944], 90). He rejects even those government measures designed to 

curtail monopolistic power, arguing that they will backfire, spawning new vested interests 

aligning with monopolists. He attempts to lay a corporatist state of affairs at the feet of “the 

Left”, claiming that their antipathy towards competition was responsible for the 

entrenchment of monopolist power (Hayek 2007 [1944], 206, 208). This, he asserted, was 

largely achieved through garnering public support and legislating in favour of monopolies 

(Hayek 2007 [1944], 205). 

Hayek thus attempts to justify and purify monopoly, by proposing that market-induced 

versions are benign, and assigning any negative factors we might associate with monopoly 

to other actors. Labour unions are included, as Hayek asserts that capitalist monopoly is 

rendered problematic by group interests attached to its privileges, notably the labour 

movement, and by those convinced by monopolists to see monopolies as contributing to “a 

more just and orderly society” (Hayek 2007 [1944], 207). He provides no evidence of 

allegiance or cooperation between corporate monopolies and trade unions.  
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On the contrary AT&T, for example, were members of a group called the Special 

Conference Committee, along with corporations like Du Pont, Standard Oil of New Jersey 

and United States Steel, which had the express purpose of replacing labour unions with 

company unions, so as to disarm the labour movement (Danielian 1939, 333).  

The implication is that if all influences except the market were stripped away, for example 

by disempowering the labour unions, convincing the executive of AT&T to drop their 

attempts to manage society and ensuring government did not interfere with the market, 

then corporate monopolies could operate soundly within the market order. In his final 

comments on monopolies in Road, Hayek leans towards private monopolies over which the 

state has regulatory control even if reduced efficiency is the outcome, rather than the state 

managing monopolies directly (Hayek 2007 [1944], 207). AT&T at this time was an 

exemplar of a private monopoly regulated by the US government.27 Daniel Stedman Jones 

argues the contrary view, that Hayek was against private monopolies but sought 

“supervision of natural monopolies” (2012, 67). However, in Road Hayek defends private 

monopolies by noting that they were “scarcely ever complete and even more rarely of long 

duration or able to disregard potential competition” (2007 [1944], 206). He further states his 

belief that any negative effects of private monopolies were created by government policy 

(Hayek 2007 [1944], 93). Hayek’s comments on government regulation do form a circular 

argument, courtesy of the different audiences and Mirowski’s ‘double truths’ he is juggling, 

making clarity elusive. The public utilities posed the greatest problem of entrenchment as 

their infrastructures were difficult to replicate, and therefore, they were not as readily 

exposed to the cycle of competition as they were inducing the “invention of substitutes” to 

which non-inevitable monopolies were said to succumb (Hayek 2007 [1944], 207). On these 

inevitable or natural monopolies, his view is that these should not be state run because a 

“state monopoly is always a state-protected monopoly—protected against both potential 

competition and effective criticism” and will ultimately fail to serve the community (Hayek 

2007 [1944], 206). At the time of writing Road, the regulated monopoly model with 

government-imposed controls to assuage monopoly pricing was Hayek’s solution to the 

public utility dilemma. It wasn’t ideal, however, because it posed the risk of the monopolist 

becoming too close to the government regulator, leading to compromises that undermine 

the independence of the business’s management. This possibility was understood by Jewett 

 

27 In 1958 the US telegraph and telephone industry (under which AT&T was categorised) was re-classified 
from monopolistic to government-supervised (Nutter and Einhorn 1969, 62) meaning it was no longer 
counted as a monopoly for the purpose of national statistics.  
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and King when they proposed their industrial laboratories model, which made large 

corporations, part of the machinery of the state. They believed this would counter the might 

of totalitarian regimes, reasoning which Hayek rejected because of the problem of 

subsumption, or the absorption of one by the other. It was also a model close to that of the 

market socialists, which Hayek criticised on the grounds that the management would not 

serve the interests of the business (Hayek 2015 [1935]-b, 217). Hayek ultimately gave private 

monopolies the green light despite appearing to warn people against the potential dangers.  

Following the publication of the US edition of the book, Road was serialised in The Readers’ 

Digest. Articles appeared in other popular magazines notably Fortune, Look and the Hearst 

newspapers. Hayek embarked on a very successful book tour of the US in 1945 (Burgin 

2012, 89; Van Horn 2013, 272). On 15 May 1945, a radio dramatisation of Road28 was 

broadcast on an NBC Radio series called Words at War exactly one week after the signing of 

unconditional surrender by German forces in Berlin ended World War II in Europe 

(Garrison 1945, 27:15).29 The radio play warned of renewed possibilities that another Hitler 

or Mussolini could emerge if the trend towards socialist central planning was not cauterised 

and was indicative of the ideological battlelines being drawn just prior to the Cold War.30 

Hayek’s support for big business, despite his claims in the book that corporate social 

planning and government central planning are both incompatible with competition, is, I 

argue an exemplar of Mirowski’s observation concerning neoliberalism’s “double truth” 

(Mirowski 2013, 68; 2015 [2009], 426). It is argued here that Hayek voiced a concern for the 

rights of citizens, but all the while his actions spoke of a political philosophy that protected 

the freedom of entrepreneurs to go about their business without interference from 

government or labour organisations. Keynes is alert to this as he criticises Hayek for not 

being explicit about where to “draw the line … [on planning that leads to] the slippery path 

 

28 The play gives a lengthy appraisal of Henry J. Kaiser’s can do, all American, poor immigrant boy success 
story. Kaiser dominated industries such as steel, construction, shipbuilding and health insurance, becoming 
one of the largest corporate conglomerates in America largely through government contracts – New Deal 
dam building, wartime Liberty shipbuilding contracts and post-war reconstruction projects including 
Australia’s Snowy Mountains Scheme.   

29 Garnet Garrison was the director of Words at War (NBC Radio). 
30 The broadcast was a counterpoint to the previous month’s dramatisation of Sir William Beveridge’s book 

Full Employment in a Free Society (Beveridge 1944). Beveridge, the architect of Britain’s post-war welfare 
state, was arguing for government intervention in the economy as a matter of employment policy. 
Alarmed, the US National Association of Manufacturers, representing big business and other business 
interests, attacked NBC for biased programming (Blue 2002, 327). Hayek said of Beveridge that “he was 
completely ignorant of any economics whatever … [and that] [h]e could write on any subject where he was 
given instruction” (Hayek 1994, 83). 
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…over the precipice” (Keynes quoted in: Jones 2012, 67).31 However, Hayek remained 

aloof, with the details of his plans hidden, leaving it to the big corporations to drive their 

own success, which in the Tardeian sense others should imitate.32 

5.4.2 Planning R&D post-war 
WWII was followed by intense questioning of how totalitarianism had been allowed to take 

hold, and proposals for alternative societal structures. Historically, the question was which 

social order model would prevail? The rather oblique answer to this question is that various 

models had some success, with the exception of Hayek’s pure competitive market. 

Keynesian economics with its emphasis on a mixed economy became the dominant 

economic paradigm in the three decades following the war, at least in the Anglo-Saxon 

sphere, Western Europe and Japan. Jewett’s scientific planning model was partially adopted, 

in so far as the wartime military industrial planning effort shifted to post-war 

reconstruction. However, peacetime brought with it a change in politics with a more 

nuanced approach to the issues of defence and democratic governance than Jewett’s in 

1940. In July 1945 President Roosevelt released a blueprint for government oversight and 

policy on scientific research and education aimed at securing national defence, health and 

economic growth in the United States post-war. The report, Science, The Endless Frontier, 

framed the government’s role in terms of its historic engagement in nation building. The 

new frontiers were to be “frontiers of the mind” (Roosevelt quoted in: Bush 1945).33 

Written by Vannevar Bush, head of the OSRD, it recommended the establishment of a 

National Science Foundation (NSF), a self-governing agency like the OSRD, with board 

members selected by the President but otherwise independent of government and special 

interests.34 The proposal was vetoed by Roosevelt’s successor, Democrat President Harry S. 

 

31 Keynes to Hayek, 28 June 1944, Hayek Papers. 
32 Gabriel Tarde had an almost Panglossian developmental view of society whereby progress was made by 

individuals forging initiatives that other individuals should imitate. It was a change process dependent on 
the validation of class power that defined what was successful. As Michael Davis notes, Tarde believed 
“that the best man should be the most imitated, should gain leadership and be obeyed” (Davis 1968, 87). 

33 Franklin D. Roosevelt’s letter commissioning the report 17 November 1944.  
34 The NSF was eventually established in 1950 with Bell Laboratories executives being appointed to the NSF 

board. William O. Baker (1960-1966) and Ian Ross (at the time retired from AT&T) (1991-1998) along 
with representatives of private institutions and a relatively small number of corporations were on the 
board. Members also included the: Rockefeller Foundation (1950-1960), MIT (1950-1951,1956-1962, 
1964-1967, 1970-1988, 1990-1996, 2000-2008), including Robert Solow (emeritus MIT economist) (1994-
2000), Hoover Institution (1972-1978, 1982-1994), The Rand Corporation (1974-1986), Office of Naval 
Research (2002-2005) and private corporations including Arthur D. Little, Inc. (1951-1956), Merck (1951-
1957), TRW Inc. (1984-1986, 1988-1992), IBM (1996-2000), Pegasus Global Holdings Inc. (2006-2012) 
and Google (2012-2018), (National Science Foundation c 2007-2018). This is not the full list of members, 
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Truman (1945-1953) who took exception to government functions being directed by a 

group of “essentially private citizens [with the] proposed National Science Foundation … 

divorced from … control by the people” (Truman quoted in: Edwards 1997 [1996], 59).  

The government under Truman planned to take a more active role in science 

administration, and Jewett opposed this, taking a stance against a reframed NSF (Teitelman 

1994, 82). Jewett’s objections were based on general criticisms of the bureaucracy and 

government decision-making processes (Jewett and King 1940, 827). He was joined by 

other critics such as MIT’s Edward Bowles, who wanted to see a more systematic approach 

to science and engineering reminiscent of the cross-sector partnerships forged during the 

war (Edwards 1997 [1996], 58). Bowles and other stakeholders from the academy, military 

and industry founded the private RAND Corporation, or Project RAND as it was called in 

1948 (RAND Corporation 1994-2019). RAND along with the Office of Naval Research 

(ONR) established by the War Department in 1946, was to become a critical repository of 

research support across the natural and social sciences, including economics. Mirowski links 

RAND to the adoption in economics of operations research (OR) which had its origins in 

British military research on artillery gun aiming (2002, 188). He observes the “problems of 

rationality and organizational efficiency became conflated with problems of computer 

design and programming” (Mirowski 2002, 188). Baumol described the OR approach in 

economics as the “concept of optimization” whereby economists using computers and 

nonlinear programs had the option of broadening the field of analysis factoring in agents’ 

behaviours, business problems and public policy issues as part of the “entire relevant range 

of possibilities” (Baumol 1965 [1961], 1, 5). That is, a multiplicity of factors could be 

analysed simultaneously as a means of dealing with a whole new complexity of analysis.  

The political battle over the role of government in post-war R&D was explicated by Bush in 

Modern Arms and Free Men (1949). Bush was struggling with the contradictions, raised by the 

question as to how to plan for total war, across the whole population and military and non-

military institutions, and at the same time remain vested in a democratic process that is 

charged with leveraging the war machine against totalitarian aggressors (Bush 1949, Ch 

XVII). Bush came down on the side of what was familiar, delivering a plan that was aimed 

at securing US military and economic hegemony through science and innovation (Bush 

1949, 261). This followed his original prescription for the wartime OSDR agency. He did 

 

but it does show special interests from the private and universities sector. It seems naïve that 
representations from different sectors would not serve their interests.   
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not countenance that Truman in peacetime would submit such an agency to higher 

standards of democratic propriety. Nonetheless, he expressed qualms about the risks to 

democracy of being in a permanent state of war readiness that could result in a dictatorial 

government embarking on a “prophylactic war” (Bush 1949, 1). 

Bush believed the industrial complex posed risks. In a veiled rebuttal to Jewett and King, 

Bush quoted Max Ascoli35—“There is no such thing as total peace, but there is such a thing 

as total war and total annihilation of rights” (Bush 1949, 113).36 Bush made clear his 

opposition to any expert-based alternatives to the democratic process no matter what the 

urgency: 

We cannot take refuge in the assertion that these are matters for specialists: for a State 

Department to carry on a new form of international discussion, for a Defense Department 

to prepare us for a new kind of war. (Bush 1949, 3). 

Bush believed the moral injunction against war37 was contingent on American freedom and 

democracy being upheld by government responsiveness to the people’s will (1949, 125). 

Bush upheld that public opinion was critical to maintaining a democracy (1949, 3), a view 

that differed from Jewett and Hayek, both of whom gave little credence to the opinions of 

the “great masses” (Hayek 1976 [1949], 107) or, in Jewett’s case, the “uninformed” majority 

(Jewett and King 1940, 828). Bush does not occlude a bottom-up democratic process from 

being able to remit representative authority with the power to administer a future dependent 

on the military stocktake of science and technology. However, ideological battles aside, 

within the context of the bigger picture of using science and technology to ensure US 

economic and military dominance, power brokers like Jewett and Bush were allied. Hayek, 

on the other hand, thought the public bias towards scientific knowledge was, at least in 

economics, ill conceived. In September 1945, two months after Bush’s report was released, 

Hayek raised his concerns claiming that “one kind of knowledge, namely, scientific 

knowledge, occupies now so prominent a place in public imagination that we tend to forget 

that it is not the only kind that is relevant” (1945, 521). 

Hayek continued to promote his message that ‘there is no alternative’ (TINA) to the market 

throughout all the upheavals of war and computerisation and in the face of online universal 

 

35 Ascoli, a political philosopher and self-described liberal, was Dean of the Graduate Faculty at the New 
School for Social Research, NYC (Beiler 1949).  

36 Ascoli, Max. 1949. The Power of Freedom. New York: Farrar, Straus. 
37 Bush referred to the “strike and prevail” strategy also called pre-emptive strikes (Bush 1949, 125). 
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access (Hayek and Levin 1980) However, his rhetoric was tempered by a political astuteness 

and an ability to see the potential in technology. Hayek embraced the benefits of computers, 

which had been amply demonstrated at LSE in 1946 when engineer economist A. W. “Bill” 

Phillips captured everyone’s attention by using a hydraulic computer to demonstrate 

Keynesian modelling (Hally 2005, 191). 

As an inveterate networker and political pragmatist, Hayek would have been aware of what 

Gertner described as the “elite circles of industry, academia, military intelligence, and public 

policy” within which Jewett, Bush and their successors at AT&T moved (Gertner 2012, 

157). Indeed, Hayek would form his own elite enclave at the University of Chicago, a circle 

which would connect with other inner circles directing US domestic and international 

policies. In the sciences Hayek would connect with Warren Weaver, who advised him on 

complex systems in the 1950s (Caldwell 2014, 15).38 Weaver, according to Mirowski, was 

one of the “science czars” along with Bush and Jewett (2002, 170). As Director of the 

Division of Natural Sciences at the Rockefeller Foundation, Weaver had enormous sway 

over grants and was privy to developments in computerisation and military science. He took 

the role of linking and coordinating science activities across the private and public sectors 

(Mirowski 2002, 169-177).  

One might perceive an incongruity between Hayek’s disparagement of scientists and 

engineers and his association with Weaver and his embrace of cybernetics in the 1950s 

(Mirowski 2002, 175). But Hayek’s complaint had always focused on the enthusiasm of 

scientist-engineers like Jewett, who thought specialists should plan society, which Hayek 

vigorously rejected in preference for the market-based network model.  

Jewett died in 1949. Although he had attempted to impose his model through opposition to 

government control over science planning, AT&T still achieved its goal of building a vast 

communications network supported by government funding and defence contracts and the 

continued presence of its executives advising on science policy at the highest levels of 

government (Porter 1998 [1990], 294; Gertner 2012, 247). 

 

38 Hayek, F. 1955. ‘Degrees of Explanation’. In: Studies in Philosophy, Politics and Economics. London, Routledge 
& Kegan Paul: 3-21. Reprint from: The British Journal for the Philosophy of Science, 1955, 6(23):209-225; Hayek, 
F. 1967. ‘The Theory of Complex Phenomena’. In: Studies in Philosophy, Politics and Economics. London, 
Routledge & Kegan Paul: 22-42. Reprint from: The Critical Approach to Science and Philosophy: Essays in Honor 
of K. R. Popper, ed. M. Bunge, New York, The Free Press: 1964. Weaver’s advice to Hayek on the 1964 
piece was noted in correspondence between Hayek and Weaver. Hoover Institution Archive, Friedrich A. 
Von Hayek, Folder 57-16 Correspondence, Box No 57, Accession No. 86002-143.03/06. 
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5.5 Conclusion 
This chapter has charted Hayek’s attempt to redeem aspects of private monopoly in a 

crucial period of history during WWII. He began this with ‘Planning, Science and Freedom’ 

(1941) and fortified it in The Road to Serfdom (1944). In summary, he argued that those 

monopolies which are produced purely by market forces are largely benign and natural 

monopolies like public utilities should be privatised and regulated by government. The 

problems we might commonly associate with monopoly, such as stifling competition, were, 

he claimed, caused by governments. His critical point was that the antithesis of free 

competition was not monopoly per se, but planning by the state. Other types of planning, 

such as those by experts from the natural sciences, were also rejected, deemed to interfere 

with the market’s mechanism and therefore its ability to constrain both state and corporate 

monopoly powers. 

What Hayek put to the ‘global’ public (the readers of The Road to Serfdom) was a choice 

between the “impersonal discipline of the market” and a totally planned society ruled by a 

few powerful individuals in cahoots with government and the unions, which he determined 

amounted to the very doctrines against which the war was fought (2007 [1944], 208, 209). 

However, there was a more subtle case in his first address to the Mont Pelerin Society in 

1947. Here, in an example of Mirowski’s ‘double truth’ – Hayek clarified that the goal was 

to create an “efficient economic system” using the market and private corporations to create 

a networked global economy that was free of government interference, but which utilised 

the coercive powers of government to enforce market rules and otherwise protect the 

market mechanism and private property. This, we might conclude, had little to do with 

liberty for the population in the twentieth century and everything to do with the liberation 

of the corporations, as in the nineteenth century, given the “opportunity to realize its 

[corporate] ideals” (Hayek 2007 [1944], 238). 

Like Hayek, AT&T’s vice president, Frank Jewett, deemed government planning to be 

problematic. For AT&T the post-war future was lined with opportunities because much of 

the power they held during the war was retained as the US entered the Cold War and set 

about to create the modern security state based on communications technology. The society 

that emerged post-war was not based on the formal corporate planning model envisioned 

by Jewett, but on a far more revolutionary form of social engineering through the control 

and manipulation of information. This was made possible by AT&T pouring its R&D 

resources into the technology and economics of network communications. 
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Meanwhile at the University of Chicago Hayek would begin his own research projects 

towards developing the legal framework to encase the new economy. This as I will show in 

the next chapter, enabled the neoliberal movement and AT&T to synergise their goals in the 

light which had begun to shine during the 1940s debate between Hayek, Jewett and King.  
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6 Neoliberalism: building the pro-monopoly 
edifice in post-war America 

Others will probably be better qualified to lay the next row of bricks of the edifice to 

which I am trying to contribute. 

                                                                                  Friedrich Von Hayek  

                                                                                  Chicago 8 May 1959 

6.1 Introduction 
This chapter analyses how Hayek and the Chicago neoliberal thought collective constructed 

an intellectual edifice in law and economics from the 1940s to the end of the 1970s that 

would effectively prepare the ground for the defanging of antitrust regulation, the 

resurgence of corporate consolidation and the ascendency of platform monopolies like 

AT&T during the Reagan revolution of the 1980s. 

The question considered is: by what rationale and methods did the early neoliberal 

movement in the United States (1946-1979) actively manoeuvre monopolies and oligopolies 

into a position where they could consolidate their market power and construct their version 

of a knowledge society? 

The chapter follows the maturing of the symbiotic relationship between neoliberals and 

monopolies forged through Chicago’s libertarian antitrust projects, the Free Market Study 

(1946-1953) and the Antitrust Project (1952-1955). It then examines the cross influences 

between Chicago law and economics and the Bell group’s contestability doctrine to 

determine to what extent contestability, which provided justification for monopolies, was an 

integral part of the neoliberal project to build the catallaxy. It is also shown how Hayek and 

the Chicago School brought to fruition what Hayek portended in 1944, that, “machinery of 

monopoly becomes identical with the machinery of the state” (2007 [1944], 207). This 

switch is examined through a textual analysis of ‘Law and the Future: Trade Regulation’ co-

authored by Aaron Director and Edward Levi from the University of Chicago Law School. 

This article, which has been referred as the Chicago “manifesto” (Packer 1963, 55; Van 
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Horn 2015 [2009], 222), a status also ascribed by other scholars (Carstensen 1996), was the 

summation with recommendations of the research performed at Chicago under the auspices 

Volker funded Antitrust Project. This is set within a broader critique of Hayek’s viewpoint 

on monopolies in The Political Ideal of the Rule of Law (1955) and The Constitution of Liberty 

(1960).1 My aim is to contribute to the scholarship that shows Hayek’s “indispensable and 

pivotal role in the creation of the Chicago School” (Van Horn and Mirowski 2015 [2009], 

155) by highlighting the specific ways in which Hayek’s philosophy directed the project’s 

outcomes. This is in contrast to those scholars who see The Constitution of Liberty (1960) as 

Hayek’s salute to liberalism in law (Barry 1979; Gray 1984). In the second part of the 

chapter, the textual examination is extended to Richard Posner’s Antitrust Law: An Economic 

Perspective (1976) and Robert Bork’s The Antitrust Paradox (1978) dovetailed with a review of 

the key propositions of contestability which were simultaneously rolled out in industry 

policy in the late 1970s. The purpose is to show how Posner’s and Bork’s proposals for 

antitrust served to remove legal impediments to creating the conditions for the 

contestability doctrine to arise. This is linked to the emergence of a new economic-

governance structure embedding a new form of monopoly capitalism based on digital 

platforms.  

I begin the chapter with a brief overview of how the neoliberals grew in influence and 

power in the 1950s. In this decade the Mont Pèlerin Society (MPS) would surpass its 

establishment phase; the economics, law and business schools at the University of Chicago 

would grow their base for neoliberalism in America and the Law and Economics 

Movement, which was rooted in the Chicago milieu, would take neoliberalism into the halls 

of political, judicial and corporate power (Becchio and Leghissa 2017; Van Horn 2018). It 

was also the decade that cemented the base for the legitimation of AT&T’s contestability 

doctrine. In examining how this was achieved the focus is on the development of the 

efficiency paradigm that came to be applied to antitrust thereby effecting a change in the 

very epistemological base of the law (Davies 2010, 65; Becchio and Leghissa 2017, 150), 

which, as I have shown was related to the requirement to establish ‘sets of rules’ by which 

the catallaxy could be ‘programmed’; and as I will further show, undermined the principles 

of liberalism embodied in the Sherman Act.  

 

1 In 1955 the National Bank of Egypt, published five lectures Hayek gave in Cairo under the title The Political 
Ideal of the Rule of Law, which was an abridged, circumspect version of his main arguments in The Constitution 
of Liberty which Hayek described as being “arranged round the Cairo lectures.” (Hayek 1994, 130). 
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6.2 Liberalism: out with the old  
Both Jewett and Hayek thought liberalism was a spent force (Jewett and King 1940; Hayek 

1976 [1949]). Jewett decried its weakness in dealing with totalitarianism, claiming it lacked 

the organisational capacity to manage technological developments, including the kind that 

underwrote militarism (Jewett and King 1940). Hayek’s attack on 19th century liberalism also 

leaned on the need to prevent the rise of totalitarianism. In his paper “‘Free’ Enterprise and 

the Competitive Order”,2 presented at the inaugural meeting of the MPS on 10 April 1947, 

he derided the liberals’ complacency with the minimal state, intoning that it was not 

sufficient to simply retrench state activity in favour of laissez faire, but that the state needed 

to engage its powers to restructure government and society according to the computational 

ordering principle of the market (Hayek 1976 [1949], 109). “Hayek is no devotee to laissez 

faire; he believes in a design for an enterprise system”, declared his editor John Chamberlain 

(2007 [1944], 254).3 Hayek himself attested decades later that “[l]aissez-faire was never more 

than a rule of thumb” (Hayek 1973, 62).  

6.2.1 Liberals mishandling monopolies 

To Hayek the ‘non-interventionalist’ liberals were constantly using instruments of state to 

readjust the laissez faire economy resulting in a muddle of intended and unintended 

consequences. This was exemplified by what Hayek saw as their mishandling of the 

monopolies by way of promulgating laws that removed restraints on monopoly growth in 

such a way that they threatened the competitive order he envisaged (Hayek 1976 [1949]). In 

this sense, Hayek is not anti-monopoly as argued by (Jones 2012, 67) but resolutely opposed 

to liberal governmentality and its legislation intended to shape society. His statements 

included the following, that “change in civil law is determined by the dominant ideas of 

what would be a desirable social order is well illustrated by the development, during the last 

fifty years, of legislation and jurisdiction on cartels, monopoly, and the restraint of trade 

generally” (1976 [1949], 115). Hayek is referring to the US Sherman Act 1890 and its 

particularising legislation. Neoliberalism claimed that state institutions grant monopolies 

their power through selective privileging of corporations (Foucault 2008, 134-135) some of 

which are state created monopoly enterprises.  

 

2 Published in: Hayek, F. A. 1949. Individualism and Economic Order. Chicago: Chicago University Press, pp. 
107-118. 

3 John Chamberlain, a member of MPS, was the editor of the first US edition of The Road to Serfdom. 1944. 
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The rationalisation of monopoly, like all competitive phenomena, had to be compatible with 

the new market internationalism that was implicit to neoliberalism, making Hayek’s targets 

for change as diverse as international trade, taxation, corporate legal status,4 joint-stock 

companies, contracts in restraint of trade and patents (Hayek 1976 [1949]). As Foucault had 

observed, instruments intervening with the market’s price signalling mechanism, were to be 

“banished” (2008, 139).  

Intellectual property 

One chief area of concern that Hayek earmarked for change was intellectual property (IP) 

law because in his view the application of rights to industrial patents amounted to the 

“award of a monopoly privilege” (Hayek 1976 [1949], 114), albeit a temporary one, a view 

held by other MPS members including Arnold Plant and Richard Posner (Liebowitz 2002, 

203), Henry Simons (Van Horn 2011, 1532), Fritz Machlup (1961) and Douglass North 

(2009). Hayek’s stance has been cited to support the argument that he wanted constraints 

put on monopolies, at least at that time (Paul 2004, 174; Kerin 2010, 30; Kusunoki 2015). 

However, I argue that the basis of his concern was that intellectual property law constrained 

the flow of dispersed information in a network. As Slobodian observes, Hayek believed that 

“[o]bstructing the dissemination of knowledge threatened the very mechanism of advancing 

civilization itself” (2020, 77). Knowledge had to be freely exchanged (Hayek 1960, 97). This 

ideal has been born out in part by the internet economy whereby firms stay ahead of their 

competitors by obsoleting their own products as fast as innovation allows (Lewis 1997, 18). 

The US intellectual property law regime in the post-war period had been greatly 

strengthened culminating in the Lanham (Trademark) Act 1946, which had been facilitated 

by Roosevelt’s New Deal during the 1930s. Steven Wilf describes the doctrinal change in 

intellectual property where for “the first time, products of the mind were seen as essential 

instruments of industrial growth” (Wilf 2008, 140). The New Dealers had focused on 

kickstarting the US economy, which Wilf claims translated into a new regulatory regime 

 

4 Hayek also attacked corporate legal status and patents. Hayek declared as contentious, “the recognition of 
corporations as fictitious or legal persons [which] has had the effect that all the rights of a natural person 
were automatically extended to corporations” (Hayek 1976 [1949], 116). He called for such a right for 
corporations to be abolished claiming it had adverse impacts on contract law and limited liability, for which 
he gives no further elaboration (Hayek 1976 [1949], 115). This privilege has not only continued but was 
ramped-up in the landmark case Burwell v Hobby Lobby Stores Inc. 573 U. S. 2014 when the U.S. Supreme 
Court recognised that the firm Hobby Lobby was a person with religious freedom under the Religious 
Freedom Restoration Act 1993 thus setting a precedent allowing for-profit corporations to be exempted 
from general laws on religious grounds. For commentary on the Hobby Lobby’s case see (Brown 2019). 
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aiming to create “a framework for a complex national market of mass produced consumer 

goods” through the use of trademarks for product differentiation (Wilf 2008, 153). They 

also looked towards encouraging growth in new mass media industries, like radio and 

motion pictures, using improved copyright protections (Wilf 2008, 152). Hayek, however, 

was amongst the detractors who associated instruments, like trademarks and patents, with 

monopoly growth. Other analysts, for example, Edward Chamberlin, conceded that these 

instruments were technically monopolistic, in that they granted a period of exclusive rights 

over content or an invention, but claimed they had positive competitive effects, not the least 

being monetary incentives for innovation (Chamberlin 1962 [1933], 58). The critical factor 

at this junction was the relationship between IP law protecting creators, and antitrust law 

curtailing monopolies; for as the IP regime expanded, antitrust had an important role to play 

in countering monopoly effects. What I will show is the Chicago School undermining 

antitrust thereby exposing IP to further corporate abuse. 

Under neoliberalism the corporate exploitation of IP instruments has flourished. In the US 

patent applications soared, according to Mirowski, encouraged by neoliberal marketisation 

of patent regulation and cost-benefit analysis calculating patents to be lucrative investments 

(Mirowski 2011, 147). Transnational exploitation had also occurred through international 

agreements like the controversial Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights 

(TRIPS). This agreement has been described as inflicting a “sovereignty deficit” on 

signatory states as the agreement leads to “a globalization of business regulation” making it 

more difficult for local jurisdictions to rein in the power of transnational corporations 

through their own IP and antitrust regimes (Faunce and Drahos 1998, 299, 301). 

The crux of the problem for Hayek was that the market did not determine the rules of 

intellectual property. In the competitive order he conceived, it was the market that would 

lead to the discovery of facts which would determine the rules put in place. The government 

would then be enlisted to enforce these rules (Hayek 1976 [1949], 114). By implication this 

left the legal system to fill the void on issues like product differentiation. For Hayek, 

trademarks like “Coca-Cola” conflated the brand with the product. Hayek thought this 

brand name should be freely available for use (Hayek 1976 [1949], 115). 

Bringing Hayek’s propositions to bear on the knowledge economy highlights the 

fundamental problems his proposed market order was facing. As Slobodian observes, it was 

Arnold Plant who theorised that ideas became scarce because of IP becoming monopolistic 

(Slobodian 2020, 78). In Hayek’s network system information was the enabler of 

compatibility, which the markets had to be free to process. At the same time, information 
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had to be tradable by individuals and firms and therefore was, in some circumstances, 

encumbered by regulation which was detrimental to the market. Slobodian discerned in 

Machlup’s model that “[t]he emphasis is on the extension of the network or the system of 

knowledge transmission rather than the conditions for knowledge creation. … The point 

was not to protect knowledge for its initial producer but to expand its use and circulation in 

the aggregate” (Slobodian 2020, 83). 

By the 1970s, the neoliberal conception of the friction-free market would incorporate 

contestability (see section 2.3.1). The conditions for creating a contestable market were 

equal access by market contestants (actual and potential) to information and production 

technology. Under contestable market conditions, patents were therefore a barrier to the 

market (Graham and Lawrence 1996, 13) because they created exclusive rights to 

information.  

Intellectual property law also brought legislators, regulating bodies and planners into the 

market mix. This was Hayek’s idea of dystopia, the antithesis of his spontaneous market 

with its monopolies forming and disappearing due to market forces. 

The neoliberals did not assert their will on this issue by abolishing IP. One factor in this was 

possibly the uncertainty on how to respond to the new and expanding network landscape 

which would see the digital platform itself become protected IP (Srnicek 2016, 31).5 Hayek’s 

call for a market approach to “each class” of patent may have given the flexibility they felt 

they needed (Hayek 1976 [1949], 114). Also by way of explanation, Slobodian offered that 

“[t]he case of IP suggests that it is those neoliberal ideas most compatible with corporate 

interests that have been transmuted into law” (2020, 73). It was certainly the case that the 

reforms Hayek had flagged in 1947 for targeting corporations just faded away. 

Aside from suggesting that the market deal with each class of IP, Hayek offered little else by 

way of ideas to reform intellectual property law. He did not address the question of how his 

spontaneous market order would differentiate between the different types of knowledge, 

that is, between knowledge given freely which progresses society and pecuniary or sold 

knowledge (Hayek 1960, 97).  

 

5 Jeff Bezos patented Amazon’s “one-click ordering” (Taplin 2017, 79). 
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6.2.2 Hayek’s Cartesian insufficiency 

The essential difficulty in analysing Hayek is not that Hayek obscures his beliefs, but that he 

obscures the means of understanding the logic of those beliefs. He fails to make a clear 

representation of the competitive market order he is rejecting and the new market order he 

wants to bring into being. Hayek does not demonstrate how economic reality is better 

represented by the notion of catallactic compatibility, his substitute for equilibrium analysis. 

Hayek’s position is bereft of what Jameson calls the “undoubtedness of Cartesian certainty” 

(Jameson 2012 [2002], 47). That is to say, Hayek never completed a thoroughgoing 

deconstruction of equilibrium analysis and therefore failed to prove the need for an 

alternative to the existing market order. Nor was his to-do-list of corporate controls from 

the 1947 meeting ever fulfilled, in contrast to the neoliberal success in crushing trade unions 

(Steiner 2015 [2009]). Consequently, neoliberals have had a light touch when it has come to 

describing the benefits of their model. For Hayek there can be no rational deconstruction of 

an institution that historically has grown from tradition and custom rather than 

anthropomorphic intentionalism. Conversely, there cannot be what Hayek called Cartesian 

constructivism, that is the rational design of an institution from the reasoned logic of any 

one individual (Hayek 1960, 57; 1973, 11). Therefore, according to Hayek’s own reasoning, 

his own individual theorising on market compatibility, cyborg networks and the rules of the 

catallaxy should not be the basis of design elements for planning a new order. That was the 

work of participants in the market, such as the Bell group network architects. 

Hayek’s concern, therefore, was not with describing the market order but with the creation 

of the right conditions for its emergence. In 1947, Hayek made a presentation to the MPS 

noting areas of concern that needed to be researched. He named these priorities as property 

and contract law, monopolies and trade unions. At this critical meeting, Hayek was 

manoeuvering for commitment from MPS members to work through an agenda designed to 

identify the threats to the “‘competitive order’” and to promote a legal framework for their 

mitigation set within a new institutional framework (Hayek 1976 [1949], 111). Such a 

framework would apply to those monopolies whose coercive powers he considered to have 

been given legal sanction by inept liberals. Hayek included the trade unions in this category, 

deeming them monopolies that threatened the competitive order (Hayek 1976 [1949], 113, 

117). This suggests an even-handed approach to trade unions and enterprise monopolies. 

However, by The Constitution of Liberty (1960) Hayek had separated enterprise monopolies 

from labour unions for radically different treatment (Barry 1979, 51). In his new iteration 

only the ‘monopolies’ of labour paved the ‘road to serfdom’, a position in parallel with 
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Friedman (1962) and the corporate sponsors of Hayek’s research program at the University 

of Chicago (Van Horn and Mirowski 2015 [2009]; Van Horn 2018, 478). 

The rationale for this separation came in part from the intellectual effort Hayek had 

organised the previous year in the Free Market Study (FMS). This project’s main piece of 

research found the number of enterprise monopolies in the US had remained stable and 

concluded from this that ‘the’ market would ‘naturally’ act to constrain monopoly 

enterprises (Nutter 1951). The author, Warren Nutter, claimed to rebut two studies which 

had concluded that private industry was tending toward concentration. These were a 1936 

study by Arthur R. Burns and an earlier study by Adolf Berle Jr and Gardiner Means (1968 

[1932]). Classical liberal stalwarts, Chicago economists Jacob Viner and Henry Simons, had 

argued against concentration, seeing it as a threat to competition (Van Horn 2011, 1528). 

Simons believed that the “proliferation of monopoly had led to the Depression and the 

dissolution of economic efficiency”6 (Van Horn 2011, 1527), lambasting all forms of 

monopoly as “[t]he great enemy of democracy” (Simons quoted in: Van Horn 2018, 1530).7 

Somewhat ironically, Simons advocated for the FMS, describing its initial intellectual 

direction as “a countervailing force” to collectivism (Van Horn 2018, 480). Simons 

conceived the oppositional forces as socialistic, but economic planners like Burns, Berle Jr 

and Means concluded in the 1930s that “the market-centred economy was giving way to an 

administered system, privately planned and directed by a few industrial leaders” (Hawley 

1966, 174). Berle relished the change characterising it as “far more effective, far more 

sensitive and (to the writer) a far more appealing organization of affairs than ever was 

described under the aegis of laissez faire” (Berle 1954, 12). Viner left for Princeton in 1946, 

the year Simons suicided. In Simons the FMS lost the intellectual most steeped in the 

principles of laissez faire and neoclassical allocation efficiency as well as a fierce anti-

monopolist. His death also removed an impediment to FMS funding, as Van Horn and 

Mirowski note “the Volker Fund was not interested in bankrolling a classical liberal 

economic position resembling that of Henry Simons” (Van Horn and Mirowski 2015 

[2009], 157).  

 

6 “Simons defined ‘economic efficiency’ as ‘an allocation such that units of every kind of productive 
service make equally important (valuable) contributions to the social product in all the different uses 
among which they are transferable.’” This was in marked contrast to the price-based consumer 
welfare definition used by Arnold Harberger in 1954 and later adopted generally by the NTC and Bell 
group.  

7 Simons, H. (1948). Economic Policy for a Free Society. Chicago, University of Chicago Press, p. 43. 
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6.2.3 Organising the anti-antitrust projects  

The neoliberal and corporate pushback against liberalism had profound implications for 

liberalism’s two critical concepts, competition and individual liberty. Traditionally, adherents 

of liberalism adhered to an anti-monopoly stance.  

As discussed in the previous chapter, one of the imperatives driving post-war America was 

the technological response to the Cold War, particularly in communications. The Sherman 

Act had been born of the Second Industrial Revolution, and, as the computer age dawned, it 

became the target of the Chicago School. Armed with the knowledge that ICT would allow 

each enterprise unit in the economy to be systematised the ideas of liberal freedom to 

pursue business opportunities and freedom from coercive anti-competitive practices would 

take on a whole new corporate meaning.  

Hayek visited the US in 1946 to establish himself in Chicago where he was organising the 

Free Market Study, the precursor to the Antitrust Project. The Mont Pèlerin Society was 

also inaugurated there in November 1946 (Caldwell 2020). It was not until 1950, however, 

that Hayek was appointed professor of social and moral science attached to the Committee 

on Social Thought,8 a special research unit of the University of Chicago where he remained 

until 1962 (Ebenstein 2015). From this stable collegial base Hayek launched an offensive 

against socialism in all its forms (Horwitz 2000). As Van Horn observed, “[i]n 1946, 

Chicago law and economics was spurred by the intellectual and political imperative to 

prevail over collectivism and shape public policy.” (Van Horn 2018, 479). 

Hayek’s work was supported by Aaron Director (1902-2004), who had been part of Hayek’s 

circle at LSE in the 1930s (Van Horn 2013, 272). Director was a professor of economics in 

the Chicago Law School (1946-1965) (Van Horn and Mirowski 2015 [2009], 153). Hayek 

wisely selected Director to be head of both antitrust projects. He was Hayek’s very effective 

hard working “disciple” (Van Horn 2013, 273) and esteemed as a teacher and administrator 

who supported the careers of others by his collegiality and through founding the Law and 

Economics Journal co-edited with Ronald Coase. Hayek’s position was funded by the Volker 

Fund, a philanthropic organisation established by William Volker (1859-1947), a wealthy 

Kansas manufacturer, and managed by his nephew, libertarian Harold Luhnow (1895-1978). 

The Fund supported individuals and organisations dedicated to education and research 

 

8 Hayek’s poor reputation as a lecturer at LSE followed him to the US where he was deemed insufficiently 
competent as an economist for a faculty appointment (Mirowski 2020, 244).    
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projects,9 promoting free trade and other libertarian ideas aimed at separating collectivism in 

all its forms from the body politic dominating the academy and public policy (Van Horn 

and Mirowski 2015 [2009], 141). Hayek convinced the Volker Fund to support the Free 

Market Study (FMS) which was contracted to “investigate the legal foundations of 

capitalism, and produce an American Road to Serfdom” (Van Horn 2018, 481). What 

eventuated, however, was not ‘The American Road’ but a bevy of academic studies that 

would disavow links between monopoly power and industry concentration, thereby 

promoting the view that monopolies were benign (Van Horn 2011, 1538; 2015 [2009], 220-

222). The studies were later used to ‘evidence’ arguments developed by Antitrust Project 

researchers against established liberal antitrust principles which in turn laid the neoliberal 

foundations of the Law and Economics movement which formed at Chicago.  

Critical to the launch of both projects was Edward Levi, who was Dean of the Chicago Law 

School. Levi was an antitrust specialist and one of the most powerful legal figures in the 

country. He had been appointed the Special Assistant to the Attorney General in the 

Department of Justice, Antitrust Division (1940-1945) and eventually became the US 

Attorney General (1975-1977) under Republican President Gerald Ford. In the interim 

period Levi would have a distinguished career at the University of Chicago rising to become 

its President (1968-1975). Levi ensured that the antitrust projects were administered by the 

Law School which gave them the imprimatur of the academy. This arrangement allowed the 

Free Market Study to proceed under the supervision of an Advisory Committee which 

included two Volker Fund appointees, Leonard Read and Loren Miller giving the Volker 

Fund effective control over the project (Van Horn and Mirowski 2015 [2009], 155; Van 

Horn 2018, 482). Levi was also instrumental in obtaining funding for the Antitrust Project 

from the Volker Fund and corporate sponsors. Van Horn noted these sponsors included 

“Standard Oil of Indiana, Swift and Co., International Harvester, International Mineral and 

Chemical Co., Borg-Warner Co. and Sears Roebuck — some of which were or had been 

embroiled in antitrust lawsuits” (Van Horn 2018, 478).  

Levi’s foremost contribution to the Antitrust Project and his ultimate legacy was known as 

the ‘manifesto’, a summary of the Antitrust Project’s findings and implications he co-

authored with Aaron Director. This was, as Peter Carstensen observed, marked by its 

 

9 Other recipients of Volker largesse were Murray Rothbard (1926-1995), an Austrian School economist and 
extreme libertarian who opposed nearly all forms of state intervention in society, and the Foundation for 
Economic Education (FEE) a libertarian think tank dedicated to the spread of libertarian ideas through 
education. 
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“clever use of economic analogies buttressed by unstated assumptions to advance a case for 

a minimalist enforcement of antitrust. …[added to which was] a masterful acknowledgment 

of alternative theories that would support more activist antitrust, but these are then 

dismissed as inapposite thereby giving the appearance of thoughtful balance to the policy 

conclusions being advocated” (1996, 38). It was this document that would intellectually 

anchor neoliberal tenets in the body of US antitrust law (see section 6.3.2).  

6.3 New theoretical strategies: Chicago antitrust 
projects 

Under Hayek’s peripheral supervision and Director’s leadership, the Chicago project teams 

focused on extricating monopoly-oligopoly industry structures from the antitrust regime by 

building a scholarly output devoted to undermining the legal reasoning of enforcement and 

positing a new theory of market-based monopoly constraints. This work greatly contributed 

to the epistemological switch to the efficiency paradigm in neoliberal law and economics. 

6.3.1 The Free Market Study 

When Hayek put up the proposal for the Free Market Study (FMS) he described its aim as 

to “define the political promise of a new, more economically orientated liberalism” based on 

the free market ideal (Van Horn and Mirowski 2015 [2009], 152). The research output of 

the FMS was largely concerned with “issues of monopoly and corporations” (Van Horn 

2015 [2009], 205). It produced major empirical studies that were used to justify both the 

assertions for the efficiency paradigm and the proposals for a new legislative framework that 

removed many of the impediments to monopolisation.  

The studies included Nutter’s post-graduate study claiming to find that there had been no 

growth in industry concentration in the period 1899-1939 (Nutter 1951). Nutter’s findings 

were touted as ground-breaking in the January 1952 issue of Fortune magazine (Schliesser 

2012, 161). Nutter’s chief method was to calculate the portion of private national income 

contributed by monopolies set against a hypothetical recalculation based on all industries 

having competitive pricing. The neoliberal paradigm is evident here: the question is not 

whether there are adverse impacts of monopoly power on other businesses, labour or 

community members but purely whether there were monopoly ‘effects’ on price.10 Weston’s 

 

10 Post-graduate student Henry Einhorn’s study covering the period 1939 to 1958 also had similar findings to 
Nutter (Nutter and Einhorn 1969). 
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study on the role of mergers and acquisitions in business consolidation claimed that these 

did not contribute to the growth in size of American corporations (Weston 1953). This 

conclusion was also reached by fellow FMS researcher Robert Bork in his analysis of 

vertical integration (Bork 1954). Industry concentration was, however, growing in the 1950s 

and several of the earlier studies were considered to be methodologically flawed. The 

consensus from a selection of reviews of Nutter’s study was that it was pioneering in its use 

of national and historical data in approaching the concentration question but that the 

incomplete datasets necessitated more research (Adelman 1952; Wilcox 1952; Kaysen 1953). 

Accounts of monopoly growth as a price information issue were disputed by economic 

statistician Stanley Lebergott who noted that “[w]hile it is safe to say a priori that the claims 

of ‘extreme proponents’ for anything are almost never correct, we still lack the a posteriori 

study that will demonstrate this with respect to the growth of monopoly between 1899 and 

1939” (Lebergott 1953, 351). 

Schliesser (2012, 161) argued that Nutter’s research was eclipsed by Arnold Harberger’s 

study that found monopoly effects were not appreciable at the level of resource allocation 

(Harberger 1954, 87).11 By simply calculating the total cost to the economy of having 

monopolies and then extrapolating the per capita cost, Harberger dismisses the problem of 

monopoly simply by averaging its effects across the entire population rather than looking at 

its effects in sectors where monopolies dominated. Harberger deduced from this a 

‘rationale’ for the price system to be used for defining efficiency as the lowest possible price 

for the consumer, hence the term “consumer welfare” denoting Chicago efficiency 

(Harberger 1954, 82). If a monopoly could deliver consumer welfare, then it would not 

infringe antitrust. Consumer welfare was identified in its entirety on price levels, with 

quality, diversity and sustainability of products and services unseen, as these attributes were 

argued to be encoded into the price. This epitomised the foundational Hayekian concept 

that the market was the optimal source of knowledge and the source validator of truth and, 

as a consequence, became the sole criteria of efficiency used by the Chicago School and Bell 

 

11 Harberger’s results in detail were stated as: “The total improvement in consumer welfare which might 
come from our sample of firms thus turns out to be about 26.5 million dollars. Blowing up this figure to 
cover the whole economy, we get what we really want: an estimate of by how much consumer welfare 
would have improved if resources had been optimally allocated throughout American manufacturing in the 
late twenties. The answer is 59 million dollars—less than one-tenth of 1 per cent of the national income. 
Translated into today's national income and today's prices, this comes out to 225 million dollars, or less 
than $1.50 for every man, woman, and child in the United States.” (Harberger 1954, 82). 
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group. These studies were used to shape the Antitrust Project’s analysis of the US antitrust 

regime from a radically new combined law and economics perspective. 

Director and Levi typify the neoliberal attempt to partition the market from the socio-

economic effects of monopoly power. In a summary of the above studies, they dismissed as 

rare the possibility of abuses of monopoly power, arguing that coercion would be irrational 

market behaviour: 

Firms which have some monopoly power over prices and output can impose coercive 

restrictions on suppliers and customers…. Such firms would lose revenue because they 

cannot both obtain the advantage of the original power and impose additional coercive 

restrictions so as to increase their monopoly power. The coercive restrictions on customers 

are possible only if the price which would be charged without the restriction is reduced. 

(Director and Levi 1956, 290). 

The FMS was the first step towards retrenching the antitrust regime established by the 

liberal inspired Sherman Act 1890 which “forbade all monopolies and all attempts to 

monopolize”, firmly entrenching the classical model of free individualistic competition 

(Hawley 1966, 6, 47). The FMS prepared the ground for the emergence of contestability and 

its core conception — that the imitation of competition was justifiable on the grounds of 

optimising industry efficiency or by what became known as ‘consumer welfare’, defined as 

products and services produced at the lowest possible price (Baumol 1982b, 4): 

It is essential for the growth of reason that as individuals we should bow to forces and 

obey principles which we cannot hope fully to understand, yet on which the advanced and 

even the preservation of civilization depends. (Hayek 2010, 154). 

6.3.2 The Antitrust Project 

The one argument Director and Levi never acknowledged in ‘Law and the Future: Trade 

Regulation’ was that the law as it stood was a reason why industry concentration and 

monopoly growth were constrained. Their ‘manifesto’ included no direct references to the 

Free Market Study, albeit, the conclusions of this research appear as supporting evidence for 

Director and Levi’s assertion that the law found monopoly to exist where economics did 

not, and that it was “in the identification and the prediction of the consequences of 

monopoly that economics has the most to contribute” (Director and Levi 1956, 287). They 

argued that the ‘effects’ of monopoly should be accounted for in case law to prove that a 

monopoly actually existed or was expanding, based on economic indicators like productive 

outputs, revenues and price increases (Director and Levi 1956, 294).  
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Robert Van Horn describes their article as presenting a coherent “Pro-Trust Antitrust” 

statement that is distinctly neoliberal in outlook and which would define Chicago law and 

economics that led to the transformation of US jurisprudence (Van Horn 2015 [2009], 221). 

My purpose is to show that Hayek’s The Constitution of Liberty serves as a postscript to the 

projects that reveals Hayek’s contribution of ideas on monopolies and the law which were 

woven through the recommendations and findings of the Antitrust Project and the 

ideological position taken by the Free Market Study. This extends the position taken in 

Chapter 3 that Constitution, far from been a tract supporting liberalism, was giving legal and 

philosophical authority to the formation of monopoly power.  

Director and Levi’s article’s status as a manifesto is derived from the subsequent neoliberal 

political achievement in wedging neoliberal ideas into the antitrust system, which would in 

time weaken that system at its epistemological base; that is, it would, in large part, substitute 

economic analysis for legal doctrine (Davies 2010, 65). This impulse for change from the 

academy was given political support in that the neoliberal movement supported judge-made 

law over legislator-made (statute) law (Rowe 1984).  

Director and Levi’s proposal represented a structural change to the antitrust regime, cast as 

an ‘evolutionary choice’ between law and rules: 

[T]here is uncertainty whether the dominant theme of the antitrust laws is to be the 

evolution of laws of fair conduct, which may have nothing whatever to do with economics, 

or the evolution of minimal rules protecting competition or prohibiting monopoly or 

monopolizing in an economic sense (Director and Levi 1956, 282). 

Here they were adopting Hayek’s jurisprudential philosophy and propagating its core insight 

that the law’s evolutionary destiny is to serve the formation of the spontaneous order as 

revealed by economists.12 Hayek made clear that “an abstract order [like ‘the’ market] can be the 

aim of the rules of conduct” (Hayek 1973, 113). Embedded in Director and Levi’s policy agenda 

were the legal arguments that would work to theoretically extract monopolies out from 

under the antitrust regime, thereby making the regime redundant and, at the same time, 

promoting the functionality of the competitive order vis-à-vis the promotion of rules of 

conduct. This I argue, was guided by Hayek’s “requirements of generality, equality, and 

 

12 Hayek believed lawyers had a critical role to play in economic change, but also noted that they were 
generally sceptical about the concept of spontaneous order (Hayek 1973, 114). It must have seemed 
antithetical to the profession that one would not design law with purpose and intent given the complex 
political debating process that goes into its legislative formulation and the high degree of precision that 
goes into its opinion writing and indexing. 
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certainty of the law” for his Rule of Law to prevail (Hayek 1955, 45), which was a 

component of his alternative construct of a radically conceived catallactic network. Director 

and Levi, however, make no explicit reference to Hayek. As Carstensen notes, their “article 

essentially advances a view of ‘economic doctrine’ that leads ineluctably to policy 

prescriptions against active enforcement of antitrust law” (1996, 37). In doing so, it laid the 

groundwork upon which the contestability doctrine would stand—that is the “structure of 

an industry is in reality determined primarily by economic forces” on the basis of the price 

data made available in the market (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 2) and not juridical, 

social, moral or political forces. 

Sherman Act 

The Antitrust Project team worked through to conclusions and recommendations for a new 

approach to antitrust based on a review of the Sherman Act 1890 and its particularising 

legislation,13 including case histories of judicial interpretation and decisions. The Act was 

framed in response to the abuse of power by the Rockefellers’ Standard Oil Company, 

which had allied with other oil companies to control petroleum markets. This arrangement, 

which involved producer and holding companies formed into a network of board 

memberships and executive held stock options, created an entity of immense economic and 

political power. The manipulation of oil prices and the endemic problems with railroads and 

telecommunications had stirred public outrage and aroused condemnation from labour 

unions, farmers and smaller businesses (Baran and Sweezy 1966). Extreme levels of 

inequality and economic abuse spurred nationwide protest movements that gathered 

momentum across the political spectrum, including the conservative mainstream. This was 

exemplified by the Act’s chief framer Republican John Sherman who had previously 

warned:  

They [citizens] had monopolies and mortmains of old, but never before such giants as in 

our day. You must heed their appeal or be ready for the socialist, the communist, and the 

nihilist. Society is now disturbed by forces never felt before. (Congressional Record 1890, 

2460)  

 

13 Particularising acts: Clayton Antitrust Act 1914, Federal Trade Commission Act 1914, Robinson-Patman 
Act 1936 and Celler-Kefauver Act 1950. 
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The public sentiment against the growth of inequality and the breakdown of competition 

that was invested in the Sherman Act was not acknowledged by Hayek who claimed, 

instead, that the legislation itself had “create[ed] a climate of opinion unfavourable to 

monopoly” (Hayek 1960, 265).  

The Act was purposed to protect competition by way of reinforcement of the common law 

against monopolies (Congressional Record 1890, 2461). This was in response to the power 

of some trusts and combinations that had become so great they were deemed an “evil” that 

was denying citizens their rights to industrial liberty and threatening the whole economy 

(Congressional Record 1890, 2457). 

From its political roots in response to the protest movements, the Act also upheld an ideal 

of independent small businesses as a tenet of personal freedom, which was in keeping with 

the American democratic ethos that demanded individuals’ rights be protected from 

violations by corporations (Martin 1874, 100; Congressional Record 1890, 2460). Added to 

this was the principle of taking account of the circumstances that produced the abuse of 

competition in the first place, such as the legal sanctioning of company directors owning 

stock in rival companies. The Chicago school set about to dismantle the Sherman Act, 

which was principled on the liberal ideal of liberty for individual market actors such that 

“the market [w]as the only site where it makes sense for an agent to act competitively” 

(Becchio and Leghissa 2017, 149). Director and Levi took issue with the Act on the basis 

that it did not frame a ‘competitive order’, and by extension this meant it did not include 

notions of “regulation by competition” (Director and Levi 1956, 281). They argued that the 

Act resulted in costs arising from “a less efficient system of production”, whereas the law 

needed to countenance economic efficiency (Director and Levi 1956, 285). This efficiency 

principle was reflected in Coase’s presumption of transaction costs that included the costs 

of regulation (Davies 2017, 84-85) and Bailey’s economic analysis of the regulatory 

constraints imposed on the earnings of monopolies like AT&T (Bailey 1973). 

Director and Levi launched their offensive against the Sherman Act by targeting how 

antitrust treated combinations created through mergers and acquisitions that had long been 

a leading contributor to industry consolidation and therefore posed a risk of 

monopolisation.14 They argued that a large firm’s structure was much more likely to be an 

outcome of efficiencies and economies of scale than of mergers and acquisitions (Director 

 

14 Other forms of combination include, holding companies. 
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and Levi 1956, 282-283), a claim they based on Weston’s quantitative study of 74 firms in 

22 concentrated industries. Weston’s study concluded that growth in the firms’ size was 

attributable to internal growth and a spate of mergers and acquisitions in the early years of 

the Sherman Act but not to recent merger activity (Weston 1953). However, Weston’s 

claims were limited. He described having only “inferential evidence” concerning the effects 

of mergers on the growth of firms (Weston 1953, 8). Regarding acquisitions, his conclusions 

were based on total assets rather than sales. This biased the growth figures towards the 

initial effect of the combination, not the longer term effects from ongoing sales (Weston 

1953, 6). Weston also lamented his limited data sets (1953, 16 fn). In a selection of reviews, 

his The Role of Mergers in the Growth of Large Firms was criticised as having invalid assumptions 

(Stocking Sr 1954), research questions that could not be measured (Kahn 1955), significant 

methodological limitations (Holton 1956) and insufficient information to settle the 

arguments (Coase 1954). Nonetheless, Director and Levi capitalised on Weston’s study by 

declaring “the conclusions of economics do not justify the application of the antitrust laws 

in many situations in which the laws are now being applied” (Director and Levi 1956, 282).  

Size 

Alcoa (1945) was a landmark case that acknowledged both social and moral goals in the 

primacy of small business and established limited grounds for a discretionary defence of 

monopoly based on a monopoly’s origins. Firms could become monopolies by “accident”, 

for example, when only one firm remains after all other competitors have folded or by 

achieving success from shear “superior skill, foresight and industry” (Alcoa at 429-430; 

quoted in Director and Levi 1956, 285).15 Director and Levi called this latter position an 

‘efficiency defence’ (Director and Levi 1956, 285), which was a misnomer given there was no 

measure of efficiency used in the case nor were measures of efficiency generally recognised 

by the law at the time (Gifford and Kudrle 2015, 43).16 The authors suggested that Alcoa 

induced uncertainty by discriminating against firms “born solely out of efficiency”, an 

assertion they conflated to mean economies of scale (Director and Levi 1956, 282, 284).  

 

15 Judge Wyzanski in the United Shoe Machinery case (1953) gives a detailed list of those exempted categories: 
“superior skill, superior products, natural advantages (including accessibility to raw materials or markets), 
economic or technological efficiency (including scientific research), low margins of profit maintained 
permanently and without discrimination, or licenses conferred by, and used within, the limits of law 
(including patents on one's own inventions, or franchises granted directly to the enterprise by a public 
authority).” United States v. United Shoe Mach. Corp., 110 F Supp. 295, 342 (D. Mass. 1953) at 342. 

16 It wasn’t until the 1980s that efficiencies were an allowable factor in merger guidelines (Gifford and Kudrle 
2015, 43). 
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They determined that Judge Learned Hand had got the economics wrong suggesting the 

judge had not kept pace with the changing pattern of industry towards vertical integration 

(Bork 1954, 159; Director and Levi 1956, 284) leading to their general assertion that 

antitrust law should be guided by economic theory (Director and Levi 1956, 296; Van Horn 

2015 [2009], 227). Director and Levi claimed antitrust posed a threat to large firms who 

were not otherwise engaged in abuses of power. They recommended that structure should 

not be countenanced as criteria for antitrust litigation because size of enterprise was a 

positive attribute delivering economies of scale and thus producing efficiencies. Hayek was 

also adamant that industry structure was superfluous and declared himself to be “seriously 

alarmed at the arbitrary nature of all policy aimed at limiting the size of individual 

enterprises” (Hayek 1960, 265). 

Hayek claimed the use of discretionary powers against particular monopolies created a 

“good” monopoly, “bad” monopoly scenario instead of allowing what he claimed was the 

“transitory” state of most monopolies to naturally be dealt with by ‘the’ market (1960, 266). 

Director and Levi held that “artificial limitation imposed on the growth of a firm is of as 

much concern as the artificial growth through combination in order to monopolize” 

(Director and Levi 1956, 286). These arguments sought to lift sanctions against monopoly 

structures per se. Ironically, they were destined to enable the ultimate form of artificiality, 

contestable markets.  

Doctrine of abuses  

The doctrine of abuses covered a range of exclusionary practices like price discrimination 

(predatory pricing), resale price maintenance, price cutting, refusals to deal, vertical 

integration and exclusive business dealings like tying arrangements. These practices were 

curtailed by particularising legislation which reinforced the Sherman Act.17 Director and 

Levi disavowed the relationship between these abuses and monopoly power, claiming that 

“in most instances the supposed abuses neither support nor enlarge monopoly power” 

(Director and Levi 1956, 291).  

 

17 The Clayton Act 1914 was against exclusive dealing, anticompetitive mergers and price discrimination, 
price cutting and predatory pricing. The Clayton Act itself was further reinforced on price discrimination 
by the Robinson-Patman Act 1936. The Federal Trade Commission Act 1914 protected consumers against 
a range of unfair and deceptive business practices. 
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In their reading of the Standard Oil case (1911) they described a “union of size, combination, 

and abuses” that resulted in the Rockefellers’ control over the petroleum industry, a unity of 

factors that was considered by the court (Director and Levi 1956, 283). Their analysis was 

critical of what they described as the court’s “prima facie presumption” that size through 

combination was the pivotal factor; instead they proposed that actual “injury” from abuses 

should be determined irrespective of the combination factor (Director and Levi 1956, 

283).18 Similarly, in their analysis of the Steel Corporation case (1920)19 they claimed the power 

of the corporation was arrived at, not by monopoly status, but by the accrual of power 

through past abuses, hence the importance of abuse clarification (Director and Levi 1956, 

284). Taking account of circumstances that produced abuses was a principle influenced by 

Hayek who wanted rules of conduct to address specific causes of abuse, such as the legal 

sanctioning of company directors owning stock in rival companies. Hayek called for a rule 

banning voting rights, that had been a critical factor in the formation of the Rockefeller 

Trust.20 Director and Levi argued that the inverse was also a problem – that judges were 

identifying exclusionary practices, like exclusive dealing, irrespective of monopoly structure 

or size of firm. In the Griffith case (1948), Judge Douglas was cognisant of making a pre-

emptive strike against a growing monopoly in a case involving a firm that was attempting to 

aggregate exclusive rights (Griffith case cited in: Director and Levi 1956, 288, 290). The 

Griffith case is cited as an exemplar of the incipiency doctrine, designed to curb monopoly 

growth in its infancy (Rahl 1955, 187). This kind of intentionality, serving to prevent 

monopolies taking root, exemplifies what Hayek abhorred as “intentionalism” (Hayek 1973, 

27).  

 

18 Director and Levi cite Judge Learned Hand’s opinion in the Corn Products case (1916) where he raised this 
point rhetorically: “perhaps it is yet an open question whether or not the test is to be found only in the 
combination of enough producing capacity to control supply and fix prices, or whether it must be shown 
that the combination had injured the public in the exercise of that power” (Corn Products case 1916, at 
1012 cited in Director and Levi 1956). 

19 United States v. United States Steel Corp., 251 U.S. 417 (1920). 
20 Hayek called for the abolition of voting rights for corporations who are stockholders in other 

corporations, believing concentrations of power could threaten democracy (Becchio and Leghissa 2017, 
150). Such rights are conferred by a legal anomaly that gives corporations the rights and powers of a 
natural person. Thus, a corporation could, Hayek argued, use those votes to gain a controlling majority, to 
serve their own interests. Voting rights could also lead to group associations resulting in conflicts, or inter-
corporate factions of management elites controlling multiple holdings across a network of corporations 
thus placing large aggregations of resources in the hands of a few individuals (Hayek 1967 [1960], 309). 
The issue of corporate voting rights was one of the few known examples of Hayek recommending a 
specific legal rule to protect competition (Kusunoki 2015). 
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Director and Levi settle for an all-encompassing stand against the doctrine of abuses by 

declaring that “[w]e are not sure of the basis or the justification for the concept of abuses” 

and that “economic teaching gives little support to the idea that the abuses create or extend 

monopoly” (Director and Levi 1956, 289, 290). However, economics has a modelling rather 

than an evidential base which led them to suggest that findings on abuses under the 

incipiency doctrine would be more efficacious if supported by empirical analysis using 

market data, what Carstensen insightfully interpreted as a “kind of cost benefit analysis in 

evaluating abuses” (1996, 41).21  

Collusion 

Director and Levi regarded collusion to be “central to the antitrust laws.” (Director and 

Levi 1956, 294). Shepherd frames this focus as typical of “efficiency school” theorists who 

believed that collusion was the only practice that constituted real monopoly power 

(Shepherd 1988, 397).22 According to Director and Levi, monopoly power was not anti-

competitive, unless entrenched by coercive restraints. They argued that practices like price-

fixing “might be self-correcting” as agreements between firms are inherently weak (Director 

and Levi 1956, 294). The basis of this idea came from William Fellner who contended that 

firms weighed joint-profit maximisation with the risk of the loss of sovereignty; as a result, 

broken agreements tend to constrain monopoly (Fellner 1949; Bain 1967, 166-167). 

Director and Levi also concluded that where price-fixing was present in a substantial 

portion of the market, the economic impact was detectable in the market price. They argued 

that the illegality could therefore be correlated with collusive power in its effects on the 

market by using economic data. The problem they saw was not one of identification, but 

one of differentiation between legitimate cooperative activities and illegitimate activities 

having the same effects. How, for example, does an individual firm, sharing knowledge that 

triggers a response in the market affecting output, bear the responsibility for that ‘response’? 

This knowledge utilisation example highlights the problem of finding illegality even if the 

market response is predicted by the initiator and characteristic of a monopoly or 

monopolising oligopoly (Director and Levi 1956, 295).  

 

21 Director and Levi were taking the lead from the Attorney General's National Committee to Study the 
Antitrust Laws (1955), which cited the necessity for empirical analysis of market effects (Committee's 
report cited in: Director and Levi 1956, 290). 

22 Carl Kaysen and Donald Turner at Harvard Law School were also conducting a study into antitrust at the 
same time as the Antitrust Project. They concluded that covertly colluding oligopolies were such a big 
problem that new legislation was needed to control them (Packer 1963, 72). 
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If collusive practices cannot be readily distinguished from non-collusive practices, then 

illegality cannot be prosecuted with any certainty. And what certainty could be derived 

comes from the “economic foundation for the illegality [which in the case] of price fixing 

… [is] when market price is affected” (Director and Levi 1956, 294-295). Starting from an 

assumption that abusive monopoly power is confined to collusion, the authors’ argument 

against antitrust on the question of collusion amounts to an argument against antitrust per 

se. Indeed, in Hayek’s market order, knowledge is utilised for the very purpose of calibrating 

output to demand, or what Hayek saw as the function of information processed by the price 

system to enable entrepreneurs to “adjust their activities” (Hayek 2007 [1944], 95). This is 

the very essence of efficiency in an economic system based on market information, according 

to Hayek. Director and Levi conclude:  

It would appear to be extremely difficult and unwise for the law to assume that action 

taken on general knowledge implies a concert of action equivalent to collusion, conspiracy 

or agreement, and yet the result may be the same as that which follows from an agreement. 

(Director and Levi 1956, 296). 

It is not surprising that Director and Levi questioned the “worthwhileness” of the Sherman 

Act prohibiting price fixing. In the information economy, the more information available in 

the market, the greater the uncertainty as to cause and market effect of any given piece of 

information (Director and Levi 1956, 295). Collusion becomes, the efficiency “counterpart” 

to size in scaling economies (Director and Levi 1956, 295). Disrupting knowledge utilisation 

in the market would lead to the inefficiency equivalent, ignorance. It was early days for the 

practical testing of this idea, as the authors note, “[t]he relative merits of knowledge and 

ignorance are not well defined in legal or economic doctrine” (Director and Levi 1956, 295). 

With the conceptualisation of ‘the’ market as an information processor, knowledge 

utilisation in the act of information exchange is not only critical to the functioning of the 

market but forms the baseline of Hayek’s construct of liberty, where the liberty of 

information exchange is the liberty of action. And those entities and individuals who are 

successful are entitled to act. 

Director and Levi’s notion of “relative merits” is in the context of “knowledge and 

ignorance” (Director and Levi 1956, 295). In following the Hayekian script on human 

limitations, juxtaposed with the goal of economic efficiency, Director and Levi were 

effectively sidelining the law from any meaningful role in the regulation of competition. 

This was not an ‘end to antitrust’ argument, as proffered by Hayek’s colleagues in the 

Austrian school or later by Milton Friedman (Friedman 1999), rather it was a veiled claim by 
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Director, Levi and Hayek that law institutions were no match for the market that processed 

information through the price mechanism as necessary for maintenance of the competitive 

order. By the 1990s this subtext was being voiced directly – “[t]he market is a more 

competent institution for achieving efficient ends than is the judiciary.” (Lopatka 1996, 35). 

Director and Levi’s takedown of antitrust, in each case example, targeted the application of 

legal reasoning to the nebulous motivations of a firm, reflecting Hayek’s contention that 

successful institutions “serve men’s ends without men’s understanding them” (Hayek 1960, 

60). Corporations are characterised as complex institutions that challenge the possibility for 

reasoned analysis and defray the responsibility for the actions of boards and executives 

whose decisions are suffused with tacit knowledge. Under the new competitive order 

“radical ignorance [is] a natural state of being for humankind” (Mirowski and Nik-Khah 

2017, 69). As Whyte suggests, Hayek is calling on individuals to submit before the market 

(Whyte 2019, 175). What Director and Levi likewise proposed was a change in epistemology 

concerning how the law is reasoned and a change in the source of the facts used to evidence 

that reasoning. Now information processed by the market would become the premium 

source of facts used across different sectors of society including the law. 

This was a structural change, the medium to long-term effects of which were to weaken the 

political resolve needed to keep the antitrust regime strong and monopoly power in check.  

Neoliberal normalisation 

Within two decades of the antitrust projects, antitrust law and practice had coalesced around 

Chicago’s efficiency paradigm and microeconomic analysis. Chicago’s fortunes escalated 

during the 1970s when Richard Posner a scholar judge shook up the legal establishment 

with his treatise Economic Analysis of Law (1973). Posner argued that all law not just antitrust 

should be submitted to economic analysis that by the end of the 1970s was affixed to the 

efficiency paradigm. Posner and the Chicago School in looking to the economics analysis of 

law claimed that economics was both theoretical and empirical such that it could rival the 

evidential base of law. An alternative to this in extremis law and economics perspective was 

taken by Guido Calabresi a judge and scholar from Yale University, who was concerned to 

unite economic theory with the evidential base of law such that economics served rather 

than subsumed the law(Calabresi 1970; Hackney 2014). Steven Teles observes that Posner’s 

radicalism was directed against liberalism (Teles 2008) opting instead for the prescriptions 

of economic empiricism which saw Chicago promote economics as a science superior to 

epistemologies in other social sciences (Stigler 1965), to which Nutter’s monopoly study was 
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said to have contributed (Schliesser 2012). Somewhat paradoxically the Chicago school saw 

their task as the “translation of economic science into public policy” (Emmett 2010, 1). 

Neoliberal perspectives became normative as alternative schools of thought as Harvard 

University’s once dominant structure-conduct-performance (S-C-P) approach receded 

(Gifford and Kudrle 2015, 7).23 The effect was to be pervasive as lawyers and judges 

schooled in neoliberal ideology by the Chicago Law School emerged imbued with an ethos 

that proffered market efficiency as the definitive goal of antitrust (Gifford and Kudrle 2015, 

7). Chicago trained economists in positions of influence inside regulatory agencies would 

ensure microeconomics became the dominate modality of the law of antitrust (Gifford and 

Kudrle 2015, 7; Becchio and Leghissa 2017, 147; Davies 2017, 96). This reflects the 

achievement of Hayek, Director and Levi as well as Posner and Robert Bork in systematically 

transforming the very epistemology of law and its role in society. As Davies contends, “[t]he 

task of Chicago Law and Economics was to fuse legal and economic professional discourse, 

such that ‘efficiency’ became a proxy for ‘justice’” (2017, 87). The connections between 

Chicago neoliberalism and the Bell group presented in the next section, are a new approach 

to the question as to why, as Davies attests, “the scale of transformation” since the 1970s 

was so unexpected (2017, 87).  

6.4 Chicago and Bell: allies in efficiency  
One cannot have efficiency without inefficiency. All systems contain some degree of 

entropy, and there is always a loss of efficiency in any train of actions. This implies a need to 

assess where efficiencies and inefficiencies are in relation to each other. Focusing solely on 

efficiencies without paying attention to the concomitant inefficiencies created within an 

economy is akin to seeking a close-up of the horizon; it only appears possible. As antitrust 

scholar Frederick Rowe remarked, “the Efficiency Model tells what is efficient—but never 

when. Over time’s rainbow, in the radiance of revelation, what is efficient is what is” (Rowe 

1984, 1549).  

 

23 The Harvard School is associated with the structure-conduct-performance (S-C-P) approach pioneered by 
Joe Bain. This is not to say that the currents coming out of Harvard were inconsequential, as attested by 
Joe Bain’s Barriers to New Competition (1956), a study that was foundational to contestable market theory and 
Kaysen and Turner’s Antitrust Policy (1959) on efficiency justification in antitrust. The important shift is 
from countering monopoly structure to embracing monopoly efficiency. 
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In the 1950s Chicago neoliberals worked on defining efficiency and, in light of this work, 

diminished the role of antitrust. Their attention to efficiency, based on lowering the costs of 

production, created an opportunity, taken up by the Bell group, to apply the efficiency 

definition to any industry structure, including monopolies and oligopolies, on the basis that 

they too produced at the lowest possible cost, thereby legitimating the contestability 

doctrine. In this section we will examine how the Chicago School continued to forge that 

edifice during the 1970s, the period in which the contestability doctrine was being 

developed and deployed. The section will then explore the doctrinal and other links 

between the Chicago School’s catallactic modelling, the efficiency paradigm and the Bell 

group, by locating the synergies that dovetailed in support of each other’s theoretical claims.  

The Bell group in their pragmatism wanted to carve out a sufficiently convincing theoretical 

position on competitive monopoly pricing. They found their counterpart in the long-held 

goal of Baumol’s alma mater, LSE, and Chicago neoliberals who in a literal and 

metaphorical sense wanted to see the barriers to the construction of the catallaxy removed.  

As Greer noted “contestability quickly won influence in the US not on its merits – rather, it 

rode on the coattails of compatible Chicago views embraced by Reagan’s political and 

judicial appointees” (Greer 1988, 44). The most prominent of these appointees were 

Chicago legal scholars, Richard Posner appointed judge of the Court of Appeals (Seventh 

Circuit) (1981-2017) and later Chief judge (1993-2000), and Robert Bork (1927-2012) judge 

of the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia (1982-1988). 

6.4.1 Chicago law: The Posner–Bork effect 

In the 1970s, Posner and Bork both published influential critiques on antitrust which 

capitalised on the principles developed by the Chicago antitrust projects. Posner’s treatise 

was on the economic analysis of law. Bork’s ‘antitrust paradox’ was that antitrust 

enforcement actually went against the interests of consumers by forcing prices to rise. He 

further claimed that the courts had caused this crisis by failing to understand the central 

importance of efficiency to the economy, using the “consumer welfare” definition of 

efficiency. Posner and Bork contended that the single goal of antitrust should be the 

promotion of efficiency (Posner 1976, 4; Bork 1978, 7, 57, 81). Crouch describes consumer 

welfare as a “technocratic” concept that is “deeply paternalistic” and does not promote 

consumer choice (2011, 55). Rather it is concerned with “a general gain in efficiency across 

the economic system” that favours large corporations who derive efficiencies from scale 

and network externalities (Crouch 2011, 56).  
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As adherents of Chicago price theory, Posner and Bork looked to the market to deliver the 

verdict on whether monopolies were good for the consumer. Firms effective at instituting 

cost minimisation would naturally gain the lion’s share of a market. “This means that 

efficiency-based monopolies are always better for consumers than any alternative antitrust 

can produce. The firm is better left alone.” (Bork 1978, 196). The corollary of this 

viewpoint was that Bork saw efficient firms like successful monopolies as “natural” barriers 

to the market and therefore discounted them as a problem (Bork 1978, 311). The only 

“artificial barrier” was legal control sanctioned by government (Bork 1978, 196). According 

to Bork, the courts were seeing barriers where none actually existed, insisting, “[t]hey are 

ghosts that inhabit antitrust theory” (Bork 1978, 310). Bork drew up a list of artificial 

barriers’24 to be expunged from the law that largely concurred with Posner’s list and 

included aspects of market domination such as economies of scale, advertising and 

capitalisation (Posner 1976; Bork 1978). What the antitrust regime saw as potential barriers 

like product differentiation, Bork saw as forms of efficiency that were “essential to vigorous 

market rivalry” (Bork 1978, 312, 314). 

6.4.2 Barriers to contestability 

The position on antitrust taken by Posner and Bork supported the emergence of 

contestability in a number of ways, not least their insistence on removing regulatory barriers. 

Contestability economists Robert Willig and Janusz Ordover concurred arguing that 

antitrust laws were a barrier that caused “significant losses in dynamic efficiency” and this 

has a particularly deleterious effect on high technology industries (1985, 312).25 It was an 

argument reminiscent of Oskar Lange’s in the 1930s, that technology drives concentration, 

and, therefore, any constraints on monopoly power will have the collateral effect of 

stymying economic progress (Lange 1937, 132). A contestable market is designed to create 

the conditions for keeping prices low, so there is no excess profit to attract competitors. By 

removing barriers to entry, the market becomes vulnerable to potential competitors orbiting 

the market looking for profit opportunities should they arise. This constrains the incumbent 

from uncompetitive profit-taking. The tension maintained by removing barriers to the 

 

24 Bork’s list of prescribed barriers for which he disagreed included: advertising, economies of scale, product 
differentiation, capital requirements, vertical integration dealerships, leases and deferred rebates (Bork 
1978).  

25 Willig was appointed Deputy Assistant Attorney General in the Antitrust Division of the Department of 
Justice (1989-1991) and Ordover was Deputy Assistant Attorney General for Economics in the Antitrust 
Division (1991-1992). Their appointments were made under the presidency of George H. W. Bush and 
exemplified how the ‘anti antitrust’ position was propagated from within the Antitrust Division.  
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market was succinctly described by William Shepherd as “ultra-free entry, with a focus on 

exit” (Shepherd 1984, 575) enabling the entrant to make a hit on the market and run with 

the profit (Baumol 1982b, 4). The Bell group inventors claimed that it was possible for any 

industry type, including unregulated monopolies, to behave competitively if socio-legal 

barriers to market entry and exit were completely removed. The barriers of most concern to 

the Bell group were government regulations and licensing (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 

426; Bailey and Baumol 1984) and antitrust (Baumol and Ordover 1985). Barriers to market 

entry imposed by monopolies and oligopolies in the form of anti-competitive practices, such 

as exclusionary practices and strategic conduct (Beviglia Zampetti and Sauvé 1996, 335) or 

network effects, were not included in the Bell group’s analysis (Greer 1988, 61). Posner and 

Bork had already dismissed as unproblematic a number of barriers that even the oligopolies 

and monopolies themselves had traditionally acknowledged. Posner wrote positively on 

“cartelization”, which he thought incentivized “invention” (Posner 1976, 17), and Bork on 

product differentiation (1978), which was understood to be a barrier by the Bell group who 

referred to it as “Chamberlinian structures” (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 333). Joe 

Bain (1965 [1956]) drew up a list of barriers that William Shepherd used in his review of 

contestability. They included, “product differentiation, economies of scale, cost advantages, 

and specific devices such as patents and crucial inputs” (Shepherd 1995, 581).  

The Bell group defined an entry barrier as “anything that requires an expenditure by a new 

entrant into an industry, but imposes no equivalent cost upon an incumbent” (Baumol, 

Panzar, and Willig 1982, 282). They essentially used Stigler’s barrier definition: “a cost of 

producing (at some or every rate of output) which must be borne by a firm which seeks to 

enter an industry but is not borne by firms already in the industry” (Stigler 1968, 67). This 

definition rejected the view that economies of scale were a barrier based on the contention 

that firms with access to the same technology could enter an industry at the same scale as 

incumbents or else quickly expand their output (McAfee, Mialon, and Williams 2003).26 

Stigler’s definition was incorporated into contestability along with Carl Christian von 

Weizsäcker’s definition of an entry barrier: “as any (unspecified) advantage over an entrant 

that an incumbent firm enjoys if that advantage produces a welfare loss.” (Baumol, Panzar, and 

Willig 1982, 282). Such “undesirable” consequences were reframed by Bell group as 

 

26 Equal access to the same technology assumes that technology is not proprietary or encumbered by 
intellectual property rights. This is not the case in reality. However, there have been ideological positions 
taken against patents and copyright, for example, by Arnold Plant who thought the market was a sufficient 
substitute for copyright protections that provide authors with compensatory profits from their books 
(Liebowitz 2002, 203).  
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“anything that is an entry barrier by our definition does reduce the sum of consumers’ and 

producers’ surplus, while phenomena such as fixed costs and scale economies need not do 

so” (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 282). Essentially the Bell group accepted 

Weizsäcker’s substitution of criteria that denotes features of barriers, like determinants of 

enterprise size, by the nebulous ‘effects’ of barriers on prices (welfare loss). Added to which 

was their generalised claim that, “anything that” interfered with surpluses could be broadly 

construed to mean interfering with the price mechanism of the market. Hence government 

regulation could be defined as a barrier. Proving monopoly-oligopoly industry structures 

interfered with the market was made much more difficult, because the Bell group added a 

stipulation that if an incumbent’s costs were lower than an entrant as a result of “superior 

efficiency … such a cost difference should not be treated as an entry barrier, but as an 

efficiency rent which can properly be included among the incumbent’s costs, thus formally 

eliminating this difference between the cost of the incumbent and the entrant.” (Baumol, 

Panzar, and Willig 1982, 282). Here the Bell group effectively expunges monopolies and 

oligopolies from the barrier definition whilst at the same time making it possible for non-

market forces to be defined as a barrier. They also link the barrier definition to efficiency by 

connoting that Weizsäcker ‘welfare loss’ is linked to surpluses, that is low prices which are 

taken as a visible sign that welfare is maximised. 

When Shepherd analysed the Bell group’s thinking it led him to suggest they had not taken 

on board much of the previous “writings and the underlying literature” on entry barriers 

(Shepherd 1984, fn 573). The Bell group did acknowledge Bain’s insight concerning threats 

of entry having consequences for consumer welfare (in the sense of pricing) (Baumol, 

Panzar, and Willig 1982, 2). However, in following Bain’s rejection of scaled economies as 

market deterrents (Bain 1965 [1956]), the Bell group eliminated factors that denoted size of 

operation (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 282). These included vertical integration, which 

since its pioneering by Western Electric’s membership of the Bell System in 1882 followed 

by Henry Ford during WWI (Bode 1971, 28), had become the main process by which 

industry concentrated its power (Lynn 2010, 63). The Bell group’s adoption of the new 

definitions of entry barrier, which set aside costs of entry and scale of operation, was 

accompanied by their ‘effects’ test which can be summarised as a welfare loss that involves 

higher prices caused by inefficiency.  

By adopting this nebulous terminology, the price mechanism became the arbiter of what 

constituted an entry barrier, not policy makers or regulators. This was very significant 

because it meant that in a contestable market a monopoly could set prices and so perform 
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the role of arbiter. In other words, the Bell group’s contestable market would have Oskar 

Lange’s socialist government planners replaced by corporate monopoly planners. As 

observed by White, “the Baumol team calculates how some hypothetical decision-maker 

would compute the array of industries to enter into” (White 2002, 255), which in effect was 

Hayek’s “omniscient dictator” directing production to meet margin price settings (Hayek 

1979a, 67). Harvard economist Michael Spence considered the welfare standard in 

contestability to be more robust than perfect competition (1983, 982). This was on the basis 

that the Bell group used price vectors in their calculation of the cost function enabling them 

to simultaneously access various data points for analysis. He saw this as a more advanced 

approach to calculating utility, albeit data heavy (Spence 1983, 982).27 More data, however, 

does not assuage the fact that calculating marginal utility (or marginal cost pricing) 

necessitates competition between two or more firms selling the same product. In the case of 

monopolistic competition where no two products are sufficiently alike, that is, products are 

differentiated, monopoly pricing persists. This posed a strategic problem for Baumol and 

Bailey because as Edward Chamberlin declared, “virtually all products are differentiated, at 

least slightly” (Chamberlin 1962 [1933], 57). A partial attempt was made to resolve this 

problem by claiming competitors would emerge to sell variants of unique brands (Bailey and 

Baumol 1984, 117 fn). However, as Martin points out, selling variants of variants was not a 

logically sound argument. “Hit-and-run entry is not possible where products are physically 

identical but bear different brand names. Aspirin is the generic example” (Martin 2002, 22). 

Consumers, he argued, will stay loyal to products they trust when the choice is essentially 

the same product under a different brand (Martin 2002, 22). 

Product differentiation presented the Bell group with a problem. It was a widespread 

monopolistic entry barrier, supported by a large global advertising industry, which was said 

to interfere with the price mechanism that effectively negated, at least theoretically, the 

contestability doctrine. The Bell group conceded that “partial monopolies and those that 

constitute generalized Chamberlinian structures may lie outside the set of market forms in 

which decentralized decision making, guided by the price system, can attain results as 

desirable as those achievable in theory by a perfectly informed and beneficent planner” 

(Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 333-334). This admission supported some role for central 

 

27 Vectors are used in utility analysis to calculate the consumption of products bundled together. For 
example, in telecommunications you can buy a bundle with internet, data and calls. The choice of bundles 
representing different items at various quantities enables the firm to optimise the available data to find out 
the order magnitude of demand for a product in relationship to other products sold with it. In this way 
information is used to pin point demand and optimise consumer utility. 
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planning within contestable markets. The Bell group were selling the idea that their new 

theory of industry organisation could determine the most efficient industry configurations, 

leaving the reader to assume that this meant a diversity of configurations. “Chamberlin 

established that product differentiation was central to market formation” (White 2002, 46). 

The product differentiation issue was generally ignored by reviewers with the notable 

exceptions of Michael Spence who played it down and William Shepherd who listed it as a 

major barrier to entry (Spence 1983, 988; Shepherd 1984, 580 fn, 581). Bork had also 

dismissed it as a problem for antitrust (Bork 1978, 312, 314). However, the contestability 

doctrine was fundamentally concerned with natural monopolies and oligopolies, in other 

words centralised price setting, Uber style. As is argued in Chapter 7, this necessitated that 

contestability create a set of distinctive and counter-intuitive rules. 

6.4.3 Freedom of exit 

The Bell group’s assault on the orthodox understanding of market barriers to competition 

took a further radical step regarding barriers to exit. They claimed that “freedom of exit is of 

comparable importance” to freedom of entry (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 2) – or put 

another way, “exit must also be perfectly free, with zero sunk cost” (Shepherd 1984, 578). As 

Shepherd points out, only sunk costs were named as a barrier to exit. Shepherd was highly 

critical of “costlessly reversible entry” because the elimination of sunk costs was unrealistic 

(Shepherd 1984, 576) a view shared by (Brock 1983, Spence 1983, Weitzman 1983). Chicago 

economist and MPS member Harold Demsetz (1968) had articulated the argument that sunk 

costs, like plant and infrastructure, constituted a major barrier because the risk for new 

entrants was the high cost of replicating sunk cost facilities like transmission lines and toll 

roads (Bailey 1981, 178). Scale economies, went his argument, were not the problem – it was 

sunk costs that could be found in any sized enterprise. The reversible market entry condition 

fostered the international contestability of markets through policies like the abolition of exit 

taxes on foreign companies repatriating profits from a domestic market (Murray et al. 2014). 

Reversible entry’s most critical impact was structural when applied to online markets hosted 

on platforms. That is, it would allow markets hosted on digital platforms to operate freely by 

allowing suppliers registered on the same network as the market to enter and exit the market. 

Uber is a good example of this, with drivers registered with Uber’s network working when 

demand dictates. The free entry and exit to a market, induces greater circulation of money 

and information within the catallactic system, be that in terms of international contestable 

markets or through the structural integration of the market’s feedback loop or the network’s 

feedback loop, a system discussed further in Chapter 7. 
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6.4.4 Meeting the 1930s challenge 

It was the Bell group’s William Baumol who headed up the team that proposed a ‘solution’ 

to monopoly pricing acceptable to government policy makers. This issue had vexed his 

neoliberal colleagues at LSE since the 1930s (Fowler 1934; Hayek 2015 [1935]-b). 

Monopolies, particularly network monopolies like public utilities, could not theoretically be 

brought into the catallactic system until they could function using the price mechanism of 

the market. The barrier setting monopolies apart from the dynamics of the catallactic 

market was fixed costs (also called the cost curve in older economics texts). The duplication 

of high-cost investment in plant and infrastructure deterred competitors from entering the 

market. Depreciation rates and interest rates attaching to such investments also influenced 

business decisions. In the absence of competitors to establish market prices, these factors 

prevented accurate competitive prices from being determined (Fowler 1934; Laing 2002). 

The Bell group’s solution was fundamentally a semantic one: they devised two major 

categories of fixed costs. One they called ‘sunk costs’ defined as those costs that could only 

be eliminated when the enterprise ceased operations, for example, runways and plant. The 

other they called ‘fixed costs’, including costs that could be readily sold off or moved to 

another market, like turbines and aircraft (Baumol and Willig 1981, 405-406).  

In differentiating sunk from fixed costs, Baumol and Willig de-problematised fixed costs, 

claiming that depreciation assessments on them could be calculated using relatively small 

amounts of information and that such assessments signalled potential entrants about market 

opportunities (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 396, 403). Separating sunk and fixed costs 

introduced greater ‘flexibility’ into how costs were managed. Fixed costs, even sizable ones 

like a fleet of aircraft, having being redefined, were now permissible costs in a contestable 

market, even though they were a barrier to entry – because fixed costs at magnitude were 

said to result in sustainable prices consistent with an efficient natural monopoly (Baumol, 

Panzar, and Willig 1982, 279). In other words, high fixed costs could protect the 

sustainability of prices. On the one hand, high fixed costs, unlike sunk costs, would not 

deter entrants from entering and exiting a market; on the other, they would result in scale 

efficiencies. This logic effectively makes a monopoly the preferred industry type according 

to the efficiency paradigm.  
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6.4.5 Natural monopoly: from structure to semantics 

As Rowe notes, “the Efficiency Model shifts antitrust norms into reverse” (Rowe 1984, 

1548). The role of antitrust to protect citizens’ rights to fair prices and run independent 

businesses had been displaced by the tortuous logic of contestability that held that 

monopolies benefited small business (Posner 1976, 4) and ensured consumer welfare 

(Posner 1976, 7; Bork 1978, 196). Under this logic, antitrust action against monopolies was 

consequentially detrimental to the whole economy, or, as Baumol put it, “a high 

concentration index may be signs of virtue, not of vice … then, efforts to change market 

structure must be regarded as mischievous and antisocial in their effects” (Baumol 1982b, 

14). Rowe’s insightful response to Baumol’s alternative paradigm was to deduce that “in 

either the swelling ‘provisional market’ or the porous ‘contestable market,’ the market 

becomes a variable of competition, no longer the analytic constant itself” (Rowe 1984, 

1547). Baumol’s neoliberal logic signalled the potential for a competitive market to be a 

“variable” of the firm-controlled network; that is, markets would not function as Hayek’s 

optimal information processor but would be subject to the information processing power of 

monopolistic firms. This, I argue, establishes the rationale for the platform business model. 

This perspective of the firm is explored in Chapter 7. 

Exemplifying this disavowal of antitrust was the view that natural monopolies should not be 

broken up into smaller entities. Posner argued that this was a futile act by government 

because economic forces would put them back together again (Posner 1976, 5), a view held 

by Bork (1978, 196) and which Baumol also reiterated (Baumol 1983a, 15). With the 

diminishment of antitrust law this became a self-fulfilling prophesy as exemplified by 

AT&T’s expansion after its 1984 divestiture (see AT&T charts in Appendix A).  

Posner’s definition of a natural monopoly was: “[i]f the entire demand within a relevant 

market can be satisfied at lowest cost by one firm rather than by two or more, the market is 

a natural monopoly, whatever the actual number of firms in it” (Posner 1969, 548). From 

this he contended that more than one firm in a naturally monopolistic industry signalled 

either a readjustment, which would come through merger, or a failure, that is a continuation 

of inefficiency in production (Posner 1969, 548). This brought him to a radical conclusion: 

“[c]ompetition is thus not a viable regulatory mechanism under conditions of natural 

monopoly” (Posner 1969, 548). In effect, Posner was suggesting that competition is 

redundant wherever efficiency reigns, thus making obsolete actual competitive markets. 
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Posner’s definition was in line with the Bell group’s definition of efficiency. This asserted 

that a natural monopoly occurs if “one firm can produce a given output more cheaply than 

any other combination of many firms, it is clearly equivalent to what is commonly meant by 

the term ‘natural monopoly’.” (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 18). Simply put, any 

monopoly could claim to be natural if it produced at the lowest price. This was known as 

the subadditivity efficiency test, an opaque term that the Bell group used to describe this 

efficiency approach to industry structure (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 170).  

Tellingly, the Bell group held that the use of the subadditivity efficiency test was pertinent to 

their own sector of communications. Posner remarked that his views on monopoly and 

regulation were influenced by his experiences as counsel on the President’s Task Force on 

Communications Policy (1967-1968) (Posner 1969, 549). Posner worked with economists 

William Baumol and Leland Johnson28 and antitrust law specialist William Baxter who in 

1982 settled the AT&T case on behalf of the Department of Justice (Teles 2008, 97).29 The 

concept of ‘subadditivity’, as used in economics, thus has its origins in AT&T’s monopoly 

over US telephony. The Bell System was argued to be a natural monopoly because one 

network was cheaper for consumers than multiple networks (Bornholz and Evans 1983, 29). 

In 1971, Alfred Kahn, an AT&T advisor, defined natural monopoly as “a product of long-

run decreasing average costs” citing telephony as a case of demand side rather than supply 

side monopolistic efficiency because consumers did not have to duplicate subscriptions 

across multiple networks to gain full network coverage (Kahn quoted in: Mueller 1997a, 18). 

Therefore, irrespective of the number of subscribers one network would always be more 

efficient than two (Mueller 1997b, 19). James Bonbright argued that even if average costs 

rose with greater output it was still possible that “any specified required rate of output can 

be supplied most economically by a single firm or single system” (Bonbright quoted in: 

Sharkey 1982, 17) a claim Milton Mueller contended was “verified” by “the ‘contestable 

markets’ school” (Mueller 1997b, 13).  

The concept of subadditivity used to determine what number of firms in any given industry 

would supply products most efficiently seems laudable enough. However, as the inventors 

 

28 Leland Johnson and Harvey Averch, published ‘Behaviour of the Firm Under Regulatory Constraint’ 
(1962) a seminal paper in the field of regulatory economics concerned with the application of mathematical 
economics to the impacts of regulation on industry which greatly influenced Bailey who researched the 
cost of regulatory limitations on business. She described it as having a “direct impact on domestic 
telecommunications” (Bell Labs Information and Publication Division 1974, 4).  

29 President Lyndon Johnson (1963-1969).  
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note, the concept has “recondite properties” because of the amount of cost data required 

and the difficulty in attaining it from multiple firms, in order to evaluate possible 

combinations of firms (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 170).  

The difficulty lies in what the cost function needs to achieve. It must empirically show that 

the “cost of producing the whole is less than the sum of the cost of producing the parts” 

(Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 17). This necessitates what the inventors called “global 

information”, such that the cost of production must be calculated at every output level for a 

mix of products (y 1, . . . , yk) being produced by multiple firms. Therefore, the calculation 

must show that the cost of a product produced by a single firm is lower than the entire 

range of output from any other combination of firms. Further, all the costs must be known; 

“we must know C(y*) for every y* ≤ y” (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 17).  

“Intuitively” the inventors claimed, this notation shows that an industry is a natural 

monopoly if the combination which produces the lowest cost is a single firm, so that “over 

the entire relevant range of outputs, the firm’s cost function is subadditive” (Baumol, 

Panzar, and Willig 1982, 17). Their mathematical notation scopes out the cost function 

problem without, however, providing any real possibility of an empirical outcome due to 

the problem of collecting data.  

This issue is reminiscent of the data problems Hayek claimed afflicted socialist economic 

planning (Hayek 1940, 125). The technical concepts that underpin contestability, are 

dependent on the cost function calculation which is data heavy because they require a deep 

analysis of cost behaviour at different levels of operation across an industry (Baumol, 

Panzar, and Willig 1982, 17). That is, information must be extracted from every firm in an 

industry but this is unlikely given that productive output data would be confidential 

(Sharkey 1982, 8), added to which is the problem of untimely and incomplete data sets. 

The Bell contestability group incorporated efficiency-based concepts to arrive at a 

conception of natural monopoly that displaced structural and social attributes.30 

 

30 Sharkey summarises some of the pre-efficiency definitions of natural monopoly as: monopoly 
characterised by economies of scale; industries obligated to ensure supply of an essential product or service 
such as public utilities and Henry Carter Adams’s definition of industries that had increasing returns to 
scale (Sharkey 1982, 15 (From: H. C. Adams. 1887. 'The Relation of the State to Industrial Action'. 
Publications of the American Economic Association, Vol.1:6 pp.7-85)). Richard Ely, who used the term 
‘natural monopoly’ (Mueller 1997b, 13), had definitions he summed up as the “unsuitability of 
competition” (Ely quoted in: Sharkey 1982, 16). These included sole access to a resource (as in Cournot’s 
notable mineral spring example), monopolies conferred by patents, high fixed to variable cost ratio, or, in 
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Consequently, it can be deduced that the efficiency definition makes all monopolies 

potentially ‘natural’, and this collapses the category to simply ‘monopolies’. Other relevant 

definitions include Sharkey’s statement that “[a]n industry is a monopoly (whether natural or 

not) if there is a single firm which makes decisions regarding price and output” (1982, 74). 

This is an apt description of Uber, who control the price in their rider-driver market set 

within the total ridesharing sector which is an oligopoly. A further definition is that of “a 

sustainable monopoly equilibrium”, that Baumol et al declare “is identical in spirit with that 

of our notion of equilibrium in contestable markets” (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 

192). The bold assertion of contestability theorists that perfect competition exists in the 

absence of actual competition, under the guise of a quest for efficiency, was presented by 

Baumol et al in considerable technical detail. Although the efficiency definition de-

emphasises this paradox the question remains – how can a pool of potential entrants, 

theoretically able to apply hit and run tactics on a natural monopoly, be sustained in an 

environment where the causes of natural monopoly are things like patents and the high cost 

of infrastructure in public utilities? As economist William Shepherd contended, logically 

there is no contest (Shepherd 1984, 573). The definitional change from competition to 

contestability was conceived, it can be argued, in order to give credence to AT&T’s market 

ambitions to dominate an emerging information network rather than reflect the reality on 

the ground. This reality, however, would change with the advent of the internet. 

6.4.6 The firm-controlled network hosting markets 

The Bell group redefined natural monopoly in terms of efficiency as a necessary step in 

formulating contestability. The idea of efficiency justified a computational approach. What 

had merely been anti-competitive behaviour, had now been transformed in the Foucauldian 

sense, into a new object called “efficiency” in economics and law discourse. Within the Bell 

group, and neoliberalism more broadly, efficient practice became elevated to “efficiency”, to 

be described, defined and made manifest as an object within their “system of formation” 

(Foucault 1972, 74). Monopoly in its socio-economic and historical context had been an 

object of suspicion and disapprobation; but the new object of efficiency required monopoly 

to be transformed and its very existence as an object to be called into question. This was 

achieved through a change of definition for natural monopoly. 

 

the case of public utilities, a monopoly resulting from the difficulty and cost of duplicating plant (Sharkey 
1982, 16). 
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Bork believed that “[e]fficiency is at bottom a value concept, not a description of 

mechanical or engineering operation” and that value was consumer welfare in the sense of 

low prices (Bork 1978, 105), a measure ostensibly adopted by the Bell group. In this ‘weak 

invisible hand theorem’ the dual approach to pricing a product range is cited as “Ramsey 

optimality—maximization of welfare subject to the constraint that firms be financially self-

supporting ” (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 334), serving both to keep competitors out 

of the market and ensure consumer welfare through ‘mainly’ lower prices set at marginal 

cost.  

However, the contestable price mechanism, I contend, should rather be understood as the 

contestability doctrine prosecuting its advocacy role by associating monopoly with the 

positive welfare attributes of competition and disassociating it from negative welfare 

impacts. The inventors claimed that contestability suppressed negative impacts including, 

supranormal profits, production inefficiencies and below cost pricing (Baumol 1982b, 4). 

However, the Bell group’s efficiency definition was derived from the subadditivity formula 

that was used to calculate efficiencies in telecommunications transmissions, whereas Bork 

suggested that value in the Knightian sense of efficiency denoted the allocation of 

productive capacity within the economy (Bork 1978, 105).  

Subadditivity was concerned with the efficiency of information transmission in networks 

that informed the cost calculations of various network architectures, (Sharkey 1982, 8). This 

is examined in greater detail in Chapter 7. In telecommunications the result is a pooling of 

concepts pertaining to efficiency focused on the saving of time and space; that is, saving 

time in information transmission and space on transmission channels. This was extrapolated 

to the overall design of efficiencies embodied in the design of the firm-controlled network 

hosting a market. The Bell group’s definition of efficiency would differentiate a new 

capitalism, one that was tuned by 20th century information science, not 19th century 

thermodynamics. When industries were earmarked for implementation of contestability, it 

was done so on the basis that these industries were advancing ICT networks, whether that 

was through computer reservation systems in the airlines industry (Bailey, Graham, and 

Kaplan 1985, 187), electronic funds transfers in banking (Harper 1986, 55) or computerised 

dispatch systems and satellite tracking in the trucking industry (Belzer 2002). Contestability 

was designed in the context of network technologies and architectures harnessing data for 

the benefit of the firms running the networks. Bailey and Baumol noted findings that 

showed “if left alone, contestable markets will tend to move toward the most efficient 

organization of productive forces” (1984, 133-134), which, for example, in the US airline 
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industry was the “hub-and-spoke” network (1984, 128). AT&T’s economics group were in 

the business of securing the corporation’s monopoly over the network ICT. Although ICT 

is a sunk cost and CRSs, for example, were identified as entry barriers because of travel 

agent bias towards CRS-owning airlines (Peteraf and Reed 1994, 199), they also made it 

possible to change prices quickly (Butler and Huston 1989, 34), thereby mitigating one of 

the key barriers of a contestable market; an incumbent who cannot change prices quickly in 

response to competitive threats.  

The structural change that ICT network technology made possible was that markets began 

to function ‘inside’ information networks, a trend that became visible with the appearance 

in the 21st century of digital marketplaces like Uber. The Bell group recognised that 

networks were cooperative allocators of information, and therefore, networks did not 

adhere to the traditional economic principles of competitive entities equilibrated to supply 

and demand. It was more a question of examining “discrete optimization problems on 

networks” (Sharkey 1995, 713). Within a network there was an assumed “central planner” 

who had complete access to information that included complete knowledge about how the 

network and markets coordinating the network’s commercial production functioned 

technically (Sharkey 1995, 714). This shift was radical to the point of being disruptive of 

established organisational and industry structures. 

These networks also constituted new opportunities for monopolies. A large firm operating a 

network could absorb sunk costs on behalf of the markets they serviced. Bailey, cognisant 

that contestability was designed to facilitate such a model, wrote: 

the single most important element in the design of public policy for monopoly should be 

the design of arrangements which render benign the exercise of power associated with 

operating sunk facilities (Bailey 1981, 179). 

Access to the same technology amounts to access to sunk facilities in the case of network-

based industries such as telecommunications. Bailey recommended a contestable approach 

to telecommunications whereby all vendors, including the Bell System, paid the same prices 

to connect to the local network; therefore, the cost of interconnection is the same and 

“equal opportunities [are] afforded to all actual and potential competitors, with no barriers 

to entry, and with a policy of flexibility towards prices, the market might be expected to 

assure a socially efficient provision of network services” (Bailey 1981, 183).  
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This initial proposal, which Bailey suggested applied to markets in the network space, 

signposted an emerging model whereby network infrastructure would be managed by a 

platform monopoly whose power was considered benign because the focus was on cost 

minimisation and hence consumer welfare (Bailey 1981, 178).  

A monopoly that controls such a network will assume an institutional status as it manages 

the network infrastructure and plays host to a multiplicity of agents who are competing to 

take advantage of the facilities. Although this has been the case in transport, with different 

airlines accessing airports, the facility owners have in the past often been governments. A 

key function of the contestability doctrine has been to advocate for privatisation of 

government network infrastructure because it advocates for the separation of network 

operator and hosted competitive markets, in effect, playing the role of government regulator 

(Bailey 1981). 

These networks now always have a core ICT component, for example, toll road networks 

are made possible because of digital sensors monetarising traffic. Access to technology has 

become synonymous with access to networks. The demand for information has 

transformed the way business is done, creating new markets as networks host new types of 

businesses or facilitate the performance of business in new ways. For example, mobile 

phone networks have facilitated the greater flexibility of the labour force because workers 

can be called in only when demand necessitates more staff.  

6.4.7 Regulating the new model 

The engineer-economists at Bell Labs were not merely theorists. They also made 

contributions to government policy that centred on the removal of barriers, where what 

constituted a barrier was extremely broad and included licensing, government owned 

services and regulation: 

the most promising course for public policy is identification and removal of any artificial 

obstacles to contestability (such as governmental inhibition of entry or other such 

constraints imposed by public policy, as well as other entry barriers) and the prevention … 

of predatory acts or deterring threats by incumbents (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 

466).  

Posner had made similar recommendations in the late 1960s in questioning whether 

government was a viable and cost-effective regulator of natural monopolies. He concluded 

that government should desist from regulating specific utilities like AT&T and leave it to 

antitrust to mop up problems that market forces could not iron out:  
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public utility regulation is probably not a useful exertion of governmental powers; that its 

benefits cannot be shown to outweigh its costs; and that even in markets where efficiency 

dictates monopoly we might do better to allow natural economic forces to determine 

business conduct and performance subject only to the constraints of antitrust policy. 

(Posner 1969, 549). 

However, leaving it to antitrust was somewhat compromised by the contestability doctrine 

as it sought to quarantine monopolies from legislated sanctions even in terms of precipitous 

conditions for the abuse of power as divulged by Baumol et al. in their statement: 

traditional per se indicators of market performance such as concentration, price 

discrimination, conglomerate mergers, or vertical and horizontal integration do not 

automatically call for government intervention in contestable markets. (Baumol, Panzar, and 

Willig 1982, 465). 

According to contestability’s inventors, market behaviour was still being guided by the 

“invisible hand” thus obviating the need for government control even when mergers31 and 

acquisitions were changing the structure of industry (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 465). 

The radical nature of contestability also came to be seen in the Bell group’s 

recommendations to engineer contestable markets, which included industries newly created 

by the privatisation of public services: 

If the industry is structurally not contestable, it may be possible to seek measures that 

decrease “natural” entry barriers to some degree … [o]r it may be possible to isolate the 

portion of the industry’s activities that cause the uncontestability and regulate that portion, 

leaving the remainder of the industry’s activities free from governmental interference. 

(Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 466). 

Here, the Bell group signals the possibility of ‘engineering’ the firm-controlled network. As 

Graham and Lawrence observed, in network industries like telecommunications although 

the network itself may be a natural monopoly and therefore not contestable32 – “markets 

for many products or services sold over the network can be contestable” (1996, 11). In 

 

31 Alberro and Schwabe’s analysis of contestability’s legacy in antitrust examined the adoption of contestable 
concepts in the Merger Guidelines produced by the Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission 
which was an indicator of its influence on antitrust. They noted that the concept of potential entry was 
introduced in 1982 and that by the 1992 edition contestability featured prominently. The guidelines were 
next altered in 2010 showing contestability’s waning influence although hit-and-run entry (now called 
“rapid entry” and sunk costs were still included (2016, 27). 

32 Graham and Lawrence define ‘not contestable’ as when the “average cost of production declines as a 
function of increasing output” (Graham and Lawrence 1996, 9). 
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other words, these network firms can host markets that are contestable as found in today’s 

platform monopoly model. They further suggested that one goal of market regulation could 

be to separate the contestable from the non-contestable aspects of an industry, for example, 

in electricity, which created retail and wholesale sectors within the industry (Graham and 

Lawrence 1996, 11).  

The active involvement in policy to deregulate industry wherever possible on the grounds of 

contestability was closely aligned with the agenda of the law and economics movement out 

of Chicago. Chicago market theory was labelled “a weak form of the contestable markets 

hypothesis” because barriers still played a role albeit “minor and temporary” (Gilbert 1989, 

113). The Bell group also shared with Chicago the impetus to replace regulations with rules 

that would develop from contestability research. They believed this would establish better 

“guidelines for appropriate government intervention in the structure and conduct of firms 

and industries, that is, of the rules to be followed by the regulators and antitrust authorities 

in those cases in which their intervention is called for … [and] the determination of criteria 

… [for when] intervention by the public sector is warranted” (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 

1988, 487). In other words, to the Bell group, a monopoly, was seeking to decide how and 

when the state would intervene in their affairs. This corporatist position represented a 

rejection of the “laissez-faire position”33 (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1988, 486), which 

Chicago’s MPS members also rejected (Mirowski and Plehwe 2015 [2009]b). The close 

synergies between the Bell and Chicago groups were concerned with economics and law. 

The Bell group needed allies in law in order to activate their deregulation agenda. The 

economics they drew upon to support the contestability doctrine came largely from Coase 

and Demsetz. As I will show in the next chapter, Coase and Demsetz laid the foundations 

for contestability in regards to the operation of firms and whole-of-market bidding. 

However, although the Chicago neoliberals were close intellectual allies, Baumol and Willig 

keenly expressed their desire to distance themselves from those elements of the Chicago 

School that Davies noted had a reputation for libertarianism (Davies 2017, 86).  

 

33 In the 1988 edition of Contestable Markets and the Theory of Industry Structure, the authors made clear their 
incipient position regarding laissez-faire by attaching great emphasis on the objectives of rule-making based 
on contestability. However, in both the 1982 and 1988 editions they stated that they were on “the side of 
those who advocate extension of the domain of laissez-faire” (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 1988, 476). 
The authors promoted contestability as an extension of perfect competition which they had associated 
with laissez-faire. It appears it should not be taken to mean a direct connection to laissez-faire philosophy. 
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Contestability theory does not, and was not intended to, lend support to those [libertarians] 

who believe (or almost seem to believe) that the unrestrained market automatically solves 

all economic problems and that virtually all regulation and antitrust activity constitutes a 

pointless and costly source of economic inefficiency. In a market that approximates perfect 

contestability, it is true, we believe matters can be left to take care of themselves. … But 

that observation is no whitewash and establishes no presumption, one way or the other, 

about the desirability of public sector intervention in any particular market of reality. 

(Baumol and Willig 1986, 9).  

Despite this disavowal, the association of contestability with “‘libertarian’ ideology” is 

unsurprising because in practice the open access conditions for a contestable market and a 

free market are indistinguishable. By Baumol and Willig’s own reckoning, abuse is not to be 

resolved by way of non-market forces. In this sense, contestability’s “alternative guidelines” 

provide a vision, which is compatible with neoliberal and libertarian economics, for the 

management of the market’s most wayward entity, the giant corporation (Baumol, Panzar, 

and Willig 1982, 465). For the Bell group, libertarian sensibilities were close to home with 

Alvin Toffler, a consultant to AT&T (1968-1972), who offered a populist version of 

unregulated capitalism unleashed by “the revolution in the info-sphere” (Toffler 1980, 194). 

Consumers, Toffler predicted, would direct control over production (Toffler 1980, 202) and 

corporations would pay increasing attention to societal needs being transformed by ICT 

(Toffler 1980, 258). Nor were other libertarians averse to the Bell group’s ideas. Professor 

Bryan Caplan, a self-described libertarian from George Mason University, declared it to be 

the “‘Age of Contestability’ in lieu of the rise of Amazon, Apple and Netflix because 

‘consumers love these monopolies’” (Caplan 2012).  

6.4.8 Catallactic transformations 

The paradox implicit to contestability’s imitation of competition, in full knowledge that it 

can never be disproven, signals a new formation, transformative of the whole social order, 

that is emergent from neoliberal ideology as it has profited from the theory’s use in 

justifying privatisation and deregulation. That formation is the market-coordinated network 

of economies, the catallaxy, the construction of which involves markets ‘engineered’ to 

function without actual competition. The paradox is no longer how to sustain potential 

competitors in order to justify monopoly, but how to imitate competition that is no longer 

there because definitionally an efficient platform monopoly does not need to be challenged 

to remain efficient. The transformation in competition has occurred at the level of the 

individuals who populate the markets hosted by the platforms. That is to say individuals 

who were once employees or simply householders are now ‘entrepreneurs competing’ 
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within online markets hosted on platforms which are essentially catallactic formations. This 

formation is I contend a hybrid of what Davies called “psychological formats of 

competition” and institutional competition because the online market is tightly controlled 

by a firm’s algorithms. Davies makes the argument that Schumpeter and Coase shifted away 

from competition as being embedded in the institution of the market to being embodied by 

the individual in what he called “competitive psychologies” (Davies 2017, 57). That is, the 

competitive dynamic resides with the individual agent rather than the market that serves to 

aggregate and redistribute individual’s information. To Schumpeter the entrepreneur was 

the font of competitiveness whereas for Coase it was a psychological capacity held by 

everyone, assuming that everyone can negotiate an agreement (Davies 2017, 57). Although 

the Coaseian perspective on the agent may appear apt to market relations today, the 

institutional power of the firm-controlled network is close to absolute because of their 

power over information generated by agents operating in the markets and power over the 

information architectures that structure market relations in ways that favour the platform 

controllers. In effect what Davies cites as the “institutional format for competition (namely the 

market) (2017, 57), has I would argue shifted to being the institutional format of the firm 

controlling the market, leaving individuals to use their psychological capacities to ‘compete’ 

in an environment where they lack agency. 

Efficiency eclipses competition in a contestable market and provides the rationale for the 

market’s design. Although efficiency was a pre-existing concept, within neoliberalism as an 

emergent discursive formation we are witnessing efficiency attain the status of an object, in 

the Foucauldian sense, such that it differentiates forms of capitalism thereby bringing forth 

what is new (Foucault 1972, 44). The valorisation of efficiency by members of the neoliberal 

thought collective, to whom Posner and Bork belonged, is notable. The Bell group of 

economists redefined natural monopoly in terms of efficiency as a necessary first step in 

formulating contestability. Efficiency cast as an object generates concepts to service its 

demands, of which subadditivity is one example. Efficiency justifies a simplified, 

computational approach for analysing socio-economic phenomena that in turn has the 

effect of reducing those phenomena to formulae. Further reductionist tools in neoliberal 

discourse transform how ‘value’ is objectified and calculated across the entire system or 

social order. Thus, a change of definition for natural monopoly is consistent with an 

alternative thread of theoretical “strategies” (Foucault 1972, 65) concerned with efficiency 

to which contestability, cost benefit analysis, consumer welfare effects test, and free trade 

agreements (FTAs) arguably belong.  
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The catallaxy can also be perceived as an object that emerges with the neoliberal discursive 

formation. As with contestability it has identifiable properties and identifiable relationships 

that is characterised by the imitation of competition. The catallaxy underwrites the 

ontological fusion between late monopoly capitalism and neo liberalism by a “system of 

rules” that “metamorphized” the US antitrust regime through the adoption of the efficiency 

paradigm and then was “imported” by other nation states through an international regime 

of rules embedded into trade and investment agreements that were negotiated in secret 

(Foucault 1972, 74).  

6.5 Conclusion 
This chapter has shown how the neoliberals and the Bell group brought about the reversal 

of the classical economic position on market formation. They changed it from one that 

defined oligopoly as a barrier to market entry and monopoly as an “insurmountable” barrier 

(Corsi 2006, 608), with actual competitive markets being defined as free of such barriers 

(Sylos-Labini 1962 [1956], 149); to one where the regulatory regime that protected actual 

competition by restraining monopolies and oligopolies was defined as the barrier to the 

markets. Davies observed that, “Posner and Bork’s programmatic critiques of anti-trust, … 

effectively turned the gaze of economic critique away from private industry and towards 

public agencies and legal institutions” (Davies 2017, 94). While Walker succinctly observed, 

“[c]orporate monopoly was reimagined as merely the beneficial outworking of ‘consumer 

sovereignty’ and the efficient operation of the free market.” (Walker 2020, 29). 

This chapter has presented the work of the Chicago School in building a new epistemology 

in law based on the efficiency paradigm, which adhered to the “transnational” scope of the 

neoliberal project (Van Horn and Mirowski 2015 [2009], 140). Hayek’s role in holding the 

MPS to a “One World” vision became writ large in his drive to build the Chicago edifice in 

law and economics (Hayek 1976, 112). Discerning Hayek’s influence has, however, not been 

straightforward, for in Packer’s words, the Antitrust Project was a “nebulous affair” (Packer 

1963, 55). However, it is apparent that the ideas and prescriptions in Director and Levi’s 

‘manifesto’ “implied a breathtaking contraction in the scope of antitrust policy” (Posner 

1979, 928). Two decades later Posner and Bork were to extend the logic of ‘consumer 

welfare’ to argue for free markets and the dismantling of antitrust entirely (Posner 1976; 

Bork 1978).  
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The resulting diminishment of US antitrust was to the detriment of the small producers. 

Orthodox economists came to favour economies of scale as efficiencies that drive economic 

growth and incubate and commercialise innovation. In diminishing antitrust, corporate 

entrepreneurs’ rights to accumulate were destined to overwhelm small producers’ rights to 

be entrepreneurial.  

Hayek’s research output dismissed the monopoly issue as “it seemed not to possess the 

importance commonly attached to it” (1960, 264). He downplayed the controversial aspects 

of his design for a new market institution whilst regaling readers with news of imminent 

liberty (Mirowski 2015 [2009], 444). Hayek’s major research work (Hayek 1955; 1960) 

during this period was, as noted in Chapter 3, devoted to an evolutionary theory of law that 

diverted attention away from the governance vacuum being created by the dismantling of 

antitrust. This would eventually be filled by an international regime of trading rules 

embedded into free trade agreements. As to online markets, these would be regulated by 

those firms that controlled the networks who hosted the markets that formed the platform 

monopolies. This, I argue, is the new form of capitalist institution that arose as an irruption 

in America. 

Van Horn concluded, the antitrust projects were critical to the construction of the 

neoliberal edifice in America through the provision of research that concluded “monopoly 

is relatively benign and that corporations are not a political and an economic problem” (Van 

Horn 2011, 1538; 2015 [2009], 230).  

Director and Levi proposed the very set of conditions contestability theory needed to attain 

legal legitimacy; that is, a regime that would not arrest the growth in concentration as all 

monopolies were deemed natural on the basis of efficiency. The contributions of the 

antitrust scholars Posner and Bork to the enabling of the contestability doctrine were to 

shrink the antitrust regime further so that it did not impede the growth of the 

telecommunications driven platform business model. This can be perceived as the 

architecture of Hayek’s catallaxy. 

Rowe’s characterisation of US antitrust as “a regime of retreat and revision” (Rowe 1984, 

1512) has been widely shared amongst scholars (Carstensen 1996). The best testament to 

regime change, however, comes from Lina Khan’s analysis of Amazon’s burgeoning 

monopoly in which she concludes that it “reveals that the current framework in antitrust – 

specifically its equating of competition with ‘consumer welfare,’ typically measured through 

short-term effects on price and output – fails to capture the architecture of market power in 
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the twenty-first century marketplace” (Khan 2017, 716). She lays this failure squarely on the 

influence of the Chicago School and its signature dismissal of industry structure and the 

competitive process as relevant factors in the restraint of monopoly power (Khan 2017).  

So here we have a continuum from the 1956 Chicago ‘manifesto’ through to the derision of 

antitrust in the 1970s as monopoly ‘legitimately’ became the preferred industry structure as 

theorised and advocated by Baumol, Bailey, Panzar and Willig in the wake of antitrust’s 

retreat. In effect, we now hand over to the Bell group for the last chapter in this exploration 

of the rise of ICT monopolies and neoliberalism globally. In Chapter 7 we seek to explore 

how AT&T and their contestability doctrine shifted their own corporate paradigm and by 

doing so enabled them to construct a version of the catallaxy using the latest ICT and their 

own network inspired contestable market theory. 
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7 Contestability: the rise of the firm  

[T]oday, in every corner of our economy, big, powerful corporations are killing off 

competition. Airlines, banking, healthcare, pharma, agriculture, telecom and tech – in 

industry after industry, monopolies, duopolies, and oligopolies are calling all of the 

shots – exerting alarming control over markets. 

                                                                                  Senator Elizabeth Warren (2017)      

7.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I focus on the origins of the Bell group’s contestability theory. This theory, 

which integrates the firm, the industry and the market, presented AT&T with a unique 

solution to the dilemma it faced post-war—how to maintain their monopoly in 

telecommunications and at the same time reap the benefits of a digital market expanding 

through a combination of competition and technological innovation. As I will show, 

contestability was developed by AT&T to address this dilemma. This chapter explores how 

contestability, which consists of an industrial organisation theory and a market price analysis 

tool, rationalised monopoly on the basis of economic efficiency. 

The economics of contestability was informed by the organisational management of AT&T, 

the science and engineering of the telecommunications network and the Chicago neoliberal 

thought collective referencing the work of economists Ronald Coase on the firm and 

Harold Demsetz on whole-of-market bidding. It’s also important to examine the network 

attributes that accord the theory its fundamental structure and evince the transformative 

potential of its doctrine to support a new capitalist formation utilising information.  

In the previous chapter we glimpsed the outline of a new industrial structure, the firm-

controlled network hosting a market. This term is used to describe a specific formation, one 

enabled by the Bell group’s notion of a “sustainable industry configuration” within which 

various conditions apply, such as no sunk costs or barriers to entry or exit (Baumol, Panzar, 

and Willig 1982, 25). In the current era we can observe how markets (of various designs) are 

integrated into networks within which the precepts of contestability apply. Uber and 
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Amazon are two examples. In effect, a contestable market is ‘the’ telecommunications 

network reimagined in economic theory to function as a market. This alludes to Hayek’s 

conception back in 1945 that the price mechanism of the market was like “a system of 

telecommunications” (Hayek 1945, 527). With that perspective in mind, the chapter will 

offer insights into how the Bell group forged this new industry configuration theoretically.  

Although the Bell group was working for AT&T, they were articulating a general economic 

theory centred on the “network enterprise” that Castells identified as the fundamental 

organisational structure of the global information economy (Castells 1996, 168).  

The endeavour of this chapter is to contribute to the literature by joining research on 

neoliberalism to the emergence, via Bell, of a new kind of institutional power, the network 

controlled by ‘platform’ monopolies. The formation of this symbiotic relationship is set 

within the broader context of the integration of economics and information as posited by 

Castells who concluded that “[n]ew information technologies are integrating the world in 

global networks of instrumentality.” (Castells 1996, 22).  

7.2 AT&T’s new mission 
The year 1956 was a watershed for both the neoliberal movement in America and AT&T. It 

was the year Director and Levi’s manifesto forcefully described their ‘solution’ to the 

restrictions imposed by antitrust, that was an epistemological shift towards economic 

efficiency in antitrust law. It was also the year that AT&T negotiated a Consent Decree with 

the Department of Justice (DOJ) that would prove to be deleterious to the corporation. The 

decree ended seven years of litigation over accusations that Western Electric was keeping its 

prices high so its parent company AT&T could rationalise higher call rates to customers 

(Shooshan III 1984, 13). Ironically, this settlement, which effectively postponed the breakup 

of AT&T, proved to be a pyrrhic victory. Charles Brown AT&T’s Chairman (1979-1986) 

later remarked that AT&T had been “saddled with a 1956 consent decree confining the Bell 

System to regulated telecommunications … [thus] being deprived of the fruits of our own 

technology, our own innovation” (1984, 3). The settlement had forced AT&T to license its 

patents, a move that was generally regarded as serving the public interest because it 

disseminated knowledge (Tunstall 1985, 5). The problem for AT&T was that telephony and 

data processing were converging leaving their R&D investment exposed to competitors 

from the IT industry who could gain commercial advantages by using Bell Laboratories ICT 
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(Brown 1984, 3).1 Bell Laboratories was leading the charge in ICT innovation, but was 

locked out of the IT industry at the moment the industry was poised to explode. This was 

symbolised in 1955 by the cover of Time magazine sporting a cartoon impression of an IBM 

702 Electronic Data Processing Machine with a photographic image of IBM’s President, 

Thomas Watson Jr. perched in front (Maney 2011, 16).2 Then in 1960, Fritz Machlup 

coined the term ‘information society’ to describe a transformation that would continue 

through the 1960s as digitisation revolutionised telecommunications (Stone 1997, 18). 

Cognisant of the need to address regulatory pressures and technological change, in 1968 

AT&T’s board commissioned futurist Alvin Toffler to probe its future operating 

environment and articulate a new “corporate mission” (Toffler 1985, 8). Toffler, 

a Fortune magazine journalist with libertarian sensibilities, would soon be catapulted to fame 

with his bestselling book Future Shock (Toffler 1971 [1970]), in which he claimed that 

industrial society was transitioning to a super-industrial society characterised by rapid 

technological change and socio-economic upheaval. Bell’s old mission set in train by 

Theodore Vail in 1907 “to place a standard black telephone into every American home” 

under the banner of ‘One System, One Policy, Universal Service’ was considered 

accomplished (Toffler 1985, 8).  

AT&T Bell Labs at this time was focused on building a global digital network to facilitate 

what Toffler identified as ‘game changers’ in technology, “the electronicization of money … 

the convergence of computing and telecommunications … [and] artificial intelligence” 

(Toffler 1985, 3). Toffler also identified game changes in the social sphere, for example, the 

world’s aging population, changing social values reflected in the greater diversity of family 

life and international political trends such as global militarisation and cross border conflicts 

over data (Toffler 1985, 3).  

 

1 Significantly, AT&T lost their right to monopolise their patents on the silicon transistor because of the 
1956 Consent Decree. Invented by John Bardeen, Walter Brattain and William Shockley at Bell 
Laboratories in 1948, the invention was adapted by Shockley after he left Bell Laboratories and set up his 
own enterprise in Silicon Valley. It was also licensed to Texas Instruments and Fairchild Semiconductors. 
By 1968 the invention had evolved to semiconductors, integrated circuits and microprocessors that were 
successfully commercialised by Intel Corporation, which later became a Fortune 100 company (Gertner 
2012).  

2 In 1940 IBM’s sales were $46.3 million compared to Western Electric’s $241 million. By 1960 IBM sales 
were $1.8 billion compared to Western’s $2.6 billion. By 1982 their positions had reversed with IBM at $40 
billion and Western Electric at only $12.6 billion in sales (Jackson 1984, 72). 
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Toffler, a free market enthusiast, recommended AT&T “restructure itself radically and 

voluntarily” by divesting its vertically integrated monopoly in favour of competition (1985, 

7). His report titled, Social Dynamics and the Bell System was submitted to AT&T’s board in 

19723 (Toffler 1985, 7). Toffler recommended that AT&T “reduce its control” over its 24 

associated companies4 running its local exchange operations, by selling more stock to the 

public and divest Western Electric’s “routine manufacturing” thereby, “retain[ing] only the 

high technology parts of the company that interfaced with Bell Laboratories” (Toffler 1985, 

10, 11). Divesting its vertically integrated monopoly in favour of competition was a counter 

intuitive yet adaptive approach to the new world that AT&T itself was forging 

technologically and politically. In effect Toffler was calling for AT&T to be deregulated and 

the restrictions imposed by the 1956 Consent Decree overturned, thus enabling AT&T to 

enter new markets and develop a new corporate structure in keeping with its “central role in 

the Super-Industrial Revolution” (Toffler 1985, 28).  

As he later recounted, Toffler’s “blasphemous” recommendations in 1972 were “not a 

program for ‘dis-integration’ of the Bell System, … but ‘a conscious program for the 

dramatic extension of integration over a larger sphere’” (Toffler 1985, 11). The ‘extension’ he 

proposed would be formed by integrating a market with the firm and the network. The 

integrated market could coordinate many aspects of the Bell System’s operations and tap 

into consumer demand for communications which was diversifying and segmenting “into 

highly specialized sub-markets” (Toffler 1985, 54).  

In 1968, in a move that would give AT&T its own economics research capacity, Bell 

Laboratories established the Economic Analysis and Graphics Research Department, later 

renamed the Economics Research Center. The Center had a $1million annual budget and a 

staff of over thirty professionals (Bernstein 1984, 11). Staff were mainly economists with 

backgrounds in systems engineering, mathematics and operations research (Bell Labs 

Information and Publication Division 1972, 1, 4).5 By 1978 William O. Baker, president of 

Bell Labs (1973-1979), declared that the Bell System had “one of the best microeconomics 

groups in the country” (Bell Labs Information and Publication Division 1978, 2).6 

 

3 Toffler’s report to AT&T was reproduced in full with additional commentary by Toffler in his book The 
Adaptive Corporation published in 1985. 

4 These were called local operating companies (LOCs). At 8 May 1972 there were 24 LOCs, two of which 
were partially owned by AT&T (Coll 1986, xii-xiii). Please refer to Appendix A. 

5 Baumol who joined AT&T in 1966 published Economic Theory and Operations Analysis in 1961 and 1965. It 
surveyed developments in OR as they related to economics.  

6 William Baker cited in Business Week 30 October 1978.  
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Contestability emerged from this group’s work on business issues related to regulatory and 

public utility economics and telephony rate analysis. It is important not to understate the 

engineering influence on these economists for they were not located at AT&T headquarters 

in New York City with finance and legal but at Bell Laboratories in New Jersey, amidst the 

technological breakthroughs leading to the world wide web and cloud-integrated global 

networks. In a further boost to economics at AT&T, their Council of Economic Advisers 

had been formed in the late 1960s on Baumol’s advice. Baumol along with Alfred Kahn 

and Otto Eckstein advised AT&T’s board and supported the work of the Economics 

Research Center.  

Since 1949 when the case that led to the 1956 Consent Decree was brought, AT&T’s 

monopoly had been under sustained political and legal pressure from the US Federal 

Government. AT&T had already armoured itself with external and internal economic 

advisors and an economics research department. Toffler’s recommendations in 1972 proved 

to be in line with demands made by federal regulators only two years later, so the company’s 

board had time to consider the advice before being forced to take it. 

7.2.1 United States vs. AT&T 

AT&T’s travails re-ignited in 1974 when the Department of Justice brought the case United 

States vs. AT&T alleging the corporation had violated antitrust by engaging in 

uncompetitive practices in their long distance call business and by monopolising emergent 

markets (Evans 1983, 3; Temin and Galambos 1987, 111).  

Under the direction of William F. Baxter, from the Department of Justice the parties 

eventually reached an out of court settlement called the Modified Final Judgment on 8 

January 1982. Baxter who had been appointed Assistant Attorney General for Antitrust by 

the Reagan Administration in February 1981, had according to Stone, been prepared to 

negotiate only if AT&T “agreed to complete separation of all AT&T-regulated activities 

from unregulated ones” (Stone 1989, 323).  

Under the agreement AT&T would divest the local exchange operations of 22 Bell 

operating companies (BOCs) (Tunstall 1985, 16-17), creating 22 independent Local 

Exchange Companies (LOCs) servicing local areas (Evans and Grossman 1983, 96). AT&T 

was also directed to draw up a plan to ensure the viability of the BOCs (Stone 1989, 327). 

They proposed a “seven-region planning model” that created “seven regional holding 

companies” (Tunstall 1985, 120). These independent companies were dubbed the 
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‘Baby Bells’. AT&T retained their long-line business and control over Western Electric and 

Bell Labs (Stone 1989, 327). This along with control over their patents enabled them to 

“preserve the crucial integration of AT&T’s research and manufacturing arms” (Tunstall 

1985, 17). In return, AT&T would have unfettered access to markets, including information 

services and products and media, enabling the corporation to align itself fully with the 

technological explosion it was itself creating in ICT. As Toffler had observed, “[t]he 

computer, once a novelty, had become crucial to the entire economy, creating a voracious 

demand for new machine-to-machine communications” (Toffler 1985, 15).  

The case had been precipitated by the entry of Microwave Communications Inc. (MCI) into 

the telecommunications market in 1971 (Shooshan III 1984, 16). AT&T had tried to keep 

MCI at bay by opposing its 1963 licence application to establish private line services 

between St Louis and Chicago which set off a chain of cases leading up to the Department 

of Justice filing its case in 1974. In 1966 Baumol joined AT&T’s defence team as an expert 

witness and argued on the grounds that MCI was “creamskimming” AT&T’s market (Brock 

and Evans 1983, 62). If competitors skimmed their profits in densely populated markets 

AT&T could not meet its universal service obligation to subsidise high-cost services in 

remote areas (Stone 1997, 64). In 1970 Baumol, Kahn and Eckstein and regulator William 

Baxter “insisted that ‘Inherent in the concept of full competition and its benefits is the 

freedom to fail’” (Temin and Galambos 1987, 63). In other words, they did not want to see 

competitors protected by regulation. Along with AT&T’s legal counsel Howard Trienens 

they voiced their preference for “full competition” over a “mixture of competition and 

regulation” (Temin and Galambos 1987, 63). By 1971 MCI had prevailed leaving a 

conundrum for both AT&T and the regulator—as noted by Trienens, markets would have 

to be allocated in the absence of competition (Temin and Galambos 1987, 1).  

The 1974-1982 case brought by the government against AT&T for anticompetitive 

behaviour was settled by AT&T on the question of whether AT&T should remain regulated 

or be allowed to compete. With Baumol and the other advisors having previously taken the 

‘freedom to compete’ position over the mix of regulation and competition, it appeared that 

AT&T was reaching a point where being free of regulation, or what Brown called “this 

legal-legislative-regulatory quagmire”, was considered by some to be in AT&T’s medium to 

long-term interests (1984, 3). As Brown noted, “the marketplace was to be the key 

instrument for governing the telecommunications industry in the years ahead. Competition 

would be the rule not the exception” (1984, 4).  
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That the company had mounted a defence for an extraordinary eight years, despite this 

emerging pro-market position, was due to the lack of a consensus position within the 

company. Those executives in favour of defending AT&T’s monopoly were dominant, and 

during the defence, extensive expert economic argument was given for maintaining a natural 

monopoly in telecommunications, the focus of which was AT&T’s efficiency in delivering 

services (Evans and Heckman 1983, 127). Baumol testified using the ‘burden test’ he 

devised for price setting in 1970. This test enabled a monopoly to set a higher price on one 

product against a loss of revenue on another. It measured demand in relation to cost, 

allowed a firm to derive data to be used in determining which products were becoming 

obsolete and was useful for product bundling (Baumol 1981, 10).7 The test underpinned 

Bell group’s subadditivity theory, which demonstrated the cost efficiency of natural 

monopoly and was the mainstay of their efficiency argument that unfortunately, “fell far 

short of meeting AT&T’s burden of proof” (Evans and Heckman 1983, 150).8 Natural 

monopoly was a failed argument against the government’s claim that AT&T disregarded 

costs when setting rates in order to stifle competition.  

AT&T’s argument did not contend that telecommunications was a contestable market per 

se, although there was minor referencing of contestability in terms of lowering prices to deal 

with competitive threats (Evans and Heckman 1983, 23-24). AT&T used the contestability 

defence cautiously given that Bell economics was concerned with the inefficiency of 

regulated monopolies. Brock and Evans also noted the danger of the sustainable pricing 

argument put forward by the Bell group as it “raises the risk of deregulating public utilities 

and permitting free entry into heretofore monopolized markets” (Brock and Evans 1983, 

71). Whether contestable market pricing was seen as a ‘two-edged sword’ or a ‘bet each way’ 

it appears that AT&T’s defence did not use it “in any regulatory hearings” (Brock and 

Evans 1983, 71). Claims by Jeremy Bernstein that the Economics Research Center was 

disbanded because there was no longer a need for regulatory economics expertise after 

divestiture (Bernstein 1984), appeared not to consider that the contestability project had 

focused on industry deregulation so that AT&T could move unfettered into new markets.  

 

7 Baumol’s example: product X incremental cost = $5.00, the revenue = $7.00. If it reduces demand for 
another product Y causing a loss of a $1.50 then the net incremental revenue is $5.50 which passes the 
burden test  (Baumol 1981, 10). 

8 Evans and Beckman ran further tests using subadditivity, concluding that the “Bell System did not have a 
natural monopoly” (Evans and Heckman 1983a, 272). 
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The failure of AT&T’s defence team and the decision of Baxter to halt the case and opt for 

a negotiated settlement produced an agreement on 8 January 1982 to divest the Bell System, 

a process which began on 1 January 1984. The agreement and subsequent break-up became 

the topic of a substantial literature that presented AT&T as having fought hard but failed to 

keep the Bell System intact in the face of government pressure (Evans 1983; Tunstall 1985; 

Temin and Galambos 1987). The breakup was lauded by anti-monopolists like journalist 

Steve Coll (1986). However, both within the corporation itself (Auw 1983; Toffler 1985), 

the academy (Stone 1989) and the wider community, many doubted the wisdom of breaking 

up what was generally regarded as a national institution (Marchand 1998).  

Baumol and his fellow advisors Kahn and Eckstein were roundly criticised by AT&T vice 

president and assistant to the chairman, Alvin Von Auw,9 for their lacklustre performance 

defending AT&T in the case (Auw 1983, 132). It was an astute observation; albeit not a 

surprising one given that all three advisors had argued for competition over regulation in 

1970, and that regulated monopoly was at cross purposes to contestability theory which 

called for industry deregulation. Auw was concerned by the focus on cost-related pricing 

and the dismissal of “externalities” which he defined as “society’s goals and society’s 

constraints – [asking] are they not the criteria to which policy should conform rather than 

the mindless operation of a model, however elegant its design, however precise its 

operation?” (1983, 121). He reserved his sharpest criticism of the outcome for Baumol, 

Kahn and Eckstein and the regulators, naming William Baxter (DOJ), Bruce Owen from the 

Office of Telecommunications Policy and William Melody and Manley Irwin of the FCC. 

Auw claimed both groups shared the same economic philosophy (Auw 1983, 132). This he 

characterised as “clockwork economics that tests whether markets are competitive–and 

therefore allocative efficiencies served–on the basis of their conformity to econometric 

models made in Chicago” (1983, 112).  

Chicago law and economics promotion of the efficiency paradigm in antitrust was palpable 

in the philosophy of the regulators at the frontline of the case. Baxter was criticised by Auw 

for his single-minded adherence to “economic efficiency” as per the market and for 

ignoring “social pricing” that ensured subscribers in high cost areas could afford a 

telephone service (Auw 1983, 111). Shepherd in his analysis of the various contributors to 

the efficiency paradigm noted that Baumol’s Princeton-Bell groups were also part of the 

‘efficiency school’ (Shepherd 1988, 398). Baumol had defended AT&T’s approach to pricing 

 

9 Auw served three chairmen, H. I. Romnes, John deButts and Charles Brown from 1969 to 1981.   
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as legitimate, against the claim that Western Electric was hiking prices so AT&T could claim 

higher prices for cost recovery. And in theory he saw no issue with vertical integration 

(Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 465). To the efficiency school there were no substantive 

practices or structures that were prior indicators of anti-competitive effects.  

However, according to Auw and Hendrik Bode former vice president of Bell Labs (1958-

1969), economics contested the ‘engineering view’ at Bell which held that “functional 

efficiency in a strictly engineering sense” was necessary to ensure efficient service delivery 

(Bode 1971, 33; Auw 1983, 133). Implicit to service efficiency was the vertically integrated 

monopoly structure which Bode and Auw defined as a ‘natural’ monopoly because the 

network, with its interconnectivity of exchanges, was the one system (Bode 1971, 70; Auw 

1983). Both Auw and Bode perceived there to be a tension between the engineering 

requirements of the Bell System and the demands of economics which Auw related to the 

differences between Saint-Simon and his concerns for social outcomes in contrast to Adam 

Smith and the self-interested economic agent, much as Hayek had done (Hayek 1979 [1952], 

166; Auw 1983). However, Auw deftly points to Smith’s The Theory of Moral Sentiments to 

remind readers that human desires are ultimately served by transcending self-interest, that his 

was not a blanket criticism of economics but a criticism of the current trend in economics:  

if there is a central tendency among today’s economists, uniting liberals and conservatives 

and those who might prefer to call themselves neoliberals and neoconservatives, it is a 

disposition to accept the competitive marketplace as the norm (1983, 121).  

Auw and Bode were representative of many within AT&T, especially those appreciative of 

the engineering demands on the Bell System, who were cautious if not resistant to the 

structural change being proposed. Their position was “dubbed the ‘Fortress Bell’ policy” 

which according to Toffler, was festering internal divisions that went right up to the 

executive (1985, 16). This division was exemplified by Bell engineers Constantine Kraus and 

Alfred Duerig who described divesture as a “national tragedy” in their emotively titled book 

The Rape of Ma Bell (1988, 35). Albeit, this engineering perspective was not held universally 

by the technical staff. Chemist Morris Tanenbaum, believed that the “[t]echnology would 

have destroyed the monopoly anyway” (Tanenbaum quoted in: Gertner 2012, 300).  

Yet very few staff were privy to the details of what was being planned. Toffler, for example, 

described his report as a “samizdat document”, for AT&T’s executive had not released the 

information so much as let it leak to lower management (Toffler 1985, 12). But the board 

had prepared for change, as Brown indicated when he wrote that the “radical restructuring 

of our business was not a spur-of-the-moment action” (1984, 1).  
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7.2.2 A question of integration 
Toffler’s proposed organisational restructure, the “Bell Communications Constellation”, 

essentially re-integrated former companies as affiliates along with a “network of small 

businesses and organizations” that would all independently provide services to AT&T. AT&T 

in turn would support these entities’ activities by acting as a central planner looking after 

“operations, engineering, [and] construction” (1985, 141), act as the “central banker of the 

System” (1985, 142), manage manpower (including many former Bell System employees) 

through use of contracts and licenses (1985, 138, 145)10 and provide technical support to 

non-Bell companies (1985, 142).  

AT&T would be left with command-and-control functions like “control over technical 

quality, research and development, major investment decisions, planning, training and 

coordinative activities, and other such functions. … such as greatly strengthen[ing] itself 

politically by creating a vast network of local and national supplier firms and Constellation 

associates whose interests will overlap those of the Bell System” (Toffler 1985, 129). Toffler 

envisioned the Constellation would get bigger as communications expanded but that Bell 

would get leaner by devolving functions. This change in business model can be seen in the 

company metrics. Prior to divestment in 1984 AT&T had $114 billion in assets and over one 

million employees (Kleinfield 1981, 3 4). In 2018, after a number of the ‘Baby Bells’ had been 

reacquired and the company had completed numerous mergers including with Time-Warner, 

AT&T had over $525.5 billion in assets but only 268,220 employees (AT&T 2018a, 18).  

The negotiated settlement to the antitrust case gave effect to Toffler’s desire to uncouple 

AT&T from its vertically integrated structure, at least in part, whilst embracing technical 

integration and the network-based market alternatives it supported (Toffler 1985, 128), a 

move that also aligned with some of the requisite conditions for a contestable market. 

Hendrik Bode, whom Toffler consulted, examined the relationship between technical 

integration and organisational integration in Synergy: Technical Integration and Technological 

Innovation in the Bell System, published by Bell Labs in 1971. Bode argued that vertical 

integration defined as the “flow of tangible goods” and technical integration, the “flow of 

an intangible – engineering information and understanding” were synergistic (1971, 28). 

Technological integration came from the exchange of technological information (18). For 

Bode the term ‘technological’ was broadly applicable to both physical objects and business 

 

10 The BOCs operated under license contract, so Toffler’s recommendation represented a massive extension.  
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systems (15). The Bell System prior to divestment could function as a commercial enterprise 

because the engineering and management systems were compatible. That is, the 

“interconnectedness of the telephone network” and the “high degree of technical 

coordination” (23) made it possible for millions of subscribers to connect every day. The 

exchange of information was facilitated by the relationship between Bell Labs, Western 

Electric and the Bell operating companies (BOCs) created by vertical organisation (16). 

Planning in this complex environment had to be “long-range” rather than opportunistic 

(18). Bode described vertical integration as the “successive stages in the production process 

under the same financial interest”, with its most critical benefit occurring between Bell Labs 

and Western Electric. Vertical integration between these two entities ensured that Bell Labs’ 

R&D qualified as ‘technological innovation’ having been manufactured and thereby 

reaching “the point of initial commercial use” (Bode 1971, 15).  

The integrated Bell System was likened by Bode and Auw to a federalised organisation, 

having a central power which controlled its devolved business units and BOCs which were 

nonetheless quite autonomous (Bode 1971, 29; Auw 1983).  

Toffler’s program called for the “‘extension of integration’ over a larger sphere” using Bell’s 

telecommunications network. His vision for a Constellation, was based on his 

understanding of the technical integration within Bell Labs “between theory and practice, 

between R&D and manufacture” (1985, 133), Toffler recognised that Bell Labs work 

practices, which had been instituted by Kelly post-war (Gertner 2012), offered a model to 

guide the whole Bell System. This was in keeping with Jewett’s philosophy that the Bell 

Labs organisational model had a wider applicability (Jewett and King 1940). He envisioned 

AT&T “progressively shedding functions and encouraging others to assume them and join 

the Constellation” (Toffler 1985, 133). That is, other firms in the Constellation would have 

their activities coordinated by AT&T and coordination would be greatly enhanced in the 

future by ICT platform technology. Digital network technology and the business models 

devised for it, thus could be said to have evolved from the US “telephone system” that 

Kelly described in 1950 as “a single, integrated, highly technical machine” (Kelly quoted in: 

Gertner 2012, 150).11  

 

11 Mervin Kelly. 1950. “The Bell Telephone Laboratories: An example of an Institute of Creative 
Technology”. Lecture at the Royal Society, London, 23 March 1950. 
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Toffler promised an organisational structure fit for Super-Industrial society that would 

ensure the “extension of technical integration throughout the Bell Communications Constellation 

– a system larger than that confined by the formal boundaries of AT&T” (Toffler 1985, 

133). This conception, I contend, had the essential features of a 21st century platform 

business model—the monopolistic or oligopolistic firm hosting markets on its network. As 

Alan Stone observed, AT&T’s aim was to be “the network manager” hosting other 

businesses and it had in fact already served this role by hosting on its network “Bell 

companies, Bell licensees, and noncompeting independents” (1997, 32). What we can 

observe in the change proposed by Toffler was the extension of this integration by 

encouraging other entities to service AT&T’s requirements through the market operating 

within the Constellation, that is, other firms registered with the network which through 

further innovations became the modern day ‘platform’.  

Other analysts argued, like Toffler, that Western Electric could open up to the market. 

Evans and Grossman contended that AT&T could achieve integration post divestiture 

using “market systems” to coordinate transactions with the newly independent associates 

and other suppliers servicing the network (1983, 95). Theirs was the Hayekian argument 

that dispersed information and the need to incentivise managers makes the market a ready 

substitute for a structurally integrated corporation (Evans and Grossman 1983, 121).  

In his book The Third Wave (1980) Toffler called the larger sphere the “info-sphere” which 

was very broadly construed as “civilizations … producing and distributing information” 

(Toffler 1980, 48). Toffler like Hayek asserted that information was exceeding in importance 

“land, labor, capital and raw materials” (Toffler 1985, 107). Information needed to course 

through society, the economy and the Bell Constellation to serve individual decision makers. 

This called for free markets and “radical deregulation” across industries to ensure these 

flows of information were uninterrupted (Toffler 1985, 140). In effect, Toffler’s integration 

was the vision promoted by the pro-market faction inside AT&T and Chicago school 

inspired neoliberals who were in positions of influence and power within the US antitrust 

regime. It was made possible on a global scale by digitisation from the 1960s.  

United States vs. AT&T was a complex case. It reflected a mix of motivations, contesting 

philosophies and fractured views about the future of the Bell System. Toffler called upon 

the company to “invent” (not imitate) a business strategy to take them into a future that 

embraced social and technological change (Toffler 1985, 2) and an expanded view of what it 

meant to be integrated. The neoliberal idea that new entrepreneurial talent and innovation 

would unseat entrenched monopolies was not borne out by AT&T. Rather, it exemplified 
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Schumpeter’s contention that entrepreneurship emerges from “within the shell of existing 

corporations” (Schumpeter quoted in: Davies 2017, 55). The growth of AT&T following 

divestiture in 1984 is a testament to the company’s entrepreneurial and technological 

capacity. AT&T’s industrial leadership through its radical restructure following the antitrust 

settlement would have ramifications for government owned telecoms and corporations 

generally throughout the world (Toffler 1985, 127).  

AT&T’s R&D included contestability theory which became an ‘innovation’ by Bode’s 

definition when it was first deployed as policy in the deregulation of the US airline industry. 

Baumol and the Bell group’s contestability theory proposed a radical new perspective that 

integrated markets with firms controlling networks. The benefit to the firm holding the 

‘central power’ was the information coming from the coordinated market and the network 

to guide planning. The contestable market was designed to accompany the new networked 

industry structure which Toffler had characterised as the ‘extension of integration’ and 

which Baumol’s group described as a ‘construct’: “A central task of our work is the 

integration of the process of structure determination into our model and the extraction of 

theoretical and policy implications from the resulting expanded construct” (Baumol, Panzar, 

and Willig 1982, 2). 

According to the contestability doctrine, industry structures will find their optimum efficiency 

if regulatory barriers to markets are removed. Baumol’s suggestion that the “fragmentation” 

resulting from divestment would be “transitory” was proved correct in AT&T’s case when 

by the 1990s it had reconsolidated its telephony business and diversified (Baumol 1983a, 1). 

The willingness to cannibalise a significant part of its business to expand into unregulated 

markets (Evans 1983) like ICT and media (Neate 2016; AT&T 2018b) would see AT&T 

return to its rank of being the largest telecommunications company in the world. 

7.3 Engineering a monopoly theory 
The Bell economists and Toffler formed a vision that went far beyond the AT&T 

corporation and entailed a new economic order reminiscent of Hayek’s catallaxy. They 

regarded the telecommunications system and its associated economics as a future-orientated 

model for the economics of the Information Age. AT&T, as the telecommunications 

monopolist in the US, controlled the new means of production, or rather, the ‘means of 

transmission’. AT&T were positioned to decide what the economics of information 

transmission should be.  
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7.3.1 Defining natural monopoly in telecommunications using 
the subadditivity efficiency formula 

The work of Bell Laboratories economist William Sharkey on natural monopoly was critical 

to showing the relationship between economics and network engineering in 

telecommunications. Sharkey noted that telecommunications, unlike most utilities, is 

distinguished by the “interdependent nature of demand, which plays a central role in 

determining the economics of the network” (1982, 185). It features a “two-party or 

multiparty process”, which is time dependent; that is, demand is for both incoming and 

outgoing calls to be put through at the time they are made or else the service is regarded as 

“blocked”, and delayed calls are considered a poor service. This demand for services 

necessitated that the capacity of the telephone system had to meet the demand during peak 

periods (Sharkey 1982, 8). 

Capacity to handle peak periods came with a high price tag because switching technology 

used for routing was expensive, and it was the availability of switches that determined 

whether calls could be put through. As Sharkey noted, “a basic trade-off in the design of a 

telecommunications network involves the substitution of switching capacity for 

transmission capacity” (1982, 193). It was critical to calculate the number of circuits needed 

to maintain a quality phone service, as economies of scale declined when the number of 

circuits increased (Sharkey 1982, 185). Sharkey’s solution was called “plant subadditivity”, a 

method of calculating the least number of circuits used to rout telephone calls (1982, 8). 

Sharkey also applied what he called “firm subadditivity” concluding that “[a] single firm may 

be able to coordinate production or distribution of the industry outputs more efficiently 

than two or more competing firms” (1982, 8).  

Each competitor had to cost their technological capacity to meet their respective peak 

period demand. Sharkey’s modelling showed that because each competitor servicing a town 

or area needed switching capacity the “combined capacities of multiple suppliers must 

exceed the capacity of a single supplier”. This was wasteful (Sharkey 1982, 184). Sharkey 

argued that this showed telecommunications was a natural monopoly, the efficiency goal of 

which was the centralising of demand through the system, so the more concentrated the 

demand the more cost effective was the supply to that demand (1982, 195-196). 
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7.3.2 Subadditivity and the contestability hypothesis 
The key economic requirements of a telephone service, the coordination of peak demand 

while minimising technology production costs, became the basis of Bell’s subadditivity 

theorem. Sharkey concluded that demand fragmented between providers would reduce the 

quality or service or increase costs (1982, 185). Panzar observed that for a single firm 

meeting demand at peak times the “average cost was not decreasing and marginal cost 

yielded all the revenues the firm needed to cover its costs” (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 

1982, xvi). The Bell economics group, aiming to produce a general theory, took this finding 

and extrapolated it to conclude that the combined production of any two products was less 

costly than “the total cost of producing each product separately” (Baumol, Panzar, and 

Willig 1982, xvi).  

For Baumol et al this definition of production efficiency replaced the neoclassical 

economies of scale definition of a ‘natural’ monopoly, although economies of scale were 

considered in the calculation (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 170). In forging a new 

definition of ‘natural’ monopoly in Contestable Markets and the Theory of Industrial Structure 

(1982), the inventors of contestability dropped all reference to telecommunication networks, 

which, unfortunately, disassociated their text from its intellectual lineage. 

7.3.3 Heterogeneity and externalities in telecommunication 
networks  

In a study of AT&T’s Universal Service ethos, political economist Milton Mueller argued 

that the unique characteristic of ICT telephony networks was that “every pairwise 

connection between telephone stations [w]as a separate and distinct output”. He refers to as 

“the ‘radical heterogeneity’ of network access” (Mueller 1997b, 22). These unique two-

way/multiple-way connections (heterogenic products) are the basis of the features that 

distinguished telecommunications from other public utility monopolies selling homogenous 

products like water. This dependency gives rise to network effects or “network 

externalities” (Mueller 1997a, 27).  

Sharkey determined that externalities were of two types. In one type a subscriber was not 

charged for receiving a call, because of a policy to charge the caller only (1982, 185). In 

another type, access to the network by potential subscribers expanded the number of 

connections and hence the user base, or what Sharkey called “overlapping communities of 

interest” (1982, 187). Sharkey regarded such externalities as a “public good … benefit[ing] 

all those who subscribe to a telephone network by lowering the cost of communication 
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among its members” (1982, 187). Externalities were also key in reaching “a ‘critical mass’ of 

consumers” by adopting new technologies like electronic mail, which necessitated they learn 

new skills and processes (Jackson 1980, 119, 128).  

The Bell Telephone System epitomised the drive for universal coverage despite diminishing 

returns on network expansion in the early years when the cost of exchanges went up as the 

number of connections increased (Mueller 1997a). This expansion can be attributed to 

Universal Service introduced by Theodore Vail in 1907 (Bornholz and Evans 1983, 29; 

Mueller 1997b). The sacrifice of lower profitability in order to achieve network dominance 

created the largest private monopoly then on Earth, a pathway which corporations like 

Amazon would come to emulate. AT&T in keeping with its monopoly structure and falling 

technology costs, eventually generated increasing returns,12 that in high tech industries like 

telecommunications are a factor of low production costs and network effects (Arthur 1996). 

According to Brian Arthur, a pioneer theorist of network effects, a subscriber base is 

essential for taking advantage of increasing returns (Arthur 1996, 105). He defined this as 

“mechanisms of positive feedback that operate – within markets, businesses and industries 

– to reinforce that which gains success or aggravate that which suffers loss” (Arthur 1996, 

100). Positive feedback about products and services has a multiplier or “information 

contagion” effect in the ‘overlapping communities’ that Sharkey describes on 

communication networks (Arthur and Lane 1994, 69). Kenneth Arrow noted that it was the 

“far-reaching concept of externalities, where some, at least, of the increasing returns are 

captured, not by the producer but by others” (Arrow 1994, ix). 

By the early 1970s, the Bell network had an estimated five million billion units of 

connection (Toffler 1985, 43). Toffler’s report noted that the Bell System carried 80% of all 

data transmission, other than voice calls, in the US contributing 3% of AT&T’s total 

revenues. However, with computerisation this figure was forecast to rise to 50% of all 

revenues by 1980 (Toffler 1985, 52, 53). These figures signified a future fundamentally 

governed by Metcalfe’s Law (also called Gilder’s Law),13 which states that the scale of a 

telecommunications network is proportional to the square (n2) of the number of telephones 

(communication devices) connected to the network, such that four phones make six 

 

12 Such that the per unit cost of production falls as output increases. This pushes down prices based on 
marginal costs. 

13 Metcalfe’s Law is commonly associated with Bob Metcalfe who invented the Ethernet, a precursor of the 
internet in 1976, and George Gilder, a libertarian economist and co-founder of the right-wing think tank 
the Discovery Institute, who published extensively on the technological future.  
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connections and 12 phones make 66 connections;14 similarly Moore’s Law states that the 

number of transistors in an integrated circuit grows exponentially around every two years. 

In other words, the data distribution capacity of computers was expanding along with the 

number of networked computers, which in turn massively multiplied the number of 

possible point-to-point transmission connections between computers. This capacity was 

articulated by Bell Labs engineer John R. Pierce, an enthusiast for satellite, mobile and fiber 

communications, in an interview with Walter Cronkite on 29 January 1967: 

I think that it’s very important to realize that communication is a general function. … So 

once you have the transmission facilities available, they can be used for everything 

interchangeably. (Pierce quoted in: Gertner 2012, 226).  

This potential for business transmitted on such a huge network had presented AT&T with an 

opportunity and a challenge. This was how best to extract economic value from the network 

and at the same time extract AT&T from market access restrictions, imposed by their status as 

a regulated monopoly and by antitrust enforcement in general, without losing their monopoly 

market share. Their solution was to invent contestability, a new theory of efficiency for 

industrial organisation and a new market design. Both the theory and the design would be 

used to justify the removal of regulatory barriers and actual competition; a solution which 

can be regarded as being quintessentially neoliberal because it relies on the information 

processing power of the market to coordinate the exchanges by enterprise units on the 

catallactic network (Mirowski 2015 [2009]; Davies 2017; Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017). 

7.3.4 The economic quest 
Willig’s call for the application of “frictionless free entry” theory to industries controlled by 

government monopoly enterprises introduced the “notion of contestability” (Bailey 1982, 

xix, xx). Willig observed that the “most serious challenges to market control are presented 

by technological advances and product innovations like those associated with electronic 

mail”, which in the 1980s was a service provided by the U.S. Postal Service (Willig 1980, 

158). His point was that email, which was the future in messaging, was largely in 

government hands. Willig argued that a private unregulated monopoly could reduce 

wasteful competition with postal services yet behave competitively if entry and exit to the 

market was unencumbered (1980, 138). 

 

14 4+6 = 10, 5+10 = 15 etc. 
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Contestability’s core rationale addressed the issue of wasteful competition through a process 

of cost minimisation of production expressed in terms not of market efficiency but in terms 

of industry efficiency. A “subadditivity” calculation would be used to examine industry 

structures using a cost function such that “for a particular output vector y when y can be 

produced more cheaply by a single firm than by any combination of smaller firms” (Baumol, 

Panzar, and Willig 1982, 170). Data on production costs would be collected from the 

firm/firms in an industry and used to set the price equal to marginal cost (Baumol, Panzar, 

and Willig 1982, 26). Contestable market analysis, according to its inventors, would assist 

the verification of a sustainable price setting that reflected the lowest cost of production. 

Therefore, the price would be set low enough to ensure that no other competitor could 

enter the market without pricing below cost, such that it would become predatory (Baumol, 

Panzar, and Willig 1982, 27). Price setting in contestability is an exercise in cost-

minimisation with the aim of finding the most efficient industry configuration. Therefore, 

imitating the discovery procedure of actual competition to determine the price which 

mimics competitive behaviour is easier when there is more than one incumbent (Baumol, 

Panzar, and Willig 1982, 470).  

Theoretically, a contestable market supplies the incumbent firm and potential competitors 

with the same data for price setting, so the incumbent can keep adjusting the price to 

remain competitive without actual competition taking place. In other words, symmetric cost 

information provides ‘advanced warning’ to all players and would-be players in a contestable 

market, instead of actual competition, which according to Hayek is only valuable when 

competitors actions can’t be predicted (Hayek 1978 [1968]a, 179). Hayek, according to 

Beck, “defined knowledge as the ability to detect certain conditions” (Beck 2018, 72). In 

theory a contestable market generates that knowledge or information. However, firms also 

rely on other sources of information such as the data generated by communications across 

the network itself which is used in data analytics.  

The Bell group’s subadditivity formula, calculated on the basis of total industry costs, works 

together with contestable market analysis, which theoretically verifies the sustainable price 

set by a ‘natural’ monopoly, to keep competitors without compromising the coverage of 

costs (Brock 1983, 1056).  

The transmission of price data is a task that contestability shares with Hayek’s idealised 

market. Hayek expressed this goal in political terms: market efficiency was “a state of affairs in 

which all that is in fact produced is produced at the lowest possible costs”—a state that Hayek 

stands in opposition to the consideration of any other economic goal (1978 [1968]b, 91). 
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Hayek’s theory of competition as a discovery procedure accommodates the contestable 

notion on the basis that “wherever the use of competition can be rationally justified, it is on 

the ground that we do not know in advance the facts that determine the actions of 

competitors” (1978 [1968]a, 179). Hayek made the point decades later that he thought it was 

possible for a monopoly “to fix their prices … limited only by the consideration that they 

must be low enough to keep out others” (1979a, 67).  

Hayek concluded that his theory was dependent on pattern prediction (Hayek 1978 [1968]a, 

181) because “the validity of the theory can never be tested empirically” (Hayek 1978 

[1968]a, 180). The Bell group made the same conclusion for subadditivity on the basis that 

“the data requirements of a statistical test of subadditivity can be very severe indeed” 

(Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 171).  

7.3.5 Transmissions and transactions: revenues and costs 
AT&T’s new approach to defining natural monopoly based on subadditivity was indicative 

of a radical new restructuring of the corporation’s network business model following the 

divesture agreement in 1982. Their drive to build a global telecommunications network was, 

by the mid-1970s, being transformed by the development of the Ethernet15 and the 

widespread uptake of personal computers (PCs).16 In 1980, Tim Berners-Lee created 

Enquire, the first networked hypertext system and the forerunner of the World Wide Web. 

As the internet developed, AT&T took opportunities to extract economic value from 

individual transmissions, whether voice calls, emails, ATM withdrawals or data transfers. 

Enhancing transmissions was part of the work of rolling out a model for a global market 

order; that is, a networked world of individuals linked via computers, cables, satellites, 

microwaves and fiber-optics.  

Hayek, in an interview with Bernard Levin in 1980, restated that the problem of economics 

was dispersed information which could only be addressed through the price signals of the 

market (Hayek and Levin 1980, 2:33). It was, however, clear by this time that the future 

unification of knowledge, reframed as universal access to information, had been secured 

technologically. The comparison between Hayek’s price system and the World Wide Web 

was made by Richard Posner who identified them both as “decentralized pooling of 

 

15 Bob Metcalfe and David Boggs published “Ethernet: Distributed Packet Switching for Local Computer 
Networks”, in Communications of the ACM in July 1976. 

16 The Whole Earth Catalog advertised Commodore and Hewlett-Packard programmable calculators in Spring 
1969. The first computer ad was in 1968.  
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information” mechanisms (Posner 2005, 147). Hayek’s market had a competitor that could 

systemise information management far beyond Hayek’s computable price number system. 

In an ideal Hayekian market information encoded in prices generated by exchanges would 

flow freely so that it could be used by entrepreneurs to locate opportunities and make 

decisions. Reducing transaction costs would facilitate that flow. In general, online 

transmission reduced the cost of executing transactions to a negligible component or, as 

Vernon Smith described it, “computerization vastly expanded the message space within 

which economic agents could communicate at vanishingly small transactions costs” (Smith 

quoted in: Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 121).  

The ubiquity of exchange informed the microeconomic thought of Coase who believed that 

“the ‘structure of competitive industry’ becomes tractable” based on the rise or fall of 

transaction costs irrespective of whether the exchange takes place within a firm or on the 

market (Coase 1937, 398). It is this idea that industry structure is malleable, according to the 

cost of making a transaction, that Coase understood to mean the cost of processing 

information, which in Hayekian terms was the cost of finding the price (Coase and Wang 

2010). As Davies observed, “even the price mechanism of the market becomes subject to the 

efficiency audit of price theory” (Davies 2017, 52).  

Coase frames his propositions on transaction costs and the firm by addressing a quandary 

created by Hayek: 

Outside the firm, price movements direct production, which is co-ordinated through a 

series of exchange transactions on the market. Within a firm, these market transactions are 

eliminated and in place of the complicated market structure with exchange transactions is 

substituted the entrepreneur-co-ordinator, who directs production (Coase 1937, 388).  

Why, if as Hayek17 believed, the price mechanism of the market automatically and efficiently 

co-ordinates the economy as if it were an “organism” (Coase 1937, 387), do firms even exist 

with their “entrepreneur-co-ordinator” who directs the completion of transactions by 

directing production within firms? (Coase 1937, 388).18 I contend that Coase was 

questioning the primacy of the Hayekian hierarchy that ‘deified’ the cosmos of the market, 

 

17 Coase is referencing Hayek’s 1933 article ‘Trends in Economic Thinking’ Economica No.40 in which Hayek 
refers to society as an organism throughout the article, a view Hayek in turn ascribes to Mises.  

18 The chief reason Coase gave for the existence of a firm was that it provided a workplace for employees 
and employers who liked hierarchical management as opposed to being “independent contractors” (Coase 
1937, 404).  
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and that he saw the possibilities for entrepreneurs who were also ‘deified’ but as “islands of 

conscious power in this ocean of unconscious co-operation” (Robertson quoted in: Coase 

1937, 388). Hypothetically, there was no reason why the institution of the market and the 

institution of the firm could not both compete and cooperate over which was more 

efficient, and in this way minimise the cost of transactions.  

Coase published his theory of the firm and transaction costs in 1937, the year Hayek 

published his seminal paper ‘Economics and Knowledge’. The market and the firm, in this 

historical context, appear as a binary choice as to which is the most efficient at processing 

information. This choice, according to Coase, should be made purely on the basis of the 

cost of processing transactions (Coase 1937, 390).  

Coase’s examination of the cost efficiency of firms was conceptually important to the Bell 

group’s formulation of the contestability doctrine, particularly as it concerned the efficiency 

precept and its rationalisation of ‘natural’ monopoly. Sharkey, who drew on Coase in his 

conceptualisation of ‘subadditivity’, writes: 

the most basic question in an investigation of firm subadditivity concerns the existence of 

the firm, whether there be one or many in a given market. Coase (1937) was one of the first 

to recognize that firms could be seen to exist for purely economic reasons. That is, 

according to Coase a firm must perform some essential functions in the process of 

production more economically than a market (Sharkey 1982, 80). 

Sharkey also factored in transaction costs to determine when one firm could produce a 

given output cheaper than two or more firms, to see which was more efficient, the firm or 

the market. He applied the work of Coase’s student Oliver Williamson who concluded that 

“although factors that impede exchanges between firms (across a market) manifest 

themselves somewhat differently within the firm, the same set of factors apply to both”. 

Those factors include the cost of managing complex contracts and negotiating prices when 

competitive prices don’t materialise, as in the case of monopolies (Williamson quoted in: 

Sharkey 1982, 81). The chief factors Sharkey and Williamson attribute to market failure are 

“uncertainty or complexity and the small numbers of decision makers, or thinness of 

markets” (Williamson quoted in: Sharkey 1982, 82). Given that several of these factors can 

be keyed back to the availability of information, be that in competitive prices or long-term 

contracts, then any boost from feedback loops between the firm and the market enabling 

the network controller to set prices will help mitigate uncertainty.  
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Understanding this difference takes us towards the essential problem which I argue the Bell 

Labs contestability theory aims to resolve, the question of how to integrate multiple firms 

within AT&T’s sphere of influence – that is, how to convert a network business into a 

market-like provider. What can be deduced from this perspective is that a solution for the 

market becomes a solution for the firm, to the extent that ‘the market’ is congruent with a 

monopoly business running a network infrastructure. The challenge and the opportunity for 

Bell group was to work out how to create a new kind of economics that integrated markets 

with online networks. 

To Sharkey the starting point was defining the term ‘market’ to mean “any collection of 

buyers and sellers and to the outputs that are produced and sold” (1982, 1). The firm is 

defined as “an organizational structure in which a centralized planning authority replaces the 

decentralized, impersonal forces of a market” (Sharkey 1982, 2). These definitions, with 

their distinctly Hayekian phraseology, elide any distinction between the public sector and 

private sector replacing it with a boundary drawn between organisations and markets. The 

measure of the exchange was the transaction cost, which Coase contended was applicable to 

all institutions where a transaction took place including non-commercial entities like state 

agencies (Coase 1960): 

[W]e have to take into account the costs involved in operating the various social 

arrangements (whether it be the working of a market or of a government department), as 

well as the costs involved in moving to a new system. In devising and choosing between 

social arrangements we should have regard for the total effect. This, above all, is the change 

in approach which I am advocating. (Coase 1960, 44).  

This was the basis on which market principles were to be extended to all non-market 

institutions, which was a key implication of Coase’s theory of social costs published in 1960 

(Davies 2017, 52). It can also be argued that the extension of the market principle also 

extends the network principle, whereby all participants whether they are active or inactive in 

the market at any given time, are registered on networks thereby providing data to the 

network operators that enable them to anticipate future transaction activity with more 

certainty (see section 7.3.6). 

Sharkey was making an efficiency comparison between firms that exists only in terms of 

Coase’s broader comparator between the firm and the market. Sharkey wrote “[f]irm 

subadditivity exists when the organization of productive activities within a firm is more 

efficient than organization through the competitive market” (1982, 73). Coase’s efficient 

firm was “the entrepreneur-co-ordinator,” directing the distribution of resources and 
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production and thus “tak[ing] the place of the price mechanism” on the purely economic 

ground that the internal transactions costs of a gigantic corporation are lower than market 

transactions costs between multiple competitors, making the firm more efficient than the 

market (Coase 1937, 388). Not that this was necessarily the case for Coase, who in writing 

before online markets believed that the high cost of marketing, the retailing component of 

which was tied up with bricks and mortar premises, “could only be eliminated by the 

abolition of ‘consumers’ choice’ … It is conceivable that these costs might be so high that 

people would be willing to accept rations because the extra product obtained was worth the 

loss of their choice” (Coase 1937, fn 394). Rather than efficiency in the sense of the 

‘optimum allocation of resources’, Coase’s efficiency was informational, amounting to a 

defence of monopoly pricing that I contend is a vision in extremis more akin to Soviet 

frugality than the consumerist largesse of competitive capitalism.  

Combining plant subadditivity and firm subadditivity makes visible how the efficiency of 

network technology integrates with the efficiency of the transaction technology. As a result, 

subadditive efficiency has overriding dominance as an idea that threads between the firm 

and the network to the exclusion of market-based competition. This makes any reference to 

competition in the theory of industrial organisation hollow. 

In applying subadditivity, Sharkey addresses the issues Coase raised, that is, the various 

costs of price systems. Sharkey notes that the quantification of “firm subadditivity … [is] 

[o]ccasionally known as the transaction cost theory of the firm, … [which] attempts to relate 

the hierarchical structure of the firm to the specific tasks that the firm must perform” (1982, 

57). He further posits: 

plant subadditivity is generally insufficient to justify the existence of a firm and that firms 

exist only because of the relative advantages of a firm over a market in organizing or 

coordinating inputs into production. (Sharkey 1982, 8). 

In this statement Sharkey claims an advantage for the firm over an open market in 

coordinating a network. He also anticipates that a firm might operate without bearing any 

significant sunk costs. That is to say, a firm might coordinate telecommunications, electricity 

or toll roads, for example, with poles and wires, generators, highways and other plant and 

infrastructure funded and operated by other entities. It might then legitimately claim to be 

an efficient monopoly coordinating a market. Sharkey’s division between plant and firm 

subadditivity separates sunk from fixed costs, in this case, circuit technology and the costs 

of running the firm.  
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Sharkey established the structural framework for a contestable market based on cost data 

from which a new model of a firm and market emerge. The Bell group had conceived 

economic efficiency in terms of the firm-controlled network which amounted to a ‘natural’ 

monopoly being designated the most efficient industry type to manage ICT networks, 

online markets and network-based industries. The organisational advantages, Sharkey 

claimed, were anticipated by Coase’s question, “[w]hy is not all production carried on by one 

big firm?” (Coase 1937, 394). Coase was brandishing two options, the market or a 

monopoly. He was not ideologically opposed to monopolies and criticised his fellow 

Chicago economists Frank Knight (Coase 1937, 394) and Henry Simons for their anti-

monopoly stance (Burgin 2012, 41). For Coase it was a dispassionate, scientific exercise in 

marginal cost analysis whereby transaction costs indicated which mode was the most 

efficient at any given point in time. This approach was, as Sharkey noted, applicable to firms 

and “any other aspects of economic organization” (1982, 81). 

Transaction revenues 

Coase, it could be argued, was tracking towards the contestability position back in the 

1930s. He contended that technology like the telephone would make the firm more efficient 

and hence increase the size of the firm (Coase 1937, 397). He also submitted that there was 

a kind of pay-off between markets and firms based on the cost of managing information 

and that the comparative benefits of one information-based pricing system over another 

tended to oscillate.  

Coase also identified the possibility of buying and selling information when he “imagine[d] a 

system where all advice and knowledge was bought as required” (1937, 400). The 

information needed for pricing, in other words, could be supplied by specialists using 

telecommunication technologies (Coase 1937, 390, 397).  

At the time Coase was writing, the value of plotting pathways and patterns of messages 

exchanged on communications networks was only known to military intelligence. This had 

begun in World War I (West 1988 [1986], 38) and substantially developed during World War 

II (Welchman 2016). The process of analysing data from communication exchanges logged 

on ICT networks was called ‘traffic analysis’ or ‘link analysis’, terms that have now been 

superseded by ‘data analytics’, which mines a broader spectrum of data available from message 

exchanges and transactions. AT&T Bell Labs had a Traffic Analysis Research Center set up to 

study telecommunications traffic, which Bailey joined in the mid-1960s, so the contestability 

theorists were aware of its role as an alternative source of data to the price mechanism. With 
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the advent of the internet, data aggregation fundamentally transformed the role of information 

in the economy as the focus of firms came to rest on value-adding information. 

The integration of the firm with the network and market turned the firm into a data 

clearinghouse and revenue raising powerhouse. The firm controls the market that generates 

positive and negative feedback. It also controls the network that generates revenues from 

commissions on exchange transactions between agents in the marketplace (like riders and 

drivers) and revenue from on-selling aggregated data collected from the network that is 

generated every time an agent registers with the network, sends a message or makes a 

transaction across.  

The contemporary answer to Coase’s question about the efficacy of the firm is found in 

platform capitalism and the advent of contestable markets that are hosted by monopoly-

oligopoly industry structures. This is made possible by the firm’s expertise in finance and 

financial product development, the design and operation of markets on digital platforms, 

data analytics and the willingness of neoliberal governments to deregulate industries. To 

illustrate this development, I give a brief overview of Uber ride sharing as an exemplar of 

how markets and firms have integrated with the aid of digital technology and minimalist 

regulation of the ride sharing industry.  

7.3.6 The Uber platform: does it meet the conditions of a 
contestable market?  

Determining whether the conditions of a contestable market exist is crucial to assessing 

whether the Bell group’s contestable model is merely a theoretical idea providing a 

rationalisation of deregulation and privatisation or whether it is a manifest possibility. I 

contend that the Bell group’s concept of a contestable market describes the two-sided 

driver-rider market hosted by Uber, albeit not all contestable conditions are met.  

Uber Technologies Inc. is what economist Peter Gabel called a “transportation network 

company[y] (TNC)” (Gabel 2016, 529). This term distinguishes Uber, which provides ride-

sharing services, from the taxi industry. Taxi companies, unlike ride sharing, have regulated 

set charges and a workforce who must be professionally licenced as taxi drivers (Gabel 

2016; Knight 2016). The income base of Uber is the taking of rents by charging drivers and 

riders a commission for the use of the Uber network (app).  

Uber can be described as a ‘fin-tech’ firm operating in the passenger transport sector. Uber 

is based on a hybrid firm/market model described here as a network-controlling firm 
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hosting a market. The designers of the Uber model included Goldman Sachs alumni who 

were specialists in financial product development and digital technology. One of this group, 

Christophe Lamy who worked for Uber building the London market, remarked that “Uber 

brought a liquid market transaction system to transportation” (Christophe Lamy quoted in: 

Knight 2016). The business is defined by how it makes its revenue and not by the nature of 

its service. As Sam Knight observed, “Uber likes to describe itself as a marketplace: for a 

commission, it connects drivers and passengers, sets the fee, and handles payment” (Knight 

2016). Uber collects rent. Its model is part of a trend that is driving “rents away from labor 

and towards capital” (Furman and Orszag 2015, 1). 

Uber’s hosted market is endogenous, that is, it is bounded geographically by the network of 

roads it traverses.  

In this analysis, key conditions of contestability are considered in turn and whether these are 

met in the market hosted on Uber’s platform. Those conditions are: symmetric information 

and equal access to technology, ease of entering and leaving the market, consumer welfare 

(that is, low prices, as defined in the theory), minimal sunk costs, efficiency, and the 

presence of competitive threats. 

The market hosted by Uber meets the condition of symmetric information and equal access to 

technology. Drivers have equal access to Uber’s network technology via the Uber app and the 

information it generates. There is no competitive advantage for drivers regarding the 

knowledge that is controlled by Uber. Riders also have the same access unless Uber cares to 

differentiate its market for some reason. 

The condition of entry and exit is met since drivers and riders are registered on Uber’s 

network and can choose to come into the market at any point over a 24/7 period of time. 

Arrangements that allow drivers to partake in the market by simply registering with the 

network have been made possible by governments failing to apply taxi industry regulations 

to the ride sharing industry. In New South Wales, for example, drivers no longer purchase a 

taxi licence, which was the cost of buying a taxi cab business the high value of which was 

maintained by capping the number of licenses. Any person with a driver’s licence and a 

vehicle can now enter and leave the ride sharing market with relative ease without 

investment, albeit drivers must pick up vehicle depreciation and car repayments. 

Consumer welfare, defined as low prices is met except when demand is high. This is because 

prices are determined by supply and demand within the market. Although prices at peak 

times are considerably higher than at other times, the platform controller may not impose 
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any disadvantages on the riders, because the intertemporal price is being equilibrated by 

demand in the marketplace calculated by algorithms which riders and drivers are bound 

by—so riders accept that a lift on New Year’s Eve will be more expensive than one at 3pm 

on Melbourne Cup Day. Consumer welfare in the form of low fares and convenience 

remains intact. The drivers, although deemed to be independent entrepreneurs19 by Uber, 

do not set prices for riders or network fees so they have no lever on the market. They pay a 

commission on every ride that varies with the price based on demand (Gabel 2016, 529). 

Drivers are also absorbing the low margins that accompany low prices set by Uber, which is 

striving for dominance of the passenger transport sector by staying competitive against the 

taxi industry and other ride sharing platforms like Lyft, Ola and other potential rivals 

coming into the ride sharing industry. Uber is not only meeting the consumer welfare 

criteria of a contestable market on its hosted market by shifting costs to drivers it is also 

pricing competitively to keep market share and deal with potential competitors entering the 

market.  

There are sunk costs in the ride sharing industry, however, they can be minimised. Offices 

and computers can be leased and staff can be contractors. Advertising, which is defined by 

some scholars as a sunk cost, was considered a positive attribute which aids successful entry 

into a market and profitability (Geroski 1991, 71; Kessides 1991, 24). The drivers who do 

the work of the ‘taxi’ business, carry the lion’s share of the business’s fixed costs, that is, the 

vehicle and its running costs and employment costs like driver insurances. The vehicle is 

considered a fixed cost because it can be readily sold or used in another market (Baumol 

and Willig 1981, 405-406). Drivers also carry the bulk of the industry’s inefficiencies, for 

example, the downtime for vehicle repair and driver fatigue and sickness. Driver 

‘entrepreneurs’ cannot reduce their costs from efficiencies derived from scaling their 

operations because they cannot control the allocation of demand from the network. In 

effect, the drivers are carrying the “burden of the transaction costs” of the rides, which, 

according to Gray and Suri in their study of gig workers, is because Uber thought of drivers 

not as workers but as “customers who are selling their labor … of their own volition” (Gray 

and Suri 2019, 75). This attitude befits the Hayekian view that there can be no exploitation 

except that created by coercion (Hayek 1960, 137). 

 

19 In some jurisdictions they are defined as employees which disrupts the business model (Butler 2018, 2021). 
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Within Uber’s network, there are no potential competitive threats in contestability’s sense of 

entrants who could seize opportunities to take profits from incumbents. Riders are 

competing for rides but prices are set by Uber’s algorithm based on demand signals. The so-

called driver ‘entrepreneurs’ who can theoretically ‘hit-and-run’ when demand is high cannot 

change the algorithm’s price settings. They can only impact the price if Uber decides to 

account for demand for ‘rides to drive’ through aggregate demand. There is no actual 

entrepreneurial activity within a hosted market because drivers have no agency to change 

prices or services. Thus Willig’s “idealized market” in fact sees the market price endogenously 

determined, so that not even the demand from riders ‘off Uber’ plays any substantial role in 

price setting, a factor predicted by Spence (Spence 1983, 988). Uber’s hosted market is not 

internally contestable on this particular condition.  

I also argue that at the industry level, the ridesharing sector, that is the market of network 

firms offering ride sharing services, will not support contestability’s potential threat condition. 

Uber competes in the conventional sense with its actual rivals in the ridesharing industry 

like Lyft and Ola and with the taxi industry. Uber initially set their prices below the price of 

taxi services to attract riders and paid good rates to attract drivers from other services 

because their success was dependent on growing the market-network fast (Knight 2016). I 

contend that Uber is still in this ‘start-up’ phase as they continue to price to gain market 

share and continue to provide incentives like bonuses to attract drivers when there are 

shortages. The long game, however, is to take the whole market a game which is supported 

by investors and by not taking profits in the medium term, a point I discuss under profit 

taking below. 

In considering the conditions for a contestable market, we have found that many, but not all 

of those conditions are present within the network which is Uber’s ride-sharing platform. 

Conditions that have been met are: equal access to information and technology, minimal 

sunk costs, consumer welfare, and ease of entry and exit for drivers and riders. The threat 

condition is not met. 

Several structural features of Uber’s contestable market set it apart from the traditional taxi 

industry. The dual market-network structure quarantines the workforce and its attendant 

sunk costs away from the price setting mechanism of the market. Bailey referred to this dual 

modelling as “detaching sunk costs from the serving firm” the outcome of which was that 

“much of the need for traditional economic regulation of the service industry disappears, 

even if the industry is still a natural monopoly” (Bailey 1981, 179).  
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Ride sharing has avoided the regulations imposed on the taxi industry. This reflects the 

contestability doctrine, which advocates the removal of regulations. By skirting the costs 

that had been born by the established taxi industry, the price can be kept competitive to 

keep riders from switching from one mode of transport service to another. Although Uber 

has taken a considerable share of the market from the taxi industry in London (Knight 

2016) and the US (Gabel 2016, 529), rider sharing is not competing on the same terms as 

the taxi industry as it is not regulated to the same degree. As Gabel notes, in New York City 

yellow cabs have been protected by a rule that bans Uber from picking up passengers 

“hailing a cab” on the street, a regulation Gabel described as “toxic” (Gabel 2016, 533). In 

his analysis of contestability of the passenger transport market, inclusive of both taxis and 

Uber, Gabel concluded that the traditional taxi owners, called “medallion owners”, were 

able to maintain their monopoly due to the hailing rule. Without the rule it was “conceivable 

that the Internet-based call service could eliminate the rents earned by medallion owners” 

(Gabel 2016, 533). This would further impact driver incomes that had already seen a per 

capital drop of 12 percent between June 2013 and March 2015 (Gabel 2016, 531). This 

suggests that the yellow cabs dominance is tenuously hanging by the thread of a rule that 

could be changed. Ride sharing is a fin-tech industry that was set up on the margins of the 

taxi industry which it encroached because governments acquiesced to the new digital 

business model. 

Is the ride sharing industry profitable? In a word, yes. However, the market participants 

appear to be unwilling to take those profits until the question of how many competitors the 

industry will hold is resolved. This observation is based on recent figures from the US 

market. From early 2020 the market was reduced to Uber and Lyft taking 69 percent and 31 

percent market share respectively (Wong 2021). Uber’s revenue in 2020 was $11.14 billion 

and Lyft’s was $2.3 billion (Mansoor 2021). This fintech industry is driven by data, 

innovation and investors. The goal is network expansion. Both companies continued to 

pour hundreds of millions of dollars into self-driving vehicle research, litigation, including 

to prove drivers are independent contractors not employees, and acquisitions and mergers 

(AlHusseini 2019; Korosec 2020; Shetty 2021; Vanian and Harty 2021). In other words, 

both companies are focused on winning market share, through self-driving vehicle 

innovation to remove the costs of drivers, and through buying out rivals and newcomers to 

the market. This duopoly, like Amazon, has forsaken profits to gamble on taking control of 

‘the’ market.  
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Competition for market dominance is expensive because it necessitates constant 

technological innovation and the removal of legal barriers to win and maintain market share. 

The market will likely become a natural monopoly as defined by efficiency, through merger 

(AlHusseini 2019) or attrition. It will be a ‘winner takes all’ market if the current incumbents 

continue to disavow profit taking. I would also argue that this is an indicator that the market 

will in the long term not support threats from potential competitors because the sunk costs in 

R&D and litigation, that mark the ride sharing industry, are too high. If the industry 

becomes a monopoly in the US, as predicted, potential threats are even less unlikely as the 

monopoly will command the territory through infrastructure and network effects. 

On the question of Uber’s global aspirations, they like other tech giants demonstrate 

network effects through global scaling of its networks coupled with greater scope as these 

platforms vertically integrate into food delivery and other transport modes, including 

government sponsored moves into replacing public transport services in Australia (Point to 

Point Transport Taskforce 2015; Australian Associated Press 2017). Consequently, it can be 

difficult to differentiate between a market effect, and a network effect, which within the 

industry of competing platform providers, constitutes a barrier to entry. The outcomes are 

increased difficulty for global competitors to match service levels and increasing rates of 

return for incumbents that enable them to keep prices low when potential rivals appear. 

Platforms like Uber, in effect, are scaling their engagement through financial product 

engineering to dominate firms and markets which will be enhanced by driverless vehicles. 

Incumbent network firms can change their pricing algorithms instantly, so the entry price as 

a limit mechanism is redundant. Market intelligence drawn off network data analytics also 

gives the platform incumbent an asymmetric information advantage and there are also some 

sunk costs enhancing technology. 

Back in 1982, the Bell group did not theorise network effects in their main text, even 

though they were aware of network effects in telecommunications. As for increasing 

returns, they handled that issue by just “assuming it away” (Weitzman 1983, 486). The 

conclusion drawn here is that an imperfect contestable market does operate at the level of 

the driver-rider hosted market on Uber’s platform. The market governing the ride sharing 

firms (industry level) is however not contestable but is trending towards a conventional 

monopoly. The broader ride sharing market is inexorably trending towards global 

concentration because network effects will effectively protect the market winner from 

competition. That is, potentially the subadditive efficiency of having just one platform will 

eventually result in market lock-in whereby riders become dependent on the one network. 
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As for the pool of ‘entrepreneur’ drivers – they feel the effects of Ramsey optimal pricing 

on commission fees with the attendant loss of wages growth and conditions. They must also 

submit to a new form of labour exploitation, the extraction of surveillance data so that their 

driving patterns, and the clients for whom they drive, becomes information used to help the 

firm-controlled network compete (Srnicek 2016, 84).  

I conclude that this industry structure, which the Bell group invented based on 

communications networks and which now dominates the new industrial landscape does not 

bode well for consumers or workers. 

7.4 Taking the contestability road to the catallaxy  
In this thesis it is argued that the firm-controlled network hosting a market has emerged as 

an economic-governance institution, its dominance justified by its efficient utilisation of 

information transmitted by exchange transactions taking place within its network. I have 

provided evidence that the neoliberals positioned monopolies to be the planners of their 

“self-organizing structures”, and that neoliberal philosophy is synergistic with this new form 

of capitalism (Hayek 1979a, xii). The nexus between neoliberalism and platform capitalism 

has, however, been obscured by neoliberal discourses on competition and free markets. In 

this section neoliberal discourse on competition is critiqued. Also, the extent to which 

contestability as a doctrine has served as a mechanism to construct the catallactic market 

order envisaged by Hayek is considered. It is, however, important to establish that in both 

contestable and catallactic conceptions there was no division between the private or public 

sector. Nowhere was this clearer than in the use of ‘competition and contestability’ to 

transfer public sector assets, services and functions to the private sector.  

An exemplar of a market type that abetted the transfer of government services and 

functions to the private sector was whole-of-market franchising. The Bell group devised an 

auction that worked as a market mechanism under contestability, called a monopoly 

franchise auction, where competitors bid to supply a whole market. In these auctions the 

lowest bid wins and no revised bids from losers are allowed as in the case of typical auctions 

(Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 414).20 This mechanism is anomalous in a contestable 

market because the winning bidder gets to supply all demand at a fixed price for a set period 

of time, or at least until a new auction is called, which constitutes a barrier to entry and exit 

 

20 This arrangement called the Bertrand-Nash expectation was derived using game theory. 
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for ‘hit and run’ entrants. Irrespective of this missing competitive dynamic, the Bell group 

claimed that the auction still produced a sustainable efficient price. This auction was a 

refinement of the competition-for-the-market model devised by Harold Demsetz a Chicago 

School economist and member of the Mont Pèlerin Society. Demsetz established, according 

to Bailey, “the tradition” upon which contestable market theory was built (Bailey 1981, 178). 

Demsetz’s auction for the entire market was designed to operate under government 

franchise on the basis of competitive bidding and long-term contracts being renegotiable 

from one auction to the next, on conditions of free entry and bidders having equivalent 

productive capacity (Demsetz 1968; Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 413). The 

fundamental difference between Demsetz and the Bell group was that under Bell’s analysis 

bidding markets can operate outside the auspices of government as long as the good or 

service is “proscribe[d] for private provision” and the winner has an exclusive franchise to 

supply the whole market (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 46, 414).  

In both contestable and catallactic conceptions of the market there was no division between 

the private or public sector. Coaseian inspired cost disciplines developed from his work on 

transaction costs and social cost theory could theoretically be imposed on all markets hosted 

by firms managing former government or regulatory entities whose main functions had 

been to manage externalities, whether that was a department managing environmental 

pollution or a regulatory agency managing bankruptcies. The symbiotic relationship between 

the neoliberal movement and the Bell group would ensure that, in theory, no institutional 

vacuum would form as state regulatory functions transitioned to the corporate sector 

through the process of privatisation guided by the efficiency paradigm.  

7.4.1 Competition: discourse or actuality?  
The Socialist Calculation debates of the 1930s not only crystallised the position taken on 

‘competitive’ markets by Hayek, Mises and Robbins as the only way to organise economies 

(Kirzner 2018, 106), but gave rise to discourses on the superiority of free markets and 

competition centred around their unique capacity to process information and verify the 

‘truth’. Their discourses on markets and competition were, however, largely rhetorical 

devices to secure political success. As Davies observed there was scant attention given to 

competition in early neoliberal thought (Davies 2017, 43). 

Hayek identified the need for a competitive dynamic to generate data that would drive the 

price mechanism. He contended that the price mechanism of the market would produce 

“spontaneous order”, but Hayek’s writings on competition are largely speculative and 
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politically charged and have lent themselves to non-economic strategic uses. According to 

Davies, competition is “valued … for its primarily moral, political and epistemological 

qualities, not its utilitarian or economic ones” (Davies 2017, 43). This observation is 

exemplified by the neoliberal argument that inequality in society should be accepted because it 

is a necessary by-product of the competitive order, the payoff being that overall, most people 

would be better off (Hayek 1973, 103; 1978 [1968]b, 91). Using analogies to sport and exams, 

Hayek used competitive activities performed in everyday life to explain social conditions such 

as poverty and hunger. Everything that was not winning was losing (Davies 2017, 41, 47) and 

that included the environment. Foucauldian scholars engaged with the pervasiveness of 

neoliberal competition, with Wendy Brown observing that “liberty is relocated from political 

to economic life” (2015, 41). The political leveraging of competition propagandises choice, 

satisfaction and freedom for the individual, who is promoted as a being perpetually on the 

lookout for opportunities—this is because the competitive market has insinuated itself into 

every aspect of human life (Dardot and Laval 2017 [2013], 174-175). Personhood thus 

becomes defined by participation in economic competition (Kotsko 2018, 36). 

Foucault on competition and exchange 

The pervasive application of competition to everyday life suggests that competition in 

neoliberal political economy should be re-examined. To do so we turn back to Foucault 

who considered neoliberalism in its historical context in Europe. Foucault points to “a shift 

from exchange to competition in the principle of the market” in the 19th century (Foucault 

2008, 118, 119) and draws the conclusion that: 

for the neo-liberals, the most important thing about the market is not exchange, … [but] 

competition (Foucault 2008, 118). 

While Foucault applied his statement to all variations of neo-liberalism. I argue that it did 

not apply to Chicago neoliberalism but rather only to ordoliberalism with which Foucault 

was more familiar. By the late 1970s, Chicago had adopted monopoly capital’s ‘imitation of 

competition’ doctrine, the evidence of which is to be found in Posner (1976), Bork (1978) 

and Hayek (1979a), and the outcomes of neoliberal policies—unconstrained expansion of 

American monopolies.  

However, here the differences between German ordoliberalism and Chicago neoliberalism 

becomes critical. Foucault applied his analysis of ordoliberalism, that is the policy of 

Gesellschaftspolitik which did identify competition as that which must be conditioned in order 

for the market mechanism to function, to be generally held by neo-liberalism (Foucault 
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2008, 240). “There will thus be a sort of complete superimposition of market mechanisms, 

indexed to competition, and governmental policy” (Foucault 2008, 121). I argue, however, 

that Chicago neoliberalism under the influence of Hayek, Coase and Becker remained 

attached to the 18th century market exchange principle. The function of the market, according 

to Coase, was to promote exchange by reducing its cost (Coase 1988, 7). For Hayek 

mercantilism was, as shown in Chapter 3, a key plank in Hayekian international governance. 

In describing the exchange, Foucault writes: “one of the points of anchorage of the new 

governmental reason [in the 18th century] was an understanding of the market as a 

mechanism of exchange and a site of veridiction regarding the relationship between value 

and price” (Foucault 2008, 44). The epistemic function of the market, its role as an 

information processor and claimed capacity for deriving the truth, was Hayek’s core idea. 

This idea would brace neoliberalism to a utilitarian systems approach expedited by ICT. 

The 18th century market environment saw the emergence of a “radical approach which tried 

to define the juridical limitation of public authorities in terms of governmental utility” 

(Foucault 2008, 43). Rejecting the former mercantile capitalism, economists emphasised a 

market’s “exchange value and spontaneous veridiction” and fostered the idea that public 

authorities had to interact with a wide spectrum of societal interests that necessitated 

government seek its own “principle of its self-limitation” (Foucault 2008, 44). In the 19th 

century this idea, together with the competition principle, both manifested in laissez-faire 

economics (Foucault 2008, 119). Foucault expresses this change as “[o]ne must govern for 

the market, rather than because of the market.” (Foucault 2008, 121).  

The ordoliberals broke from both concepts, seeing competition as “a formal game between 

inequalities” that operates under certain conditions (Foucault 2008, 120). In other words, 

competition was not ‘natural’, as laissez-faire would have it, but rather should be seen in the 

light of its conditions of appearance as a formalised mechanism (Foucault 2008, 120).  

The Chicago School also rejected laissez-faire, based on similar reasoning, however, their 

conditions emergent were not for the formation of competition but the formation of 

contestability, as argued in Chapter 6. As we have seen, the contestability doctrine emerged 

from a telecommunications monopoly. It can be observed as discourse in public policy 

justifying monopoly and in practice in ICT-driven exchange systems of platform 

monopolies. Contestability is a reinvented form of market economy based on exchange; in 

it the delimitation of corporate governmentality is determined by what is and what is not 

contestable.  
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Foucault approached the study of Chicago neoliberalism through Becker’s Human Capital 

(1964). Foucault interprets Becker’s conception of homo œconomicus to be radically different 

from that which had gone before, “homo œconomicus …is not the man of exchange or man the 

consumer; he is the man of enterprise and production” (Foucault 2008, 147). Foucault 

famously extrapolates Becker’s reformulation of ‘man in society’ to neo-liberalism by 

claiming “[H]omo œconomicus … is not at all a partner of exchange. … [he] is an … 

entrepreneur of himself” (Foucault 2008, 225, 226). The Uber example has shown that far 

from being producers and entrepreneurs the riders and drivers are the very thing the firm is 

exchanging. That is, they are not producing for themselves but for the platform. Human 

capital under contestability encompasses the objects of exchange. The exchange takes place 

in an environment that has a weak competitive dynamic produced by competition between 

riders for services, which is sufficient to feed demand and preference data to algorithms that 

alter the price accordingly. Competition between driver ‘entrepreneurs’ for rides has no 

impact on the price and therefore could be said to be irrelevant and indeed will soon be 

redundant with driverless cars. Without a mechanism to present their value to the market, 

individuals cannot impact the price so they themselves are not agents of competition. The 

competitive dynamic of the market does not function to reallocate resources but to generate 

preferences data which feeds the algorithms. Riders and drivers participate in this process, 

as well as supply their data, for free every time they use the network app. It is an example of 

how free data makes individuals needed but worthless (Lanier 2010).  

Competition and competitiveness, it can be argued, have been leached from the market 

system and replaced by a regime that works on latent threats to ensure that workers and 

vendors keep their demands and prices as low as possible.  

Monopoly capitalism has shifted from a liberal economic-juridical institutional order to the 

new neoliberal inspired economic-governance institution, the firm-controlled network. 

Government ‘deregulation’ has been followed by ‘re-regulation’ by the firm within the 

market it controls. This process of ‘deregulation’ followed by ‘re-regulation’ has been 

mirrored for the cyborg individual. With the emergence of the new institution and 

surveillance technologies comes new methods for regulating the behaviour of individuals 

and controlling their economic choices and actions. According to Foucault, Becker believed 

that human beings could be systematically ordered once they were set to functioning 

economically as free agents (Foucault 2008, 270). Coase had a similar view claiming that for 

those employees who wanted to be ‘free’ of the firm, there was always the option of 

becoming contractors (Coase 1937, 404). What studies on the new ‘gig’ economy show is 
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that contractors do not have control over their working lives (Crouch 2019; Gray and Suri 

2019). This is not unexpected since the cyborg conception of the individual as a ‘cog’ or 

‘node’ has dominated neoliberal thinking about the individual. 

7.4.2 Scholarship and discourse 
At the time Foucault was giving his lectures on neoliberalism (1978-1979), the contestability 

doctrine was being pilot tested in the deregulation of the US airline industry by former Bell 

Laboratories personnel Elizabeth Bailey and Alfred Kahn. Also around this time, Marxist 

scholarship in political economy had, according to John Bellamy Foster, begun “to assume 

the ascendancy of free competition throughout the history of capitalism” (Foster 2018, 60). 

Marxism was mainly concerned with industrial capitalism since the time of Adam Smith 

who championed the liberal ideal of free and open markets (Foster 2016, 5). Foster observed 

a trend in the scholarship to de-emphasise industry concentration and interpose instead the 

idea of capitalism as a continuum of free competition devoid of developmental stages across 

its timeline (Foster 2018, 60). Foster made an extensive analysis of this shift from 

emphasising monopoly to disregarding monopoly capitalism, and considered the spectrum 

of literature from conservative economists to “the ‘back to Marx’ movement” (Foster and 

McChesney 2012; Foster 2016, 8; 2018, 60). The shift was marked by the publication of 

what he and Robert McChesney regarded to be the last significant analysis of monopoly 

capitalism, Paul Baran and Paul Sweezy’s study Monopoly Capital: An Essay on the American 

Economic and Social Order (Baran and Sweezy 1966; Foster and McChesney 2012; Foster 2016; 

2018). This is ironic because the authors observe changes that lead to the emergence of 

platform capitalism. Notably, that firms need to engage with information and ICT 

innovation to successfully compete, and that profit maximisation came with the “proviso 

that the exploitation of today’s profit opportunities not ruin tomorrow’s” (Baran and 

Sweezy 1966, 27). This became the signature approach to corporate growth by Amazon, 

Uber and other tech giants whose investment strategies were aimed at dominating the 

market.  

As noted above, Davies makes a similar claim to Foster, suggesting that the socialist critique 

of monopoly was abandoned after 1989, the year the Berlin Wall came down. He observes 

this shift from denouncing dominance to tolerating inequality as long as it “was 

‘meritocratic’, enabling ‘social mobility’” (Davies 2017, 40). Davies asks “[h]ow did this 

extreme inequality develop, with so little opposition?” (Davies 2017, 40). Daniel Zamora 

neatly summed this up as “[t]he intellectual consecration of neoliberalism by the Left as well 

as the Right” (Zamora 2016a, 80). “Thus, far from having triumphed over its enemy in a 
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duel to the death, neoliberalism has often converted its enemies unwittingly to its own 

ideas.” (Zamora 2016a, 80). This act of conversion was core to neoliberalism judging by the 

definition of the catallaxy: “‘to exchange’ but also ‘to admit to the community’ and ‘to 

change from enemy into friend’” (Hayek 1976, 108). 

7.4.3 The last stretch 
Without effective political opposition the neoliberals, AT&T and other ICT monopolies 

had freedom of the ‘information superhighway’ to build industry-dominating networks and 

construct a global catallaxy. By advocating for the importance of exchange over competition 

in neoliberal political economy, the new form of capitalism has synergised with 

monopolistic industry structures. This enables us to understand how contestability came to 

deliver the catallactic order; through integrating the firm with the market and the online 

network. I conclude that the contestable market is in essence the catallaxy.  

The contestable market is not an actual market; because the strict conditions for the market 

are too demanding to ever exist in their entirety, although contestable conditions can exist 

to a degree. Nor, as Hayek said of the catallaxy, is it an organisation (Hayek 1978 [1968]b, 

90). The contestable market is an organising principle for exchange in the market order based 

on its function to calculate costs to find the lowest price. This met Hayek’s sole criteria for 

the catallaxy (Hayek 1978 [1968]b, 91). The contestability doctrine was used as an advocacy 

tool to establish contestable conditions that allowed the firm-controlled network hosting a 

market to operate and expand unhindered by antitrust, labour laws or other legal sanctions. 

The doctrine therefore has played a major role in removing laws for which it has substituted 

contestable conditions. These are theorised to provide the strictures in monopolised 

markets that enable consumer welfare to be maintained. Hayek described the catallaxy “as 

the name for the theory of the market order” (Hayek 1978 [1968]b, 90). The market order 

as manifest is based on the contestability doctrine: 

The ‘maximisation’ of the total product in the above sense [of using the totality of 

dispersed knowledge], and its distribution by the market, cannot be separated because it is 

through the determination of the prices of the factors of production that the overall order of 

the market is brought about. (Hayek 1978 [1968]b, 92). Author’s italics.  

Neoliberal economics and the Bell group worked on the basis of totalising effects across 

economies, as a way of calculating various efficiency formulae, from total industry costs to 

the total cost of monopoly to the economy.  
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We might now sum up the relationship between contestability and the catallaxy by quoting 

Davies who captured the essence of contestability and what it means to fully utilise the 

“spontaneous ordering forces of the market” (Hayek 1978 [1968]b, 91) which in an 

information economy, is the principle upon which all decisions are made. It also suggests 

that the Chicago School adopted contestability as a way of giving credence to the integration 

of monopoly into market reasoning: 

The ethos which unites the style of Chicago School argument with its content is a 

valorization of contestability. From the Chicagoan neoliberal perspective, this holds as much 

in intellectual life as in economic life. There is no limit to how much influence and power a 

good argument or a good business should be allowed to have, as long as there remains the 

possibility that others may contest it. (Davies 2017, 86). 

I have argued in this thesis that the Chicago School and the Bell group shared in the 

development of the contestability doctrine, not in any formal capacity known to the author, 

but rather through the Bell group adopting important theoretical influences from Coase and 

Demsetz, and Chicago, in turn, being influenced by the Bell group’s advocacy for 

deregulation, which was shared by legal scholars Levi, Posner, Bork and Baxter. 

The cross fertilisation between economics and law pertaining to deregulation was not just at 

the theoretical level but was practised by Bailey and Kahn, when as commissioners for the 

Civil Aeronautics Board, they adopted contestability to deregulate the airline industry. 

Baumol was an influencer in multiple industry sectors, having testified for over fifty 

corporations and nine government agencies (1965-1996) in cases mainly to do with antitrust 

matters in network industries like rail, oil pipelines, television and the US Postal Service. 

Other clients included Telecom Corporation of New Zealand, IBM, NASDAQ, the 

Securities and Exchange Commission, Coca Cola, Union Carbide and pharmaceuticals giant 

Eli Lilly (Baumol 1997 (circa)). Baumol’s firm Consultants in Industry Economics had as 

consultants its directors, Charles Berry, and Stephen Goldfeld who was on President 

Carter’s Council of Economic Advisers and Robert Willig and Janusz Ordover, both of 

whom held senior positions in the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice (1989-

1991) and (1991-1992) respectively.21 (Consultants in Industry Economics 1988).  

 

21 It was an extremely lucrative business for Baumol. In 1988 he charged $6,000 a day for a case testimony 
which ran for 5.5 days a total of $33,000 for the week-long job (Consultants in Industry Economics 1988). 
Baumol’s fee is well above the normal fee for an economist today were the average rate for testimony in 
2021 is $478 per hour which is $3,346 per day The figure is calculated using the US web site Expert 
Institute. https://www.expertinstitute.com/resources/expert-witness-fees/. Cited invoice for professional 
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7.5 Conclusion 
This chapter began with a reappraisal of the conclusions that had commonly been drawn 

about the overriding power of the state in breaking up AT&T. However, research for this 

thesis has shown that the corporation, far from being oppressed by the state, was tracking 

towards its goals with the added benefit of having its long-term plans veiled by the 

complexity of the case United States v AT&T and the complexity of the divestment that 

followed. AT&T today is the largest telecommunications company in the world. Post-

divestment the corporation diversified and merged with Time-Warner, one of the largest 

media and entertainment corporations in the world, after winning an antitrust lawsuit filed 

by the US Department of Justice in 2018.  

AT&T had managed to achieve divestment on their own terms, motivated by the 

integration of technologies and the opportunities integration brought to exploit new 

markets and value-add their network, research and organisational capacity. The new firm-

controlled network structure, which the contestability doctrine modelled for industry per se, 

justified and advocated for the global economy, in which AT&T operated, to be deregulated 

and privatised thus allowing them unfettered access to vast opportunities.  

It is no surprise that the 1982 agreement to divest and deregulate AT&T’s monopoly 

occurred in the same year that the doctrine justifying monopolies under conditions of 

deregulation was published. Although Contestable Markets and the Theory of Industry Structure 

was claimed to be a universally applicable theory of industrial organisation it represented an 

investment in AT&T’s future. This is because contestable market design offered a means by 

which they could extend, as Toffler had suggested, the work of ‘integration’ over a sphere that 

was inclusive of the information society. 

The political success of the neoliberals came when AT&T’s Council of Economic Advisers, 

who shared the same neoliberal market philosophy as the regulators, acquiesced to the 

regulators’ directions to renounce AT&T’s regulated monopoly and substitute competition 

and market efficiency. In exchange, AT&T would have unfettered access to the emerging 

ICT markets. Many among the regulators had been imbued with the neoliberal efficiency 

paradigm that was forged by the Chicago School under the influence and leadership of 

Hayek and Edward Levi. The AT&T settlement was a great victory for neoliberalism; it 

 

services in the Gallo vs. Gallo legal case dated October 20, 1988 billed to Philip Graham, Sullivan and 
Cromwell, New York. Invoice No: 2400.  
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freed the global leader in telecommunications to not only construct the infrastructure for 

the catallaxy but to model its market order.  

This chapter has examined how the neoliberal economists, Coase and Demsetz, 

foregrounded the cost of transactions, and put the firm and the market on a competitive 

footing regarding how efficiently each institution processed transactions. Sharkey, in paying 

heed to Coase’s questioning about the economic viability of the firm, formulated 

‘subadditivity’, an approach to determining how many firms were needed in an industry for 

optimum efficiency. Subadditivity was also used by AT&T to evaluate network, market and 

firm efficiency in informational terms. In practice this meant that a business had an 

efficiency measurement tool that could assess the value of market information, i.e., the 

informational value of prices against the informational value of data collected and analysed 

off the network (data analytics). The tool could also be used to assess the value of human 

knowledge which MPS member Gary Becker had commodified in his theory of human 

capital. The point of efficiency is reached when each information source integrates into a 

cooperative efficiency where the parts become more enhanced as a whole. The Bell group 

claimed that the contestable market, as a coordinator of a network operated by a firm, is 

highly effective at allocating information for decision-making, including both market data 

and data collected from network communications.  

This efficiency ‘outcome’, if applied recursively, would put the management of the digitally 

networked global economy into the hands of transnational monopolies. The Bell Group and 

their neoliberal allies couched this radical shift away from competition and the laissez-faire 

market in terms of the contestable market necessitating ‘free market’ conditions. In this way 

they justified monopoly power and offered applications of it for corporate strategy, in 

commerce and in legal argument. In other words, although competition is made to appear 

to be central to neoliberal economics, in reality it is only central to the neoliberal narrative.  

The impact on individuals working in the new gig economy for platforms like Uber is a 

form of rentiership paid to the lord of the manor for the privilege of coming onto his estate 

and working the land.  

With contestability AT&T and the Chicago neoliberals have achieved a doctrine that serves 
to govern the ‘infosphere’. I conclude that this correlates with the role of the catallaxy, such 
that the catallaxy and contestability are one. 
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8 How the contestability doctrine privatises the 
state: an Australian case study 

Fundamentally, the communications revolution means that no economy stands alone. 

Coalition White Paper, In the National Interest (1997)  

8.1 Introduction 
In this thesis I have argued that Hayek and the neoliberal movement positioned the 

monopolies to be the planners of the catallaxy. What the monopolies planned and delivered 

was a new capitalism manifest as an institution with a Foucauldian economic regulatory 

ensemble which represented the integration of the firm, network and market into a platform 

business model. We have further argued that this radical change has impacted the 

relationship between monopoly capitalism and the state resulting in the severe 

diminishment of the power and role of the state within society.  

The case study in this chapter examines how contestability and computerisation shaped the 

neoliberal agenda on privatisation and deregulation as it prepared Australia for integration 

with the global catallaxy. A description is provided of some of the mechanisms by which 

particular entities and actors within government and the corporate sector created the 

conditions for contestability, putting in place the policy and infrastructure for a networked 

economy that largely favoured oligopolies. Although this chapter is Australia-centric, many 

of the shifts it describes are global, for example, the acquiescence to the international trade 

rules designed to foster international markets and the transnational corporations who utilise 

them. Neoliberal ideology, neoclassical economic mechanisms, ICT and corporate power 

have been harnessed to progressively dismantle Australia’s social settlement (1901–1980s) 

including union wages, public welfare, universal education and health care, and public 

utilities. I argue that these social benefits, even if experienced in different ways in different 

national contexts, are nevertheless comparable to other jurisdictions and assist us to 

understand the basic patterns made by economic rationalising and monopolisation.  
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Australia has been a social laboratory or ‘test state’ since the earliest days of British 

colonisation (Pincus 2016, 167) a role it shares with New Zealand, which began its 

contestability ‘trial’ in the 1980s (Greer 1988; Bollard 1994). Michael Pusey described 

neoliberalism, known in Australia in the 1980s and 1990s as “economic rationalism”, as “a 

kind of laboratory test of what are, in effect, metatheories of society” (1991, 240). Australia 

offered a canvas for such analyses because its commitment to socio-political and cultural 

progression was heavily imbued with pragmatism rather than ideology (Pusey 1991, 231; 

Pincus 2016, 168). This, along with a deference to ideas from elsewhere, made Australia 

vulnerable to experimentation by foreign concerns with strategic interests in the country 

(Pusey 1991, 230). Hayek, in a lecture he gave in Sydney in 1976, intimated that Australia 

was a suitable test site for neoliberalism. He quoted economic historian W. Keith Hancock 

who “tells how the newly-founded Federal Parliament [1901] was expected to make ‘those 

experiments which were to demonstrate to the world the possibility of social justice’” 

(Hancock quoted in: Hayek 1979b, 1).1 Hayek had a long-held belief that the Anglo-Saxon 

world would bring his vision to reality because of their system of procedural rules (Hayek 

1958, 235). This included the de-nationalisation of the currency by establishing a private 

market in currencies, which in the era of cryptocurrency and blockchain security is now 

technically feasible.2 

Hayek became a member of the Advisory Committee3 of the neoliberal thinktank, the 

Centre for Independent Studies, Sydney (CIS) “along with most of Australia’s best known 

laissez-faire economists” (Pusey 1991, 227) (For more on the CIS see: Walker 2021). Milton 

and Rose Friedman also visited Australia in 1975 and 1981 to spread the doctrines of 

monetarism and small government.  

 

1 Keith Hancock (1930), in: Friedrich Hayek, Social Justice, Socialism and Democracy: Three Australian Lectures by 
F.A. Hayek (Sydney: Centre for Independent Studies, 1979) 1. 

2 When asked which country was likely to be the first to plan the denationalisation of their currency, Hayek 
replied: “Probably a small country.” (Interview transcript for Investment Rarities Inc. sent by Trevor 
Meldal-Johnsen, an Associate of Michael Baybak and Company Inc. to Hayek on the 8 July 1985, p. 3. 
Hoover Institution Archive, Box No 111, Folder 111.5, Accession No. 86002-15.34.) Since Austrade has 
already begun exploring the cryptocurrency option it is possible that Australia may be a test state for going 
cashless, then crypto. Hayek also discussed the abolition of the government monopoly over the issuing of 
currency in favour of a free enterprise market for currencies, on the ABC’s Monday Conference program 
hosted by Robert Moore broadcast on 11 October 1976. (Transcript p. 8. Hoover Institution Archive, Box 
No 109, Folder 109.6, Accession No. 86002-15.34.) 

3 Libertarian Murray Rothbard, considered the theoretical founder of anarcho-capitalism, was also on the 
Advisory Committee (Walker 2021).  
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Baumol came to Australia in 1983 and 1997 to deliver keynote papers on contestability 

theory showing how it justified the deregulation and privatisation of public sector 

enterprises (Baumol 1983a; 1997). As noted by Pusey, Australia’s private sector was, by the 

1980s, already heavily concentrated in key industries like airlines, banking, media, mining 

and oil, adding, in his view, to Australia’s vulnerability to business’s entreaties for market-

orientated policy. This vulnerability was compounded by Australia’s small population, which 

a consolidating media base was able to readily manipulate (Pusey 1991, 229, 230).  

The chapter is divided into three sections. The first explores how contestability 

underpinned the neoliberal privatisation and deregulation agenda and universalised the 

conception of privatisation to not only include government enterprises and services, but 

also government functions – including those thought to be ‘natural’ monopolies vulnerable 

to market exploitation in private hands. This section gives a brief historical account of how 

contestability was integrated into the neoliberal agenda and how it was integrated into public 

policy in the Labor governments of Bob Hawke (1983-1991) and Paul Keating (1991-1996) 

and the Liberal-National Coalition government of John Howard (1996-2007). 

The second section examines how the international policy community adopted 

contestability as an advocacy tool to promote market access, a process that began with the 

development of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) framework, which 

formed the basis for all subsequent trade and investment agreements under the auspices of 

the World Trade Organization (WTO). The section then analyses the Harper Panel on 

Competition Policy Review and the Financial System Inquiry, whose reports were both 

published in 2015. In this section, contestability’s influence on policy is shown to be 

mediated through the recommendations of advisory bodies. These are considered in turn, 

beginning with competition policy and law, and moving on to investment, financial services, 

infrastructure investment and procurement. This shows how the recommendations of the 

advisory bodies integrate with the provisions of the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement 

(TPPA) signed in 2015 revealing the vulnerabilities of the state as it integrates with the 

global economy (2015). 

The third section analyses how contestability formed the basis of the network business 

model and essentially grew with the expansion of digitisation in government. I examine the 

implications of that change for government in Australia. This is followed by an examination 

of the deregulation agenda in Australia from the perspective of the international 

contestability of markets.  
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8.2 Privatising the state 
Australians have traditionally had an expectation that government would provide a range of 

essential services. With a relatively small population and a vast continent, commercial 

enterprises in infrastructure like railways and telecommunications would not have been 

viable without massive government subsidies.4 Thus governments have taken the lead in the 

‘nation building’ endeavour. However, Hancock has claimed that the harsh conditions of 

settlement encouraged overreliance on the state, which was treated “as a vast public utility” 

such that Australians came to favour public control of essential infrastructure and services 

(1961 [1930], 55). This, Hancock contended, morphed into a deeper attachment such that it 

was the state ‘whose duty it is to provide the greatest happiness to the greatest number” 

(1961 [1930], 55). This culturally inscribed role of government is one which the neoliberal 

movement in Australia wanted to reassign to the market. To understand this context is to 

underscore the enormous scale of the structural realignment in Australia which were fraught 

with cultural hurdles. As observed by Hancock, an Australian “sees no opposition between 

his [their] individualism and his [their] reliance upon Government” (1961 [1930], 55). 

8.2.1 The Whitlam era and the neoliberal wedge 
The influence of neoliberal economics on government policy in Australia began with the 

Whitlam Government (1972-1975). The Whitlam administration was socially progressive; its 

social reform agenda included funding for the arts and social services and free university 

education, which had been opposed by prominent neoliberals like Maurice Newman.5 

Newman, a member of the MPS, promoted the view that the government had “mocked 

markets and business, and engaged endlessly in mindless class warfare as if embarking on its 

own version of the mad and irrational Cultural Revolution” (Newman 2007, 3). Newman’s 

opposition belied the fact that the Whitlam government was taking economic advice from 

fellow MPS members. They included Geoffrey Brennan, a full-time consultant to the 

 

4 An example of this problem was the construction of the 566 km Perth to Kalgoorlie water pipeline 
(Goldfields pipeline) which supplied a population of 6,790, at the time of completion in 1903, at a cost of 
$1.5 billion in today’s money. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kalgoorlie 
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-01-24/goldfields-pipeline-built-by-cy-oconnor-set-to-be-
replaced/11895482 

5 Newman , a member of the Mont Pèlerin Society, held numerous roles, including chairman of the 
Australian Securities Exchange, Deutsche Bank Australia and the Australian Broadcasting Corporation, 
chancellor of Macquarie University and advisor to the Abbott Government on the Prime Minister's 
Business Advisory Council (2013-2015). 
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Australian Taxation Review Committee (1973-1974) (Brennan and Buchanan 1981, 11)6 and 

Monash University economist Michael G. Porter and New Right economist Jonathan 

Pincus, who were both appointed to the Whitlam Government’s Priorities Review Staff 

established in 1973. This advisory group was “headed by a Chicago-style economist, Austin 

Holmes, research director of the RBA [Reserve Bank of Australia], and staffed by like-

minded colleagues” (Porter 2014). The Whitlam government introduced key economic 

reforms, including pro-competition legislation and corporate oversight bodies like the Prices 

Justification Tribunal and the Trade Practices Commission, and opened diplomatic and 

trade relations with China. It is, however, the 25 percent cut to tariffs implemented in 1973 

that is attributed to the influence of the Priorities Review Staff (Porter 2014). Tariff cuts 

were the first substantive move by a post-war government to open the Australian market to 

international competition. 

8.2.2 Fraser Government nonchalance 
The story goes that Milton Friedman and Hayek visited Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser 

(1975-1983) on separate occasions. It was said that Fraser “found the minimalist 

government and neo-liberalist economic ideas appealing” (Johnston 2000, 347 citing Kelly 

1994), but he was also observed to be indisposed to heeding these visiting economists 

(Newman 2007, 6; Champion 2013). Pusey noted that “Fraser lacked the political will to 

make any kind of trenchant reforms” (1991, 198). It would take a dynamic duo to spark the 

neoliberal revolution in Australia. 

8.2.3 Hawke-Keating period: launching the neoliberal project  
The neoliberal project was launched in earnest by the Australian Labor Party (ALP) in the 

Hawke-Keating years (1983-1996).7 Their rigorous privatisation program was characterised 

as pragmatic because of the case-by-case approach taken (Aulich and O’Flynn 2007, 157), 

which was also used by the Labor party equivalent in Canada (Sturgess 1996, 70).8 As I have 

argued throughout this thesis, the ideological and capitalist forces behind the restructuring 

of nation states reside in the international sphere like a hub controlling the localised spokes. 

During these years, Labor governments “floated the dollar, lowered tariffs, decentralised 

 

6 Brennan was appointed professor at the Public Choice Center, Virginia Tech (1976-1983) under the 
influence of public choice theorist James Buchanan. 

7 Bob Hawke Prime Minister (1983-1991); Paul Keating Treasurer (1983-1991) and Prime Minister (1991-
1996). 

8 It was also the case with the associated policy of deregulation, with Baumol observing “that deregulation 
occurred largely under the Democratic Carter administration” (1977-1981) (Baumol 1983b, 125). 
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wage bargaining, promoted privatisation, and renounced the resource nationalism of the 

Whitlam era” (Walker 2021, 19). The period was marked by the divestment of government 

strategic enterprises, including institutions like the Commonwealth Bank, Tabcorp, 

QANTAS and Australian Airlines and many smaller enterprises, as well as the floating of 

the Australian dollar in 1983. 

A key influence on the privatisation and deregulation agenda during this period was the 

contestability doctrine. In 1986, Ian Harper, who would later become chairman of the 2015 

National Competition Review, called for contestability to be introduced into banking (Harper 

1986) which necessitated the de-nationalisation of the Commonwealth Bank. The Bank had 

been established by the Labor government of Andrew Fisher in 1911 as ‘the peoples’ bank to 

counter the power of unregulated private banks, and provide financial security in the context 

of a history of credit booms, bank failures and depressions. Contestability, Harper argued, 

could increase competitiveness by allowing foreign banks and local non-bank financial 

institutions (NBFI) to form a “consortium”, enabling foreign banks providing wholesale 

finance to use the retail outlets of NBFIs; thus a source of potential threats is created 

because sunk costs associated with bank setups are avoided (Harper 1986, 57).9 

Baumol visited Australia in 1983, giving the contestability doctrine the weight of 

mathematical economics as only a Princeton scholar can. This new theory was to capture the 

imagination of policy makers in Canberra and become the doctrine of choice to justify radical 

changes in competition policy and law that would encourage unfettered growth of monopolies. 

In his keynote address to the Monash University Centre for Policy Development10 

conference in 1983, Baumol preached a ‘faith in the market’ approach, regarding even a 

modicum of contestability to be preferable to taking “drastic steps” like regulation or 

nationalisation even in the case of natural monopoly (Baumol 1983a, 2). He suggested 

seeking out contestability wherever it may be and if necessary creating contestable 

 

9 In Australia the big four retail banks are held in place by the government’s ‘four pillars’ banking policy 
which has allowed mergers with smaller banks but has prevented mergers between the big four since 1997 
(Goddard and Walker 2002). Contestability was first mooted for the sector in 1983 on the basis of 
electronic banking, low sunk costs and low official barriers (Harper 1986). Knocking out the ‘pillars’ policy 
would it is claimed lead to the counter effects of further concentration and more competition generated by 
more potential entrants (Healey and Nicholls 2015). 

10 “Michael Porter (MPS, 1987) built an academic base for the neoliberals at Monash University by founding 
the Centre of Policy Studies (est. 1979). Porter went on to found the Tasman Institute, a private 
consultancy whose supporters included fossil fuels corporations like Exxon, BP, Shell, Mt Isa Mines, BHP, 
WMC and Macquarie Group. In 1990, Liberal Premier Jeff Kennett hired the Tasman Institute and John 
Roskam (MPS, 2008) of the IPA to coordinate electricity privatisation.” (Walker 2021, 20).  
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conditions, understanding all the while that government restructuring to break up natural 

monopolies “is foredoomed to failure” because a multiplicity of firms will not persist 

(Baumol 1983a, 15). Baumol was advocating a new approach by defining the contestable 

market “as one in which all firms have equal access to all customers, to the same 

technological options, and in which entry incurs no sunk costs” (Baumol 1983a, 3), that is 

to say, access to everyone’s data through the equal availability of market infrastructure, 

technology and information. This conception was part of the ‘equality’ agenda for firms, 

which government ministers would describe colloquially as the ‘level playing field’. It was an 

ironic twist to a pro-privatisation argument that claimed the high ground precisely because 

“operators of government enterprises … are apt to rationalise the requirements of self 

interest as the embodiment of the general interest of the public” (Baumol 1983a, 17).  

Economic rationalism in Canberra: the study 

In 1991 Michael Pusey published his landmark study Economic Rationalism in Canberra: A 

Nation Building State Changes its Mind. Pusey was amongst the first to articulate the influence 

of economic rationalism and neoliberal political philosophy within the federal government 

bureaucracy, which he later described as the “neoliberal takeover of Australia” (2018, 15). 

Pusey’s argument centred on a shift in the knowledge base of the Australian Public Service 

(APS) at senior levels from one that was pluralistic and morally anchored in Benthamite 

utilitarianism to a monoculture of neoclassical economics given over to neoliberal market 

philosophy. Pusey’s use of the term ‘neoclassical economics’ is drawn phenomenologically 

from his subjects, who had no motivation to consider the subtleties of abstract economic 

theory. This sentiment from the policy frontline suggested that ‘neoclassical economics’ 

defined what was in vogue (Pusey 1991, 175). This lack of rigour was exemplified by the 

dearth of critical analysis by government economists on contestability.  

Pusey’s study revealed the rise to power within the APS of the ‘econocrats’ who were 

schooled in economics and little else (Pusey 1991, 7, 172; 2018, 15). They referred to 

themselves as mandarins and were prominent in senior departments like the Department of 

Prime Minister and Cabinet, Treasury, and Finance (Johnston 2000, 348). Led by key 

neoliberal figures like MPS member John Stone, Treasury Secretary (1979-1984), the APS 

followed an international trend to reinvent government in response to what Hayek and the 

Trilateral Commission (Crozier, Huntington, and Watanuki 1975) referred to as the problem 

of democratic ‘overload’ (Hayek 1939, 148). The approach prescribed by neoliberalism and 

subsequently adopted by the APS was to jettison the complexities of policy formation 

encased in any other epistemology or discipline apart from economics. These had become 
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to the neoliberal establishment nothing more than “distracting noise” making the work of 

neoliberal politics the “tasks of screening out the noise and of reducing the overloading, and 

thus ‘reducing complexity’” (Pusey 1991, 174).  

The neoliberal argument was typified by Pincus who held that, “[s]tate-owned enterprises 

are used in the pursuit of government objectives … [b]ut, almost inevitably, state enterprises 

come to be used to advance or protect sectional interests: in short, rent seekers” (2016, 

178). These seekers “include customers who are receiving cross-subsidies, and employees 

who are earning rents in the form of superior pay or conditions” (Pincus 1984, 88). Pincus, 

who identified contestability as offering a price theory that allayed the problem of 

monopoly profits, was working through the possibilities of garnering the benefits of 

monopolies without the inefficiencies and inequities of government economic management 

(1984, 80, 88).11 In essence this was the task, which ironically, the knowledge and 

pragmatism of the Australian Public Service (APS) came to perform guided by private 

sector advisors and New Right12 ideologues—thus transforming a ‘nation building’ 

infrastructure into a ‘contestable market building’ infrastructure. 

The Hilmer Report: contestability’s official debut 

Although the term ‘contestable’ had been used in government documents since at least 1985 

(Bureau of Transport Economics 1985), it was the report of the National Competition Policy 

Review (NCPR) titled, National Competition Policy (NCP) (Hilmer report), published in 1993 

that officially established the contestability doctrine as the guiding rationale of competition 

policy and law. The NCP report set out a radical blueprint for a “single integrated market” 

by removing barriers to competition and potential competition (NCPR 1993, xvii).  

Established by the Keating Labor Government, the NCPR, chaired by Fred Hilmer,13 was 

the first of three advisory panels that would drive the development of contestable market 

conditions in Australia in readiness for integration into the global economy. Although 

‘contestability’ and ‘contestable market’ are mentioned 21 times in the report, it is only 

 

11 Pincus had been a member of the Whitlam Government’s Priorities Review Staff. 
https://www.adelaide.edu.au/directory/jonathan.pincus# 

12 The New Right was a term used in the 1980s to label neoliberals.  
13 Hilmer set out his own blueprint for change in his 1985 book When the Luck Runs Out: The Future for 

Australians at Work. An economic rationalist, schooled in America at the University of Pennsylvania (MA 
Laws) and the Wharton School of Business (MBA), on graduating he worked for consultancy transnational 
McKinsey & Company in the US and Australia. His last position was as Vice Chancellor of the University 
of New South Wales. He is best remembered as the Fairfax CEO who presided over the collapse of its 
newspaper empire (SMH editors 2007). 
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described obliquely within the definition of competition as “striving or potential striving of 

two or more persons or organisations against one another for the same or related objects” 

(Dennis quoted in: NCPR 1993, 2). It was further noted that a “highly ‘contestable’ market 

— may be of similar efficiency as a market with actual head-to-head competition” (NCPR 

1993, 3). 

The Hilmer Report recommended significant changes to the governance structure of 

competition leading to the establishment of new agencies such as the National Competition 

Council and Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) and to antitrust 

legislation, deeming the Trade Practices Act (1974) and the Prices Surveillance Act (1983) 

inadequate to the task of stemming monopoly pricing (NCPR 1993, 187). The NCPR also 

called for “structural reform” of state-owned monopoly enterprises. It was ascertained that 

simply removing regulatory barriers to newly privatised entities was insufficient inducement 

for competition (NCPR 1993, 185). The breakup of a state monopoly necessitated the 

examination of its different elements and consideration of which wholesale and retail 

business units could be spun-off from a large monopoly. The principle of structural reform 

was: “(1) separating regulatory responsibilities from commercial activities; (2) separating 

natural monopoly elements of an organisation from activities which are contestable; and (3) 

separating the potentially contestable elements of a monopoly into several independent 

businesses operating in the one market” (NCPR 1993, 185). Structural reform was not 

focused on creating actual competition, but rather on creating contestable markets. This is 

how, for example, Australian consumers ended up having a choice of vendors billing them 

for electricity while power generation and distribution remained monopoly operations.  

The report reflected a distinct shift towards Chicago school thinking which had privileged 

the economic analysis of competition over law since the 1950s. This had been symbolically 

and practically enacted when, along with other legislation, the responsibility for the Trade 

Practices Act moved from the Attorney-General’s portfolio to the Assistant Treasurer’s 

portfolio in 1993. The agencies recommended by the Hilmer Report, the National 

Competition Council (est. 1995) and the Australian Competition and Consumer 

Commission (est. 1995) were also placed under Treasury, along with the Productivity 

Commission (est. 1998). It was also, as Pusey observed, the centralisation of the intellectual 

capacity of the state under Treasury, which was dedicated to economic rationalism (Pusey 

1991, 202). 

This integration was also aimed at improving Australia’s international competitiveness. 

George Gear, a former Assistant Treasurer, noted the link between foreign trade and 
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competition policy in the Australia–New Zealand Closer Economic Relations (CER) Trade 

Agreement (1983) and the importance of uniformity (Gear 1994, 479). The Hilmer Report 

set as a principle the need for “competitive conduct rules … [to be] applied uniformly and 

universally throughout the economy”. This was part of the “efficiency rationale” that also 

applied to international competition (National Competition Policy Review 1993, 85, 86).  

Contestability was used to promote a universal approach to ‘competition’ and to support 

the view that there should be no exemptions from competition rules. It was claimed that in 

markets where barriers to entry and exit have been reduced to a minimum, competition and 

potential competition ensure that all businesses have the opportunity to enter a market if 

they come under the same conduct rules, including foreign traders and investors (National 

Competition Policy Review 1993, 191-192, 199-200). Australia was to be fully opened to 

competition and investment from transnational corporations with only the Foreign 

Investment Review Board, established by the Whitlam Government, monitoring investment 

inflows. The Hilmer Report contended that the public interest would be met by the greater 

economic efficiency generated by contestable conditions that necessitated a ‘level playing 

field’, with competitors having equal access to “essential facilities” (National Competition 

Policy Review 1993, 186) like transport and telecommunications. Government enterprises 

would be forced to abide by the same market rules under a policy of “competitive 

neutrality” based on a set of principles that ensured no competitive advantages accrued to 

government enterprises whether they be public utilities or goods and services enterprises in 

other industries (National Competition Policy Review 1993, 295). 

The academic assessments of the Hilmer Report did not include an analysis of the 

contestability doctrine upon which the Hilmer Committee’s recommendations hinged. 

There was very little on contestability in a special issue of the journal Review of Industrial 

Organization on the subject of the evolution of competition policy and law over 20 years 

since the 1974 enactment of the Trade Practices Act by the Whitlam Labor Government. 

This Act was considered to have introduced modern antitrust into Australia (Round 1994, 

460). Seven out of eight articles in the issue discussed the Hilmer Report, but only one gave 

more than a passing mention to contestability. The economist Neville Norman thought the 

concept sometimes became “extreme and pretentious” but that it nonetheless rightly called 

into question attempts to interfere in the market (1994, 537-538). A lack of critical 

engagement with the precepts and aims of contestability has characterised the academic 

response, even though policy prescriptions in consequent competition reviews have come 

to mirror the extremes of the doctrine. 
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It followed from the Hilmer Report’s recommendations that the government would 

continue to proceed with privatising state-owned enterprises including Commonwealth 

Serum Laboratories,14 and the final stages of the Commonwealth Bank’s privatisation begun 

in 1991 and what were previously considered to be natural monopolies such as the Pipeline 

Authority15 and Telstra (Walker and Walker 2000). Maureen Brunt encapsulated this shift as 

the “decisive rejection of the [Trade Practices] Act and its institutions as controlling 

mechanisms in the deregulation and privatization process”, a shift she supported (1994, 

520). The new controlling mechanism, contestability (National Competition Policy Review 

1993), was infused with the discourse of competition in the Hilmer Report and 

consequently went unnoticed, even though in actuality it was the antithesis to competition. 

This was made clear by its advocacy for the repeal of pro-competition, anti-monopoly 

legislation such as the Trade Practices Act.  

The Hilmer Report marked a watershed that introduced a new era of competition and 

contestability policy, which as we shall see served particular business interests that wanted 

the “unfettered freedoms” of the pre-TPA era returned (Round 1994, 460). The TPA had 

been highly regarded as characterised by David Round’s assessment as having tough 

measures coupled with “a practical approach to antitrust, administratively as well as judicially, 

rather than one based on doctrinaire political, legal or economic thinking” (1994, 459-460). 

However, notwithstanding, the Act was eventually replaced with legislation in keeping with 

the contestability doctrine and the ideological prescriptions from the Chicago school.  

Contestability gained a foothold in Australia in 1985, the year the de-regulation of the US 

airline industry was completed. Although Australia’s commercial airline industry was 

extremely small it had to service a vast continent. In 1985 the Bureau of Transport 

Economics deemed the regulated airline duopoly unwarranted because they found the 

industry to be contestable (Bureau of Transport Economics 1985). The belief was that 

airlines did not carry any sunk costs because governments were responsible for airports 

(Bureau of Transport Economics 1985, 72). The recommendation did not take into account 

the failure of contestability in the larger US market. As Shepherd noted the theory did not 

fit airlines, added to which Baumol and Bailey knew that in 1984 (Shepherd 1995, 304).16 

 

14 The Commonwealth Serum Laboratories now called CSL Ltd was specialised in biotechnologies like 
vaccines and anti-venoms.  

15 Nationwide gas pipelines.  
16 See (Bailey and Baumol 1984, 130). 
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This was confirmed by subsequent studies (Dempsey and Goetz 1992; Peteraf and Reed 

1994). 

By the end of the era, market liberalisation in banking and airlines was the centre piece of 

the Labor Government’s policy of driving towards greater international competitiveness. 

This was a reaction to the pressures to open up the economy, resulting from the 

deregulation of global financial markets that increased the amount of global capital available 

for investment (Cerny 1997; Strange 1997 [1986]; Crouch 2011). Contestability was not 

about economics but political expediency in driving an ideology that called for faith not 

thought.  

8.2.4 The Howard years reinventing government 
With the return of the Liberal National Party to government under PM John Howard 

(1996-2007), the privatisation of public assets would be comprehensively progressed. A 

major undertaking of the Howard years was the preparation of the Australian Public Service 

(APS) for privatisation. It has been argued that the Coalition was more ideologically 

disposed towards privatisation than Labor. John Howard, for example, became a member 

of the MPS in 2010, suggesting he was a trusted confidante of the neoliberal project.17 The 

Howard Government was observed to have adopted “a more tactical and systemic 

approach” (Aulich and O’Flynn 2007, 158-159) to the radical restructuring of the APS 

(Aulich and O’Flynn 2007). Preparations included changing the administrative structure of 

non-departmental public bodies from statutory authorities to government-owned 

companies, so they were effectively prepared for privatisation in administrative terms 

(Wettenhall 2005). 

A further wave of change came with the recommendations of the Industry Commission’s 

report, Competitive Tendering and Contracting by Public Sector Agencies (1996). This set out the key 

mechanisms by which ‘competition’ through contestability could be achieved. The Labor 

Government had embraced the report, but after their 1996 election loss it passed to the 

incoming LNP Howard Government, which extended what they called “privatisation 

technologies” (Aulich and O’Flynn 2007, 159). These technologies primarily involved: 

outsourcing, contracting and tendering, including all IT functions across the APS; 

introducing “user pays” by withdrawing either full or partial funding for services (Aulich 

 

17 John Howard’s membership of MPS is listed on Desmog: https://www.desmogblog.com/mont-pelerin-
society. 
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and O’Flynn 2007, 155, 159); a form of service rationing based on price (Aulich 2005); and 

withdrawing from goods production and services provision as these activities were deemed 

a barrier to market entry even when operating under the principle of competitive neutrality 

(Queensland Commission of Audit 2013, 2-185). Competitive tendering and contracting 

which “introduces contestability to services” was seen as a solution where there had been 

no competition previously (Industry Commission 1996, 52). The Industry Commission 

recognised that public service ‘markets’ were often “characterised by limited competition 

and extreme cases of natural monopoly” (Industry Commission 1996, 283). To attract 

private enterprise, contestability measures were considered, such as allowing competitive 

bidding for the entire market and offering long-term contracts to corporations who had the 

capacity to supply a whole market. These type of measures, which had been theorised by 

Bell group and Chicago’s Harold Demsetz in the 1970s, were used to switch the 

performance of government functions or provision of government services over to private 

monopolies where it was not efficient or possible to have multiple competitors in what the 

Commission loosely called “contract contestability” (Industry Commission 1996, 282). That 

is, the contract for the market or part thereof was contestable, not the market itself. 

The more complex task of establishing contestable markets from public utilities was tackled 

and included Telecom, electricity, gas, airports and financial services (for a list of 1990s 

privatisations see Walker and Walker 2000, 20-23).18 Historically, public utilities had been 

resistant to competitive treatment as natural monopolies with high capital costs sunk in 

network infrastructure. Baumol contended, like Posner and Bork, that government 

restructuring of natural monopolies would fail if traditional competitive principles applied, 

because a multiplicity of firms, including an oligopoly, would not persist (Baumol 1983a, 

15). Baumol returned in 1997 to fortify the contestability message to the new regime. His 

keynote lecture at the University of Tasmania titled, ‘Privatization, Competitive Entry and 

Rational Rules for Residual Regulation’ took the Hayekian line that state run monopolies 

were run down by sectional interests and berated the “the propensity of even well-

intentioned public servants to sabotage the market mechanism” (Baumol 1997, 1). The way 

forward was privatisation, but with a focus on structural adjustment creating independent, 

contestable enterprises served by the monopoly network as well as spin-off markets like the 

“electricity hedge markets [which] have undergone a remarkable growth since the opening 

 

18 Divestments between 1996 and 2007 are estimated to have reaped the government around  $61.6 billion (Aulich 
and O’Flynn 2007, 160). 
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of the NEM [national electricity market]” (AGL quoted in: Parer 2002, 157).19 In practice, 

the oversight of monopoly segments that were not contestable was given to price control 

tribunals until such time as the market fully matured into a ‘self-regulating’ system.  

The Productivity Commission’s 2005 review of competition found progress had been made 

towards full privatisation of government enterprises and services through implementation 

of full retail contestability (Productivity Commission 2005, 23) creating what’s often called 

“quasi-markets” (Aulich and O’Flynn 2007, 155). This review led to cessation of retail price 

regulation (price capping) as in electricity20 and other markets because competition was 

deemed to have been introduced (Productivity Commission 2005, 301).  

The awarding of contracts in a “monopoly environment” was noted by the Productivity 

Commission in regards to community services: 

This shift to private provision has been motivated by a view that contestability — 

competition for the market — can improve the cost-effectiveness (including quality) of 

services that governments fund.21 (Productivity Commission 2005, 315). 

This statement, more than any other, drives at the essence of what a contestable market 

does—that is to allow entities to dominate a market if potential competitors in theory, can 

still enter and exit the market at some point in time. The same contestability principle also 

applies to services that have network architectures organisationally supported by networked 

ICT, which opens up market opportunities for firms coordinating service provider networks. 

Subsequent studies have shown that consumer welfare was compromised by electricity 

privatisation. The shift from not-for-profit public utility to for-profit enterprises and 

speculative electricity market has resulted in historically unprecedented and protracted price 

increases (Cahill and Beder 2005).  

 

19 AGL submission 48, p. 22. 
20 There were various combinations across each state. In South Australia, for example, the electricity 

industry went from being a publicly owned monopoly to a privately owned, monopoly-oligopoly 
industry structure, that is, “the Electricity Trust of South Australia was separated into three separate 
generation companies, a transmission company and a single distribution and retail company, with ring 
fencing between the retail and distribution activities. These government owned corporations were 
then leased-out prior to being privatised” (Productivity Commission 2005, 415). Electricity prices in 
SA increased significantly (Cahill and Beder 2005), a problem that has only recently been resolved by 
the SA government’s embrace of renewable energy such that the state now has the lowest electricity 
prices in Australia (Australian Energy Market Commission 2019). 

21 For example they were awarding contracts for whole service segments like unemployment services to one 
or possibly two contractors. 
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8.2.5 Rudd-Gillard: full steam ahead 
The Productivity Commission’s review of changes introduced in the decade following the 

Hilmer Report was focused on the process of integration within different sectors of the 

Australian economy, in what was called the “integrated reform agenda” for competition 

(Productivity Commission 2005, 128). This was to apply to different sectors of the economy 

including what some contestability advocates call the “public service economy” (Sturgess 

2015, 30). The Labor governments under Rudd and Gillard (2007-2013) continued to play a 

role in dismantling old market structures and creating the conditions and providing the 

resources to construct new market forms in readiness to join the global economy. 

The Boston Consulting Group in their report on the future of the vocational education and 

training (VET) market stated that one of the crucial roles of government was that of a 

“system architect” (Boston Consulting Group 2007, 10). In the case of VET, the 

government provided “contestable funding” to finance the market, in which VET 

providers, including TAFE, would compete for students and the funding government made 

available for student places in courses (Boston Consulting Group 2007, 33).  

Business lobby groups representing powerful domestic and transnational corporations had 

summoned government to meet the role of market maker,22 which also triggered the 

process of government withdrawing from market participation (Bell and Hindmoor 2009).  

For the Commission the challenge was to integrate with the global economy and take 

advantage of the “mobility of global capital” (Productivity Commission 2005, 160). In other 

words, progress was measured by the openness of the economy to global capital. From this 

perspective the Commission was reviewing Australia’s progress towards relinquishing 

control over its economy to ensure access to international trade and investment without 

which they deemed “standards of living [would] fall” (Productivity Commission 2005, 161). 

As early as 1991, Pusey identified the neoliberalisation of the public service as “a 

transformation in the relation of political administration to society” (Pusey 1991, 199). The 

forces behind that transformation since the 1980s were necessarily the forces that brought 

integration of Australia into a neoliberal world economic order in the name of “efficiency” 

(Pusey 1991, 199, Beeson and Firth 1998, 223). This rested, according to Pusey, “on 

 

22 Boston Consulting made this comment in reference to the new privatised vocational education and 
training (VET) market that successive governments had created by drawing up policies like contestable 
funding and student loan schemes.   
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completely different assumptions about the fundamental nature of coordination, assumptions 

that derive in turn from an entirely new, and one might even say, a ‘post-modernist’ conception 

of ‘system’” (Pusey 1991, 199). The concept ‘the social system’ under Whitlam (Pusey 1991, 199) 

was now a computationally tasked system programmed by economic rationalist rules on the 

presumption that “society per se is incoherent and … therefore entirely dependent on an 

extrinsic economic logic of coherence (formal exchange through the market) that is 

generated and adjusted from within the system itself”, whose source is a cybernetic 

consciousness (Pusey 1991, 201). Pusey’s research and instincts were on target—Australia 

was in the throes of embracing international contestability and getting online.  

8.2.6 Abbott years: the culmination  
Tony Abbott’s LNP Coalition Government (2013-2015) epitomised the extremity of the 

contestability doctrine, as it became clear during this period that the neoliberal experiment 

was to replace the state with a corpocracy—that is, all state functions, with the exception of 

ceremonial functions representing the idealised presence of the Australian state were 

destined to be performed by corporations.  

In 2015 the report of the Abbott appointed Competition Review Panel stated that:  

government should not be a substitute for the private sector where markets are, or can, 

function effectively or where contestability can be realised (Harper et al. 2015, 526). 

This was an oblique way of stating that the role of corporations in running the country was 

limitless. There were no boundaries between state and corporation because markets were a 

universal problem-solving mechanism and everything was contestable in theory if not in 

practice.  

In 2015 a statement was released from the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet 

relinquishing government from its ‘nation building’ role. That is, the government, albeit 

raising taxes and funding projects, would not be involved in planning for the nation’s future 

needs. That role was to be reassigned to the market. This underscores the enormous scale of 

the structural realignment in Australia because the future of the ‘state’ was no longer the 

state’s concern. “It is not the Commonwealth Government’s role to direct, or be the 

principal financier of, development (2015, 2). That role is assigned to “[g]lobal corporations, 

high net worth individuals and the international capital market” (Department of the Prime 

Minister and Cabinet 2015, 62). In other words, Australia’s leadership was in favour of the 

corpocracy taking over. 
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The third tranche of this breathtaking shift to a corporate command and control system 

came in October 2015 with the signing of the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA) 

which would see Australia relinquish substantial governance over its economy by way of 

meeting its trade and investment obligations set out in the agreement. These obligations 

were enforced by investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS), a private international 

enforcement regime designed to protect foreign investment interests. The TPPA (2015) 

which had been negotiated in secret, represented a culmination of decades of planning for 

change in foreign affairs and trade which is detailed in the next section. 

8.3 International road rules 
The Coalition’s desire to open Australia’s domestic market to international competitors – 

and of Australian business to foreign takeover investment – was outlined in the 1997 White 

Paper, In the National Interest: Australia’s Foreign and Trade Policy, which projected policy 

outcomes to 2015. The paper outlined policy directions that would facilitate access to 

Australian markets and resources by transnational corporations and commit the nation to 

engage with the developing international regime of rule setting designed by the WTO to 

induce compatibility between domestic economies and the global economy. The pressure 

for global integration was being driven by “a massive increase in international financial flows 

… [and] the growth of transnational corporations (30 per cent of world trade is intra-firm 

trade)” (Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 1997, 18). Data for recent intra-firm 

global trade is not available, but intra-firm transactions were estimated to be a third of 

global exports in 2015 (Lakatos and Ohnsorge 2017, 1, 3). As the authors of the White 

Paper put it: 

The increasingly global activity of firms has implications for trade policy. It reinforces the 

importance of open markets and focuses attention on national regulatory structures as 

potential obstacles to the efficient allocation of global resources through international trade 

and investment. It creates pressures on markets to be more open to competition, and it 

makes globally-based trade rules and disciplines even more important. (Department of 

Foreign Affairs and Trade 1997, 18). 

The report expressed a “whole-of-nation approach” aimed at linking domestic and foreign 

policy in response to globalisation (Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 1997, 73) with a 

focus on Australian firms that were said to benefit from strategic alliances with transnational 

corporations (Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 1997, 55).  
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The Coalition’s desire to liberalise the economy and trade by removing trade and investment 

barriers was in keeping with recommendations for new regulatory approaches to 

international competition and contestability made by the Institute for International 

Economics (IIE),23 a neoliberal thinktank based in Washington D. C, which was founded in 

1981. Renamed the Peterson Institute for International Economics (PIIE) in 2006,24 this 

organisation epitomised the power and influence that is imbued in the Washington 

Consensus (Graham and Richardson 1997a). A blueprint for globalisation the Global 

Competition Policy (1997),25 to which Australia contributed,26 made recommendations for 

global competition policies designed to support market access that was conflated with 

“contestability” (Graham and Richardson 1997a, 3). This reflected a “growing international 

consensus” that contestability should be a goal of policy negotiations (Graham and 

Lawrence 1996, 5). This was also the view of other writers (Beviglia Zampetti and Sauvé 

1996, 338; Schoenbaum 1996). 

Globalisation, it was argued, made national markets more contestable because it grew the 

pool of potential competitors and defused any adverse effects from natural monopolies, like 

network-based industries, even creating a “global natural monopoly … [which] serves the 

whole world” (Graham and Richardson 1997a, 21).27 Meeting the access requirements for 

global monopolies necessitated a fusion of competition and trade policy at global and 

national levels, which the IIE endorsed through an agreement framework called Trade-

 

23 The Institute, established in 1981, is a neoliberal free market thinktank which counts presidents, prime 
ministers, treasury officials, corporate CEOs, investment bankers and free market economists amongst 
their board and advisory committee members. At the time of publication, Singapore’s Prime Minister Lee 
Kuan Yew, President de la Madrid of Mexico, Prime Minister of France, Raymond Barre, Nigel Lawson, 
Chancellor of the Exchequer under Thatcher, George Shultz, Secretary of State under Reagan, Alan 
Greenspan, Chairman of the US Federal Reserve, David Rockefeller Chairman-CEO Chase Manhattan 
Bank, Jon Corzine, CEO Goldman Sachs and MF Global and Democrat Governor of New Jersey, and 
Maurice Greenberg, Chairman-CEO AIG were an indicative cross-section of directors who numbered 39 
in total. Economists advising the board at the time, included Larry Summers, one of the chief architects of 
US financial deregulation and the derivatives market, and Jeffrey D. Sachs, who guided the implementation 
of neoliberal free market economics and Friedman monetarism, what Naomi Klein called, shock economic 
tactics, in South America and Eastern Europe (Hodgson 2002 [2001], 253; Klein 2007, 247). 

24 The Peterson Institute of International Economics (PIIE) was named after investment banker Peter G. 
Peterson who became the organisation’s chief benefactor. Peterson foundered the Blackstone Group and 
was a former chairman of the New York Federal Reserve.   

25 This is a multi-authored work representing all the Anglo-Saxon states, plus Japan, Germany, France and 
the European Union (EU). 

26 Graeme Thomson, a senior advisor to the Department of Trade and Foreign Affairs (DFAT) wrote the 
chapter on Australia and New Zealand (Thomson 1997, 385-403). 

27 Examples given of global “natural” monopolies included banking and insurance based on the use of 
electronic-payment clearing systems, satellite services and high tech weaponry (Graham and Richardson 
1997a, 21-22).  
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Related Antitrust Measures (TRAMS). The key measures in this were the abolition of 

cartels, treatment parity between domestic and foreign firms, notification of mergers with 

transnational effects and the incorporation of TRAMS into the WTO multilateral agreement 

framework that members adhere to through compatible national competition policies 

(Graham and Richardson 1997b, 577). The thrust of the combined Australian and New 

Zealand chapter, which gave a brief outline of Australia’s progress towards domestic 

deregulation, was to recommend Australia create a “largely borderless national market” 

(Thomson 1997, 388). The stated goals of the new international policy were “efficiency” 

defined as the minimisation of waste, and “fairness”– which was not about justice towards 

citizens, workers or disadvantaged groups, but about elimination of national policies that 

impeded “free entry into a business endeavour” by foreign or transnational corporations 

(Graham and Richardson 1997a, 8-9). The goals and meanings of these terms changed in 

time with Australia claiming to foster “efficiency” based on consumer welfare (lowest 

prices) and community welfare (Productivity Commission 2014, 2).  

The Coalition’s White Paper did not reference any specific international policy on 

contestability, but it did reflect on the changes in communications technology, such that the 

spread of ideas disseminated through policies and planning globally “makes government 

policy more contestable” (Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 1997, 20). That is to 

say international corporate influence de-territorialises policy development such that there is 

no longer an “exclusive political monopoly over a territorialized space”, at least concerning 

competition policy (Laïdi 2007, 22) to which the White Paper was alluding. 

8.3.1 International contestability of markets 
The Coalition government’s adoption of the contestability doctrine to advocate for 

privatisation and deregulation was conceptually linked to pressures for global market 

integration promoted as the ‘international contestability’ of markets. This called for deep 

structural changes, including opening up borders and creating conditions for free entry and 

exit to national markets via trade and investment (Graham and Lawrence 1996, 5; 

Schoenbaum 1996). The concept of international contestable markets emerged around the 

time of the World Trade Organisation’s establishment in 1995 (Sauvé 1996). The WTO was 

to play a key role in international trade governance founded on the 1947 GATT agreement and 

followed by the 1995 GATS agreement. These agreement frameworks established an 

international system of multilateral rules based the principles of efficiency and market access. 
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Contestability theory first entered the slipstream of international trade policy as a “policy 

advocacy” tool used by senior officials of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD) and the European Commission in the mid-1990s (Beviglia Zampetti 

and Sauvé 1996, 337). They saw its usefulness not as a theory whose calculus could be applied 

to international markets, but as a “notion” in setting new objectives for market access in the 

multilateral trading system, “so as to further its adaption to the evolving reality of deep 

integration and the needs of globally-active firms” (Beviglia Zampetti and Sauvé 1996, 

337,338). 

Sir Leon Brittan, former vice-president of the European Commission and Home Secretary 

in Margaret Thatcher’s UK government, had clarified the goal of market access, stating that: 

“GATT-style [General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade] trade liberalisation is second best 

to free trade” (Brittan 1995a, 767). The European Commission was to lead in the formation 

of the WTO’s Working Group on Trade and Competition Policy, established in the wake of 

the conclusion of the GATT and GATS Uruguay Round in April 1994 (Graham and 

Richardson 1997a, 4). This marked a perceptible shift in thinking within the trade policy 

community (Slobodian 2018, 240). Orthodox ideas of competition represented by the 

GATT-style liberalisation gave way to contestability’s broader approach in GATS. The dual 

mechanisms of foreign direct investment (cross-border investment) and trade would 

facilitate international contestability by extending market access to foreign investors and 

exporters who were to receive parity treatment with nationals (Schoenbaum 1996, Graham 

and Richardson 1997b, 33). Market access initially focused on border barriers such as goods 

tariffs and quotas, then later on behind-border barriers such as labour laws and capital 

controls, which impacted services provision and investment (Young 1999, 185). The world 

economy was to move towards greater integration as developing countries and transition 

countries (former communist states) were absorbed into the market-based world economy 

(Sauvé and Stern 2000; Klein 2007). 

Deep integration was framed as the removal of “artificial or bureaucratic distinctions 

between goods, services, ideas, investments/investors and business people” (Sauvé 1996, 

38). This trend, contained in international agreements, brought the trade policies of nation 

states into greater alignment to make it easier for multinational corporations managing intra-

firm operations. It was held that “the competitive process, should not be unduly impaired or 

distorted by the totality of potential barriers to contestability” (Sauvé 1996, 38). 

Contestability in this period had nudged the perception of competition as an end in itself to 

one that focused on competitive conditions. No longer did a case have to be made for more 
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competition per se. It was the theoretical and possible threat of competition that upended the 

economic orthodoxy. Contestability simultaneously justified removing barriers to trade and 

investment to promote ‘competitive’ conditions, when in fact it promoted ‘contestable’ 

conditions and legitimised corporate consolidation in the name of greater ‘efficiency’.  

The work of reconceptualising and redefining the multilateral governance overseeing this 

new role for competition in trade policy came through GATS 2000, the WTO’s Millennium 

negotiating round that would set the trade liberalisation agenda for the global services sector 

(Sauvé and Stern 2000). Increased liberalisation for the services sector was projected to reap 

an additional US$130 billion annually (Dee and Hanslow 2000, vii). Investments in host 

countries and greater mobility for service suppliers (labour) were key concerns for an 

enhanced GATS framework of rules and disciplines, which were to be foundational to all 

subsequent trade and investment agreements. 

Fundamental to the GATS 2000 approach was ‘competition’ policy and the efficiency 

precept underlying it, as influenced by contestability theory. This was considered imperative: 

“without the integration of competition policy disciplines in some manner, it will be very 

difficult politically for countries to make the necessary reciprocal market access concessions 

that are essential to move beyond the status quo” (Warner 1999, 396). In effect, national 

economies were to open themselves to international contestability of markets through 

removing national controls of cross-border investment, the multi-nationalisation of firms, 

and the unimpeded flow of finance, data, workers and business people resourcing 

investment and trade. This reflected the continuity with the neoliberal “slogan” from the 

1980s: 

International rules protect the world market against governments. (Jan Tumlir quoted in: 

Slobodian 2018, 250).28 

The international system does not countenance interference from national policy, 

irrespective of the unique social or environmental challenges such policy may be addressing. 

The role of government is reduced to complying with its international trade and investment 

obligations and constraining the demands of its citizens who may not understand why their 

needs and that of their communities have been compromised (Slobodian 2018, 250). 

 

28 Tunlir, Jan. 1983.’International Economic Order and Democratic Constitutionalism.’  Ordo 34, p. 72.  
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8.3.2 International agreements and advisory body 
recommendations  

International contestability has been extended through free trade agreements (FTAs) that 

obligate the signatory nations to abide by specific international trade and investment rules. 

These rules are devised through a process of negotiation between corporations, and state 

officials, guided largely by WTO frameworks and bodies like the European Commission. 

Australia has signed numerous FTAs,29 the most significant being the Trans-Pacific 

Partnership Agreement (TPPA) in October 2015, which was renamed the Comprehensive 

and Progressive Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) following the withdrawal of the United 

States in 2017. The CPTPP is the regional behemoth in a loose federation of agreements 

that includes other regional agreements with ASEAN, and Pacific island nations including 

New Zealand (PACER), bilateral agreements with its Asia-Pacific neighbours and the 

plurilateral Agreement on Government Procurement (GPA). Collectively, these agreements 

form a strong ‘laminate’ structure of trade and investment rules that co-exist and cross over 

each other, further tightening the rules system as new agreements are negotiated.30 

The focus of this section is on the initial Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement because 

significant changes to Australia’s competition policy and law were made to meet its 

obligations. The negotiations under the TPPA are still core to the CPTPP, which was a 

work around agreement to proceed with the TPPA without the United States. The 

equivalent agreement for the European Union-US sphere, the Transatlantic Trade and 

Investment Partnership (TTIP) was suspended in 2016 following the US withdrawal from 

the Paris Agreement on climate change. According to the US Department of State, America 

was geographically and economically pivotal to both the TPPA and TTIP agreements 

(Russel 2014).  

 

29 Australia has concluded FTAs with: Indonesia (2020), Hong Kong (2019), Peru (2019), Agreement on 
Government Procurement (2019), Comprehensive and Progressive Trans-Pacific Partnership (2018), New 
Zealand and eight Pacific island countries (PACER) (2017), China (2015), Japan (2014), Republic of Korea 
(2014), Malaysia (2012), ASEAN and New Zealand (2009), Chile (2008), Thailand (2004), United States 
(2004), Singapore (2002), and New Zealand (CER Agreement) (1982). 

30 Agreements Australia is currently negotiating are: Trade in Services Agreement (TiSA), Pacific Alliance 
Free Trade Agreement, Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership, Australia-Gulf Cooperation 
Council (GCC) FTA, Australia-European Union Free Trade Agreement, Australia-India Comprehensive 
Economic Cooperation Agreement and Australia-United Kingdom Free Trade Agreement (Department of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade 2020b). 
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To understand the extent of legislative changes made to meet obligations in agreements, the 

recommendations of two advisory bodies are particularly relevant. The Harper Panel on 

Competition Policy Review and the Financial System Inquiry were both short-term 

consultative bodies appointed by the Abbott Coalition government in 2014. Members were 

drawn from transnational consultancies, investment banks, foreign hedge funds, corporate 

law, foreign and Australian thinktanks and universities. Some members had OECD and 

government experience. An important adjunct to the Harper Panel’s review was the 

submission on competition policy made by the Productivity Commission.  

Competition policy and law 

The Harper Panel was given the task of ensuring that “the competition provisions of the 

Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (CCA) … are driving efficient, competitive and durable 

outcomes, particularly in light of changes to the Australian economy in recent decades and 

its increased integration into global markets” (Harper et al. 2015, 526). In a radical move to 

place government activities on the “same footing as private parties” (Harper et al. 2015, 

279), in accordance with the TPPA, the panel recommended that the anti-competitive 

conduct provisions of the CCA should reach government businesses to cover “government 

activities that have a trading or commercial character” (Harper et al. 2015, 31). The rationale 

behind this recommendation was that: “The Crown (whether in right of the 

Commonwealth, state and territory, or local governments) has the potential to harm 

competition through its commercial arrangements entered into with market participants” 

(Harper et al. 2015, 96). Such a blanket change went far beyond state-owned enterprises and 

other commercial enterprises to cover all government activities which were ‘contestable’—

that is, which a private provider could perform. It thereby arguably embraced most of 

government, given the private sector’s capacity to plan and implement policy and deliver 

services. This view is supported by the panel’s conclusion that:  

government should not be a substitute for the private sector where markets are, or can, 

function effectively or where contestability can be realised (Harper et al. 2015, 526). 

The implication of this statement, made within the context of the international 

contestability of markets, was that transnational corporations headquartered in other 

countries take over Australian government functions. The exception, I would argue, are 

those activities that would give rise to the identification of government as ‘sovereign’ 

government. In other words, government is given the symbolic function of ‘being’ 

government which only it can perform whilst substantive decision-making resides with non-

government entities like corporations and the Trans-Pacific Partnership Commission and 
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other FTA entities and supranational organisations. The contestability doctrine offers a 

rationale for private governance that the Harper Panel translated into policies and 

procedures. It removes governance by government and at the same time bolsters corporate 

consolidation in Australia by creating contestable conditions.  

The influence of contestability is such that the panel recommended that ‘competition’ be 

redefined in the CCA to include “competition from “potential imports of goods and services, 

not just actual imports”, and from service provision that was “capable of being rendered” 

from outside the country, thereby giving the concept of “credible threat of import 

competition” a legal status (Harper et al. 2015, 57). This could potentially be used to give 

legislative cover for monopolies and oligopolies forming in the market through mergers or 

the privatisation of government monopolies. This is a fundamental challenge to the 

existence of electoral democracy. 

This approach is also applied to cartels, with the panel recommending the relaxation of cartel 

provisions in the CCA, focusing on competitive outcome. Thereby, “[j]oint ventures and similar 

forms of business collaboration” are allowable if they do not “substantially lessen 

competition” (Harper et al. 2015, 58). An exemption for “trading restrictions that are imposed 

by one firm on another in connection with the supply or acquisition of goods or services 

(including IP [intellectual property] licensing)” was also proposed on the same grounds 

(Harper et al. 2015, 58). In effect, cartels were no longer considered a threat to competition. 

The effects test 

The panel grappled with the risks of anti-competitive behaviour by, firstly, promoting the 

breakdown of barriers to induce competitive threats to market incumbents and, secondly, 

by recommending that the misuse of market power provisions in Section 46 of the CCA be 

reframed. The provisions were known to be ineffective. Cases were not getting to court, as 

it is difficult (and costly) to prove that a corporation has taken advantage of substantial 

power and did so for a ‘proscribed purpose’ generally considered to be anti-competitive 

(Merrett 2015). The new version of Section 46, proposed by the Panel and finally accepted 

by the government in March 2016, removed the need to prove intent and instead 

introduced an ‘effects test’—that is, “the proposed conduct has the purpose, or would have 

or be likely to have the effect, of substantially lessening competition in that or any other 

market” (Harper et al. 2015, 62). The effects test substituted for the ‘purpose test’, thereby 

breaking the legal nexus between the ‘degree of market power’ and “taking advantage” of 

that power by ‘purposefully’ using it to undermine competitors (Harper et al. 2015, 337). 

The shift from intention to effects (outcome of behaviour) meant capturing “anti-competitive 
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unilateral behaviour” without constraining “vigorous competitive conduct” (Harper et al. 

2015, 336), thereby claiming to fulfil the remit of competition law to protect the 

“competitive process” (Harper et al. 2015, 339). The panel engaged with the debates on the 

efficacy of an effects test, concluding along with some legal scholars that there were correct 

arguments on both sides (Merrett 2015; Miller 2015) and leaving the merit of the changes to 

be ultimately measured by the tally of cases successfully prosecuted. 

In lieu of the effects test, predatory pricing provisions and the 2007 amendments clarifying the 

meaning of ‘take advantage’ were deemed “unnecessary” (Harper et al. 2015, 62). To ‘take 

advantage’ means “eliminating or substantially damaging a competitor, preventing the entry of 

a person into a market, or deterring or preventing a person from engaging in competitive 

conduct” (CCA 2010, s 46[1] referred to in: Harper et al. 2015, 335). This change removes the 

causal link between industry structure (substantial market power such as monopolies) and ‘take 

advantage’, which effectively “takes ‘misuse’ out of the ‘misuse of market power’ test”, but 

would not, as I would argue, “curb their competitive behaviour” (King and Samuel 2015). This 

occurs, in a contestable market, as opposed to an orthodox market where competition actually 

exists. Here lies a difficulty that the courts face and contended by French in less complex times, 

in relation to “the linkage between the process of market definition and the determination of 

market power” (1994, 561). “Like ‘market’ it [market power] is a multi-dimensional abstraction 

which involves the making of value judgments” (French 1994, 562). The Harper report does 

not define a contestable market, but it does characterise competitive processes in terms of 

contestability, stating: “we must foster the smooth entry and exit of suppliers … which 

means removing or lowering barriers to entry (and exit) wherever possible” (2015, 24). This 

new market type, where monopolies are theorised to behave competitively in response to 

latent threats, invites the proposition that government policy or action in relation to market 

access could be construed as a factor in, or cause of, an anti-competitive outcome.  

The contestability doctrine that rejects regulatory interference in ‘the’ market, also informs 

the international regime of trade and investment agreements to which Australia conforms. 

The global integration agenda to which the ‘effects test’ is intended to adhere, along with the 

comprehensiveness and circularity of the non-interventionist argument, calls into question 

“normative or evaluative concepts” in competition law and the necessity to go beyond “pre-

existing meaning” (French 1994, 548, 549). Paradoxically, it appears that the Harper panel 

has given legal leverage to corporate consolidation, effectively privileging domestic and 

foreign monopolies and oligopolies, and threatening small and medium enterprises and 

consumer welfare. 
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Aligning with the TPPA 

Under the TPPA, any party to the agreement can apply its national competition laws to all 

commercial activities in its territory and “to commercial activities outside its borders that 

have anticompetitive effects within its jurisdiction” (2015, Article 16.1.2). The statement on 

extraterritoriality implies that the actual jurisdiction of national competition laws is not girt 

by national borders, nor by TPPA party borders. The enforcement of extraterritoriality in 

the TPPA requires the national competition laws of all parties to be synchronised, or what 

the TPPA denotes as ‘regulatory coherence’ (2015, Chapter 25). To this end, the panel 

recommended amending Section 5 of the CCA to apply to “overseas conduct insofar as the 

conduct relates to trade or commerce within Australia or between Australia and places 

outside Australia” (Harper et al. 2015, 58). The panel also considered ease of access for 

private actions as a way of signalling adherence to TPPA enforcement of national 

competition laws (ibid.). “Private rights of action enable persons (including corporations) 

the right to seek redress, including injunctive or monetary remedies, for damages ‘caused by 

a violation of national competition laws, either independently or following a finding of 

violation by a national competition authority’ in a court or an independent tribunal (Trans-

Pacific Partnership Agreement 2015, Article 16.3)” (Colton 2017, 8). 

Corralling public sector activity under the national competition laws to achieve parity with 

TPPA obligations has been foreshadowed by framing government functions as 

‘contestable’, and by vaguely defining government commerciality in reference to state-

owned enterprises as being “an orientation toward profit-making” (2015, Article 17.1). 

Government entities run the risk of their activities, including decision-making processes and 

policy functions, being deemed anti-competitive or adversely impacting a trading partner 

firm’s interests, be they a competitor provider, purchaser or investor. The Baird Coalition 

government in New South Wales flagged this to the panel, stating that the “broad 

application of competition laws to government commercial activities risks compromising 

the policy functions of government” (Harper et al. 2015, 280). The panel concluded that the 

continued objective of competition law was to forge “economic welfare” through greater 

efficiency. Economic welfare is defined as “meeting their [Australians’] needs and 

preferences by making markets work properly” (Harper et al. 2015, 7). 

This objective of national competition laws is also prescribed under the TPPA, along with 

consumer welfare (2015, Article 16.1). Therefore, it is not a matter of internal public policy 

responding to domestic needs, but rather the necessity for Australia’s competition laws to 

fulfil the remit of the TPPA along the terms to which Australia has already agreed. The 
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implication is that all changes in policy—whether from Royal Commission 

recommendations, Senate inquiries, coroner’s reports, community activism or political 

parties evolving their agendas—must always pass scrutiny with our international trade and 

investment obligations. Failure to do so could result in government being sued under the 

international trade enforcement regime called investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS).  

Investment and Investor-State Dispute Settlement protections 

The role of advisory bodies such as the Harper Panel has been to reappraise Australian 

competition policy and law within the context of free market economics and to recommend 

the mechanisms necessary for Australia to integrate with the global economy. The epicentre 

of this appetite for change has been the global financial services sector.  

In his March 1995 speech in Washington, Sir Leon Brittan, Margaret Thatcher’s envoy to 

Brussels and later David Cameron’s chief advisor on the UK’s ‘Open for Business’ trade 

campaign, said: “governments still sometimes find it threatening, because free FDI flows 

limit administrations’ ability to control and shape their countries’ economic destiny”—a 

situation, he concluded, that was a “small price for allowing private sector decision makers 

to generate economic benefits worldwide” (Brittan 1995b, 4). Twenty years on, a reticence 

by Australian governments has given way to a national strategy promoting foreign direct 

investment, in which the investment provisions of the TPPA and bilateral agreements with 

China, Korea and Japan play a major facilitating role (Australian Trade Commission 2015, 

57). These agreements all register adherence, in one form or another, with Brittan’s ideal for 

foreign investors: 

[They are] free at least from unreasonable and uncompensated expropriation. … [They 

have] access to a fully convertible currency, can repatriate their profits at will and are 

free from unduly onerous performance requirements. … [They] will also want to have 

reasonable treatment from tax authorities (Brittan 1995b, 6). 

The alignment of Australia’s financial services sector to the global financial marketplace in 

order to facilitate the free flow of capital has been a key objective of the Financial System 

Inquiry which included a focus on “international integration, including international 

financial regulation” (Murray et al. 2014, viii). Philosophically, the Financial System Inquiry 

held that “the financial system should be subject, and responsive, to market forces, 

including competition” [which] “is preferable to government intervention”, defined in 

extremis as not only regulation and legislation, but also “guidance, general supervision and 

enforcement” (Murray et al. 2014, 9 fn). This is a manifest shift away from the ‘light touch’ 
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interventionist doctrine of the 1990s that convinced governments they should be “steering 

rather than rowing” (Osborne and Gaebler 1993 [1992], 25) evinced by, for example, 

privatised electricity corporations being constrained by regulatory price control. The 

Financial System Inquiry was effectively calling for governments to relinquish market 

management—a function that has leveraged government power in both the market and 

public policy (Bell and Hindmoor 2009). In less than a decade, a vigorous system of 

government in Australia (Bell and Hindmoor 2009) was becoming one whose institutions 

were losing the knowledge and memory “of how to govern—that is, the “context or 

continuity for the making of new decisions” (Tingle 2015, 4). The Financial System Inquiry 

claimed that the private sector was best placed to make decisions and “identified a number 

of distortions that impede the efficient market allocation of financial resources, including 

taxation, information imbalances and unnecessary regulation” (Murray et al. 2014, xvi). This 

was very much in line with the thinking of international trade policy circles of the mid-

1990s, and with that of the Productivity Commission, which lists regulations, taxes, 

subsidies, government ownership of businesses and funding of services as instruments of 

intervention in a free market (Productivity Commission 2014, 6). 

Such claims can be identified as ideological since the assertions being made typically have no 

reference to data or evidence of practical effect. This free market position has been further 

abstracted by contestability’s theoretical claim that barriers to market entry hinder 

competition, and that competition, or the threat of it, is a necessary prerequisite of free 

trade—that is, trade unencumbered by government intervention.  

Under the TPPA, entering the Australian market will become far easier for foreign investors 

due to the removal of a range of performance requirements on covered investments. 

Governments can no longer “impose or enforce any requirement, or enforce any 

commitment or undertaking [from] an investment of an investor of a Party or of a non-

Party in its territory” (2015, Article 9.9.1). Nor can the government impose any conditions 

on the “receipt of an advantage” by a foreign investor (Article 9.9.2) or stipulate that the 

senior management are Australian citizens (Article 9.10). These critical injunctions placed on 

governments by the TPPA will limit their abilities to control foreign direct investment. They 

will remove policy levers which ensured (a) that an inward foreign investment brought 

benefits to the local economy, such as stipulating local content, purchase of local goods and 

services, and transfers of technology and proprietary knowledge; (b) that the government 

was able to proportionally share in the rewards reaped by the investment; and (c) attention 

to local concerns by senior management. 
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Under the TPPA, investors can also exit the market at will. They are permitted to make 

transfers in and out of a party’s territory, including profits and revenues from the sale or 

liquidation of the covered investment in a freely usable currency without delay (2015, Article 

9.8). These provisions are critical for a contestable market, allowing the characteristic ‘hit-

and-run’ ease of entering a market, profit-taking and then leaving without exit costs, such as 

“capital controls or financial transaction taxes” banned by the transfers provision (Faunce 

2015, 603).31  

The Financial System Inquiry’s recommendations strove to drive contestability principles 

further into Australia’s financial regulatory framework. These included lowering withholding 

taxes on investment incomes repatriated by non-residents to align with regional trading 

partners (Murray et al. 2014, 279). It was also recommended that the Australian Securities 

and Investments Commission (ASIC) consider competition in its mandate (Murray et al. 

2014, 254) to ensure that “regulators are more sensitive to the effects of their decisions on 

competition, international competitiveness and the free flow of capital” (Murray et al. 2014, 

xvi). The Inquiry’s recommendations amounted to the abolition of Australia’s jurisdiction 

over transnational corporations operating in its territory whether remotely or through 

Australian offices. This in effect establishes the rise in influence of the international 

corpocracy over the future of the Australian state and hence the Australian people.  

Investor-state dispute settlement  

Protecting investments in multiple jurisdictions is an expensive and complex undertaking 

for transnational corporations. ISDS goes a long way in simplifying the process of 

prosecuting claims and claiming compensation for agreement infringements and other 

detriments. Under the TPPA and trade agreements with Korea and China, claimants can 

have their cases against governments arbitrated in private international tribunals and heard 

by arbitrators who can oscillate between judging and presenting for corporate claimants. 

There is no appeal against decisions, either to the tribunal or to national law courts 

(Tienhaara 2010; Faunce 2014). 

The TPPA’s ISDS regime includes an overreaching definition of ‘investment’ that covers 

almost every significant component of the Australian economy, including enterprises, 

equity, debt instruments (including loans), derivatives, various types of contracts, intellectual 

 

31 “Over the five years to June 2015, Australia’s financial markets have expanded, with total annual turnover 
(over-the-counter and exchange traded) rising 32 per cent to A$135 trillion. The latest figure is 84 times the 
size of Australia’s nominal GDP” (Australian Trade Commission 2016, 56). 
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property rights, rights under permits, licences and authorisations, tangible and intangible 

property, and property rights (Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement 2015, Article 9.1). With 

an ‘investment’ so broadly defined, an investor may make a claim under ISDS based on 

interference emanating from a system of governance or government policy. If proven under 

ISDS, the policy or regulation must be rescinded. The Abbott Coalition government flagged 

the retreat of government from nation building goals as it withdrew its jurisdiction over 

investment in favour of private corporations and individuals taking the role of investors in 

development (Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet 2015, 2). The government’s 

role is made even more tenuous by the wider net of commerciality defining its activities that 

breach investors’ rights under national competition laws. In this sense, governments are 

caught in a pincer movement that could take the problem of government performance of its 

functions beyond ‘regulatory chill’ (threat of litigation leading governments to compromise 

policy objectives) to one that undermines the “structural power” of government invested in 

decision-making (Strange 1988, 25). In 2010 the Productivity Commission warned the 

government that ISDS could ‘chill’ the policy process and posed a risk to domestic investors 

who were not privy to the same advantages as their foreign counterparts (Productivity 

Commission 2010, 271).32 This advice did not deter Coalition governments from signing 

further agreements with ISDS provisions33 as continuance of their “pragmatic approach” 

(Dickson-Smith and Mercurio 2018, 223). The Labor Party, in contrast, committed to a 

policy of negotiating several ISDS exclusions34 following the Commission’s report, having 

signed ISDS inclusive FTAs with Chile in 2008 and ASEAN and New Zealand in 2009 

(Dickson-Smith and Mercurio 2018, 222), and suggesting that they too had been pragmatic. 

These factors, together with the weakening of capital flow controls under the TPPA, would 

most likely accelerate the ‘retreat of the state’ (Strange 1996) in the face of globalised power 

 

32 Dickson-Smith and Mercurio argued that there was no empirical evidence to support the Productivity 
Commission’s claim that ISDS caused regulatory chill (Dickson-Smith and Mercurio 2018, 232) 
understandably because it is difficult to ascribe what factors are at play in decision-making. Jane 
Kelsey noted this in her study of the New Zealand government’s response to Australia’s battle with 
Philip Morris over cigarette plain packaging, which she argued was a factor in New Zealand delaying 
its own legislation pending the outcome of Australia’s ISDS case (Kelsey 2017).  

33 Agreements with ISDS provisions are: Peru (2019) (Coalition), Comprehensive and Progressive Trans-
Pacific Partnership (2018) (Coalition), China (2015) (Coalition), Republic of Korea (2014) (Coalition), 
ASEAN and New Zealand (2009) (Labor), Chile (2008) (Labor), Thailand (2004) (Coalition), Singapore 
(2002) (Coalition). 

34 Agreements with no ISDS provisions are: Indonesia (2020) (Coalition), Hong Kong (2019) (Coalition), 
Agreement on Government Procurement (2019) (Coalition), New Zealand plus eight Pacific island 
countries (PACER) (2017) (Coalition), Japan (2014) (Coalition), Malaysia FTA (2012) (Labor), United 
States (2004) (Coalition), New Zealand (CER) (1982) (Coalition). 
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generated in financial markets, which Strange likened to a “vast casino” (Strange 1997 

[1986], 1). The state has been relinquishing its ‘provider’ share of the market to the private 

sector, and retreating to the role of market promoter—a role encapsulated by the term 

“competition state” (Cerny 1990, 220; Evans 2005)—as its activities focus on promoting 

foreign direct investment, marketisation and enmeshment with “extraterritorial economic 

and legal institutions and practices” (Cerny, Menz, and Soederberg 2005, 5). This 

description of the state fully engaged in its own operational imperatives as a competition 

state in the context of “multi-level governance” (Cerny, Menz, and Soederberg 2005, 6) is 

unlikely to hold in the contestable environment, for in this iteration of the global market, 

the imitation of competition takes precedence, leaving the state with ever decreasing 

reserves of knowledge and functional purpose to leverage a niche in a global economy 

predicted to be dominated by monopolies (Baran and Sweezy 1966).  

However, on the immediate horizon it is the intensification of the engagement of states 

with transnational corporate interests through the network of international agreements, 

particularly the TPPA. Embodied in this is a new supranational level of governance with its 

own governing body, the Trans-Pacific Partnership Commission, replete with a committee 

system, disciplines, rules of procedure and ISDS enforcement. The TPPA’s binding 

commitments have been strategically scoped to induce regulatory coherence in order to 

transition national governments to its regional market regime. They include removing 

regulations, simplifying the regulations that remain, and making “systemic regulatory 

improvements” in favour of trade and investment (Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement 

2015, Article 25.4). 

ISDS will enforce compliance with TPPA provisions governing the new regional market, 

defended by the claim of contestable market theory that it will basically be self-regulating, 

even with the presence of monopolies. The ISDS, seen within the context of contestability, 

thus serves as a mechanism to protect monopoly interests. ISDS has been used to prosecute 

a corporation’s right to the “expectations of monopoly profits” in the case of 

pharmaceutical giant Eli Lilly against the Canadian government (Baker 2013). This was 

following the corporation’s failed attempts in the state’s appellate courts to have their 

Canadian patents over the drugs Strattera and Zyprexa revalidated. Eli Lilly sought $500 

million in compensation from the Canadian government under the North American Free 
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Trade Agreement (NAFTA).35 French cited the case in the context of the TPPA to 

highlight the question that arises concerning the authority of state courts over private ISDS 

arbitration (French 2014, 9).  

The Financial System Inquiry’s recommendations for the ISDS enforcement provisions of 

the TPPA and the China and Korea free trade agreements protect the rights of corporations 

to “challenge capital controls and other macro-prudential financial regulations that promote 

financial stability” (Faunce 2015, 603). A nation’s ability to control capital flows, particularly 

in times of crisis, is a marker of sovereign strength. In the light of ISDS and the volumes of 

capital involved, this suggests a considerable weakening in Australia. 

Foreign direct investment and financial services 

In 2018, inward foreign direct investment (FDI) was $975.7 billion, representing 28 percent 

of total foreign investment into Australia (Productivity Commission 2020, 4). Outward 

foreign direct investment that year was $695.6 billion (27%) of total outward foreign 

investment (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2019). Inward foreign direct investment, availed 

by the removal of barriers such as thresholds, has been growing at 8.5 percent per year since 

2011 (Australian Trade and Investment Commission 2019a, 38) and now accounts for 52 

percent of GDP (Productivity Commission 2020, 4), up from 29 percent in 2008 (Australian 

Trade Commission 2015, 58). In 2018 the highest inwards FDI investors to Australia were 

based in the European Union $226 billion, US $214 billion and Japan $106 billion 

(Australian Trade and Investment Commission 2019a, 38), followed by the UK $99 billion, 

Netherlands $49 billion and China $40 billion (Productivity Commission 2020, 33).  

What Austrade accurately describes as “Australia’s network of free trade agreements” 

(Australian Trade and Investment Commission 2019a, 37) is also by default a network of 

corporate governance prosecuted through ISDS in those FTAs. Currently, figures are not 

available for the percentage of the capital inflows that are sourced from FTAs inclusive of 

ISDS. It would be salient to know what proportion of the Australian economy lies within 

the jurisdiction of international private arbitration. That proportion would grow significantly 

if the US commits to a new CPTPP and the current FTA under negotiation with the UK is 

ratified. There are also FTAs being negotiated with India, and on a regional basis with the 

European Union, Gulf Cooperation Council, Pacific Alliance, the Regional Comprehensive 

 

35 Eli Lilly failed in its bid for compensation. However, following a concerted campaign by the US and 
the pharmaceutical industry, “the Supreme Court of Canada eviscerated the promise/utility doctrine, 
which required confirmatory evidence in the patent application” (Baker and Geddes 2017, 481). 
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Economic Partnership and Trade in Services Agreement (TiSA), which would vastly expand 

and tighten the net of countries committing to specific trade and investment rules effecting 

standardisation of the whole trade network across the globe to ensure compatibility between 

trading partners—a process being fundamentally dictated by transnational capital.  

The government accepted in full or part 44 out of the 56 recommendations from the 

Harper Review (Treasury 2015a, 1) and 43 out of 44 recommendations from the Financial 

System Inquiry (Treasury 2015b), giving the green light to recutting Australia’s national 

competition laws to integrate further with this FTA-ISDS regime. Thus, government will 

have relinquished the autonomy invested in Australian law governing a sizeable and growing 

portion of the economy to an external arbitration regime. There is also the risk of 

governments being sued under ISDS for policies claimed to interfere with corporate rights. 

ISDS claims have risen significantly worldwide and by 1 January 2019 had reached 942. The 

majority of claimants were based in the United States. They brought 174 claims between 

1987 and 2017 with another 15 claims in 2018 alone (UNCTAD 2019, 1-3).  

Between 2008 and 2014, inward FDI grew a massive 84 percent, far higher than the average 

for developed economies of 61 percent over the same period (Australian Trade 

Commission 2015, 58). The timing of the surge in foreign investment since the 2008 global 

financial crisis suggests that financial institutions like investment banks, hedge funds and 

asset managers were looking to move funds and business to new markets as the housing 

market in the USA and “commercial property and development markets elsewhere” 

collapsed (Davis 2011, 307). 

Australia is an attractive market. It is economically stable; its currency is periodically very 

cheap and it has its own enormous pool of assets—the fourth largest in the world—created 

by the mandatory superannuation scheme introduced by the Keating Labor government in 

1992 (Davis 2011, 306). This asset base, which stood at AU$1.995 trillion by December 

2015 (Association of Superannuation Funds of Australia 2015), attracted transnational 

finance corporations to set up offices in Australia following ongoing deregulation in the 

finance sector from the 1980s. By 2010, most funds under management (AU$1.7 trillion) 

were managed by international firms, collectively called ‘custodians’ (Davis 2011, 321). The 

volume of capital available for investment continues to grow dramatically, with Deloitte 

(2013, 7) predicting that assets in superannuation will rise to 180 percent of GDP and that 

total superannuation assets will reach AU$7.6 trillion by 2033. 
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The market access provisions of the TPPA and related ISDS clauses covering financial 

services remove constraints that government may have chosen to impose on foreign 

financial institutions entering the Australian market. No measures may be imposed on 

foreign financial institutions or their workforces based on an economic needs test, quotas or 

type of legal entity (Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement 2015, Article 11.5). If an investor 

makes a claim against a measure, arbitrators with financial law expertise may be appointed 

to the tribunal (Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement 2015, Article 11.22) (Article 11.22). 

These provisions allow for the circumvention of Australian courts by offshoring the 

determination process to a private tribunal with pro-investor arbitrators who are not 

accountable to the Australian populace (Faunce 2015, 601). Thomas Faunce concluded that: 

The deliberate disengagement of Australian citizens from the governance changes being 

wrought on Australia through mechanisms such as ISDS in the TPPA may mark a turning 

point in a wider disengagement of citizens from the political process not just in this 

country but globally. (Faunce 2015, 606). 

The Australian Trade and Investment Commission (Austrade) promotes Australia as a top 

destination for investors because it “has one of the largest pools of contestable funds under 

management globally, valued at about A$1.3 trillion (US$850 billion)” (2015-2020). Finance 

is “the fastest-growing sector in the Australian economy”, clocking up growth rates of 5.1 

percent per annum in the period 2002–12. In 2012, the sector’s percentage of GDP was 10 

percent, just a nudge below the value of manufacturing and agriculture combined, at 11 

percent of GDP (Industry Super Australia 2013, 14-15). Austrade recently announced that 

the “government has commenced a major review of Australia’s tax system, recognising the 

importance of taxation for our international competitiveness generally, and for the 

competitiveness of the financial services sector in particular” (Australian Trade and 

Investment Commission 2015-2020). High levels of foreign investment skewer the nation’s 

accounts, for what appears to be domestic exports earning high export income is actually 

foreign firms exporting goods and services from their businesses in Australia and repatriating 

the income to their home countries. Consequently, increases in Gross Domestic Productivity 

are not reflected in actual income staying in the country. The encouragement of foreign 

investment can be at the expense of domestic exporters. It also diminishes the planned 

pursuit of foreign exchange to support national environmental and social objectives. 

Leon Brittan did warn that foreign direct investment would limit aspects of government 

control over economies. With vice chairman of the UBS AG Investment Bank amongst his 

other roles (BBC News Service 2010), he would most likely have been aware of the 
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challenges corporations faced in wresting control of capital flows away from national 

governments. The Financial System Inquiry and Productivity Commission, in effect, 

identified the grounds on which those challenges could be made, which highlights the power 

of advisory bodies and their interlocutory role between government and business—a role 

that facilitates business interests within government circles (Bell and Hindmoor 2009, 169). 

Investment in infrastructure and government procurement  

Efficient investment, according to the Harper panel, is a factor of a competition policy that 

enables the price signal to determine the optimum investment in, and use of, infrastructure 

and natural resources (Harper et al. 2015, 26, 27).  

Under the TPPA, governments must open the economy by granting investors access rights 

to infrastructure projects along with natural resources and network services (utilities like 

telecommunications) consumed by the public (2015, Article 9.1). These rights give investors 

access to resources to be exploited on the basis of the price mechanism and are thus 

calibrated to commercial objectives. The only requirement made by the TPPA on an 

investment activity with regard to environmental, health or other regulatory objectives is 

that it be ‘sensitive’ to those objectives (2015, Article 9.15). Without mandatory provisions 

the environment has no protection. 

Growing markets to meet the demands of global investors has been a macroeconomic 

policy goal of Australian governments since the 1980s. Prominent amongst these efforts has 

been privatisation—the sale or lease of government assets and enterprises to the private 

sector and the expansion of the related government procurement market. 

The Harper panel considered privatisation “as a form of procurement: the transfer of assets 

from the public to the private sector rather than a transfer of activities—in effect, 

procurement that is not repeated” (Harper et al. 2015, 273). Liberalising market access to 

government procurement has long been seen as a key to boosting the contestability of 

international services markets as large, secure procurement markets serve to boost growth in 

trade in services within the economy overall, not just procurement markets (Sauvé 1996, 51).  

The privatisation of existing infrastructure and the construction and management of new 

assets is a major segment of the procurement market in Australia, with expenditure on 

infrastructure for 2013-2023 estimated at $760 billion, $300 billion of which was to be 

invested by the government sector (Deloitte Access Economics figures quoted in: Business 

Council of Australia 2014, 13). Expenditure on infrastructure occurs through joint initiatives 
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in debt financing, such as public private partnerships (PPPs), and through procurement 

contracts. The Business Council of Australia (BCA) called for privatisation of infrastructure 

and third party access arrangements to privatised monopoly networks like public utilities 

(Business Council of Australia 2014, 14, 15). This was achieved by the structural separation 

of competitive and contestable elements which resulted in former public monopolies 

becoming private natural monopolies hosting markets like electricity billing services (Harper 

et al. 2015, 33, 192-193). Networked infrastructure would enable new network dependent 

enterprises to form in what is referred to as “upstream and downstream markets” (Business 

Council of Australia 2014, 13; Harper et al. 2015, 422). 

In 2018-19, the Commonwealth government put to tender $64.5 billion worth of 

procurement contracts (Department of Finance 2020), a portion of which came under the 

CPTPP and the Agreement on Government Procurement (GPA), which Australia signed in 

2018.36 Under these FTAs Australian governments cannot give preferential treatment to 

domestic suppliers on scheduled items (Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement 2015, Article 

15.4.1)(World Trade Organization 2018). As noted by the Commonwealth Procurement Rules 

Australia has removed discrimination barriers in this market, consequently, procurement 

may not function as a policy lever to promote, for example, regional development or 

environmental sustainability (Department of Finance 2014).  

The autonomous purchasing decisions of governments are also curtailed by the threat of 

ISDS claims if they “apply any technical specification with the purpose or effect of creating 

an unnecessary obstacle to trade between the parties” (Article 15.12.1).37 Consequently, the 

biggest consumer in the country (government) no longer has a right to require access to 

information, which the Productivity Commission says is essential for consumer welfare in a 

contestable market (Productivity Commission 2014, 6).  

The price signal is also privileged in procurement, unless a public interest can be determined 

by the procuring entity (government) (Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement 2015, Article 

15.15.4). In an agreement where objectives, other than commercial objectives, are not able 

 

36 The GPA first came into force in 1979 and has since been amended. It is a voluntary agreement between 
20 parties including the EU, Hong Kong, China, Japan, Canada and US which sits within the WTO 
framework. Not all procurement contracts are covered by the agreement with states nominating inclusions 
which are drawn up in schedules. GPA rules aim is to ensure that lucrative procurement markets are 
opened up to foreign investment and trade.  

37 Technical specification can include ‘a particular trademark or trade name, patent, copyright, design, 
type, specific origin, producer or supplier’ (Article 15.12.3). 
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to be governed by imposing obligations, requiring commitments or evoking sanctions, citing 

the public interest in a matter becomes something foreign to the process. The Harper Panel 

essentially framed the public interest as an “anti-competitive” contention that must be 

proven by “the party wishing to retain anti-competitive regulation” (Harper et al. 2015, 43), 

that is, the “benefits of the restriction to the community as a whole outweigh the costs; and 

the objectives of the legislation or government policy can only be achieved by restricting 

competition” (Harper et al. 2015, 98).  

Using the language of contestability and the Hayekian catallactic game, the BCA noted that 

“the rules of the game, increasing certainty and reducing barriers to investment and 

expansion for business. … provides essential protection for the community including 

ensuring that risks to health, safety and the environment are appropriately managed” 

(Business Council of Australia 2012, 4). These rules, which had been woven into WTO 

GATT framework by members of the Geneva School of neoliberalism (Slobodian 2018, 

250, 266), were by necessity, general conduct rules because they were designed to facilitate 

global economic integration.  

All traders and investors had to live by them, as the objective of the rules was “to protect 

the competitive process, rather than individual competitors” (Business Council of Australia 

2014, 9) or potential competitors. Regarding ‘residual’ business regulations, the standard 

ascertained by the BCA is that: “[r]egulatory decisions are fair and contestable” (2014, 91). 

According to the BCA there was no longer a need for “unique Australian regulations” 

because that was an unnecessary cost on business (Business Council of Australia 2014, 9) 

given they were now governed by international rules set out in FTAs. The Harper panel 

concurred, recommending “simplification” of competition law (Harper et al. 2015, 56). 

8.3.3 Australia and the Anglo-Saxon nexus 
The TPPA-CPTPP is a powerful articulation of the goal expressed by the Institute of 

International Economics (IIE) to integrate contestability with trade policy through 

“judicious experimentation with a blend of principles, policies and institutions” to achieve 

market access, efficiency and fairness to corporations (Graham and Richardson 1997a, 4). 

What the IIE endorsed was a global contestability policy presented as competition, which 

informed the Washington Consensus on international trade policy and contributed to its 
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neoliberal and corporatist character. In a speech by US Deputy Secretary, Kurt Tong38 to 

the United States Studies Centre, at the University of Sydney, in August 2015, Tong argued 

that the United States was: 

uniquely useful in shaping the rules of the road for how trade and investment and other 

forms of economic activity, finance, and the like are conducted in the Asia-Pacific region 

(Tong 2015, 4).  

His speech, veined deep with ‘American Exceptionalism’ and the ‘Manifest Destiny’ of the 

US in another Pacific century, invokes an ideal of empire from the British colonial 

enterprise in the Asia-Pacific: 

it’s our basic Anglo-Saxon democratic economic values and realising that across cultures, 

across religions, across languages, across the Pacific is going to be a major achievement 

(Tong 2015, 6). 

Denis Altman, writing in response, reacted to Tong’s latitude describing his ‘Anglo-Saxon’ 

comments as, “a moment of searing honesty” (Altman 2015, 26). Tong’s cultural 

positioning of ‘that relationship’ between minnow Australia and the leviathan US sees 

Altman cringing at that “unfortunate sycophancy”, which he claimed characterised 

Australia’s relationship with America from Harold Holt to John Howard (Altman 2015, 26) 

and which I suggest has gone beyond those years. 

The risk to Australia and the region is the emergence of a neo colonialism created by the 

confluence of neoliberal ideology and the hegemony of transnational corporations who like 

colonialists are motivated by what they can extract. Should the US re-enter the CPTPP and 

Australia sign the Australia-UK FTA, it will increase the combined total of US-UK 

investment, which in 2019 was $1669.8 billion representing 43.4 percent of the total stock 

of foreign investment in Australia (Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 2020a). The 

structural power of corporations that attaches to this level of wealth would intensify the 

“noteworthy ‘convergence’ [within Anglo-American] … influence” (Beeson and Firth 1998, 

215). As Pusey observed such influence was augmented by decades of “structural 

adjustment” whereby Australia followed the market fundamentalism of the Washington 

Consensus (Pusey 2018, 15).  

 

38 Kurt Tong, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs, US 
Department of State.   
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This “[d]eepening [of] Australia’s integration with the world” (Harper et al. 2015, 16)— 

formed the basis of the Coalition’s “whole-of-nation approach” aimed at linking domestic 

and foreign policy (Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 1997, 73). The challenge of 

integrating with the global economy necessitated “whole-of-government arrangements” 

aimed at facilitating government agency coordination and ICT systems integration (Halligan 

2005, 32, 33). The pragmatic focus of domestic integration was the construction of an 

Australian network to link with the global economy serving the goal of international 

contestability. 

8.4 Contestability and digital transformation 
The integration of the world’s economies would not be possible without 

telecommunications, a view that Hayek held in the 1930s when he envisioned “common 

control of communications” amongst federated states (Hayek 1939, 131). The 1980s saw 

advances in ICT networks, and at the same time privatisation and deregulation, including 

global telecommunications (Strange 1996, 104); making possible the “global integration of 

financial markets” and the expansion of global supply chains (Castells 1996, 52).  

Information technology played a decisive role in repurposing government entities into 

businesses tasked with creating and expanding markets. Worldwide expenditure on public 

sector IT systems was estimated at US$500 billion per annum across the 1990s (Heeks and 

Davies 1999, 23). The transition of government activity to the private sector was called the 

“reengineering [of] public sector organisations”, and private sector business process 

information systems played a critical role. The specific needs of the public sector were, 

according to Kim Andersen, not considered in the structuring of information systems 

(Andersen 1999), a situation exacerbated by outsourcing IT (Aulich and O’Flynn 2007, 162) 

and IT recruitment (Jenkins 2020b). 

Aulich and O’Flynn described the outsourcing of government IT in 1996 as a “tactical 

privatisation strategy” by privatisation advocates against the wishes of many government 

agencies (Aulich and O’Flynn 2007, 162). It was a bipartisan strategy, reflecting cross-party 

support for a fully networked global “knowledge-based economy” with “[k]nowledge, as 

embodied in human beings (as‘human capital’) and in technology, [which] has always been 

central to economic development” (OECD 1996, 9). The OECD in their ‘best practices’ 

report urged member states to promote “codification of knowledge and its transmission 

through communications and computer networks” to facilitate market transactions and the 
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greater commodification of knowledge (OECD 1996, 3, 13). This perspective was 

quintessentially the Austro-Chicago neoliberal pathway forged by Hayek and Becker in the 

1950s. By 1996 the technology could support the ideology in programmatic form. This 

would also lead ultimately to individuals being uniquely identified through online networks 

as economic contributors of codified tacit knowledge (OECD 1996, 14).  

Succumbing to this pressure to integrate with global networks represented a willingness on the 

part of Australia’s political leadership to relinquish state control over its unique administrative 

knowledge bank including population-based data repositories. Consecutive governments 

prepared policies that would ensure a future where all Australian citizens would be accessing 

‘government’ services online. These policy positions were recommended in the 1996 

National Commission of Audit, which called on government to rationalise agency IT 

systems with the aim of establishing compatibility across the public service and switching 

recipients of social security benefits over to the electronic payments system (James 1996).  

According to Gary Sturgess, the network was the system architecture that would inform the 

role of government in the future. He envisaged a “virtual government” (Sturgess 1996, 60), 

a term that “presupposed that privatising and outsourcing is the optimal policy” (Walker 

and Walker 2000, 276). Sturgess contended that the government was in “retreat” from the 

manufacturing and services sectors, as well as from “[r]egulation and inspection”, as alternatives 

such as “quality assurance and best practice management” took their place (1996, 63). He 

advocated that government should “concentrate on its special strengths in the information 

sector” (1996, 71). In the 1990s that strength was funding the integration of government 

systems and one-stop access to government online services (Office of Government 

Information Technology 1998; Heeks and Davies 1999, 24) – an APS network, in other 

words, which was according to the trend liable to be privatised.  

Sturgess, who has been a major promoter of contestability in Australia (Sturgess 2012; 

2015), is a member of the MPS, former Cabinet Secretary to NSW Premier Nick Greiner 

(1988-1992), and Executive Director of the London-based Serco Institute (2003-2011). An 

academic39 and political advisor, his influence extends to national competition policy 

(Harper et al. 2015, 2), electricity privatisation and establishing the NSW Independent 

Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) and the NSW Independent Commission Against 

 

39 Sturgess is currently professor of Public Service Innovation at Griffith University’s School of Government 
and International Relations. He is also the NSW Premier's ANZSOG (Australia and New Zealand School 
of Government) Chair of Public Service Delivery at the University of NSW. 
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Corruption (ICAC).40 In 2015 he was appointed chair of the NSW Point to Point Transport 

Taskforce that recommended regulatory changes to integrate ridesharing, including Uber, 

into the transport mix in NSW (Point to Point Transport Taskforce 2015; Australian 

Associated Press 2017). 

Over the next three decades contestability would play a role in advocating changes to 

telecommunications policy (Productivity Commission 2001, xlv). Pro-competition policies 

in telecommunications were deemed “of particular importance and relevance to firms’ 

ability to realise the potential for ICT-related productivity gains.” (Productivity Commission 

2004, 82). 

In ICT Use and Productivity (2004), the Productivity Commission identified lower transaction 

costs, efficiency gains and innovation as outcomes of ICT advances (Productivity 

Commission 2004, 3, 8) and called for the removal of regulation from labour markets, trade 

and investment, which they claimed adversely impacted a firm’s ability to innovate 

(Productivity Commission 2004, 82). It made no assertions regarding income earned from 

commissions on transactions and other rents extracted from network services. This report 

ignored the deleterious industry concentration resulting from network effects, merely 

summarising the benefits derived from ICT productivity gains for users as networks 

connecting more consumers, firms and government agencies (Productivity Commission 

2004, 16).  

In the Commission’s 2016 report, Digital Disruption they conceded that, “[l]ow marginal 

costs of production and market power from networks and data can see a winner-take-all 

outcome in digital services.” (Productivity Commission 2016, 35). They countered this 

point, however, with a positive take on the impacts of contestability:  

Markets for digital services can also be highly contestable. For example, while both Google 

and Facebook are dominant providers in their quite different markets, they both compete 

for advertising revenue (Thépot 2012).41 In these ways, market power is tempered. Hence 

 

40 “The NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption recognises the changing nature of 
public service delivery and the need to delegate authority in the conduct of effective 
procurements. In recent years it has adopted a systemic approach in its corruption prevention 
work, rather than simply advocating more regulation. This offers a solid platform from which to 
build a more diverse public service economy.” (Sturgess 2012, 86). 

41 “At that time Google had 85 per cent of the search engine market share in 2012, and Facebook had a 65 
per cent share of the social networking market.” (Productivity Commission 2016, fn: 60). Thépot, F. 2012, 
Market Power in Online Search and Social-Networking: a Matter of Two-Sided Markets, 4/2012, CLES Working 
Paper Series, Centre for Law, Economics and Society. 
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the sustainability of models to extract rent from monopoly control of information is an 

open question. (Productivity Commission 2016, 60).  

The point the Commission failed to make, however, was that a winner-take-all outcome was 

likely for all digitally enhanced services not just specialist information services. Their partial 

insight did not lead them to suggest reversing it or even to exercise caution regarding their 

recommended policy direction. They purported to examine the impacts of technology on 

competition, but the conditions they expounded on were contestable not competitive. 

They claimed contestable market conditions were being induced by digital technologies and 

networks such that information asymmetries would be lessened and “[a]dvanced 

manufacturing techniques, digital platforms, cloud storage, and a growing share of 

knowledge-based content in products, are reducing the physical capital needed to support 

production”; that is, sunk costs would be set to reach ‘contestable levels’ (Productivity 

Commission 2016, 56). They also contended that “[m]arkets can also be more contestable as 

a firm’s customer base (data and/or network) can give them an advantage when moving 

into different markets.” (Productivity Commission 2016, 57). With the cost of transactions 

(exchanges/messages) now miniscule in the digital environment, tech giants like Google, 

Amazon, Microsoft, Apple and Facebook were able to exploit their scaled economies, 

creating network lock-in of customers and investing “weightless capital”, which refers to 

forms of specialist knowledge and distribution that expand networks (Productivity 

Commission 2016, 57). 

The Commission’s report extensively quoted Thomas Wheeler, a former chairperson of the 

US Federal Communications Commission (2013-2017), who regarded networks as a major 

source of disruption in the digital economy. He argued that new networks have a 

decentralising effect by registering economic activity from anywhere data is being 

transmitted and utilised (Wheeler paraphrased in: Productivity Commission 2016, 53). 

What is clear about our network revolution, however, is that the new information networks 

are the new economy. Whereas earlier networks enabled the economic activities of their 

eras, our network revolution defines virtually all aspects of the current economy. (Wheeler 

quoted in: Productivity Commission 2016, 53).42 

 

42 Wheeler, Thomas E. 2013, Net Effects: The Past, Present and Future Impact of Our Networks. Federal 
Communications Commission. P. 1  
https://www.fcc.gov/general/net-effects-past-present-and-future-impact-our-networks-0  
FCC Chairman 2013-2017 
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However, William Melody, a specialist in ICT network regulation, warned that “market 

developments are delivering highly concentrated network oligopoly markets that can 

capture ‘the productivity gains from the new economy for themselves’” and called on 

governments to intervene in these markets (Melody quoted in: Productivity Commission 

2016, 53).43 

The Commission accepted that digital disruption was part of the new economic landscape 

but their response to its impacts was to “adopt a ‘wait and see’ approach to new business 

models and products” (Productivity Commission 2016, 9). The monopolistic models were 

known to adhere to the principle of contestability that the Commission encouraged. Yet the 

Commission advocated for the removal of regulation of those digital disrupters 

(Productivity Commission 2016, 9). This reticence from the Commission impeded the 

policy response and did not acknowledge the speed at which digital technology is 

transforming the economy and society at large.  

8.4.1 Contestability and economic integration  
Contestability has been a driving doctrine behind the market system developed from within 

the Australian public sector under both Labor and Coalition governments. Its claim to 

imitate competition even across international markets was part of the rationale for a ‘self-

regulatory’ system and enabled economic integration to proceed with an endogenous logic 

that was compatible with networked ICT. To be contestable means having plausible threats 

situated within a network of economies coordinated by the market that ICT could make 

concrete in various market designs. 

In 2014 the National Commission of Audit (NCA) wanted the private sector to accelerate 

the rollout of e-government (National Commission of Audit 2014, xiii) by recommending a 

“‘digital by default’ strategy that … removes barriers to digital services” (National 

Commission of Audit 2014, xxviii). This move would facilitate the transition to a privatised 

contestable market for a swathe of government functions. To expand the market reach of 

corporations, the NCA also recommended that “Commonwealth bodies that operate in 

contestable markets should be privatised” (National Commission of Audit 2014, lxiv), which, 

according to the Harper panel, meant wherever “contestability can be realised” (Harper et al. 

2015, 526). As Sturgess put it, “contestability in public service delivery is contestability in 

 

43 Melody, W. 2007. ‘Markets and Policies in New Knowledge Economies’, The Oxford Handbook of Information 
and Communications Technologies, Oxford University Press, p. 69. 
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management” (2015, 20). In other words, government decision-making was to be privatised. 

According to contestability theory, this necessitated symmetric access to government data 

flows and information used by humans and machines in order to make decisions. The 

outcome of this government decision-making driven by commercial imperatives is to put 

citizens’ interests at risk because of increased access to their data. This issue was raised by the 

2016 merger of the ACT Public Trustee and the Guardian Unit of the ACT Public Advocate 

(Lawson 2016). Once management decisions are perceived as contestable then the dividing 

line between the public and private sectors starts to disappear. This epitomises Baumol’s 

comment that “[i]n a perfectly contestable world, it seems to rule everywhere” (1982b, 2).  

For Sturgess the big barrier to entry to what he called the “public sector economy” was 

“domain knowledge” (2015, 18). Sturgess suggested this could be overcome if government 

opened up at least a portion of its ‘economy’ to external providers, including “international 

providers” (like Serco) who would bring private sector experience from established markets 

(2015, 18). His point acknowledges that an institution’s unique knowledge sustains its ability 

to function, hence the importance to the private sector of capturing that knowledge base. 

Canberra political journalist Laura Tingle encapsulated the problem, observing that “the 

push against government intervention and delivery of services by the public sector, and for 

contestability in all things, has had a little recognised but devastating effect. … these 

changes have largely left the public service without an institutional memory of its own, and, 

as a result, with neither its power base nor the capacity to provide a ballast to short-term 

politics” (Tingle 2015, 10).  

Contestability was, according to Sturgess, concerned with substituting government 

monopoly with private monopoly on the claim that private enterprise would encourage 

potential competition. He expressed his views synonymously with Hayek’s “half-way house” 

option (Hayek 1945, 521) by describing contestability as the “middle way between planning 

and competition” (Ham quoted by: Sturgess 2015, 11).44 Claiming, as Hayek had done, that 

monopolies were unpopular with the people (Hayek 1945, 521), Sturgess nevertheless 

asserted that with contestability benchmarking performance, monopolies threatened by 

potential competitors could improve services in the public sector (2015, 14). The Harper 

panel also quoted this ‘middle way’ monopoly option in their report to government in the 

context of contestability delivering performance management and certainty (Harper et al. 

2015, 241). This alternative to competitive tendering and contracting (outsourcing) was 

 

44 Ham, Chris. 1996. ‘Contestability: A Middle Path for Health Care’. BMJ 312:7023, p. 71. 
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framed in terms of multiple competitors being incompatible with planning (Sturgess 2015, 

11) or with “the need for system integration” (Sturgess 2015, 13). This view was supported 

by the Joint Councils of Social Service Network and the Harper panel (Harper et al. 2015, 

239, 249). “The essence of contestability is that planning and competition should be used 

together, with contracts moving only when other means of improving performance have 

failed” (Ham 1996, 71; Sturgess 2015, 11). As Davidson noted, in human services the risks 

with contestability were that “profit-maximisers” could end up dominating the market and 

excessive market power (Davidson 2011, 223) would need to be balanced with the problem 

of “excessive churn among suppliers” (Sturgess 2015, 28). As long as efficiency-inducing 

stability is with the firm controlling the network, then a system of sub and sub-sub-

contractors might impact the client base but does not impact the government paying to 

contract a service provider at the lowest price. Churn becomes, in this system, a problem for 

providers actually delivering the services. 

Social services were accorded a special category because the public valued the “public 

service ethos” of providers (Sturgess 2015, 7) and the community sector in Australia was 

dependent on a large volunteer workforce (Deloitte 2015, 1). Deloitte’s report Contestability 

in Human Services (2015) refers to contestability as a “value creation process” that is 

exemplified by the social impact investment bond market (2015, 5, 12). Deloitte refers to a 

“contestability process” that includes the “informal capital contribution of volunteers” and 

bond trading (2015, 1), which Sturgess defined as a form of procurement that impacts on 

the outcomes of social program design and delivery in this infant global market (2012, 35). 

Goldman Sachs has been at the forefront of developing this market globally with the 

invention of Social Impact Bonds (SIBs) used to leverage investment in social programs 

(OECD 2016). An early pilot was Uniting Care’s Burnside New Parent and Infant Network 

(Newpin) program, which aimed to return children in foster care to their parents. The 

Newpin bond issue raised $7 million (Eyers 2014).45 The NSW Government, which has 

backed financialisaton of the community sector, supports the SIB market by guaranteeing 

investors a five percent return regardless of program outcomes (Eyers 2014). The 

Australian social impact bond market is estimated to be worth $32 billion within the 

 

45 The sale of Newpin Social Bonds to institutional investors was on the basis of a 7-10 percent return each 
year for seven years. The return on the bonds was calculated on the ‘restoration rate’, that is, the 
percentage of children in the program who were returned to their parents. In 2014, 60 percent of children 
in the program were returned, earning investors a 7.5 percent coupon. If 70 percent of children had been 
repatriated, investors would have made 15 percent (Eyers 2014).  
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decade (2013-2023) (Office of Social Impact Investment 2015, 2). The success of this 

market is greatly dependent on the growth of the precariat, that is people in insecure 

contract employment with no sustainable unemployment benefit or welfare system to 

support them when work dries up. These conditions incubate poverty, family breakdown 

and mental illness that is fuel to this type of bond market. I find SIB to be morally 

reprehensible because it is a form of short selling on humanity.46 

The key to Sturgess’s support for contestability was its perceived compatibility with system 

integration whether that was engaging with the lifecycle of a service or product or because, as 

Sturgess contended, “[m]any public service systems are like corporate supply chains rather 

than markets – interactions are relational rather than transactional, and commissioners have 

an ongoing responsibility for the overall functioning of the supply side” (2015, 16). Sturgess is 

suggesting that the primacy of competition and the market, which the neoliberal movement 

had purported to be the only way to develop a rational economic system, was giving ground 

to a new platform monopolistic system that was responding to the capacity of ICT to bring 

about system integration and the associated profitability for those firms running supply 

chain systems, whether relational or transactional. This is exemplified by the:  

integrator model … found in the UK Work Program, where two of the large providers 

manage diverse supply chains of public, private and not-for-profit providers, assuming 

financial risk and delivering powerful management information systems. These companies 

deliver no job placement services themselves, and thus are not in competition with their 

supply chains, operating solely as system designers and integrators (Sturgess 2015, 27).  

Sturgess gets to the crux of the issue with this example– which is the emergence of a new 

type of firm that operates as a platform monopoly, utilising data and ICT to coordinate 

networks of services in domestic and global markets. Australia’s national leadership in 

pursuing global integration had exposed public sector organisations to global supply chains 

and international trade and investment regimes (Business Council of Australia 2014, 2; 

Harper et al. 2015, 526). However, the recognition was that technology had changed the 

competition landscape such that contestability would be the guiding principle of the integrated 

market (Business Council of Australia 2014, 3, 14).  

 

46 Social Ventures Australia (SVA), a social enterprise corporation that has a representative on the Board of 
Infrastructure NSW, has been at the forefront of developing and promoting this market.  SVA has 
partnered with US investment bank, J.P. Morgan, NAB and Macquarie Bank, AMP, Champ Private Equity 
(Nick Greiner is the Deputy Chair), software giant Atlassian (now owned by US based T. C. Rowe), Visy, 
and consultants PwC. 
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This is not about abolishing functions performed by government, but rather monetarising 

functions by transferring them to the private sector. That private sector is global in 

dimensions, enabling transnational corporations to tap into a huge market of low-cost 

voluntary and mandatory exchanges occurring digitally, whether that is registering to vote, 

applying for benefits, paying car registration or seeking a court order.  

If, as Strange asserted, structural power is invested in decision making (Strange 1988, 25), 

then we must ask, what are the implications of private sector management of data once the 

domain of government? How will the private control of data impact government decision-

making? Does government even have a decision-making role if its functions are privatised? 

And, with the commercialisation of citizen’s data, will repositories of that data and data 

infrastructure be governed by the regulatory regime of free trade agreements? In other 

words, will any barriers to accessing Australian’s data be construed as interfering in a 

corporation’s right to profitability under ISDS?  

8.4.2 Contestability, deregulation and digital disruption  
Progress towards privatisation of government functions, and the establishment of 

contestable markets has gone hand-in-hand with digitisation. The Digital Transformation 

Agency (DTA) (formerly called the Digital Transformation Office) is a federal executive 

agency established in 2015 with a budget of $500 million. The CEO of DTA, Randell 

Brugeaud, was a former executive with Boston Consulting Group (BCG) (Sadler 2020) who 

have been one of the leading transnational consultancies advising government on 

contestability and digitisation.47 The agency was tasked with implementing a whole-of-

government strategy (including state and local agencies) to get government “end-user-facing 

services” online (Digital Transformation Office 2016). This included GOV.AU, cloud 

services and the Digital Marketplace, in what is referred to as “helping deliver the 

infrastructure necessary to industrialise this transformation of services” (Digital 

Transformation Office 2016, 3). The centrepiece of the strategy was the Digital 

Marketplace, a procurement platform for government ICT, which surpassed $2.3 billion in 

contracts in August 2020. Although transnational corporations dominate this marketplace, 

the political message remains resolutely in “support [of] Australian business” (Jenkins 

 

47 The DTA is a good example of the how corporate decision-making is embedded into government through 
the ‘revolving door’ of staff movements with Boston’s Brugeaud coming into government and Anthony 
Vlasic, the DTA’s strategy officer joining Boston in 2020, along with the awarding of consultancy contracts 
to BCG worth millions of dollars (Sadler 2020).  
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2020a).48 This corporate profile is in keeping with the stated overall aim of breaking down 

barriers to foreign corporations as a way of increasing contestability and integrating with the 

global economy. Although the DTA is a government agency working on the “digital 

transformation of government itself” (Digital Transformation Agency 2018, 6), their focus 

is economic as per their “Digital Economy Strategy” (Digital Transformation Agency 2018, 

6) which aims to get all Australians registered on the network from birth with a digital 

identity, “myGovID”, which will enable an individual’s data to be controlled and shared by 

corporate and government entities (Digital Transformation Agency 2018, 25, 26, 32).  

This digital positioning of the citizen in this new system was addressed by the Productivity 

Commission in Data Availability and Use (2017). Urged by the Harper panel and the Financial 

System Inquiry to report on ways to cost effectively increase utilisation of citizens’ data the 

Commission made a case for liberal access to public sector data based on a consumer choice 

argument (individuals get to access their own data) and economic efficiency (Productivity 

Commission 2017, v). The Commission recommended government entities prepare their 

data for the private sector for transforming into “data products” (Productivity Commission 

2017, 353, 355) thereby creating a new market for data. Government data would be free 

unless contestable in which case cost recovery fees would be charged (Productivity 

Commission 2017, 355-356, 365). Sharing data is being explored by the DTA’s Data 

Integration Partnership for Australia program aimed at facilitating the utilisation of data for 

economic purposes (Digital Transformation Agency 2018, 33). This raises the issues of 

public information (‘products’) being transferred to the private sector, reduced transparency 

and access to data by citizens, NGOs and journalists as well as posing the increased risk of 

corporate surveillance of citizens. The NSW Lands Titles Office registry was privatised by a 

leasing agreement in 2017 (Han 2017) and ASIC company registries were mooted for 

privatisation in 2016 but not carried through due to opposition (Hutchens 2016a; b). The 

line between government and non-government was blurring through the “sharing and 

linking of both public and private data” (Productivity Commission 2017, vii). The 

propensity was to embrace commercial opportunities and remove barriers to network 

 

48 The DTO claims the online service “breaks down the barriers of entry for SMEs (a small to medium 
enterprise with less than 200 employees) and makes it easier to compete for the Australian Government’s 
annual ICT spend” (Digital Transformation Office 2021). The three most awarded contractors were all 
transnational corporations specialising in ICT recruitment, headquartered in other countries, including 
designated SME Paxus Australia, a small subsidiary of Adcorp, a publicly listed South African based 
transnational (Digital Transformation Office 2021). Transnational corporations are being categorised as 
Australian SMEs if they have an office in Australia. https://www.paxus.com.au/adcorp-group-services. 
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integration. Each individual in the catallaxy could now be uniquely identified (Productivity 

Commission 2017, 423). By addressing privacy laws and other legislative barriers the 

problems of information asymmetry and impediments to information flows between the 

sectors could be addressed.  

In August 2020, Minister for Home Affairs, Peter Dutton released a report titled Australia’s 

Cyber Security Strategy 2020.49 It called for a command and control system “to centralise the 

management and operations of the large number of networks run by Australian Government 

agencies, including considering secure hubs” (Department of Home Affairs 2020, 24-25). 

This was for the express purpose of ensuring, “[t]he security and resilience of our allies, 

regional partners and the broader international community [which] is vital to ensuring 

Australia’s own national security and prosperity” (Department of Home Affairs 2020, 27). 

This, I observe, is in keeping with what Walker and Cooper noted to be the trend toward 

securitizing the “structural resilience of ‘critical infrastructures’ and the ‘operational 

resilience’ … in the face of crisis” by the US Department of Homeland Security since 2001 

(2011, 152). Australia is on track to developing one unified network of government data, 

including profiles of individuals gathered by all government departments in the name of 

‘national security’ whilst making its economy and government an open portal to global 

corporations.  

8.5 Conclusion 
In this thesis I have argued that a new institution, the firm-controlled network, has emerged 

that is transforming society through the harnessing of platform technology and economics. 

It has also argued that the contestability doctrine has been used widely in the public sector 

in Australia to rationalise the transference of government to the private sector by way of the 

“contestability of management” process (Sturgess 2015, 20). This has necessitated the 

creation, at least in theory, of conditions that are favourable to ‘contestable markets’ that 

take power from government and people and give it to the corporate sector. To create the 

conditions for this new type of network institution and contestable markets government, 

under advice from the private sector, has had to re-position itself to the periphery of the 

 

49 The Advisory Panel for this report was: Chair Andrew Penn (Telstra), Kirstjen Nielsen former US 
Secretary of Homeland Security, Robert Mansfield (Vocus Group – Australian global 
telecommunications company), Robyn Denholm (Tesla), Chris Deeble (Northrop Grumman 
Australia – American weapons manufacturer) and Darren Kane (NBN Co.) (Department of Home 
Affairs 2020, 16).  
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economy to enable the private sector to set up. This means that new markets from 

government assets, services and functions are commercially readied that are also digitally 

readied to be hosted on networks.  

In conclusion, this section contends that contestability, in extending ‘competition’ theory to 

justify monopolies and the outsourcing of government functions to monopoly corporations, 

has added a radical dimension to ‘Hayekian’ free market ideology that bolsters the power of 

transnational corporations at the expense of national economic management and 

democracy. Through this process Australian governments have relinquished control over 

much of the economy. This amounts to a withdrawal from the socio-economic and 

environmental policy space as government turned its attention to meeting obligations 

imposed by a growing labyrinth of international trade and investment agreements. Other 

signatory states are equally obliged, which indicates a global convergence on policy and 

regulation framed around FTAs and the trade, investment commitments and fictions of 

contestability.  

In Australia this complex, decades long process has been guided by apparatuses of 

economic planning, which are controlled by private corporations. These apparatuses include 

private consultancies, such as the ‘big four’ transnational accountancy firms, Deloitte, 

KPMG, EY and PwC, advising government on policy and procedures and the embedding 

of corporations and corporate industry associations within government entities. For example, 

Advisian the consultancy arm of transnational infrastructure-mining giant Worley Parsons, 

established a program management office (PMO) within NSW Roads and Maritime Services 

(RMS) in 2012, tasked with implementing a contestability “reform program” for road 

maintenance (Cashen 2015). Advisian contended that “suppliers will join with governments 

in acting as stewards of the public interest” (Cashen 2015). The concept of corporate 

stewardship harks back to 17th-18th century mercantilism where private ‘governing’ was seen 

“in terms of the stewardship of the national estate” (Dean 2010, 114) which in the 

neoliberal era is rephrased as “stewarding markets” (Sturgess 2012, 79). 

Another example of corporate governmentality is the Office of Best Practice Regulation 

(OBPR), established in 2008 within the Department of Finance and Deregulation. This 

office, directed by an economist seconded from the Business Council of Australia (BCA), 

was tasked with applying cost-benefit analysis to all regulations proposed or being processed 

by government entities to ensure they met efficiency and market access principles 

(Department of Finance and Deregulation 2011, 1). Today OBPR resides within the 

Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet. 
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The contestability doctrine has essentially invented a new form of governmentality, one that 

is centred on the corporation as a new institutional player that controls markets by 

controlling the digital platforms hosting markets and coordinating supply chains also by 

utilising ICT.  

This chapter has argued that the Australian state is retreating because government 

institutions have been through the process of relinquishing control over their data and 

knowledge. That may have been through the loss of corporate memory through 

privatisation, the outsourcing of ICT or the sale or leasing of data repositories. Hayek 

recognised that power over the catallaxy would be asserted by those who successfully utilised 

information. This brings us to the elemental reason why the digitisation of government 

services and functions is critical to the privatisation of government and why digitisation 

represents contestability’s end game. It speaks in extremis to what Pusey describes in Niklas 

Luhmann’s words as a “modal switchover”, such that the state “obeys not an immanent 

logic of needs, but instead the need for an immanent logic. … [which] is purely cybernetic”. 

(Luhmann quoted in: Pusey 1991, 200).50 

In terms that Hayek saw it, it can be said that it was a system entirely given over to itself 

because human beings could not know themselves. 

Australia’s contribution to the construction of the catallaxy continues in a way that is 

incalculable not because it is on a grand scale but because this nation of ‘malleables’, people 

with education and resources but who by dint of their particular social and cultural history 

are highly manipulable, has left the nation mired by what Mirowski and Nik-Khah call 

“radical ignorance”. This, to Hayek, was the preferred state “for humankind” in a market-

based economy (Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 69).  

Hayek was merely proposing a self-prophesying system that ignored human needs, because 

humans can’t say what they need, the market has to do that for them. This, in a contestable 

market, is another way of saying that transnational corporations will decide for us in every 

event of our lives and politics. 

Australia is now part of a global system that is exposed to corporate power. Susan Strange 

posited the most accurate and chilling description of the relationship between the state and 

 

50 Luhmann, Niklas. 1982. The Differentiation of Society, trans. Stephen Holmes and Charles Larmore, Columbia 
University Press: New York, p. 196. 
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corporations when she claimed that “states were becoming ‘merely the handmaidens of 

firms’” (Strange 1997 [1986], 184). 

The Australian state still exists but it is an imitation state holding up a fauve democracy that 

has over time unleashed a ‘creeping’ fascism. This cannot be halted until all Australian 

citizens realise that their country has been stolen from them. 

The question this chapter has attempted to raise is whether the Australian public service is a 

population-based endeavour or a capital-based endeavour? If it is the former then the 

Australian population should expect to be written into the script of what it takes to be 

custodians of country and therefore render some hope that we as a people can push back 

against the extinction crisis enveloping the Australian life world and society. If on the other 

hand the answer is ‘capital-based’ surveying all as human and non-human capital, then we 

should expect that the nation’s affairs will be increasingly run by off-shore corporate board 

rooms resulting in an acceleration and intensification of the extinction crisis gripping the 

country. This latter outcome will necessitate an irruption against the extinction trajectory, 

our current leadership is taking the nation on which is here summarised:  

Citizens, companies and government everywhere are, first of all, trying to come to terms 

with the true implications of the information age. The boardroom and street-level 

consequences of life in the information society are challenging the system-level architecture 

of governance. Technologically driven possibilities and culturally embedded expectations 

now demand that governments follow corporations and engage in mass customisation—

responsive, real-time and holistic service delivery. … The drivers of this development are 

not going to go away, and governments that lag behind adapting to them effectively 

diminish their country’s or region’s international competitiveness and quality of life. (Hart 

2011, 201) (author’s italics). 

The battle to save country from corporate exploitation is at its most elemental a battle for 

control over the nation’s data and water. What is at stake is not ‘quality of life’ but life itself.  

. 
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9 Conclusion 

The liberty of a democracy is not safe if the people tolerate the growth of private 

power to a point where it becomes stronger than their democratic state itself. That, in 

its essence, is fascism.  

                                                                 President Franklin D. Roosevelt, April 1938 

In this thesis I have presented evidence that the neoliberal movement’s representation of its 

ideology as supportive of free market competition is in fact a misrepresentation of its 

political project. The core project was the positioning of the monopolies to be the planners 

of the catallaxy, which was conceptualised to be a self-organising, self-governing system of 

networked economies by Hayek.  

The research that led to this conclusion was structured by two hypotheses, which were 

reached after an initial textual analysis of Hayek’s writings on monopoly and the Bell 

group’s key text Contestable Markets and the Theory of Industrial Structure (1982) with its 

accompanying reviews. This gave sufficient cause to investigate whether the neoliberal 

movement may have actioned a project supporting monopolisation that ran counter to their 

discourse espousing the primacy of competition. The two hypotheses investigated were: that 

the neoliberal political movement, under the founding leadership of Hayek, had sought to 

legitimate the inclusion of monopolies into a new social order based on the idea of a global 

catallactic network; and that the invention of the contestability doctrine converged with 

neoliberal political doctrine resulting in the formation of a new form of capitalism that 

centred on the integration of economics and digitised information.  

My exploration was framed by Hayek’s account of the choices available in relation to who 

the planners of the new economic order would be, the government, the market or the “half-

way house” option, the monopolies (Hayek 1945, 521). Given that neoliberals were 

ideologically opposed to government, and the fact that a competitive market order could 

not plan itself monopolies were the only option left. Hayek had stipulated in 1944 that the 

only planning permissible was planning for a competitive order.  
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Neoliberals were also the planners of the new order, which Hayek called the catallaxy, 

particularly in respect to establishing a new legal framework. In post-war Germany that 

framework was an economic constitution established by legislation creating a special agency 

designed specifically to protect competition indicated by the presence of small businesses 

and craft industries. In America, the dominant Chicago School called for the dismantling of 

the antitrust protections of competition in favour of allowing large corporations unfettered 

access to markets.  

This dismantling process was underwritten by the decade-long antitrust projects (1946-

1955)1 led by Hayek and Edward Levi, and funded by the libertarian Volker Fund and a 

number of corporations. These projects were designed to change the epistemological basis 

of the law by introducing economic analysis and the efficiency paradigm as the sole criteria 

on which most antitrust issues were judged. As a consequence of these changes to law, the 

network architecture of today’s digital platform business models did not incur scrutiny of 

their competitive structure (Khan 2017). These distinctive 21st century formations of 

platform capitalism evolved from AT&T’s divestment in the 1984, as advanced technology 

and deregulation of industry on a global scale made online markets regulated by network 

firms possible. 

The only efficiency measure was price-based consumer welfare, which the platforms met by 

foregoing profits as they strove for market share. This measure of efficiency relates to the 

Hayekian ideal that the only criteria the catallaxy was to be based on was low prices resulting 

from low production costs (Hayek 1978 [1968]b, 91). In industries where the lowest prices 

are achieved by a monopoly, neoliberalism deems that monopoly to be a ‘natural one’; 

hence these network businesses are defined as ‘natural’ monopolies which support 

consumer welfare. They are also ‘natural’ monopolies in the sense that high tech networks 

will always trend towards increasing returns and network effects, which cause customers to 

be locked-in to the benefits of being on networks with access to a large user base of 

connections.  

 

1 These dates are revised dates researched by Robert Van Horn at the Regenstein Library, University of 
Chicago Law School. They show the official end date of the FMS and the official end date of the Antitrust 
Project. This is an update of dates appearing in The Road to Mont Pèlerin (2015 [2009]. 
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Hayek and the Chicago School economists Coase, Demsetz and Director as well as the legal 

scholars Levi, Posner and Bork all contributed to the rise of the contestability doctrine, the 

precepts of which Hayek endorsed in The Political Order of a Free People (1979). The 

contestability doctrine was founded on an efficiency theorem called subadditivity that was 

influenced by Coase’s theory of the firm and the architecture of telecommunication 

networks. The theorem claimed to determine the most efficient number of firms needed to 

optimise total industry output across the whole range of possibilities and was therefore 

considered a substitute for perfect competition theory.  

Contestability theory included a variation on Demsetz’s ‘competition-for-the-market’ model 

that purveyed contestability into the public sector where many privatised government 

functions and services could only be realistically performed by one entity. If a monopoly 

was the optimum producer it was said to be a natural monopoly, which was constrained to 

behave competitively by potential threats made possible in a market characterised by 

contestable conditions which included no sunk costs, no barriers to entry or exit and 

symmetric information. 

Contestability theory was invented to justify natural monopolies that commonly had 

network infrastructures, for example, electricity and tollways, and any industry structured on 

networked ICT. In this thesis it has been argued that this led to the formation of a new 

economic-governance institution described as a firm-controlled network which hosts 

markets that is commonly referred to as platform capitalism. In this thesis I have argued 

that this structure is fundamentally what Hayek envisaged in his brief descriptions of the 

catallaxy. He described a catallaxy as the network of economies (enterprise-units) that are 

coordinated by ‘the’ market such that the catallaxy represents a unity created by the 

operation of the market-network and, through its own internal rules, brings about social 

order. That is to say, the catallaxy is self-regulating and enterprise-units that are compatible 

with the catallaxy find themselves in compliance with the system rules. These rules are 

fundamentally rules that govern the behaviour of agents and organisations on the networks 

and in the online marketplaces.  

This shift to a new structure has been largely evidenced by the switch from a state-based 

order to a corpocracy as revealed in the Australian case study. The case study shows that 

Australian government assets, services and functions have been privatised based on the 

assertion that if it was contestable, privatisation should occur. Given that contestability is a 

decision-making theory, that is deemed to be “contestability of management”, in theory 

there is nothing in government that necessitates a decision that is not contestable. 
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Consequently, in following this theory, the Australian state, could be completely switched 

over to a corpocracy whereby all government functions, even defence, now based on 

business models, could be run by transnational corporations. This switch is technically 

possible because of digital networks and the advent of quantum computing. The creation of 

markets from former government services and functions has been preceded by the 

digitisation of government data. For corporations operating in the information economy, I 

conclude that this is the real glittering prize whereby profits are earned from commissions 

on transactions. The movement of government to an online platform, with its vast capacity 

for generating exchange transactions that could be monetarised, represents a major 

investment opportunity for the private sector. I have argued that the contestability doctrine 

has been used to justify the removal of citizens’ data from the domain of public governance 

to private corporations based in Australia and overseas. This effectively privatises the 

Australian state because without sole and secured domain over the nation’s data, Australia 

cannot function effectively as an independent state, either economically or politically. The 

materiality of this position is represented by the labyrinth of FTAs, which obligate Australia 

to meet international regulatory standards in trade and investment that are principled on the 

international contestability of markets. As a consequence of this, Australia is being 

effectively recolonised by mainly American and British corporations. This change brings 

with it a loss of sovereignty and power over decision-making, loss of wealth formerly 

accorded to the population, theft of the country’s resources and destruction of the country’s 

natural wonders like the Great Barrier Reef, the Murray-Darling river system and the Great 

Artesian Basin through climate change inducing extraction industries and gas fracking 

unhindered by regulation.  

For decades governments have acquiesced to this colonisation process through neoliberals 

attaining power in political parties and inside government bureaucracies. Corporations also 

influenced government by establishing offices inside government agencies and through 

what is colloquially called the “revolving door” which sees individuals with corporate values 

and loyalties periodically work for government to serve in the privatisation and deregulation 

process.  

The neoliberal program as envisaged by Hayek was to install a catallactic model of social 

order. This order is structured by the global market network, connected to which are the 

economies of individuals and organisations from families up to mega corporations and 

governments. The network is an endogenous entity that hosts market participants whom 

Hayek referred to as “player[s]” engaged in a “wealth-creating game” played according to 
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international rules (Hayek 1976, 115). The purpose of the market network was to foster 

transactions, forming a ‘community of exchanges’ that harks back to the root meaning of 

catallaxy (Hayek 1976, 108).  

The contestability doctrine developed by AT&T Bell Labs purports to be a universal theory 

encompassing all industry types by ensuring that each industry has the right number of 

firms to produce at the lowest cost. When one firm is the most efficient industry 

configuration, contestable market analysis serves to calculate the sustainable price that will 

keep competitors out of the market and ensure consumer welfare. In this way contestability 

is offered as a substitute for regulations because it claims to maintain the competitive 

discipline of the market. Contestability theory provides a justification for monopoly 

industries and for the privatisation of public monopolies.  

The contestable market and Hayek’s catallaxy are both conceived as processing economic 

data to arrive at prices that allow the market to move towards equilibrium aided by the fact 

that they are both endogenous networks bounded by their infrastructure. They purport to 

require no external government regulation because their formations are deemed to be 

disciplined from within.  

Contestable markets, like the catallaxy, don’t actually exist as organisational entities. As 

Shepherd notes, Baumol admitted that contestability was a “fictional ideal” (1995, 307). The 

conditions needed for perfect contestable markets are too strict and therefore cannot be 

realised. Contestable market conditions, however, do exist and are used to benchmark the 

competitive structure of an industry (Baumol 1982b, 2). Contestable conditions have 

sufficed politically to set up the rationale for allowing monopolies and oligopolies to operate 

markets and take over government services and functions. They are said to behave 

competitively if there is free entry and exit to a market because they are disciplined by latent 

threats from potential competitors. Thus, competition is not actual but imitated, through 

the assertion that it can achieve efficient outcomes like real competition.  

I have maintained throughout the thesis that contestability and neoliberalism were originally 

distinct doctrines. Each was conceived with its own epistemology which—although made 

distinct by the motivations of their chief exponents, the different disciplines that formed 

their corpus and the unique relationships these research groups had with the power elite—

evolved more or less in sync to serve the US industrial-financial-military complex. Their 

confluence, it is argued, was based on AT&T and the neoliberals in America sharing 

epistemic concerns regarding the creation, distribution and control of information and ICT 
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networks to promote their self-interests. As William Shepherd points out, the Bell 

economists’ use of contestability “tended directly to advance the interests of this company 

[AT&T]. … [and] by these same economists and others in order to advance dominant-firm 

interests” (1995, 301).  

The thesis has aimed to construct a bridge between the epistemologies of Chicago 

neoliberalism and AT&T’s contestability theory to show their distinctive features and 

synergies and to bring into view the history that led to their convergence in the 1970s and 

their subsequent political triumph. Many scholars identified the 1970s and 1980s as marking 

the political ascendency of the neoliberal movement in many countries beginning in 1973 

with the Pinochet regime in Chile (Fischer 2015 [2009]). The simultaneous resurgence of 

monopolies has been viewed as a contradiction of the neoliberal era. However, this 

contradiction may be better understood as the hidden logic of monopoly power behind the 

neoliberal political movement which is revealed by the analysis of the contestability doctrine 

and the new economic-governance institution it spawned in America. Foucault historised 

that capitalism is not singular and that invented new forms of capitalism can emerge or 

“irrupt” under particular historical conditions (Foucault 2008, 167). In this thesis the 

platform business model, which I have described as the firm-controlling network hosting a 

market, is identified as the site of the integration of Bell group economics with neoliberal 

political philosophy into a new capitalist institution. This institution was distinctively 

neoliberal based on its regime of rules being endogenous to the catallactic economic system.  

9.1 Historicising the rise of the neoliberal monopoly 
The methodological approach taken was a close reading of key texts guided by the 

contradiction inherent in the use of the expression ‘competition and contestability’. The 

advice of Jameson has been followed. “Always historicize!” he wrote, this is “the one 

absolute and we may even say ‘transhistorical’ imperative of all dialectal thought” (Jameson 

1983 [1981], ix). I examined the political dimension of the neoliberal and contestability 

epistemologies within their historical context as a way of understanding how the politics 

brought them together as a political force to be reckoned with in the 1970s. I began this 

exploration with the Socialist Calculation debates of the 1930s, which are generally 

recognised by scholars as the intellectual ‘hothouse’ that precipitated the maturing of 

neoliberal ideas.  
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9.1.1 Socialist Calculation debates 
The Socialist Calculation debates (1929-1941) were critical to the formation of neoliberal 

thought. Several speakers were looking for a way through to a theoretical position that 

supported their ideological stance against socialism in all its variants but which incorporated 

large corporations in their concept of the competitive order. That position, taken by Mises, 

Robbins and Hayek, was fraught with contradictions which were exposed by the counter 

arguments of Oscar Lange and the market socialists. The central issue in the debates that 

Mises, Robbins and Hayek struggled to reconcile with their competitive market model was, 

what they should do with the monopolies. This issue was epitomised by their concern to 

address “[t]he problem how, in the absence of real competition, the effects of competition 

could be simulated” (Hayek 2015 [1935]-b, 228). The solution they offered would define not 

merely the debates but the course of history as it would lead to the contestability doctrine 

and the hegemony of the monopolies. 

Mises, who precipitated the debates with his treatise against socialism, had decided that the 

best way to handle the problem of monopolies was to blame government for their 

existence; this allowed him to ignore their existence as, if and when the government ceased 

to interfere in the market, they supposedly could not then exist. Hayek was more sanguine 

and could see that if he was to successfully hold his purist position on the primacy of the 

competitive market, he would need a technical solution, that is, a market mechanism that 

would compel monopolies to price competitively. On this issue he went head-to-head with 

Lange who said that the only way for a monopoly to imitate competitive pricing was for the 

state to impose price controls. In other words, neither Hayek nor Lange thought that 

monopoly industry structures could be abolished or held in check by competition policy, 

antitrust or other legal instruments. Lange believed that technological innovation necessitated 

scaled industries and proposed a model whereby production industries were monopolised 

by the state but the supply of labour and consumer spending would be left to the competitive 

markets. This hybrid model they argued would ensure the benefits of technological progress, 

such as raised living standards, without the detriments of monopoly exploitation. Hayek, in 

contrast, supported the privatisation of networked public utilities. Unfortunately for Hayek, 

the research efforts of his colleagues Plant, Fowler and Coase at the LSE had been unable 

to solve the problem of reconciling competitive markets with “natural” monopolies, those 

where high fixed costs prevented potential competitors from considering entering the market. 

That the ‘work around’ by the Bell group nearly forty years later pivoted on a redefinition of 

fixed costs was indicative of the intractable nature of this problem. It was also indicative of 

why Hayek and Robbins had sought to sidestep the issue of monopoly conjoined with 
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technology and go on the attack by pronouncing the socialist’s model impossible to 

implement. They argued that centrally controlled economies, unlike the competitive market, 

could not provide the necessary timely production data on which economic managers could 

base sound decisions and that would invariably lead to the wastage of resources. 

Lange understandably thought the socialists had won the debate based on arguments intent 

on protecting society and technological innovation from monopoly power. This was deeply 

implicated by many in the collapse of the markets that caused the Great Depression (Hawley 

1966). However, Hayek persisted with his claim that the price mechanism of the market 

could better direct innovation and provide the data necessary for healthy competition that 

would curtail the excesses of the monopolies. Hayek, Mises and Robbins, unlike Lange and 

the socialists, had expressed no ideological opposition to monopolies per se. Mises believed 

that markets would curb monopoly behaviour because monopoly prices signalled 

competitors to come into the market (Foucault 2008, 136). Both Robbins and Hayek were 

associates of the Rockefellers and so, arguably, had some form of allegiance with monopoly 

capitalists as part of their ongoing commitment to their industrialist ‘patrons’. The history of 

economics has shown that the influence of patronage has long been a factor in shaping the 

discipline (Derber and Magrass 2014, 7). This is exemplified by AT&T’s Bell group who 

presented their research as general economic theory without fully acknowledging the 

relationship between their work and the corporate goals of their employer AT&T Bell Labs.2 

Hayek claimed to have developed a theory of competitive order based on the market 

functioning as a computational device far superior to any alternative economic models, even 

those dependent on computer technology. It was not until the late 1970s when AT&T, a 

regulated monopoly, was preparing for greater competition and possibly deregulation, that 

their economists finally came up with the contestable market ‘solution’ to the technical issue 

of competitive price calculation for monopolies. The contestable market would legitimate, 

in theoretical terms, the monopolists’ membership of the competitive market order. 

Baumol, who would lead the contestability team at Bell Labs, was a former student of 

Robbins. Thus, the efforts at LSE in the 1930s when Robbins was head of the Department 

of Economics were the beginning of the lineage that eventually led to contestability’s 

invention and the neoliberals’ support of the doctrine.  

 

2 Another patronage example is the University of Chicago’s Kenneth C. Griffin Department of Economics 
so named after Griffin, a US hedge fund manager who gifted the school $125 million in 2017. (Uchicago 
News 2017). 
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9.1.2 Planning the social order 
Hayek took what could be described as a purist stance in the calculation debates by 

contending that the competitive system would falter if price competition was not fully 

implemented. In theory, that meant rejecting any kind of planned approach by government, 

including mixed economies harbouring both private and public monopolies. This, however, 

did not mesh with reality, and this was never more evident than in planning for 

technological innovation. World War I changed irrevocably the approach to innovation 

planning in America as it led to the integration of state and corporate planning for national 

defence and during the interwar years for national economic security. AT&T epitomised a 

corporation that was actively engaged with government in developing national industrial 

research strategies across key sectors beginning in World War I. For economists such as 

Oskar Lange and Thorstein Veblen, and AT&T Bell Laboratories first president, physicist 

Frank Jewett (1925-1940), it spelled the integration of knowledge, technology and 

investment capital within the industrial system of America. 

Hayek and the neoliberals appeared to be out of step with this new thinking and the 

formation that would eventually be called the military-industrial complex. But as I have 

argued, competitive market theory served a useful strategic purpose in justifying the place of 

monopolies in the economy. This is not to suggest that Hayek was not passionate about his 

market ideal, but rather that he had to temper his stance in the face of persistent corporate 

and government planning of the economy. He did this by declaring that all planning that 

was not for the competitive order was planning that was destined for a totalitarian outcome 

(Hayek 2007 [1944], 137-138). 

Between 1940 and 1941 Hayek conducted a debate within the journal Nature on social 

modelling with AT&T’s Frank Jewett and Robert King. The intellectual meeting between 

Hayek and the powerbroker Jewett, was, I concluded, historically significant for a number 

of critical reasons. Firstly, it was predicated on what industrialists had long considered to be 

the integration of economics with information and research. This was in accord with 

Hayek’s views and those of Coase, and other neoliberals, like Machlup, Becker, Director, 

Levi, Demsetz and Stigler, who were all engaged with research that centred on how 

economics and information were integrating. The core of neoliberal economics was the 

relationships between individual agents freely forming links within the network making 

possible the utilisation of their data. Secondly, the vision of the market coordinating the 

network was dependent on there being a global telecommunications infrastructure of the 

kind that AT&T were constructing.  
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Hayek and Jewett shared anti-government sentiments that were reflected in the minor roles 

they assigned governments in their models. Jewett’s corporate technocracy model 

demonstrated a disdain for the “uninformed beliefs of the majority”, which was a direct 

attack on democratic institutions (Jewett and King 1940, 828). The rationale for his position 

was that states based on liberalism were no match for the power of totalitarian states 

enhanced by modern technology. Ironically, his claim was that democratic states could no 

longer protect themselves without a permanent at-the-ready military force supported by 

private R&D; we might consider those private interests as precisely those interests against 

which democratic state institutions could no longer defend themselves.  

Although AT&T’s industrial laboratories model and Hayek’s market model each assigned a 

different value and role for human knowledge, the synergies were clear—both saw power 

embedded in information. Neoliberals would support firms controlling networks that would 

later develop into platforms hosting markets. 

9.1.3 Chicago School and the remaking of AT&T 
The establishment phase of the neoliberal movement in America (1946-1962) was marked 

by the inauguration of the Mont Pèlerin Society in Chicago in 1946. Hayek and the 

neoliberal thought collective at the University of Chicago would artfully craft what Mirowski 

called the “double truth” doctrine, where one truth was spoken inside the Society and 

another was spoken for the public (Mirowski 2013, 68; 2015 [2009], 426). My research has 

found considerable evidence of Hayek’s duplicity concerning competition and monopolies. 

As an academic activist, he organised ‘pro-trust’ research projects (1946-1956) through the 

University of Chicago Law School (Van Horn 2015 [2009], 221). The Antitrust Projects 

built the intellectual edifice of a new epistemology of law based on the economic analysis of 

law, the defining document of which was Director and Levi’s ‘Law and the Future: Trade 

Regulation’ (1956). This ‘manifesto’ recommended the adoption of the efficiency paradigm 

measured by price. The effect of their recommendations as to how that would be achieved 

in law would lead to the subordination of the law to market economics which was 

dominated by the efficiency paradigm with its focus on consumer welfare met through 

ensuring the lowest price. The ‘efficiency paradigm’ would later be ‘enhanced’ by the 

contestability doctrine because it established the criteria by which they claimed so-called 

‘natural’ monopolies like AT&T could legitimate their role in the economy as network 

operators hosting markets.  
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Juxtaposed to this intense period of planning for a new legal framework to remove 

impediments to monopoly-oligopoly industry structures was the publication of Hayek’s The 

Constitution of Liberty (1960). This work can be treated as a postscript to this period, as much 

of it was written by 1955. Hayek had just spent the better part of a decade working on the 

dismantling of antitrust, yet his work gives very little attention to the question of monopoly. 

We must construe this as a deliberate omission, if not a careful concealment of his pro-

monopoly program. Rather than bear witness to the proposed change in law’s societal 

function, The Constitution of Liberty was instead a treatise on how law cannot be made. As he 

stated “purposive institutions might grow up which owed little to design, which were not 

invented but arose from the separate actions of many men who did not know what they 

were doing” (Hayek 1960, 50). 

The book dismisses monopolies as a non-issue, yet in practice it was the issue pursued by 

Hayek in his Chicago decade that would see the Law and Economics movement emerge 

from the pro-trust Antitrust Projects he had promoted. This movement was funded by 

industrialists who used their wealth and social networks to establish thinktanks, such as the 

Federalist Society, and fund law schools that proffered a neoliberal version of the rule of 

law and freedom of the individual that was entirely centred on production efficiency. Hayek 

had worked tirelessly for that cause.  

The evidence of the success of these changes to law, wrought by the Chicago school and 

later the University of Virginia Law School in favour of monopoly-oligopoly control of the 

catallaxy, is widely evidenced today. As Lina Khan iterated in her indicative and ground-

breaking analysis of Amazon “[t]he current framework in antitrust fails to register certain 

forms of anticompetitive harm and therefore is unequipped to promote real competition — 

a shortcoming that is illuminated and amplified in the context of online platforms and data-

driven markets” (Khan 2017, 737). 

As a recent example, in 2017 AT&T and other interested parties successfully campaigned to 

have net neutrality in the United States rescinded. The Federal Communication 

commissioners who endorsed the overturning of this principle, which had been aimed at 

equitable pricing and ensuring ISPs did not favour their own content over a rival’s, 

espoused the Chicago school view that individuals’ desires could only be efficiently 

achieved through the market as a source of “economic freedom” (Federal Trade 

Commission 2018).  
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In 2016 AT&T successfully defended a challenge by the US Department of Justice to its 

proposed merger with Time Warner. AT&T, one of the world’s largest ISPs, through this 

acquisition became one of the world’s largest producers of content that is distributed across 

its global network (Fung 2017). 

AT&T’s power to influence changes to legislation and defend its gigantic merger was in 

contrast to its struggles with regulators before 1982, when it agreed to divest its monopoly 

in exchange for unfettered access to markets. The 1982 agreement was a watershed for both 

AT&T and Chicago law and economics; the largest private monopoly in the world, poised 

to construct the globe’s digital networks, had embraced the market principles of the 

catallaxy. For the neoliberal movement, the 1982 negotiated settlement between AT&T and 

the regulators was a seismic shift. AT&T’s deregulation was attributable to Chicago law and 

economics movement, which developed under the leadership of Hayek, Edward Levi and 

Aaron Director. In the 1950s they provided the economic arguments and legal reasoning to 

elevate economic efficiency to a position of primacy within legal epistemology which in time 

forged a new legal framework which elevated corporations as the new market regulators and 

savagely diminished the antitrust regime based on the Sherman Act. 

The regime’s coup de grace was delivered by Bork and Posner who claimed that it was the 

antitrust regime itself that was undermining competition and causing firms to behave 

uncompetitively. The regulators charged with prosecuting the case against AT&T to divest 

included those schooled or briefed in the ethos of Chicago’s efficiency paradigm. Posner 

and Baxter had worked alongside Baumol on the President’s Task Force on 

Communications Policy which reported in 1968. The premise underpinning the future of 

US telecommunications supported trimmed natural monopolies and expanded markets 

(O’Connell quoted in: Rostow 1968, 1 Appendix A). The policy gate for monopoly control 

of the market was opened. 

On their part, AT&T advisors Baumol, Kahn and Eckstein encouraged AT&T’s executive 

to divest in favour of market expansion, even though that meant temporarily sacrificing the 

company’s local business assets. The settlement caused divisions within AT&T about the 

merits of divestment which in general terms was “a contest between … the engineer’s view 

and the economist’s view” (Auw 1983, 119). This division was familiar to Hayek who had 

argued against Frank Jewett’s ‘engineered’ social order based on the organisational model of 

Bell Labs in the 1940s. The rationalist engineers who wanted to plan using natural sciences 

methodologies were defeated by the market economists within AT&T who had a 

‘philosophical’ alliance with the regulator.  
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AT&T’s liberation from its regulated monopoly status was a victory for those antagonistic 

to antitrust. And although many in the firm saw AT&T’s divestment agreement as a defeat, 

the coming decades would show that the firm had actually achieved a monumental success 

in switching from the regulated corporation to the role of a market regulator, one that 

would seal the fate of the antitrust regime itself and the economic and democratic health of 

the nation. 

9.2 Hayek’s epistemology: computer modelling 
society 

While Hayek had views about monopoly, his writings were brief and spread thinly across his 

career. Hayek’s mission was to usher in the catallaxy, which necessitated the building of a 

global telecommunications system for his market-based system to utilise. This called for the 

integration of economics and information transmission, a change that Coase also identified 

as being the way of the future (1937).  

Mirowski and Nik-Khah (2017) in their ground breaking study on the history of 

information economics, have shown how Hayek’s epistemology contributed to a 

computational or cyborg conception of humankind. What I have argued in this thesis is that 

Hayek’s epistemology was compatible with a form of monopoly capitalism that would 

centre on the formation of ICT platforms. I made this argument by examining key areas of 

Hayek’s epistemology; his shifts in economics from equilibrium to compatibility, and from 

competition to exchange; his shift from law to rules; and his shift from human decision-

making to market ‘machine-based’ decision-making. Simplification predicated on market 

machine compatibility becomes a means to an end for that system which is reflected in 

contestability’s “simplifying assumptions” (George, Joll, and Lynk 1992, 278) and the 

“simplistic assumptions” underpinning the economic analysis of law approach (Calabresi 

2018). 

Hayek’s epistemology was dedicated to the catallaxy. Far from being a disparate collection of 

thoughts on topics from the brain to political philosophy, his epistemology had a unity 

derived from its purpose and the problem he sought to resolve. Hayek’s theory called into 

question the efficacy of orthodox equilibrium analysis. To Hayek the market would remain 

the premium communications system and processor of information – as for the individuals 

whose plans were processed, they were “cogs” in that machine.  
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However, this was all hypothetical as Hayek was unable to explain how the price mechanism 

that coded information into prices actually worked. Instead, he offered the idea of 

spontaneous order forming from “spontaneous actions” (Hayek 1937, 52). 

Hayek sought an intellectual basis for his new social order and its componentry, and a 

design template showing how the componentry fitted together. The problem he sought to 

resolve was how to set up a system that could utilise dispersed information for decision-

making. The solution to that problem came in the form of a network to which all 

individuals and organisations (he called economies) were to be connected.  

Hayek’s network architecture was based on telecommunications systems. Order itself would 

flow from the system run by the market ‘machine’, which was set up like a computer whose 

central processing unit was the price mechanism that processed all the available information 

coming off the nodes, that is, individuals and organisations best described by Foucault as 

“enterprise-units”, which were populating the network (2008, 225). The market-machine 

could make decisions on a yes/no basis like a computer or it could prepare the data needed 

by humans to make decisions. The market-machine, which ensured economic functioning, 

was governed by rules, and the most important requirement in the formulation of those 

rules was “the certainty of the law” (Hayek 1955, 36) which Hayek deemed essential for an 

“efficient society” (1960, 208). The role of rules was to program the system that would run the 

network and the markets and to govern the enterprise-units. This system’s simplified aim 

was to ensure that each enterprise-unit on the network was functionally compatible with the 

system. Hayek saw the “Highway Code” as the model, because its rules were absolute with 

little or no juridical discretion. Actions contravening the rules had known consequences and 

were not subject in theory to mitigating circumstances (Hayek 2007 [1944], 113). 

This rules-based orientation found its way into the GATT and thence the WTO-controlled 

system of international trade and investment agreements (Slobodian 2018). Signatory states 

like Australia have restructured their own legal systems and economies in order to meet 

their obligations under the rules of the international regime. Others have shone a light on 

the risks this systemic change poses for law, both international and domestic, by 

diminishing its role in the protection of individual rights and de-legitimatising the role of 

socially accepted and rejected morays and norms in legal decision-making (Faunce 2015). 

Drawing on my analysis of Hayek, I have argued that his rule-based design is there to 

program the system or, as he put it, to ensure the integrity of the market.  
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Hayek’s epistemology included his construct of the individual as an enterprise-unit 

compatible with the market’s ‘machine-like’ order. Human beings had to be readied for life 

within this new order. Hayek approached this from a population-perspective and, 

philosophically, developed a theory of human limitations, which he published as The Sensory 

Order (1952). Hayek categorised the population into three groups: the elites, the ‘malleables’ 

and the masses. The elites had the role of devising the programming rules and generally 

supervising the operation of Hayek’s concept, a largely self-organising and self-regulating 

catallactic system. Most importantly, the elites derived the most benefits from the system 

because they had learnt how to utilise dispersed information. This was the mark of success 

in the neoliberal catallaxy. 

Other classes were conceptualised much like cyborgs as human but machine compatible 

(Mirowski 2002). Only the elites were allowed to be inventive mavericks. Human knowledge 

systems were deemed by Hayek to be limited in comparison to the market because only the 

market could access and process all the available information. Unable to construct the 

internal rules to regulate their own minds, humans could not equal the market in devising 

rules to regulate the catallaxy, therefore human made law was perceived to be inferior. This 

became the psychological justification for the process of deregulation. In consequence, price 

decisions arrived at using the total knowledge output of the market were thought to out-

perform human decision-making.  

These ideas, I contend, would not have landed Hayek a berth in history if not for his timing 

at the nascent stage of the computer age. The moment that I refer to as the Hayek-Turing 

conjunction occurred in November 1936. Hayek was considering how information 

functioned in the economy at the same time Turing was conceptualising a computational 

device that could make decisions with relative certainty if it was given rules or a set of 

instructions to follow. Turing called it the “universal machine” because it could connect 

with any other machine or person that followed the same rules (Turing 1936, 242).  

Hayek’s paper ‘Economics and Knowledge’ (1937) described the economy as one based on 

a network of exchanges between individuals and followed a similar logic to Turing’s 

machine. Decisions could be made that induced compatibility between the plans of 

individuals if there were “definite statements about how knowledge was acquired and 

communicated” (Hayek 1937, 33), an idea not dissimilar to Turing’s rules or instructions 

guiding the decision-making process. Hayek reasoned that one person’s decision was 

another person’s data on which to base further decisions, which under the right conditions 

would cycle through the network, expanding in number until these exchanges or data 
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accumulated to become information that would describe relationships in the economy and 

result in more certainty in matching supply with demand. Hayek had essentially envisaged 

this economic network like a computational machine based on dynamic exchange. This I 

argue was Hayek’s successful tilt towards the computer age and led to the conception of the 

market as an information processor (Mirowski 2002).  

Hayek’s model was thus in synergy with the age of the algorithm and AI. An individual’s 

knowledge was only valued in its aggregated form and it took a large corporation with 

computing power to utilise it, or in the vernacular of the friction-free economy, to value-add 

the information (Lanier 2014, 49). This amalgamation and commodification of information 

is the source of platform capital’s power which it accumulates through the exploitation of 

individuals’ data.  

9.3 Bridging the epistemological divide 
This thesis has analysed the factors and forces that led Hayek and the Chicago neoliberals 

towards making common cause with monopoly capitalism to build a new social order. In 

choosing the monopolists, or what he called “organized industries” (Hayek 1945, 521), to be 

the planners, Hayek was making a practical choice based on his belief expressed in The Road 

to Serfdom (1944) that the only unacceptable form of planning was “solely the planning 

against competition” (Hayek 2007 [1944], 90). Hayek, Mises and Robbins, who had argued 

against state economic planning in the 1930s, were part of the European neoliberal 

(ordoliberal) movement that intensified its opposition to the state during World War II. To 

the ordoliberals the way forward was a “state under the supervision of the market rather 

than a market supervised by the state” (Foucault 2008, 116). Hayek and Coase emigrated to 

America, joining the neoliberal thought collective at the Chicago School. 

Coase, whose theory of transaction costs was influenced by Hayek, was pivotal in providing 

a price-based rationale for determining industry structure and championing the merits of 

distributing information embedded in transactions through firms and markets. Coase was 

concerned with how to establish a mechanism for processing transaction cost data on a 

continuous basis in what he called a “tractable” process (1937, 398). Like Hayek, Coase 

determined that telecommunications would play a central role in reducing the cost of 

transmitting information (Coase 1937, 397). Coase thus followed Hayek in considering 

information to be the elemental driver of the economy (Coase and Wang 2010).  
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Coase’s ideas found favour with Bell economists. They extended the logic of his ideas to 

theorise a new definition of natural monopoly, based on a new efficiency concept they 

called ‘subadditivity’, which calculated total industry output to determine how many firms 

were needed for optimal efficiency defined as the lowest production costs (Baumol, Panzar, 

and Willig 1982). The companion concept was price sustainability, which again was a 

calculation designed to find the price that reflected competitive behaviour even for a 

monopoly. The actual claim however, was not that contestability measured efficiency across 

a range of firm combinations but that it “rules out inefficiencies” (Baumol 1982a, 26). 

Banished are inefficiencies resulting from human incompetence and intrafirm and interfirm 

allocative inefficiency caused by the failure to properly allocate resources within firms or an 

industry (Baumol 1982a, 26, 27). A contestable market induces, as in the case of Uber in the 

US, a process of elimination that will likely leave only one winner.  

By the late 1970s Bell Laboratories were drawing on a confluence of ideas to trial their 

industrial organisation theory and contestable market hypothesis in the deregulation of the 

US airline industry. At this point, the neoliberal economic concept of transaction costs 

coding information into prices became infused with Bell’s theory of industrial organisation 

and their contestable market hypothesis. That is, a theory of transaction costs within 

information networks linked neoliberalism with the contestability doctrine and forged the 

efficiency paradigm that would privilege the lowering of production costs over all other 

factors, including social good and equity.  

Through this pathway, forged by Chicago’s Law and Economics Movement, legitimacy was 

conferred on monopolies. This allowed monopolies to plan what Hayek would come to call 

“the catallaxy” (Hayek 1976; 1978 [1968]b). The critical characteristic of the catallaxy is that 

it consists of both the market and the network, the network being all the economies, 

individuals, firms etc integrated by exchange activity.  

The contestability doctrine works as an organising principle of the catallaxy. As a 

universal theory encompassing all industry types, its function is to ensure that each industry 

has the right number of firms to produce at the lowest cost thereby fulfilling the stated aim 

of the catallaxy (Hayek 1978 [1968]b, 91). Its claim is that it can establish conditions to 

maintain low prices even for those sectors of the catallaxy dominated by monopolies and 

oligopolies. 
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The important contribution of Coase was that the structure inside the catallaxy was flexible. 

He articulated the question that firms, particularly large firms like AT&T needed to be 

constantly asking – is the firm, another firm or the market the most cost-effective way of 

organising transactions? (Coase 1937, 404). Within the ambit of this question was the 

consideration of how a firm might integrate these possibilities as a means of coordinating 

them. It was the fluidity between markets, firms and the network that mattered, mediated by 

the costs of transactions, not any particular structure. Coase’s fluid concept offers the 

possibility of a single firm operating an entire market.  

In our current era Hayek’s conception of the catallaxy as a market-coordinated network has 

been brought to fruition by monopolies in a new market order that is global in scope. 

Hayek’s ideas offered a theoretical rationale for the development of platform monopolies 

and online marketplaces in the twenty-first century. We should understand this radical 

transformation as in essence enacting Hayek’s vision of a catallactic social structure, which 

he variously called a “competitive order” and “market order”, designed to resolve the 

problem of coordination in the economy. The eventual commodification of transactions 

through the new business models of Uber and Amazon was enabled by the internet. Now 

mature, market-network models have produced an immense growth of monopolies in the 

ICT sector and online, bringing into actuality Hayek’s vision of the catallaxy as networks of 

exchanges connecting the globe and, for neoliberals, fulfilling the promise of markets as 

information distributors par excellence.  

9.3.1 Contestability 
In establishing the role of AT&T Bell Laboratories’ contestability doctrine in entrenching 

the power of monopoly capitalism and its intersection with a rising neoliberal movement, 

this thesis has examined both the historical and epistemological ties that bind neoliberalism 

and monopoly capitalism together.  

We can now better understand why the neoliberals in the 1930s had sought to model how 

monopolies might be disciplined to charge competitively. Monopolies could then partake in 

the dynamic exchanges inside the catallactic network that Mises and Hayek had begun to 

visualise at that time. The neoliberals failed in their initial attempt to solve the problem of 

monopolies, but forty years later the Bell group produced a theory of industrial organisation 

and designed the contestable market analytics tool that would justify the presence of 

monopolies in the neoliberal market order. Contestable market analysis enabled AT&T to 

determine how best to integrate a market into the Bell System, which was to be restructured 
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after the divestiture settlement in 1982. AT&T could assess what aspects of the business 

should remain a natural monopoly and what would be more efficiently performed by a 

competitor. AT&T, acting on the advice of Toffler and Bell group’s contestability theorists, 

pioneered the creation of a new type of industry organisation which integrated the firm, 

network and market. This formed a new societal governance institution not run by 

government but ostensibly by a market under the auspices of the firm acting as the network 

manager. Toffler called this new industry structure the Bell Communications Constellation. 

His vision was to extend vertical integration “over a larger sphere” by using a market 

(Toffler 1985, 11). As the model evolved into a new form of capitalism, which we now call 

platform capitalism, it came to represent a constructed competitive market order in the 

Hayekian sense. The deregulation of AT&T was not without its internal and external critics 

who feared the loss of Bell System integrity. However, the neoliberal forces for change were 

aligned; within AT&T, economic advisors and researchers prepared the company for 

deregulation and externally regulators imbued with the Chicago School’s ethos, which was 

antagonistic to antitrust, wanted to see corporations free to pursue market domination. 

Contestability, the economic theory that justified this new industry formation, was not 

generally enthusiastically received by academic economists, in part because it was an 

incomplete explanation of the actual principle of organisation it was promoting. However, it was 

understood by neoliberal advocates in government and was quickly adopted by policy 

makers and lawmakers to rationalise the deregulation of the US airline industry and from 

there other industries, notably those with advanced networks like the trucking and banking. 

Contestability, as a doctrine that advocated for deregulation, met the needs of ICT network 

industries that were aspiring to industry domination. As Khan (2017) observed this 

expansion of networks has been effectively shielded from antitrust regulators. The 

contestability doctrine also advocated for the privatisation of the government sector as a 

way of redirecting government assets, services and functions to the new governance system.  

Another conclusion we might draw is that both contestability and the neoliberal market 

could only have been progressed by the use of ICT. This is because neoliberalism and 

contestability are characterised by the fragmentation of processes and tasks for the purposes 

of unitisation, commodification and monetarisation. Everything, whether it be a procedure 

or a person or other living organism, is given a unique identifier so its movement through 

the market and on the network can be tracked and charged. 
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By the 1990s contestability had conceptually developed to “international contestable 

markets” that was related to international trade. This was deployed as an advocacy tool to 

justify the breaking down of trade and investment barriers between countries in the mid-

1990s (Sauvé 1996, 37). International trade governance organisations like the 

European Commission and the World Trade Organisation (WTO) helped spread the 

contestability doctrine as nation states committed to the GATT and other bilateral and 

multilateral agreements (Slobodian 2018, 8, 23, 240). These allowed for the imitation of 

competition and exposed countries to monopolistic corporations by diminishing antitrust 

regimes as states committed to contestability commitments by way of fulfilling their 

agreement obligations.  

To engage with the impacts of the contestability doctrine, as revealed by the research on the 

US, internationally and in Australia, is to engage with a project of immense scale only 

matched by the scale of the neoliberal project to spread its market ideology worldwide. This 

close relationship is evident in the narrative of contestability, which draws its success from 

its identification with competition made by its inventors Baumol, Panzar, Willig and Bailey 

at the theoretical level. It enables contestability to remain incognito, as its name suggests it is 

a variant of competition. Contestability has arisen unchallenged on digital platforms and in 

government, where it works by connecting with dispersed enterprise-units, whether they be 

individuals or organisations, customers or labour. White refers to this as “[a]n extreme 

reduction of industrial competition to isolated cognitive process” (White 2002, 255). The 

competitive dynamic is weak because the mainstay of revenues is earned from 

connections to a service and not from the service itself – yet they coexist as in the case of 

Uber charging commissions for access to its network. This is a transposition of what Hayek 

deemed to be elemental in a society based on exchange, that is, the circulation of 

information such that “one person’s decisions are the other person’s data” (Hayek 1937, 

38). In the government sector in Australia where contestability is referred to as the 

“contestability of decision-making” (Peever et al. 2015, 5) or the “contestability of 

management” (Sturgess 2015, 20) it is the decisions that are exchanged. In this market the 

decision makers are contestable, which again is elemental as government is the head agency 

for decision making in a democracy. Contestability in this sense becomes ubiquitous, that is 

to say, there is nothing in government that is not contestable if an alternative decision-

maker can be located. 
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Contestability is said to identify the most efficient configuration of firms in an industry and 

is seen as merely extending competition to monopoly. It is described as “unifying” because 

it is inclusive of all industry types. The latter idea was influenced by the work of Chicago 

economist Ronald Coase, who argued that both firms and markets needed to justify their 

existence economically because of the costs associated with their operations (1937). 

Consequently, transaction costs became a focal point for determining efficiency, which gave 

the Bell group cause to assess all industry structures comparatively (Sharkey 1982). Hence, 

their unifying idea of calculating efficiencies at industry level by aggregating the total costs 

of an industry, not merely considering the costs and efficiencies of firms. However, 

achieving the lowest total costs across an industry in most cases favoured using an 

oligopoly or monopoly structure whereby efficiencies could be achieved through dominant 

market share.  

The association the Bell group made between contestability and Adam Smith’s invisible 

hand works to obscure the fact that contestability is a theory that redefines natural 

monopoly according to the efficiency paradigm (Baumol, Panzar, and Willig 1982, 13). The 

meaning of competition itself is also redefined, if not effectively caused to disappear, by its 

new status as both an abstraction and an imitation. By redefining natural monopoly as a 

configuration of one firm producing goods and services at the lowest costs, all other 

definitions of natural monopoly, based on structural features such as a supply network or 

control over a resource or a manufacturing patent, are set aside. By using a new efficiency 

precept, which they called subadditivity, to calculate the optimal industry structure, all 

industries are theoretically justified in becoming monopolies. The efficiency precept also 

sets aside all other detriments to the economy, consumers and suppliers, such as poor 

quality goods and services, environmentally unsustainable production and the loss of small 

businesses and craft industries.  

The shift to the efficiency paradigm in law has paid off for the corporations with regulators 

now on the backfoot trying to assess new market network structures, such as online markets 

and platforms, without the requisite legal basis in antitrust law to deal with monopoly 

structures in industry. Lina Khan identified this problem as a paradox that is traceable to the 

Chicago school, such that “[l]egal analysis of online platforms is comparatively 

undertheorized. … even as platforms have emerged as central arteries in our modern 

economy” (Khan 2017, 784). It opens up the very real possibility that the trend towards 

concentration will continue unabated resulting in a corpocracy consisting of a small number 

of firms controlling national economies and the global economy. Khan used the example of 
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Amazon, a cross-border behemoth that no antitrust regime has yet been able to curtail even 

though its concentration levels worldwide have made it the largest online retailer (Khan 

2017). 

It is at this new interface between monopoly and ICT that the foresight of neoliberals and 

the Bell group, in removing the barriers to the market, has produced dividends for large 

corporations, reflected in a new discourse that can’t quite describe the new corporate 

institutions, those “conjured up corporate empires from bits and bytes” (The Economist 

2016). These empires, it can be concluded are the coordinators of Hayek’s catallaxy, not the 

markets. Thus, the competition between the firm and the market that Coase identified has 

seen the firm triumph. 

Baumol, in keeping with likeminded colleagues in Chicago and elsewhere, did not label 

himself a neoliberal, or his economic thought as neoliberalism. The contestability doctrine, 

however, is part of a distinct lineage that began with attempts to theoretically incorporate 

monopolies into a new competitive conception. Although this was not achieved initially in 

the conceptualisations of Hayek, over time elements were theorised in the work of MPS 

members, Coase, Stigler and Demsetz. Baumol and Bell group were finally able to produce a 

theory that was plausible enough to influence some government policy makers to put in 

place the conditions which would begin the transformation process to a catallaxy, in all 

likelihood in complete ignorance of the outcome, a signature of the neoliberal era. (See 

example in Appendix B). 

9.4 Australian case study 

My thesis journey began with the realisation that the expression ‘competition and 

contestability’ in Australian government policy documents was indicative of the neoliberal 

promotion of monopoly and transnational corporations being actively involved in national 

socio-economic planning. It was not just that audit commissions and other government 

advisory bodies were dominated by corporate advisors and lacked community 

representation, but that transnational corporations like Worley Parsons were being 

embedded into government departments. The Business Council of Australia (BCA) 

representing Australia’s top 100 corporations had also established themselves within 

government bureaucracy. 
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An analysis of the Productivity Commission (2005; 2014), commissions of audit (National 

Commission of Audit 1996; Queensland Commission of Audit 2013; National Commission 

of Audit 2014), the Financial System Inquiry (Murray et al. 2014) and competition review 

panels (National Competition Policy Review (Hilmer Report) 1993, NSW Government 

2014, Harper et al. 2015) against the backdrop of a succinct history of neoliberalism (or 

more colloquially referenced as ‘economic rationalism’ in Australia) (Pusey 1991) proved 

fruitful. 

This thesis has sought to trace the genealogy of contestability’s fusion with neoliberalism, to 

better understand how neoliberalism is shaping Australia and other nations. It investigated 

neoliberal planning in Australia within the context of Hayek’s vision for a spontaneous 

order that he constructed as the catallaxy, or network of economies coordinated by ‘the’ 

market and the possibility that the catallaxy he envisaged in general terms is now being 

actualised, with contestability serving as one of its enabling strategies. 

Much can be made of the relationship between the neoliberal project and the contestability 

doctrine, based on the synergies derived from sharing the same conditions for their 

respective versions of the market. Both call for the breakdown of barriers that impede 

exchange, which are defined broadly by both groups as intervention in the market by 

government and trade unions. This claim for change holds the portents of a radical shift in 

the structure of society. 

The Australian government is close to completing the migration of its data registries to 

Microsoft’s cloud. This leads us to consider Hayek’s vision of the “common control of 

communications” (Hayek 1939, 131) and the implications this has for Australia’s 

sovereignty and the privacy of its citizens. The Australian Trade Commission is active in the 

policy space on blockchain security and cryptocurrency. This is driving towards Hayek’s 

other vision, or what he called his ‘invention’ of a “uniform monetary system”, created by a 

private currency market replacing national currencies and thus spelling the loss of monetary 

controls government has over the national economy (Hayek 1939, 131). These 

developments, which have been made possible by the digitisation of information 

transmitted on networks, serve to lock-in the Australian economy, social institutions, private 

organisations and citizens to a global corporately controlled network order. As Hayek 

envisaged, we may see only vestiges of the traditional public sector functioning in the roles 

of enforcement and revenue collection, leaving the Department of Home Affairs with its 

accumulated coercive powers and the Australian Taxation Office guided by global 

consultancy firms KPMG and Deloitte Australia. These are the only remaining government 
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agencies in the public sector not being contemplated as suitable to be given over entirely to 

a contestable market. Democratically inscribed law-making and policy, when made 

‘contestable’, are subject to privatisation.  

The digital management of that process includes the intense surveillance of the population 

and the gradual introduction of online management of citizens who connect to sites like 

MyGov. This connotes a command-and-control system being unfolded online in the name 

of efficiency and convenience. This thesis has contended, however, that such surface 

manifestations are the outcome of far deeper connections at the level of epistemology 

between the Bell group representing monopoly capitalism, and neoliberal ideology. Australia 

is being prepared for complete submersion into the global economy, as evidenced in 

government documentation and new competition laws post 2015. Will this necessitate 

citizens’ withdrawal from managing or otherwise participating in the running of their 

country? Yes. Control over citizens will be prosecuted online through extreme surveillance. 

This is well in train as government and corporations alike collect and upload data to cloud 

repositories that includes the entire Australian population. In the era of transnational 

corporate rule, the sovereign state will exist for ceremonial and enforcement purposes only. 

In December 1981, Baumol described contestability theory as an “uprising” against the 

established order (Baumol 1982b, 1), erupting at the very beginning of an era variously 

labelled economic rationalist, neoliberal or corporatist. The uprising is real to those who 

have the money and power to harness its power. For those not yet aware of its intent, 

contestability falsely evokes the notion of competition and obscures its meanings. These are 

the tactics of stealth—quiet, insidious, duplicitous—that are white-anting Australia’s 

democracy. Like the Trojan Horse of Troy, contestability has conveyed into the Australian 

state a corps of external interests.  

Economic dominance by transnational monopolies producing increasing levels of industry 

concentration speaks to the success of neoliberal policies in introducing a socio-economic 

system that is measured purely by low production costs and has resulted in inequality, 

soaring poverty and ecological collapse. Baumol’s revolution is one of transnational 

corporate hegemony. 
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9.5 Implications  

9.5.1 We are all ‘village idiots’ now 
Although Hayek was the first to centre economics in information (Mirowski 2015), he left 

that discipline sometime after 1941 for law and political philosophy. By doing so, he made 

what I regard to be his most devastating contribution to the removal of the human-

determined world and its replacement by the catallaxy—that is, the idea of the sub-optimal 

human subordinated to the market machine. Hayek’s theoretical proposition concerned the 

impossibility of achieving societal goals in what he referred to as the “constitutional limitation 

of man’s knowledge and interests” (1949a, 14). Hayek’s discontent was essentially with the 

individual, whose knowledge, he claimed, was largely tacit and therefore unavailable to the 

conscious mind which was the root cause of humankind’s imperfections (Posner 2005, 159). 

Individuals lacked the moral fortitude to support freedom and liberty (Hayek 1976 [1949], 

108), were incapable of rejecting what he termed “fraudulent” ideas like social justice (1976, 

xii), were brimming with hubris even in the face of increasing ignorance (1960, 26) and were 

incapable of loving those beyond their village circle (1976, 150). Most importantly, human 

beings could do nothing about it, because intent, purpose and will were redundant attributes 

in a spontaneous order that was the outcome of evolutionary selection and not the actions 

or dictates of select men, such that not even ethics could be chosen (Hayek 1979a, 167). 

Hayek, being a product of his upper bourgeoise background, held opinions about other 

classes that were negative and offensive. In The Road to Serfdom, he states that the groups most 

uniform in make-up were the result of a “negative principle of selection” (Hayek 2007 [1944], 

160). The morally challenged ‘masses’ and the ‘malleable’ group, which could be anchored 

to principles if persistently goaded, comprised the majority. There was of course an elite 

group to which Hayek belonged who were intelligent, educated and capable of invention. In 

this sense the insufficiency of human beings was not total, it was simply widespread. As 

Posner put it “people needed the price system to overcome deficits in their knowledge” 

(Posner 2005, 159). The elites also need the market, but they were sufficiently endowed by 

evolutionary success to decide the rules of the market and ensure their own prosperity.  

The failure to value human knowledge and attributes spilled over into the determination of 

the value of information. Much of the raw material which fuelled the knowledge economy 

was virtually costless to those with the computer power to harvest data from the networks. 

In the neoliberal social order, the information individuals could have traded was simply 

taken, with or without their permission.  
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Turing is often credited as the person who contributed most to people being compared to 

computers and AI (Lanier 2010). Hayek, however, infused his claim about the superiority of 

the market ‘machine’ as the discoverer of the truth with the associated claim that humans 

could not possibly match its discovery capacity. Only the market utilises all the available 

information and therefore can ‘know itself’ and adjust to its environment. Consequently, he 

held that alternative forms of organisation to the catallaxy, including democratic institutions 

like parliament, could not plan or organise society. Further, the market as a self-organising, 

self-regulating machine could not be matched by other computational devices. Even four 

years after the Ethernet was invented, which made distributed access possible for anyone 

with a computer, Hayek reiterated his claim that “you can’t possibly concentrate this 

knowledge” (Hayek and Levin 1980). The doctrine of the superiority of the market requires 

the whole apparatus of the catallaxy whereby the market and network are totally integrated 

with data cycling between the market and the firm-controlled network.  

The pernicious effects of Hayek’s human limitations theory and classism can be seen in two 

trends that are apparent in the rise of the neoliberal movement to political power. Firstly, it 

has rationalised the abandonment of entire classes of people as exemplified by the economic 

argument for defunding education because only a small educated elite will be needed to 

work with the self-organising catallaxy (Brown 2015; MacLean 2017). Secondly, it has helped 

sponsor the view that AI will replace human beings because it simply outperforms them, 

hiding the fact that AI is dependent on human generated data that is commonly extracted 

for no payment (Lanier 2010; 2014). There is a large global workforce of piecemeal contract 

workers covering for the failings of AI by cleansing data and performing a multiplicity of 

jobs in the ICT sector that are characterised by poor pay and conditions. This workforce is 

largely hidden, fuelling the myth of machine superiority and impending human redundancy 

(Gray and Suri 2019).  

Hayek’s sub-optimal human illustrates the concerns expressed by Norbert Wiener that 

machine automation could lead to the devaluation of those humans who can’t compete with 

the machines and to the abuse of power by those controlling machines (Rid 2016, 85). 

Hayek’s vision for the future was described as a market order, but in reality, it was a social 

order on a global scale. Its most dystopian feature is its absoluteness. The catallaxy would 

completely enclose all other systems; its ascendency assured by the claim that no alternatives 

can be countenanced because any institution created by human beings as an alternative is by 

definition inferior. It is an ultra-totalitarian view of humanity’s place under the rule of ICT 

monopoly capitalism.  
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9.5.2 Emergence 
This thesis has addressed the question of how an ideology which valorised market 

competition has during its ascendency been accompanied by the resurgence of industry 

concentration and monopoly power. 

I have argued throughout that the neoliberals and the Bell group very carefully controlled 

the discourses around competition, markets and contestability and obfuscated essential 

elements of their ideas necessitating an approach akin to decoding their articulations. The 

problem is well observed as the “Stealth Revolution” (Brown 2015) the “double truth” 

doctrine (Mirowski 2013, 68; 2015 [2009], 426) and the “Knowledge Corruptors” (Crouch 

2016). Hayek shows his mastery over discourse in his last publication, The Fatal Conceit 

(1988) when he claims ‘lock-in’ for monopoly capitalism based on its capacity to create a 

self-ordering system: 

The contention that we are constrained to preserve capitalism because of its superior 

capacity to utilise dispersed knowledge raises the question of how we came to acquire such 

an irreplaceable economic order [?] (Hayek 1988, 8-9).  

In a ‘double truth’ finale after a career dedicated to planning the catallaxy, he responds:  

The answer to this question, … is … well known to economics, that our values and 

institutions are determined not simply by preceding causes but as part of a process of 

unconscious self-organisation of a structure or pattern. (Hayek 1988, 9). 

He attributes this to the development of “evolutionary epistemology” in law and economics 

(Hayek 1988, 9).  

As we live through one of the most remarkable structural changes in how global society is 

organised, one of its chief architects has offered little by way of a concrete vision for the 

future he has helped create. As a consequence, it has been extremely difficult to articulate 

the causes of the changes that have actually occurred. This I conclude is because Hayek and 

his contemporaries in the neoliberal movement engaged in intellectual duplicity hiding their 

true designs and motivations behind the veil of liberalism that they actively tore down. The 

focus in the critical scholarship has been largely on the symptomology of neoliberalism. 

That is to say, the impacts of neoliberalism on individuals, local communities and global 

society are very well documented. Monopolies have also come under the spotlight in the last 

few years with a surge of publications concerned with the damage they are doing to 

economies, communities and the life-world. 
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However, the planning for future change has been kept largely concealed by the neoliberal 

movement. Raymond Williams in Towards 2000, warned of:  

new politics ‘Plan X’. It is indeed a plan, as distinct from the unthinking reproduction of 

distraction. But it is different from other kinds of planning, and from all other important 

ways of thinking about the future, in that its objective is indeed ‘X’: a willed and deliberate 

unknown, in which the only defining factor is advantage (Williams 1985 [1983], 244).  

Not all critics saw strategy in deceptive terms. Dardot and Laval, for example, consider 

neoliberal strategy as having “well-defined objectives” under certain conditions (2017 

[2013], 149). I have argued, that it was Hayek’s mission to get human beings to abrogate 

their agency by accepting they were ignorant and embracing the convenience of the one 

catallactic market choosing for them. I also argued that during the 1970s the strategy of the 

neoliberals was to promote the interests of monopolists by adopting the contestability 

doctrine which they shrouded by associating it with competition.  

Mirowski’s “double truth” doctrine warned scholars that neoliberalism was chameleon-like 

in its ability to represent different versions of itself to different audiences (Mirowski 2013, 

68; 2015 [2009], 426), from the very first argument against planning promoted by Hayek, 

Mises and Robbins at the Socialist Calculation debates (Lavoie 1985b, 179). Cahill was 

critical of the ‘double truth’ doctrine suggesting that it necessitated the existence of an 

“extraordinary conspiracy” prosecuted by intellectuals (Cahill 2014, 41), but as Pusey noted 

in the Australian case there has been a “neoliberal takeover” (Pusey 2018, 15) involving the 

coordinated efforts of international governance institutions like the World Trade Organisation 

(WTO), transnational accountancy firms, neoliberal thinktanks and “econocrats”,3 who 

were officials in the public service schooled in economics and little else (Pusey 1991, 7, 172).  

Mirowski concluded that neoliberalism “is poorly understood but curiously, draws some of 

its prodigious strength from that obscurity” (Mirowski 2015 [2009], 426). Obscurity, which I 

would argue, stems from the neoliberals engaging in strategically priming discourses on 

competition and markets, whilst suppressing the discourse on monopoly through the 

elaborate claims of ‘contestability’ theory and avoiding a discourse about catallactic 

networks. Hayek, for example, used the term catallaxy for the first time in 1976 to describe 

what he envisaged in 1945 as “one market” for exchanges based on a “system of 

 

3 ‘Econocrats’ is also a term used by Susan Strange (1996, 161) and Peter Self (1975). 
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telecommunications” (Hayek 1945, 526, 527).4 Hayek had cause to develop his institutional 

theory of the catallaxy and a discourse on networks as it would have encapsulated not only 

his theory of dispersed information but also his vision for a federated global system of 

market governance. That he chose not to do this is indicative of what Mirowski contended 

was the ongoing concern of neoliberals to avoid being labelled or defined. Consequently 

they themselves do not use the term ‘neoliberal’ to identify their ideology or organisations 

(Mirowski 2014). 

Nowhere was this silence more strategic than in the encryption of neoliberalism’s 

convergence with contestability. Hayek does not reference contestability or its inventors 

even though he clearly summarises the doctrine. This term was slipped in beside 

competition in policy but rarely defined as a distinct concept. The Bell group, like the 

neoliberals, did not write of the network environment that contestability required in order 

to function. Therefore, the network architecture that would have signalled a relationship 

between the catallaxy and contestability was obscured.  

For their part the Bell group did not make it clear that contestability theory was designed to 

work with digital networks and as a consequence most reviewers of the theory dismissed it 

as a work of theoretical abstraction. Baumol, who would go on to promote the 

contestability doctrine as a benchmark tool for deregulation, privatization and international 

trade policy, did so in the guise of an independent scholar working for prestigious 

universities. AT&T was seen as co-opting expertise for their contestability research program 

because using “leading experts” was a way of influencing regulatory policy that impacted the 

company (Owen and Braeutigam quoted in: Franta 2021, 2).5 It was certainly the case with 

Baumol that given his extensive service to AT&T and other corporations, we should 

understand him as a ‘company man’. However, as we have seen the political struggle within 

AT&T over divestment revealed the neoliberal incursion into the company, so that more 

tellingly Baumol was the neoliberals’ ‘man inside AT&T’.  

 

4 Hayek revealed his motivation for stealth in a 1980 TV interview with Bernard Levin, saying “we [the 
British public] are not willing to accept the guidance by the price mechanism, which alone can enable us to 
create a system of international coordination” (Hayek and Levin 1980, 2:14). This is because planning a 
market order would cause “severe hardship”, which was inevitable because “no stabilisation has ever been 
achieved without what we call the stabilisation crisis” (Hayek and Levin 1980, 12:59). 

5 Owen, B.M. and Braeutigam, R., 1978. The Regulation Game: Strategic Use of the Administrative Process. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA.: Ballinger Publishing Company. p. 7. 
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Baumol, like Hayek, cultivated an enthusiasm for competition which was not matched by 

his theoretical positions. He presented perfect contestability as an extension of perfect 

competition theory (1982b, 2), when in fact Baumol disparaged “perfect competition, with its 

vision of an economy populated exclusively by minuscule enterprises, each too weak to do 

much about its fate” (1982a, 23). Baumol further claimed that “tiny” firms unable to attain 

scaled economies were inefficient, such that the “efficiencies promised by pure competition 

are obviously an illusion” (1982a, 24). Perfect competition was considered a redundant 

concept in the light of perfect contestability which “promises to be far more useful than its 

predecessor” (Baumol 1982a, 24).  

Shepherd, in ‘“Contestability” vs. competition’, situates contestability in opposition to 

competition, which exposes contestability to political contention; but here Shepherd is alone 

(1995). The fields of political economy and sociology have not registered the monopoly 

implications of the contestable market hypothesis. Instead, contestability has travelled 

incognito with competition and become an exemplar of Foucault’s concept of normalising 

power (Foucault 2008, 146). Thus, the doctrine that justified monopoly power has elicited 

barely a murmur of opposition.  

The deception at the heart of neoliberalism lies in its planning for systemic change without 

democratic permission. The facilitation of the contestability doctrine has been carried out by 

corporate elites who occupy worlds such as global finance and ICT (Williams 1983, 247). 

These corporations have embedded into executive government and the public sector at 

large, and strategically engaged in transferring public sector data and knowledge to the 

private sector, thereby undermining the foundation of the Australian state. 

The neoliberal epistemology, which holds that humans cannot plan society as knowledge is 

only fully processable by markets, is destroying the very foundations of human knowledge 

and society – the knowledge repositories that hold the lessons and the memories of who we 

are and that have enabled humans to evolve societies and live in harmony with each other 

and non-human others over millennia. 

I have argued in this thesis that the contestability doctrine developed by the Bell group has 

been an integral part of neoliberalism since the late 1970s. This doctrine has justified the 

ascendency of monopoly capitalists as the corporations representing the industrial-financial-

military complex move past being clients of government lodged in government institutions 

to fully taking over the functions of these institutions.  
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This argument has centred on the contention that neoliberalism has always embraced the 

illusion of competition over actual competition. Although competition was peppered 

through the neoliberal rhetoric of a spontaneous market order, in practice the adoption of 

AT& T’s contestable market doctrine by the global neoliberal movement has amounted to 

the acquiescence of that movement to monopoly power.  

Furthermore, the illusion of competition was embedded into the neoliberal concept of the 

catallaxy itself. This network of economies was allegedly posited to be coordinated by ‘the 

competitive market’; yet at the same time the catallaxy itself was said to produce the 

‘spontaneous market order’. This circularity is a philosophical contrivance, but it serves to 

claim that state regulation is unnecessary and to obscure the monopoly power being exerted 

by the network owners. The digital networks shaping our socio-economic relationships 

exemplify this illusory competition. Set within the context of Australia as a ‘market’ state the 

question arises as to whether Australia has now become an imitation state with its 

democratic social institutions white-anted by corporate control?  

In the light of this paradigmatic shift, I suggest a new term to define this newly emergent 

formation, that is, monopolism, a neologism of monopoly and oligopoly. I believe that the 

social structure that Hayek vaguely described is only now materialising into a concrete form. 

Although this form contains his vision it has also surpassed it sufficiently to warrant this 

new term. This fresh term is offered as a means of refreshing the semantic debates over 

‘neoliberalism’, which have become, according to Birch, mired in multiple conceptions, 

overuse and contradictions (Birch 2017b, 7).  

At this juncture in history, where the new order is coordinated by firm-controlled digital 

networks hosting markets which collectively form the catallaxy it is now truly evident, Jewett 

and King’s portent from another time and place of rupture should offer pause: 

knowledge in possession of a few who are without authority is powerless, while knowledge in 

the possession of a few with power to employ it is totalitarianism (Jewett and King 1940, 

827). 

That the catallaxy is concentrating the power of knowledge in the hands of a few there is no 

doubt as the technology moves in the direction of “converged networks” (Weldon quoted 

in: Alcatel-Lucent 2015). These networks encapsulate the possibilities “of a new digital era, 

where everyone and everything will be digitally connected and controllable, allowing an 

unprecedented level of automation” (Nokia Bell Labs 2016).  
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This is the materialised possibility of Hayek’s vision of a catallaxy, a world connected by 

exchange that is devoid of competition or the possibility of negotiating it to be otherwise. 

Dare we act to transition away from neo monopolism and embrace an alternative 

stewardship, one based on universal love and care for the Earth in a post-neoliberal, post-

monopolistic Sustainocene.6 

  

. 

 
 

 

6 “The term ‘Sustainocene’ originated with the Canberra-based Australian physician Bryan Furnass in 2012. 
It was subsequently developed to refer to a period of humanity as Earth stewards through ecocentric 
rather than anthropocentric (or even corporatocentric) governance structures and scientific endeavor 
coordinated to achieve social virtues such as ecological sustainability and environmental integrity.” (Faunce 
2018, 1800035 (3 of 5)). 
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Appendix A AT&T Inc. 

This comparator of organisational charts shows AT&T’s corporate structure in 1981 just 

prior to divestiture when it was a regulated telecommunications company. Following the 

1984 divestiture the company focused on global consumer markets for IT whilst 

maintaining their strengths in high technology research. The 2018 chart illustrates how 

effective AT&T has been in regrouping its telecommunications business and diversifying 

into other markets. It has now returned to its former status as the largest 

telecommunications company in the world.  

This comparative chart has been adapted from: 

Kleinfield, Sonny. 1981. The Biggest Company on Earth. New York: Holt, Rinehart and 

Winston, inside cover. 

Tunstall, W. Brooke Disconnecting Parties: Managing the Bell System Break-Up: An Inside View. 

McGraw-Hill Book Company, p. 118. 

MarketLine. 2018. Company Profile: AT&T. London: MarketLine / Progressive Digital 

Media, pp 85-88 (MarketLine 2018). 

MarketLine. 2016. Company Profile: Time Warner Inc. London: MarketLine / Progressive 

Digital Media, pp 49-50 (MarketLine 2016). 
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Comparative charts – 1981-2018 

AT&T in 1981 – pre-divestiture AT&T in 1984 – post-divestiture AT&T in 2018 

AT&T Inc 

  — Western Electric 

  — Bell Telephone Laboratories 

  — Long Lines 

  — The Bell Telephone Co of Pennsylvania 

  — The Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co (DC) 

  — The Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co of 
Maryland 

  — Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co of Virginia 

  — Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co of 
West Virginia 

  — Cincinnati Bell Inc 

  — The Diamond State Telephone Co 

  — Illinois Bell Telephone Co 

  — Indiana Bell Telephone Co 

  — Michigan Bell Telephone Co 

  — The Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Co 

  — New England Telephone & Telegraph Co 

  — New Jersey Bell Telephone Co 

  — New York Telephone Co 

  — Northwestern Bell Telephone Co 

  — The Ohio Bell Telephone Co 

  — Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Co 

  — The Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co 

  — South Central Bell Telephone Co 

  — Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph 

  — Southwestern Bell Telephone Co 

  — Wisconsin Telephone Co 

AT&T Inc 

  — AT&T Communications 

  — AT&T Technologies 

  — AT&T Bell Laboratories 

  — AT&T Network Systems 

  — AT&T Technology Systems 

  — AT&T International 

  — AT&T Consumer Products 

  — AT&T Information Systems 

AT&T Inc 

  — AT&T Comunicaciones Digitales 

  — AT&T Inc (Australia) 

  — AT&T Inc (Austria) 

  — AT&T Inc (Canada) 

  — AT&T Inc (China) 

  — AT&T Inc (Germany) 

  — AT&T Mobility 

  — AT&T Teleholdings 

  — BellSouth 

  — Cricket Wireless 

  — DirecTV Enterprises 

  — Illinois Bell Telephone Co 

  — Indiana Bell Telephone Co 

  — Michigan Bell Telephone Co 

  — Nevada Bell Telephone Co 

  — New Cingular Wireless Services Inc 

  — Pacific Bell Telephone Company (CA) 

  — SBC Long Distance 

  — Southwestern Bell Telephone Co 

  — Teleport Communications America 

  — The Ohio Bell Telephone Co 

  — Wisconsin Bell  

  — Warner Media 

  — CNN America 

 — Home Box Office 

 — Time Warner 

 — Turner Broadcasting System 

 — Turner International India 

 — Turner Sport 

 — Warner Bros (Korea) 

 — Warner Bros Entertainment 

 — Warner Bros Singapore 

 — Warner Communications 
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Appendix B Contestability in Defence 

Analysis 
One might imagine that the last bastion of nation-state sovereignty and non-commercial 

operations of government in the ‘national interest’ would be the military. On 1 April 2015, 

the Australian Department of Defence released the First Principles Review: One Defence which 

set out the next phase of development of an Integrated Defence Organisation.1 

Contestability was made, for the first time in a Defence review, the central concept that 

underpinned the new “One Defence business model” (Peever et al. 2015, 18). The key goal 

of One Defence was the introduction of an enterprise approach to delivering corporate and 

military services, facilitated by a unified enterprise communications and information system 

that would serve to integrate domestic and international industry into Defence’s capability 

development function: “It is imperative that Defence evolves into a single, integrated 

system” (Peever et al. 2015, 16). The review claimed defence acquisitions should be 

refocused from “probity and competition requirements” (34) to a “capability development 

life cycle approach” (32, 68) to meet “strategic, financial and technical contestability” (37) 

requirements. Astonishingly for a defence document, the report referred to “contestability 

of decision-making” (5) related to centralised planning or what the report called 

“contestability from the centre” (Peever et al. 2015, 18). In 2016 Defence established a 

Contestability Division to expedite the changes (Department of Defence 2016, 84).  

That this adoption of contestability was related to commercial interests is clear from the key 

structural change recommended. This was the proposal to re-integrate the Defence Materiel 

Organisation (DMO) “with a focus on contract management … [and that it assume the 

status of] [a]n independent and commercialised DMO in whole or in part” (Peever et al. 

 

1 The First Principles Review Team consisted of Chair, David Peever (Director Business Council of 
Australia, Vice Chairman Minerals Council of Australia), Prof. Robert Hill (US Studies Centre, University 
of Sydney, former Liberal Minister of Defence), Prof. Peter Leahy (academic, non-executive director 
Codan Ltd, former Chief of Army), Jim McDowell (CEO of BAE Systems Aust., non-executive director 
Codan Ltd) and Lindsay Tanner (former Labor Minister for Finance and Deregulation). 
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2015, 81). This proposal was implemented through the formation of the Capability 

Acquisition and Sustainment (CAS) group within the Department of Defence. It was a 

proxy form of privatisation, a move which was in keeping with other corporate embeddings 

which I argue, meshed with the stated objective of Defence to integrate with the world 

economy through “global supply chains” (Peever et al. 2015, 32).  

Privatisation of the military had been promoted by Donald Rumsfeld, the former US 

Defence Secretary (2001-2006) under George W. Bush, when he called for “private 

contractors in all aspects of the military including combat” (Alford and O’Flynn 2012, 27). 

However, former President of the United States, General Dwight D. Eisenhower had 

warned “against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by 

the military–industrial complex” (Eisenhower 1961), precisely what would result from 

“industry undertak[ing] project and contract management activities currently undertaken by 

Defence” (Peever et al. 2015, 36).  

If in reading the First Principles Review: One Defence you become concerned to know what 

contestability might mean in the context of defence, then you are not alone. Industry 

stakeholders involved in the First Principles Review, were perplexed by the term 

‘contestability’, left undefined and yet central to the new Major Capital Acquisition Process 

being proposed. They commissioned their own report to address the “jargon” and come up 

with a definition of contestability (Grzadka et al. 2015, 2). This sat alongside another ‘please 

explain’ report on contestability frameworks commissioned by the Defence Department 

from the RAND Corporation, the California based private research arm of the US defence 

industry sector. RAND cited dictionary definitions of the root term ‘contest’ and went on to 

conclude that, “[t]here is no extensive literature on contestability per se, nor do other 

departments and ministries of defence routinely use the term” (RAND National Security 

Research Division 2015, 7). This is an extraordinary statement given that RAND was the 

preeminent economics research institute of “the American military [which] was also the 

incubator for modern ‘decision theory’” (Mirowski and Nik-Khah 2017, 28). RAND also 

took over publication of The Bell Journal of Economics in 1984 when it became the RAND 

Journal of Economics, so they had all the in-depth research on contestability at their fingertips.  

The changes being rendered to Defence underscored the importance of the endeavour to 

understand how contestability theory positioned transnational corporations to take control 

of Defence’s materiel capability and most importantly of its data and decision-making 

processes. This subversion of the military’s function through restructuring Defence into a 

business orientated and globally integrated organisation based on contestability, without 
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Defence personnel or external stakeholders fully engaging with its meaning, is I suggest an 

action which qualifies for an entry in the annals of military disasters. 

The corporatisation of the military with its focus on transnational corporate interests is 

brought to light by the differences between the 2014-15 and 2016-17 annual reports of the 

Department of Defence as reflected in their respective indexes. The 2014-15 report has 

substantial entries for the Air Force, Army and Navy. In the 2016-17 index to the Annual 

Report, entries for the three services are dramatically reduced whilst entries denoting 

business interests are significantly heightened and include entries for: Capability Acquisition 

and Sustainment Group, contestability, Corporate Plan, estate, First Principles Review, 

industry, Integrated Investment Program, Investment, One Defence.  

The other indicative difference that there was cultural change occurring in the Department 

of Defence was the 2014-15 index had an entry for the First World War 100th anniversary 

commemorations and the 2016-17 Annual Report only had a brief mention. What the 

Annual Report failed to commemorate specifically were the 1916-17 battles which 

Australian troops took part in, including, Fromelles, Pozières, Bullecourt and Messines. 

The Department of Defence is a central agency in Australia not only because defence 

supports our nation’s sovereignty but because it is expected to respect the ANZAC story 

and spirit which embodies what is generally accepted to be a foundational story of 

Australian national identity, not just in terms of the Gallipoli battlefields and Western Front 

but the grief and struggle that gripped the lives of men, women and children during and 

after the First World War (1914-1918). Out of a population of a little over 4 million people 

in 1914, there were 60,000 war dead, 25,000 returned defence personnel who were 

physically and mentally wounded and a further 20,000 deaths from Spanish influenza in 

1918-1919. That the Department of Defence did not go beyond a brief mention of the 100th 

anniversary of the First World War is indicative of the degree to which their focus has 

switched to the commercial interests of transnational corporations which are taking over the 

reins of government, including Defence which is both the definitive outcome and meaning of 

contestability. The Department’s ignorance of its own functioning and that of the nation it 

is meant to serve is an indictment on Australia’s leadership in Defence and indicative of the 

success of the neoliberal movement.  
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Appendix C Australian Financial Security 
Authority (AFSA) 

Analysis 
[T]he personal insolvency system is required to meet a number of objectives for a range of 

users and stakeholders. It has an economic imperative, but it is also an expression of social 

justice (Australian Financial Security Authority 2019, 4). 

The above statement from the 2018-19 Annual Report regarding commercial imperatives 

and social justice suggests that both priorities would be evident in Australian Financial 

Security Authority (AFSA) structures and systems. The economic imperative is clearly seen 

in the data services the agency provides to the users and stakeholders and in the exploration 

of further clients to service in the financial sector (Australian Financial Security Authority 

2019, 50). The ASFA is a regulatory institution, however, its stated commercial goals 

included: 

It’s important that we use our resources in a way that is efficient and commercially sound 

so that creditors benefit from the recovery of funds (Australian Financial Security 

Authority 2019, 42).  

Social justice does not appear again in the report. There is no strategy around it except 

access to information and data integrity. Certain creditors appear to receive special 

consideration and access to the regulator’s policy development considerations, as their 

Annual Report for 2019 states, “[w]e met with creditors, including senior representatives 

from a number of major banks, to discuss the law reform changes and to encourage their 

support of debtors under the new regime” (Australian Financial Security Authority 2019, 

25). 

The following year there was clarification about what was seen as the fundamental driver, 

which was to “create efficiencies in our transactional decision-making that enable us to 

provide more direct, tailored services to those who need them … and (Australian Financial 

Security Authority 2020, 3). A key focus the AFSA is to develop new information products” 
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(Australian Financial Security Authority 2020, 4). The latter is a process of value adding 

what Sturgess called “domain knowledge”, a core asset that agencies like AFSA are 

preparing for commercialisation because there is market demand (Sturgess 2015, 18).  

The AFSA in directing their attention towards business processes and information products 

is not to develop the business for themselves but “to identify and transfer bankruptcies that 

are better suited to being managed by the private sector” (Australian Financial Security 

Authority 2020, 44). 

Further, their stated orientation is “to deliver value to creditors by exercising our powers in 

a commercially sound way” (Australian Financial Security Authority 2020, 11) which 

suggests the regulatory function of the AFSA has been subordinated to commercial 

imperatives as indicated by changes to legislation which expand the business. For example, 

the commercial imperatives of this ‘regulatory’ agency are served by a proposal to change 

the bankruptcy discharge period from three years to one year effectively allowing those who 

come into the market and go bankrupt to return to the market after 12 months. This would 

most likely not serve as deterrent nor afford time to redress the problems that led to the 

bankruptcy in the first place. The government’s reasoning for lowering the default period is 

to encourage entrepreneurship, but it has been argued that in the vast majority of 

bankruptcy cases consumer credit is the main problem (Brown and Dickfos 2016). What the 

shorter period could achieve is an increase in the churn of bankrupts to be processed 

thereby producing more transactions and data which is the commodity at the centre of the 

AFSA business model. Regarding social impact, there is the growing number of firms who 

deliberately go bankrupt to avoid paying creditors. This is a well-documented problem in 

the construction industry where most trades are subcontractors who get saddled with bad 

debt from construction companies going into receivership as a matter of business strategy 

and returning to the market under another brand.  

The new legislation also marks a shift from offences to contraventions. In 2019–20 AFSA 

reported that: 

We use our coercive powers to assist practitioners to obtain information and assets, learn 

from the complaints and tip-offs we investigate, and take steps to impose sanctions 

where we uncover serious misconduct. (Australian Financial Security Authority 2020, 35). 

The regulatory or enforcement role of the institution itself is lessened because the Personal 

Properties Securities Register (PPSR) is perceived as a “financial risk management and 

consumer protection tool depend[ent] on flexible underlying technology” (Australian 
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Financial Security Authority 2020, 5). In essence, it is the market supported by the ICT 

network, which purports to serve a regulatory function because in the neoliberal world the 

market is held to solve most problems. The agency announced in 2020 that it had released 

its “first in-depth market report” (Australian Financial Security Authority 2020, 8).  

The regulatory roles of Inspector-General of Bankruptcy, Official Receiver, Official Trustee 

in Bankruptcy and the Personal Property Securities Registrar have now all been subsumed 

under the role of Chief Executive. The Registrar role was the last role to be transferred to 

the Chief Executive on 30 June 2020. The powers of the regulator are described facilitating 

the business of data collection rather than that of a regulator committed to enforcing laws: 

We use our coercive powers to assist practitioners to obtain information and assets, learn 

from the complaints and tip-offs we investigate, and take steps to impose sanctions where 

we uncover serious misconduct. (Australian Financial Security Authority 2020, 35). 

The human element of the system is slowly receding, subsumed by data sets. The AFSA did 

not mention the word ‘data’ in their 2013–14 annual report, but by 2019–20 the Chief 

Executive exclaimed, “[d]ata is central to everything we do.” (Australian Financial Security 

Authority 2020, 3). 
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